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Preface

Purpose and Background

Computer engineering is a vast field spanning many aspects of hardware and software; thus, it is difficult

to cover it in a single book. It is also rapidly changing requiring constant updating as some aspects of it

may become obsolete. In this book, we attempt to capture the long lasting fundamentals as well as the

new trends, directions, and developments. This book could easily fill thousands of pages. We are aware

that some areas were not given sufficient attention and some others were not covered at all. We plan to

cover these missing parts as well as more specialized topics in more details with new books under the

computer engineering series and new editions of the current book. We believe that the areas covered by

this new edition are covered very well because they are written by specialists, recognized as leading

experts in their fields.

Organization

This book contains five sections. First, we start with the fabrication and technology that have been a

driving factor for the electronic industry. No sector of the industry has experienced such tremendous

growth and advances as the semiconductor industry did in the past 30 years. This progress has surpassed

what we thought to be possible, and limits that were once thought of as fundamental were broken several

times. This is best seen in the development of semiconductor memories, described in Section II.

When the first 256-kbit DRAM chips were introduced, the ‘‘alpha particle scare’’ (the problem encoun-

tered with alpha particles discharging the memory cell) predicted that radiation effects would limit

further scaling in dimensions of memory chips. Twenty years later, the industry was producing 256-Mbit

DRAM chips—a thousand times improvement in density—and we see no limit to further scaling even at

4GB memory capacity. In fact, the memory capacity has been tripling every 2 years while the number of

transistors in the processor chip has been doubling every 2 years.

Important design techniques are described in two separate sections. Section III addresses design

techniques used to create modern computer systems. The most important design issues starting from

timing and clocking, PLL and DLL design and ending with high-speed computer arithmetic and high-

frequency design are described in this section. Section IV deals with power consumed by the system.

Power consumption is becoming the most important issue as computers are starting to penetrate large

consumer product markets, and in several cases low-power consumption is more important than the

performance that the system can deliver.

Finally, reliability and testability of computer systems are described in Section V.
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Locating Your Topic

Several avenues are available to access desired information. A complete table of contents is presented at

the front of the book. Each of the sections is preceded with an individual table of contents. Finally, each

chapter begins with its own table of contents. Each contributed chapter contains comprehensive

references. Some of them contain a ‘‘To Probe Further’’ section, in which a general discussion of various

sources such as books, journals, magazines, and periodicals is located. To be in tune with the modern

times, some of the authors have also included Web pointers to valuable resources and information. We

hope our readers will find this to be appropriate and of much use.

A subject index has been compiled to provide a means of accessing information. It can also be used

to locate definitions. The page on which the definition appears for each key defining term is given in

the index.

This book is designed to provide answers to most inquiries and to direct inquirers to further sources

and references. We trust that it will meet the needs of our readership.

Acknowledgments
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as to other members of the advisory board. I would like to thank my colleague and friend Richard Dorf

for asking me to edit this book and trusting me with this project. Kristen Maus worked tirelessly on the

first edition of this book and so did Nora Konopka of CRC Press. I am also grateful to the editorial staff

of Taylor & Francis, Theresa Delforn and Allison Shatkin in particular, for all the help and hours spent
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staff for a superb job of editing, which has substantially improved this book over the previous one.

Vojin G. Oklobdzija

Berkeley, California
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1
Trends and Projections

for the Future
of Scaling and Future

Integration Trends

Hiroshi Iwai
Shun-ichiro Ohmi
Tokyo Institute of Technology

1.1 Introduction....................................................................... 1-1

1.2 Downsizing below 0.1 mm................................................ 1-3

1.3 Gate Insulator .................................................................. 1-11

1.4 Gate Electrode.................................................................. 1-16

1.5 Source and Drain ............................................................ 1-17

1.6 Channel Doping .............................................................. 1-19

1.7 Interconnects.................................................................... 1-20

1.8 Memory Technology ....................................................... 1-23

1.9 Future Prospects .............................................................. 1-25

1.1 Introduction

Recently, information technology (IT)—such as Internet, i-mode, cellular phone, and car navigation—

has spread very rapidly all over of the world. IT is expected to dramatically raise the efficiency of our

society and greatly improve the quality of our life. It should be noted that the progress of ITentirely owes

to that of semiconductor technology, especially Silicon LSIs (Large Scale Integrated Circuits). Silicon

LSIs provide us high speed=frequency operation of tremendously many functions with low cost, low

power, small size, small weight, and high reliability. In these 30 years, the gate length of the metal oxide

semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) has reduced 100 times, the density of DRAM

increased 500,000 times, and clock frequency of MPU increased 2,500 times, as shown in Table 1.1.

Without such a marvelous progress of LSI technologies, today’s great success in information technology

would not be realized at all.

The origin of the concept for solid-state circuit can be traced back to the beginning of last century, as

shown in Fig. 1.1. It was more than 70 years ago, when J. Lilienfeld using Al=Al2O3=Cu2S as an MOS

structure invented a concept of MOSFETs. Then, 54 years ago, first transistor (bipolar) was realized

using germanium. In 1960, 2 years after the invention of integrated circuits (IC), the first MOSFETwas

realized by using the Si substrate and SiO2 gate insulator [1]. Since then Si and SiO2 became the key

materials for electronic circuits. It takes, however, more than several years until the Silicon MOSFET

evolved to Silicon ICs and further grew up to Silicon LSIs. The Silicon LSIs became popular in the
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market from the beginning of 1970s as a 1 kbit DRAM and a 4 bit MPU (microprocessor). In the early

1970s, LSIs started by using PMOS technology in which threshold voltage control was easier, but soon

the PMOS was replaced by NMOS, which was suitable for high speed operation. It was the middle of

1980s when CMOS became the main stream of Silicon LSI technology because of its capability for low

power consumption. Now CMOS technology has realized 512 Mbit DRAMs and 1.7 GHz clock MPUs,

and the gate length of MOSFETs in such LSIs becomes as small as 100 nm.

Figure 1.2 shows the cross sections of NMOS LSIs in the early 1970s and those of present CMOS LSIs.

The old NMOS LSI technology contains only several film layers made of Si, SiO2, and Al, which are

basically composed of only five elements: Si, O, Al, B, and P. Now, the structure becomes very

complicated, and so many layers and so many elements have been involved.

In the past 30 years, transistors have been miniaturized significantly. Thanks to the miniaturization,

the number of components and performance of LSIs have increased significantly. Figures 1.3 and 1.4

show the microphotographs of 1 kbit and 256 Mbit DRAM chips, respectively. Individual tiny

rectangle units barely recognized in the 16 large rectangle units of the 256 M DRAM correspond to

64 kbit DRAM. It can be said that the downsizing of the components has driven the tremendous

development of LSIs.

Figure 1.5 shows the past and future trends of the downsizing of MOSFET’s parameters and LSI chip

properties mainly used for high performance MPUs. Future trend was taken from ITRS’99 (Inter-

national Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors) [2]. In order to maintain the continuous progress of

LSIs for future, every parameter has to be shrunk continuously with almost the same rate as before.

However, it was anticipated that shrinking the parameters beyond the 0.1 mm generation would face

severe difficulties due to various kinds of expected limitations. It was expected that huge effort would be

required in research and development level in order to overcome the difficulties.

In this chapter, silicon technology from past to future is reviewed for advanced CMOS LSIs.

TABLE 1.1 Past and Current Status of Advanced LSI Products

Year Min. Lg (mm) Ratio DRAM Ratio MPU Ratio

1970=72 10 1 1 k 1 750 k 1

2001 0.1 1=100 512 M 256,000 1.7 G 2,300

Year 2001  New Century for Solid-State Circuit

20th C

73 years since the concept of MOSFET
    1928, J. Lilienfeld, MOSFET patent 

54 years since the 1st transistor
    1947, J. Bardeen, W. Bratten, bipolar Tr

43-42 years since the 1st Integrated Circuits
    1958, J. Kilby, IC
    1959, R. Noice, Planar Technology  

41 years since the 1st Si-MOSFET
    1960, D. Kahng, Si-MOSFET 

38 years since the 1st CMOS
    1963, CMOS, by F. Wanlass, C.T. Sah

31 years since the 1st 1 kbit DRAM (or LSI)
    1970 Intel 1103

16 years since CMOS became the major technology
    1985, Toshiba 1 Mbit CMOS DRAM

FIGURE 1.1 History of LSI in 20th century.
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1.2 Downsizing below 0.1 mm

In digital circuit applications, a MOSFET functions as a switch. Thus, complete cut-off of leakage

current in the ‘‘off ’’ state, and low resistance or high current drive in the ‘‘on’’ state are required. In

addition, small capacitances are required for the switch to rapidly turn on and off. When making the

gate length small, even in the ‘‘off ’’ state, the space charge region near the drain—the high potential

region near the drain—touches the source in a deeper place where the gate bias cannot control the

potential, resulting in a leakage current from source to drain via the space charge region, as shown in

Fig. 1.6. This is the well-known, short-channel effect of MOSFETs. The short-channel effect is often

measured as the threshold voltage reduction of MOSFETs when it is not severe. In order for a MOSFET

Si substrate

Field SiO2

ILD (Interlayer
Dielectrics)

(SiO2 + BPSG)

Al interconnects

Passivation (PSG)

magnification

Poly Si gate
electrode

Source/Drain

Layers

Source/Drain diffusion

Gate oxide

Si substrate
Field oxide

Poly Si gate electrode

Interlayer dielectrics
Aluminum interconnects
Passivation

Materials
Si, SiO2
BPSG
PSG
Al

Atoms
Si, O, Al,
P, B

(H, N, CI)

6 mm NMOS LSI in 1974 

(a)

(b)

magnification

magnification

magnification

W via plug

W contact plug

CoSi2

Low k ILD

Ultra-thin gate SiO2

0.1 mm CMOS LSI in 2001

Large number of  layers,
Many kinds of materials and atoms 

Gate SiO2

FIGURE 1.2 Cross-sections of (a) NMOS LSI in 1974 and (b) CMOS LSI in 2001.
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to work as a component of an LSI, the capability of switching-off or the suppression of the short-channel

effects is the first priority in the designing of the MOSFETs. In other words, the suppression of the short-

channel effects limits the downsizing of MOSFETs.

In the ‘‘on’’ state, reduction of the gate length is desirable because it decreases the channel resistance of

MOSFETs. However, when the channel resistance becomes as small as source and drain resistance,

further improvement in the drain current or the MOSFET performance cannot be expected. Moreover,

in the short-channel MOSFET design, the source and drain resistance often tends to even increase in

order to suppress the short-channel effects. Thus, it is important to consider ways for reducing the total

resistance of MOSFETs with keeping the suppression of the short-channel effects. The capacitances of

MOSFETs usually decreases with the downsizing, but care should be taken when the fringing portion is

FIGURE 1.3 1 kbit DRAM (TOSHIBA).

FIGURE 1.4 256 Mbit DRAM (TOSHIBA).
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dominant or when impurity concentration of the substrate is large in the short-channel transistor

design.

Thus, the suppression of the short-channel effects, with the improvement of the total resistance and

capacitances, are required for the MOSFET downsizing. In other words, without the improvements of

the MOSFET performance, the downsizing becomes almost meaningless even if the short-channel effect

is completely suppressed.

To suppress the short-channel effects and thus to secure good switching-off characteristics of

MOSFETs, the scaling method was proposed by Dennard et al. [3], where the parameters of MOSFETs

are shrunk or increased by the same factor K, as shown in Figs. 1.7 and 1.8, resulting in the reduction of

the space charge region by the same factor K and suppression of the short-channel effects.

In the scaling method, drain current, Id (¼W=L3V2=tox), is reduced to 1=K. Even the drain current

is reduced to 1=K, the propagation delay time of the circuit reduces to 1=K, because the gate charge

reduces to 1=K2. Thus, scaling is advantageous for high-speed operation of LSI circuits.
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FIGURE 1.5 Trends of CPU and DRAM parameters.
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FIGURE 1.6 Short channel effect at downsizing.
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If the increase in the number of transistors is kept at K2, the power consumption of the LSI—which is

calculated as 1=2fnCV2 as shown in Fig. 1.7—stays constant and does not increase with the scaling.

Thus, in the ideal scaling, power increase will not occur.

However, the actual scaling of the parameters has been different from that originally proposed as the

ideal scaling, as shown in Table 1.2 and also shown in Fig. 1.5(a). The major difference is the supply

voltage reduction. The supply voltage was not reduced in the early phase of LSI generations in order to

keep a compatibility with the supply voltage of conventional systems and also in order to obtain higher

operation speed under higher electric field. The supply voltage started to decrease from the 0.5 mm

generation because the electric field across the gate oxide would have exceeded 4 MV=cm, which had

been regarded as the limitation in terms of TDDB (time-dependent break down)—recently the

maximum field is going to be raised to high values, and because hot carrier induced degradation

for the short-channel MOSFETs would have been above the allowable level; however, now, it is not easy

to reduce the supply voltage because of difficulties in reducing the threshold voltage of the MOSFETs.

Too small threshold voltage leads to significantly large subthreshold leakage current even at the gate

voltage of 0 V, as shown in Fig. 1.9. If it had been necessary to reduce the supply voltage of 0.1 mm

MOSFETs at the same ratio as the dimension reduction, the supply voltage would have been 0.08 V

(¼5 V=60) and the threshold voltage would have been 0.0013 V (¼0.8 V=60), and thus the scaling

method would have been broken down. The voltage higher than that expected from the original

Drain Current: Id → 1/K
Gate area: Sg = Lg · Wg → 1/K2

Gate capacitance: Cg = a · Sg /tox → 1/K
Gate charge: Qg = Cg · Vg → 1/K2

Propagation delay time: tpd = a · Qg /Id → 1/K
Clock frequency: f = 1/tpd → K
Chip area: Sc: set const. → 1
Number of Tr. in a chip: n → K2

Power consumption: P = (1/2) · f · n · Cg · Vd → 1

 K K2 1/k 1/k2

2

FIGURE 1.7 Parameters change by ideal scaling.
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FIGURE 1.8 Ideal scaling method.
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scaling is one of the reasons for the increase of the power. Increase of the number of transistors in a

chip by more than the factor K2 is another reason for the power increase. In fact, the transistor size

decreases by factor 0.7 and the transistor area decreases by factor 0.5 (¼0.73 0.7) for every gener-

ation, and thus the number of transistors is expected to increase by a factor of 2. In reality, however,

the increase cannot wait for the downsizing and the actual increase is by a factor of 4. The insufficient

area for obtaining another factor 2 is earned by increasing the chip area by a factor of 1.5 and further

by extending the area in the vertical direction introducing multilayer interconnects, double polysilicon,

and trench=stack DRAM capacitor cells.

In order to downsizing MOSFETs down to sub-0.1 mm, further modification of the scaling method is

required because some of the parameters have already reached their scaling limit in the 0.1 mm

generation, as shown in Fig. 1.10. In the 0.1 mm generation, the gate oxide thickness is already below

the direct-tunneling leakage limit of 3 nm. The substrate impurity concentration (or the channel

impurity concentration) has already reached 1018 cm�3. If the concentration is further increased, the

source-substrate and drain-substrate junctions become highly doped pn junctions and act as tunnel

diodes. Thus, the isolation of source and drains with substrate cannot be maintained. The threshold

voltage has already decreased to 0.3–0.25 V and further reduction causes significant increase in

subthreshold leakage current. Further reduction of the threshold voltage and thus the further reduction

of the supply voltage are difficult.

In 1990s, fortunately, those difficulties were shown to be solved somehow by invention of new

techniques, further modification of the scaling, and some new findings for short gate length MOSFET

operation. In the following, examples of the solutions for the front end of line are described. In 1993, first

successful operation of sub-50 nm n-MOSFETs was reported [4], as shown in Fig. 1.11. In the fabrication

TABLE 1.2 Real Scaling (Research Level)

1972 2001 Ratio Limiting Factor

Gate length 6 mm 0.1 mm 1=60

Gate oxide 100 nm 2 nm 1=50 Gate leakage TDDB

Junction depth 700 nm 35 nm 1=20 Resistance

Supply voltage 5 V 1.3 V 1=3.8 Vth

Threshold voltage 0.8 V 0.35 V 1=2 Subthreshold leakage

Electric field (Vd=tox) 0.5 MV=cm 6.5 MV=cm 13 TDDB

Vg (V)

Log Id

10−6 A
10−7 A

10−8 A

10−9 A

10−10A

Vg = 0V

VthVth

Subthreshold
leakage current
increase

Vth lowering 

FIGURE 1.9 Subthreshold leakage current at low Vth.
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of the MOSFETs, 40 nm length gate electrodes were realized by introducing resist-thinning technique

using oxygen plasma. In the scaling, substrate (or channel doping) concentration was not increased any

more, and the gate oxide thickness was not decreased (because it was not believed that MOSFETs with

direct-tunnelling gate leakage operates normally), but instead, decreasing the junction depth more

aggressively (in this case) than ordinary scaling was found to be somehow effective to suppress the

short-channel effect and thus to obtain good operation of sub-50 nm region. Thus, 10-nm depth S=D

junction was realized by introduction of solid-phase diffusion by RTA from PSG gate sidewall. In 1994, it

was found that MOSFETs with gate SiO2 less than 3 nm thick—for example 1.5 nm as shown in Fig. 1.12

[5]—operate quite normally when the gate length is small. This is because the gate leakage current

decreases in proportion with the gate length while the drain current increases in inverse proportion with

the gate length. As a result, the gate leakage current can be negligibly small in the normal operation of

MOSFETs. The performance of 1.5 nm was record breaking even at low supply voltage.

In 1993, it was proposed that ultrathin-epitaxial layer shown in Fig. 1.13 is very effective to realize

super retrograde channel impurity profiles for suppressing the short-channel effects. It was confirmed

that 25 nm gate length MOSFETs operate well by using simulation [6]. In 1993 and 1995, epitaxial

channel MOSFETs with buried [7] and surface [8] channels, respectively, were fabricated and high drain

W
L tox (gate oxide)

1/K  3 nm

Silicon substrate

xj (diffusion) 1/K 40 nm 
Sub-Doping Concentration K 1018/cm3

1/K

Channel

µm )

Device dimension

Vth (Threshold voltage)

1/K
0.3 V

1/K  1.2 – 0.9 V

0.1mm

Lithography

Subthreshold
leakage 

Junction leakage: tunnel diode

Operation speed

Tunneling
TDDB

Resistance increase

0.1mm

Source
Channel

Vd (supply voltage)

Drain

FIGURE 1.10 Scaling limitation factor for Si MOSFET below 0.1 mm.

FIGURE 1.11 Top view of 40 nm gate length MOSFETs [4].
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current drive with excellent suppression of the short-channel effects were experimentally confirmed. In

1995, new raised (or elevated) S=D structure was proposed, as shown in Fig. 1.14 [10]. In the structure,

extension portion of the S=D is elevated with self-aligned to the gate electrode by using silicided silicon

sidewall. With minimizing the Si3N4 spacer width, the extension S=D resistance was dramatically

reduced. In 1991, NiSi salicide were presented for the first time, as shown in Fig. 1.15 [10]. NiSi has

several advantages over TiSi2 and CoSi2 salicides, especially in use for sub-50 nm regime. Because NiSi is

a monosilicide, silicon consumption during the silicidation is small. Silicidation can be accomplished at

low temperature. These features are suitable for ultra-shallow junction formation. For NiSi salicide,

there was no narrow line effect—increase in the sheet resistance in narrow silicide line—and bridging

failure by the formation of silicide path on the gate

sidewall between the gate and S=D. NiSi-contact resist-

ances to both nþ and pþ Si are small. These properties

are suitable for reducing the source, drain, and gate

resistance for sub-50 nm MOSFETs.

The previous discussion provides examples of possible

solutions, which the authors found in the 1990s for sub-

50 nm gate length generation. Also, many solutions have

been found by others. In any case, with the possible

solutions demonstrated for sub-50 nm generation as

well as the keen competitions among semiconductor

chipmakers for high performance, the downsizing

trend or roadmap has been significantly accelerated

since the late 1990s, as shown in Fig. 1.16. The first

roadmap for downsizing was published in 1994 by SIA

(Semiconductor Industry Association, USA) as

NTRS’94 (National Technology Roadmap for Semicon-

ductors) [11]—at that time, the roadmap was not an

international version. On NTRS’94, the clock frequency

was expected to stay at 600 MHz in year 2001 and

expected to exceed 1 GHz in 2007. However, it has

already reached 2.1 GHz for 2001 in ITRS 2000 [12].

In order to realize high clock frequencies, the gate

length reduction was accelerated. In fact, in the

NTRS’94, gate length was expected to stay at 180 nm

FIGURE 1.12 Cross-sectional TEM image of 1.5 nm gate oxide [5].

Channel ion implantation

Selective Si epitaxial growth

Epitaxial film

MOSFET fabrication

Epitaxial channel

Epi Channel MOSFETs June 1993

FIGURE 1.13 Epitaxial channel [9].
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in year 2001 and expected to reach 100 nm only in 2007, but the gate length is 90 nm in 2001 on ITRS

2000, as shown in Fig. 1.16b.

The real world is much more aggressive. As shown in Fig. 1.16a, the clock frequency of Intel’s MPU

already reached 1.7 GHz [12] in April 2001, and its roadmap for gate length reduction is unbelievably

aggressive, as shown in Fig. 1.16b [13,14]. In the roadmap, 30-nm gate length CMOS MPU with 70-nm

node technology is to be sold in the market in year 2005. It is even several years in advance compared

with the ITRS 2000 prediction.

With the increase in clock frequency and the decrease in gate length, together with the increase in

number of transistors in a chip, the tremendous increase in power consumption becomes the main issue.

In order to suppress the power consumption, supply voltage should be reduced aggressively, as shown in

Fig. 1.16c. In order to maintain high performance under the low supply voltage, gate insulator thickness

should be reduced very tremendously. On NTRS’94, the gate insulator thickness was not expected to

exceed 3 nm throughout the period described in the roadmap, but it is already 1.7 nm in products in 2001

and expected to be 1.0 nm in 2005 on ITRS’99 and 0.8 nm in Intel’s roadmap, as shown in Fig. 1.16d. In

terms of total gate leakage current of an entire LSI chip for use for mobile cellular phone, 2 nm is already

too thin, in which standby power consumption should be minimized. Thus, high Kmaterials, which were

assumed to be introduced after year 2010 at the earliest on NTRS’94, are now very seriously investigated

in order to replace the SiO2 and to extend the limitation of gate insulator thinning.

GATE

Leff

SiN Spacer Silicided Si-Sidewalll

TiSi2

Source Drain

Si

Low resistance with ultra-shallow junction

S4D (Silicided Silicon-Sidewall Source and Drain) Structure

S4D MOSFETs June 1995

FIGURE 1.14 S4D MOSFETs [9].

FIGURE 1.15 NiSi Salicide [10].
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Introduction of new materials is considered not only for the gate insulator, but also almost for every

portion of the CMOS structures. More detailed explanations of new technology for future CMOS will be

given in the following sections.

1.3 Gate Insulator

Figure 1.17 shows gate length (Lg) versus gate oxide thickness (tox) published in recent conferences

[4,5,14–19]. The x-axis in the bottom represents corresponding year of the production to the gate length

according to ITRS 2000. The solid curve in the figure is Lg versus tox relation according to the ITRS 2000

[12]. It should be noted that most of the published MOSFETs maintain the scaling relationship between

Lg and tox predicted by ITRS 2000. Figures 1.18 and 1.19 are Vd versus Lg, and Id (or Ion) versus Lg curves,

respectively obtained from the published data at the conferences. From the data, it can be estimated that

MOSFETs will operate quite well with satisfaction of Ion value specified by the roadmap until the

generation around Lg¼ 30 nm. One small concern is that the Ion starts to reduce from Lg¼ 100 nm and

could be smaller than the value specified by the roadmap from Lg¼ 30 nm. This is due to the increase in

the S=D extension resistance in the small gate length MOSFETs. In order to suppress the short-channel

effects, the junction depth of S=D extension needs to be reduced aggressively, resulting in high sheet

resistance. This should be solved by the raised (or elevated) S=D structures. This effect is more

significantly observed in the operation of an 8-nm gate length EJ-MOSFET [20], as shown in

Fig. 1.19. In the structure, S=D extension consists of inversion layer created by high positive bias applied

on a 2nd gate electrode, which is placed to cover the 8-nm, 1st gate electrode and S=D extension area.
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FIGURE 1.16 ITRS’99. (a) CPU clock frequency, (b) gate length, (c) supply voltage, and (d) gate insulator thickness.
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Thus, reduction of S=D extension resistance will be another limiting factor of CMOS downsizing, which

will come next to the limit in thinning the gate SiO2.

In any case, it seems at this moment that SiO2 gate insulator could be used until the sub-1 nm thickness

with sufficient MOSFET performance. There was a concern proposed in 1998 that TDDB (Time

Dependent Dielectric Breakdown) will limit the SiO2 gate insulator reduction at tox¼ 2.2 nm [21];

however, recent results suggest that TDDB would be OK until tox¼ 1.5� 1.0 nm [22–25]. Thus, SiO2

gate insulator would be used until the 30 nm gate length generation for high-speed MPUs. This is a big

change of the prediction. Until only several years ago, most of the people did not believe the possibility of

gate SiO2 thinning below 3 nm because of the direct-tunnelling leakage current, and until only 2 years ago,

many people are sceptical about the use of sub-2 nm gate SiO2 because of the TDDB concern.
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FIGURE 1.17 Trend of Tox.
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However, even excellent characteristics of MOSFETs with high reliability was confirmed, total gate

leakage current in the entire LSI chip would become the limiting factor. It should be noted that

10 A=cm2 gate leakage current flows across the gate SiO2 at tox¼ 1.2 nm and 100 A=cm2 leakage current

flows at tox¼ 1.0 nm. However, AMD has claimed that 1.2 nm gate SiO2 (actually oxynitrided) can be

used for high end MPUs [26]. Furthermore, Intel has announced that total-chip gate leakage current of

even 100 A=cm2 is allowable for their MPUs [14], and that even 0.8 nm gate SiO2 (actually oxynitrided)

can be used for product in 2005 [15].

Total gate leakage current could be minimized by providing plural gate oxide thicknesses in a chip,

and by limiting the number of the ultra-thin transistors; however, in any case, such high gate leakage

current density is a big burden for mobile devices, in which reduction of standby power consumption is

critically important. In the cellular phone application, even the leakage current at tox¼ 2.5 nm would be

a concern. Thus, development of high dielectric constant (or high-k) gate insulator with small gate

leakage current is strongly demanded; however, intensive study and development of the high-k gate

dielectrics have started only a few years ago, and it is expected that we have to wait at least another few

years until the high-k insulator becomes mature for use of the production.

The necessary conditions for the dielectrics are as follows [27]: (i) the dielectrics remain in the solid-

phase at the process temperature of up to about 1000 K, (ii) the dielectrics are not radio-active, (iii) the

dielectrics are chemically stable at the Si interface at high process temperature. This means that no

barrier film is necessary between the Si and the dielectrics. Considering the conditions, white columns in

the periodic law of the elements shown in Fig. 1.20 remained as metals whose oxide could be used as the

high-k gate insulators [27]. It should be noted that Ta2O5 is now regarded as not very much suitable for

use as the gate insulator of MOSFET from this point of view.

Figure 1.21 shows the statistics of high-k dielectrics—excluding Si3N4—and its formation method

published recently [28–43]. In most of the cases, 0.8–2.0 nm capacitance equivalent thicknesses to SiO2

(CET) were tested for the gate insulator of MOS diodes and MOSFETs and leakage current of several

orders of magnitude lower value than that of SiO2 film was confirmed. Also, high TDDB reliability than

that of the SiO2 case was reported.

Among the candidates, ZrO2 [29–31,34–37] and HfO2 [28,32,34,36,38–40] become popular because

their dielectric constant is relatively high and because ZrO2 and HfO2 were believed to be stable at the

Si interface. However, in reality, formation and growth of interfacial layer made of silicate (ZrSixOy,
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FIGURE 1.19 Trend of drain current.
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HfSixOy) or SiO2 at the Si interface during the MOSFET fabrication process has been a serious problem.

This interfacial layer acts to reduce the total capacitance and is thought to be undesirable for obtaining

high performance of MOSFETs. Ultrathin nitride barrier layer seems to be effective to suppress the

interfacial layer formation [37]. There is a report that mobility of MOSFETs with ZrO2 even with

these interfacial layers were significantly degraded by several tens of percent, while with entire Zr silicate

gate dielectrics is the same as that of SiO2 gate film [31]. Thus, there is an argument that the thicker

interfacial silicate layer would help the mobility improvement as well as the gate leakage current

suppression; however, in other experiment, there is a report that HfO2 gate oxide MOSFETs mobility

was not degraded [38]. For another problem, it was reported that ZrO2 and HfO2, easily form micro-

crystals during the heat process [31,33].

Comparing with the cases of ZrO2 and HfO2, La2O3 film was reported to have better characteristics at

this moment [33]. There was no interfacial silicate layer formed, and mobility was not degraded at all.

H
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Ca Sc V Cr Mn Fc Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br Kr

Na

K

Rh Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rb Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I Xe

Cs Ba Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At Rn

B NC O F Ne
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Al Si P S Cl Ar

Fr Ra Rf Ha Sg Ns Hs Mt

La Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy Ho Er Tm Yb Lu

Ac Th Pa U Np Pu Am Cm Bk Cf Es Fm Md No Lr

React with Si. 
Other failed reactions.

Reported since Dec. 1999.
(MRS, IEDM, ECS, VLSI)

Plotted on the material given by J. R. Hauser
at IEDM Short Course on Sub-100 nm CMOS (1999)

Ti

FIGURE 1.20 Metal oxide gate insulators reported since Dec. 1998 [27].
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FIGURE 1.21 Recently reported (a) high-k materials and (b) deposition methods.
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The dielectric constant was 20–30. Another merit of the La2O3 insulator is that no micro-crystal

formation was found in high temperature process of MOSFET fabrication [33]. There is a strong

concern for its hygroscopic property, although it was reported that the property was not observed in

the paper [33]. However, there is a different paper published [34], in which La2O3 film is reported to

very easily form a silicate during the thermal process. Thus, we have to watch the next report of the

La2O3 experiments. Crystal Pr2O3 film grown on silicon substrate with epitaxy is reported to have small

leakage current [42]. However, it was shown that significant film volume expansion by absorbing the

moisture of the air was observed. La and Pr are just two of the 15 elements in lanthanoids series.

There might be a possibility that any other lanthanoid oxide has even better characteristics for the

gate insulator. Fortunately, the atomic content of the lanthanoids, Zr, and Hf in the earth’s crust is much

larger than that of Ir, Bi, Sb, In, Hg, Ag, Se, Pt, Te, Ru, Au, as shown in Fig. 1.22.

Al2O3 [41,43] is another candidate, though dielectric constant is around 10. The biggest problem for

the Al2O3 is that film thickness dependence of the flatband shift due to the fixed charge is so strong that

controllability of the flatband voltage is very difficult. This problem should be solved before it is used for

the production. There is a possibility that Zr, Hf, La, and Pr silicates are used for the next generation gate

insulator with the sacrifice of the dielectric constant to around 10 [31,35,37]. It was reported that the

silicate prevent from the formation of micro-crystals and from the degradation in mobility as described

before. Furthermore, there is a possibility that stacked Si3N4 and SiO2 layers are used for mobile device

application. Si3N4 material could be introduced soon even though its dielectric constant is not very high

[44–46], because it is relatively mature for use for silicon LSIs.
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FIGURE 1.22 Clarke number of elements.
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1.4 Gate Electrode

Figure 1.23 shows the changes of the gate electrode of MOSFETs. Originally, Al gate was used for the

MOSFETs, but soon poly Si gate replaced it because of the adaptability to the high temperature process

and to the acid solution cleaning process of MOSFET fabrication. Especially, poly gate formation step

can be put before the S=D (source and drain) formation. This enables the easy self-alignment of S=D to

the gate electrode as shown in the figure. In the metal gate case, the gate electrode formation should

come to the final part of the process to avoid the high temperature and acid processes, and thus self-

alignment is difficult. In the case of damascene gate process, the self-alignment is possible, but process

becomes complicated as shown in the figure [47]. Refractory metal gate with conventional gate electrode

process and structure would be another solution, but RIE (Reactive Ion Etching) of such metals with

good selectivity to the gate dielectric film is very difficult at this moment.

As shown in Fig. 1.24, poly Si gate has a big problem of depletion layer formation. This effect would

not be ignored when the gate insulator becomes thin. Thus, despite the above difficulties, metal gate is

desirable and assumed to be necessary for future CMOS devices. However, there is another difficulty for

the introduction of metal gate to CMOS. For advance CMOS, work function of gate electrode should be
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Poly Si gate
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FIGURE 1.23 Gate electrode formation change.
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FIGURE 1.24 Depletion in poly-Si gate.
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selected differently for n- and p-MOSFETs to adjust the threshold voltages to the optimum values.

Channel doping could shift the threshold voltage, but cannot adjust it to the right value with good

control of the short-channel effects. Thus, nþ-doped poly Si gate is used for NMOS and pþ-doped poly

Si gate is used for PMOS. In the metal gate case, it is assumed that two different metals should be used

for N-and PMOS in the same manner as shown in Table 1.3. This makes the process further complicated

and makes the device engineer to hesitate to introduce the metal gate. Thus, for the short-range—

probably to 70 or 50 nm node, heavily doped poly Si or poly SiGe gate electrode will be used. But in the

long range, metal gate should be seriously considered.

1.5 Source and Drain

Figure 1.25 shows the changes of S=D (source and drain) formation process and structure. S=D becomes

shallower for every new generation in order to suppress the short-channel effects. Before, the extension

part of the S=D was called as LDD (Lightly Doped Drain) region and low doping concentration was

required in order to suppress electric field at the drain edge and hence to suppress the hot-carrier effect.

Structure of the source side becomes symmetrical as the drain side because of process simplicity.

Recently, major concern of the S=D formation is how to realize ultra-shallow extension with low

resistance. Thus, the doping of the extension should be done as heavily as possible and the activation

of the impurity should be as high as possible. Table 1.4 shows the trends of the junction depth and sheet

TABLE 1.3 Candidates for Metal Gate Electrodes (unit: eV)

Dual Gate

Midgap NMOS PMOS

W 4.52 Hf 3.9 RuO2 4.9

Zr 4.05 WN 5.0

Ru 4.71 Al 4.08 Ni 5.15

Ti 4.17 Ir 5.27

TiN 4.7 Ta 4.19 Mo2N 5.33

Mo 4.2 TaN 5.41

Pt 5.65

Gas/Solid phase diffusion P,  B As, P, B 

Diffused layerS D

Ion Implantation

Diffused layerS DDiffused layerS D

LDD (Lightly Doped Drain) Extension Pocket

P, As, B, BF2
As, BF2 As, BF2, InLDD Extension

Low E Ion Imp.

Pocket/Halo

FIGURE 1.25 Source and drain change.
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resistance of the extension requested by ITRS 2000. As the generation proceeds, junction depth becomes

shallower, but at the same time, the sheet resistance should be reduced. This is extremely difficult.

In order to satisfy this request, various doping and activation methods are being investigated. As the

doping method, low energy implantation at 2–0.5 keV [48] and plasma doping with low energy [49] are

thought to be the most promising at this moment. The problem of the low energy doping is lower retain

dose and lower activation rate of the implanted species [48]. As the activation method, high temperature

spike lamp anneal [48] is the best way at this moment. In order to suppress the diffusion of the dopant,

and to keep the over-saturated activation of the dopant, the spike should be as steep as possible. Laser

anneal [50] can realize very high activation, but very high temperature above the melting point at the

silicon surface is a concern. Usually laser can anneal only the surface of the doping layer, and thus deeper

portion may be necessary to be annealed by the combination of the spike lamp anneal.

In order to further reduce the sheet resistance, elevated S=D structure of the extension is necessary, as

shown in Fig. 1.26 [6]. Elevated S=D will be introduced at the latest from the generation of sub-30 nm

TABLE 1.4 Trend of S=D Extension by ITRS

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2008 2011 2014

Technology

node (nm)

180 130 100 70 50 35

Gate length (nm) 140 120 100 85 80 70 65 45 32 22

Extension Xj (nm) 42–70 36–60 30–50 25–43 24–40 20–35 20–33 16–26 11–19 8–13

Extension sheet

resistance (V=nm)

350–800 310–760 280–730 250–700 240–675 220–650 200–625 150–525 120–450 100–400
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FIGURE 1.26 Elevated source and drain.
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gate length generation, because sheet resistance of S=D will be the major limiting factor of the device

performance in that generation.

Salicide is a very important technique to reduce the resistance of the extrinsic part of S=D—resistance

of deep S=D part and contact resistance between S=D and metal. Table 1.5 shows the changes of the

salicide=silicide materials. Now CoSi2 is the material used for the salicide. In future, NiSi is regarded as

promising because of its superior nature of smaller silicon consumption at the silicidation reaction [10].

1.6 Channel Doping

Channel doping is an important technique not only for adjusting the threshold voltage of MOSFETs

but also for suppressing the short-channel effects. As described in the explanation of the scaling method,

the doping of the substrate or the doping of the channel region should be increased with the downsizing

of the device dimensions; however, too heavily doping into the entire substrate causes several problems,

such as too high threshold voltage and too low breakdown voltage of the S=D junctions. Thus, the

heavily doping portion should be limited to the place where the suppression of the depletion layer is

necessary, as shown in Fig. 1.27. Thus, retrograde doping profile in which only some deep portion is

TABLE 1.5 Physical Properties of Silicides

MoSi2 WSi2 C54–TiSi2 CoSi2 NiSi

Resistivity (mV cm) 100 70 10� 15 18� 25 30� 40

Forming temperature (8C) 1000 950 750� 900 550� 900 400

Diffusion species Si Si Si Co* Ni

* Si(CoSi), Co(Co2Si).

Depth (mm)

epi 
Si Si sub.B
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on
 C

on
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nt
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FIGURE 1.27 Retrograde profile.
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heavily doped is requested. To realize the extremely sharp retrograde profile, undoped-epitaxial-silicon

growth on the heavily doped channel region is the most suitable method, as shown in the figure [7–9].

This is called as epitaxial channel technique. The epitaxial channel will be necessary from sub-50 nm gate

length generations.

1.7 Interconnects

Figure 1.28 shows the changes of interconnect structures and materials. Aluminium has been used for

many years as the interconnect metal material, but now it is being replaced by cupper with the

combination of dual damascene process shown in Fig. 1.29, because of its superior characteristics on

the resistivity and electromigration [51,52]. Figure 1.30 shows some problems for the CMP process used

Al

Ti / TiN

W

Cu
TaN

SiN
Global

Inter-
mediate

Local W

Al-Si-CuAl-Si

Al-(Si)-Cu

Al-Cu

FIGURE 1.28 Interconnect change.

SiN

Photo resist
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Si

TaNSeed Cu layer Cu
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FIGURE 1.29 Dual damascene for Cu.
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for the copper damascene, which is being solved. The major problem for future copper interconnects is

the necessity of diffusion barrier layer, as shown in Fig. 1.31. The thickness of the barrier layer will

consume major part of the cross-section area of copper interconnects with the reduction of the

dimension, because it is very difficult to thin the barrier films less than several nanometers. This leads

to significant increase in the resistance of the interconnects. Thus, in 10 years, diffusion-barrier-free

copper interconnects process should be developed.

Reducing the interconnect capacitance is very important for obtaining high-speed circuit operation.

Thus, development of low-k inter-deposition layer (IDL) is essential for the future interconnects

shown in Table 1.6. Various materials as shown in Table 1.7 are being developed at this moment.

Cu

dishing

1~20 mm 30 mm<1 mm 

erosion
(thinning) micro scratch key hole

FIGURE 1.30 Dual damascene for Cu.
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FIGURE 1.31 Interconnects.
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Unfortunately, however, only the dielectric constant of 3.2–4.0 has been used for the products.

Originally, low-k material with dielectric constant of less than 3.0 was scheduled to be introduced

much earlier. However, because of the technological difficulty, the schedule was delayed in ITRS 2000,

as shown in Table 1.6.

TABLE 1.6 Trend of Interconnect by ITRS

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2008 2011 2014

Technology

node (nm)

180 130 100 70 50 35

Gate length (nm) 140 120 100 85 80 70 65 45 32 22

Number of metal

levels

6–7 6–7 7 7–8 8 8 8–9 9 9–10 9–10

Local (Al or Cu)

(nm)

500 450 405 365 330 295 265 185 130 95

Intermediate

(Al or Cu) (nm)

640 575 520 465 420 375 340 240 165 115

Global (Al or Cu)

(nm)

1050 945 850 765 690 620 560 390 275 190

Dielectric

constant (k)

3.5–4.0 3.5–4.0 2.7–3.5 2.2–3.5 2.2–2.7 2.2–2.7 1.6–2.2 1.5 <1.5 <1.5

Interlevel metal

insulator

Fluorinated

silicate glass

Hydrogen

silsesqioxane-type

Organic

polymer

Inorganic

dielectrics

Xerogel

Fluoropolymer

Porous SiO2

Porous

dielectrics

and air gap

Dielectric

constant (k)

for DRAM

4.1 4.1 4.1 3.0–4.1 3.0–4.1 3.0–4.1 2.5–3.0 2.5–3.0 2.0–2.5 2.0–2.3

TABLE 1.7 Candidates of Low-k Materials for Next Generation Interconnects

Low k Materials Chemical Formula k Deposition Method

Silicon dioxide SiO2 3.9–4.5 PECVD

Fluorinated silicate glass (SiO2)x�(SiO3F2)1�x 3.2–4.0 PECVD

Polyimide

n

CO
N N

CO

CO

CO
3.1–3.4 Spin on

HSQ SiO1.5H0.5 2.9–3.2 Spin on

Diamond-like carbon C 2.7–3.4 PECVD

Parylene-N

n

CH2

CH2
2.7 CVD

DVS-BCB (1) 2.6–2.7 Spin on

Fluorinated polyimide (2) 2.5–2.9 Spin on

MSQ SiO1.5(CH3)0.5 2.6–2.8 Spin on

Aromatic thermoset

n
CF2

CF2 2.6–2.8 Spin on

Parylene-F a-C:F 2.4–2.5 CVD

Teflon AF (CF2CF2)n 2.1 Spin on
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1.8 Memory Technology

Memory device requires some special technologies. Figure 1.32 and Tables 1.8 and 1.9 show the change

of DRAM cells. The cell structure becomes too complicated in order to secure the capacitor area in the

small dimensions. To solve this problem, new high-k dielectrics and related metal electrode as shown in

TABLE 1.7 (continued) Candidates of Low-k Materials for Next Generation Interconnects

Low k Materials Chemical Formula k Deposition Method

Mesoporous silica SiO2 2.0 Spin on

Porous HSQ SiO1.5H0.5 2.0 Spin on

Porous aero gel SiO2 1.8–2.2 Spin on

Porous PTFE (CF2CF2)n 1.8–2.2 Spin on

Porous MSQ SiO1.5(CH3)0.5 1.7–2.2 Spin on

Xerogels (porous silica) SiO2 1.1–2.2 Spin on

HSQ: Hydrogen Silsesquioxane

BCB: Benzocyclobutene

MSQ: Methyl Silsesquioxane

Teflon: (PTFEþ2,2 bis-trifluromethyl-4,5 difluoro-1,3 dioxole)

PTFE: Polytetrafluoroethylene
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FIGURE 1.32 DRAM cell structure change.
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Table 1.8 have been already developed for production and new materials are also being investigated for

future [53]. New dielectric materials are being developed not only for DRAM, but also for other

memories such as FERAMs (Ferro-electric RAM) [54].

Although, the structure becomes very complicated, embedded DRAM logic LSIs [55] are attractive

and necessary for the SOC (Silicon On a Chip) application. In the future, chip module technology will

solve the complexity problem in which different functional chips are made separately and finally

assembled on a chip.

TABLE 1.8 Trend of DRAM Cell

Generation Year Ground Vd (V) Device Tox (nm) xj (mm) Cell Dielectrics

1 K 1971 10 20 PMOS 120 1.5 3 Tr

4 K 1975 8 100 0.8 1 Tr

16 K 1979 5 12 75 0.5 SiO2

64 K 1982 3 NMOS 50 0.35

256 K 1985 2 35 0.3 Planar Capacitor

1 M 1988 1 5 25 0.25

4 M 1991 0.8 20 0.2

16 M 1994 0.5 15 0.15 NO

64 M 1997 0.3 12 0.12

256 M 1999 0.18 3.3–2.5 CMOS 6 0.1

1 G 2002 0.13 5 0.08 3D Capacitor

1.8–1.2 (Stack or Trench)

4 G 2005 0.10 4 0.05

16 G 2008 0.07 0.9 3 0.03

64 G 2011 0.05 0.6 2 0.02 High-k

256 G 2014 0.035 0.5 1.5 0.01

TABLE 1.9a Trend of DRAM Cell: Stack

Year

Technology

Node (nm)

Cell Size

(mm2)

Capacitor

Structure

Dielectric

Material

Dielectric

Constant

Upper

Electrode

Bottom

Electrode

1999 180 0.26 Cylinder MIS Ta2O5 22 poly-Si poly-Si

2002 130 0.10 Pedestal MIM Ta2O5 50 TiON

TiN

2005 100 0.044 Pedestal MIM BST 250 W, Pt, Ru, W, Pt, Ru,

2008 70 0.018 Pedestal MIM epi-BST 700 RuO2, IrO2 RuO2, IrO2

2011 50 0.0075 Pedestal MIM ??? 1500 SrRuO3

2014 35 0.0031 Pedestal MIM ??? 1500

TABLE 1.9b Trend of DRAM Cell: Trench

Year

Technology

Node (nm)

Aspect Ratio

(trench depth=trench width)

Trench

Depth (mm) (at 35 fF)

Dielectric

Material

1999 180 30–40 6–7 NO

2002 130 40–45 5–6 NO

2005 100 50–60 5–6 NO

2008 70 60–70 4–5 High k

2011 50 >70 4–5 High k

2014 35 >70 5–6 High k
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1.9 Future Prospects

Figures 1.33 and 1.34 show future trends of parameters for 2005 and 2014, respectively, according

to the ITRS 2000. Cost of next generation lithography tool is a concern, but it looks that there

are solutions for 2005; however, we cannot see obvious solutions for 2014 when gate length becomes

20 nm. Despite the unknown status 10 years from now, the near-term roadmap of high performance

LSI makers is too aggressive, as shown in Fig. 1.35. With this tremendously rapid downsizing trend,

we might reach the possible downsizing limit in 5 years, as shown in Fig. 1.36. What will happen

after that? It should be noted that not all the devices follow the aggressive trends. For example, gate

oxide thickness of the mobile devices would not reduce so aggressively. Even using high-k gate

insulator, gate leakage current of 1 mA=cm2 flows through 1 nm (CET) film at Vd¼1 V at this

moment, as shown in Fig. 1.37. Thus, rapid pace of the downsizing will not become a merit. According

to the device purpose, the pace of the downsizing will become different and some of the devices will

not reach the downsizing limit for a long time. Even if we reach the downsizing limit, we have still

many things to do for integration of the devices in multi-chip mode, as shown in Figs. 1.38 and 1.39.

For deep twenty-first century, still the device and hardware technology will be important, as shown

in Fig. 1.40, and in order to overcome the expected limitations, development of technologies for

ultra-small dimensions, for new structures, and for new materials will become important, as shown in

Figs. 1.40 and 1.41.

Year 2001 2005 According to ITRS2000 update 
X 2/3 

Lg = 09 nm 60 nm
1.5−1.0 nm
20−33 nm

Lithography is critical.

Others could be realized by
conventional way.Wire 1/2 pitch = 180 nm 115 nm

Total interconnect length = 12.6 km 31.6 km
2.2−1.6ILD k = 3.5–2.9

f = 2.1 GHz
Vd = 1.5−1.2 V
Vth = 0.3 V?

4.15 GHz (Local)
1.1−0.8 V

0.2 V?

tox = 1.9−1.5 nm
xj = 25−43 nm

→

FIGURE 1.33 ITRS 2000 update.

Year 2001 2014 According to ITRS2000 update 
X 1/4

Lg = 90 nm 20 nm
0.5−0.6 nm
8−13 nm

Wire 1/2 pitch = 180 nm 40 nm
150 km
1.5−1

Total interconnect length = 12.6 km
ILD k = 3.5–2.9

f = 2.1 GHz
Vd = 1.5–1.2 V
Vth = 0.3 V?

15 GHz (Local)
0.6−0.3 V 

??

tox = 1.9−1.5 nm
xj = 25−43 nm

→

FIGURE 1.34 ITRS 2000 update.
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Year 2001 2005
ITRS 2000 Intel2000 (IEDM2000)

2001 2005 2005 Intel’s Demonstration

Lg = 90 nm 60 nm 35 nm (30 nm)
tox = 1.9–1.5 nm 1.5–1.0 nm 0.6 nm (0.8 nm)
xj = 25–43 nm 20–33 nm 17 nm
Vd = 1.5–1.2 V 1.1–0.8 V 0.8 V (0.85 V)

→

FIGURE 1.35 ITRS 2000 vs. Intel 2000.

2000 05 10 15 20

100 nm

10 nm

20 nm

30 nm

60 nm

Lg

Year

Intel

ITRS2000

Others (mobile phone) 

Unknown area
Limit?

There should be more than several roadmaps
depending on applications

FIGURE 1.36 Trend of gate length.
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FIGURE 1.37 Reported leakage current density as a function of Tox equivalent.
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Driver Requirement Important items

1970–1990:

M Memory High integration Downsizing

1990–2000:

PC MPU Personal High Speed
Downsizing Multi-level 
interconnect

2000–:

CMP Communication
Mobile
Personal

High frequency low noise
Extremely low power
Very low cost

Downsizing passive elements
Low voltage
Multi-Chip-Module

FIGURE 1.38 Technology drivers in LSI industries.

Test

Test

Test

client

Interconnects

Complete

DRAM

Microprocessor

Flash

SRAM
DSP

Analog
RF

Sensor
Photo Detector
Laser

Chip Embedded Chip (CEC) Technology for SoC

FIGURE 1.39 Chip embedded chip technology for SoC.

21st Century

Material, Medicine, Chemical
→ Biology, New Material

Decive, Hardware

→

Hyper LSI, Opt device, New sensor (Ultra-small,
     New Structure, New materials) 
We do not know now

Application, Sofware
→ IT, New algorithm

FIGURE 1.40 New technologies in 21st century.
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2.1 VLSI Circuits

Eugene John

2.1.1 Introduction

The term very large scale integration (VLSI) refers to a technology through which it is possible to

implement large circuits consisting of up to or more than a million transistors on semiconductor wafers,

primarily silicon. Without the help of VLSI technology the advances made in computers and in the

Internet would not have been possible. The VLSI technology has been successfully used to build large

digital systems such as microprocessors, digital signal processors (DSPs), systolic arrays, large capacity

memories, memory controllers, I=O controllers, and interconnection networks. The number of tran-

sistors on a chip, depending on the application can range from tens (an op-amp) to hundreds of

millions (a large capacity DRAM). The Intel Pentium III microprocessor with 256 kbyte level two cache

contains approximately 28 million transistors while the Pentium III microprocessor with a 2 Mbyte level

two cache contains 140 million transistors [1]. Circuit designs, where a very large number of transistors

are integrated on a single semiconductor die, are termed VLSI designs.

Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) VLSI logic circuits can be mainly classified into

two main categories: static logic circuits and dynamic logic circuits. Static logic circuits are circuits in
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which the output of the logic gate is always a logical function of the inputs and always available on the

outputs of the gate regardless of time. A static logic circuit holds its output indefinitely. On the contrary, a

dynamic logic circuit produces its output by storing charge in a capacitor. The output thus decays with

time unless it is refreshed periodically. Dynamic or clocked logic gates are used to decrease complexity,

increase speed, and lower power dissipation. The basic idea behind the dynamic logic is to use the

capacitive input of the transistors to store a charge and thus remember a logic level for use later. Logic

circuits may also be classified into combinational and sequential logic circuits. Combinational circuits

produce outputs which are dependent on inputs only. There is no memory or feedback in the circuit.

Circuits with feedback whose outputs depend on the inputs as well as the state of the circuit are called

sequential circuits.

The rest of this chapter section is organized as follows. Static CMOS circuits are described, including

combinational and sequential circuits in the following subsection. Special circuits, such as Pseudo

NMOS logic and pass transistor logic, are also described in the same subsection. Then the next subsection

describes dynamic logic circuits. The last subsection describes memory arrays including static RAMs,

dynamic RAMs, and ROMs. Section 2.1 concludes with a discussion of VLSI CMOS low power circuits

and illustrates a few low power adder circuits. Section 2.1 explains and develops the circuits at the logic

level instead of the device level. References [2–10] are excellent sources for detailed analysis.

2.1.1.1 The Transistor as a Switch

CMOS logic circuits are made up of n-channel and p-channel metal oxide semiconductor field effect

transistors (MOSFETs). The remarkable ability of these transistors to act almost like ideal switches makes

CMOS VLSI circuit design practical and interesting. The n-channel MOSFET is often called the NMOS

transistor and the p-channel MOSFET is called the PMOS transistor. A PMOS transistor works comple-

mentary to an NMOS transistor. Several symbols represent the NMOS and the PMOS transistors. Figure 2.1

shows the simplified circuit symbols of the NMOS and the PMOS transistors. We will assume that a logic 1

(or simply a 1) is a high voltage. In present day VLSI circuit design it could be any value between 1.0 and 5 V.

Normally this is equal to the power supply voltage, VDD, of the circuit. It is also assumed that a logic 0 (or

simply a 0) is zero volt or close to zero volt, which is the typical ground potential and often denoted byVSS. It

should be noted that unlike bipolar junction transistors, MOSFETs are symmetrical devices, and the drain

and the source terminals can be interchanged. For the NMOS transistor, the terminal where VDD is

connected is the drain, and for the PMOS transistor, the terminal where VDD is connected is the source.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the basic switching action of the NMOS and the PMOS transistors. The NMOS

transistor behaves as an open switch when the gate voltage S¼ 0, and when the gate voltage S¼ 1, the

transistor behaves as a closed switch (short circuit). For the PMOS transistor, the complement is true. That

is, when S¼ 0, the PMOS transistor behaves as a closed switch, and when S¼ 1, the transistor behaves as

an open switch. The transistor models presented in Fig. 2.2 are a very simplistic approximation, but it is an

adequate model to understand the logic level behavior of VLSI circuits. The way the PMOS and NMOS

transistors pass the high and low voltages from drain to source or source to drain for the appropriate gate

Drain/Source

Drain/Source

NMOS

A

B

S
Gate

Drain/Source

Drain/Source

PMOS

A

B

S
Gate

FIGURE 2.1 Simplified circuit symbols of NMOS

and PMOS transistors.

NMOS

A B

A B

S

S = 0

PMOS

A B

S

A B

S = 1

A B

S = 0

A B

S = 1

FIGURE 2.2 The basic switching actions of the

NMOS and PMOS transistors.
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(a)

A

A

B

B

S1

S1

S2

S2

(b)

(c)

A

B

S1 S2

(d)

A B

S1 S2

FIGURE 2.3 Series and parallel switch networks using NMOS and PMOS transistors.

signal is an interesting and peculiar property of these transistors. It has been observed that n-channel

passes ‘‘0’’ very well and the p-channel passes ‘‘1’’ very well. Referring to Fig. 2.2, when S¼ 1, the NMOS

acts like a closed switch, but if we connect VDD at the node A, at the node B instead of VDD we will get a

voltage slightly less than VDD, for this reasonwe call this sigal a weak 1. But when VSS is connected at node

A of the NMOS, at node B we get a strong ground and we call this signal a strong 0. Again, for the PMOS

transistor, the complement is true. For the PMOS, when the gate signal S¼ 0, if we connect VDD at the

node A, we get a strong 1 at node B, and if we connect VSS at the node A, we get a weak 0 at node B.

The NMOS and PMOS switches can be combined in various ways to produce desired simple and

complex logic operations. For example, by connecting n NMOS or n PMOS transistors in series, one can

realize circuits in which the functionality is true only when all the n transistors are ON. For instance,

in the circuit in Fig. 2.3a, the nodes A and B will get connected only when S1¼ S2¼ 1. Similarly, in

Fig. 2.3b, A and B will get connected only when S1¼ S2¼ 0. Similarly by connecting n PMOS or n

NMOS transistors in parallel between two nodes A and B, one can realize circuits in which the

functionality is true when any one of the n transistors is ON. For instance, in Fig. 2.3c, if either S1
or S2 is equal to 1, there is a connection between A and B. Similarly, in Fig. 2.3d, if either S1 or S2 is

equal to 0, there is a connection between A and B.

2.1.2 Static CMOS Circuit Design

2.1.2.1 CMOS Combinational Circuits

Any Boolean function, whether simple or complex, depending on the input combinations can have only two

possible output values, a logic high or a logic low. Therefore, to construct a logic circuit that realizes a given

Boolean function, all that is required is to conditionally connect the output toVDD for logic high or toVSS for

logic low. Therefore, to construct a logic circuit that realizes a given Boolean function, all that is required is to

conditionally connect the output to VDD for logic high or to VSS for logic low. This is the basic principle

behind the realization of CMOS logic circuits. A CMOS logic gate consists of an NMOS pull-down network

and a complementary PMOS pull-up network. The NMOS pull-down network is connected between the

output and the ground. The PMOS pull-up network is connected between the output and the power supply,

VDD. The inputs go to both the networks. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The number of

transistors in each network is equal to the number of inputs. TheNMOSpull-down network can be designed

using the series and parallel switches illustrated in Fig. 2.3. The PMOS pull-up network is designed as a dual

of NMOS pull-down network. That is, parallel components in NMOS network translate into series

components in the PMOS network, and series components in NMOS network translate into parallel

components in PMOS network. This procedure is elaborated by design examples later in this section.
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For a given combination of inputs, when the output is a

logic 0, the NMOS network provides a closed path between

the output and ground, thereby pulling the output down to

ground (logic 0). This is the reason for the name NMOS pull-

down network. When the output is a logic 1, for a given

combination of inputs, the PMOS network provides a closed

path between the output and VDD, thereby pulling the output

up to VDD (logic 1). This is the reason for the name PMOS

pull-up network. For CMOS logic gates for both the outputs

(0 and 1), we get strong signals at the output. If the output is a

logic high, we get a strong 1 since the output gets connected to

VDD through the PMOS pull-up network, and if the output is

a logic low, we get a strong 0 since the output gets connected

to VSS through the NMOS pull-down network. It should be

clearly noticed that only one of the networks remains closed at

a given time for any combination of the inputs. Therefore, at

steady state no dc path exists between VDD and ground and

hence no power dissipation. This is the primary reason for the

inherent low power dissipation of CMOS VLSI circuits.

We now illustrate the CMOS realization of inverters, NAND and NOR logic circuits. An inverter is the

simplest possible of all the logic gates. An inverter can be constructed by using a PMOS and an NMOS

transistor. Figure 2.5 shows the logic symbol, CMOS realization and switch level equivalent circuits of the

inverter for both a 0 input and a 1 input.When the input is 0, the NMOS transistor is open (or OFF) and the

VDD

Vss

Output

PMOS
pull-up
network

NMOS
pull-down
network

Input

FIGURE 2.4 The general structure of a

CMOS logic circuit.

A A

VDD

A F = A

VDD

A = 0 F = 1

VDD

A = 1 F = 0

FIGURE 2.5 A CMOS inverter: logic symbol, CMOS realization, and the switch level equivalent circuit when the

input is equal to 0 and 1.

VDD

A

A

B

B

o/p

VDD

o/p = 1

A = 0
B = 0

VDD

o/p = 1

A = 0
B = 1

VDD

o/p = 1

A = 1
B = 0

VDD

o/p = 0

A = 1
B = 1

FIGURE 2.6 A 2-input CMOS NAND gate and the switch-level equivalent circuits for all the possible input

combinations.
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PMOS transistor is closed (orON). Since theP switch is closed, the

output is pulled high to VDD (logic 1). When the input is 1,

the PMOS transistor is OFF and the NMOS transistor is ON,

and the output is pulled down to ground (logic 0), which is the

expected result of an inverter circuit.

A 2-input CMOS NAND gate and the switch level equivalent

circuits for all the possible input combinations are shown in

Fig. 2.6. This circuit realizes the function F¼ (AB)0. The gener-
ation of the CMOS circuit has the following steps. For the

pull-down network, take the non-inverted expression AB (called

the n-expression) and realize using NMOS transistors. For the

pull-up network, find the dual of the n-expression (called

the p-expression) and realize using PMOS transistors. In this

example the dual is AþB (p-expression). For the CMOS NAND

gate shown in Fig. 2.6, if any of the inputs is a 0, one of the NMOS

transistors will beOFF and the pull-down networkwill be open. At

the same time one of the PMOS transistors will be ON and the

pull-up network will be closed, and the output will be pulled up to

VDD (logic 1). If all the inputs are high (logic 1), the pull-down

network will be closed and the pull-up network will be open and

the output will be pulled down to ground (logic 0), which is the

desired functionality of a NAND gate.

Figure 2.7 illustrates the CMOS realization of a 2-input NOR

gate. In Fig. 2.7, the output value is equal to 0 when either A or

B is equal to 1 because one of the NMOS transistors will be ON.

But if both inputs are equal to 0, the series pair of PMOS

transistors between VDD and the output Y will be ON, resulting

in a 1 at the output, which is the desired functionality of a NOR

gate. Figure 2.8 illustrates a 2-input CMOS OR gate realized in two different fashions. In the first

method, an inverter is connected to the output of a NOR circuit to obtain an OR circuit. In the second

method, we make use of DeMorgan’s theorem, (A0B0)0 ¼AþB, to realize the OR logic function. It

should be noted that the inputs are inverted in the second method. To realize the CMOS AND gate, the

same principles can be used.

A

B

Y

VDD

A B

FIGURE 2.7 A 2-input CMOS NOR

gate.

A

B

VDD VDD

A B

B

F = A + B
F = A + B

B

A

A

FIGURE 2.8 Two different realizations of a 2-input CMOS OR gate.
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CMOS compound gates can be realized using a com-

bination of series and parallel switch structures. Figure

2.9 shows the CMOS realization of the logic function

Y¼ (ABCþD)0. The pull-down network is realized

using the n-expression: ABCþD (the noninverted expres-

sion of Y). The pull-up network is realized using the dual

of the n-expression, which is equal to (AþBþC)D.

In order to further illustrate CMOS designs, we show a

full adder design in Fig. 2.10. The two 1-bit inputs are

A and B, and the carry-in is C. Two 1-bit outputs are the

Sum and the Carry-Out. The outputs can be represented

by the equations: Sum¼ABCþAB0C 0 þA0B0CþA0BC 0

and Carry-Out¼ABþACþBC¼ABþ (AþB) C [9].

The implementation of this circuit requires 14 NMOS

and 14 PMOS transistors.

2.1.2.2 Pseudo-NMOS Logic

Pseudo NMOS is a ratioed logic. That is for the correct

operation of the circuit the width-to-length ratios (W=L s)

of the transistors must be carefully chosen. Instead of a

combination of active pull-down and pull-up networks,

the ratioed logic consists of a pull-down network and a

simple load device. The pull-down network realizes the

logic function and a PMOS with grounded gate presents

the load device, as shown in Fig. 2.11a. The pseudo-

NMOS logic style results in a substantial reduction in

gate complexity, by reducing the number of transistors

required to realize the logic function by almost half. The

speed of the pseudo-NMOS circuit is faster than that of

static CMOS realization because of smaller parasitic capacitance. One of the main disadvantages of this

design style is the increased static power dissipation. This is due to the fact that, at steady state when the

output is 0, pseudo-NMOS circuits provide dc current path from VDD to ground. Figure 2.11b shows

VDD

A B C

D

Y

A

B

C

D

FIGURE 2.9 CMOS realization of the com-

pound gate Y¼ (ABC þ D)0.

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

B

B B B

B

B
B

B

C

C

C

C C

C

Carry_Out

Sum

VDD

FIGURE 2.10 A CMOS 1-bit full adder.
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the realization of a 2-input NAND gate using pseudo-

NMOS logic. When the inputs A¼ 0 and B¼ 0, both the

transistors in the pull-down network will be OFF and the

output will be a logic 1. When A¼ 0 and B¼ 1, or A¼ 1

and B¼ 0, the pull-down network again will be OFF and

the output will be logic 1. When A¼ 1 and B¼ 1, both

transistors in the pull-down network are ON and the

output will be a logic 0, which is the expected result of a

NAND gate. Figure 2.11c illustrates the pseudo-NMOS

realization of a 2-input NOR gate. Another example for

the pseudo-NMOS logic realization is given in Fig. 2.11d.

This circuit realizes the function Y¼ (ABCþD)0, and the

operation of this logic circuitry can also be explained in a

manner explained above.

2.1.2.3 Pass Transistor=Transmission Gate Logic

In all the circuits we have discussed so far, the outputs are

obtained by closing either the pull-up network to VDD or

the pull-down network to ground. The inputs are used

essentially to control the condition of the pull-up and the

pull-down networks. One may design circuits in which the

input signals in addition to VDD and VSS are steered to

output, depending on the logic function being realized.

Pass transistor logic implements a logic gate as a simple

switch network. The pass transistor design methodology

has the advantage of being simple and fast. Complex

CMOS combinational logic functions can be implemented

with minimal number of transistors. This results in

reduced parasitic capacitance and hence faster circuits. As

a pass transistor design example, Fig. 2.12 shows a Boolean function unit realized using pass transistors

[3,7]. In this circuit the output is a function of the inputs A and B and the functional inputs P1, P2, P3,

and P4. Depending on the values of P1, P2, P3, and P4, the F output is either the NOR, XOR, NAND,

AND, or OR of inputs A and B. This is summarized in the table in Fig. 2.12.

The simple pass transistor only passes one logic level well, but if we put NMOS and PMOS in parallel

we get a simple circuit that passes both logic levels well. This simple circuit is called the transmission gate

(TG). The schematic and logic symbol of the transmission gate are shown in Fig. 2.13a,b. Figure 2.13c

shows the simplified logic symbol. The CMOS transmission gate operates as a bi-directional switch

VDD
VDD

VDD

VDD

Output

Inputs NMOS
pull-down
network

A

B

A

A

B

B
C

Y

Y

Y
D

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

FIGURE 2.11 (a) The general structure of a

Pseudo-NMOS logic; (b) Pseudo-NMOS

realization of a 2-input NAND gate; (c)

Pseudo-NMOS realization of a 2-input

NOR gate; (d) Pseudo-NMOS realization of

the logic function Y¼ (ABC þ D)0.

A B

F(A,B)

F
P1

P2

P3

P4

P1 P2 P3 P4

0
0 1

1

1

0
1
1

0

0

0
1
1

1

1

1
0 0

0

0
A+B

A+B
AB
AB

A B

FIGURE 2.12 Multifunction circuitry using pass transistor logic and the function table.
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between nodes A and B, which is controlled by S. The transmission gate requires two control signals. The

control signal S is applied to the NMOS and the complement of the control signal S0 to the PMOS. If the

control signal S is high, both transistors are turned ON providing a low resistance path betweenA and B. If

the control signal S is low, both transistors will be OFF and the path between the nodes A and B will be an

open circuit.

The transmission gate can be used to realize logic gates and functions. Consider the exclusive-OR

(XOR) gate shown in Fig. 2.14 [5]. When both inputs A and B are low, the top TG is ON (and the

bottom TG is OFF) and its output is connected to A, which is low (logic 0). If both the inputs are high,

the bottom TG is ON (and the top TG is OFF), and its output is connected to A0, which is also a low

(logic 0). If A is high and B is low, the top TG is on and the output is connected to A, which is a high

(logic 1). Similarly, if A is low and B is high, the bottom TG is on and the output gets connected to A0,
which is a high (logic 1), which is the expected result of a XOR gate. In Fig. 2.14, if we change B to B0 and
B0 to B, the circuit will realize the exclusive-NOR (XNOR) function. In the next section we will use

transmission gates to realize latches and flip-flops.

2.1.2.4 Sequential CMOS Logic Circuits

As mentioned earlier, in combinational logic circuits, the outputs are a logic combination of the current

input signals. In sequential logic circuits the outputs depend not only on the current values of the inputs,

but also on the preceding input values. Therefore, a sequential logic circuit must remember information

about its past state. Figure 2.15 shows the schematic of a synchronous sequential logic circuit. The circuit

consists of a combinational logic circuit, which accepts inputs X and Y1 and produces outputs Z and Y2.

The output Y2 is stored in the memory element as a state

variable. The number of bits in the state variable decides the

number of available states, and for this reason a sequential

circuit is also called a finite state machine. The memory

element can be realized using level-triggered latches or

edge triggered flip-flops.

For a VLSI circuit designer, a number of different latches

and flip-flops are available for the design of the memory

element of a sequential circuit. Figure 2.16a shows the

diagram of a CMOS positive level sensitive D latch realized

using transmission gates and inverters and its switch level

equivalent circuits for CLK¼ 0 and CLK¼ 1. It has a data

input D and a clock input CLK. Q is the output and the

complement of the output Q0 is also available. When

CLK¼ 0, the transmission gate in the inverter loop will be

closed and the transmission gate next to the data input will

be open. This establishes a feedback path around the inverter

pair and this feedback loop is isolated from the input D as

shown in Fig. 2.16a. This causes the current value of Q

(and hence Q0) to be stored in the inverter loop. When the

A A
A

TGB B
B

S S S

S S

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 2.13 The transmission gate: (a) schematic, (b) logic symbol, and (c) simplified logic symbol.

A

A

B

B

B

Output

FIGURE 2.14 Transmission gate imple-

mentation of XOR gate.

X

Y1 Y2

Y2

Z

Memory

Combinational
logic

FIGURE 2.15 A general model of a

sequential network.
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clock input CLK¼ 1, the transmission gate in the inverter loop will be open and the transmission gate

close to the input will be closed, as shown in Fig. 2.16a. Now the output Q¼D, and the data is

accepted continuously. That is, any change at the input is reflected at the output after a nominal delay.

By inverting the clocking signals to the transmission gates a negative level sensitive latch can be realized.

A negative level sensitive latch and a positive level sensitive latch may be combined to form an edge

triggered flip-flop. Figure 2.16b shows the circuit diagram of a CMOS positive edge triggered D flip-

flop. The first latch, which is the negative level sensitive latch, is called the master and the second latch

(positive level sensitive latch) is called the slave. The electrical equivalent circuits for the CMOS

positive edge triggered D flip-flop for CLK¼ 0 and for CLK¼ 1 are also shown in Fig. 2.16b. When

CLK¼ 0, both latches will be isolated from each other and the slave latch holds the previous value, and

the master latch (negative level sensitive latch) follows the input (Qm¼D0). When CLK changes from

0 to 1, the transmission gate closest to data D will become open and the master latch forms a closed

loop and holds the value of D at the time of clock transition from 0 to 1. The slave latch feedback loop

is now open, and it is now connected to the master latch through a transmission gate. Now the open

slave latch passes the value held by the master (Qm¼D0) to the output. The output Q¼Q0
m, which is

the value of the input D at the time of the clock transmission from 0 to 1. Since the master is

(a)

TG
D

CLK

D

D

TG

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

Q

When CLK = 0

When CLK = 1

D

(b)

D

CLK

TG

TG TG

TG
Qm

Qm

Q

Q

D Qm Q

Q

Q

Q

When CLK = 0

When CLK = 1

CLK

CLK

CLK

(c)

QD

FIGURE 2.16 (a) CMOS positive-level sensitive D latch and the switch level equivalent circuits for CLK¼ 0 and

CLK¼ 1; (b) CMOS positive-edge triggered D flip-flop and the switch level equivalent circuits for CLK¼ 0

and CLK¼ 1; (c) CMOS implementation of the positive-edge triggered D flip-flop.
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disconnected from the data input D, the input D cannot affect the output. When the clock signal

changes from 1 to 0, the slave forms a feedback loop, saving the value of the master and the open

master start to sampling and following the input data D again. But, as is evident from the Fig. 2.16b,

this will not affect the output. Together with RAM and ROM, which are explained in Section 2.1.4,

these structures form the basis of most CMOS storage elements and are also used as the memory

element in the design of sequential circuits. Figure 2.16c shows the CMOS realization of the positive

edge triggered D flip-flop, including the transistors required for generating the CLK0 signal—18

transistors are required for its implementation.

2.1.3 Dynamic Logic Circuits

The basic idea behind the dynamic logic is to use the capacitive input of the MOSFET to store a charge

and thus remember a logic level for later use. The output decays with time unless it is refreshed

periodically since it is stored in a capacitor. Dynamic logic gates, which are also known as clocked

logic gates, are used to decrease complexity, increase speed, and lower power dissipation.

Figure 2.17 shows the basic structure of a dynamic CMOS logic circuit. The dynamic logic design

eliminates one of the switch networks from a complementary logic circuit, thus reducing the number of

transistors required to realize a logic function by almost 50%. The operation of a dynamic circuit has

two phases: a precharge phase and an evaluation phase depending on the state of the clock signal. When

clock CLK¼ 0, the PMOS transistor in the circuit is turned ON and the NMOS transistor in the circuit

is turned OFF, and the load capacitance is charged to VDD. This is called the precharge phase.

The precharge phase should be long enough for the load capacitance to completely charge to VDD.

During the precharge phase, since the NMOS transistor is turned OFF, no conducting path exists

between VDD and ground, thus eliminating static current. The precharging phase ends and the

evaluation phase begins when the clock CLK turns 1. Now the PMOS transistor is turned OFF and

VDD

Z

CLK

CLK

i/ps NMOS
pull-down
network

Precharge PrechargeEvaluate Evaluate

FIGURE 2.17 Basic structure of a dynamic CMOS logic circuitry.
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the NMOS transistor is turned ON. Depending on the values of the inputs and the composition of the

pull-down network, a conditional path may exist between the output and the ground. If such a path

exists, the capacitor discharges and logic low output is obtained. If no such path exists between the

output and the ground, the capacitor retains its value and a logic high output is obtained. In the evaluate

phase, since the PMOS transistor is turned OFF, no path exists between VDD and ground, thus

eliminating the static current during that phase also.

Figure 2.18a shows the realization of the 2-input NAND gate using dynamic logic. During the

precharge phase (CLK¼ 0), the NMOS transistor is OFF and the PMOS transistor is ON, and the

capacitor is precharged to logic 1. During the evaluate phase, if the inputs A and B are both equal to 0,

both the transistors in the pull-down network will be OFF, and the output goes into high impedance

state and holds the precharged value of logic 1. When A¼ 0 and B¼ 1, or A¼ 1 and B¼ 0, the pull-

down network again will be OFF and the output holds the precharged value of logic 1. When A¼ 1 and

B¼ 1, both transistors in the pull-down network are ON, and the load capacitor discharges through the

low resistance path provided by the NMOS pull-down network, and the output will be a logic 0, which is

the expected result of a NAND gate. It should be noted that once the capacitor discharges, it cannot be

charged until the next precharge phase. Figure 2.18b illustrates the dynamic logic implementation of a

2-input NOR gate. Another example for the dynamic logic realization is given in Fig. 2.18c. This circuit

realizes the function Y¼ (ABCþD)0, and the operation of this dynamic logic circuitry can also be

explained in a manner explained earlier.

2.1.4 Memory Circuits

Semiconductor memory arrays are widely used in many VLSI subsystems, including microprocessors

and other digital systems. More than half of the real estate in many state-of-the-art microprocessors is

devoted to cache memories, which are essentially memory arrays. Memory circuits belong to different

categories; some memories are volatile, i.e., they lose their information when power is switched off,

whereas some memories are nonvolatile. Similarly, some memory circuits allow modification of infor-

mation, whereas some only allow reading of prewritten information. As shown in Fig. 2.19, memories

may be classified into two main categories, Read=Write Memories (RWMs) or Read Only Memories

(ROMs). Read=Write Memories or memory circuits that allow reading (retrieving) and writing (modi-

fication) of information are more popularly referred to as Random Access Memories or RAMs.

(Historically, RAMs were referred to by that name to contrast with non-semiconductor memories

such as disks which allow only sequential access. Actually, ROMs also allow random access in the way

RAMs do; however, they should not be called RAMs. The advent of new RAM chips such as page mode

VDD VDD VDD

Y
Y

A
A

A

B

B

C

D

Y

B

CLK
CLK

CLK

(a) (c)(b)

FIGURE 2.18 Dynamic logic implementation of (a) 2-input NAND gate, (b) 2-input NOR gate, and (c) the logic

function Y¼ (ABC þ D)0.
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DRAMs and cached DRAMs have rendered RAMs to be strictly not random access memories because

latency for random access to any location is not uniform any more.

In contrast to RAMs, ROMs are nonvolatile, i.e., the data stored in them is not lost when power

supply is turned off. The contents of the simple ROM cannot be modified. Some ROMs allow erasing

and rewriting of the information (typically, the entire information in the whole chip is erased). The

ROMs, which are programmed in the factory and are not reprogrammable anymore, are called mask-

programmed ROMs, whereas programmable ROMs (PROMs) allow limited reprogramming, and

erasable PROMs (EPROMs), electrically erasable PROMs (EEPROMs), and FLASH memories allow

erasing and rewriting of the information in the chip. EPROMs allow erasure of the information using

ultraviolet light, whereas EEPROMs and FLASH memories allow erasure by electrical means.

Memory chips are typically organized in the form of a matrix of memory cells. For instance, a 32-kbit

memory chip can be organized as 256 rows of 128 cells each. Each cell is capable of storing one bit of

binary information, a 0 or a 1. Each cell needs two connections to be selected, a row select signal and a

column select signal. All the cells in a row are connected to the same row select signal (also called word-

line) and all the cells in a column are connected to the same column select signal (also called bit-line).

Only cells that get both the row and column selects activated will get selected. Figure 2.20 shows the

structure of a typical memory cell array. A 32-kbit memory chip will have 15 address lines, and if the

Semiconductor
Memories

Read/Write Memories
(Commonly known as
Random Access Memories
or RAM)

Read Only Memories
(ROM)

Static RAM
(SRAM)

Dynamic RAM
(DRAM)

Mask Programmed ROM

Programmable
ROM

PROM

EPROM

EEPROM

FLASH

FIGURE 2.19 Different types of semiconductor memories.
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Column decoder
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FIGURE 2.20 Typical memory array organization.
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chip is organized as 256 rows or 128 cells, 8 address lines will be connected to the row address decoder

and 7 address lines will be connected to the column address decoder.

2.1.4.1 Static RAM Circuits

Static RAMs are static memory circuits in the sense that information can be held indefinitely as long as

power supply is on, which is in constrast to DRAMs which need periodic refreshing. A static RAM cell

basically consists of a pair of cross-coupled inverters, as shown in Fig. 2.21a. The cross-coupled latch

has two possible stable states, which will be interpreted as the two possible values one wants to store in

the cell, the ‘‘0’’ and the ‘‘1’’. To read and write the data contained in the cell, some switches are required.

Because the two inverters are cross-coupled, the outputs of the two transistors are complementary to

each other. Both outputs are brought out as bit line and complementary bit line. Hence, a pair of

switches are provided between the 1-bit cell and the complementary bit lines. Figure 2.21b illustrates

the structure of a generic MOS static RAM cell, with the two cross-coupled transistors storing the actual

data, the two transistors connected to the word line and bit-lines acting as the access switches and two

generic loads, which may be active or passive. Figure 2.21c illustrates a case where the loads are

resistive, whereas Fig. 2.21d illustrates the case where the loads are PMOS transistors. A resistive load

can be realized using undoped polysilicon. Such a resistive load yields compact cell size and is suitable

for high density memory arrays; however, one cannot obtain good noise rejection properties and good

energy dissipation properties for passive loads. Low values of the load resistor results in better noise

margins and output pull-up times; however, high values of the resistor is better to reduce the amount of

standby current drawn by each memory cell. The load can also be realized using an active device, which

is the approach in the 6-transistor cell in Fig. 2.21d. This 6-transistor configuration, often called the

Bit line C

Bit line C

Bit line C�

Bit line C� Bit line C Bit line C�

Bit line C Bit line C�

1-bit SRAM

Load Load

Word line

Word line Word line

Vdd

Vdd Vdd

(a)

(c) (d)

(b)

R R T5 T6

T3

T1 T2

T4

FIGURE 2.21 Different configurations of the SRAM cell: (a) basic two-inverter latch, (b) generic SRAM cell

topology, (c) SRAM cell with resistive load, (d) the 6-transistor CMOS SRAM cell.
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full CMOS SRAM, has desirable properties of low power dissipation, high switching speed, and good

noise margins. The only disadvantage is that it consumes more area than the cell with the resistive load.

In Fig. 2.21d, the cross-coupled latch formed by transistors T1 and T2 forms the core of the SRAM

cell. This transistor pair can be in one of two stable states, with either T1 in the ON state or T2 in the ON

state. These two stable states form the one-bit information that one can store in this transistor pair.

When T1 is ON (conducting), and T2 is OFF, a ‘‘0’’ is considered to be stored in the cell. When a ‘‘1’’ is

stored, T2 will be conducting and T1 will be OFF. The transistors T3 and T4 are used to perform the read

and write operations. These transistors are turned ON only when the word line is activated (selected).

When the word line is not selected, the two pass transistors T3 and T4 are OFF and the latch formed by

T1 and T2 simply ‘‘holds’’ the bit it contains. Once the memory cell is selected by using the word line,

one can perform read and write operations on the cell. In order to write a ‘‘1’’ into the cell, the bit line C 0

must be forced to logic low, which will turn off transistor T1, which leads to a high voltage level at T1’s

drain, which turns T2 ON and the voltage level at T2’s drain goes low. In order to write a ‘‘0’’, voltage

level at bit line C is forced low, forcing T2 to turn off and T1 to turn ON. To accomplish forcing the bit-

lines to logic low, a write circuitry has to be used. Figure 2.22 illustrates a static RAM cell complete with

read and write circuitry [6]. The write circuitry consists of transistors WT1 and WT2 that are used to

force C or C 0 to low-voltage appropriately (Table 2.1). Typically, two NOR gates are used to generate the

appropriate gate signals for the transistors WT1 and WT2 (not shown in Fig. 2.22).

The read circuitry is also illustrated in Fig. 2.22. In order to read values contained in a cell, the cell is

selected using the word select line. Both transistors T3 and T4 are ON, and one of either T1 or T2 is ON.

If T1 is ON, as soon as the row select signal is applied, the voltage level on bit line C drops slightly

because it is pulled down by T1 and T3. The data read circuitry detects the small voltage difference

VDD

VDD VDD

VDD

Precharge devices

Bit line C

T5

T3

T1 T2

T6

T4

Bit line C�

Row
select Word line

1-Bit CMOS SRAM cell

CLK

WT1 WB
Data write
circuitry

WB� WT2

Column
select

Cross coupled
sense amplifier

Current-mirror differential
sense amplifier

Read
select

CLK

Data 
out

FIGURE 2.22 CMOS SRAM cell with read amplifier and data write circuitry [6].
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between the C and C 0 lines (C 0 is higher) and amplifies it as a logic ‘‘0’’ output. If T2 is ON, as soon as

the row select signal is applied, the voltage level on complementary bit line C 0 drops slightly because it is
pulled down by T2 and T4. The data read circuitry detects the small voltage difference between C and C 0

lines (C is higher) and amplifies it as logic ‘‘1’’ output. The data read circuitry can be constructed as a

simple source-coupled differential amplifier or as a differential current-mirror sense amplifier circuit (as

indicated in Fig. 2.22). The current-mirror sense amplifier achieves a faster read time than the simple

source-coupled read amplifier. The read access speed can be further improved by two- or three-stage

current mirror differential sense amplifiers [6].

2.1.4.2 Dynamic RAM Circuits

All RAMs lose their contents when power supply is turned off. However, some RAMs gradually lose the

information even if power is not turned off, because the information is held in a capacitor. Those RAMs need

periodic refreshing of information in order to retain the data. They are called dynamic RAMs or DRAMs.

Static RAM cells require 4–6 transistors per cell and need 4–5 lines connecting to each cell including

power, ground, bit lines, and word lines. It is desirable to realize memory cells with fewer transistors and

less area, in order to construct high density RAM arrays. The early steps in this direction were to create a

4-transistor cell as in Fig. 2.23a by removing the load devices of the 6-transistor SRAM cell. The data is

stored in a cross-coupled transistor pair as in the SRAM cells we discussed earlier. But it should be noted

that voltage from the storage node is continuously being lost due to parasitic capacitance, and there is no

current path from a power supply to the storage node to restore the charge lost due to leakage. Hence,

the cell must be refreshed periodically. This 4-transistor cell has some marginal area advantage over the

6-transistor SRAM cell, but not any significant advantage. An improvement over the 4-transistor DRAM

cell is the 3-transistor DRAM cell shown in Fig. 2.23b. Instead of using a cross-coupled transistor pair,

this cell uses a single transistor as the storage device. The transistor is turned ON or OFF depending on

the charge stored on its gate capacitance. Two more transistors are contained in each cell, one used as

read access switch and the other used as write access switch. This cell is faster than the 4-transistor

DRAM cell; however, every cell needs two control and two I=O (bit) lines making the area advantage

insignificant.

The widely popular DRAM cell is the single transistor DRAM cell shown in Fig. 2.23c. It stores data

as charge in an explicit capacitor. There is also one transistor which is used as the access switch. This

structure consumes significantly less area than a static RAM cell. The cell has one control line (word line)

and one data line (bit line). The cells can be selected using the word line, and the charge in the capacitor

can be modified using the bit line.

2.1.4.3 Read Only Memories (ROMs)

ROM arrays are simple memory circuits, significantly simpler than the RAMs, which we discussed in the

preceding section. A ROM can be viewed as a simple combinational circuit, which produces a specified

output value for each input combination. Each input combination corresponds to a unique address or

location. Storing binary information at a particular address can be achieved by the presence or absence

of a connection from the selected row to the selected column. The presence or absence of the connection

can be implemented by a transistor. Figure 2.24 illustrates a 43 4 memory array. At any time, only one

word line among A1, A2, A3, and A4 is selected by the ROM decoder. If an active transistor exists at the

cross point of the selected row and a data line (D1, D2, D3, and D4), the data line is pulled low by that

TABLE 2.1 Write Operation Summary of the SRAM Cell Shown in Figure 2.22

Desired Action WB WB0 Operation

WRITE 1 0 1 WT1 OFF, WT2 ON, forcing C 0 low
WRITE 0 1 0 WT1 ON, WT2 OFF, forcing C low

Do not write 0 0 WT1 and WT2 OFF, forcing C and C 0 to be high
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transistor. If no active transistor exists at the cross point, the data line stays high because of the PMOS

load device. Thus, absence of an active transistor indicates a ‘‘1’’ whereas the presence of an active

transistor indicates a ‘‘0’’.

ROMs are most effectively used in devices, which need a set of fixed values for operation. The set of

values are predetermined before fabrication and a transistor is made only at those cross-points where

one is desired. If the information that is to be stored in the ROM is not known prior to fabrication, a

transistor is made at every cross-point. The resulting chip is a write-once ROM. The ROM is pro-

grammed by cutting the connection between the drain of the MOSFETand the column (bit) line. ROMs

are effective in applications where large volumes are required.

2.1.5 Low-Power CMOS Circuit Design

The increasing importance and growing popularity of mobile computing and communications systems

have made power consumption a critical design parameter in VLSI circuits and systems. The design of

Bit line C Bit line C�
Parasitic storage

capacitances

Word line

Read

Parasitic storage
capacitances

Bit line
(write)

Write

Bit line
(read)

(a)

(c)

(b)

Bit line
(data read/write)

Word line
(read/write select)

Explicit
storage

capacitances

FIGURE 2.23 Different configurations of a DRAM cell: (a) 4-transistor DRAM cell, (b) 3-transistor DRAM cell,

(c) 1-transistor DRAM cell.
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portable devices requires consideration of the peak power for reliability and proper circuit operation,

but more critical is the time-averaged power consumption to operate the circuits for a given amount of

time to perform a certain task [11,12]. There are four sources of power dissipation in digital CMOS VLSI

circuits, which are summarized in the following equation:

Pavg ¼ Pswitching þ Pshort-circuit þ Pleakage þ Pstatic

¼ CLVVDDf þ IscVDD þ IleakageVDD þ IstaticVDD

¼ CLV
2f þ IscVDD þ IleakageVDD þ IstaticVDD

where

Pavg ¼ time-averaged power

Pswitching ¼ switching component of power

Pshort-circuit¼ short circuit power dissipation

Pleakage ¼ leakage power

Pstatic ¼ static power

CL ¼ load capacitance

V ¼ voltage swing (and in most cases this will be the same as the supply voltage VDD)

f ¼ clock frequency

Isc ¼ short-circuit current

Ileakage ¼ leakage current

Istatic ¼ static current

In some literature, the authors like to group Pleakage and Pstatic together and call it as the static

component of power.

The switching component of the power occurs when energy is drawn from the power supply to charge

parasitic capacitors made up of gate, diffusion, and interconnect capacitance. For properly designed

circuits, the switching component will contribute more than 90% of the power consumption, making it

the primary target for power reduction [12]. A system level approach, which involves optimizing

D1

D2

D3

D4

A1 A2 A3 A4

Vdd

Vdd

Vdd

Vdd

FIGURE 2.24 Read only memory (ROM) circuit.
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algorithms, architectures, logic design, circuit design, and physical design, can be used to minimize

power. The physical capacitance can be minimized through choice of substrate, layout optimization,

device sizing, and choice of logic styles. The choice of supply voltage has the greatest impact on the

power-delay product, which is the amount of energy required to perform a given function. From the

expression for the switching component of power (Pswitching¼CLV
2f ), it is clear that if the supply

voltage is reduced, the power delay-product will improve quadratically. Unfortunately, a reduction in

supply voltage is associated with a reduction in circuit speed. However, if the goal is to increase the

MIPS=Watt in general purpose computing for a fixed level, then various architectural schemes can be

used for voltage reduction.

The short-circuit power dissipation, Pshort-circuit, is due to short-circuit current, Isc. Finite rise and fall

time of the input waveforms result in a direct current path between supply voltage VDD and ground,

which exists for a short period of time during switching. Such a path never exists in dynamic circuits, as

precharge and evaluate transistors should never be ON simultaneously, as this would lead to incorrect

evaluation. Short-circuit currents are, therefore, a problem encountered only in static designs. Through

proper choices of transistor sizes, the short-circuit component of power dissipation can be kept to less

than 10%.

Leakage power, Pleakage, is due to the leakage current, Ileakage. Two types of leakage currents seen

through in CMOS VLSI circuits: reverse biased diode leakage current at the transistor drain, and the

subthreshold leakage current through the channel of an ‘‘OFF’’ device. The magnitude of these leakage

currents is set predominantly by the processing technology. The sub-threshold leakage occurs due to

carrier diffusion between the source and the drain when the gate-source voltage, Vgs, has exceeded the

weak inversion point, but still below the threshold voltage Vt. In this regime, the MOSFET behaves

almost like a bipolar transistor, and the subthreshold current is exponentially dependent on Vgs. At

present Pleakage is a small percentage of total power dissipation, but as the transistor size becomes smaller

and smaller and the number of transistors that can be integrated into a single silicon die increases, this

component of power dissipation is expected to become more significant.

Static power, Pstatic, is due to constant static current, Istatic, from VDD to ground when the circuit is not

switching. As we have seen earlier, complementary CMOS combines pull-up and pull-down networks

and only one of them is ON at any given time. Therefore, in true complementary CMOS design, there is

no static power dissipation. There are times when deviations from the CMOS design style are necessary.

For example in special circuits such as ROMs or register files, it may be useful to use pseudo NMOS logic

circuit due to its area efficiency. In such a circuit under certain output conditions there is a constant

static current flow, Istatic, from VDD to ground, which dissipates power.

The power reduction techniques at the circuit level are quite limited when compared with the other

techniques at higher abstraction levels. At the circuit level, percentage power reduction in the teens is

considered good [11]; however, low-power circuit techniques can have major impact because some

circuits are repeated several times to complete the design. For example, adders are one of the most often

used arithmetic circuits in digital systems. Adders are used to perform subtraction, multiplication, and

division operations. Reducing power consumption in adders will result in reduced power consumption

of many digital systems. Various different types of adders have different speeds, areas, power dissipa-

tions, and configurations available for the VLSI circuit designer. Adders or subsystems consisting of

adder circuits are often in the critical path of microcomputers and digital signal processing circuit; thus a

lot of effort has been spent on optimizing them. As shown in Fig. 2.10, the straight forward realization of

a CMOS full adder will require 28 transistors. This adder is not optimized for power dissipation.

Recently, there has been tremendous research effort in the design and characterization of low-power

adders. The 14-transistor (14T) full adder proposed by Abu Shama et al. [13], dual value logic (DVL)

full adder techniques outlined by Oklobdzija et al. [14], and the static energy recovery full (SERF) adder

proposed by Shalem et al. [15,16] are examples of power optimized full adder circuits. More often

optimization of one parameter involves the sacrificing of some other parameters. The 14T adder shown

in Fig. 2.25, DVL adder shown in Fig. 2.26, and SERF adder shown in Fig. 2.27 are power efficient
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adders, which also have good delay characteristics [15,16]. Power, area, and delay characteristics of

various different low power adder topologies are compared and presented by Shalem et al. [15,16].

2.1.6 Concluding Remarks

The feature size in the Intel Pentium III microprocessor is 0.18 mm. Chips with feature size 0.13 mm are

emerging as this chapter section is published. Several hundreds of millions of transistors are being

integrated into the same chip. Excellent design automation tools are required in order to handle these

large-scale designs. Although automatic synthesis of circuits has improved significantly in the past few

years, careful custom hand-designs are done in many high-performance and low-power integrated

circuits. Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) and other compound semiconductor-based circuits have been used

for very high-speed systems, but the bulk of the circuits will continue to be in silicon, until efficient and

high-yield integration techniques can be developed for such technologies.
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FIGURE 2.25 14-transistor full adder.
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FIGURE 2.26 Dual value logic (DVL) full adder.
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2.2 Pass-Transistor CMOS Circuits

Shunzo Yamashita

2.2.1 Introduction

Complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) logic circuits are widely used in today’s very large

scale integration (VLSI) chips. The CMOS circuit performs logic functions through complementary

switching of nMOS and pMOS transistors according to their gate voltage, which is controlled by the

input signal values ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0’’. Here, ‘‘1’’ corresponds to a high voltage, namely Vdd in the circuit, and

‘‘0’’ corresponds to a low voltage, Gnd. For example, in the case of the inverter shown in Fig. 2.28a,

when input is set to ‘‘0’’, the pMOS transistor becomes conductive and the nMOS transistor becomes

nonconductive, so the capacitance Cout is charged and the output is pulled up to Vdd, resulting in a

logic value of ‘‘1’’. Here, Cout is the input capacitance of the circuit in the next stage, the wiring

capacitance, or the parasitic capacitance, and so on. On the other hand, when ‘‘1’’ is input, the nMOS

transistor becomes conductive and the pMOS transistor becomes nonconductive in turn. Cout is then

discharged, and the output is pulled down to Gnd. Thus, ‘‘0’’ is output, and inverter operation is

achieved. As shown here, in the CMOS circuit nMOS and pMOS transistors complementarily perform

the pull-up and pull-down operations, respectively. This complementary operation allows the logic

signal to swing fully from Vdd to Gnd, resulting in a high noise margin. As a result, CMOS circuits are

widely used in VLSI chips, such as microprocessors.

As an alternative to CMOS logic, pass-transistor logic (PTL) has recently been getting much attention.

This is because well-constructed PTL can provide a logic circuit with fewer transistors than the

corresponding CMOS logic circuit. In the PTL circuit, one nMOS transistor can perform both the

pull-up and pull-down operations by utilizing not only the gate but also the drain=source as signal

terminals, as shown in Fig. 2.28b [1]. Here, the signal connected to the gate of the transistor (B in this

figure) is called the control signal, and the signal connected to the drain=source (A in this figure)

is called the pass signal. In PTL, logic operation is performed by connecting and disconnecting the input

signal to the output. For example, in this figure, when the control signal is set to ‘‘0’’, the nMOS

transistor becomes non-conductive. However, when the control signal is set to ‘‘1’’, the transistor

becomes conductive, pulling the output up or down according to the input voltage, and the input

signal is then transmitted to the output. Thus, PTL is also called a transmission gate.

PTL is often used to simplify logic functions. For example, Fig. 2.29 shows a comparison of PTL and

CMOS circuits for 2-input XOR logic, Out¼A�Bþ �AB. PTL provides this XOR logic circuit with only

two transistors, while the CMOS circuit requires six transistors. (To generate complementary signals for

A and B, an additional four transistors in two inverters are required for both circuits.) This simplifica-

tion ability of PTL is effective not only for reducing chip size, but also for enhancing operating speed and

reducing power consumption. This is because the decrease in the number of transistors reduces the total

capacitance in the circuit, which must be charged and discharged for the logic operation, thus wasting

A
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Out

Cout
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Gnd

(a) CMOS (b) PTL
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FIGURE 2.28 Comparison of CMOS logic with

PTL.
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FIGURE 2.29 Comparison for 2-input XOR
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power and causing delay. In addition, the pMOS-free structure of the PTL is also advantageous in terms

of operating speed and power consumption. This is because the capacitance of a pMOS transistor is

twice as large as that of an nMOS transistor due to the wider size required by its inferior current

characteristics. The lack of a pMOS transistor thus enables lower capacitance, resulting in both faster

speed and lower power.

Because of these advantages, PTL is preferably used in arithmetic units in microprocessors, in which

complex logic functions such as XOR are needed to implement adders and multipliers with high-

performance [2–8]. PTL is also used to implement D-type latches and DRAM memory cell to reduce

chip size or the number of transistors, as shown in Fig. 2.30.

2.2.2 Problems of PTL

In the 1990s, so-called top-down design, in which logic circuit are automatically synthesized, has been

widely applied for random logic such as the control block of a microprocessor, rather than bottom-up

design. This is mainly because the size of VLSI chip has been increasing dramatically, and manual design

can no longer be used in terms of design period and cost. In top-down design, as shown in Fig. 2.31,

logic circuits are designed using a hardware description language (HDL), such as Verilog-HDL or VHDL

(Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language). These HDLs are used to describe

the register-transfer-level functionality of logic circuits. The conversion from the HDL to a circuit is

performed automatically by a logic synthesis tool, a so-called CAD tool. The logic synthesis tool

generates a netlist of the target circuit through the combinations of fundamental circuit elements called

cells, which are prepared in a cell library. The netlist represents the logic circuit in the form of

connections between cells. Finally, an automatic layout tool generates a mask pattern for fabricating

the VLSI chip. Top-down design of LSI is similar to today’s software compilation process, so it is often

called silicon compilation.

Despite many advantages, however, PTL has not been adapted for such synthesized logic blocks in

top-down design. This is mainly because adequate CAD tools that can synthesize PTL have not yet been

developed. One of the main reasons for this is the great difference between CMOS and PTL circuits. For

example, PTL designed inadequately may contain a sneak path that provides an unintended short-circuit

path from Vdd to Gnd, causing the circuit not to work correctly. CMOS circuits, on the other hand, have

never such paths. For example, the PTL circuit shown in Fig. 2.32a seems to work correctly for the

logic function: Out¼ABþCD. Here, AB represents logic AND of two variables, A and B, and this

boolean equation represents that Out is given by logic OR of AB and CD. However, when A¼ 1, B¼ 1,

C¼ 0, and D¼ 1, the output is connected to both Vdd and Gnd at the same time, resulting in a short-

circuit current from Vdd to Gnd.

The complex electrical behavior of PTL also makes automatic synthesis of PTL difficult. The Vth drop

shown in Fig. 2.32b is a typical problem [1]. As described before, in PTL, the pull-up and pull-down

operations are performed by the same nMOS transistor; that is, the pull-up operation is accomplished

by a source-follower nMOS transistor. Thus, the maximum pulled-up voltage is limited to Vdd – Vth,

where Vth is a threshold voltage of the nMOS transistor, and the nMOS transistor does not become

conductive when the gate-source voltage is less than Vth. Such a dropped signal may cause serious

problems, such as a short-circuit current from Vdd to Gnd, when it drives other CMOS circuits, such

as inverter. Moreover, the decreased signal swing due to the Vth drop degrades the noise margin.

(a) D-type latch  

CLK

QData

(b) DRAM cell

Bit line

C

Word line 

FIGURE 2.30 Other pass-transistor circuits used in VLSI chips.
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This problem is effectively solved by using a structure combining nMOS and pMOS transistors, as

shown in Fig. 2.32c. However, such a structure loses the advantages of pMOS-free structure of PTL. In

addition, in a PTL circuit, the number of serially connected pass-transistors must be carefully consid-

ered, because a PTL circuit has quadratic delay characteristics with respect to the number of the stages of

pass-transistors [1].

2.2.3 Top-Down Design of Pass-Transistor Logic Based on BDD

As described in the previous section, PTL has not generally been applied for random logic circuits

because of the lack of adequate synthesis techniques. However, the recent increasing demand for LSI

chips with enhanced performance, reduced power, and lower cost has been changing this situation,

and now many methods for automatically synthesizing PTL circuits for random logic have been

proposed [9–20]. Most of them use selector logic and binary decision diagrams (BDDs). This is

because BDDs and selector logic are suitable for generating pass-transistor logic circuits, and PTL

Design constraints
(delay,area...)

Logic description
(Verilog-HDL,VHDL)

Logic synthesis
  technology independent optimization
  technology mapping

Cell library
NAND, NOR, XOR, INV,

D-FF...,

Logic circuit
(cell-level netlist)

Layout
  cell placement, routing

Mask data for
chip fabrication

FIGURE 2.31 Top-down design flow.

(a) Sneak path (b) Vth drop (c) np pass-transistor

A 

B 

Out
Vdd −Vth

Vth

Vdd

Vdd
A

B

C

D

Short circuit when A=1, B=1,
 C=0, and D=1

Out = AB + CD

FIGURE 2.32 Problem of PTL.
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synthesized from a BDD has many advantages, as described below. BDDs are thus widely used in

PTL synthesis [17].

The selector, also called multiplexer, has good correspondence with the pass-transistor circuit. The

function of the selector is shown in Fig. 2.33a. Here, two inputs, I0 and I1, are called data inputs, and

input S, which selects one of the two data inputs, is called the control input. The selector is easily

implemented as a wired OR structure of two pass-transistors with one inverter, as shown in Fig. 2.33b.

The selector is thus suitable for pass-transistor circuits. In addition, it has an advantage in that by

changing the connections of the two data inputs I0 and I1, any kind of logic function can be

implemented, as shown in Fig. 2.33c.

However, the selector shown in Fig. 2.33b requires an inverter to generate the selection signal for

input I0. Consequently, the delay of the circuit is increased by the delay of the inverter. To overcome this,

dual-rail, pass-transistor circuits such as CPL (complementary pass-transistor logic) and SRPL (swing

restored pass-transistor logic) shown in Fig. 2.34a,b [2,3,6] are effective solutions. These circuits have

both positive and negative polarities for all signals complementarily, so there is no need for an inverter to

generate complementary signals. Thus, high-speed operation becomes possible. Moreover, the differen-

tial operation in these dual-rail pass-transistor circuits is also effective in improving the noise-margin

characteristics of the pass-transistor circuit. In addition, dual-rail PTL can still provide logic circuits

with fewer transistors than their CMOS counterparts [1,2], although it requires twice as many transistors

Logic function

A
B

Out = I1, when S = “1”

Out = I0, when S = “0”

1

0

S

I0

I1
Out

(b) Selector implemented as
pass-transistor circuit

A
B
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B

Implementation using selector
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A
Out
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1
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A Out
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2-input XOROut
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(c) Logic function implementation using selector
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2-input AND
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FIGURE 2.33 Selector and pass-transistor circuit.
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FIGURE 2.34 Dual-rail, pass-transistor logic circuits.
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as a single-rail pass-transistor circuit. In this chapter, a method for synthesizing single-rail PTL is

described below, because same method can be applied to dual-rail PTL by just changing pass-transistor

selector from single-rail to dual-rail PTL.

BDD is one type of logic representation and expresses a logic function in a binary tree [21–23].

For example, Fig. 2.35a–c shows three typical logic representations for 2-input XOR logic: (a)

boolean equation, (b) truth table, and (c) BDD. As shown in Fig. 2.35c, the BDD consists of

nodes and edges. The nodes are categorized into two types: variable nodes and constant nodes

of ‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1’’. A variable node represents a variable of the logic function. For example, node A in the

BDD corresponds to the variable A in the logic function shown in Fig. 2.35a,b. A variable node has

one outgoing edge and two incoming edges, a 0-edge and a 1-edge. In this figure, a 0-edge is

denoted by a dotted line and a 1-edge by a straight line, although there are other representations

used in BDDs. These two incoming edges show the logic functions when the variable of the node

is set to ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’, respectively. The logic functions are represented by the connections of these

elements. For example, when (A, B) is (0, 0), Out becomes 0 in the truth table. This corresponds to

selecting the 0-edge at the nodes A and B. The path to node ‘‘0’’ can be traced from the root in the

BDD in Fig. 2.35c. Furthermore, the fact that there are two cases, (A, B)¼ (0, 1) and (1, 0), for

Out¼ 1 in the truth table corresponds to the fact that in the BDD there are two paths from the root

to ‘‘1’’; that is, A¼ 0 ! B¼ 1 and A¼ 1 ! B¼ 0.

A BDD can be simplified by using complementary edges. The complementary edges are used to

represent the inverted logic of a node, as shown in Fig. 2.36a. By using complementary edges, two nodes,

B and �B, can be combined as one node and the BDD can be simplified. For example, Fig. 2.36b shows a

simplified BDD with complementary edges for the BDD shown in Fig. 2.35c.

BDDs have a good correspondence with selector logic and pass-transistor circuits, as shown in Fig. 2.37,

because the BDD represents logic functions in a binary tree structure. Thus, it is possible to generate a

pass-transistor circuit for a target logic function by replacing the nodes in the BDD with pass-transistor

selectors and connecting their control inputs with the input variables related to the nodes [10].

0 0
A B

0
Out

(b) Truth table

0 1
1 0
1 1

1
1
0

A

1

Out

(c) BDD

0

(a) Boolean equation

0-edge
true if node = 0

1-edge
true if node = 1

Out = AB + AB
BB

FIGURE 2.35 BDD and other logic representations for 2-input XOR logic.
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(b) BDD with complementary edge

1
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(a) Simplification with complementary edge

Complementary
edge

FIGURE 2.36 BDD with complementary edges for function in Fig. 2.35.
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A detailed example how to synthesize PTL from a BDD is shown in Fig. 2.38a–i. BDD is first

constructed for the logic functions shown in Fig. 2.38a. The BDD can be built by recursively applying

Shannon expansion, as shown below, to the logic function [22]:

f ¼ �a � f (a ¼ 0)þ a � f (a ¼ 1)

In this example, Shannon expansion is first applied to input variable A (Fig. 2.38b), then to input

variable B (Fig. 2.38c). In Fig. 2.38c, both the 1-edge of node B of Out1 and the 0-edge of node A of

Out2 are equivalent to the logic function CDþ �C �D, so these two edges are shared, as shown in Fig. 2.38d.

Such a BDD that shares two or more isomorphic sub-graphs among different outputs is called a shared

BDD. By applying Shannon expansion to variables C and D, as shown in Fig. 2.38e, the final BDD

shown in Fig. 2.38f is obtained.

Although a PTL circuit can be obtained by simply replacing all the nodes in a BDD with pass-

transistor selectors, such a PTL may not work correctly, or it may have a very long delay because of

electrical problems in the pass-transistor circuit, as described in Section 2.2.2. To overcome these

problems, buffers like that shown in Fig. 2.38g are inserted [1,10]. This buffer consists of an inverter

and a pull-up pMOS transistor. It can restore the signal swing with little short-circuit current, because

the gate of the pMOS transistor has feedback connection from the output, so the pull-up pMOS

transistor forcedly pulls up the inverter input to Vdd even if a Vth-dropped signal is input. The gate

width of the pull-up pMOS transistor is set small enough for pull-up operation, because a wide-gate

pMOS transistor makes it difficult for the nMOS pass-transistors to pull down the input node of the

inverter and can degrade the speed of the pull-down operation.

Level restoration buffers are inserted in the following three types of nodes in a BDD. First, for the

primary output node, buffers are inserted to prevent Vth-dropped signals of the pass-transistor selectors

from driving other CMOS circuits. Second, buffers are inserted for nodes with two or more fanouts for

current amplification. Finally, for nodes that belong to a series of long-chained nodes, buffers are needed

to prevent the relatively long delay due to the quadratic delay characteristics of the pass-transistor

circuit. However, using too many buffers adversely increases the overall delay of the circuit because of

their intrinsic delay. Thus, buffers are inserted every three stages, in general [10]. In addition, for a node in

which a buffer is inserted, inverters should also be inserted in the two incoming edges of the node to adjust

the polarity. Inverter propagation is thus performed to remove extra inverters by adjusting the polarity

between adjacent nodes. Figure 2.38h shows the result of buffer insertion and inverter propagation. In

this example, three buffers are inserted without additional inverters, due to inverter propagation.

Finally, by replacing the nodes in the BDD with 2-input pass-transistor selectors and mapping groups

of several selectors and a buffer into cells, the target pass-transistor circuit shown in Fig. 2.38i is

obtained. Here, for the leaf nodes—that is, the two nodes D in Fig. 2.38h—selectors whose two inputs

BDD

10A

Selector Pass-transistor circuit

A

01

10A

10A

A

A

A

A

A

01 Gnd  Vdd

Gnd  Vdd

FIGURE 2.37 Correspondence among BDD, selector, and pass-transistor circuit.
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I0 and I1 are connected to Vdd or Gnd are generated, so these selectors can be removed or simplified into

an inverter, as shown in Fig. 2.37.

These speed-up buffers are not required for all paths. This is because in an actual circuit, a few

bottleneck paths called critical paths limit its maximum operating speed, and these buffers are not

necessary for other paths, unless their delay do not exceed those of the critical paths. Reducing the total

number of the buffers in this way is effective for power and area reduction [16].

The synthesized PTL completely corresponds to the BDD except for the inserted buffers and inverters,

as shown in Fig. 2.38. Thus, in PTL synthesis, reducing the size and depth of the BDD is important.
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      by Out1 and Out2

Out1 Out2
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FIGURE 2.38 Example of PTL synthesis using BDD.
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This is the greatest difference from CMOS logic synthesis, in which reducing the literal count of boolean

equation is essential.

PTL synthesized from a BDD has various advantages. One of the most important advantages is that

the synthesized PTL is guaranteed to be sneak-path free [9]. This is because in a BDD, all paths terminate

in ‘‘1’’ or ‘‘0’’ and only one of them is activated at a time. Therefore, the synthesized PTL includes no

paths that can be connected to both Vdd and Gnd at the same time.

Another superior characteristic of PTL synthesized from a BDD is that the synthesized result is

independent of the quality of the input HDL description. In other words, even if the input HDL contains

some redundancy, the synthesized PTL is free from any redundancy. This excellent characteristic derives

from the property of a BDD called canonicity [21]. Canonicity means that after reduce operation that

removes isomorphic sub-graphs, as shown in Fig. 2.39a–c, the final BDD is always identical for the same

logic function and the same variable ordering, even if the initial BDDs are different. Here, variable

ordering means the order of the input variables in the BDD construction. A BDD for which the

redundant sub-graphs have been removed by the reduce operation is called a reduced BDD (RBDD)

or reduced ordered BDD (ROBDD). In this chapter, a BDD is assumed to be a ROBDD, unless otherwise

stated. Because of this canonicity property of BDDs, the synthesized PTL is independent of the input

HDL quality and redundancy free. This is one of the most important advantages of PTL synthesized

from a BDD, compared with CMOS logic synthesis, in which the result depends on the quality of the

input HDL description. The canonicity of BDDs also plays an important role in other fields in logic

synthesis such as formal verification of logic functions [21].

2.2.4 Variable Ordering of BDDs

As described in the previous section, the BDD has various superior characteristics for PTL synthesis.

However, it has a drawback in that its size strongly depends on the input variable ordering. In PTL

synthesis, the size of the BDD is directly reflected by the synthesized result. Therefore, finding the

variable ordering that generates the minimum-size BDD is important. For example, Fig. 2.40 compares

the BDDs for the logic function Out¼ABþCDþ EF for two different variable orders: (a) A ! B !
C ! D ! E ! F, and (b) A ! C ! E ! B ! D ! F. As shown in the figure, for case (a), the node

count of the BDD is 6. On the other hand, 14 nodes are required for the same logic function in case (b).

In general, an inefficient variable order can increase the size of a BDD by an order of magnitude.

However, the problem of finding appropriate variable ordering for arbitrary logic functions is well

known to be an NP-complete problem [23]. For a logic function with a small number of inputs, it is

possible to examine all combinations of variable ordering with a practical time. However, such a method

cannot be applied to an actual logic function whose inputs exceed 100, because the number of

combinations becomes too huge (100� 10157). Therefore, heuristic methods for finding an approximate

optimal ordering have been developed [24–27]. These methods can be roughly categorized into two

types: static methods and the dynamic methods.

(c) Reduced BDD
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Out

(b) After reduction
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C C
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A A
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1 0 0 1 1 0
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FIGURE 2.39 Reduce operation and reduced BDD.
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One example of a static method is to determine the variable ordering based on information obtained

from the circuit structure for the logic function. For example, in the case of the logic function in

Fig. 2.40, the corresponding circuit is as shown in Fig. 2.41. Thus, the input pairs A and B, C and D, and

E and F should be adjacent in the variable ordering as in Fig. 2.41a, not as in Fig. 2.41b. An adequate

ordering can be searched for under these constraints.

On the other hand, in a dynamic method, the optimal order is searched for by changing the order of

the variables in the BDD. Figure 2.42a shows a representative method of this type, called sifting [26].
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(b) A C E B D F

Out
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FIGURE 2.40 BDD size dependency on variable ordering for Out¼AB þ CD þ EF.
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FIGURE 2.41 Logic circuit for Out¼AB þ CD þ EF and variable ordering.
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FIGURE 2.42 Variable ordering by sifting.
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In sifting, by applying a swap operation, in which the orders of two adjacent variables are swapped as

shown in Fig. 2.42b, and by applying the reduce operation iteratively, an appropriate order for each

variable is determined and the size of BDD is minimized. Variations of this method have also been

proposed [27].

In practice, these methods can be combined. For example, the initial variable ordering is determined

by a static method and the BDD is constructed, then the BDD is minimized using a dynamic method.

Another approach that reduces the size of the BDD by changing the local ordering in the BDD has also

been proposed [28].

2.2.5 Multilevel Pass-Transistor Logic

A PTL circuit synthesized by the method described in Section 2.2.3 may not be acceptable in terms of

delay. This is because that type of PTL has a flat structure and the selectors are serially connected over n

stages for a logic function with n inputs, since the control input of each selector is connected only to the

primary input, as shown in Fig. 2.43a. To solve this problem, multilevel pass-transistor circuits like that

shown in Fig. 2.43b are expected to be as effective as multilevel logic in CMOS logic circuits. In this

section, the synthesis method for such multilevel pass-transistor logic (MPL) is described. To distinguish

it from MPL, the pass-transistor logic described in the previous section is called monolithic PTL.

MPL has a hierarchical structure, in which the control inputs of the pass-transistor selectors are

connected not only to the primary inputs but also to the outputs of other pass-transistor selectors, as

shown in Fig. 2.43b. MPL can be synthesized from a multilevel BDD shown in Fig. 2.44a. The

methods for building a multilevel BDD can be categorized into two types. One is based on conversion

from a monolithic BDD described in Section 2.2.3. Figure 2.44b shows a representative method in this

category [11]. In this method, sub-graphs that cannot be shared because at least one of their edges is not

equivalent are searched for. Then, the detected sub-graphs are extracted and replaced with new nodes.

For these new nodes, new introduced variables are assigned. In Fig. 2.44b, X and Yare the new introduced

variables. These variables are connected to the output of a new BDD, which has the same diagram as the

extracted sub-graph except that its 0-edge and 1-edge are terminated to ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’ nodes, respectively. By

this extraction, it is possible to convert the monolithic BDD into two or more sub-BDDs, which are

multiply connected with one another and have the same logic function as the original. Finally, by replacing

the nodes with pass-transistor selectors, as described in Section 2.2.3, the MPL is obtained. Here, in the

MPL the outputs of the pass-transistor selectors can be connected to the control inputs of other pass-

transistor selectors, so level-restoration buffers are required for these places.

MPL has superior characteristics compared to monolithic PTL, especially in terms of delay, because

the depth of sub-BDDs in a multilevel BDD is much less than that of a monolithic BDD. Empirically,

the delay can be reduced by a factor of 2 compared to the monolithic PTL [11]. In addition, MPL is

(b) MPL

Out2

Out1

Primary
inputs

Sub PTL

Sub PTL
Sub PTL

(a) Monolithic PTL

Out2Out1

Primary
inputs

FIGURE 2.43 Monolithic PTL and multilevel PTL.
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effective in simplifying the circuit, because more sub-graphs than in the monolithic BDD can be shared

by extraction.

The other method is to directly build hierarchical BDDs simultaneously, without constructing a

monolithic BDD [9]. Such a BDD is also called a decomposed BDD. Figure 2.45 shows an example. The

decomposed BDD is constructed from input to output according to the structure of the circuit

Out1 Out2

Same shape sub-graphs

Extract & replace

Out1
Out2

A

C

D E B

D E

B

A A

B

C C

Y

X

Out1
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Sub BDD
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(a) Multilevel BDD

(b) Multilevel BDD construction method

G
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0
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FIGURE 2.44 Example of multilevel BDD and its construction method.
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FIGURE 2.45 Example decomposed BDD.
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corresponding to the logic function. During the construction, the size and depth of the BDD is

monitored and if either value is over a limit, BDD construction is stopped and a new intermediate

variable that points to the output of the BDD is introduced. In this example, x, y, and z are the

intermediate variables. BDD construction is then restarted and the decomposed BDD is obtained by

repeating this process. Here, a point where a new intermediate variable is introduced is called a

decomposed point.

The decomposed BDD has a superior characteristic in that for certain logic functions, such as a

multiplier, which cannot be constructed in a practical size from a monolithic BDD [23], it is possible to

build a decomposed BDD and synthesize a pass-transistor circuit. Therefore, the decomposed BDD is

essential for a practical PTL synthesis, and many methods based on the decomposed BDD have been

proposed [12,13,34]. Another merit of the decomposed BDD is that by changing the decomposed points,

the characteristics of the synthesized MPL can be flexibly controlled [9,12,13]. However, the decomposed

BDDhas a drawback, in that canonicity is not guaranteed because of the freedom in selecting decomposed

points. This means that the synthesized result depends on the quality of the input logic description, or in

other words, it may contain some redundancy. For this reason, in a decomposed BDD, sub-BDDs are

simplified by several methods [9,12] such as elimination, shown in Fig. 2.46. Elimination removes the

redundancy by composition of two or more sub-BDDs. Moreover, as with multilevel CMOS logic

synthesis, BDD simplification based on ‘‘don’t care’’ conditions, such as satisfiability don’t care (SDC)

and observability don’t care (ODC), can be applied, as shown in Fig. 2.47 [12,29,30].

2.2.6 PTL Cell

In practical PTL synthesis several cells, each of which packs one or more selectors, inverters, and a pull-

up pMOS transistor, are used, although PTL circuits can be synthesized with only two cells, namely a

selector and an inverter. These packed cells of one or more selectors are effective not only for reducing

the chip size but also for reducing the power and delay, because parasitic capacitance can be reduced.
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FIGURE 2.46 Elimination by composition.
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FIGURE 2.47 BDD simplification with ‘‘don’t care’’ conditions.
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Figure 2.48 shows an example of a PTL cell-set [31]. In this example, each PTL cell contains an

inverter to generate complementary signals for the control input of the selector, although other cell

configurations without inverters can also be considered, as shown in Fig. 2.49. This seems wasteful in

terms of cell area, but in fact, external inverters adversely increase the final chip size because a large area

is required for the wire connecting the external inverters and PTL cells [32].

The structure of a PTL cell is quite different from that of a CMOS cell [31]. This is because the

symmetrical layout of pMOS and nMOS transistors as in a CMOS cell results in a large cell size in a PTL

cell, where the number of nMOS transistors is much greater than that of pMOS transistors, and at least

three sizes of transistors (small for inverters and a pull-up pMOS transistor, mid-size for the nMOS

transistors of the selectors, and large for the output buffers) are required. In addition, sharing the

diffusion area of the nMOS transistors in a selector is also important, not only to reduce the chip size but

also to reduce the parasitic capacitance in the PTL cell. For this purpose, a method based on the Eulerian

path is used, as shown in Fig. 2.50 [31].
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FIGURE 2.48 Example of pass-transistor cells.
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2.2.7 PTL and CMOS Mixed Circuit

Although in many cases PTL can provide a superior circuit with fewer transistors than conventional

CMOS logic, it is not always superior. For example, as shown in Fig. 2.51 for simple 2-input NAND and

2-input NOR logic, PTL circuits require six transistors, while CMOS circuits only require four. For these

cases, a CMOS circuit provides better performance in terms of area and delay. However, a PTL circuit

still provides lower power consumption because of its pMOS-free structure, which enables small

capacitance.

Pass-transistor circuits are more suitable for implementing logic functions in which some signals are

selected by other signals. In contrast, CMOS circuits are more suitable for implementing NAND=NOR

logic (or AND=OR logic). Thus, PTL and CMOS mixed structures, in which logic corresponding to a

selector is implemented with PTL circuits and other logic is implemented with CMOS circuits, are

attractive [33,34]. In this section, such mixed-logic circuits called pass-transistor and CMOS collabor-

ated logic (PCCL) are described.

The key to PCCL is finding CMOS-beneficial parts and selector-beneficial parts in the logic functions.

To accomplish this, the BDD-based method shown in Fig. 2.52a is used, in which first an entire PTL

circuit is constructed from a multilevel BDD or decomposed BDD, and then some parts are replaced

with CMOS circuits. The key to this procedure is to find CMOS-beneficial functions based on the BDD.

This is accomplished as follows: those selectors with one of two inputs fixed to Vdd or Gnd operate as

AND or OR logic (NAND or NOR logic) rather than as a selector, so they are good candidates to be

replaced with CMOS circuits, as shown in Fig. 2.52b. Using this method, logic functions can be

categorized into pro-selector functions and pro-AND=OR functions.

Figure 2.53 shows a detailed example of the PCCL synthesis flow. For the logic function shown in

Fig. 2.53a, the multilevel BDD shown in Fig. 2.53b is constructed. The PTL shown in Fig. 2.53c is
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FIGURE 2.51 Comparison of pass-transistor circuit and CMOS circuit for 2-input NAND=NOR logic.
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then obtained from the BDD. Then, in the synthesized PTL, selectors in which one of the two data inputs

is fixed to Vdd or Gnd are searched for. As described before, however, because of the low-power

characteristics of the pass-transistor circuits, the power consumption will increase if all these pass-

transistor selectors are re-mapped to CMOS circuits. Therefore, it is necessary to choose which circuits

are suitable for the purpose, rather than simply replacing selectors with CMOS circuits automatically. To

accomplish this, a cost function is used, such as this example:

cos t ¼ areaa � delayb � powerg

where a, b and g are the weights for the area, delay, and power, respectively.

By changing the parameters of the cost function, the characteristics of the synthesized PCCL can

flexibly be controlled for the purpose. Figure 2.53d–f shows area-oriented, delay-oriented, and power-

oriented PCCLs derived from the PTL in Fig. 2.53c, by changing the cost parameters. In this figure,

there are three pass-transistor selectors (1), (2), and (3) that correspond to the selectors in Fig. 2.52b.

However, in the case of the area-oriented PCCL, only selectors (1) and (3) are converted (to CMOS

2-input NAND and 2-input NOR circuits, respectively), because for pass-transistor selector (2), the

inverter needed to adjust the polarity in CMOS implementation resulting in a larger area. In the case of

delay-oriented PCCL, all three selectors are converted to CMOS circuits, because the delay can be

reduced by replacing selector (2), containing a slow inverter, with a CMOS circuit. On the other hand, in

the case of the power-oriented PCCL, CMOS circuits are not adopted because the pass-transistor

Pass-transistor selector mapping

BDD construction
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CMOS circuits remapping
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FIGURE 2.52 PCCL synthesis flow.
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selectors use less power, as described before. Figure 2.53g shows the comparison of the results of these

three PCCLs with CMOS counterpart. PCCL is superior to CMOS for all these cases.

This flexible control of the characteristic of the synthesized circuit by changing the cost parameters is

possible for large logic function. Figure 2.54 shows an example, in which the cost parameters are

continuously changed from area-oriented to power-oriented. The size of the logic function is about

10 k gate in CMOS configuration. By changing the pass-transistor ratio from 10% to 60%, the power is

reduced by over 40%, but at the expense of area by 10%. The optimum pass-transistor ratio is usually

10–60%, although it strongly depends of the kind of the logic functions.
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2.2.8 To Probe Further

For MOS transistors and MOS circuits, please read a textbook such as [35]. For logic synthesis, please

read a textbook such as [21]. For BDD, please read papers [22,23]. For PTL synthesis, please read papers

that are listed in [17].
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2.3 Synthesis of CMOS Pass-Transistor Logic

Dejan Marković

2.3.1 Introduction

Pass-transistor logic (PTL) circuits are often superior to standard complementary metal oxide semi-

conductor (CMOS) circuits in terms of layout density, circuit delay, and power consumption. Lack of

sophisticated design automation tools for synthesis of random logic functions limits the usage of PTL

networks to the implementation of Boolean functions, comparators, and arithmetic macros—full-adder

cells and multipliers. The research over the last 10–15 years [1] has been mainly focused on the

development of more efficient circuit techniques and the formalization of synthesis methodologies.

Newly introduced PTL circuit techniques were compared to the existing PTL and standard CMOS

techniques, but comparison results were not always consistent [2].

The basic element of pass networks is the MOS transistor, in which gate is driven by a control signal,

often termed ‘‘gate variable.’’ The source of this transistor is connected to a signal, called ‘‘pass variable,’’

that can have constant or variable voltage potential which is passed to the output when the transistor is

‘‘on.’’ In a case of NMOS, when the gate signal is ‘‘high,’’ input is passed to the output, and when the gate

is ‘‘low,’’ the output is floating (high impedance), Fig. 2.55.

Section 2.3 surveys the existing pass-transistor logic families, including their main characteristics and

associated challenges. The main focus is placed on the discussion of different methods for synthesis of

PTL circuits. Emphasis is given to a unified method for mapping logic functions into circuit realizations

using different pass-transistor logic styles. The method is based on Karnaugh map representation of a

logic function, and it is convenient for library-based synthesis, since it can easily generate optimized

basic logic gates—the main building blocks in library-based designs.

2.3.2 Pass-Transistor Logic Styles

Various PTL circuits, static or dynamic, can be implemented using two fundamental design styles: the

style that uses NMOS pass-transistors only and the style that uses both NMOS and PMOS pass-

transistors. Within each of these two styles, there is a further differentiation based on realization of

the output stage.

2.3.2.1 NMOS Pass-Transistor Logic

Complementary pass-transistor logic (CPL), introduced in [3], consists of an NMOS pass-transistor

network, and CMOS output inverters. The circuit function is implemented as a tree consisting of

pulldown and pull-up branches. Since the ‘‘high’’ level at the pass-transistor outputs experiences

degradation by the threshold voltage drop of NMOS transistors, the outputs are restored to full-swing

by CMOS inverters, Fig. 2.56. Conventional CPL [3] uses restoration option (a). It is suitable for driving

large output loads because the output load is decoupled from the internal nodes of the PTL network.

Subfamily based on restoration option (b) is called differential cascode voltage switch with the pass-gate

(DCVSPG), and it is good in driving smaller loads. Restoration option (c) is associated with the logic

family called swing-restored pass-transistor logic (SRPL) [4]. Another variation of (b), which employs

Out
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FIGURE 2.55 NMOS pass-transistor [21].
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level restoring circuit shown in Fig. 2.56d, was introduced in [5] in a logic family called power saved

pass-transistor logic (PSPL). Compared to conventional CPL, this technique compromises circuit speed

for smaller power consumption, resulting in worse energy-delay product.

Sizing of pass-transistors is an important issue. As discussed in [5], the NMOS transistors closer to the

output have smaller size than the transistors farther away from the output because the transistors closer

to the output pass smaller swing ‘‘high’’ signals due to the voltage drop across the transistors away from

the output. However, this technique has to be carefully applied because small output transistors might

not be able to provide sufficient driving strength at the output if the output load is large.

The LEAP pass-transistor library [6], uses two level restoring circuits, one for driving small loads, Fig.

2.57a, and another for driving very large loads, Fig. 2.57b. This level restoring technique decouples the

true and complementary outputs in conventional CPL (dashed PMOS transistors in Fig. 2.56a).

CPL has traditionally been applied to the implementation of arithmetic building blocks [3,6–9], and it

has been shown to result in high-speed operation due to its low input capacitance and reduced transistor

count. Also, this logic family has smaller noise margins compared to the conventional CMOS.

2.3.2.1.1 Technology Scaling of NMOS Pass-Transistor Logic

Technology scaling rules, given by the SIA roadmap, do not work in favor of NMOS-based PTL networks

because the threshold voltage is predicted to scale at a slower rate than the supply voltage. This not only

incurs speed degradation of the pass-transistor networks, but also slows down the pull-down of the output

Q
Q QQ

Q Q

(a) (b) (c)

Q Q

(d)

FIGURE 2.56 NMOS pass-transistor subfamilies: (a) CPL, (b) DCVSPG, (c) SRPL, (d) PSPL.

Q

(a) (b)

Q

FIGURE 2.57 The output inverters in LEAP library of driving (a) small and (b) large output capacitance.
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FIGURE 2.58 DTMOS devices: (a) standard DTMOS, (b) with limiter device, (c) with augmenting device.
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buffers, causing excessive leakage currents. To overcome this barrier, dynamic threshold MOS (DTMOS) is

used. Various DTMOS devices that can be used in PTL networks are analyzed in [10]. Standard DTMOS

device shown in Fig. 2.58a is suitable for supply voltages below 0.5 V, while for higher supplies the source-

to-body junction could become forward-biased, causing excessive gate current. The use of auxiliary

minimum-sized devices allows devices shown in Fig. 2.58b,c, to operate at higher supplies. These two

schemes are advantageous especially for driving larger loads when the area penalty for minimum-sized

auxiliary devices is smaller, because the driver transistors are large. It is therefore expected that the

supply voltage scaling does not impose barrier to the use of NMOS pass-transistor networks.

2.3.2.2 CMOS Pass-Transistor Logic

2.3.2.2.1 Double Pass-Transistor Logic (DPL)

To avoid signal swing degradation along the NMOS pass-transistor network, twin PMOS transistor

branches are added to N-tree in double pass-transistor logic (DPL) for full-swing operation [9]. DPL

logic family was introduced with the idea of overcoming swing degradation problem of CPL, resulting in

improved circuit performance and improved noise margins at reduced supply voltages. Additional

PMOS transistors in DPL result in increased input capacitance, but the symmetrically arranged and

balanced input signals as well as the double-transmission characteristics compensate for the speed

degradation arising from increased input loading. As introduced in [9], basic DPL logic gates have

the same overall area as CPL gates—the widths of the PMOS transistors in DPL are two-thirds and the

width of the NMOS transistors in DPL are one-third of the width of the NMOS transistor in CPL gates,

respectively.

Newly introduced DPL was compared to CPL and standard CMOS on the example of a full-adder in

0.25 mm, loaded with 0.2 pF. It has been shown in [9] that for this load both pass-transistor designs, CPL

and DPL, have higher power consumption than CMOS due to their dual-rail structure. When the load

capacitance is smaller, then PTL architectures actually dissipate less power. Speed improvement of DPL

gates has been demonstrated by AND=NAND and OR=NOR ring oscillators that have shown perform-

ance improvement of 15–30% relative to CMOS counterparts [9].

2.3.2.2.2 Dual Value Logic (DVL)

Another logic family that uses both NMOS and PMOS pass-transistors is dual value logic (DVL),

introduced in [11,12]. DVL is derived from DPL with the idea to eliminate redundant branches in DPL.

This is performed in the following three steps: (1) elimination of redundant branches, (2) signal

rearrangement, and (3) the selection of faster halves, as illustrated in Fig. 2.59. DVL preserves the full

swing operation of DPL with reduced transistor count.
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Signal Rearrangement
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FIGURE 2.59 DVL: Elimination of redundant branches from DPL.
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Elimination of redundant branches can be performed by direct elimination (faster NAND half), or it

can be performed by merging functionality of two branches into one (faster AND half), Fig. 2.59. The

final step in synthesizing a DVL gate is the selection of the faster halves obtained in previous two steps.

Main benefit of DVL is reduced transistor count relative to DPL. Since DVL gates have inherent

asymmetry and imbalance of their inputs, circuit resizing is often required for balanced performance.

Original work [11] reported about 20% improvement in speed of AND=NAND gate in DVL compared

to equal area gate in DPL. The idea of DVL, extended to synthesis of random logic functions [11] will be

discussed in more detail in Section 2.3.4.

2.3.3 Synthesis of Pass-Transistor Networks

The PTL synthesis methodologies can be classified into two categories: (1) binary decision diagram

(BDD)-based and (2) other, which are not based on BDDs. Direct synthesis of large pass-transistor

networks is difficult because of speed degradation when the signal propagates through long pass-

transistor chains. The delay in PTL networks is a quadratic function of the number of PTL cells, while

the delay in standard CMOS logic networks is a linear function of the number of cells. Therefore, large

PTL networks need to be decomposed into smaller cells to overcome the significant delay degradation.

When new pass-transistor families were introduced, the emphasis was usually given on their suitability

for block design, and less attention was paid to the tradeoffs in the design of basic logic gates, which are

essential blocks in the design of large PTL circuits.

2.3.3.1 Binary Decision Diagram-Based Synthesis

Synthesis using pass-transistor cell library was introduced in [6]. The library consists of only seven

cells—three function cells (Y1, Y2, and Y3) shown in Fig. 2.60 and four inverters with various drive

capability shown in Fig. 2.57. The idea is to partition the BDD into smaller trees that can be mapped to

the library cells. Logic design is carried out by a logic=circuit synthesis tool called ‘‘circuit inventor,’’

which first converts the design into a BDD representation, then maps it into netlists of library cells. The

netlist is then passed to an automatic place-and-route tool which generates the layout. This synthesis

method generates PTL layouts superior to automatically generated static CMOS layouts in terms of area,

delay, and power consumption, but this was true only for relatively small designs. In larger designs,

unnecessary cascading of output inverters proves to be inefficient in terms of area. The reason for this, as

pointed out in [13], is the use of primitive BDD approach with static variable ordering and without

decomposition, which has been shown to result in bigger BDDs than the BDDs constructed with the
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FIGURE 2.60 Pass-transistor function cells in LEAP library [6].
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approach of dynamic variable ordering and decomposition. A summary of the different types of BDD

decompositions can be found in [14].

Pass-transistor mapper (PTM) was presented in [15] as an improvement of the ‘‘circuit inventor’’

tool. PTM technique was based on the same pass-transistor library cells, with the main improvement

being the use of optimized reduced-order BDDs (ROBDDs) [16] that allowed for synthesis of large logic

functions. Efficiency of PTM was verified in comparison with CMOS-based synthesis algorithms

presented in [17]. Although PTM typically generated more compact layout with smaller overall active

capacitance, speed of larger blocks was in favor of CMOS implementations. For example, cordic block

synthesized by PTM had 30% smaller area, but three times longer delay than the same block in standard

CMOS. Smaller blocks averaged a factor of 1.4 reduction in delay and marginal increase in area.

BDD-based optimization of pass-transistor networks guarantees the avoidance of sneak current paths.

However, it has been shown that BDDs are not suitable for synthesizing area-efficient pass-transistor

networks [18]. As an alternative, 123 decision diagrams (123-DD)—layout driven synthesis—were

proposed in [18]. Main feature of this method is that the designs can be directly mapped into layout

because the synthesis is driven from layout, including the consideration of interconnect. This synthesis

technique utilizes two metal layers, with a set of rules that define geometrical placement and connectivity

between transistors. Tested on single output functions, 123-DD synthesis method resulted in about 30%

area improvement compared to standard synthesis techniques [19]. More details about these compar-

isons and the method can be found in [20].

2.3.3.2 Synthesis Based on Karnaugh Maps

The method of Karnaugh maps can be effectively applied to the optimization of logic gates. Random

logic functions with up to six inputs can be efficiently synthesized from the Karnaugh maps. Synthesis of

pass-transistor networks using Karnaugh maps was presented in [21] and demonstrable area savings

have been shown for small PTL cells. Approach to synthesis of PTL circuits based on incomplete

transmission gates without degrading circuit performance, the idea similar to DVL, was presented in

[20]. The focus of this section is on a unified approach to synthesis of basic logic gates in both NMOS

and CMOS PTL circuits, developed in [22]. The synthesis method is further enhanced to the generation

of circuits with balanced input loads, suitable for library-based designs. The versatility of these circuits is

increased by application of complementarity and duality principles.

2.3.3.2.1 Synthesis of NMOS PTL Networks

A general method for translation of Karnaugh maps into circuit realizations is applied to design logic

AND=NAND, OR=NOR, and XOR=XNOR gates. The use of complementarity and duality principles

simplifies the generation of the entire set of 2-input and 3-input logic gates.

The rules for synthesis of NMOS pass-transistor network in CPL are given below:

1. Cover Karnaugh map with largest possible cubes (overlapping allowed).

2. Derive the value of a function in each cube in terms of input signals.

3. Assign one branch of transistor(s) to each of the cubes and connect all branches to one common

node, which is the output of NMOS pass-transistor network.

The generation of complementary and dual functions is simple, by observing the basic properties of

these gates as given below.

Complementarity principle: The same circuit topology with inverted pass signals produces the com-

plementary logic function.

Duality principle: The same circuit topology with inverted gate signals gives the dual logic function.

The dual logic functions are: AND-OR and NAND-NOR. XOR and XNOR are self-dual.

The duality principle follows from DeMorgan’s rules, and it is illustrated by the example of AND to

OR transformation, Fig. 2.61. The procedure of a logic gate synthesis is shown using an example of
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2-input AND function, Fig. 2.62. The value covered by cube C1 is equal to B, which becomes pass signal

of the transistor branch driven with �B. Similarly the transistor representing cube C2 passes input signal A

when the gate signal B is ‘‘high.’’ The NMOS transistor branches corresponding to C1 and C2 imple-

ment 2-input AND gate. Complementarity principle applied to AND circuit results in the transistor

realization of NAND circuit shown in Fig. 2.62b. By applying duality principle on AND, two-input OR

function is synthesized. NOR gate is then generated from OR (complementarity) or from NAND

(duality), Fig. 2.62c.

2.3.3.2.2 CPL Gates with Balanced Input Loads

The aforementioned synthesis procedure does not guarantee balanced loading of input signals. In

AND=NAND circuit of Fig. 2.62b loads on input signals A, �A, B, and �B are not equal. The gates

shown in Fig. 2.62 are commutative with respect to their inputs, and when signals A and B are swapped

in the NAND circuit of Fig. 2.62a, resulting AND=NAND circuit has the balanced input loading, Fig.

2.63, where each input ‘‘sees’’ the load given by Eq. 2.1.

Cin ¼ Cdrain þ Cgate (2:1)

Balanced loading does not come without cost—circuits in Fig. 2.63 would require more layout area

due to increased wiring complexity. Balancing also does not guarantee balanced propagation of true and

complementary signals because logical transitions of input signals do not experience similar paths in

true and complementary circuits. For instance, when B changes from ‘‘high’’ to ‘‘low,’’ and A is ‘‘high,’’
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FIGURE 2.61 Illustration of duality principle in NMOS pass-transistor networks [22].
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the output of AND circuit transitions ‘‘low’’-to-‘‘high’’ because gate signals (B, �B) have switched.

Complementary signal—the output of the NAND gate—on the other hand, undergoes the ‘‘high’’-to-

‘‘low’’ transition, affected by the switching of source signal �B. The two different paths, gate-to-output and

source-to-output, cause different rising=falling delays of true and complementary output signals.

Realization of 2-input XOR=XNOR circuit, with balanced input loads, is shown in Fig. 2.64. The

XNOR function is obtained from XOR by applying the complementarity principle and swapping input

variables for balanced input loading.

Input loads cannot be balanced for any circuit topology and any number of inputs. To illustrate this, a

single-stage 3-input AND=NAND circuit shown in Fig. 2.65 is analyzed. Eight input signals (including

complementary signals) are connected to the total of 14 terminals, resulting in imbalanced inputs. If the

3-input AND=NAND gates were implemented as cascade of 2-input gates with balanced loads, the

loading would remain balanced.
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FIGURE 2.62 Synthesis of 2-input functions: (a) Karnaugh map of AND function, (b) circuit diagram of

AND=NAND function, (c) circuit diagram of OR=NOR function [22].
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FIGURE 2.63 Circuit diagram of 2-input functions with balanced input load [22].
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of XOR=XNOR function [22].
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The example in Fig. 2.65 also illustrates the reduction in transistor count by overlapping cubes C1 andC3.

The consequence of the overlapping is that both of the corresponding branches are simultaneously pulling

down for those input vectors under which the cubes overlap. Direct realization of 3-input OR=NOR circuit,

Fig. 2.66, is straightforward if complementarity and duality are applied to circuit in Fig. 2.65. A three-input

XOR=XNOR circuit in CPL is typically composed of 2-input XOR=XNOR modules [3].

2.3.3.2.3 Synthesis of CMOS PTL Networks (DPL and DVL)

Synthesis of DPL—DPL has twice as many transistors as CPL for the same logic function. Consequently,

the synthesis of double pass-transistor logic is based on covering every input vector in the Karnaugh

map twice. The idea is to assure all logic ‘‘0’’s in the map are passed to the output through at least one

NMOS branch and all logic ‘‘1’’s through at least one PMOS branch.

The rules to synthesize random logic function in DPL from its Karnaugh map are:

1. Two NMOS branches cannot be overlapped on logic ‘‘1’’s. Similarly, two PMOS branches cannot

be overlapped on logic ‘‘0’’s.

2. Pass signals are expressed in terms of input signals or supply. Every input vector has to be covered

with exactly two branches.

Complementarity principle: The complementary logic function in DPL is generated after the following

modifications of the true function: (1) swap PMOS and NMOS transistors, and (2) invert all pass and

gate signals. Unlike purely NMOS pass-transistor networks, in CMOS networks both pass and gate

signals need to be inverted because the PMOS and NMOS transistors are swapped in step (1).

Duality principle: The dual logic function in DPL is generated when PMOS and NMOS transistors are

swapped, and Vdd and GND are swapped.
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FIGURE 2.65 Synthesis of 3-input AND=NAND function: (a) Karnaugh map of AND function, (b) circuit

diagram of AND=NAND function [22].
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FIGURE 2.66 Circuit diagram of 3-input OR=NOR function [22].
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The procedure to synthesize DPL circuits is illustrated on the example of 2-input AND circuit shown

in Fig. 2.67. Cube C1, Fig. 2.67a, is mapped to an NMOS transistor, with the source connected to

ground and the gate connected to �B. Cube C2 is mapped to a PMOS transistor, which passes A, when

gate signal �B is ‘‘low.’’ The NMOS transistor of C3 pulls down to ground, when A is ‘‘low,’’ and the PMOS

transistor of C4 passes B, when A is ‘‘high.’’ Complementary circuit (NAND), Fig. 2.67b, is generated

from AND, by applying the complementarity principle. Following the duality principle, OR circuit is

formed from AND circuit, Fig. 2.68.

Different 2-input XOR=XNOR circuit arrangements are possible, depending on mapping strategy.

Fig. 2.69 shows a realization with balanced load on both true and complementary input signals. Three-

input functions in DPL are implemented as cascaded combinations of 2-input DPL modules.
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Synthesis of DVL—The rules to synthesize random logic function in DVL from Karnaugh map are

outlined below:

1. Cover all input vectors that produce ‘‘0’’ at the output with largest possible cubes (overlapping

allowed) and represent those cubes with NMOS devices, in which sources are connected to GND.

2. Repeat step 1 for input vectors that produce ‘‘1’’ at the output and represent those cubes with

PMOS devices, in which sources are connected to Vdd.

3. Finish with mapping of input vectors that are not mapped in steps 1 and 2 (overlapping with

cubes from steps 1 and 2 allowed) that produce ‘‘0’’ or ‘‘1’’ at the output. Represent those cubes

with parallel NMOS (good pull-down) and PMOS (good pull-up) branches, in which sources are

connected to the corresponding input signals.

The complementarity and duality principles are identical as in DPL. Generation of 2-input AND=NAND

function is shown in Fig. 2.70. Circuit realizations with balanced loads are not possible in this case. Signals

in brackets of Fig. 2.70b denote alternative signal arrangement in NAND circuit. The optimal signal

arrangement depends on circuit environment and switching probabilities of input signals.

Efficient realization of 2-input OR=NOR circuits is shown in Fig. 2.71. Realization of 2-input

XOR=XNOR circuit is identical to DPL, Fig. 2.69. Direct circuit implementation of 3-input DVL gates

is shown in Fig. 2.72.

Overlapping cubes C1 and C2, Fig. 2.72, saves area, which allows for wider transistors for cube C3. The

OR=NOR circuit, directly generated from the AND circuit, is shown in Fig. 2.73.

2.3.4 Synthesis of Complex Logic Networks

Synthesis of large pass-transistor networks is a challenging problem. The method presented in Section

2.3.3 can be extended to synthesize larger functions, as well as to synthesize complementary CMOS
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circuits. Complementary CMOS logic is essentially a special case of pass-transistor logic, constrained

that all source signals must terminate to Vdd or GND. This unnecessary constraint is removed in PTL,

but at the same time complexity of designing large PTL circuits is increased. The most area-efficient

method to synthesis of large PTL networks is decomposition into fundamental units with small number

of inputs, typically two or three. To illustrate this, the synthesis of random logic function using three

different mapping techniques is analyzed.

Consider the function

F ¼ �B � C þ A � B � �C (2:2)

and its three different realizations shown in Fig. 2.74. All three circuits implement the same function, but

have different total active switching capacitance and different energy consumption. This example is

extension of the analysis provided in [11] towards generalization of random logic function synthesis.

Realization in complementary CMOS, Fig. 2.74d, has smaller load on input signals and internal output

load than the DVL realization in Fig. 2.74e. Two realizations of DVL show different mapping strategies:

the first strategy is to cover the map with largest possible cubes, Fig. 2.74b, while the second strategy,

Fig. 2.74c, is based on map decomposition and reduction to implementation of basic 2-input functions.

The DVL realization in Fig. 2.74f has smallest total load on input signals and similar internal output

load as complementary CMOS realization, as shown in Table 2.2.

This example illustrates the importance of strategy used to cover Karnaughmap and leads to a conclusion

that functional decomposition is the most efficient method in PTL circuit optimization. Straightforward

coverage of Karnaugh map with largest cubes, as shown in Fig. 2.74b results in a circuit with lower

performance, Fig. 2.74e, while more careful coverage with decomposition of inputs, Fig. 2.74c, results

in a circuit with both smaller transistor stack and smaller transistor count, Fig. 2.74f.
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FIGURE 2.72 Karnaugh map and circuit diagram of 3-input AND function [22].
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FIGURE 2.73 Circuit diagram of 3-input OR=NOR function [22].
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2.3.5 Summary

Pass-transistor logic circuits are often more efficient than conventional CMOS circuits in terms of

area, speed, and power consumption. This has been particularly the case when PTL is applied to

the implementation of adders and multipliers. There are two main PTL design styles: NMOS-only

pass-transistor networks, and CMOS pass-transistor networks. The use of DTMOS pass-transistors

would allow an NMOS-based pass-transistor networks to operate at scaled supply voltages without

significant speed degradation. The CMOS-based pass-transistor networks present the generalization of

complementary CMOS where the pass variables could terminate to a variable voltage potential instead of

Vdd or GND in standard CMOS. This added flexibility of PTL circuits increases complexity of synthesis

of large pass-transistor networks. Decomposition of a complex function into its fundamental units,

typically gates with two or three inputs, seems to be optimal solution. Finding a correspondence between

logic function and these fundamental units can be performed in a systematic way using BDD-based

synthesis algorithms or other non-BDD methods. Among the other non-BDD methods, synthesis and
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FIGURE 2.74 Karnaugh map coverage of 3-input function in (a) complementary CMOS, (b) DVL, (c) DVL and

corresponding circuit realizations in (d) complementary CMOS, (e) DVL, and (f) DVL [22].

TABLE 2.2 Comparison of Different Realizations of 3-Input Function F¼B0C þ ABC 0 [22]

Realization No. of Input Signals Signal Termination Transistor Count Output Load

CMOS 9 10G 10 4S

DVL (e) 9 8G þ 6S 8 6S

DVL (f) 9 7G þ 3S 7 4S
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optimization based on Karnaugh maps presents systematic approach to synthesis of logic gates with

balanced input loads. Further optimization of PTL circuits under multiple and=or variable transistor

thresholds or supply voltage is a challenging problem for future research.
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2.4 Silicon on Insulator

Yuichi Kado

2.4.1 Background for the Introduction of SOI CMOS

As the popularity of broadband access networks in the home continues to expand and multimedia data

such as video and sound are received over high-speed Internet connections, the introduction of

electronic commerce is expected to reach a serious stage. For the implementation of such services,

there is an urgent need for the development of high-performance terminals and network information

processing systems. The key devices for realizing that hardware are high-end microprocessors and digital

signal processors that have high performance and low-power consumption.

The predicted trend for high-performance LSI clock frequencies taken from the 1994 NTRS (National

Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors) [1], the 1999 and 2005 ITRS (International Technology

Roadmap for Semiconductors) [2] are shown in Fig. 2.75. The increases in LSI speed that we have seen

so far are expected to continue at least until the year 2013, when the clock frequency should reach

20 GHz. Power consumption, on the other hand, is increasing along with processor speed, as we see in

the trend in microprocessor power consumption reported by the International Solid-State Circuits

Conference (ISSCC) (Fig. 2.76). Recently, high-performance microprocessing units (MPU) that operate

at gigahertz speeds and consume over 100 Wof power have been reported. The calculated power density

of these devices is nearly 100 W=cm2, and with further increases in speed, the energy densities may

approach those of a nuclear reactor [3]. This situation is recognized as a power crisis for LSI devices, and

there is a need for lower power consumption and higher speed than is being obtained through the

scaling of bulk Si devices. Furthermore, the market for portable information devices has experienced

large growth, especially cell phones. To be conveniently useful, these information devices must be small,

light, and have a sufficiently long use time under battery operation. Thus, there is a strong demand for

lowering the power consumption of microprocessors, which account for nearly half of the power

consumed by these information devices. This situation paves the way for the introduction of SOI

(silicon on insulator) CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) devices, which are suited to

low parasitic capacitance and operation on low supply voltage, as well as for the introduction of copper

lines in the LSI wiring and a low-permittivity layer between wiring layers. The SOI CMOS VLSI technology

is becoming another major technology for integrating high-performance low-power VLSI systems in the
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FIGURE 2.75 On-chip local clock frequency.
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twenty-first century. The history of the development of the current SOI devices that employ a thin-film

SOI substrate is shown in Table 2.3. The stream of development, which leads to the current SOI CMOS

devices that employ an SOI substrate, originated with the forming of CMOS circuits on a SIMOX

substrate for the first time in 1978 and the demonstration of the operation of those circuits [4].

2.4.2 Distinctive Features of SOI CMOS Structures

A cross section of an SOI CMOS structure is shown in Fig. 2.77. In an SOI CMOS structure, a MOSFET

is formed on a thin SOI layer over a buried oxide (BOX) layer, and the entire MOSFET is enclosed in a
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FIGURE 2.76 Trend in microprocessor power.

TABLE 2.3 Thin-Film SOI History

Year Circuits=LSI SOI Substrates

1978 First SIMOX circuits (NTT) SIMOX

1982 1 kb SRAM SIMOX (NTT)

1990 21 ps CMOS ring oscillator (NTT)

1991 256 kb SRAM (IBM)

1992 2 GHz Prescaler (NTT) Low-dose SIMOX

1993 PLL (0.25 mm FD)

1 Mb SRAM (TI)

512 kb SRAM (IBM)

1994 1 M gate array (Mitsubishi) ITOX-SIMOX

ELTRAN

UNIBOND

1995 16 Mb DRAM (Samsung)

1996 300 kG gate array (NTT)

0.5 V MTCMOS=SIMOX (NTT)

16 Mb DRAM (Mitsubishi)

1997 40 Gbps ATM switch (NTT)

1 Gb DRAM (Hyundai)

1999 580 MHz Power PC (IBM)

600 MHz 64 b ALPHA (Samsung)

2000 3.5 Gbps Optical Transceiver (NTT)

2 GHz 0.5–1 V RF circuits (NTT)

2001 1 GHz PA–RISC MPU (HP)

2003 1.45 GHz 64 b ALPHA (HP)

2005 Cell Processor (IBM, SONY, Toshiba)

2006 2.6 GHz Dual–Core 64 b (AMD)
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silicon oxide layer; the n-MOSFETs and p-MOSFETs are completely separated by an insulator. Further-

more, the process technology that is required for the fabrication of the CMOS devices is similar to the

conventional bulk Si-CMOS process technology, and device structures are also simpler than for bulk

CMOS. For that reason, compared to CMOS using ordinary bulk Si substrate, the CMOS that employ an

SOI substrate have various distinctive features that result from those structures, as shown in Fig. 2.78.

Here, in particular, the features of small junction capacitance, no substrate bias effects, and reduced cross

talk are described. These are powerful features for attaining higher LSI performance, lower power

consumption, and multifunctionality.

As shown in Fig. 2.79, the MOSFET drain junction capacitance consists mainly of the capacitance

between the drain and the substrate. In SOI structures, the capacitance between the drain and the

substrate comprises a series connection of the BOX layer capacitance created by the silicon oxide layer,

which has a dielectric constant 1=3 smaller than Si, and the capacitance of the extended depletion

layer that is below the BOX layer. In SOI structures, the concentration of dopant in the substrate can
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FIGURE 2.77 SOI CMOS structure.
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FIGURE 2.78 Features of a fully depleted SOI transistor.
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be 1014 cm3 or less, and by using the capacitance of the depletion layer that is below the BOX layer, the

drain contact capacitance can be reduced to about one-tenth of that of a MOSFET that employs a bulk Si

substrate even if the BOX layer is about 100 nm thick. This is true even if we consider that the drain

voltage changes in the range between 0 V and the supply voltage in CMOS circuit operation. Further-

more, reduction of the drain voltage Vd decreases the depletion layer width of the drain nþ�p junction

in proportion to (VbiþVd)
1=2 (where Vd is the drain voltage and Vbi is the built-in potential), so the

drain capacitance is increased. Thus, the fact that lower supply voltages in SOI structures result in lower

junction capacitance due to the SOI structure is a remarkable advantage considering the trend of

reducing the LSI supply voltage in order to reduce the power consumption.

In SOI structures, there is no MOS reverse body effect, because the body is electrically floating because

of the presence of the BOX layer, as shown in Fig. 2.80.

In MOSFETs on a bulk Si substrate, the body, which is to say the p-well, is connected to ground, so

when the circuit is operating, the body potential, VBS, is always negative. Thus, if threshold voltage of

MOSFETs (Vth) rises, the drain current decreases. When the supply voltage is 1 Vor more in n-MOSFETs

on an SOI substrate, holes generated in the high electric field drain region accumulate in the body region

and create a positive body bias. Thus, the VBS becomes positive, Vth is reduced, and the drain current

Conventional bulk device Ultrathin-film SOI device

n+n+

Field oxide
Field oxide

Buried oxide

Depletion 
layerP-Substrate P-Substrate

FIGURE 2.79 Small junction capacitance.
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FIGURE 2.80 No reverse body effects.
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increases. This feature results in better performance than is obtained with MOSFETs on bulk Si substrate

in the case of logic gates that consist of stacked MOSFETs and pass transistor logic gates.

For the development of multifunction LSI chips, the implementation of a mixed analog=digital

(mixed-signal LSI) chips, which is a single chip on which reside RF circuits and analog–digital

conversion circuits rather than just a digital signal processing block, is desired as a step toward realizing

the system-on-a-chip. A problem in such a development is cross talk, which is the effect that the

switching noise generated by the digital circuit block has on the high precision analog circuit via

the substrate. With SOI structures, as shown in Fig. 2.81, it is possible to reduce the effect of this

cross talk by using a high-resistance SOI substrate (having a resistivity of 1000 Vcm or more, for

example) to create a high impedance in the noise propagation path [5]. Furthermore, even with an

ordinary SOI substrate, by surrounding the analog circuit with Nþ active SOI layer and applying a

positive bias to it to form a depletion layer below the BOX layer, it is possible to suppress the

propagation of the noise [6]. Although guard-ring structures and double-well structures are employed

as measures against cross talk for CMOS circuits on bulk Si substrates, also, SOI structures are simpler,

as described previously, and inexpensive countermeasures are possible.

Here, an example of a trial fabrication of an LSI of the SOI CMOS structures that have the features

described above on a SIMOX substrate (described later) and the performance of a multiplier on that LSI

are described. A cross section TEM photograph of a CMOS logic LSI of 250 nm gates formed on a 50 nm

SOI layer is shown in Fig. 2.82. In order to reduce the parasitic resistance of the thin Si layer, a tungsten

thin-film was formed by selective CVD. A four-layer wiring structure is used. The dependence of the

performance of a 48-bit multiplier formed with that structure on the supply voltage is shown in

Fig. 2.83. For comparison, the performance of a multiplier fabricated from the same 250 nm gate

CMOS form on a bulk Si substrate is also shown. For a proper comparison, the standby leak current

levels of the multipliers that were compared were made the same [7]. Clearly, the lower the supply

voltage, the more striking is the superiority of the performance of the SOI CMOS multiplier. From 32%

higher performance at 1.5 V, the performance advantage increases to 46% at 1.0 V. Thus, the SOI CMOS

structures are a powerful solution in the quest for higher LSI performance, lower operating voltage, and

lower power consumption.
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FIGURE 2.81 Cross talk suppression.
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2.4.3 Higher Quality and Lower Cost for the SOI Substrate

Against the backdrop of the recognition of SOI CMOS as a key technology for logic LSI of higher

performance and lower power consumption, the fact that SOI substrates based on Si substrates have

higher quality and lower cost are extremely important. A thin-film SOI substrate that has a surface layer

of Si that is less than 100 nm thick serves as the substrate for forming the fine CMOS devices of a logic

LSI chip. In addition, various factors of substrate quality, including the quality of the SOI layer, which

affects the reliability of the gate oxide layer and the standby leak current, the uniformity of thickness of

the SOI layer and the BOX layer and controllability in the production process, roughness of the SOI

surface, the characteristics of the boundary between the BOX layer and the SOI layer, whether or not

there are pinholes in the BOX layer, and the breakdown voltage, must be cleared [8,9]. Furthermore, for

the production of SOI CMOS with the same production line, as is used for CMOS on bulk Si substrate,

the absence of metal contamination and a metal contamination gettering capability are needed.

Selective CVD−W

SOI (50 nm)

BOX (120 nm)

ML1

ML2

ML3

ML4

1 mm

FIGURE 2.82 Cross section TEM image of fully depleted SOI CMOS.
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FIGURE 2.83 Comparison of a 48 b multiplier performance between SOI and bulk Si using 250 nm CMOS

technology.
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Also, adaptability for mass production, cost reduction, and larger wafer diameters must be considered.

From this point of view, remarkable progress has been achieved in thin-film SOI substrates for fine CMOS

over these past several years. In particular, the SOI substrates that have attracted attention are broadly

classified into SIMOX (separation by implanted oxygen) substrates andwafer bonding (WB) substrates, as

shown in Fig. 2.84. A SIMOX substrate is formed by oxygen ion implantation and high-temperature

annealing. Wafer bonding substrates, on the other hand, are made by bonding together a Si substrate on

which an oxide layer is formed, which is called a device wafer (DW) because the devices are formed on it,

and another substrate, called the handle wafer (HW), and then thinning down the DW from the surface so

as to create an SOI layer of the desired thickness. For fine CMOS, a thin SOI layer of less than 100 nmmust

be fabricated to a layer thickness accuracy of within ±5%–10%. Because that accuracy is difficult to

achieve with simple grinding or polishing technology, various methods are being studied. Of those, two

methods that are attracting attention are ELTRAN (epitaxial layer transfer) [10] and UNIBOND [11].

ELTRAN involves the use of a porous Si layer formed by anodizing and a Si epitaxial layer to form the

separation layer of the DW and HW; the UNIBOND substrate uses hydrogen ion implantation in the

formation of the peel-off layer. It has already been demonstrated that the application of these SOI

substrates to 300 mm wafers and mass production is technologically feasible, and because this is also

considered to be important from the viewpoint of application to logic LSI chips, which are a typical

representative of MPUs, an overview of the technology and issues is presented in the next section.

2.4.3.1 SIMOX Substrates

For SIMOX substrates, the BOX layer is formed by the implantation of a large quantity of oxygen ions at

energies of about 200 keV followed by annealing at high temperatures above 13008C, as shown in

Fig. 2.85 [4]. Because the amount of oxygen implanted and the implantation energy are controlled

electronically with high accuracy, there is excellent control of the uniformity of the thickness of the SOI

layer and the BOX layer. A substrate obtained by high-dose oxygen implantation in the order of 1018 cm2
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transfer

Low-dose
High-dose
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etch-back SOI
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FIGURE 2.84 SOI material technologies for production.
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FIGURE 2.85 Main process steps of ITOX-SIMOX.
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is called a high-dose SIMOX substrate and has a BOX layer thickness of about 400–500 nm. The presence

of 108 cm2 or more dislocation density in the SOI layer and the long period required for the high-dose

oxygen ion implantation create problems with respect to the quality of the SOI layer and the cost and

mass productivity of the substrate. On the other hand, it has been discovered that if the oxygen ion

implantation dose is lowered to about 43 1017 cm2, there are dose regions in which the dislocation

density is reduced to below 300 cm2, resulting in high quality of the SOI layer and lower substrate cost

[12]. Such a substrate is referred to as a low-dose SIMOX substrate. However, the BOX layer of this

substrate is thin (about 90 nm), making it necessary to reduce the number of pinholes and other defects

in the BOX layer. In later studies, it was found that a further high-temperature oxidation at over 13008C

after high-temperature annealing results in the formation of a thermal oxide layer at the interface

between the SOI layer and BOX layer at the same time as the oxidation of the SOI layer surface [13].

Typically, the BOX layer thickness is increased by about 40 nm. A substrate produced with this internal

oxidation processing is referred to as an ITOX-SIMOX substrate. In this way, an SOI layer can be formed

over an oxide layer of high quality, even on SIMOX substrates formed by oxygen ion implantation.

2.4.3.2 ELTRAN Substrates

Although thin-film SOI substrates for fine CMOS devices are categorized as either SIMOX substrates or

wafer bonded substrates, as shown in Fig. 2.84. ELTRAN substrates are classified as BESOI (bond and

etch-back SOI) substrates, a subdivision of the bonded substrate category. The BESOI substrate is

produced by the growth of a two-layer structure that consists of the final layer that remains on the DWas

the SOI layer and a layer that has a high etching speed by epitaxial growth followed by the formation of a

thermal oxide layer on the surface and subsequent bonding to the HW. After that, most of the substrate

is removed from the backside of the DW by grinding and polishing. Finally, the difference in etching

speed is used to leave an SOI layer of good uniformity. The fabrication process for an SOI substrate

produced by the ELTRAN method is shown in Fig. 2.86 [14]. First, a porous Si layer that comprises of

two layers of different porosities is formed by anodization near the surface of the Si substrate on which

the devices are formed (DW). After smoothening of the wafer surface by annealing in hydrogen to move

the surface Si atoms, the layer that is to remain as the SOI layer is formed by epitaxial growth. After

forming the layer that is to become the BOX layer by oxidation, the DW is bonded to the HW.

Next, a water jet is used to separate the DWand HWat the boundary of the two-layer porous Si layer

structure. Finally, the porous Si layer is removed by selective chemical etching of the Si layer, hydrogen

annealing is performed, and then the surface of the SOI layer is flattened to the atomic level. The

ELTRAN method also uses epitaxial layer forming technology, so layer thickness controllability and

uniformity of the layer that will become the SOI layer are obtained.

2.4.3.3 UNIBOND Substrates

The UNIBOND method features the introduction of the high controllability of ion implantation

technology to wafer-bonded substrate fabrication technology [11]. The process of UNIBOND SOI

ELTRAN

SiO2

SiO2

Si
Epitaxial Si

Double
layered

porous Si
Formation of

double-layered
porous Si

Handle wafer Device wafer

Handle wafer Handle wafer

Device wafer Device wafer

Bonding Splitting of
porous Si

Water
jet

Etching and
H2 annealing

FIGURE 2.86 Main process steps of ELTRAN.
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substrate fabrication is shown in Fig. 2.87. Hydrogen ions are implanted to a concentration of about 1016

cm2 in a DWon which a thermal oxide layer has previously been formed and then the DW is bonded to

the HW. Then, after an additional annealing at low temperatures of about 4008C–6008C, separation

from the hydrogen ion implanted layer occurs. The surface of the SOI layer is smoothened by light

polishing to obtain the SOI substrate. By using ion implantation to determine the thickness of the SOI

layer, controllability and uniformity are improved.

Here, three types of SOI substrates that have attracted particular attention have been introduced, but

it is highly possible that in future, the SOI substrates will undergo further selection on the basis of

productivity, cost, LSI yield, adaptability to large wafer diameters, and other such factors.

2.4.4 SOI MOSFET Operating Modes

SOI MOSFETs have two operating modes: the fully depleted (FD) mode and the partially depleted (PD)

mode. The differences between these modes are explained using Fig. 2.88. For each operating mode, the

cross sectional structure of the device and the energy band diagram for the region near the bottom of the

body in the source–body–drain directions are shown.

For the FD device, the entire body region is depleted, regardless of the gate voltage. Accordingly, FD

devices generally have a thinner body region than PD devices. For example, the thickness of the body

region of a PD device is about 100 nm, but that of an FD device is about 50 nm. In the PD device, on the

UNIBOND
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H+ implantation

Touch polishing
of SOI surfaces

Bonding at RT Annealing and
 splitting

Handle wafer

Handle wafer
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SiO2 Si
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FIGURE 2.87 Main process steps of UNIBOND.
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FIGURE 2.88 SOI device operation modes.
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other hand, the body region is only partly depleted and electrically neutral region exists. The presence

of the region, focusing attention on the change in potential in the depth direction of the body region

from the gate oxide layer, limits the gate field effect to within the body region, and the neutral region, in

which there is no potential gradient, exists in the lower part of the body. Accordingly, the difference

in potential between the surface of the body region and the bottom of the region is greater in a PD device

than in an FD device, and the potential barrier corresponding to the holes between the source and body

near the bottom of the body region is higher in the PD structure than in the FD structure. This

difference in potential barrier height corresponding to the holes creates a difference in the number of

holes that can exist within the body region, as shown in Fig. 2.88. These holes are created by impact

ionization when the channel electrons pass through the high electric field region near the drain during

n-MOSFET operation. The holes flow to the source via the body region. At that time, more holes

accumulate in the body region of the PD structure, which has a higher potential barrier than the FD

structure. This fact brings about a large difference in the floating body effect of the FD device and the

PD device, determines whether or not a kink appears in the drain current–voltage characteristics, and

creates a difference in the subthreshold characteristic, as shown in Fig. 2.89.

2.4.5 PD-SOI Application to High-Performance MPU

An example of a prototype LSI that employs PD-SOI technology and which was presented at the latest

ISSCC is shown in Table 2.4. The year 1999 will be remembered as far as application of SOI to a high-

performance MPUs is concerned. In an independently organized session at ISSCC that focused on SOI

technology, IBM reported a 32-bit PowerPC (chip size of 49 mm2) that employs 250 nm PD-SOI

technology [15] and a 64-bit PowerPC (chip size of 139 mm2) that employs 200 nm PD-SOI technology

[16]. Samsung reported a 64-bit ALPHA microprocessor (chip size of 209 mm2) that employs 250 nm

FD-SOI technology [17]. According to IBM, the SOI-MPU attained performance that was 20%–35%

higher than an MPU fabricated using an ordinary bulk Si substrate. Furthermore, in the year 2000, IBM

reported the performance of a 64-bit PowerPC microprocessor that was scaled down from 220 nm to

180 nm, confirming a 20% increase in performance [18]. In this way, the scenario that increased

performance could be attained for SOI technology through finer design scales in the same way that it

has been done for bulk Si devices when first established. IBM is attracting attention by applying these

high-performance SOI-MPUs to middle-range commercial products, such as servers for e-business, etc.,

and shipping them to market as examples of the commercialization of SOI technology [19]. Sony,
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FIGURE 2.89 Id�Vd characteristics in FD and PD modes.
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Toshiba, and IBM announced that they would employ SOI for the next-generation engine providing a

high-performance platform for multimedia and streaming workloads, CELL [20]. Also, many manu-

facturers who are developing high-performance MPUs have recently began programs for developing

SOI-MPU. Currently, PD-SOI technology is becoming the mainstream in the high-performance MPU.

The characteristics of PD-SOI and FD-SOI are compared in Table 2.5. In the high-performance

MPU, improvement of transistor performance through aggressive increase in integration scale is an

essential requirement, and PD-SOI devices have the merit that the extremely fine device design scenario

and process technology that have been developed for bulk Si devices can be used without modification.

Also, as described previously, because the PD-SOI can have a thicker body region than the FD-SOI

(about 100 nm), those devices have the advantage of a greater fabrication margin in the contact-forming

process and the process for lowering the parasitic resistance of the SOI layer. On the other hand, the

PD-SOI devices exhibit a striking floating body effect, so it is necessary to take that characteristic into

consideration in the circuit design of a practical MPU.

2.4.5.1 Floating Body Effect

PD-SOI structures exhibit the kinking phenomenon, as shown in Fig. 2.89, but IBM has reported that

the most important factor in the improvement of MPU performance, in addition to reduction of the

junction capacitance and reduction of the back gate effect, is

increasing the drain current due to impact ionization. This

makes use of the phenomenon in which, if the drain voltage

exceeds 1.1 V, the holes that are created by impact ionization

(in the case of an n-MOSFET) accumulate in the body region,

giving the body a positive potential and thus lowering the Vth

of the n-MOSFET, and thus increasing the drain current.

The increase in drain current due to this effect is taken to be

10%–15%. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of devices for

application to large-scale LSI, it is necessary to consider the

relation between the MOSFET Vth and standby leak current.

According to IBM, even if there is a drop in Vth due to the

floating body effect, there is no need to preset the device Vth

setting for the operating voltage to a higher value than is set for

TABLE 2.4 PD-SOI Activities in ISSCC

Gate Length Performance Vdd Company Year

Logic

16 b Multiplier 300 nm 200 MHz 0.5 V Toshiba 1996

64 b ALU 130 nm 286 ns 1.2 V Intel 2001

32 b Adder 80 nm 1 ns 1.3 V Fujitsu 2001

54 b Multiplier 90 nm 8 GHz 1.4 V IBM 2005

64 b Execution unit 65 nm 4 GHz 1.1 V IBM 2006

Microprocessor

64 b PowerPC 200 nm 550 MHz 1.8 V IBM 1999

64 b PowerPC 180 nm 660 MHz 1.5 V IBM 2000

64 b PA-RISC 180 nm 1 GHz 1.5 V HP 2001

64 b Alpha-RISC 130 nm 1.45 GHz 1.2 V HP 2003

64 b Cell 90 nm 4 GHz 1.2 V IBM 2005

64 b Dual-Core 90 nm 2.6 GHz 1.35 V AMD 2006

DRAM=SRAM

16 Mb DRAM 500 nm 46 ns 1 V Mitsubishi 1997

128 Mb DRAM 165 nm 18.5 ns 3.3 V Toshiba 2005

64 kb SRAM 65 nm 5.6 GHz 1.2 V IBM 2006

TABLE 2.5 FD vs. PD

FD PD

Manufacturability þ
Kink effect þ
Body contact þ
Vth control þ
SCE (scaling ability) þ
Parasitic resistivity þ
Breakdown voltage þ
Subthreshold slope þ
Pass gate leakage þ
History dependence þ
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bulk Si devices in the worst case for the increase in the standby leak current, which is to say, transistors

that have the shortest gate lengths at high temperatures [15].

Next, consider the pass gate leak problem [15,21], which is shown in Fig. 2.90. In the case of an

n-MOSFETon SOI, consider the state in which the source and drain terminals are at the high level and

the gate terminal is at the low level. If this state continues for longer than 1 ms, for example, the body

potential becomes roughly Vs�Vbi (where Vs is the source terminal voltage and Vbi is the built-in

potential). In this kind of state, the gate voltage is negative in relation to the n-MOSFET source and

drain, and holes accumulate on the MOS surface. If, in this state, the source is put into the low level, the

holes that have accumulated on the MOS surface become surplus holes, and the body–region–source pn

junction is biased in the forward direction so that a pulsed current flows, even if the gate is off. Because

this phenomenon affects the normal operation of the access transistors of DRAM and SRAM and the

dynamic circuits in logic LSIs, circuit design measures such as providing a margin for maintenance of

the signal level in SRAM and dynamic logic circuits are required. For DRAM, it is necessary to consider

shorter refresh frequencies than are used for bulk Si devices.

Finally, we will describe the dependence of the gate delay time on the operating frequency, which is

called the history effect [15,22]. As previously described, the body potential is determined by the balance

between charging due to impact ionization and discharging through the body–source pn junction diode,

and a change in that produces a change in the MOSFET Vth as well. For example, consider the pulse

width relationship of the period of a pulse that is input to an inverter chain and the pulse width after

passing through the chain, which is shown in Fig. 2.91.

The n-MOSFETs of the odd-numbered stages have lower Vth than the n-MOSFETs of the even-

numbered stages. The reason for this characteristic is that the odd-stage n-MOSFETs have a high body

potential due to impact ionization. This imbalance in Vth in the inverter chain results in the longer pulse

width after passing through the chain. The time constant for the charging and discharging is relatively

long (1 ms or longer, for example), so the shorter the pulse period becomes, the smaller the extension of

the pulse width becomes. IBM investigated the effect of changes in the dynamic body potential during

the operation of this kind of circuit on various logic gate circuit delay times and found that the

maximum change in the delay time was about 8%. Although this variation in delay times is increased

by the use of PD-SOI devices, various factors also produce variation when bulk Si devices are used. For

example, there is a variation in delay time of 15%–20% due to changes in line width within the chip that

result from the fabrication process, a variation of 10%–20% due to a 10% fluctuation in the on-chip

supply voltage, and a variation between 15% and 20% from the effect of temperature changes

(258C–858C). Compared with these, the 8% change because of the floating body is small and permissible

in the design [15].
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FIGURE 2.90 Pass gate leakage.
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2.4.6 FD-SOI Application to Low-Power, Mixed-Signal LSI

2.4.6.1 Features of FD-SOI Device

As we have already seen in the comparisons of Fig. 2.78 and Table 2.5, in addition to the SOI device

features, the special features of the FD-SOI device include a steep subthreshold characteristic and small

dynamic instabilities such as changes in Vth during circuit operation due to the floating body effect. In

particular, the former is an important characteristic with respect to low-voltage applications. The

subthreshold characteristics of FD-SOI devices and bulk Si devices are compared in Fig. 2.92. Taking

the subthreshold characteristic to be the drain current–gate voltage characteristic in the region of gate

voltages below the Vth, the drain current increases exponentially with respect to the gate voltage (Vg).
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The steeper is this characteristic the smaller the drain leak current can be made when Vg¼ 0, which is

to say the standby leak at the time the LSI was made even if Vth is set to a small value. An effective way to

realize low-power LSI chips is to lower the voltage. In order to obtain circuit speed performance at low

voltages, it is necessary to set Vth to a low value.

On the other hand, because there is a trade-off between reduction of the Vth and the standby leak

current, we can see that the characteristic described above is important [7,23]. As a criterion for

steepness, the subthreshold coefficient (S) is defined as the change in the gate voltage that is required

to change the drain current in the subthreshold region by a factor of 10. This coefficient corresponds to

the proportion of the change in channel surface potential with respect to the change in gate voltage. For

the FD type structure, the body region is fully depleted, so the channel depletion layer capacitance in the

bulk Si device, Cdep, is a series connection of the body depletion layer capacitance, CSi, and the BOX layer

capacitance, CBOX, and the controllability of the gate voltage with respect to the channel surface

potential is improved.

Furthermore, from the viewpoint of circuit design, the superiority of the FD-SOI device relative to the

PD-SOI device is that the kink phenomenon does not appear in the drain voltage current characteristic

(Fig. 2.89), and, further, that dynamic instabilities such as changes in Vth caused by the floating body

effect during circuit operation are small [24]. As a result, there is an advantage in terms of the layout

area, because there is no need for body contacts including for analog circuits, and it is also possible for

the layouts and other such design assets that have been used for bulk Si to be used as they are (Fig. 2.93).

An example of a prototype FD-SOI device LSI, which takes advantage of the features described above,

that was newly announced at the ISSCC is shown in Table 2.6.

2.4.6.2 Low-Power, Mixed-Signal LSI Application

Further advancement of portable systems in the form of wearable information equipment with a wireless

interface will enable us to enjoy various multimedia applications anywhere and anytime. The realization

of wearable communication devices requires lower power consumption, ultracompactness, reduced

weight, lower cost, a wireless interface function, and a barrier-free human interface function. The key

to satisfying those requirements is an analog–digital, mixed-signal LSI that integrates analog–digital

conversion circuits, RF circuits, etc., and digital signal processing circuits on a single chip and also

operates on ultralow-power supplies of 1 V or less (Fig. 2.94).

Transistors with body contacts

n+

n+
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n+

p+
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FD SOI CMOS does not
need body contacts.

* Smaller cell size
* Bulk compatible layout

n+ n+

FIGURE 2.93 No need for body contacts in FD device.
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However, in the development of mixed-signal system LSI chips, problems arise that need not be

considered in efforts to achieve finer design rules and increased integration scales for conventional

digital LSIs. Examples include the improvement of analog circuit performance under low supply voltages

and the reduction of the effects of cross talk noise from digital circuits on analog circuits. A promising

solution for those problems is the use of FD-SOI device technology, which offers the promise of low-

voltage, low-power operation.

Considering the digital circuit first, a method of reducing energy consumption by lowering the voltage

and employing adiabatic charging is described. The problems associated with lower voltage operation

for analog circuits and circuit technology for overcoming those problems is then discussed.

2.4.6.2.1 Digital Circuits

The low-voltage, low-power trend for digital circuits is shown in Fig. 2.95.

That figure is based on the scaling and supply voltage trends described in the 2003 International

Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [2] and shows the trend in power consumption per basic gate,

TABLE 2.6 FD-SOI Activities in ISSCC

Gate Length Performance Vdd Company Year

Communications

4:1 MUX 250 nm 2.98 GHz 2.2 V NTT 1996

83 8 ATM switch 250 nm 40 Gb=s 2 V NTT 1997

Optical transceiver 250 nm 3.5 Gb=s 2 V NTT 2000

RF front-end circuits 250 nm 2 GHz 0.5 V NTT 2000

Receiver Front-end 200 nm 2 GHz 1.0 V NTT 2001

Logic

300 KG Gate Array 250 nm 70 MHz 2 V NTT 1996

Adder 250 nm 50 MHz 0.5 V NTT 1998

Microprocessor

64 b ALPHA 250 nm 600 MHz 1.5 V Samsung 1999

16 b RISC 250 nm 400 MHz 0.5 V Tokyo Univ. 2003

Image sensor

CMOS image sensor 350 nm 1024 3 1024 3.3 V MIT 2005

DC–DC converter

0.5 V Output converter 800 nm 85% Efficiency 1.2 V Seiko, NTT 2003

DSP/CPURF  /IF

RAM/ROM

ADC

DAC

ADC

DAC

DC−DC
converter

Human
interface

Display
speaker

MIC
sensor

SOI-substrate

FIGURE 2.94 Analog–digital, mixed-signal LSI.
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normalized to the power consumption for 5 V operation. The supply voltage for 45 nm generation LSI

circuits is predicted to be 0.9–1.0 V in the year 2008, a reduction of less than two orders of magnitude

from the 5 Voperation of the 500 nm generation. However, it is possible to realize wearable information

equipment that requires ultralow-power consumption ahead of that low voltage, low-power consumption

time trend, even without waiting for the finer processes of 2008, by using a combination of 130–100 nm

FD-SOI devices and MTCMOS circuits [25] or adiabatic charging circuits [26]. NTT is proceeding along

a low-voltage research roadmap that shows 1 Voperation in the year 2000 and 0.5 Voperation sometime

between 2003 and 2006.

MTCMOS (multithreshold CMOS) circuits [25] are an effective means to achieve lower operating

voltages in digital circuits (Fig. 2.96). These circuits are constructed of MOSFETs that have two different

threshold voltages—some have a high Vth and others a low one. High-speed operation at low supply

voltages can be achieved by using low Vth MOSFETs to construct the logic circuits and blocking the

standby leak current that arises in these logic circuits because of the low Vth with power switch

transistors constructed of high Vth MOSFETs, making it possible to apply these circuits to battery-

driven devices such as wearable information equipment. A DSP (1.2 V, 20 MHz operation) that employs

this technology has already been introduced in a wristwatch personal handy-phone system terminal,

contributing to lower power consumption in audio signal processing [27].

Using FD-SOI devices to construct the MTCMOS circuits even further improves the operation speed

under low-voltage conditions [28]. By combining 250–180 nm gate FD-SOI devices and MTCMOS

circuit technology, it is fully possible to implement a digital signal processing chip for a wearable

terminal that operates at high speeds (100 MHz or higher) at 1 V. The performance levels of various

prototype MTCMOS=SIMOX chips are listed in Table 2.7.
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FIGURE 2.95 Low-voltage trends in digital circuits.
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2.4.6.2.2 Analog Circuits

Problems Associated with Low-Voltage Operations—We will begin with the problems concerning the

low-voltage driving of amplifiers and analog switches, which are the basic circuits of analog circuits. The

trends in operating voltage (Vdd), cut-off frequency ( fT), and analog signal frequency ( fsig) that

accompany the increasingly finer scale of bulk Si CMOS devices are shown in Fig. 2.97. These parameters

are drawn from the trends related to mixed-signal LSI circuits predicted in the 2005 IRTS Roadmap [2].

The operating voltage exhibits a trend toward low-power portable devices. The reduction in signal

amplitude that comes with a lower supply voltage is a critical concern for analog circuits. The lower

signal amplitude causes a degradation of the signal-to-noise (S=N) ratio. Because the linear output range

of the basic amplifier used in analog circuits extends from ground to Vdd minus about twice the Vth of

the transistor. So, lowering of the Vth is essential to realizing a 1 V, operation-mixed signal LSI circuit.

On the other hand, lowering the Vth increases the leak current of the analog switch, reduces the

accuracy of the A=D converter, generates an offset voltage in the sample-hold circuit, creates high-

frequency distortion in switch-type mixer circuits, etc. The relation between the transistor Vth and the

voltage variation caused by the analog switch leak current and the relation between the transistor Vth

and the analog signal amplitude, when Vdd is 1 V, are shown in Fig. 2.98. The voltage variation values in

that figure are the values calculated for an SC integrator (10 MHz sampling frequency and 1 pF integral

capacitance) that uses analog switches.

SIMOX–MTCMOS circuit scheme

Vdd = 0.5 V

Virtual Vdd

Fully depleted
low-Vth MOSFET

Partially depleted
high-Vth MOSFET

SL

FIGURE 2.96 MTCMOS circuit scheme.

TABLE 2.7 Performance of Sub-1 V MTCMOS=SIMOX-LSI

Gate Scale Source Voltage Vth Configuration Operating Frequency Power Consumption

16-bit ALU 8 K 0.5 V Dual 40 MHz 0.35 mW

Communication LSI 8 K 0.5 V Dual 100 MHz 1.45 mW

Coding LSI 30 K 0.5 V Dual 18 MHz 2 mW

8-bit CPU 53 K 0.5 V Dual 30 MHz 5 mW

Communication LSI 200 K 1 V Dual 60 MHz 150 mW

16-bit Adder 2 K 0.5 V Triple 50 MHz 0.16 mW

Communication LSI 8 K 0.5 V Triple 100 MHz 1.65 mW

54-bit Adder 26 K 0.5 V Triple 30 MHz 3 mW
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For a Vth of 200 mV, the voltage variation in the subthreshold characteristics (S¼ 85–90 mV=dec) of

bulk Si devices and PD-SOI devices is 3 mVor more, and 8-bit accuracy in an A=D converter cannot be

guaranteed with a 1 V amplitude input signal. FD-SOI devices, on the other hand, have a steep

subthreshold characteristic and the leak current can be suppressed, so the voltage variation is 1 mV or

less. This feature can improve the relations among the S=N ratio, signal band, voltage variation due to

leak current, etc., which are trade-offs in analog circuit design.

1 V A=D–D=A Conversion Circuit—To solve the analog switch leak current problem described earlier,

NTT has developed a 1 V operation noise shaping A=D–D=A converter with an RC integrator that does

not employ analog switches. We have also proposed a configuration in which the integrator output is

either the input signal only or the quantization noise only (swing-suppression circuit Fig. 2.99) as

opposed to the conventional secondary DS circuit, in which the output of the two-stage integrator is the

large-amplitude sum of the input signal and quantization noise [29].

In that way, it is possible to compensate the reduced dynamic range of the amplifier used in the

integrator that results from the reduced voltage. Using a prototype that employs 350–500 nm gate bulk

Si devices, we have already confirmed 16-bit precision conversion operation in the voice band (20 kHz)

on a 1 V supply voltage with a power consumption of 3 mW or less.

To handle multimedia data such as audio, still pictures, and video, it is necessary to increase the

conversion speed and increase the bandwidth of the signal that can be handled. The performance of

the A=D converter and an application example are shown in Fig. 2.100, along with the actual perform-

ance range for a circuit configured with 250–180 nm gate FD-SOI devices. We expect that a broadband

A=D converter, which operates on a 1 V supply voltage and can be applied to wireless communication,

can be realized.

RF Circuit—Concerning the wireless interface, standardization for the next-generation mobile com-

munications is proceeding, beginning with IMT-2000, which aims for commercial implementation in

2001 (Fig. 2.101). Among these, standards that are attracting attention with respect to the application of

CMOS circuits are the wireless communication technology standards for short-range communication in

the 2.4 GHz ISM band (Bluetooth and Home-RF).
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A prototype 2 GHz band, 1 V, low-noise amplifier that employs 250 nm FD CMOS=SIMOX devices

has already been reported [30]. Moreover, RF circuit technology that allows reduction of the voltage to

the limit of the elemental transistor by using tank current sourcing (TCS) technology to reduce the
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FIGURE 2.100 Performance of an SOI-A=D conversion circuit.
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number of vertical stages of the transistor to 1 has recently been developed. That has made it possible to

realize a 2 GHz band RF front-end circuit that operates on a mere 0.5 V [31] (Fig. 2.102).

When the communication range is 10 m or less and the transmission output is several milliwatts or

less, as in the Bluetooth Class 3 standard, the entire 2.4 GHz band RF circuit that is required for the

wireless interface can be configured with 180–250 nm gate FD-SOI devices. This configuration makes

possible the implementation of a low-voltage, low-power consumption wireless interface circuit that

operates on from 1 to 0.5 V, thus providing a powerful wireless interface for implementing future

fingertip-size communication devices.

2.4.6.2.3 Cross Talk Immunity

In a mixed-signal LSI circuit (see Fig. 2.94), it is necessary to protect the analog circuit from the effects of

the noise generated by the high-speed switching of the digital circuit in order to prevent degradation of

the S=N and accuracy of the analog circuit that is formed on the same chip as the digital circuit. This is a

particularly important point in the implementation of the RF amplifier and high-precision A=D

converter. When SOI structures are used, the insulation separation is effective for suppressing substrate

cross talk noise. Furthermore, if a high-resistance SOI substrate is used, the performance of the on-chip

inductor that is used in the RF circuit can be improved [32].

The effect of cross talk was evaluated experimentally by designing a circuit in which a TEG is placed

near an RF low-noise amplifier and inverter chain [5]. The circuit was test-fabricated by a 250 nm FD

CMOS=SIMOX process with an ordinary SIMOX substrate (30–40 Vcm) and with a high-resistance

SIMOX substrate (1 kVcm or more). The placement of the TEG is shown in Fig. 2.103. The circuit was

operated by inputting a 5 MHz rectangular wave to the input pad of the inverter chain (Vdd¼ 2 V) and

the noise level was measured at the output pad of the low-noise amplifier. The noise level for the

ordinary SIMOX substrate was �75 dBm, which cannot be ignored for a highly-sensitive RF circuit. For

the high-resistance SIMOX substrate, on the other hand, the noise was clearly reduced to below the

measurable level (�85 dBm).

It has also been confirmed that substrate noise from the digital circuit can be sufficiently reduced,

even with an ordinary SIMOX substrate, by surrounding the analog circuit with an SOI guard ring and

applying a positive bias to it to form a depletion layer below the BOX layer (Fig. 2.81). Using this guard-

ring technique, NTT has made a single-chip 3.5 Gb=s optical transceiver chip on a CMOS=SIMOX

process [6].

Vdd
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FIGURE 2.102 RF circuit using TCS technology.
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2.4.7 Conclusion

An application example of an LSI chip that employs SOI devices has been described here. Against the

backdrop that the SOI CMOS process has been recognized as a key technology for increasing the

performance and reducing the power consumption of logic LSI circuits, there is a strong need by

information distribution services for LSI chips of higher performance and lower power consumption,

improvement of the quality of thin-film SOI substrates based on Si substrates, lower cost, and

development of suitability for mass production. Furthermore, progress in explaining the physical

phenomena of SOI devices is progressing, and another major factor is the establishment of control

technology in both device design and circuit design for the characteristics that bulk Si devices do not

have, especially the floating body effect. On the other hand, it is said that future LSI chips will be

oriented to the system-on-a-chip era, in which memory circuits, RF circuits, analog circuits, etc., will

reside on the same chip, rather than digital logic circuits alone. Although SOI structures are effective

in reducing cross talk, as has already been described, problems exist concerning the establishment of

a precise circuit model of the devices, which is necessary for application of SOI devices to analog

circuits as well as ascertaining the influence of the floating body effect on circuit precision. It is also

necessary to continue with studies on countermeasures for memory pass gate leakage in DRAM,

SRAM, etc.

In the future, if progress in finer designs leads to the 100 nm era, in which the standard LSI supply

voltage will be reduced to about 1 V, we believe that the superiority of SOI CMOS over Si CMOS will

become even more remarkable.
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3.1 Active Pull-Down ECL Circuits ....................................... 3-1

3.2 Low-Voltage ECL Circuits .............................................. 3-10

Emitter-coupled logic (ECL) circuits have often been employed in very high-speed VLSI circuits.

However, a passive pull-down scheme in an output stage results in high power dissipation as well as

slow pull-down transition. Gate stacking in a current switch logic stage keeps ECL circuits from

operating at low power supply voltages. In this section, a high-speed active pull-down scheme in the

output stage, as well as a low-voltage series-gating scheme in the logic stage will be presented. The two

circuit techniques can be employed together to obtain multiple effects in terms of speed and power.

3.1 Active Pull-Down ECL Circuits

An ECL inverter circuit is depicted in Fig. 3.1, together with the simulated output voltage and pull-down

current waveforms. As shown in the figure, the pull-down transition time increases much more rapidly

than the pull-up transition time as the load capacitance increases. This slow pull-down transition time,

and consequently unbalanced pull-up and pull-down switching speed, can cause an erroneous operation

of the circuit due to signal skew or because of a racing condition.

The figure also demonstrates the disadvantageous power consumption of the circuit. The circuit

requires a constant pull-down current IEF. This power is consumed even when the gate output is not

being switched. To reduce this power loss, the current IEF must be reduced. However, reducing the

current IEF causes the pull-down transition time to increase to an unacceptable level. This high

power dissipation and slow pull-down transition of ECL circuits has long been known to limit their

VLSI applications. The power-speed limitation comes primarily from the passive pull-down scheme in

the emitter-follower stage.

Various active pull-down schemes have been proposed [1–5] where a capacitor is utilized to couple a

transient voltage pulse to the base of a pull-down npn transistor. An ac-coupled active-pull-down ECL

(AC-APD-ECL) circuit [3] is depicted in Fig. 3.2. The steady-state dc current can be kept an order of

magnitude lower than in the conventional ECL gate. As for the transient action, CX and RB determine

the magnitude of the transient collector current of transistor QD. CE and RE determine the time while

transistor QD turns on. These capacitors and resistors should be optimized for a specific loading
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condition, since they determine the dynamic pull-down current. The dynamic pull-down current is

predetermined for a given design. In other words, there is a finite range of loading, outside of which

proper operation of the circuit cannot be ensured.

Simulated output voltage and pull-down current waveforms of the AC-APD-ECL circuit are also

shown in Fig. 3.2. The circuit is optimized for a 0.5-pF loading. The simulation is performed under

the 0.5-pF loading, as well as under much lighter loading, 0.04 pF, and much heavier loading, 1.0 pF. The

dynamic pull-down current does not change according to the loadings. With the smaller loading, the

excess pull-down current is consumed as crossover current at the end of the pull-down transition,

resulting in waste of power. The excess pull-down current also causes unfavorable undershoot in the
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output. With the larger loading, a slowly discharging tail results, because the dynamic pull-down current

is insufficient for the loading. The slowly discharging tail is dictated by the steady-state current.

Because the circuit loading condition is uncertain with cell library design methodology, large dynamic

and steady-state, pull-down current are used in a macrocell to cover wide range of loadings, thus

diminishing the overall power savings. The need of additional devices, such as capacitors (typically

several hundreds of fF) and large resistors (typically several tens of kilohm), also causes significant area

penalty and added process complexity. The increase of the cell size implies increased interconnection

delay, thus degrading the chip performance.

Another example of the active pull-down scheme is a level-sensitive active pull-down ECL (LS-APD-

ECL) circuit [6], as shown in the circuit schematic depicted in Fig. 3.3. No additional device, such as a

capacitor or a large resistor, is required. On the contrary, the circuit is a rearrangement of the

conventional ECL circuit, using exactly the same devices. Therefore, the circuit can be implemented

directly on existing ECL gate arrays with no area penalty. The only addition is a regulated bias voltage

VREG that should be biased to one VBE below the ‘‘low’’ level.

Circuit operation is illustrated in Fig. 3.4 when the input signal is switched from ‘‘high’’ to ‘‘low’’ so

that the output rises to ‘‘high.’’ When ‘‘low’’ input signal is applied, transistor Q1 is turned off and

transistor Q2 is turned on, so that the current ICS switches from the left side branch to the right side

branch of the current switch logic stage. Consequently, the potential at node A goes up, which turns

transistor QU on strongly. This allows a large charging current to flow and causes OUT to rise from

‘‘low’’ to ‘‘high’’. Before QU switches on, the potential at node B is ‘‘low,’’ because ICS does not flow on

the right side branch initially so the potential at node B is the same as that at OUT. After QU switches

on, the portion of the QU charging current corresponding to ICS flows into Q2. As a result, the potential

at node B drops, causing transistor QD to turn off. Once QD switches off, the major part of the charging

current, IPULL-UP, flows into OUT, so that the potential at OUTrises quickly. When the potential at OUT

reaches the ‘‘high’’ level, QU turns off gradually. At the same time, the potential at node B reaches the

‘‘low’’ level again, gradually turning QD on. Accordingly, when the potential at OUT reaches the ‘‘high’’

level, VOH, both QU and QD turn on slightly, and a small steady-state current, ISS(H), flows.

Pull-down action is illustrated in Fig. 3.5. In response to the input ‘‘high’’ signal, transistor Q1 is

turned on and transistor Q2 is turned off, so that the current ICS flows on the left side branch of the
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current switch logic stage. As a result, the potential at node A drops, causing QU to turn off initially.

As Q2 turns off, the potential at node B goes up to turn QD on strongly. Consequently, a large discharge

current, IPULL-DOWN, flows through QD into VREG, resulting in fast pull-down of the output. As the

potential at OUTapproaches the ‘‘low’’ level, the potential at node B approaches the ‘‘low’’ level, causing
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FIGURE 3.4 Pull-up action of LS-APD-ECL circuit.
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QD to gradually turn off again. At the same time, QU turns on gradually. When OUT reaches the ‘‘low’’

level, VOL, both QU and QD turn on slightly, and a small steady-state current, ISS(L), flows.

In this way, the circuit self-terminates the dynamic pull-down action by sensing the output level. By

comparing the output voltage and the pull-down current waveforms in Fig. 3.3 with those in Fig. 3.2, it

is clear that the LS-APD-ECL circuit consumes less dc current than the AC-APD-ECL circuit and that

the LS-APD-ECL circuit offers larger dynamic pull-down current whose level is self-adjusted in

accordance with loading conditions. Therefore, proper and balanced output waveforms can be observed

in the LS-APD-ECL circuit under a wide range of loading conditions.

The collector-emitter voltage of transistor Q2, VCE.Q2, is given by

VCE:Q2 ¼ (VOL � aVsig)� (VBB � VBE)

¼ VBE � (0:5þ a)� Vsig (3:1)

where Vsig is the logic voltage swing and a is a constant between �1 and 1. As shown in Fig. 3.4, a is 0

when the output stays and increases when the output is rising. The maximum a is dependent on the

output rise time; the slower, the larger. SPICE simulation predicts the maximum a is between 0.2 and

0.4 when ICS¼ 70 mA and CL ranged from 0.1 to 1.25 pF and temperature ranges from 08C to 808C.

When Vsig is 0.6 V, VCE.Q2 may become as low as 0.36 V for an instance in switching, but never stays in

the saturation region.

Only inverting structures are possible in the LS-APD-ECL circuit. If the input is fed to the base of Q2

to construct noninverting structures, VCE.Q2 is given by

VCE:Q2 ¼ (VOL � aVsig)� (VOH � VBE)

¼ VBE � (1þ a)� Vsig (3:2)

In order to keep Q2 out of the saturation region, Vsig should be lower than 0.45 V, which is impractical.

Because transistor QD self-terminates at the point where the output reaches VBE above VREG, VOL

becomes a direct function of VREG. On the other hand, as VREG goes lower, both QU and QD turn on

more deeply, resulting in larger steady-state current. Simulated VOH, VOL, ISS(H), and ISS(L) dependence

on VREG are shown in Fig. 3.6. In order to keep enough noise margins between VOL and the circuit

threshold, VBB, VREG should be lower than about �2.2 V. At the same time, in order to restrict ISS(L) to

an acceptably low level, VREG should be higher than about �2.4 V. Accordingly, VREG needs to be

controlled very tightly around �2.3 V within the small error indicated in the figure.

AVREG voltage regulator circuit for the LS-APD-ECL circuit is presented in Fig. 3.7. An automated bias

control (ABC) circuit [7] is employed to automatically adjust ISS(L) constantly even under process

deviation, power supply voltage change, and temperature change. A replica circuit of the LS-APD-ECL

circuit generates a referenceVREG level,VR, when ISS(L) is one-eighth of the current ICS. AmonitoredVREG

level and VR are compared by an operational amplifier whose output controls VREG. When the monitored

VREG level is lower than the target level VR, the output potential of the op-amp rises, which increases the

current in the VREG voltage regulator and pushes the potential of VREG up. On the contrary, when the

monitoredVREG level is higher than the target levelVR, the potential ofVREG is controlled to go down. This

way, the op-amp adjusts the VREG level such that the LS-APD-ECL circuits which are hooked up to the

VREG lines have the same ISS(L) as that in the replica circuit. The stability of the negative feedback loop in

the VREG regulator can be secured by a common method of compensation, narrow banding. A phase

margin of 90 degrees is preserved when an external capacitor of 0.1 mF is put on the VREG lines.

The voltage regulator can be implemented in an I=O slot of a chip from which VREG lines are provided

to internal cells. Parasitic resistance along the VREG lines, however, produces a significant voltage drop

when large dynamic pull-down current from all the LS-APD-ECL cells is concentrated in one regulator.

Therefore, a local current-source is provided in each LS-APD-ECL gate to distribute the pull-down

current. Parasitic capacitance between the two lines, VREGC and VREGB, helps improve the transient

response of the local current-source.
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In Fig. 3.8 are depicted simulated dependence of the output voltages, VOH and VOL; the steady-state

currents, ISS(H) and ISS(L); and the circuit delays, TpLH and TpHL, on power supply voltage, temperature,

and the number of the LS-APD-ECL gates. It is assumed in the simulation study that 8 mm by 8 mm

chip area is covered by 16 by 16 mesh layout for VREGC lines of 2 mm width. The equivalent resistance

between two far ends of the meshed VREG lines is estimated to be 20 V. Even at the tip of the meshed

VREG lines, the tracking error can be controlled within a range of 30 mV, which is small enough to be

within the allowed error range. Since the VREG voltage regulator circuit controls the output voltage swing
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and the bias current of QU and QD constant, variation of the circuit delay can be kept very small even

under the large changes in circuit conditions.

Simulated transient response of the LS-APD-ECL circuit with the VREG voltage regulator circuit is

depicted in Fig. 3.9 when 1100 LS-APD-ECL gates are hooked up to the VREG voltage regulator, and 100
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VREG is provided by VREG voltage regulator through meshed VREG lines whose parasitic resistance is 20 V. As a

reference, output waveform when VREG ¼ �2.3 V is ideally supplied in broken lines (Vout).
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gates are switching simultaneously. Small bounce noise is observed at the VREG lines, which, however,

does not affect VOL nor VOH of staying gates, nor does it degrade the switching speed. The broken line in

the figure is the output waveform of a gate placed near the VREG voltage regulator, while the solid line is

for a gate placed in the far end of the VREG lines. Very little difference can be observed between them.

Layout of inverter gates with the conventional ECL and the LS-APD-ECL circuits are depicted in

Fig. 3.10. They both are implemented on an ECL gate array [8]. TheVREG voltage regulator is implemented

in an I=O slot from which VREG lines are provided to internal cells. In a 9.6-mm by 9.5-mm chip,

24 types of gate chains are implemented for three loading conditions (fanout one plus metal inter-

connection of 0.02, 2.5, and 6.4 mm length) and three power options, for both the conventional ECL

and the LS-APD-ECL circuits. The 2.5-mm metal interconnection has about 0.55 pF capacitance. The

test sites are fabricated using a 1.2-mm, 17-GHz, double-poly, self-aligned bipolar technology. Twelve

wafers are fabricated in every process corner. Totally around 60,000 measurement points are obtained

from 200 working samples. The logic voltage swing is 650 mV, and the power supply voltage is �5.2 V.

Measured and simulated power-delay characteristics for the conventional ECL and the LS-APD-ECL

circuits are shown in Fig. 3.11. The circles represent measurement data from several process splits.

The solid lines represent the SPICE simulation results under a nominal condition. Good agreement is

seen between the measurements and simulations.

The circuit under FO¼ 1 plus CL¼ 0.55 pF (2.5 mmmetal interconnection) loading condition, which

is often seen in a typical chip design, offers 300 ps delay at a power consumption of 1 mW=gate. This is a

4.4 times speed improvement over the conventional ECL circuit. Furthermore, the circuit consumes only

0.25 mW for a gate speed of 700 ps=gate, which is a 1=7.8 power reduction compared with the

conventional ECL circuit. A better speed improvement and power reduction can be achieved under

heavier loading conditions. For example, under FO¼ 1 plus CL¼ 1.41 pF (6.4 mm metal interconnec-

tion) loading condition, the speed improvement over the conventional ECL circuit is about 5.5 times at

1 mW=gate, and the power reduction is about 1=11 times at 1.2 ns=gate. Even with the lightest loading

of FO¼ 1 plus CL¼ 0.01 pF (0.02 mm metal interconnection), the LS-APD-ECL circuit outperforms the

conventional ECL circuit. The speed improvement is about 2.2 times at 1 mW=gate, and the power

reduction is about 1=2.8 times at 120 ps=gate.

In Fig. 3.12, measured and simulated delay versus capacitive loading for the conventional ECL, the

AC-APD-ECL, and the LS-APD-ECL circuits are depicted. The AC-APD-ECL circuit is optimized
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FIGURE 3.10 Layout of inverter gate with ECL and LS-APD-ECL circuits.
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for 0.5 pF loading, and therefore, for loadings heavier than 1.5 pF, the pull-down transition time

degrades rapidly. On the contrary, the LS-APD-ECL circuit offers superior load driving capability

under a wide range of loading conditions. The LS-APD-ECL circuit also provides balanced pull-up

and pull-down switching speed to minimize signal skews.

The measurements of ISS(L) versus ICS, as plotted in Fig. 3.13, demonstrate that even under process

deviation and parasitic resistance along the VREG lines, the VREG voltage generator keeps the steady-state

current of the LS-APD-ECL circuits below one-fourth of ICS.

The LS-APD-ECL circuit brings the minimum operating frequency at which ECL consumes less

power than CMOS to within a range of frequencies commonly encountered in leading edge designs.

Simulated power consumption versus operating frequency of sub-micron CMOS, the conventional ECL,

and the LS-APD-ECL circuits are shown in Fig. 3.14. The probability of gate switching used in the
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simulation is 0.3, which is typically observed in VLSI circuits. The 1.2-mm LS-APD-ECL under 5 V

consumes less power than 0.5 mm CMOS under 3.3 V at an operating frequency higher than 780 MHz.

In case of applications with higher probability of gate switching or with an advanced bipolar technology,

the crossing frequency can further be reduced.

3.2 Low-Voltage ECL Circuits

Demand for low-power dissipation has motivated scaling of a supply voltage of digital circuits in many

electronic systems. Reducing the supply voltage of ECL circuits is becoming important not only to

reduce the power dissipation but also to have ECL

and CMOS circuits work and interface together,

under a single power supply on a board or on a chip.

Gate stacking in ECL is effective in reducing the

power dissipation because complex logic can be

implemented in a single gate with fewer current

sources. This, however, brings difficulty in reducing

the supply voltage. Various design techniques for low-

voltage ECL have been reported before [9,10], but

none of them allows a use of stacked differential

pairs in three levels.

In conventional ECL circuits, input signals to the

stacked differential pairs are shifted down by the

emitter-follower circuit to keep all the bipolar tran-

sistors out of the saturation region. VIH of the differ-

ential pairs in the nth level from the top is �n � VBE,

where VBE is the base-emitter voltage of a bipolar

transistor in the forward-active region. As illustrated

in Fig. 3.15, the minimum operating power supply

voltage (minimum jVEEj) of a three-level series gating
ECL circuit is 4 VBEþVCS, where VCS is the voltage

drop across a tail current source. This implies that

scaling VBE does not scale linearly with technology
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and has remained constant. For VBE¼ 0.9 V and VCS¼ 0.4 V, the minimum jVEEj is 4.0 V. On the other

hand, the collector-emitter voltage (VCE) of the bipolar transistors is 2VBE�VS (¼ 1.5 V) in the top level

and VBE (¼ 0.9 V) in the second and the third levels, where VS is the signal voltage swing. VCE can be

reduced to 0.4 V without having a transistor enter the saturation region. This VCE voltage headroom

comes from the emitter follower circuit, shifting the signal levels down by VBE.

Figure 3.16 illustrates a voltage level of signals in three-level series gating in a low-voltage ECL (LV-

ECL) circuit [11]. In the LV-ECL circuit, the input signals to the top and the second levels are shifted up

by current mode logic (CML) gates, and the input signals to the third level are directly provided. By

adjusting the amount of the level shifting for the second level by a resistor RS, VCE of the bipolar

transistors is set to VBE�Vs (¼ 0.6 V) in the top level and 0.5 VBE (¼ 0.45 V) in the second and the third

levels. The minimum jVEEj is 2VBEþVcs, the same as that for a single-level ECL gate. By setting Vcs¼ 0.2

V, the minimum jVEEj of 2 V is achieved. In reality, VCE may be as low as 0.3 V in switching, but never

stays in heavy saturation region.
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A schematic of a 4:1 MUX gate and a toggle flip-flop implemented in the LV-ECL circuit is shown in

Figs. 3.17 and 3.18, respectively. Since the logic stage in the LV-ECL remains the same as that in the

conventional ECL, all ECL circuits can be modified as the LV-ECL circuits.

Table 3.1 compares simulated power dissipation, circuit delay, and element count of the 4:1 MUX

gate in LV-ECL with those in conventional ECL. Compared to the conventional ECL, speed and area

penalties are very small in the LV-ECL, because level shifting is not required for the third-level

inputs, the critical path in the conventional ECL. This compensates for the delay increase in the CML

level-shifter.

A number of test circuits, such as a 4:1 multiplexer, a 1:4 demultiplexer, and a 16-bit ripple carry

adder, are fabricated in a 1.2 mm, 15 GHz bipolar technology to demonstrate the feasibility of the LV-

ECL. As illustrated in Figs. 3.19 and 3.20, widely used architecture is used in the multiplexer and the
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FIGURE 3.17 4:1 MUX gate in LV-ECL.
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FIGURE 3.18 Toggle flip-flop in LV-ECL.
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demultiplexer. The test circuits are implemented on an existing ECL gate array to demonstrate that

the LV-ECL circuit improves performance without design optimization of circuit or layout. Power

dissipation, including I=O Pads, is 60 mW for the multiplexer and 80 mW for the demultiplexer, both

from �2 V power supply. The multiplexer occupies 0.132 mm2, and the demultiplexer occupies 0.163

mm2, both without I=O Pads.

Measured eye diagrams at the outputs are also presented in Figs. 3.19 and 3.20. Figure 3.21 shows

the error-free maximum operating speed of 1.65 Gb=s for the multiplexer and 1.80 Gb=s for the

demultiplexer. The LV-ECL circuit tolerates ±5% variations in supply voltage with no significant

degradation in speed. In these tests, a pseudo-random bit sequence of length 223� 1 is applied at the

input. VOH shows 1.4 mV=8C temperature dependence, the same as that in the conventional ECL. VOL

exhibits�0.7 mV=8C over a range of 0–758C, and 3 mV=8C for the range of 75–1258C. As a consequence,

the output voltage swing is 0.17 V at 08C, 0.28 V at 508C, and 0.24 V at 1258C. Bipolar transistors in the

third level enter the soft saturation region above 758C.

If minimum jVEEj is 2.2 V, Vcs can be 0.4 V and a bipolar current source circuit can be used instead of

the resistor to provide much higher immunity to variations in supply voltage and temperature. SPICE

simulation indicates tolerance to a ±10% variations in supply voltage can be obtained and the output

voltage swing is 0.3 V over the range of 0–1258C.

TABLE 3.1 4:1 MUX Gate Performance Comparison

Min. VEE (V) Power (mW) Delay (ps) PD (pJ) Element Tran. Count Res.

Conventional ECL

3-level series gating �4.0 5.6 440 2.46 29 9

2-level series gating �3.1 9.3 440 4.14 45 21

LV-ECL �2.0 3.2 460 1.47 26 21
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FIGURE 3.19 4:1 multiplexer block diagram and output eye diagram.
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A 8:1 multiplexer and a 1:8 demultiplexer are designed in the same manner. In SPICE simulation, the

power dissipation of the 8:1 multiplexer is 84 mW and that of the 1:8 demultiplexer is 136 mW, both

from �2 V power supply at the same maximum operating speed. Figure 3.22 shows that the LV-ECL

circuit exhibits the lowest reported power-delay products in both 4-bit and 8-bit multiplexers and

demultiplexers.
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FIGURE 3.20 1:4 demultiplexer block diagram and output eye diagram.
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FIGURE 3.21 Maximum data rate vs. VEE.
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4.1 Introduction

When you buy a computer, you normally decide what to buy based on what the computer will do

(performance) and on the cost of the computer (price). Price-performance is the normal trade-off in

buying any computer.

Performance of a computer system is primarily determined by the speed of the processor. But, it may

also depend on other features, such as the size of the memory, the size of the disk drives, speed of the

graphics adapter, etc. You normally have a limited choice of speeds, sizes, and features that are available

within an approximate price budget.

A personal computer (PC) of today is much more powerful than supercomputers of several years ago.

The $5 million CRAY-1 supercomputer of 1976 [1,2] was rated at about 100–250 million floating-point

operations per second (MFLOPS) in performance. A $1,400 PC in 2001 [3] has a performance of about

200–1000 MFLOPS. The price-performance improvements have been due to better computer manufac-

turing technologies and the large volume production of PCs, in the order of 100 million PCs compared

with only 85 CRAY-1 computers produced.

The incredible improvement in performance of computers over time has meant that the price-

performance trade-off normally improves dramatically even in a short period. The improvement trends

have been predicted since 1965 by Moore’s Law, which originally applied to the number of transistors on

an integrated circuit doubling every 18 months [4]. The ability to predict the future price-performance

of a computer system is often more important than knowing the current price of a computer, unless you

need to buy your computer today. Therefore, the main thrust of this chapter is looking at historical price

and performance trends to help predict the future.

Technologies other than processor speed have also been involved in the improving price-performance

of computer systems. The capacity and cost of memory (currently using dynamic random access
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memory, i.e., DRAM), and the capacity and cost of magnetic disk drives are also critical. This chapter

will concentrate on the price and performance of processors, memory, and storage.

The changing price-performance is seen in different ways: improved performance at the same price;

same performance at a lower price; or, both improved performance and improved price. A ten-fold

improvement in price-performance often gives a qualitative change that results in a different product

category. For example, computers can be categorized in different ways, such as those given in Table 4.1.

The price-performance of software is not discussed in this chapter. Software creation is mainly a

labor-intensive activity. Therefore, the cost of creating software has been related to the cost of man-

power, which is related to the rate of inflation. Some companies have outsourced software development

to countries with lower labor rates, such as India. The second main factor in the cost of software is the

number of people who buy a package. More sales result in lower costs for PC versions of software

compared to software used on less common (bigger) computers.

4.1.1 Price

The price and performance of a computer system appear to be easily definable items. But, neither price

nor performance is well defined. Price is often adjusted historically for inflation. Price is often quoted in a

specific currency. In global markets, changing currencies can affect pricing of components and products.

In this chapter, the prices are given in United States dollars ($) and are not adjusted for inflation.

Pricing is dependant on sales factors, such as discounts, marketing agreements, customer categories,

etc. The size of the market for a product is also important for costs. Quantities affect the price based on

writing off of development costs over the number of units, cost of setting up production lines, setting up

maintenance and training operations, etc. Generally, computers or general technologies that are pro-

duced in large quantities are cheaper at the same performance level than less popular items.

A separate but important pricing issue is the difference between the entry price and unit pricing. For

example, consider big disk drives versus floppy disk drives. The low entry price of a floppy disk drive opened

a new market for low performance, high unit price (dollars per megabyte, or $=MB) floppy drives. Big

highspeed hard disk drives were more expensive to purchase, but were much lower in unit costs of $=MB.

Computer systems are a collection of component parts, such as the CPU, memory, storage, power

supply, etc. The cost of a computer system depends on the choice of the components, which change with

time [5].

4.1.2 Performance

The performance of computer technology depends on what you want the computer to do. Computers

that are used for text processing do not need floating-point operations. Scientific computing needs

heavy floating-point computation and typically high memory bandwidth.

TABLE 4.1 Selected Categories of Computers

Start Year Price Level $ Computer Category Typical Usage

1990 1.0Eþ00 Disposable computer Smart cards, greeting card music generator, telephone SIMs

1975 1.0Eþ01 Embedded processor Disk drive controller, automobile engine controller

1990 1.0Eþ02 PDA Contact list, schedule, notes, calculator

1980 1.0Eþ03 Personal computer Word processing, spreadsheets, email, web browsing, games

1975 1.0Eþ03 Workstation Computer aided design and engineering, animation rendering

1965 1.0Eþ03 Minicomputer Dedicated, or general computing for one user

1985 1.0Eþ04 Workgroup server General computing support for a small group of people

1955 1.0Eþ05 Departmental server Computing support for a large group (about 50–500 people)

1970 1.0Eþ06 Enterprise server General computing support, interactive and network services

1960 1.0Eþ06 Mainframe Corporate databases, transaction processing

1970 1.0Eþ07 Supercomputer Nuclear weapons simulation, global challenge problems
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Standard benchmark programs often exhibit a 2:1 performance range on a single computer. One

comparison of the execution times of different benchmarks run on two specific computers gave

performance ratios ranging from 0.54 to 17295 [6]. Performance is also dependent on the quality of

the compiler or interpreter, the algorithms used, and the actual source language programs. The sieve of

Erasothenes benchmark took between 15.7 and 5115 s to run on various Z80 microprocessor systems

[7]. Performance is usually based on processor performance. But, performance may be based on other

features: graphics performance, sound quality, physical size, power consumption, main memory size,

disk drive speed, or system configuration capability.

Speed of execution on a standard benchmark application is important for a CPU. The size in

megabytes is the main measure for disk drives, although access time and data throughput are often

important factors for disk drives as well. Also, nonfunctional features are often important performance

features for practical computer systems. Typical nonfunctional features are: reliability, compatibility,

scalability, and flexibility. These features are not as easy to measure as speed or size.

Generally, there is an upper limit to performance of a technology at any point in time: the fastest

processor available, the biggest disk drive, etc. Exceeding this limit requires either the development of

new technology, or parallel operation (multiple CPUs, multiple disk drives, etc.). Other constraints, such

as physical size or operating power, may place an absolute upper threshold on performance. In practice,

the main constraint is usually the price.

The performance of systems may be determined by marketing decisions of vendors. Rather than

produce a variety of systems, a vendor may make one fast system, and slow the clock speed to produce a

range of slower systems. Recently a computer vendor shipped a computer system with performance on

demand—you pay to enable existing processors to be used. Thus, it may not always be possible to use

the performance that is possible without paying an additional price.

4.1.3 Applications

Computers in themselves are of little interest to most people. The importance is what the computer can

do—the applications. A ‘‘killer app’’ is a computer program that causes a computer to become popular.

VisiCalc, the first electronic spreadsheet program, was a killer app for the Apple II computer. Over the

years there have been a number of important applications that have driven the sales of computers.

Selected applications are listed in Table 4.2 [8–22].

Applications normally change with time, as customers demand new features. Adding new features

expands the size and usually slows the speed of the application. But, since hardware performance

normally improves much more than the loss of speed due to new features, the overall application

performance generally improves with time.

The characteristics of the main applications determine the important performance features for the

supporting hardware technology. General-purpose computers must be capable of performing well on a

variety of applications. Embedded systems may run only a single application. Business systems may

require fast storage devices for transaction processing. Generally, however, fast speed, low cost, big

memory and storage, and small physical size tend to be important for most applications.

4.2 Computer and Integrated Circuit Technology

Computers have used a variety of technologies: mechanics, electrical relays, vacuum tubes, electrostatics,

transistors, integrated circuits, magnetic recording, and lasers. Changing technologies have allowed

improved price-performance, resulting in faster speed, larger memories, smaller physical size, and

lower cost. The main technologies where price-performance has increased dramatically are in processor

performance, memory, and storage size.

The driver of current price-performance improvements is complementary metal oxide semiconductor

(CMOS) integrated circuit production technology [23]. An integrated circuit starts as a $300 slice of

poly-silicon crystal. After processing, a 300 mm wafer is worth about $5000, but may contain several
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hundred circuits, depending on the size of the circuit. The price of a specific circuit is dependant mainly

on the size of the circuit. The size and complexity of the circuit are the main factors determining the

yield of the circuit. Many circuits do not function properly due to impurities in the wafer or due to

defects in the manufacturing process.

CMOS circuits make up the majority of all circuits for processors. Some special processes are required

for producing specific types of circuits, such as memory chips, analog circuits, opto-electronic com-

ponents, and ultra-high speed circuits. However, CMOS has become the main production technology

over the last 20 years [24]. CMOS technology has improved significantly with time and will continue to

TABLE 4.2 Selected Applications Driving Computer Usage and Sales

Year Application Category Typical Computer Program Ref.

1889 Census tabulation Hollerith E. T. S. — [8]

1943 Scientific calculations Harvard Mark 1 — [9]

1943 Cryptography Collosus — [10]

1945 Ballistic calculations ENIAC — [11]

1950 Census analysis UNIVAC 1 — [12]

1951 Real time control Whirlwind — [13]

1955 Payroll IBM 650 — [14]

1960 Data processing UNIVAC II COBOL [15]

1961 Mass billing IBM 1401 — [16]

1964 Large scale scientific computing CDC 6600 — [17]

1965 Laboratory equipment control PDP-8 — [18]

1968 Timeshared interactive computing PDP-10 TOPS-10 [19]

1970 Email PDP-10 mail —

1971 Text editing PDP-11 UNIX ed, roff [20]

1974 Data base management systems IBM 360 IMS [21]

1975 Video games Commodore PET — —

1980 Word processing Z-80 with CP=M WordStar —

1980 Spreadsheet Apple-II VisiCalc —

1985 CAD=CAM Apollo workstation — —

1986 Desktop publishing Macintosh PageMaker —

1994 WWW browser PC plus servers Mosaic [22]

1997 E-commerce PC plus servers Netscape —

1999 Realistic rendered 3D games PC Quake —

2000 Video capture and editing iMAC iMovie —

TABLE 4.3 Integrated Circuit Process Improvement with Time

Year Process

Chip

Size (mm)

Features

(microns) Wafer (mm) Sample IC Clock Metal Layers

1958 Planar — 100 — First IC — —

1961 — 1.5 3 1.5 25 25 First silicon IC — —

1966 — 1.5 3 1.5 12 25 SSI — —

1971 pMOS 2.5 3 2.5 10 50 i4004 0.74 MHz 1

1975 pMOS 5 3 5 8 75 i8080 2 MHz 1

1978 nMOS 5 3 5 5 75 Z-80 4 MHz 1

1982 HMOS 9 3 9 3 100 i8088 8 MHz 1

1985 HMOS 12 3 12 1.50 125 i286 10 MHz 2

1990 HCMOS 12 3 12 0.80 150 MC68040 25 MHz 3

1995 CMOS 12 3 12 0.50 150 Pentium 100 MHz 4

2000 CMOS 15 3 15 0.25 200 Pentium-III 1 GHz 6

2001 CMOS 15 3 15 0.18 300 Pentium-4 1.5 GHz 7

2005 CMOS 22 3 22 0.10 300 — 4 GHz 8

2010 CMOS 25 3 25 0.06 300 — 10 GHz 9

2015 CMOS 28 3 28 0.03 450 — 25 GHz 10
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improve over the next several years with some effort [25,26]. Wafer sizes have grown, and the sizes of

features (line widths) on the circuit have been reduced. The speed and cost of CMOS circuits improve

with smaller line sizes. As the feature size decreases by the scaling factor a, the gate area and chip size

decrease by a2, the speed increases (the gate delay decreases) by a factor of a, and the power decreases by

a factor of a [23]. These scaling rules have been used for some time. However, with the small features

sizes used now, other effects also limit the speed. Table 4.3 shows selected features about the improve-

ment of integrated circuits over time [25–36].

The improvements in line widths, chip sizes, and speed should continue for several years. The

International Roadmap for Semiconductors [36] outlines the expected improvements in technology.

Samsung has already demonstrated a 4-GB DRAM chip [37]. Current fast production CMOS integrated

circuit processes use line widths of 0.18 mm and are moving to 0.13 mm [38].

4.3 Processors

Early processors were based on mechanical devices. Later electro-mechanical relays were used to build

computing devices [9]. Electronic digital computers were developed using vacuum tubes in the mid

1940s [10,11]. Transistors took over in early 1960s because of higher reliability, smaller size, and lower

power consumption [17]. In the late 1960s, standard integrated circuits started to become available and

were used in place of discrete transistors [19]. Integrated circuits allowed a high density of transistors,

resulting in faster computers with lower price, lower power consumption, and higher reliability due to

improved interconnections. The increasing complexity of integrated circuits, as outlined by Moore’s

Law, allowed building ever increasingly complex microprocessors since the early 1970s [29].

Processors have become categorized by application and particularly by cost and speed. In the 1970s, the

main categories were: microcomputers, minicomputers, mainframes, and supercomputers. About 1990, the

fastestmicroprocessors started to overtake the fastest processors in speed. This hasmeant that new categories

are often used, as almost all computer systems are now microprocessors or collections of microprocessors.

The performance of processors is based mainly on the clock speed and the internal architec-

ture. The clock speed depends primarily on the integrated circuit process technology. Internal pipelining

[39], superscalar operation [40], and multiprocessor operation [41] are the main architectural improve-

ments. RISC processors simplified the internal processor structure to allow faster clock operation

[42,43]. Internal code translation has allowed complex instruction sets to execute as sets of micro-

operations with RISC characteristics. The goal of architectural improvements has been to improve per-

formance, measured by the execution time of specific programs. The execution time equals the instruction

count times the number of clock cycles per instruction (CPI) divided by the clock speed. RISC processors

increased the instruction count, but improved the CPI, and allowed building simpler processors with faster

clock speeds. Fast processors became much faster than the memory speed. Cache memory is used to help

match the slower main memory with the faster CPU speed. Increased processor performance comes with

increased complexity, which is seen as increased number of transistors on the processor chip. In current

processor chips, the on-chip cache memory is sometimes larger than the processor core. Future processor

chips are likely to have multiple processor cores and share large on-chip caches.

Processors have been designed to operate on various word sizes. Some early computers worked with

decimal numbers or variable-sized operands. Most computers used different numbers of binary digits; 4,

8, 12, 18, and 36 bits were used in some computers. Most current computers use either 32 bits or 64 bits

word-lengths. The trend is toward 64 bits, to allow a larger addressing range. Comparing the perform-

ance of different word-length computers may be difficult. Smaller word-lengths allow faster operation in

a cheap processor with a small number of transistors and minimal internal wiring. But, processors with

more address bits allow building larger and more complex programs, and allow easy access to large

amounts of data. A common pitfall of designing general purpose computers has been to provide too

small an address space [43]. Generally, word size and addressing space of processors have been increasing

with time, driven roughly by the increasing complexity of integrated circuits.
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Early microprocessors had small 4 or 8 bit word-lengths (see Table 4.4). The size of the early integrated

circuits limited the number of transistors and thus word-length. The very cheapest current micro-

processors use small word-lengths to minimize costs. The most powerful current general purpose

microprocessors have 64 bit word-lengths, although the mass market PCs still use 32 bit processors.

Table 4.4 shows some of the features of selected Intel microprocessors [32,34,35,44,45].

The fastest processors are now microprocessors. The latest Pentium 4 processor (in March 2001) has a

clock speed of 1.5 GHz. The distance that light travels in one clock cycle at 1.5 GHz (667 ps) is about 20 cm.

Electric signals are slower than light. This means that the dimensions that a signal must travel within a

clock cycle are very small, and almost certainly must be within a single integrated circuit package to

achieve results within a single cycle.

Computer systems, which exceed the processing performance of the fastest microprocessor, must

use multiple processors in parallel. Multiple processors on a single chip are starting to appear [46]. PCs

with multiple processors are becoming more frequent, and many operating systems support multipro-

cessor operation. The largest computers [47] are collections, or clusters of processors.

4.3.1 Measuring Processor Performance

No single number can accurately represent the performance of a processor. But, there is a need to have

such a number for general comparisons [48].

Processor performance was originally measured by the time required to add two numbers [49,50]. In

1966, Knight [51] built a more complex model to compare 225 computers starting with the Harvard

Mark I. He generated performance measures for scientific applications and for commercial applications

and calculated price-performance information. His plots showed the improving price-performance with

time. Other early approaches to measuring performance included benchmarks, synthetic programs,

simulation, and the use of hardware monitors [52].

Standard benchmark programs started to become popular for estimating performance with the

creation of the Whetstone benchmark in 1976 [53,54]. Other benchmark programs were widely used,

such as Dhrystone for integer performance [55] and the sieve of Eratosthenes [7] for simple micropro-

cessor performance.

Computerworld reported computer system performance and prices for many years [56–69]. The

company’s tables reported performances compared systems with standard computers, such as the IBM

360=50 [56,57] or IBM 370=158-3 [58–66]. The IBM 370=158-3 was roughly a 1 million instructions per

second (MIPS) machine. MIPS and MFLOPS were widely used as performance measures. But, MIPS and

TABLE 4.4 Features of Selected Intel Microprocessors

Year Processor Transistors

Die Size

(sq. mm)

Cache on

Chip Bits

Line

Width

(microns)

Clock

(MHz)

Perf.

(MIPS)

1971 i4004 2.30Eþ03 12 0 4 10 0.108 1.5E–03

1972 i8008 3.50Eþ03 — 0 8 10 0.2 3.0E–03

1975 i8080A 6.00Eþ03 14 0 8 6 2 2.8E–02

1978 i8086 2.90Eþ04 — 0 16 3 10 5.7E–01

1982 i286 1.34Eþ05 — 0 16 1.50 12 1.3Eþ00

1985 i386DX 2.75Eþ05 — 0 32 1.00 16 2.2Eþ00

1989 i486DX 1.20Eþ06 — 8K 32 1.00 25 8.7Eþ00

1993 Pentium 3.10Eþ06 296 8KI=8KD 32 0.80 66 6.4Eþ01

1995 Pentium Pro 5.50Eþ06 197 8KI=8KD 32 0.35 200 3.2Eþ02

1997 Pentium II 7.50Eþ06 203 16K1=16KD 32 0.35 300 4.5Eþ02

1999 Pentium III 9.50Eþ06 125 16K1=16KD 32 0.25 500 7.1Eþ02

2000 Pentium IIIE 2.80Eþ07 106 16K1=16KDþ256K 32 0.18 933 1.7Eþ03

2000 Pentium 4 4.20Eþ07 217 12KI=8KDþ256K 32 0.18 1500 2.5Eþ03

2001 Itanium 2.50Eþ07 — 16KI=16KDþ96Kþ4M 64 0.18 800 2.6Eþ03
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MFLOPS are not well regarded due to the differences in what one instruction can perform on different

systems. Even the conversion between thousands of operations per second (KOPS) andMIPS is fuzzy [70].

The Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation was set up as a nonprofit consortium to develop

good benchmarks for computing applications [71]. The initial CPU performance benchmark, the

SPECmark89, used the VAX 11=780 performance as the base rating of 1 SPECmark. The benchmark

consisted of several integer and floating point oriented application program sections, selected to

represent typical CPU usage. The SPECmark was a geometric mean of the ratios of execution time

taken on the target machine compared with the base machine (VAX 11=780). This was an excellent

quality benchmark for measuring CPU performance. Extensive lists of SPECmark89 results were

reported [72]. Over time, people optimized their compilers to get uncharacteristically good performance

from some parts of the benchmark. The SPEC consortium then created a new pair of benchmarks,

SPECint92 and SPECfp92, using new application program code. The cpu92 benchmarks measured

typical integer performance, typical of system programming and office uses of computers, and floating

point performance typical of scientific computing. These benchmarks also used the VAX 11=780¼ 1 as

the base machine. As well, base and rate versions of the cpu92 benchmarks were defined. The base

measures required using a single setting for the compilers for running the benchmarks, rather than

optimizing the compiler for each component program. The rate benchmarks measured the throughput

of the computer by running multiple copies of the programs and measuring the completion time.

SPECrate is a good measure of performance for a multiprocessor system. Extensive results are available

for SPECint92, SPECfp92, SPECint_base92, SPECfp_base92, SPECint_rate92, SPECfp_rate92, SPECint_

rate_base92, and SPECfp_rate_base92 [73].

SPEC released new versions of the CPU benchmarks in 1995 and in 2000 [71]. The new benchmark

versions were created for two main reasons: to ensure that compiler optimizations for the older versions

did not mask machine performance and to use larger programs that would exercise the cache memory

hierarchy better. SPECint95 and SPECfp95 use the Sun SPARCstation 10=40 as the base machine instead

of the VAX 11=780. Extensive results have been collected for the SPECcpu95 benchmarks [74]. The

SPECcpu2000 benchmarks are relative to a 300-MHz Sun Ultra5_10, which is rated as 100 [71].

SPECcpu2000 results, which include base and peak versions of cint and cfp with the rate results, are

listed at the SPEC Web site [75]. The difference in base machines among the SPECcpu benchmarks

makes direct comparisons of performance difficult. However, the SPECcpu benchmarks are the best

measures available for general processor performance.

Many other benchmarks exist and are used for comparing performance: SPEC has many other

benchmarks [76]; LINPAC [77] is used for comparing very large computers; STREAM [79] compares

memory hierarchy performance; the Transaction Processing Council [80] has created several bench-

marks for commercial applications; etc. The main advice to people buying computers is to use the actual

application programs that they will be running to evaluate the performance of computer systems. But,

some standard number to describe system performance is always a good starting point. Table 4.5 lists the

performance and price for several selected computer systems over time. Note that the performance

ratings should only be used as a rough indicator, and should not be used to directly compare specific

machines. Similarly, the prices may correspond to very different configurations of machines.

The performance estimates have been normalized to a single comparison number for each computer.

The number is a rough MIPS estimate, where a VAX 11=780 is considered to be a I-MIPS processor.

Estimates of prices were available for over 300 systems. Price-performance ratios were calculated in

MIPS per dollar. These are plotted against the year and are shown in Fig. 4.1. The data in Fig. 4.1 and

Table 4.5 were calculated from many sources [1,12,13,16,17,19,47,49,51,56–75,81–97].

4.4 Memory and Storage—The Memory Hierarchy

The memory hierarchy includes the registers internal to the processor, various levels of cache memory,

the main memory, virtual memory, disk drives (secondary storage), and tape (tertiary storage). Memory
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devices are used for a variety of functions. Basically, any computer system needs a place from which a

program with its data is executed. There is a need for storing program files and data files. Files need to be

backed up, with the ability to move the backup files to another location for safety. A mechanism is

needed to support the distribution of programs and data files. Not all devices are suitable for all

TABLE 4.5 Price and Performance of Selected Processors 1945–2001

Year Processor Price $

Performance

(MIPS)

Clock

(MHz) Microprocessor Bits Ref.

1945 ENIAC 487,000 1.8E–05 — — [81]

1951 UNIVAC I 900,000 1.9E–04 2.3 — [12,13]

1954 IBM 650 145,000 1.8E–04 — — [49]

1956 UNIVAC 1103A 1,260,000 1.8E–03 — — 36 [49]

1960 IBM 7090 2,300,000 6.7E–02 — — 36 [49]

1961 IBM 1401 270,000 9.0E–04 — — — [49]

1964 CDC 6600 2,700,000 5.4Eþ00 10.0 10 PPU 12 bit 60 [17,83]

1965 IBM 360=50 270,000 1.4E–01 2.0 — 32 [16,97]

1965 PDP-8 18,000 1.3E–03 0.6 — 12 [19,82]

1968 PDP-10 (KA10) 500,000 2.0E–01 1.0 — 36 [19]

1971 PDP-11=20 5,200 5.7E–02 3.6 — 16 [19]

1972 IBM 370=145 700,000 4.5E–01 4.9 — 32 [56,97]

1975 Altair 8800 395 2.8E–02 2.0 i8080 8 —

1977 IBM 370=158-3 2,000,000 7.3E–01 8.7 — 32 [56,97]

1978 Apple II 1,445 2.3E–02 1.0 MOS 6502 8 [84]

1978 CRAY-1 8,000,000 8.6Eþ01 80.0 — 64 [1,83]

1978 VAX 11=780 500,000 1.0Eþ00 5.0 — 32 [82]

1980 IBM 3031 1,455,000 7.3E–01 8.7 — 32 [56]

1981 OsbornE-1 1,795 5.7E–02 4.0 Z-80 8 [85]

1981 IBM 4341 288,650 6.0E–01 33.0 — 32 [60,97]

1983 IBM PC=XT 4,995 2.5E–01 4.8 i8088 16 [86]

1984 Apple Macintosh 2,500 5.0E–01 8.0 MC68000 16 [87]

1985 IBM PC=AT 4,950 6.4E–01 6.0 i286 16 [88]

1985 VAX 8600 350,000 4.2Eþ00 12.5 — 32 [82]

1987 Dell PC Limited 386-16 4,499 2.2Eþ00 16.0 i386DX 32 [89]

1989 Sun Sparcstation 1 8,995 1.0Eþ01 20.0 SPARC 32 —

1990 DEC VAX 6000-410 175,300 6.8Eþ00 36.0 NVAX 32 [69]

1990 DEC VAX 6000-460 960,000 3.9Eþ01 36.0 NVAX 32 [69]

1990 Dell System 425E 7,899 8.7Eþ00 25.0 i486DX 32 [90]

1991 HP 9000=730 — 7.8Eþ01 66.0 HP-PA7000 32 —

1991 Dell 433P 2,999 1.1Eþ01 33.0 i486DX 32 [91]

1993 Dell XPS-P60 2,999 6.2Eþ01 60.0 Pentium 32 [92]

1993 Digital 7000-610 500,000 1.6Eþ02 200.0 Alpha 21064 64 —

1995 Sun SPARCserver 1000 3 8 200,000 4.7Eþ02 50.0 SuperSPARC 32 —

1995 Dell Dimension XPS-P133c 2,699 1.4Eþ02 133.0 Pentium 32 [93]

1995 Dell Latitude XPi P75D 2,499 1.2Eþ02 100.0 Pentium 32 [93]

1996 Intel ASCI Red 46,000,000 1.9Eþ06 333.0 P-II Xeon core 32 [47]

1997 Digital 8400-5=350 3 6 600,000 2.3Eþ03 350.0 Alpha 21164 64 —

1997 Dell Dimension XPS D266 2,499 3.5Eþ02 266.0 Pentium-II 32 [94]

1998 Sun Ultra Enterprise 450 3 4 50,000 2.2Eþ03 300.0 UltraSPARC-II 64 —

1999 Sun Ultra Enterprise 10000 2,000,000 4.8Eþ04 400.0 UltraSPARC-II 64 —

1999 Dell Dimension XPS T 1,599 1.2Eþ03 600.0 Pentium-IIIE 32 [95]

1999 Compaq DS20 3 1 20,000 1.7Eþ03 500.0 Alpha 21264 64 —

2001 Dell Dimension 8100 1,699 2.3Eþ03 1,300.0 Pentium-4 32 [96]

2001 Dell Dimension 4100 1,299 1.7Eþ03 933.0 Pentium-IIIE 32 [96]

2001 Dell Inspiron 3800 1,299 1.2Eþ03 700.0 Pentium-IIIE 32 [96]

2001 Sun Blade 1000 3 2 10,000 4.2Eþ03 900.0 UltraSPARC-III 64 —

2001 Compaq GS320 3 32 1,000,000 5.8Eþ04 733.0 Alpha 21264 64 —

2001 Itanium — 2.6Eþ03 800.0 Itanium 64 est.
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functions. Some devices are used mainly to get an increase in performance. The remaining functions are

generally necessary for general-purpose computer systems, and some device must be selected to

implement each function. Table 4.6 lists the storage functions, and several categories of memory and

storage device used over time to implement the functions. For example, nonvolatile memory cartridges

could be used for all of the storage functions necessary for a computer system, if speed, capacity, and

price were satisfactory.
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FIGURE 4.1 Increasing price-performance with time.

TABLE 4.6 Functions of Memory and Storage Devices

Device Speedup

Program

Data

Program

Code

Temporary

File

File

Storage

Program

Storage

Off-Site

Backup Distribution

CPU registers yes yes maybe no no no no no

Cache memory yes yes yes no no no no no

Main memory no yes yes yes no no no no

Nonvolatile RAM no yes yes yes maybe maybe no no

Disk cache yes no no maybe no no no no

Hard disk no no no yes yes yes no no

Solid-state disk yes no no yes no no no no

RAM disk yes no no yes no no no no

ROM cartridge maybe no no no no yes no yes

NVRAM cartridge no yes yes yes yes yes yes yes

Floppy disk no no no yes yes yes yes yes

Disk cartridge no no no yes yes yes yes yes

Tape cartridge no no no maybe yes yes yes yes

Tape library yes no no maybe yes yes yes yes

Punch cards no no no maybe maybe maybe yes maybe

Paper tape no no no maybe maybe maybe yes yes

Audio cassette no no no maybe yes yes yes yes

CD-ROM no no no no no no no yes

CD-R no no no no maybe maybe yes yes

Optical disk (MO) no no no yes yes yes yes yes
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The price-performance characteristics of different memory and storage technologies help determine

their roles in computer systems. The main trade-off is between access time and cost (measured in

$=MB). Figure 4.2 shows a rough 2001 pricing (in $=MB) of various memory and storage media versus

access time. Both the media cost and access times of devices generally improve with time. But, the main

improvements are in the cost of storage capacity with time.

4.4.1 Primary Memory

Primary memory is made up of the main memory and cache hierarchy. The role of cache memory is to

match the fast speed of the processor to the slower main memory. In earlier processors, there was little

speed mismatch. Recent microprocessors are much faster than main memory, and the speed mismatch is

growing [79]. Cache memory is much more expensive per byte than main memory, but is much faster.

In the memory hierarchy, the important speed factor for cache memory is the latency or access time. The

cache needs to keep the CPU’s instruction queue and data registers filled at the speed of the CPU. For

bulk main memory, the important speed factor is bandwidth, to be able to keep the cache memory filled.

To accomplish this, the slower main memory normally uses a wide data path to transfer data to the

cache. Most recent microprocessors use multiple levels of cache to smooth the speed mismatch. Memory

system design for multiprocessor systems is complicated by needs of coherent cache and memory

consistency [43]. Current fast processors can lose in the order of one half of their performance due to

the imperfect behavior of the memory system.

Main memory in electronic digital computers began as flip-flops implemented using vacuum tubes.

Other early memory devices were mercury ripple tank, electrostatic tube storage, and magnetic drum

storage (IBM 650). Magnetic core memory was developed in the Whirlwind project and was cost

effective for a long period, until integrated circuit RAM devices replaced core memory in the late 1970s.

Static RAM, which is used for cache memories, normally uses 4–8 transistors to store 1 bit of

information. Dynamic RAM, which is used for bulk main memory, normally uses a single transistor

and a capacitor for each bit. This results in DRAM being much cheaper than SRAM. SRAM was used in

some early microcomputers because the design of small memories was much easier than using DRAM.

The speed of memory has been improving with time. But, the improvements have been much slower.

Table 4.7 shows the cost and access times (speed) of selected memory devices over time. New versions of

DRAM memory devices have been developed to improve on both bandwidth and latency. Standard

DRAM has progressed through fast-page mode (FPM) DRAM, to extended-data out (EDO) DRAM, to
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synchronous SDRAM, RAMBUS, dual-data rate (DDR), DDR2, and quad data rate (QDR). The newer

synchronous designs attempt to maximize the bandwidth per pin so that fast high bandwidth transfers

of data are possible from main memory to the cache memory.

The price of memory has dropped dramatically with time. At the same time, the size of memory in

computer systems has grown. The cost of the memory used in a typical 2001 PC (64 MB) would have

cost about $10 million in 1975. Figure 4.3 shows the decreasing cost of memory (in $=MB) over time.

TABLE 4.7 Cost of Selected Memory Devices

Year Device Size (bits) Cost ($) Cost ($=MB) Speed (ns)

1943 Relay 1 — — 100,000,000

1958 Magnetic drum (IBM650) 80,000 157,400 1.7Eþ07 4,800,000

1959 Vacuum tube flip-flop 1 8.10 6.8Eþ07 10,000

1960 Core 8 5.00 5.2Eþ06 11,500

1964 Transistor flip-flop 1 59.00 4.9Eþ08 200

1966 I.C. flip-flop 1 6.80 5.7Eþ07 200

1970 Core 8 0.70 7.3Eþ05 770

1972 I.C. flip-flop 1 3.30 2.8Eþ07 170

1975 256 bit static RAM 256 — — 1000

1977 1 Kbit static RAM 1,024 1.62 1.3Eþ04 500

1977 4 Kbit DRAM 4,096 16.40 3.4Eþ04 270

1979 16 Kbit DRAM 16,384 9.95 5.1Eþ03 350

1982 64 Kbit DRAM 65,536 6.85 8.8Eþ02 200

1985 256 Kbit DRAM 262,144 6.00 1.9Eþ02 200

1989 1 Mbit DRAM 1,048,576 20.00 1.6Eþ02 120

1991 4 M 3 9 DRAM SIMM 37,748,736 165.00 3.7Eþ01 80

1995 16 MB ECC DRAM DIMM 150,994,944 489.00 2.7Eþ01 70

1999 64 MB PC-100 DIMM 536,870,912 55.00 8.6E–01 60=10

2001 256 MB PC-133 DIMM 2,147,483,648 88.00 3.4E–01 45=7

2002 1 Gbit chip 1,073,741,824 — — —

2005 4 Gbit chip 4,294,967,296 — — —
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FIGURE 4.3 Cost of memory with time.
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The data for Fig. 4.3 and Table 4.7 come from several sources. Phister [14] gives data for early

computers up to the mid 1970s. Memory prices were collected from advertisements in various maga-

zines through different periods: Radio-Electronics (1975–78), Interface Age (1979–1983), BYTE (1984–

1997), and PC Magazine (1997–2001). The magazines were scanned to find the lowest price per bit for

memory mounted on boards, or SIMMs, or DIMMs for easy installation in a computer system.

Summaries of recent data are harder to collect because advertisements with price information have

mainly moved to the Internet, where historical information is not retained.

Note the small increases in memory prices in 1988, 1994, and again in 2000 in Fig. 4.3. The short-term

rises in the price of memory were unexpected, because in the long term the improvement in integrated

circuit technology keeps forcing the price down. Thus, short term memory pricing can be difficult to

predict. But, longer term pricing is fairly predictable. It takes several years for new memory chip

generations to move from the laboratory to mass production. Currently, 256 Mbit memory chips are

production devices. But, a prototype 4 Gbit DRAM memory chip was constructed by Samsung [37],

using a 0.10-mm process with an overall size of 643 mm2. Production 4 Gbit memory chips are likely

after 2005.

4.4.2 Secondary Memory

The size of secondary memory has also increased dramatically, as the price of disk storage dropped. The

first hard disk drive was the IBM 305 RAMAC developed in 1956. It held a total of 5 MB on fifty 24-in.

disk platters. Fixed disk drives allowed fast access to data and were much cheaper per byte than using

fixed head magnetic drum memories. Next, removable pack disk drives were developed. Removable disk

packs had low cost per byte based on media cost. But, the high cost of the drive meant that cost of the

online files were higher. The relative advantages and disadvantages of removable pack drives versus fixed

disk drives meant that removable packs were widely used in the 1960s and 1970s. Fixed disk drives

became more common after the mid 1970s, mainly due to their lower cost of storage.

The main performance factor for disk drives is the cost of storage in dollars per megabyte. Data is

stored in circular tracks on disk surfaces. The more bits per inch along the track and the more tracks per

inch across the surface, the higher the storage capacity of the disk surface [98]. Adding more disk

platters, with two surfaces per platter, increases the storage capacity of the drive.

The main measures of speed are: seek time, rotation speed, and data transfer rate. The seek time is the

time to move the read=write head to the track. The rotation speed determines the time for the disk to

rotate to the start of the data. The maximum media transfer rate is the speed at which the data is read

from the disk, which depends on the rotational speed and the density of bits along the track. Several

other factors affect the operational speed of a disk drive. These include: head settling time; head

switching time; disk controller performance; internal disk cache size, organization, and management;

disk controller interface; and data access patterns (random versus sequential access).

Disk drive development currently concentrates on improving the density of information on the disk

drive, increasing the rotational speed of the disk platters, speeding up the motion of the read=write heads,

improving the disk cache performance, and speeding up the disk transfer rate with faster controllers.

Early large computer disk drive technology improved by a factor of 10 in price per megabyte about

every 11 years [5] compared with about five years for main memory. But, the cost of disk drive units was

high [99]. Floppy disk drives dramatically reduced the entry level cost for magnetic storage, although the

unit cost ($=MB) was high. The development of small hard disk drives for the PC accelerated the rate of

improvement in price-performance.

Early disk drives were about 1000 times cheaper per megabyte than main memory. Recent disk drives

are about 20–50 times cheaper than main memory. Figure 4.4 shows the improving in the cost of disk

capacity with time. Table 4.8 gives characteristics for selected hard disk drives. The data for Fig. 4.4 and

Table 4.8 are taken from several sources. Phister [14] provides disk price and performance data for early

disk drives. Pricing data for floppy disk drives and more recent hard disk drives were collected from

advertisements in Interface Age magazine (1979–1984), BYTE (1983–1997), and PC Magazine
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(1997–2001). The advertisements were scanned periodically to find the lowest cost capacity. Technical

specification for many drives were taken from the Tech Page Web site [100] and Web sites for Maxtor

[101] and IBM [102].

RAID technology improved the number of random input–output operations that could be performed

per second (IOPS) [43]. RAID also improved the reliability for collections of small standard disk drives

compared with large system disk drives. Large system disk drives have generally been replaced with

standard small, high capacity, high performance 3.5 in. disk drives. These are used singly in desktop

personal computers and in multiple drive configurations with RAID controllers in large computer

systems. Smaller drives were developed for portable laptop computers, mainly 2.5-in. drives and 1-in.

drives for smaller PDA and portable devices. However, solid-state flash memory cartridges are starting to

replace small capacity disk drives. Although they are more expensive per megabyte, they have a lower

entry price, are physically smaller than disk drives, and are more rugged for portable operation.

Currently, 3.5-in. hard disk drives are the main production drives with the best price and performance

characteristics.

4.4.3 Tertiary Memory

Tertiary storage is used mainly for backing up files and for transportation and distribution of programs

and data. The major concern here is for storage for file backup and restore. Magnetic tape is the main

storage medium used for tertiary storage. However, punched cards, paper tape, removable disk packs,

and optical disks have been used. Packaged magnetic tape cartridges are the most popular format of tape

for backup.

Backup includes frequently incremental and full backup copies created in a backup pattern [103].

Often there may be 20–40 tapes retained in a backup cycle for a single file system. Media cost is therefore

very important. It can take a few hours to read or write one tape cartridge. Therefore, transfer speed of

data from the computer to the tape is also important. After creating a backup tape, it is useful to verify

that the tape was written correctly. It is necessary to remember that the reason for making a backup is to

be able to restore the data at some future time.

IBM created the IBM 701 tape drive in 1952. Reel-to-reel tapes were popular until about 1990. Helical

scan cartridges and linear scan tape cartridges became popular about that time. Early QIC tapes had

similar storage cost to magnetic tape drives. Later, Exabyte 8-mm tape drives and 4-mm digital audio
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FIGURE 4.4 Disk drive cost with time.
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tape (DAT) cartridges were used for low-cost storage. The digital linear tape (DLT) cartridge became the

most popular backup tape format. Similar to 8 mm, DAT, and other tape formats, DLT has undergone a

number of revisions to increase the tape capacity and to improve the data throughput rate. The latest

SuperDLT has a capacity of 113 GB on one cartridge and a throughput rate of 11 MB=s (about three

hours to write one tape). The main consideration is that a backup tape system must keep pace with the

increase in storage capacity of disk drives. The other device types listed in Table 4.6 for backup have

generally not met the low cost of media required for large-scale backup.

4.5 Computer Systems—Small to Large

A typical general-purpose computer system consists of a processor, main memory, disk storage, a

backup device, and possibly interface devices such as a keyboard and mouse, graphics adapter and

monitor, sound card with microphone and speakers, communications interface, and a printer. The

processor speed is normally used to characterize the system—a 1.5 GHz Pentium-4 system, etc. But, the

processor is only a portion of the cost of the system [5]. Using a slightly faster processor will likely cause

little change in the performance seen by the owner of a personal computer, but is important for a

multiuser server.

General-purpose desktop PCs for single users are common. PCs are cheap because millions are

produced per year by many competing vendors. Millions of portable laptops, notebooks, and PDA

devices are also sold every year. Currently, the laptops and notebooks are more expensive than desktop

computers because of a more expensive screen and power management requirements. Workstations are

similar to personal computers, but are produced in smaller quantities, with better reliability and

packaging. Workstations are more expensive than PCs primarily due to the smaller quantities produced.

Servers have special features for supporting multiple simultaneous users, such as more rugged

components, ECC memory, swappable disk and power supplies, and a good backup device. They

normally have some method of adding extra processors, memory, storage, and I=O devices. This

means more components and more expensive components than in a typical PC. There is extra design

work required for the extra features even if not used, and there are fewer servers sold than PCs. Thus,

servers of similar capability will be more expensive.

In large servers, reliability and expandability are very important, because several hundred people may

be using them at any time. Designing very high-speed interconnect busses to support cache coherence

across many processors sharing common memory is expensive. Special bus interconnect circuitry is

required for each board connecting to the system. Large servers are sold in small quantities, and the

design costs form a large percentage of the selling price. Extensive reliability testing means that the large

servers are slower to use the latest, fastest CPUs, which may be the same as are used in PCs and

workstations. Additional processors or upgraded processors may directly increase the number of users

that can be supported, making the entire system more valuable. Often, chip manufacturers charge

double the price for the fastest CPU they produce, compared with a 10% lower speed CPU. People pay

the premium for the overall system performance upgrade, particularly in the server market.

Another approach to improving computer system performance is to cluster a few computers [104].

Cooperative sharing and fail-over is one type of cluster that provides enhanced reliability and perform-

ance. Other clusters are collections of nodes with fast interconnections to share computations.

The TOP500 list [47] ranks the fastest computer systems in the world based on LINPACK benchmarks.

The top entries contain many thousand processors.

Beowulf clusters [105] use fairly standard home PCs to form affordable supercomputers. These

clusters scale in peak performance roughly with price. But, like most cluster computers, they are difficult

to program for obtaining usable performance on real problems.

An interesting approach to low-cost computational power is to use the unused cycles from under-

utilized PCs. The SETI@home program distributed client programs to PCs connected to the Internet to

allow over 2 million computers to be used for computations that were distributed and collected by the
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SETI program [106]. SETI@home is likely the largest distributed computation problem in existence and

forms the largest computational system.

4.6 Summary

The performance of computer systems has increased dramatically over time, and it is likely to continue

for many years. The price of computers has dropped in the same period, both generally and for entry-

level systems. These price-performance improvements have created new opportunities for low-cost

applications of computers, and created a market for millions of PCs per year.

Price and performance are not easy to define except in specific applications. We can generally predict

approximate price and performance levels of general-purpose computers and their main components.

But, the predictions based on historical trends and current estimates are subject to large variations. The

actual performance of a computer depends on what the user wants the computer system to do, and how

well, or how fast the computer does that task. The price depends on the circumstances of the purchase.

It is usually possible to trade-off price for performance and vice-versa within ranges. You can buy a

faster processor up to a point. Beyond the maximum speed, it is necessary to use multiple processors to

obtain more performance. The optimal price-performance for a computer system is likely to be what the

majority of people are buying (an entry-level PC), bought only when it is necessary to use it. For bigger

systems, use collections of shared memory or distributed microprocessors. Alternatively, for SETI@-

home, use other people’s computers.
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5.1 Introduction

Since the dawn of the electronic era, memory or storage devices have been an integral part of electronic

systems. As the electronic industry matured and moved away from vacuum tubes to semiconductor

devices, research in the area of semiconductor memories also intensified. Semiconductor memory uses

semiconductor-based integrated circuits to store information. The semiconductor memory industry

evolved and prospered along with the digital computer revolution. Today, semiconductor memory

arrays are widely used in many VLSI subsystems, including microprocessors and other digital systems.

In these systems, they are used to store programs and data and in almost all cases have replaced core

memory as the active main memory. More than half of the real estate in many state-of-the art

microprocessors is devoted to cache memories, which are essentially semiconductor memory arrays.

System designer’s (both hardware and software) unmitigated quest for more memory capacity has

accelerated the growth of the semiconductor memory industry.

One of the factors that determine a digital computer’s performance improvement is its ability to store

and retrieve massive amounts of data quickly and inexpensively. Since the beginning of the computer

age, this fact has led to the search for ideal memories. The ideal memory would be low cost, high

performance, high density, with low-power dissipation, random access, nonvolatile, easy to test, highly

reliable, and standardized throughout the industry [1]. Unfortunately, a single memory having all these

characteristics has not yet been developed, although each of the characteristics is held by one or another

of the MOS memories. Toady, MOS memories dominate the semiconductor memory market. In this

chapter, we discuss the basic circuits used in MOS memory.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 5.2 gives memory classification based on basic

operation mode, storage mode, and access patterns. Basic memory architecture is given in Section 5.3.

Sections 5.4 and 5.5 describe static random access memory (SRAM) and dynamic random access

memory (DRAM) storage cells. Section 5.6 describes read only memories (ROMs) and Section 5.7

describes nonvolatile read=write memories, such as electrically programmable read only memories

(EPROMs), electrically erasable programmable read only memories (EEPROMs), and flash memories.

Sense amplifiers are discussed in Section 5.8 and decoder circuits are analyzed in Section 5.9. References

[1–10] are excellent sources for detailed information on CMOS memory circuits.

5.2 Memory Classification

Semiconductor memories can be classified in many different ways. Semiconductor memories are

generally classified based on the basic operation mode, nature of the data storage mechanism, access

patterns, and the storage cell operation. In Ref. [3], Haraszti gives a very detailed classification of

semiconductor memories.

Basic operation mode: Some memory circuits allow modification of information. In other words, we can

read data from the memory and write new data into the memory, whereas other types of memory only

allow reading of prewritten information. On the basis of this criterion, memories are classified into two

major categories: Read=write memories (RWMs) and ROMs. RWMs are more popularly referred to as

random access memories (RAMs). In the early days, RAMs were referred to by that name to contrast

them with nonsemiconductor memories such as magnetic tapes that allow only sequential access. It

should be noted that ROMs also allow random access the way RAMs do; however, they are not generally

called RAMs.

Storage mode: On the basis of its ability to retain the stored information with respect to the ON=OFF

state of the power supply, semiconductor memories can be classified into two types: volatile and

nonvolatile memories. Volatile memory loses all the stored information once the power supply is turned

OFF. RAM is an example of volatile memory. Nonvolatile memory, on the other hand, retains the stored

information even when the power supply is turned OFF. ROMs and flash memories are examples of

nonvolatile memories. Nonvolatile memories can be further divided into two categories: nonvolatile

ROMs (e.g., mask-programmed ROM) and nonvolatile read–write memories (e.g., Flash, EPROM, and

EEPROM) (Table 5.1).

Access patterns: On the basis of the order in which data can be accessed, memories can be classified into

two different categories: RAMs and non-RAMs. Most memories belong to the random access class. In

RAMs, information can be stored or retrieved in a random order at a fixed rate, independent of physical

location. There are two kinds of RAMs: static random access memories (SRAMs) and dynamic random

access memories (DRAMs). In SRAMs, data is stored in a latch and it retains the data written on the cell

as long as the power supply to the memory is retained. In DRAMs, the data is stored in a capacitance as

TABLE 5.1 Memory Classification

Basic Operation Data Storage Mode Access Patterns

Read Write Read Only Volatile Nonvolatile Random Nonrandom

SRAM

DRAM

Read Write Read Only
ROM

SRAMMask-programmed SRAM Flash Mask-programmed

EPROM ROM DRAM EPROM ROM DRAM SAM

EEPROM EPROM EPROM CAM

Flash EEPROM

Flash
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electric charge and the written data needs to be periodically refreshed to compensate for the charge

leakage of the capacitance. It should be noted that both SRAM and DRAM are volatile memories, i.e.,

they lose the written information as soon as the power supply is turned OFF.

Examples of non-RAMs are serial access memory (SAM) and content address memories (CAMs).

SAM can be visualized as the opposite of RAM. SAM stores data as a series of memory cells that can only

be accessed sequentially. If the data is not in the current location, each memory cell is checked until the

needed data is found. SAM works very well for memory buffers, where the data is normally stored in the

order in which it will be used. Texture buffer memory on a video card is an example of SAM.

In RAM, we give an address to the memory chip and we can retrieve the information stored in that

particular address. But a CAM is designed such that when a data word (an assemblage of bits usually

the width of the address bus) is supplied to the chip, the CAM searches its entire memory to see if that

data word is stored anywhere in the chip. If the data word is found, the CAM returns a list of one

or more storage addresses where the word was found and in some architectures, it also returns the

data word.

5.3 Memory Architecture

Figure 5.1 shows a typical memory chip architecture [7]. The major components are the memory cell

array, decoders, input=output control circuit, and input=output interface circuit. The memory cell array,

which is also called memory cell matrix, constitutes the bulk of the chip. The memory cell matrix

consists of the storage cells in which the data is stored. Each memory storage element is some form of an

electronic circuit that is capable of storing one bit of binary information, a ‘‘0’’ or a ‘‘1.’’ Memory chips

are typically organized in the form of a matrix of memory storage cells. The common organization of

most of the large memories is shown in Figure 5.2. Since the memory locations can be accessed in

random fashion at a fixed rate, independent of physical location (for reading or writing), this type of

organization is called random access architecture. The address word is partitioned into row address and

column address. The row address decoder enables one row out of 2M rows while the column address

decoder picks one word of 2N words from the selected row.

As an example, using the architecture shown in Figure 5.2, a 32 kbit memory chip can be organized

as 256 rows of 128 cells each. To select 1 of the 256 rows, we need 8 row address bits, and to select 1 of

the 128 columns we need 7 column address bits. Thus, the 32 kbit memory chip needs 15 address
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FIGURE 5.1 Typical memory chip architecture. (From Itoh, K., VLSI Memory Chip Design, Springer-Verlag,

Brooklyn, New York, 2001. With permission.)
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lines, 8 row address bits, and 7 column address bits. The 8 row address lines will be connected to the

row address decoder and the 7 column address lines will be connected to the column address decoder.

Each cell needs two connections to be selected: a row select signal and a column select signal. All the

cells in a row are connected to the same row select signal (also called word line) and all the cells in

the column are connected to the same column select signal (also called bit line). Only the cells that get

both the row and column selects activated get selected.

5.4 Static RAMs

SRAMs are static memory circuits in the sense that information can be held indefinitely as long as the

power supply is ON; they do not need any rewrite or refresh operation, which is in contrast to DRAMs,

which need periodic refreshing. An SRAM is a matrix of static volatile memory cells, and the address and

the decoding functions are typically integrated on-chip to allow access to each cell for the read and write

operations. CMOS SRAMs have very fast read and write capabilities and can be designed as having

extremely low standby power consumption and to operate in radiation hardened and other severe

environments [3].

An SRAM cell basically consists of a pair of cross-coupled inverters, as shown in Figure 5.3. The cross-

coupled latch has two possible stable states, which will be interpreted as the two possible values one

wants to store in the cell, the ‘‘0’’ and the ‘‘1.’’ To read and write the data contained in the cell, some

switches are required. Because the two inverters are cross-coupled, the outputs of the cell are comple-

mentary to each other. Both outputs are brought out as bit line and complementary bit line. Figure 5.4
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FIGURE 5.2 Typical memory cell array organization.
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illustrates the structure of a genericMOS SRAM

cell with the two cross-coupled transistors

storing the actual data; the two transistors are

connected to the word line and bit lines acting

as the access switches and two generic loads,

which may be active or passive.

Low values of the load resistor result in

better noise margins and output pull-up

times; however, having high values of the resis-

tor is better to reduce the amount of standby

current drawn by each memory cell. The

load can also be realized using an active

device, which is the approach used in the

6-transistor cell in Figure 5.5. This 6-transistor

configuration often called the full CMOS

SRAM (or 6T SRAM) has the desirable prop-

erties of low-power dissipation, high switch-

ing speed, and good noise margins. The only

disadvantage is that it consumes more area

than the cell with the resistive load.

In Figure 5.5, the cross-coupled latch

formed by transistors T1 and T2 forms the

core of the SRAM cell. This transistor pair can

be in one of two stable states, with either T1 in

the ON state or T2 in the ON state. These two

stable states form the 1-bit information that

one can store in this transistor pair. When T1 is ON (conducting), and T2 is OFF, a ‘‘0’’ is considered to

be stored in the cell. When a ‘‘1’’ is stored, T2 will be conducting and T1 will be OFF. The transistors T3

and T4 are used to perform the read and write operations. These transistors are turned ON only when

the word line is activated (selected). When the word line is not selected, the two pass transistors T3 and

T4 are in the OFF state and the latch formed by T1 and T2 simply ‘‘holds’’ the bit it contains. Once the

memory cell is selected by using the word line, one can perform read and write operations on the cell.

Bit line C Bit line C�

1-bit SRAM

FIGURE 5.3 Basic two-inverter latch.

Bit line C Bit line C�

VDD

Load

Word line

Load

FIGURE 5.4 Generic SRAM cell topology.
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FIGURE 5.5 The 6-transistor CMOS SRAM cell.
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Read operation: To understand the read operation of the SRAM cell as shown in Figure 5.5, we will

assume that a ‘‘1’’ is stored in the cell, i.e., Q¼ 1 and Q 0 ¼ 0. We also assume that both bit lines are

precharged to an intermediate voltage between the low and high values, typically 1
2
VDD. Figure 5.6a

shows a simple circuit to precharge the bit line C and bit line C0 to 1
2
VDD. To read values contained in a

cell, the cell is selected using the word select line. This makes both transistors T3 and T4 ON. Since

Q¼ 1, T2 will be ON and T1 will be OFF. Figure 5.7 shows the simplified circuit of the SRAM cell for

the read operation with Q¼ 1 and bit lines precharged to 1
2
VDD. As soon as the row select signal (word

line) is applied, the bit line C0 will be connected to the ground through transistors T2 and T4. The

voltage level on bit line C0, which is precharged to 1
2
VDD, will start dropping because bit line C0

capacitance will be discharging through T2 and T4. At the same time, bit line C that is precharged to
1
2
VDD will get connected to VDD through transistors T3 and T5. Hence, the bit line C capacitance will

be charging toward VDD. In simple words, the potential on bit line C will start to increase and the

potential on bit line C0 will start to decrease. Thus, a differential voltage develops between bit line C

and bit line C0. As the differential voltage builds up, the sense amplifier is activated to accelerate the

reading process. The differential voltage between bit line C and bit line C0 is restored by the sense

EQ

Bit Bit
(a)

VDD

Data
in

Bit Bit

Write

(b)

1
2

FIGURE 5.6 (a) A simple circuit to precharge the bit line C and bit line C0 to 1
2
VDD. (b) A simple write circuit.

Bit line C Bit line C�

T5

T3 T4

T2

Q

VDD

VDD

Word line

FIGURE 5.7 Equivalent circuit model of the SRAM cell shown in Figure 5.5 for read operation for the case Q ¼ 1.
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amplifier to rail-to-rail full logic level. It should be clearly noted that a sense amplifier is not required

for the correct functional operation of the SRAM storage cell; it is used to speed up the reading

process. A careful sizing of the transistors is necessary to avoid accidentally writing a ‘‘1’’ into the cell

during the read operation. This type of malfunction is frequently called a read upset [8].

Write operation: To write a ‘‘1’’ into the cell, the bit line C0 must be forced to logic low, which will turn

transistor T1 OFF; this leads to a high voltage level at T1’s drain, which in turn, turns T2 ON and the

voltage level at T2’s drain goes low. To write a ‘‘0,’’ voltage level at bit line C is forced low, forcing T2 to

turn OFF and T1 to turn ON and the voltage level at T1’s drain goes low. This is similar to applying a

reset pulse to an SR latch. To accomplish forcing the bit lines to logic low, a write circuitry has to be used.

A simple write circuitry is given in Figure 5.6b. Figure 5.8 illustrates an SRAM cell complete with read

and write circuitry and precharge circuitry [9]. The write circuitry consists of transistors WT1 and WT2,

which are used to force bit line C or bit line C0 to low voltage appropriately (Table 5.2). Typically, two

Precharge devices

Bit line C

T5

T1

T3

T2

T4

T6

Bit line C�

VDD

VDD

Word line
Row
select

1-bit CMOS SRAM cell

CLK Cross-coupled
sense amplifier

WT1 WB WB� WT2

Column
select

FIGURE5.8 CMOSSRAMcell with sense amplifier and datawrite circuitry. (FromKang, S.M. and Leblebici, Y.,CMOS

Digital Integrated Circuits: Analysis and Design, 3rd ed., McGraw Hill, New York, 2003. With permission.)
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NOR gates are used (not shown in Figure 5.8) to generate the appropriate gate signals for the transistors

WT1 and WT2.

The data read circuitry could be constructed as a simple source-coupled differential amplifier or as a

differential current mirror sense amplifier circuit. The current mirror sense amplifier achieves a faster

read time than the simple source-coupled read amplifier. Two-or three-stage current mirror differential

sense amplifiers can further improve the read access speed [3].

Figure 5.9 illustrates an SRAM cell with two resistive loads. This SRAM cell is also called a 4-transistor

2-resistor (4T2R) cell. This cell is obtained by replacing the PMOS transistors in Figure 5.5 by resistors

fabricated using undoped polysilicon. This reduces the SRAM cell area by approximately one-third [8].

The resistive loads yield compact cell size and are suitable for high-density memory arrays; however, one

cannot obtain good noise rejection properties and good energy dissipation properties for passive loads.

The fabrication of the small-sized high value resistors using undoped polysilicon will add additional

steps in standard CMOS processing technology. Therefore, for the realization of embedded SRAMs, 6T

cell-based memory arrays are preferred. Compared to memories based on 6T SRAM cells, memories

based on 4T2R cells have longer access and cycle times.

5.4.1 Dual Port SRAM

In multiprocessor systems, each processor typically has its own memory. But optimal performance is

achieved only with some shared memory and data. When memory is shared, in some instances, the

memory has to be accessed simultaneously by multiple processors. When more than one processor tries

to access the same memory location at the same time, the situation is known as memory contention.

Memory contention occurs even in uniprocessor systems. Here, the contention may be between a

processor and a peripheral device. When memory contention occurs, one of the processors has to

wait, hence slowing down the system. Dual port memory provides a common memory, accessible to two

processors or a processor and a peripheral device, which can be used to share and transmit data and

TABLE 5.2 Write Operation Summary for the Circuit Shown in Figure 5.8

Desired Action WB WB0 Operation

Write 1 0 1 WT1 OFF, WT2 ON; forcing bit line C0 low
Write 0 1 0 WT1 ON, WT2 OFF; forcing bit line C low

Do not write 0 0 WT1 and WT2 OFF; forcing C and C0 to be high

Bit line C Bit line C�

VDD

R R

Word line

FIGURE 5.9 SRAM cell with resistive loads; also known as 4-transistor 2-resistor (4T2R) SRAM cell.
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system status between the two processors or a processor and a peripheral device. Figure 5.10 shows a

simple schematic of a dual port SRAM cell. It should be noted that the circuit is very similar to the 6T

SRAM cell depicted in Figure 5.5. The dual port SRAM cell has one more word line and the access

transistors and one more set of bit line and bit line complement. Memory contention may still occur if

both processors are attempting to write new data into the same memory location or one processor is

attempting to read data while the other processor is trying to write data into the same memory location.

Depending on the system architecture, the contention may be ignored and let both operations proceed

or it can arbitrate and delay one port until the operation on the other port is completed.

5.5 Dynamic RAM Circuits

All RAMs are volatile. That is they lose their contents when power supply is turned OFF. However, some

RAMs gradually lose the information even if power is not turned OFF, because the information is held in

a capacitor. Those RAMs need periodic refreshing of information to retain the data. They are called

dynamic RAMs or DRAMs. The DRAMs evolved as a cheap alternate to the SRAMs. The DRAMs have

reduced chip size but increased circuit and cell complexity and slower speed.

SRAM cells require 4–6 transistors per cell and need 4–5 lines connecting each cell, including power,

ground, bit lines, and word lines. It is desirable to realize memory cells with few transistors and lesser

area, to construct high-density RAM arrays. The early steps in this direction were to create a

4-transistor cell as shown in Figure 5.11a by removing the load devices of the 6-transistor SRAM cell.

The data is stored in the cross-coupled transistor pair as in the SRAM cells that we discussed earlier. But

it should be noted that voltage from the storage node is continuously being lost due to parasitic

capacitance, and there is no current path from a power supply to the storage node to restore the

charge lost due to leakage. Hence, the cell must be refreshed periodically. This 4-transistor cell has

some marginal area advantage over the 6-transistor SRAM cell, but not any significant advantage. An

improvement over the 4-transistor DRAM cell is the 3-transistor DRAM cell shown in Figure 5.11b.

Instead of using a cross-coupled transistor pair, 3-transistor DRAM cell uses a single transistor as

the storage device. The charge is stored in the parasitic capacitance at the gate terminal of transistor T2.

The transistor T2 is turned ON or OFF depending on the charge stored on its gate capacitance. Two

more transistors are contained in each cell, one used as the read access switch and the other used as the

write access switch. This cell is faster than the 4-transistor DRAM cell; however, every cell needs two

control and two input=output (bit) lines. Data is read from the cell by selecting the read line. The bit line

(read) is precharged to VDD. The transistor T2 is either ON or OFF depending on the charge stored on
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FIGURE 5.10 Schematic presentation of a dual port SRAM.
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its gate capacitance. If a ‘‘1’’ is stored, T2 will be ON, and together with the already ON T3 (read is

selected), it will pull the bit line (read) to low state. If a ‘‘0’’ is stored T2 will be OFF and the bit line

(read) will remain high. The values read from the cell are opposite of what is being stored, in other

words the cell is inverting. The write operation is accomplished by selecting the write line and placing

the data to be written on the bit line (write). The transistor T1 will be ON and the data is retained as

charge on the parasitic capacitance once the write line is deselected. This structure consumes signifi-

cantly less area and has less cell complexity than an SRAM cell.

Reading the 3T DRAM cell is nondestructive. 3T DRAM cells do not need an additional physical

capacitance for the charge storage; the charge is stored in a transistor gate capacitance. No special

processing steps are needed for the realization of the 3T DRAM cells. Since the fabrication steps to make

3T DRAM cells are compatible with the standard CMOS process this structure is attractive for embedded

memory applications.

A significant improvement in the DRAM evolution was the switch from 3T cell design to one

transistor (1T) cell design. The 1T DRAM cell is shown in Figure 5.12. This cell design has been used

to fabricate dynamic memories up to 256 Mbit densities and higher, with some variations on the basic

configuration. 1T DRAM cells require the presence of an explicit extra physical capacitance for the

charge storage. When the cell is storing a ‘‘1,’’ the capacitor is charged to VDD�Vt; when a ‘‘0’’ is stored,

the capacitor is discharged to a zero voltage. Because of the leakage effect of the capacitor the charge will

Bit line C Bit line C�
Parasitic storage

capacitances

Parasitic storage
capacitance

Word line

Read

Bit line
(write)

T1 T2

T3

Write

Bit line
(read)

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 5.11 (a) Schematic presentation of a 4-transistor (4T) DRAM cell. (b) Schematic of a 3-transistor (3T)

DRAM cell.
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leak off, and hence the cell must be refreshed periodically. During the refresh, the cell content is read and

the data bit is rewritten, thus restoring the capacitor value to its proper value. The first DRAM cell was

invented in 1966 by Robert Dennard, a researcher at IBM’s Thomas J. Watson Research Center [11]. This

cell worked like most modern DRAM cells in that data must be refreshed to restore the charge; the data

was destroyed after a read operation and had to be rewritten. Dennard’s invention of 1T DRAM was one

of the most important developments in the launch of modern computer industry, setting the stage for

development of increasingly dense and cost-effective memory for computers and other digital devices.

The 1T DRAM cell has one control line (word line) and one data line (bit line). The cells can be

selected using the word line, and the charge in the capacitor can be modified using the bit line. The cell is

written by placing the appropriate value on the bit line and selecting the word line. Depending on the

data value to be written on to the cell, the capacitance is either charged or discharged. The read

operation is performed by precharging the bit line (typically to 1
2
VDD) and selecting the word line.

When the word line is selected, a charge distribution takes place between the bit line and the explicit

storage capacitance. The polarity of the resulting voltage change on the bit line determines the value of

the data stored. The magnitude of this signal on the bit line depends on the ratio of storage node

capacitance (Cs) and the bit line capacitance (Cb) and is given by the following expression [2]:

DV ¼ 1

2
VDD(1=[1þ Cb=Cs])

where VDD is the internal supply voltage. From the above discussion, it is obvious that the readout of the

1T DRAM cell is destructive. In other words, the amount of charge stored in the cell is modified during

the read operation. Therefore, a successful read operation must be followed by original value restoration.

Since the 1T DRAM employs a charge redistribution-based readout, it requires the presence of a sense

amplifier. The 1T DRAM cells need special processing steps and these special processing steps are

sometimes not compatible with standard CMOS processing steps.

5.6 ROMs

ROM arrays are simple memory circuits, significantly simpler than the RAMs. ROM arrays are

nonvolatile, i.e., they retain the contents even without power. A ROM can be viewed as a simple

combinational circuit, which produces a specified output value for each input combination. Each

input combination corresponds to a unique address or location. A ROM consists of an array of

semiconductor devices that are hardwired to store an array of binary data. Once the data is stored in

the ROM, it can be retrieved as many times as needed. The information stored in a ROM chip is

Bit line
(data read/write)

Word line
(read/write select)

Explicit
storage
capacitance

Cs

FIGURE 5.12 Schematic presentation of a 1-transistor (1T) DRAM cell.
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designed to perform a specific function and cannot be changed under normal conditions. ROMs are

commonly used to store system-level programs such as the system basic input=output system (BIOS)

program of a personal computer (PC). Figure 5.13 shows the basic structure of a ROM. It consists of a

decoder and a memory array. Memory array consists of a matrix of binary data storage elements.

To implement ROM memory cells, we need only one transistor per bit of storage. Figure 5.14

illustrates the basic ROM storage principles. Storing binary information at a particular address can be

achieved by the presence or absence of a connection from the selected row to the selected column. The

presence or absence of the connection can be implemented by a transistor. During read operation, all

data lines are precharged to a high voltage. If an active transistor exists at the cross-point of the selected

row and a data line (column), the data line is pulled low by that transistor. This is illustrated in

Figure 5.14a. If no active transistor exists at the cross-point, as shown in Figure 5.14b, the data line stays

high because the line is already precharged to a high voltage. Thus, the absence of an active transistor

indicates a ‘‘1’’ whereas the presence of an active transistor indicates a ‘‘0.’’ The approaches shown in

Figure 5.14a and b to store a ‘‘0’’ and a ‘‘1,’’ respectively, are used in mask-programmed ROMs. For

mask-programmed ROMs, the actual digital contents that need to be stored in the memory must be

Decoder
Memory array

m Output lines

N
 In

pu
t l

in
es

2N Word lines

2N Word � m bits

FIGURE 5.13 Basic structure of a read only memory (ROM).

Column Column Column

Row Row Row

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 5.14 Basic ROM storage element arrangements (a) to store a ‘‘0,’’ (b) to store a ‘‘1,’’ and (c) programmable

(to store a ‘‘0’’ or‘‘1’’).
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known before the chip fabrication. The contents that are stored in the memory array are determined by

the mask layout. If the information that is to be stored in the ROM is not known before fabrication, a

transistor is made at every cross-point. The ROM is programmed by disconnecting the drain of the

transistor from the data line (Figure 5.14c). It should be noted that when the transistor is disconnected

from the data line it effectively is equivalent to the arrangement in Figure 5.14b.

Two basic types of ROM cells are based on NOR and NAND gates. Figure 5.15 shows a 43 4 NOR-

based ROM array. At any time, only one of the four rows among R1, R2, R3, and R4 is selected by the

ROM decoder. If an active transistor exists at the cross-point of the selected row and a data line (D1, D2,

D3, and D4), the data line is pulled low by that transistor. If no active transistor exists at the cross-point,

the data line stays high because of the PMOS load device. Thus, the absence of an active transistor

indicates a ‘‘1’’ whereas the presence of an active transistor indicates a ‘‘0.’’

Figure 5.16 shows a NAND-based 43 4 ROM array. In this arrangement, all transistors in a column

are connected in series. The decoder in this circuit is different from the one that is used in the NOR-

based ROM. The decoder output must be in reverse logic. All the output lines of the decoder will be

normally high and only the selected line will be low. Therefore, transistors in the nonselected rows will

be ON. If an active transistor exists at the cross-point of the selected row and a data line (D1, D2, D3, and

D4), the data line is pulled high because the transistor at the cross-point will be turned OFF. If no active

transistor exists at the cross-point, the data line will be pulled low because all other transistors in the

column will be turned ON. Thus, the absence of an active transistor indicates a ‘‘0’’ whereas the presence

of an active transistor indicates a ‘‘1.’’ A NAND-based ROM has the advantage of having smaller basic

cell size. But the access time is usually slower than the NOR-based ROMs, since all the series-connected

transistors in each column will contribute to the delay.

R1

R2A0

A1

R3

R4

VDD VDD VDD VDD

Decoder

D1 D2 D3 D4

A0

0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
1

1
1
0
1

0
0
1
1

1
0
0
0

0
1
1
0

A1 R1 R2 R3 R4 D1 D2 D3 D4

FIGURE 5.15 A 4 3 4 NOR-based ROM array.
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5.7 Nonvolatile Read=Write Memories

In this section, we discuss ROMs that are programmable. They are generally known as nonvolatile

read=write (NVRW) memory. They pose the nonvolatile property of the mask-programmed ROM and

the read=write property of SRAM and DRAM. This nonvolatile read=write property makes them

attractive for a wide range of applications. EPROM, EEPROM, and flash memories are examples of

NVRW memory. The basic architecture of NVRW memories is identical to that of the ROMs. The

memory core consists of a transistor matrix. An active special MOS transistor exists at the cross-point of

every row and a data line (column). This transistor has an adjustable threshold voltage that can be

electrically changed. All the three EPROMs mentioned above use a transistor with a floating gate to trap

negative charges to change the transistor threshold voltage so that the device can be programmed to

store a ‘‘1’’ or a ‘‘0.’’

The schematic of a floating gate transistor used as an EPROM cell is shown in Figure 5.17 [10].

This special transistor is called floating gate avalanche injection MOS (FAMOS). Almost all nonvolatile

semiconductor memories use some form of the floating gate transistor for information storage. The cell

is basically an enhancement type n channel MOSFET with two gates made of polysilicon. This

transistor is fabricated using a double poly process. The first-level poly is used to create a gate that is

floating, i.e., it is not connected to anything. The floating gate is electrically isolated and surrounded by

silicon dioxide. The second gate is made up of the second poly and is electrically coupled to the row or

word line and functions in the same way as the gate of a regular enhancement MOSFET. The floating

gate, which is made up of poly 1 and surrounded by silicon dioxide, is used for trapping negative charge.

The trapped negative charge in the floating gate will increase the threshold voltage of the transistor

above VDD. If there are no negative charges trapped in the floating gate, the transistor will have
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Decoder

R1

D1 D2 D3 D4
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VDD VDD VDD VDD
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0
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1
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0
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FIGURE 5.16 A 4 3 4 NAND-based ROM array.
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the normal threshold voltage of an NMOS transistor. In simple words, the transistor can have two

different threshold voltages depending on the charge on the floating gate. If there are charges trapped in

the floating gate, the transistor will have high threshold voltage, which will be greater than VDD, and if

there are no charges trapped in the floating gate the transistor will have a normal threshold voltage. This

property can be used to connect or disconnect the transistor to the bit line (Figure 5.14c). When a ‘‘1’’

needs to be stored, the transistor threshold voltage will be adjusted to be above VDD by trapping negative

charges on the floating gate so that when the appropriate row (word line) is selected the transistor will

not turn ON. The word line voltage (VWL) will be less than that of the new threshold voltage (Figure

5.17c). This is similar to the scheme outlined in Figure 5.14c. When a ‘‘0’’ needs to be stored, the

transistor threshold voltage is not raised and when the appropriate row is selected, the transistor will

turn ON and pull the bit line to ground. The transistor will retain the modified threshold voltage for a

long time even when the supply voltage is turned OFF. To write a new set of data into the memory core,

the programmed values must be erased, after which new programming (writing new data values) can be

done [8].

The transport of charge through the oxide layer is the basic mechanism that makes possible charging

and discharging of the floating gate, which in turn enables us to modulate the threshold voltage of the

MOS transistor. To achieve the programming operations, the negative charge must move across

the potential barrier built by the insulating layers between the floating gate and the other terminals

of the device. There are two mechanisms by which negative charge can be trapped in the floating gate;

they are channel hot electron (CHE) injection and Fowler–Nordheim (F–N) tunneling.

Hot electron injection occurs when electrons are accelerated using high electric fields to high enough

energy levels to overcome a barrier. Floating gate transistors can be programmed using hot electron

injection. For programming the FAMOS transistor, a large voltage is applied between its drain and the

source; at the same time a larger voltage is applied to its control gate. The voltage applied at the control

gate must be greater than the drain voltage [2]. The voltage applied between the drain and the source

terminals will accelerate the electrons as they move through the channel. These electrons are called hot

electrons because they acquire high energy by the time they reach the drain of the transistor. The electric

First-level polysilicon
(floating gate)

Second-level polysilicon
(control gate)

(a)

(b)

G

S

D

n+ n+

(c)
VWL VGS

“ON” “OFF”

ID

FIGURE 5.17 (a) Cross section of a floating gate transistor used as an EPROM storage cell. (b) Circuit symbol of a

floating gate transistor. (c) Threshold voltage shift of the FAMOS transistor due to trapped electrons in the floating

gate (the diagram is not drawn to scale). (FromMartin, K., Digital Integrated Circuit Design, Oxford University Press,

New York, 2000. With permission.)
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filed established due to the large, positive potential applied at the control gate will accelerate these hot

electrons to the floating gate. Since the floating gate is surrounded by silicon dioxide, under normal

conditions, the trapped electrons will remain in the floating gate. Hot electron injection can occur with

oxides as thick as 100 nm, which makes it relatively easy to fabricate the device [8].

Tunneling is defined as a quantummechanical process in which a particle can pass through a classically

forbidden region. In the case of semiconductor memories, tunneling can be visualized as a process that

allows electrons to pass from the conduction band of one silicon region to that of another through a thin

layer of silicon dioxide [2]. In F–N tunneling, tunneling of the electrons to floating gate can occur without

drain current. Here, the drain and the source are typically kept at 0 V. For tunneling to occur, the

thickness of the oxide separating the floating gate from the drain region must be very thin, of the order of

10 nm or less. Figure 5.18 shows the cross section of an early modified FAMOS transistor called a floating

gate tunneling oxide transistor (FLOTOX). A high value of electric field, typically of the order of 107 V=m,

is needed across the oxide for programming the FLOTOX device. This field can be achieved by applying a

10 V potential across an oxide of 10 nm thickness. This field is large enough for the electrons to tunnel

through the thin oxide to the floating gate, which enables the programming of the FLOTOX device. The

main advantage of the F–N tunneling programming approach is that the tunneling is reversible, i.e.,

erasing is simply achieved by reversing the voltage at

the control gate [8]. Figure 5.19 shows the FLOTOX

device F–N tunneling I–V characteristic. Another major

advantage of F–N tunneling over hot electron injection is

that large drain currents are not required. This makes it

much easier to generate the high voltage required for

programming using an on-chip charge pump circuit [10].

The main differences among the three EPROMs are

in the methods of erasing. To reprogram the EPROM,

first the data that is already programmed into the chip

must be erased. This is done by illuminating the EPROM

cell with ultraviolet (UV) rays. The UV light imparts

energy to the trapped electrons in the floating gate

and these high-energy electrons will be able to escape

through the oxide back to the substrate. The EPROM

chips must be packaged in ceramic casings that have

quartz windows over the chip to facilitate for the UV

exposure. This is one of the drawbacks of the EPROMs

because the ceramic packages are often expensive.

Another drawback of EPROMs is that they must be

removed from the circuit for reprogramming. The

whole EPROM has to be erased for reprogramming

since they do not have the ability to selectively erase

memory locations [2].

Thin oxide
region for F−N
tunneling

Control gate

Floating gate

n+ n+

FIGURE 5.18 Cross section of the FLOTOX transistor that uses Fowler–Nordheim (F–N) tunneling for charge

transfer to floating gate.

I

–10 V

10 V

VGD

FIGURE 5.19 Fowler–Nordheim tunneling

I–V characteristic of a FLOTOX transistor.

(From Rabaey, J.M., Chandrakasan, A., and

Nikolic, B., Digital Integrated Circuits: A Design

Perspective, 2nd ed., Prentice Hall, Englewood

Cliffs, NJ, 2003. With permission.)
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The EEPROM eliminates most of the drawbacks of

EPROM. It can be erased as well as programmed elec-

trically. That means an EEPROM neither needs an expen-

sive ceramic quartz window type packaging nor needs to

be removed from the circuit for programming and eras-

ure. A FLOTOX type device shown in Figure 5.18 or close

variations that use F–N tunneling for programming and

erasure are used in EEPROMs. EEPROMs need only one

external power supply as the high voltages needed for

programming are generated internally using charge

pumps. In most EEPROMs, write and erase operations

are done on a byte per byte basis. EEPROMs are based on

a two transistor memory cell shown in Figure 5.20. Each

cell has a FLOTOX device in series with a regular N-

channel enhancement transistor. The FLOTOX transistor

is used for information storage and the regular NMOS is

used for the cell access during a read operation. During a

normal read operation, the gate of the FLOTOX device is

held at VDD and the word line connected to the NMOS

gate is used for individual cell selection. EEPROM cells

that consist of two transistors (FLOTOX and the regular

NMOS) are larger than the EPROM cells. Also FLOTOX

devices are larger than the FAMOS transistors used in EPROMs. Hence EEPROM-based memory chips

pack fewer bits at higher cost than the EPROM-based memory chips [8].

Flash memories combine the flexibility of EEPROM and the high density of EPROMs. Its storage cell

has only one transistor. In terms of cost and flexibility, it lies somewhere between the EPROM and the

EEPROM (see Figure 5.21). Some flash technologies use hot electron injection to program the devi-

ces whereas others use F–N tunneling mechanism to program the devices. All types of flash memories

use F–N tunneling for erasure. As discussed earlier, the F–N tunneling directly adds or removes all

charge to or from the floating gate. This results in a low current program and erase cycles, which

translate into high efficiency and low-power operation. Unlike EEPROM, flash memories are erased and

programmed in blocks consisting of multiple locations. The density and flexibility advantages of flash

memories over EEPROM have made them very attractive for a wide range of applications such as digital

Word line

Bit line

VDD

FIGURE 5.20 A 2-transistor EEPROM cell

consisting of a FLOTOX device and a regular

NMOS transistor. (From Rabaey, J.M., Chandra-

kasan, A., and Nikolic, B., Digital Integrated Cir-

cuits: A Design Perspective, 2nd ed., Prentice Hall,

Englewood Cliffs, NJ, 2003. With permission.)

Cost

2T/cell EEPROM

Flash

EPROM

ROM

1T/cell

1T/cell

Byte rewrite capability. Electrically
programmable and erasable in system

Electrically programmable and
erasable in system

Electrically programmable; not
electrically erasable

Not electrically programmable Flexibility

FIGURE 5.21 Comparison of nonvolatile memories. (From Campardo, G., Micheloni, R., and Novosel, D., VLSI

Design of Non-Volatile Memories, Springer-Verlag, Heidelberg, Germany, 2005. With permission.)
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audio players, digital cameras, and mobile phones. Flash memory is also used in USB flash drives for

general storage and transfer of data between computers replacing the floppy disks.

There are several different flash technologies based on different flash memory cells. Some of the widely

used flash memory cells are NOR flash cell, NAND flash cell, AND flash cell, and divided bit line NOR

(DINOR) flash cell. Flash memories are currently available in a variety of densities, operating voltages,

packages, and operating temperatures. They are also available in a variety of block sizes. The block size

relates directly to the average size of each data sample of file storage requirements in the flash memory–

based design. The use of smaller blocks may require more on-chip circuitry to decode and effectively

isolate one block from all others, which can impact the die size and cost [2]. A detailed analysis of flash

memories can be found in Ref. [2]. Figure 5.22a gives the unit cell comparison between the NOR- and

the NAND-type cells [2]. Figure 5.22b gives a comparison of commonly used flash memory cell

structures, program method, erase method, layers, and manufacturing companies for NOR, DINOR,

AND, and NAND devices [2]. Currently, the two most common flash architectures are NOR- and

NAND-based devices. NOR-based devices are mainly used for program and data storage applications

and the NAND-based devices are mainly used for mass storage applications such as the memory

cards and the solid-state disk drives.

NOR type NAND type

Control gate Control gate

Floating gate Floating gatePoly/poly dielectric

Tunnel oxide
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P-substrate
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FIGURE 5.22 (a) Unit cell comparison between the NOR and NAND type cell. (b) A comparison of commonly

used flash memory cell structure layouts, program method, erase method, layers, and manufacturing companies for

NOR, DINOR, AND, and NAND devices. (From Sharma, A.K., Advanced Semiconductor Memories: Architectures,

Designs, and Applications, IEEE Press and Wiley Interscience, New York, 2003. With permission.)
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5.8 Sense Amplifiers

Sense amplifiers play a major role in the functionality, performance, and reliability of memory circuits.

Sensing in semiconductor memory circuits means the detection and determination of the data content of

a selected memory cell. A sense amplifier reduces the signal propagation delay from an accessed memory

cell to the input of the next logic circuit, which needs to be driven by the contents of the memory cell

being read. Sense amplifiers convert the arbitrary logic levels occurring on a bit line to the full swing rail-

to-rail digital logic level required by the next stage digital circuit. The sensing may be ‘‘nondestructive,’’

when the data content of the selected memory cell is unchanged, as in SRAMs, 3T DRAMs, and ROMs,

or ‘‘destructive,’’ when the data content of the selected memory cell may be altered, as in 1T DRAMs, by

the sense operation. In general, the sense amplifiers perform the functions of amplification, delay

reduction, power reduction, and signal restoration [1,8].

Without sense amplifiers the memory operations, especially the read operation, will be slow. The

primary reason for this is the large parasitic capacitances associated with the bit lines and data lines.

These parasitic capacitances are mainly due to the junction capacitances of the large number of

transistors connected to the buses. They are also due to the interconnect capacitances of the buses

themselves, which can be quite long and, therefore, have large parasitic capacitances [3]. These parasitic

capacitances cause the bus voltages to change very slowly, particularly when a memory cell is being

read. To improve the speed of memory reading, almost every modern semiconductor RAM uses bus

equalization and sense amplifiers. In this approach, the differential bus voltage is first preequalized to

be zero. When the memory cell is being read, a differential bus voltage will slowly develop. Since the

bus capacitances are large, it can take quite a while before this voltage becomes large enough to drive a

logic gate. A sense amplifier, which can accurately detect small differential voltages, can be used to

detect and amplify bus voltages as small as 50–100 mV, after only a short delay time [3]. Thus, the

sense amplifiers restore the differential voltages between the bit lines to the full logic level and are used

to drive logic gates.

The sense amplifiers used in memories are essentially differential amplifiers. The differential amplifier

is an indispensable part of detecting a small signal in a noisy environment. It can be categorized as a

normal differential amplifier or a cross-coupled differential amplifier. The normal differential amplifier

simply amplifies a small differential signal. A current mirror is an example of a simple differential

amplifier. This amplifier has been used as a main amplifier on common input=output lines of DRAMs

and SRAMs. The cross-coupled differential amplifier has been used for DRAMs because of its simplicity,

low power, and suitability for rewrite operations [7].

Figure 5.23 shows a simple current mirror differential amplifier. The amplifier has two input terminals

for the differential inputs and one output terminal. One input of the amplifier is connected to bit line

and the other input is connected to bit line0. Transistors T1 and T2 form the differential pair and the

load transistors T3 and T4 form the current mirror. All transistors are biased in saturation mode and

therefore, the transistor T5 forms the constant current source. With proper transistor sizing, equal

current flows through T1 and T2, which will be equal to one half the current flowing through T5. The

amplifier can be disabled using the select signal at the gate of T5. When select line is low (the amplifier is

disabled), initially the inputs are precharged and equalized to a common value. Once the read operation

commences, as explained in Section 5.4, a differential voltage develops at the inputs of the differential

amplifier. When the differential voltage is high enough, the select signal is activated and the amplifier

evaluates. The differential gain of the amplifier is given in Ref. [12].

Ad ¼ �gm1(ro2==ro4)

where gm1 is the transconductance of the input transistors, and ro2 and ro4 are the output impedances of

the transistors T2 and T4, respectively. A detailed analysis of differential amplifiers can be found in Refs.

[12,13]. The main goal of the sense amplifier is the rapid reproduction of an output signal. Typically,
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FIGURE 5.23 A simple current mirror differential sense amplifier.
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FIGURE 5.24 Two-stage differential amplifier using differential output differential amplifier. (From Martin, K.,

Digital Integrated Circuit Design, Oxford University Press, New York, 2000. With permission.)
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multiple differential stages are required to achieve the desired full swing signal [3]. Because the

differential amplifier output is single ended and its inputs are differential, straightforward cascading

of differential amplifiers is not possible to create multistage differential amplifiers. This difficulty is

overcome by the use of differential output current mirror differential amplifiers.

Figure 5.24 [10] shows a two-stage differential amplifier using a differential output current mirror

differential amplifier [10]. The top part of the circuit consists of two simple differential current mirror

amplifiers connected back-to-back in parallel. This gives the circuit a differential output and it feeds to

the next differential amplifier gain stage. This circuit has reset switches that are used to guarantee the

sense amplifier is biased in its high-gain region, with a 0 V output voltage, before sensing the input

voltage. This resetting also eliminates any memory of the previous value. This concept of resetting has

been found to greatly increase the speed and is widely used at the present time [10].

Another option for the sense amplifier is the latch-based sense amplifier shown in Figure 5.25. This

circuit is essentially a cross-coupled pair of inverters and a pair of enabling transistors. The circuit

relies on the regenerative effects on the inverter to generate a valid high or low voltage. This is a slower

circuit since it requires a large input voltage difference and is not as reliable in the presence of noise as

a current mirror differential sense amplifier. The power consumption of this circuit is relatively

low because the circuit is not activated until the required potential difference has developed across

the bit line.

Figure 5.26 shows a cross-coupled differential sense amplifier connected to bit lines with equalization

and precharge circuitry [12]. Transistors T1, T2, T3, and T4 form the sense amplifier. Transistors T5 and

T6 are switches that connect the sense amplifier to VDD and VSS only when data sensing is needed

and hence reducing the power consumption of the circuit. Transistor T7 is used for equalization and

transistors T8 and T9 are used for precharging the bit lines to 1
2
VDD. All the three transistors are

controlled by the control signal EN.

5.9 Decoders

All RAMs need address decoders. As seen earlier, memory cells are arranged in an array of rows and

columns to form the memory core. To read from or to write to a memory cell, that specific cell must first

be selected from the array to perform the desired operation. The function of the decoders is to select a

specific cell so that data in that cell can be retrieved or manipulated. If there are M row address bits

and N column address bits, the memory array will have 2M rows and 2N columns. The row decoder will

haveM inputs and 2M outputs and the column decoder will have N inputs and 2N outputs. The function

Bit line Bit line

S

S

T3 T4

T2T1

FIGURE 5.25 Cross-coupled differential sense amplifier.
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of the row decoder is to select one of 2M rows and the function of the column decoder is to select one

of 2N columns.

A 3-to-8 row decoder and corresponding truth table are shown in Figure 5.27. This decoder has three

inputs and can select one of the eight rows. Depending on the value of the address inputs, only one

output will be high. It should be noted that it is possible to design decoders that have only one low

output depending on the value of address inputs.

The row decoder present in Figure 5.27 can be easily realized using 3-input AND gates or 3-input

NOR gates and the true and complementary address bits. Figure 5.28a shows the realization of a 3-to-8

row decoder using 3-input AND gates. The row decoder will generate all the min terms of the 3-input

variables. Exactly, one of the output lines will be ‘‘1’’ for each combination of values of the input

variables. For example, the rows with address 0 and 6 are enabled by the min-terms R0¼A
0
0 A

0
1 A

0
2 and

R6¼A0.A1.A A
0
2, respectively.

Figure 5.28b shows the realization of a 3-to-8 row decoder using 3-input NOR gates. The row decoder

will generate all the min terms of the 3-input variables. Exactly one of the output lines will be ‘‘1’’ for

each combination of values of the input variables. For example, the rows with address 0 and 6

are enabled by the min-terms R0¼ (A0þA1þA2)
0 ¼A

0
0 A

0
1 A

0
2 (using DeMorgan’s theorems) and

R6¼ (A
0
0þA

0
1þA2)¼A0 A1 A

0
2, respectively.

Word line Selected cell

Cell

Select

Select

EN

Bit line Bit line

1
2

VDD

T6

T2

VB

T1

T5

T7

T8 T9

T4

T3

Equalization
and precharge
circuitry

Differential
sense amplifier

VB

VDD

FIGURE 5.26 A cross-coupled differential sense amplifier connected to the bit lines with equalization and

precharge circuitry. (From Sedra, A. and Smith, K., Microelectronic Circuits, 5th ed., Oxford University Press,

New York, 2004. With permission.)
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Figure 5.29 shows a 3-input static NOR gate, a 3-input dynamic AND gate, a 3-input pseudo NMOS

NOR gate and a static 3-input AND gate that can be used for the realization of the row decoders

depicted in Figure 5.28.

Figure 5.30a shows the realization of a different row decoder known as a tree decoder [14]. The

3-bit address A0, A1, and A2 are used to enable the pass transistors used in the decoder. One of the eight
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FIGURE 5.27 A 3-to-8 row decoder and its truth table.
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FIGURE 5.28 A 3-to-8 decoder realization using (a) 3-input AND gates and (b) 3-input NOR gates.
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outputs will be high depending on the value of the address inputs. A low select signal will disable the

decoder. Figure 5.30b shows a 2-to-4 pseudo NMOS decoder. This decoder has 2-input address bits and

four outputs. One of the four rows will be selected depending on the value of the address inputs.

The decoding schemes shown in Figure 5.28 are useful only when the number of input address bits is

small. Decoders for high input address bits are usually implemented using a precoding scheme.

Figure 5.31 illustrates the basic precoding approach [10]. Here, four 2-input decoders are used as

precoders. The address is partitioned into sections of 2 bits that are decoded using the 2-input decoders.

The resulting signals that consist of the 2-input decoder outputs are then combined using NOR gates to

produce the fully decoded array of row signals. Each of the four 2-input decoders will have only one

output that is low at a given time. Therefore, there will only be a single NOR gate that has all inputs low

and hence a high output. An additional clock input can be included in the second stage of the NOR gate

(which is not shown in Figure 5.28) to allow the enabling of the NOR gates to ensure the correct timing

VDD

VDD

A0

A1

A2

A0 A1

A0

A1

A2
A2

Word
line

Word
line

(a)

Clock

(b)

Word
line

A2A1A0

(c)

VDD

A
0

A0

A
1

A
1

A
2

A
2

Word
line

(d)

VDD

FIGURE 5.29 (a) Static 3-input NOR gate. (b) Dynamic 3-input AND gate. (c) 3-Input pseudo NMOS NOR gate.

(d) Static 3-input AND gate.
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of the word line signal. Precoding reduces the number of transistors required for the implementation of

the decoder. It also reduces the propagation delay.

The column decoder must select one of 2N bit lines and route the data content of the selected bit line

to the data output during a read operation and route the data to be written to the storage cell inputs

during a write operation. Figure 5.32 shows an implementation of a column decoder [14]. Since there

are N address bits, there will be N columns and an NMOS pass transistor is connected to each bit

line output. Complementary transmission gates must be used instead of NMOS pass transistors, if the

VDD

VDD

A0

A0A1(b)

A1

Decoder inputs

A2

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Row 4

Select

1
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3

4
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D
ec

od
er

 o
ut

pu
ts

7

8

To word
line buffers

(a)

FIGURE 5.30 (a) A 3-to-8 pass transistor-based tree row decoder (b) a 2-to-4 pseudo NMOS row decoder. (From

Baker, R.J., Li, H.W., and Boyce, D.E., CMOS Circuit Design, Layout and Simulation, IEEE Press, New York, 1998.

With permission.)
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FIGURE 5.31 An 8 to 1-of-256 decoder using 2-input precoders. (From Martin, K., Digital Integrated Circuit

Design, Oxford University Press, New York, 2000. With permission.)
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FIGURE 5.32 Column decoder using address decoder and NMOS pass transistors. (From Baker, R.J., Li, H.W., and

Boyce, D.E., CMOS Circuit Design, Layout and Simulation, IEEE Press, New York, 1998. With permission.)
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decoder is being used for both read and write operations so that it will be able to provide full swing in

both directions [14]. The address decoder shown in the diagram will select one of 2N outputs. And,

therefore, only one NMOS pass transistor will be turned ON at a time depending on the combination of

the column address bits applied at the decoder input. The selected NMOS pass transistor will conduct

and route the selected bit line data to the output during a read operation and route the data to be written

to the storage cells during a write operation. The main disadvantage of this column decoder is its large

transistor count. The number of transistors required for this column decoder implementation is

2N(Nþ 1), where N is the number of column address bits [9].

Figure 5.33 shows a more area-efficient tree-based column decoder [9]. This circuit does not require

the address decoder. The main disadvantage of this circuit is that the number of series-connected NMOS

pass transistors in the data path is equal to the number of column address bits. This effectively

introduces the N series-connected pass transistor resistance in the signal path. This can cause long

data access time and the delay becomes prohibitive for large decoders. This can be remedied by inserting

intermediate buffers [9]. Row and column decoders present one of the most crucial challenges in the

design of all the semiconductor memories. The decoder circuits require both the address inputs and

their complements. They present a significant load on the input address buffers, which are used to

obtain the required complements. The large load is due to the typically large number of gates connected

to the address-input buffers. The design of the decoders has a significant impact on the memory

performance such as access time and power consumption. The complexity of the decoder circuitry

increases with the introduction of new functionalities, the inclusion of different operating voltages, and

the continuous growth of the size of the memory chips [1].

5.10 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, a brief discussion of semiconductor memory storage elements and circuits was pre-

sented. Semiconductor memories have been one of the primary enabling technologies in the evolution of

main frame computers, PCs, and the Internet. The successful evolution of semiconductor memories

such as SRAM, DRAM, and flash memories toward high density, high performance, and low cost was a

driving factor for these industries. The evolution of semiconductor industry has also spawned the

growth of many new products and at the same time pushed into oblivion many other products. For

example, the evolution of affordable flash memory is making floppy disks a thing of the past. In the
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FIGURE 5.33 An 8-to-1 tree-based column decoder. (From Kang, S.M. and Leblebici, Y., CMOS Digital Integrated

Circuits: Analysis and Design, 3rd ed., McGraw Hill, New York, 2003. With permission.)
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audio industry, portable audio cassette players were pushed aside by the introduction of mini CD players

which in turn are being pushed aside by the introduction of MP3 players, which are made possible by

affordable high-density flash memory. The transformation that happened in the audio industry has not

been translated into the video industry as yet. But with the decreasing feature size of MOS transistors

and the continuing innovations in the manufacturing process will eventually lead to cheaper flash

memory that will replace DVDs for video storage. It is not a question of ‘‘if ’’ but a question of ‘‘when.’’

Until the miniaturization of MOS transistors hit the physical limit, we will see new improved high-

density and low-cost memories coming to the market which in turn will enable the introduction of new

products or make the existing products and systems better.
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6.1 Background: Storage in Computing Applications

Modern-day computers owe their versatility to the semiconductor storage devices used in them. It is the

ability to store programs as well as data, and the capability to quickly sort, manipulate, and file this data

that makes computing platforms from personal digital assistants (PDAs) to supercomputers valuable in

a myriad of applications.
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These memory storage devices can be accessed randomly or sequentially. Random access refers to a

mode of operation in which, at any moment, any location in the memory device can be accessed in the

same amount of time. Sequential access refers to a mode of operation in which not all locations in the

memory device can be accessed in the same amount of time. The amount of time needed to access a

memory location depends on the last-accessed location.

Memory devices are often categorized according to their volatility. Volatile memory devices require

the power to be constantly on, in order to retain their data. Read=write memories, for example, random

access memories (RAMs), are volatile memory devices. Nonvolatile memory devices, on the other hand,

maintain their data even when power is turned off. Read only memories (ROMs) are examples of

nonvolatile memory devices.

6.2 A Brief History of Nonvolatile Memory Devices

From a chronological point of view, nonvolatile memory devices can be divided into two technologies:

erasable and nonerasable. Nonerasable devices were invented and used in computer systems before the

erasable devices. However, since the invention and commercialization of erasable technologies, these devices

have gained popularity to the point that their use in today’s systems widely outstrips the use of devices based

on nonerasable technology. Devices using each of the two technologies are discussed below.

6.2.1 Nonerasable Nonvolatile Memory Devices

6.2.1.1 Read Only Memories

Invented in the 1960s, the original ROMs were capable of storing hundreds or a few thousand bits of

information, and were extremely small in terms of storage capacity compared to today’s technologies.

They were built using small fuses, each of which represented one storage location, or 1 bit. A blank ROM

would have all fuses intact. Binary data would be stored in these devices simply by keeping the fuses that

correspond to logic ‘‘1’’ intact, while burning out the fuses that correspond to logic ‘‘0.’’

6.2.1.2 Programmable Read Only Memories

Programmable read only memories (PROMs) employed the same concept as ROMs, but offered the

convenience of programmability via a programmer. That is, the user had the ability to use a PROM

programmer from his location to burn out the fuses that corresponded to logic ‘‘0,’’ as opposed to

working with the manufacturer of the device to have this task done for him. Because of this, PROMs

enjoyed popularity in the early-to-mid 1970s.

6.2.1.3 Mask Read Only Memories

Although the concept of a ROM as a nonvolatile storage element was quite useful, its production in mass

quantities proved to be time consuming and cumbersome. As a result, starting in the early 1980s, some

ROMmanufacturers offered to build a mask using the data provided by their customers. The customer’s

firmware would be translated to a code corresponding to the 0 and 1 pattern that needed to be

programmed into the device. The manufacturer would then build a mask corresponding to this pattern,

and would use this mask to program a very large number of ROMs, thereby achieving a higher

manufacturing efficiency and cost per device than was possible with pure ROM devices. MROMs gained

popularity in the late 1980s, growing to quantities of millions of pieces per month in some applications.

Their use continues in some applications today.

6.2.2 Erasable Nonvolatile Memory Devices

6.2.2.1 Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories

The history of erasable nonvolatile memories goes back to 1971, when Dr. Dov Frohman of Intel Corpor-

ation invented the EPROM.The basic storage element in an EPROM is a (metal-oxide semiconductor)MOS

transistor that has an additional floating gate built in between the control gate and the channel.
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An important parameter of the cell is its threshold voltage—the control gate voltage at which the cell

begins to conduct. The threshold voltage of an erased cell is well below the VCC value. Programming

consists of applying elevated voltages to the gate and the drain of the cell. This causes electrons to

penetrate the intervening oxide and deposit themselves on the floating gate, thereby altering the

threshold voltage of the cell by 5–10 V. The floating gate itself is perfectly isolated by an insulator,

for example, silicon dioxide, so that the injected electrons cannot leak out of the floating gate after power

is removed.

Some refer to the energetic electrons as hot and, therefore, this process as hot electron injection or

avalanche injection. For this reason, EPROM technology is sometimes called floating-gate avalanche

metal-oxide semiconductor (FAMOS).

Erasure consists of shining ultraviolet light on the die through the quartz window provided. This light

provides the electrons trapped on the floating gate with sufficient energy to return to the channel and to

the control gate, and thereby returns the cell to the unprogrammmed state.1 A fully erased EPROM reads

all ‘‘1’’s.

The obvious advantage of EPROMs over standard PROMs is that EPROMs enable programmers to

significantly decrease the development cost and development time of their software or firmware by

simply erasing an EPROM and reprogramming it with the modified program, rather than having to

incur the cost of a new PROM and wait the needed time for it to be programmed every time a new

version of the software is written. For this reason, EPROMs became the favored memory device for

product development and manufacture of end products with a total production run of 10,000 units

or less.

6.2.2.2 One-Time Programmable Memories

Having witnessed the success of EPROMs, and as per repeated requests from their customers, memory

manufacturers sought to produce the next version of these devices, which would allow the user to

program them just once, but would be lower in cost than EPROMs. These lower cost, smaller footprint

memory devices, which were typically housed in plastic packages as opposed to ceramic packages used

for EPROMs, were dubbed one-time programmable (OTP) devices.

The simple idea then was that the engineer would develop his or her software using EPROMs on a

prototype board. Once all aspects of the software were tested and found to be satisfactory, the

production board would be laid out to accept a smaller OTP device, and the OTP would be programmed

on all production units with the tested and verified program.

OTP memories gained popularity in the early-to-mid 1990s, to the point that they were used in

millions of pieces per month in several applications. As newer memory technologies emerged, however,

they were slowly phased out.

Today, there are only a handful of companies that support OTP memories as a pure memory device.

However, a number of microcontrollers from different manufacturers offer some amount of OTP

memory onboard the microcontroller device. The idea is that the software boot code used to boot up

the system, as well as potentially other small pieces of code, is programmed into the OTP portion of the

microcontroller, thus saving the system designer the cost and board space of adding a separate

nonvolatile memory device next to the microcontroller.

6.2.2.3 Electrically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories

EPROMs can only be programmed outside the circuit in which they are used (i.e., using an EPROM

programmer). Electrically erasable programmable read only memories (EEPROMs) alleviate this prob-

lem and allow the device to be erased and programmed in-circuit. This is achieved by providing a

method by which the cells of the device can be erased by exposing them to an electrical charge.

Owing to the fact that EEPROMs and, in fact, all electrically erasable nonvolatile memory devices

work based on transferring charge, these devices can only be erased a finite number of times. In other

words, they have a certain ‘‘endurance,’’ which is specified in the datasheet specification for the device.

One reason for the limitation in endurance is the dielectric breakdown characteristics of the charge
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transfer oxides: The dielectric eventually breaks down, and hence the device stops functioning properly.

The other reason for the occurrence of this phenomenon is that the trapped charge transfer oxides

eventually build up to a level that causes improper operation.

Early EEPROMs offered an endurance of only 100 program=erase cycles. Today’s EEPROMs have

improved this number to 10,000 program=erase cycles. At least one manufacturer offers a method for a

device, which is specified to 10,000 program=erase cycles to be used in applications, where a portion of

the memory requires 1,000,000 program=erase cycles.2

Although newer technologies have replaced EEPROMs in many high-volume applications, EEPROMs

still find use in some of today’s applications. A notable example is the use of these devices in the serial

presence detect (SPD) feature of synchronous dynamic random access memory (SDRAM) modules.

EEPROMs are used in this application to store information on multiple parameters and attributes of the

module such as technology, storage capacity, configuration, refresh mode, and speed of the memory

module.3 A similar application is the use of EEPROMs to hold the SPD information on Rambus in-line

memory modules (RIMMs).

6.3 Concept of Flash Memory

Although electrically erasable nonvolatile memories represented a very significant technological advance

compared to earlier technologies using ultraviolet light for erasure, by the early 1980s it started to

become clear that the needs of some upcoming applications surpassed the cumbersome byte-erase

capability of these devices. Systems were envisioned in which overall system performance would be

much higher if the entire memory array or a large portion thereof could be erased quickly, so that new

data could be written in its place.

The concept of what is known today as ‘‘flash’’ memory was conceived and implemented by

Dr. Masuoka, who at the time worked at Toshiba Corporation. Dr. Masuoka had already applied for a

patent for simultaneously erasable EEPROMs in 1980. Although a conventional byte-EEPROM has two

transistors per cell, a new memory cell, which consisted of only one transistor, was proposed to reduce

cost. To implement a single-transistor cell, the byte-erase scheme was dismissed, and a simultaneous

multibyte-erase scheme was adopted. Dr. Masuoka started working on a test chip in 1983, which led

in 1985 to Toshiba’s presentation, at the International Solid-State Circuits Conference (ISSCC), of a

256 kbit flash EEPROM device. Interestingly enough, the term ‘‘flash,’’ widely used throughout the

industry today, was proposed by Mr. Ariizumi, a colleague of Dr. Masuoka. Mr. Ariizumi thought of this

name because the device could erase a large number of memory cells simultaneously, which made him

think of the flash of a camera. Of course, at that time, no one dreamt that flash memory would be used

in digital cameras as it is today.

6.3.1 Principles of Operation

Flash memory devices employ a dual gate structure, in which the gate further from the silicon substrate

is dubbed as the control gate, and the gate closer to the silicon substrate is dubbed as the ‘‘floating gate.’’

Figure 6.1 illustrates this structure. Figure 6.2 offers a similar illustration, but it also shows the

thicknesses of the oxides between the p-substrate and the floating gate, and between the floating and

the control gates.

Programming of the cell is typically achieved using one of the two techniques:

1. Hot electron injection: In this process, a high voltage is applied to the control gate. Simultane-

ously, a voltage pulse, for example 6 V, is applied between the source and the drain of the

transistor of the cell that is programmed. The large positive voltage on the control gate establishes

an electric field in the insulating oxide. This results in an avalanche breakdown and generates

hole=electron pairs in the device, generating the so-called hot electron injection of the transistor

due to the high drain and control gate voltages, and injecting the hot electrons onto the floating
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gate. The high voltage is subsequently removed,

leaving the electrons on the floating gate, and lead-

ing to a programmed cell.

2. Fowler–Nordheim tunneling: Named after the dis-

coverers of this electrical phenomenon4 and also

referred to as field emission or tunnel injection,

this technique works by applying a high voltage

on the word line and grounding source and=or

the drain. This causes electrons to tunnel through

the thin gate oxide onto the floating gate.

Reading the programmed cell is accomplished by apply-

ing a normal power supply voltage (for example, 5 V) to

the control gate, applying a smaller voltage (for example, 1

V) to the drain, and grounding the source.

Erasing of the cell is achieved by Fowler–Nordheim tunneling. Here, 12 V is applied to the source with

the control gate grounded and the drain open. This causes the electrons to tunnel out of the floating gate

onto the source.

6.4 Types of Flash Memory

Since its conception, flash memory technology has proliferated into several end-products, each with its

own design concept and internal architecture. Over the years, each flash memory type has found

applications that best utilize its strengths. An overview of each type of flash memory follows. Because

of their high level of usage in the market at this time, NOR Flash and NAND Flash devices are discussed

first. Other devices available in the market are then discussed in no particular order.

6.4.1 NOR Flash Memory

Introduced by Intel Corporation in 1988, NOR Flash devices achieve granular random access by

connecting the memory cells to bit lines in parallel. They are so named owing to their cell structure.

As shown in Figure 6.3, if any memory cell of the device is turned on by the corresponding word line, the

bit line goes low. This is similar in function to a NOR logic gate.

The major advantage of a NOR Flash device is its fast read performance in execute in place (XIP)

capability. Because of its popularity and high-shipment volume, it also offers economies of scale in its

manufacturing process. One of its drawbacks is that writing to cells must be done individually. Writing

can take many microseconds each time it is performed. As a result, writing blocks of data to a NOR Flash

takes a relatively long time because a large number of bits cannot be programmed simultaneously. Also,

the erasure of the cell is slow relative to other flash technologies.

Control gate

Floating gate

Thin tunneling oxide

n+ Source n+ Drain

p-Substrate

Programming

Erasure �

�

FIGURE 6.1 Flash memory cell cross section.

Control gateFloating gate

n+n+

Source Drain

p-Substrate

tOX

tOX

FIGURE 6.2 Oxide thickness in a flash mem-

ory cell.
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The other drawback of NOR Flash is that its memory cell is larger than that of the NAND Flash.

Because each transistor has its own connection to the bit line, the cell requires more metal–layer

contacts, making the transistors occupy more die area than in NAND cells, which connect in series in

silicon. Because metal–layer connections are the limiting factor in scaling, the NOR Flash always lags

NAND Flash in achievable bit density.

NOR Flash is the preferred technology for flash memory devices used to store and run code. As such,

it is commonly found in applications such as system BIOS for desktop and laptop computers, set-top

boxes, and cell phones.

6.4.2 NAND Flash Memory

Introduced by Toshiba Corporation in 1987, NAND Flash devices contain a transistor array with 16 to

32 transistors in series. The name for these devices also stems from their cell structure. As shown in

Figure 6.4, the bit line goes low only if all the transistors in the corresponding word lines are turned on.

This is similar in function to a NAND logic gate.

The major advantages of a NAND Flash device are its fast programming and erase time. NAND Flash

devices also feature memory cells that occupy a smaller area per bit than their NOR counterparts. The

programming current into the floating gate is very small because NAND Flash devices use Fowler–

Nordheim tunneling for both programming and erasure. Therefore, the power consumption for program-

ming does not significantly increase even as the number of memory cells being programmed is increased.

As a result, many NAND Flash memory cells can be programmed simultaneously so that the programming

time per byte becomes very short. This operation, in which a page typically consisting of 512 bytes is

programmed all at once, is referred to as page programming.

Although the tremendous demand for NOR Flash devices dwarfed the demand for NAND Flash

devices throughout the 1990s and the first few years of the twenty-first century, the explosion in the

usage of NAND Flash devices witnessed in the opening years of the twenty-first century has resulted in

the revenues generated from this device surpassing NOR Flash revenues in 2005.

Source line

Word line

Bit line

Unit cell

FIGURE 6.3 NOR flash cell structure.
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NAND Flash technology is the preferred flash technology in high-capacity data-storage applications.

The main impetus behind the dramatic increase in the usage of NAND Flash devices has been a variety

of NAND-based memory cards that are used in digital still cameras and MP3 players. These memory

card formats are examined later in this chapter.

In recent years, a small percentage of cell phone manufacturers have started using both NOR Flash

and NAND Flash devices in their phones. The idea is that the NOR Flash is used to store the boot-up

code of the cell phone, and, once the system has booted up from NOR Flash, the program code stored in

the NAND Flash is used for the actual operation of the cell phone. Despite the use of NAND Flash by

these cell phone manufacturers, NOR Flash shipments to cell phone applications still clearly dominate

the market. According to Gartner, 90% of all cell phones manufactured in 2005 used the NOR

architecture for code and data storage.

NAND Flash devices have found use in a number of other applications such as personal digital

assistants (PDAs) and cell phones as well. Major NAND Flash manufacturers have announced plans for

further investments for continued expansion of NAND fabrication facilities in 2006 and 2007, in order

to keep up with the increasing demand resulting from the increasing number of applications.

6.4.3 SLC and MLC NAND Flash Memory Devices

Two NAND-based nonvolatile memory implementations available in the market are single-level cell

(SLC) and multilevel cell (MLC) flash technologies. The main difference between the two technologies is

that SLC NAND stores 1 bit per memory cell whereas MLC NAND stored two. Each technology offers

certain advantages, and is accordingly used in a different type of application.

Although SLCNAND Flash devices offer lower densities, it provides faster write speeds as well as a higher

life-expectancy due to its longer write=erase cycle endurance. Also, because SLC stores only 1 bit per cell, the

likelihood of error is reduced. SLC NAND Flash devices are thus a better fit for use in applications

requiring higher reliability, and increased endurance and viability in multiyear product life cycles.

Owing to the fact that MLC NAND allows each memory cell to store two bits of information at a price

point appropriate for consumer products, it is typically used in consumer applications such as memory

cards for MP3 players, digital still cameras, multifunction cell phones, and solid-state MPEG-4 video

cameras. MLC Flash devices are also considered more appropriate for use in USB drive applications.

At a 90 nm process, it is recommended to use a 1-bit or 2-bit error correction code (ECC) for SLC

architecture devices, and a 4-bit ECC for MLC architecture devices.

Source line

Word line

Bit line

Unit cell

Contact

FIGURE 6.4 NAND flash cell structure.
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6.4.4 StrataFlash Memory

StrataFlash memory devices, available from Intel Corporation, utilize a multilevel cell architecture

storing two bits of information per cell, but are based on NOR technology rather than NAND

technology. StrataFlash devices provide a single chip solution for combined code execution and data

storage with multiple Flash software and package options, and are targeted for high-density and low-

priced applications such as wireless applications. These devices were the first multilevel cell Flash devices

to be available in a 1.8 V supply voltage version.

Intel provides over 750 flash memory tools, including software tools, on the company’s Web site.

These tools have been developed based on customer requests and industry demands. Examples of Flash

software tools developed by the company are the Flash Data Integrator, the Persistent Storage Manager,

and the Virtual Small Block File Manager.

6.4.5 Mirrorbit Flash Memory

Mirrorbit Flash memory devices, available from Spansion, also utilize a NOR-based multilevel cell

scheme. The company offers various product families based on its Mirrorbit technology. These include

a family of NOR Flash memories, a family of ORNAND Flash memories, and plans to offer a family of

HD-SIM cards.

The ORNAND Flash family utilizes an internal memory array based on the NOR architecture, and

combines it with a NAND Flash interface. These devices are ideal for applications requiring fast read

performance offered by NOR devices as well as the interface scheme offered by NAND devices.

As stated previously, NAND devices feature a smaller memory cell area than NOR devices, and hence

NAND devices available in the market today feature significantly higher densities than available NOR

devices. Spansion is aiming to change this paradigm by offering ORNAND devices of increasing

densities in the future.

ORNAND devices have found applications in color screens, multiple languages, short messaging,

pictures, Internet access, and other advanced features in cell phones, PDAs, car PCs, telecommunications

equipment, and TV set-top boxes.

HD-SIM cards will be the high-density version of the subscriber identity module (SIM) cards

available and in use today. Spansion is targeting to have HD-SIM cards available in the market in

calendar year 2007.

NOR Flash architectures such as StrataFlash and Mirrorbit Flash offer full random access to the data,

which means that they also require more overhead circuitry in order to control the memory device. The

extra circuitry limits memory density to roughly one-sixteenth that of NAND Flash memory devices

offered in about the same chip size. This is evidenced by the fact that, at this time, 1 GB StrataFlash and

Mirrorbit Flash devices are being sampled, while 16 GB MLC NAND Flash devices are being sampled.

6.4.6 OneNAND Flash Memory

The idea behind OneNAND Flash technology, available from Samsung Semiconductor and Toshiba

Corporation, was to design a device that features an internal memory array based on the NAND

architecture, and combine it with a NOR Flash interface. OneNAND devices, available in the market

today, aim to replace some of the traditional NOR applications by offering the fast programming and

erase time of device utilizing a NAND internal architecture.

Both OneNAND and ORNAND devices have found their way into multichip packages (MCPs), which

are used in cell phones and other portable applications.

6.4.7 AND Flash Memory

AND Flash devices were jointly developed by Hitachi Ltd. and Mitsubishi Electric Corporation in

the mid-1990s. The AND architecture shares some of the benefits also offered by NAND Flash devices,
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such as allowing high-integration densities to be fabricated, supporting high-speed serial access, and the

ability to run on a single power supply. It also offers the advantage that since it allows the high voltage

required for rewriting data to be generated on the chip, the chip can run on a single 3.3 V power supply.

This type of flash memory features a typical high-speed serial access time (read time) of 50 ns.

Whereas NOR devices are random access memories and NAND devices are serial access memories,

AND devices offer both serial and random access to the memory array. The array structure in AND

devices is organized hierarchically in which the bit line is divided into a main bit line and subsidiary bit

lines. Each cell is connected to the subsidiary cells in parallel. This allows data to be erased in word line

units, hence the device can erase data in units as small as 512 bytes data rewriting. This represents a

potential improvement over NAND Flash devices in some applications, since one drawback of NAND

Flash devices is that the data must be erased in large units that are not necessarily the same size as the

units in which the data is written.

In addition to these features, the AND type flash memory also features a status polling function, a

delete function, and an automatic page write function that performs the complex algorithms for writing

and deleting when simple commands are issued. The device also has a 16-byte management area for

deleting individual units (pages). These functions simplify the data writing and management operations,

thus making it easier to develop the system software.

6.4.8 DINOR Flash Memory

Another type of memory that combines the features of NAND and NOR memory is the divided bit line

NOR (DINOR) Flash memory. Introduced by Mitsubishi Electric and Hitachi in the mid-1990s, DINOR

devices feature the fast read speed of NOR devices, but, just like AND devices, attempt to reduce the cell

size as compared to the conventional NOR configuration, their cell size being similar to that of NAND

devices. They employ a special method to program or erase to prevent over-erasure, and to increase

endurance. DINOR devices also feature other functions such as automatic page writing and automatic

block erase. They are typically targeted for use in the handset and cell phone markets. Smaller sizes of

DINOR memories are found as embedded memory in some Mitsubishi microcontrollers.

6.5 Flash Memory Cards and Card Adapters

As the usage of Flash memories has proliferated in computing and consumer applications, so has the

number of flash-based memory cards available in the market. This section provides a comprehensive

look at these memory cards. The fastest growing flash card formats (Secure Digital and Memory Stick

cards) and smaller form factor cards that were developed based on these formats are discussed first.

Other flash memory cards are then discussed in no particular order. This discussion is followed by an

examination of various flash card adapters available in the market today.

6.5.1 Secure Digital Cards

The Secure Digital (SD) card association was established in January 2000 byMatsushita Electric Industrial

Company (Panasonic), SanDisk Corporation, and Toshiba Corporation as a new industry-wide organ-

ization charged with setting industry standards and promoting wide acceptance for the SD memory card

in digital applications. Since its establishment, well over 900 companies involved in the design and

manufacturing of SD memory cards, SDIO cards, or controllers for these cards have joined this

association.5 SD memory cards are built using NAND Flash devices based on a common specification,

and hence feature a common mechanical form factor, making it convenient for consumers to purchase

SD memory cards from any vendor to use in their equipment.

SD technology supports three transfer modes: (1) SPI (separate serial in and serial out) mode; (2) 1-bit

SD mode, in which separate command and data channels and a proprietary transfer format are used;
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and (3) 4-bit SD mode, which uses extra pins plus some reassigned pins to support 4-bit wide parallel

transfers. Low-speed cards support 0 to 400 kbit=s data rate and SPI and 1-bit SD transfer modes. High-

speed cards support 0–100 Mbit=s data rate in 4-bit mode and 0–25 Mbit=s in SPI and 1-bit SD modes.

SD memory cards feature a length of 32 mm, a width of 24 mm, and a height of 2.1 mm. SDIO cards

are of the same width and height as SD memory cards, but can be longer than 32 mm depending on their

function. Both SD memory cards and SDIO cards feature a 9-pin interface.

SD memory cards have found applications in PDAs, digital video cameras, cell phones, and digital

music players. A 1 GB SD memory card can hold 22 h of digital music. The security technology built

into SD memory cards complies with the SDMI (Secure Digital Music Initiative) specification of CPRM

(Content Protection for Recordable Media). CPRM is the encryption and certification=authentication

standard jointly developed by 4C Entity, LLC, which is the digital content copyright protection

technology licensing organization of IBM, Intel, Matsushita, and Toshiba.6

SD memory cards are currently in production in a number of densities ranging from 64 MB to 4 GB.

6.5.2 Memory Stick Cards

These memory cards, now widely available in the market, were made popular by Sony Corporation.

Sony’s hope was to make the NAND Flash-basedMemory Stick a universal standard for digital equipment

cameras, game systems, computers, digital audio, and other digital equipment by building aMemory Stick

slot into a wide range of their digital consumer equipment. Admittedly, Sony has gone a long way toward

achieving this goal by promoting these cards across the industry through Memory Stick Forums, the

Memory Stick Developers’ site, as well as other venues. That the Memory Stick cards, along with SD

memory cards, are now the fastest growing flash cards in the market attests to Sony’s success in this area.

Memory Stick cards feature a length of 50 mm, a width of 21 mm, a height of 2.8 mm, and a 10-pin

interface. They are currently produced in a number of densities ranging from 64 MB to 4 GB.

6.5.3 Mini SD and Memory Stick Pro Duo Cards

The success of SD and Memory Stick formats is one of the factors that has significantly contributed to

the vast increase in the usage of NAND Flash devices in recent years. In an industry where the only

constant is the recurrent requirement for smaller geometries, smaller mechanical dimensions, and

smaller form factors, however, these formats are not an exception to this trend.

The drive to create smaller form factor versions of these memory cards was initiated by SanDisk

Corporation, who designed a ‘‘mini SD’’ as well as a ‘‘Memory Stick Pro Duo’’ card in the early years of

the twenty-first century. Mini SD cards were developed in conjunction with members of the Secure

Digital Association (SDA), and Memory Stick Pro Duo cards were developed jointly with Sony

Corporation.

Mini SD cards feature a length of 21.5 mm, a width of 20 mm, a height of 1.4 mm, and an 11-pin

interface. The total space that mini SD cards occupy is 37.3% of the total space occupied by standard

SD cards.

Memory Stick Pro Duo cards feature a length of 31 mm3 20 mm3 1.6 mm, and occupy 33.7% of the

total space occupied by standard Memory Stick cards.

Mini SD and Memory Stick Pro Duo cards initially received a lukewarm reception from system

manufacturers, as they required a redesign to the mechanical dimensions of the system in order to allow

the use of these smaller cards. However, with the move to smaller next-generation portable systems,

Asian cell phone manufacturers and other manufacturers of portable systems started to design-in slots

into their products that would accept these cards. The gradual availability of appropriate adapters also

contributed to the adoption of these cards in the market. As a result, today both Mini SD cards with

capacities up to 2 GB, and Memory Stick Pro Duo cards with capacities up to 8 GB are produced and

sold in large quantities.
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6.5.4 Micro SD and Memory Stick Micro

The decreasing size and increasing functionality of mobile phones and other small devices have led to the

development of even smaller card formats, namely the micro SD and the Memory Stick Micro cards.

Micro SD cards were originally called T-Flash, and subsequently TransFlash before being named micro

SD by the SDA, on being adopted by this body. These tiny cards feature a length of 15 mm, a width of

11 mm, a height of 1 mm, and an 8-pin interface. The total space that micro SD cards occupy is only

27.4% of the total space occupied by mini SD cards and 10.2% of the total space occupied by standard

SD cards.

Memory Stick Micro cards feature a length of 15 mm, a width of 12.5 mm, and a height of 1.2 mm.

These cards occupy a total space of only 22.7% of the total space occupied by Memory Stick Pro Duo

cards, and only 7.7% of the total space occupied by standard Memory Stick cards.

Currently offered in densities up to 0.5 GB for micro SD cards and 1 GB for Memory Stick Micro

cards, these cards are used in small cell phones as well as other small portable devices to store various

types of files including photos, digital video, music, and software.

6.5.5 CompactFlash Cards

Introduced by SanDisk Corporation in 1994, CompactFlash (CF) was among the first flash memory

card standards to compete with the earlier and larger PCMCIA Type I cards. They were initially built

using NOR Flash devices, although they did switch to using NAND Flash devices in time, as the NAND

Flash supply increased. These cards are divided into two types known as ‘‘CompactFlash Type I’’ and

‘‘CompactFlash Type II’’ cards. CompactFlash Type II cards are more commonly known as Microdrive

cards, since small hard disks packaged in this standard form factor and interface are available as well

as cards based on Flash semiconductor technology. Both standards feature a length of 42.8 mm and

a height of 36.4 mm, with Type I cards being 3.3 mm in height and Microdrive cards being 5 mm in

height. Both standards are 50-pin standards. A CF Type I card can be used in a Microdrive slot, but a

Microdrive card is too thick to physically fit in a Type I slot. Both standards support dual voltage. That

is, any CF card can be used in either 3.3 or 5 V systems, and can be interchangeable between the two.

CF cards feature an internal controller, which allows the card to communicate with the host system

(for example, a digital camera or a laptop computer) about the capacity it contains, so that the host

system can take advantage of all the available memory.

As with SD cards and Memory Stick cards, CF cards have their own association, by the name of

CompactFlash Association, which promotes the use of these cards.7 This association continues to work

on CF standards with increasing data transfer rates. Original CF cards featured a data transfer rate of

8 MB=s. Cards built based on CF specification revision 2.0 (also known as the CFþ specification)

increases this number to 16 MB=s, and CF specification revision 3.0 further increases it to 66 MB=s.

CF cards are available with densities up to 8 GB at this time. Although met by stiff competition in the

form of SD and Memory Stick cards, the CF cards have held on their own and outsold SmartMedia cards

and a number of other memory card formats in the market.

6.5.6 SmartMedia Cards

SmartMedia is a flash memory card standard owned by Toshiba Corporation. This card format,

measuring 45.0 mm in length, 37.0 mm in width, and 0.76 mm in height, launched in 1995 was initially

named solid-state floppy disk card (SSFDC), and promoted as a potential replacement to the floppy disk.

SmartMedia cards use NAND Flash devices internally, and do not use a Flash controller chip to keep the

cost of the card down. Although this has made these cards cost competitive with other competing card

formats, it has also been the cause of some problems, since some older devices would require updates to

handle large capacity cards. Another drawback of SmartMedia cards is that they have no shielding, so

they are susceptible to data loss and damage from electromagnetic fields (such as x-rays in airports).
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SmartMedia cards feature a 22-pin interface and are generally available in densities from 2 to 256 MB,

and with voltages between 3.3 and 5 V. The packaging of the 3.3 V and the 5 V options are nearly

identical, except that the cards are mechanically keyed so that a 3.3 V card physically cannot be plugged

into a socket designed to accept a 5 V card. Larger capacity SmartMedia cards have not been built, as the

market has shifted to SD cards, Memory Stick cards, and their derivatives for higher densities.

The usage of SmartMedia cards has been flat to slightly down over the past several years. Although the

year-over-year usage of these cards has been slowly decreasing, they are expected to be in service for

many years to come, since their installed base continues to grow every year.

6.5.7 MultiMedia Cards

MultiMedia Cards (MMC) were introduced in 1997 with a density of 4 MB. They share the same length

(32 mm) and width (24 mm) as SD cards, but are thinner (1.4 mm as opposed to 2.1 mm). Also, MMCs

feature a 7-pin interface, which is pin compatible to the 9-pin interface supported by SD cards. As a

result, MMC can be read in SD card readers, but SD cards cannot be read in readers designed to read

MMC. Also, MMC can be used in almost any device that supports SD cards. Because of this, MMC

continue to be used despite the fact that, since the introduction of SD cards, few companies build

MMC slots into their systems. Adoption of MMC and their derivatives are promoted by an open

standard organization named the MultiMedia Card Association.8 MMC are currently available in sizes

up to and including 4 GB.

There are at present five derivatives of MultiMedia Cards in the market or under consideration.

A short introduction to each of these derivatives is provided below:

1. Reduced size MultiMedia Cards: Also known as RS-MMCs, these cards were introduced in 2004

and are smaller than standard MultiMediaCards. RS-MMCs feature a length of 24 mm, a width of

16 mm, and a height of 1.5 mm. By using a simple mechanical adapter to elongate the cards, an

RS-MMC can be used in any MMC (or SD) slot. RS-MMCs are currently available in sizes up to

and including 2 GB.

2. MMCmini cards: MMCmini cards are similar in overall size to RS-MMCs, but are shorter in

length (21.5 mm) and wider (20 mm) than RS-MMCs. They feature a height of 1.4 mm.

MMCmini cards are different from RS-MMCs in that they feature an 11-pin interface. They

are currently available in sizes up to and including 2 GB.

3. MMCmicro cards: As is implied by their name, MMCmicro cards are smaller in size than

MMCmini cards and RS-MMCs. They feature a length of 14 mm, a width of 12 mm, and a

height of 1.1 mm. They are backward-compatible with standard MMCs, and can be used in

full-size MMC and SD slot with the use of a mechanical adapter.

4. MMC 4.x cards: These cards are referred to as MMC 4.x since they are built as per standard 4.x

(4.0, 4.1, 4.2, etc.) of the MultiMedia Card Association. This standard defines the higher

performance MMC4s cards, which have more pins than standard MMCs. Examples of these

types of cards are MMCplus or RS-MMC4 cards, which are similar in form factor to standard

MMCs and MMCmobile cards, which are similar in form factor to MMCmini cards.

5. Secure MMC: These cards are currently in the concept design stage. The idea is to offer a type of

MMC with encryption features similar to SD cards or MagicGate Memory Stick cards.

6.5.8 XD-Picture Cards

Much like Memory Stick cards, which are used only in systems built by Sony, NAND Flash-based xD

picture cards are a proprietary card format that are only used in Fujifilm digital cameras and Olympus

digital video recorders. Introduced by these two companies in 2002 and later adopted by other

manufacturers such as Toshiba, SanDisk, and LexarMedia, xD, or Extreme Digital, the cards are

25 mm in length, 20 mm in width, and 1.78 mm in height, and were the smallest cards in the market

until the introduction of mini SD cards in 2003. These cards are offered in memory densities ranging
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from 16 MB to 1 GB. The 16 and 32 MB versions have a write speed of 1.3 MB=s and a read speed of 5

MB=s, the 64–512 MB models have a read speed of 3 MB=s and a write speed of 5 MB=s, and the 1 GB

model has a read speed of 2.5 MB=s and a write speed of 4 MB=s.

The 1 GB version is referred to as a ‘‘Type M’’ xD card, since it uses MLC NAND architecture to

achieve higher densities. There are also newer ‘‘Type H’’ xD cards available, which offer speed increase

over the Type M cards.

xD cards can only be formatted in a digital camera with a built-in xD media slot. It is not

recommended for them to be formatted while in the xD Compact Flash Adapter, plugged into a

personal computer or a laptop.

xD cards offer certain advantages over competing formats, such as offering faster data transfer rates

than SmartMedia, MMC, and Memory Stick cards. However, their data transfer rates are slower than SD

cards, and their continued market expansion is naturally hampered by the fact that only Fujifilm and

Olympus support them in their products at this time.

6.6 Flash Drives

The Flash drive was first invented in 1998 by Dov Moran, President and CEO of M-Systems Flash

pioneers (Israel). Dan Harkobi of M-Systems led the development and marketing team for this product.

The original M-systems Flash drive was an 8 MB drive, and the product line was later complemented by

the introduction of 16, 32, and 64 MB drives.

The clear intent of Flash drives was, and continues to provide a viable replacement for floppy disks in

portable computer storage applications. These NAND Flash-based drives are faster, hold more data, and

are generally more reliable than floppy disks. Their other advantages are that they are small, lightweight,

removable, and rewritable.

In recent years, a type of Flash drive named ‘‘USB Flash drive’’ has gained popularity. As implied by

their name, USB Flash drives have a standard USB 1.1 or a USB 2.0 interface integrated into them.

Owing to their small size, USB Flash drives can be conveniently carried in one’s pocket or on a keychain,

which has helped in their popularity. They are generally available in densities of 256 MB to 2 GB.

Although available, higher density USB Flash drives such as the 32 and the 64 GB versions are more

expensive and more difficult to purchase, due to the fact that they are currently produced in lower

volumes. Newer USB Flash drives support only the USB 2.0 standard, and some offer the ability to store

certain programs and user preferences in addition to data.

The following are the internal components of a typical Flash drive:

1. USB connector

2. USB mass storage controller device

3. Test points

4. NAND Flash memory chip

5. Crystal oscillator

6. Light emitting diode (LED)

7. Write-protect switch

8. Unpopulated space for second flash memory chip

The industry trade group that promotes the use of these products is the USB Flash Drive Alliance.9

Despite the phenomenal growth experienced by SD and Memory Stick cards, USB Flash drives have passed

even these formats in usage, becoming the leading solid-state storage format. Part of the reason for this is

that, not unlike the Apple iPod MP3 player, USB Flash drives have become a fashion statement of personal

to some, and are now produced by at least a dozen manufacturers, each under a different marketing name.

Although the mechanical form factor of USB Flash drives is basically the same across all these manufac-

turers, some produce these drives in certain shapes and colors which, while within the generally under-

stood notion of what a USB Flash drive looks like, differentiate their product from their competitors.
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The worldwide market for these devices, also known as pen drives and thumb drives, has been

forecasted to grow to $4.5B in 2006 and $5.5B in 2007.10

A relatively new variation on the USB Flash drive concept is the U3 smart drives. The U3 initiative, led

by SanDisk Corporation, has resulted in the definition of U3 smart drives which, in addition to holding

data, are capable of downloading and carrying the software that the user needs. The types of software

used on U3 drives can include productivity applications, Internet, e-mail, and browser functionality,

chat and VOIP capabilities, content, entertainment, multimedia, photo, and design software, and

security, enterprise, and medical programs. A typical application would be a user accessing his or her

Microsoft Outlook E-mail program by plugging a U3 drive into any available computer.

U3 as a company was officially launched in January 2005. Since its inception, and for the time being, it

is up to each individual drive manufacturer which software programs are to be included in their U3

smart drive. Other software programs, which may not be placed on the U3 drive by the original drive

manufacturer, can be downloaded from the U3 Web site, free of cost and some for a charge.11

The promise offered by U3 smart drives is that they free a lot of traveling businessmen, business-

women, and academics from having to carry along a heavy laptop every time they make a presentation

to a client or give a lecture away from their university. So far, these drives appear to have kept the

promise.

6.7 Flash Memory Controllers

Flash memory controllers are an integral part of any flash memory system design, as they provide the

necessary control signals and data, and the appropriate timing of these signals, to enable the system

microprocessor or microcontroller to read or write the flash memory array. Although these devices were

touched on earlier in this chapter as dedicated chips that are a necessary component of a CompactFlash

card, their importance in flash memory system design merits a more detailed discussion of them.

These controllers can be implanted in one of the two ways: (1) As a stand-alone chip or (2) as part of

an ASIC or FPGA. The market for the former is obviously quite a bit larger, due to the fact that they are

used on flash memory cards. However, systems that prefer to incorporate the memory control function

into an ASIC or an FPGA provide a market for the latter.

Traditionally, Lexar Media (now part of Micron Technology) and SanDisk Corporation have been best

known as manufacturers of stand-alone flash memory controllers. However, the phenomenal rise in the

usage of flash memory devices has resulted in a number of companies, notably American but also a

number of Taiwanese, German, and Japanese companies, to step up their controller output over the past

few years. Some of these companies concentrate exclusively on the design of production of controllers

for NAND Flash devices and USB Flash drives.

Controllers as part of an ASIC or an FPGA are typically available as intellectual property (IP), or are

implemented as a mega-function.

6.8 Flash Memory Testing

As with many other semiconductor devices of moderate to high complexity, testing of flash memory

devices contributes significantly to a fully functional and reliable product being shipped to the customer.

In the case of Flash devices, internal voltage references are adjusted within the device, bad bits are

mapped for repair or replacement (redundancy), and the cell structure is programmed to optimize

performance. New NAND Flash features such as error correction coding (ECC), new Flash architectures

such as the MLC architecture, as well as the emergence of new devices such as the ORNAND and the

OneNAND Flash, have created additional complexities for testing these devices.

Semiconductor test equipment and automatic test equipment (ATE) companies have met these

challenges in stride, and have in each case been equal to the task of testing the new features, architec-

tures, and devices by modifying and improving their test flow methodology.
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6.9 Software Issues in Flash Memory

No discussion of flash memory devices can be considered to be complete without mentioning the

software aspects of these devices. This section serves as an overview of some of the related software

aspects.

One of the companies that have been active in the field of flash file software management

technology is M-Systems. This company recognized the need and developed a flash file system

(FFS), as well as a later version of the technology, named true flash file system (TrueFFS). The

company also invented the concept and the term disk-on-chip (DOC), which is a solid-state disk

storage module that allows the system designer to substitute flash memory in applications where

the environment is too harsh for mechanical hard disk or floppy disk drives. It is designed to

store programs or files with data retention valid for at least 10 years. DOC has built-in TrueFFS

technology, which provides full read=write disk emulation and hard disk compatibility at both the

sector and file level.

One of the most important contributions of software to NAND Flash devices is the ‘‘bootable NAND’’

concept. This concept came about as a result of comments by some system designers in a number of

applications, most notably cell phone and handset applications, that a significant portion of the bill of

materials of the system was from XIP-capable NOR Flash, when it is used only to boot the system. In

response to these comments, the concept of a NAND Flash device that can be booted was invented, and

chipset companies started adding bootable NAND controllers to their products. In the case of cell

phones specifically, the introduction of the bootable NAND concept has meant that the phone no longer

needs to have both a NOR and a NAND Flash device onboard. Some Asian cell phone manufacturers

have already removed NOR Flash devices from their boards, thus saving the associated cost and real

estate occupied by NOR devices on their boards.

One of the other contributions of software to this space is the aim to develop a standardized low-level

NAND Flash interface that allows interoperability between NAND devices from various manufacturers.

A group named Open NAND Flash Interface (ONFI) Working Group is tackling this issue.12 The group

works specifically on three issues:

1. NAND self-identification: The goal of this activity is to enable NAND devices to self-describe

their capabilities including memory layout, timing support, and enhanced features such as

interleaved addressing to the system host. This is not like the serial presence detect (SPD)

EEPROM scheme used on SDRAM dual in-line memory modules (DIMMs), which allows the

system host to identify the memory manufacturer, density, speed, and other relevant attributes of

the SDRAMs used on the DIMM.

2. Command set standardization: The ONFI group seeks to standardize the command set for

NAND, put infrastructure in place for future evolution of NAND capabilities, and provide

flexibility for vendor specific optimizations.

3. Pin-out: The ONFI group seeks to define a standardized pin-out, which ensures no board layout

changes when using a new NAND device.

In the first few years when Flash devices came to market, the system-level software engineering work

for these devices was performed exclusively at the system design company’s location. Through the years,

however, system companies have demanded their suppliers (semiconductor manufacturers building and

designing Flash devices) to take an increasingly active role in the software engineering activities

associated with designing Flash devices. As a result, a number of flash memory manufacturers now

have a software engineering group, or combination hardware=software engineers on staff. These

engineers are tasked with developing example pieces of code for Flash file systems for use by the

customer, as well as working with the customer to check the code that has been developed by

the customer, and provide any potential modifications to this code that helps it run more efficiently

on the target platform.
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6.10 Flash Memory Patent Issues

The issue of patents in flash memory technology is an important one. Although a detailed discussion of

the history of flash memory patents, and alleged patent infringements and patent litigation is beyond the

scope of this chapter, a few basic facts in this regard are mentioned below for the knowledge of the

reader:

1. NOR Flash devices were invented and patented by Intel Corporation in 1998.

2. In 1989, Toshiba and Samsung introduced SLC NAND Flash devices to the market. Toshiba still

holds key patents to the technology. This means that any company wishing to produce SLC

NAND Flash devices must buy licensing for this technology from Toshiba.

3. SanDisk, acting in partnership with Toshiba, developed MLC Flash devices. Because SanDisk

holds the patents on MLC Flash, any company that wants to be competitive in the NAND Flash

market by offering MLC as well as SLC NAND devices must buy licensing from SanDisk in

addition to the fundamental SLC NAND Flash license from Toshiba.

6.11 A Glimpse into the Future

It is not a secret that the nonvolatile semiconductor technology has made huge strides since its humble

beginnings in the 1960s. As shown in this chapter, nonvolatile memory devices and memory cards

produced today boast densities, read and write speeds, form factors, feature sets, and overall product

reliability not even dimly envisioned at the dawn of this technology.

Given the current-level innovation as well as the number of active associations, alliances, and working

groups in this field, the future for this technology appears very bright indeed. Examples of future

advancements are given below.

At the device level, greater product differentiation and diversity will be achieved by defining,

implementing, and optimizing features that make it convenient for system designers to design these

devices into their systems. Micron Technology has already moved in this direction by offering user

convenience features in their current generation of NAND Flash devices.

At the system level, nonvolatile memory devices will find use in a number of new applications. Some

examples are as follows:

. Nonvolatile silicon disks that will have the capability to act as replacements for hard disk drives.

These silicon disks will have the advantage of being more reliable than hard disk drives, since they

contain no mechanically moving parts. As NAND Flash densities move up toward the 64 and 128

GB densities in the next few years, the concept of NAND silicon disks for use in desktop and

laptop computers becomes increasingly more viable.

. Larger density drives that allow users to carry their entire contact list as well as an increasingly

diverse number of programs with them, creating increasingly less need for carrying laptops on

business or personal trips.

. Nonvolative memory devices’ ability to remotely upgrade the firmware on copy machines from

the company’s headquarters, making it unnecessary to send out a repairman to perform this task

every time a new version of the firmware is released.

. Refrigerators that can be programmed as to know the number of food items needed by a family,

and which will have the capability to automatically contact the supermarket or grocery store

wirelessly to order the needed quantity if a portion of the quantity of the item is used up, so that

the item can be replenished to its desired quantity.

. Robots that can be remotely programmed to perform the needed tasks in a manufacturing

environment.
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. Increasing number of wireless memory cards, such as those currently offered by Wireless

Dynamics, that meet the needs of a wide range of users by offering the combination of the

form factor, the memory density, and the wireless protocol desired by the user.

The above is intended to be just a sampling of the various ways this technology can transform our lives.

Other ideas, applications, and avenues for the increased usage of these devices are sure to be conceived as

engineering and marketing teams continue to propel this technology forward.
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7.1 Design of High-Speed CMOS PLLs and DLLs

John George Maneatis

7.1.1 Introduction

Phase-locked loops (PLLs), a set of circuits that include delay-locked loops, have found many applications

within the realm of microprocessors and digital chips in the past 15 years. These applications include clock

frequency synthesis, clock de-skewing, and high-bandwidth chip interfaces. A typical chip interface appli-

cation is shown in Fig. 7.1 in which two chips synchronously send data to one another. To achieve high

bandwidth, the data rate must be maximized with minimum data latency. Achieving this objective requires

careful control over system timing in order to guarantee that setup and hold times are always satisfied.

Let us consider the requirements for receiving data by Chip 2. Chip 1 transmits this data synchronously along

with a clock signal. Chip 2 would need to buffer this clock signal to drive all of the input latches and use it to

sample the data. Buffering the clock signal will introduce a delay that will vary with process and environmental

factors. The setup and hold time window for the input latches will then be shifted from the input clock edge by

this varying delay amount. Such a delay can make it very difficult to insure that setup and hold times are always

satisfied as the data rate is increased and this delay becomes a larger fraction of the clock cycle.

To alleviate the situation, it is desirable to eliminate this clock distribution delay and center the setup

and hold time window on the input clock edge, which would remove any uncertainty in the window

position relative to the clock signal. Such an approach also has the added benefit of avoiding the

necessity for delay padding on the data wires to compensate for the clock distribution delay, which

would increase the latency. It is also desirable to be able to multiply the frequency of the clock signal for

use in the chip core so that the core logic can run with a higher clock frequency than available from the

interface. These objectives can all be accomplished with a PLL [1,2].
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The PLL generates an on-chip clock from the input clock to drive the clock distribution network and

ultimately all of the latches and registers on the chip. By sensing the clock at the input of the receiving

latches and adjusting its output phase until this latch clock aligns with the input clock, the PLL is able to

subtract out the clock distribution delay and make it appear as though the input clock directly connects

to all of the latches. The result is that the setup and hold time window is centered on the input clock edge

with no process or environmental dependencies. The amount of setup and hold time can also be

controlled relative to the clock cycle by centering the setup and hold time window relative to a different

part of the clock cycle.

Although PLLsmay seem to be the universal cure to all clock generation and interface problems, they do

not come without problems of their own. PLLs can introduce time-varying offsets in the phase of the

output clock from its ideal value as a result of internal and environmental factors. These time-varying

offsets in the output clock phase are commonly referred to as jitter. Jitter can have disastrous effects on the

timing of an interface by causing setup and hold time violations, which lead to data transmission errors.

Jitter was not a significant issue when PLLs were first introduced into digital IC interfaces. The

techniques employed were fairly effective in addressing the jitter issue. However, designers often reapply

those same PLL design techniques even though the nature of the problem has changed. IC technologies

have improved, leading to decreasing cycle times. The number of input=output (I=O) pins and I=O data

rates have increased leading to an increasing on-chip noise environment. An increasing aggressiveness in

I=O system design has lead to a decreasing tolerance for jitter. The result is that PLL output jitter has

increased while jitter tolerances have decreased, leading to significant jitter problems.

This chapter section focuses on the analysis and design of PLLs for interface applications in digital ICs

with particular emphasis on achieving low output jitter. It begins by considering two basic PLL

architectures in Section 7.1.2. The next two sections perform a stability analysis for each architecture

in order to gain insight into the various design tradeoffs and then present a comprehensive design

strategy to establish the various loop parameters for each architecture. More advanced PLL architectures

are briefly discussed in ‘‘Advanced PLL Architectures.’’ ‘‘DLL=PLL Performance Issues’’ shifts gears to

review the causes of output jitter in PLLs and examines circuit level techniques for reducing its

magnitude. Circuits issues related to the implementation of the various PLL loop components are

presented in Section 7.1.7. Section 7.1.10 briefly discusses self-biased techniques that can be used to

eliminate the process and environmental dependencies within the PLL designs themselves. This chapter

section concludes with a presentation of PLL characterization techniques in Section 7.1.11.

7.1.2 PLL Architectures

The basic operation of the PLLs considered in this chapter is the adjustment of the phase of the output

so that no phase error is detected between the reference and feedback inputs. PLLs can be structured in a

number of ways to accomplish this objective. Their structure can be classified based on how they react to

phase errors and how they control the phase of the output. This chapter section focuses only on PLLs

Chip #2
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Chip #1

CKOUT

CKIN

CKREF

CKFB
DIN

DOUT

DOUT

DIN

CKO

FIGURE 7.1 Typical chip interface.
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that integrate the phase error in the loop filter using charge pumps [3]. Charge pump PLLs have the

property that in the locked state, the detected phase error is ideally zero.

In general, PLLs can control their output phases directly by delaying the reference signal or indirectly

by changing the output frequency. The first is commonly referred to as a delay-locked loop (DLL) since

it actually locks the delay between the reference input and the feedback input to some fraction of the

reference input period. The second is referred to as a VCO-based PLL or simply as a PLL since it controls

the frequency of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) generating the output such that the feedback

input is in phase with the reference input.

Figure 7.2 shows the general structure of a DLL. It is composed of a phase detector, charge pump, loop

filter, and voltage-controlled delay line (VCDL). The negative feedback in the loop adjusts the delay

through the VCDL by integrating the phase error that results between the periodic reference and delay

line output. When in lock, the VCDL delays the reference input by a fixed amount to form the output

such that the phase detector detects no phase error between the reference and feedback inputs. The clock

distribution network, although not shown in the figure, is between the DLL output and the feedback

input. Functionally, it can be considered as part of the VCDL.

Figure 7.3 shows the general structure of a PLL. It is composed of a phase detector, charge pump, loop

filter, and VCO. Two key differences from the DLL are that the PLL contains a VCO instead of a VCDL

and, as will be discussed below, requires a resistor in the loop for stability. The negative feedback in the

loop adjusts the VCO output frequency by integrating the phase error that results between the periodic

reference input and the divided VCO output. When in lock, the VCO generates an output frequency and

phase such that the phase detector detects no phase error between the reference and feedback inputs.

With no phase error between the reference and feedback inputs, the inputs must also be at the same

frequency. If a frequency divider, which divides by N, is inserted between the PLL output and feedback

input, the PLL output will be N times higher in frequency than the reference and feedback inputs, thus

allowing the PLL to perform frequency multiplication.

The difference in loop structure between a DLL and a PLL gives rise to different properties and

operating characteristics. DLLs tend to have short locking times and relatively low tracking jitter, but

generally do not support frequency multiplication or duty cycle correction, have limited delay ranges,

and require special lock reset functions. PLLs have unlimited phase ranges, support frequency multi-

plication and duty cycle correction, do not require special lock reset functions, but usually have longer

lock times and higher tracking jitter. DLLs are less complex than PLLs from a loop architecture

perspective, but are generally more complex from a design and system integration perspective.

7.1.2.1 Loop Components

PLLs and DLLs share many common building blocks. These building blocks are the phase detector,

charge pump, loop filter, voltage-controlled delay line, and voltage-controlled oscillator.
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FIGURE 7.2 Typical DLL block diagram (clock distribution omitted).
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FIGURE 7.3 Typical PLL block diagram (clock distribution omitted).
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A phase detector, also known as a phase comparator, compares two input signals and generates ‘‘UP’’

and ‘‘DN’’ output pulses that represent the direction of the input phase error. There are many types of

phase detectors; they differ in how they sense the input signals, what target input phase difference would

cause them to detect no phase error, and how the phase error is represented in the output pulses.

For simplicity, we will initially only consider phase-frequency detectors. These detectors have the

property that they are only rising or falling edge sensitive and, for each pair of input reference and

feedback edges, produce a single pulse at either the UP or DN output, depending on which edge arrives

first, with a duration equal to the time difference between the two edges or, equivalently, the input

phase difference. When the reference and feedback edges arrive at the same time for zero input phase

difference, the phase detector will effectively generate no UP or DN pulses; however, in actual imple-

mentation, the input phase difference may be represented by the phase detector as the difference

between the pulse widths of the UP and DN outputs, where both are always asserted for some minimum

duration in order to guarantee that no error information is lost due to incompletely rising pulses as the

input phase difference approaches zero.

A charge pump, connected to the phase detector, sources or sinks current for the duration of the UP

and DN pulses from the phase detector. The net output charge is proportional to the difference between

the pulse widths of the UP and DN outputs. The charge pump drives the loop filter, which integrates and

filters the charge current to produce the control voltage. The control voltage drives a VCDL in a DLL,

which generates a delay proportional to the control voltage, or drives a VCO in a PLL, which generates a

frequency proportional to the control voltage.

7.1.3 Delay-Locked Loops

Before we consider a detailed analysis of the loop dynamics of a DLL, it is instructive to consider the

control dynamics from a qualitative perspective as the loop approaches lock. Figure 7.4 illustrates the

waveforms of signals and quantities inside a DLL during this locking process. Initially, the DLL is out of

lock as the reference and output edges are not aligned.

Because the first output edge arrives before the first corresponding reference edge, the phase detector

outputs a pulse at the UP output equal in duration to this phase error. A pulse at the UP output indicates

that the delay needs to be increased. The charge pump generates an output charge proportional to the

phase error, which increases the control voltage and thus the delay of the VCDL. After several cycles, the

phase error is corrected.
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FIGURE 7.4 DLL locking waveforms.
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The error is sampled only once per cycle, so the DLL is a sampled system as represented by the phase

error impulses. However, if we limit the response time of the system to be a decade below the operating

frequency, we can make a continuous time approximation. This approximation assumes that the phase

errors are determined continuously as represented by the dashed line. Such a bandwidth limit will be

required anyway to guarantee stability.

The magnitude of the delay correction per cycle is proportional to the detected phase error, therefore,

the phase error, control voltage, and delay should change with an exponential decay toward their final

values, rather than linearly as shown, for simplicity, in the figure. Also, it should be noted that there are

different ways of configuring the charge pump in the DLL. Some DLLs, for example, output a fixed

charge independent of the size of the phase error. This type of charge pump converts the DLL into a

nonlinear system and as such will not be considered in the following DLL analysis.

7.1.3.1 DLL Frequency Response

More insight into DLL design issues can be gained by determining the frequency response of the DLL.

This frequency response can be derived with a continuous time approximation, where the sampling

behavior of the phase detector is ignored. This approximation holds for response bandwidths that are a

decade or more below the operating frequency. This bandwidth constraint is also required for stability

due to the reduced phase margin near the higher-order poles that result from the delay around the

sampled feedback loop. The mathematical symbols used in deviations for both the DLL and PLL are

defined in Table 7.1.

Because the loop filter integrates the phase error, the DLL has a first order closed-loop response. The

response could be formulated in terms of input phase and output phase. However, this set of variables is

incompatible with the continuous time analysis since the sampled nature of the system must be

considered. A better set of variables is input delay and output delay. The output delay is the delay

between the reference input and the DLL output or, equivalently, the delay established by the VCDL. The

input delay is some fraction of the input clock period as determined by the phase detector. It is typically

one, one half, or one quarter of the input clock period.

The output delay, DO(s), is related to the input delay, DI(s), by

DO(s) ¼ (DI (s)� DO(s)) � FREF � ICH=(s � C) � KDL

TABLE 7.1 PLL Loop and Device Parameter Definitions

Symbol Definition Unit

FREF Reference frequency Hz

vREF Reference frequency rad=s

ICH Peak charge pump current A

KDL Voltage-controlled delay line gain (DLL) s=V

KV Voltage-controlled oscillator gain (PLL) Hz=V

GO Gain normalization factor (PLL) —

C Loop filter capacitor F

C2 Higher order roll-off capacitor (PLL) F

R Loop filter resistor (PLL) V (ohm)

N Feedback divider value (PLL) —

D(s) Delay in frequency domain (DLL) s

P(s) Phase in frequency domain (PLL) rad

H(s) Response in frequency domain —

T(s) Loop gain in frequency domain (PLL) —

z Loop damping factor (PLL) —

vN Loop bandwidth rad=s

vC Higher order cutoff frequency (PLL) rad=s

vO Unity gain frequency rad=s

PM Phase margin rad
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where FREF is the reference frequency (Hz), ICH is the charge pump current (A), C is the loop filter

capacitance (F), and KDL is the VCDL gain (s=V). The product of the delay difference and the reference

frequency is equal to the fraction of the reference period in which the charge pump is activated. The

average charge pump output current is equal to this fraction times the peak charge pump current. The

output delay is then equal to the product of the average charge pump current, the loop filter transfer

function, and the delay line gain.

The closed-loop response is then given by

DO(s)=DI (s) ¼ 1=(1þ s=vN)

where vN, defined as the loop bandwidth (rad=s), is given by

vN ¼ ICH � KDL � FREF=C

This response is of first order with a pole at vN. Thus, the DLL acts as a single-pole low-pass filter to

changes in the input reference period with cutoff frequency vN. The delay between the reference and

feedback signal will be a filtered version of a set fraction of the reference period. It is unconditionally

stable as long as the continuous time approximation holds or, equivalently, as long as vN is a decade

below vREF As vN increases above vREF=10, the delay in sampling the phase error will become more

significant and will begin to undermine the stability of the loop.

7.1.3.2 DLL Design Strategy

With an understanding of the DLL frequency response, we can consider how to structure the loop

parameters to obtain desirable loop dynamics. Using the bandwidth results from the DLL frequency

response and, limiting it to a decade below the reference frequency, we can determine the constraints on

the charge pump current, VCDL gain, and loop filter capacitance as

vN=FREF ¼ Ich � KDL=C � p=5

The VCDL also must be structured so that it spans adequate delay range to guarantee lock for all

operating, environmental, and process conditions. The delay range needed is constrained by the lock

target delay of the phase detector, TLOCK, and the range of possible values for the clock distribution

delay, TDIST, and the reference period, TCYCLE, with the following equations:

VCDLMIN ¼ (TLOCK � TDIST MAX) modulo TCYCLE MIN

VCDLMAX ¼ (TLOCK � TDIST MIN ) modulo TCYCLE MAX

where TLOCK is 1 cycle for in-phase locks and 1=4 cycles for quadrature locks.

Also, special measures may be required to guarantee that the DLL reaches lock after being reset. These

measures depend on the specific structure of the DLL. Typically, the VCDL delay is set to its minimum

delay and the state of the phase detector is reset. However, for some DLLs, more complicated approaches

may be required.

7.1.3.3 Alternative DLL Structures

The complexity of designing a DLL is not so much in the control dynamics as it is in the underlying

structure. Although the DLLs discussed in this chapter are analog-based, using VCDLs with analog

control, many other approaches are possible that utilize different amounts of analog and digital control.

These approaches can circumvent the problems associated with limited delay ranges and reaching lock.

One possible structure is a rotating phase DLL that digitally selects and optionally interpolates with

analog or digital control between intermediate output phases from a VCDL or VCO phase-locked to the

clock period [4]. A related structure interpolates with analog control between quadratures phases
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generated directly from the clock signal [5]. Another even simpler structure with reduced jitter

performance digitally selects intermediate outputs from an inverter chain-based delay line [6]. While

digital control provides more flexibility, analog control requires less power and area.

7.1.4 Phase-Locked Loops

Similar to a DLL, a PLL aligns the phase of the output to match the input. The DLL accomplishes this by

appropriately delaying the input signal. The PLL accomplishes this by controlling an oscillator to match

the phases of the input signal. The control for the PLL is more indirect, which requires it to have the

resistor in the loop filter for stability.

Consider the typical PLL shown in Fig. 7.3 as it starts out from an unlocked state with a VCO

frequency that is relatively close to but slightly higher than the reference frequency. To help understand

the function of the resistor in the loop filter, let’s first assume that it is zero valued making the loop

filter equivalent to that of the DLL. Initially, the PLL is out of lock as the reference and feedback edges

are not aligned. With the first feedback edge arriving before the first corresponding reference edge,

the phase detector outputs a pulse at the DN output equal in duration to this phase error. A pulse at

the DN output indicates that the VCO frequency needs to be reduced. The charge pump generates

an output charge proportional to the phase error, which reduces the control voltage and thus the

VCO frequency.

In order to reduce the phase error, the feedback edges need to arrive later and later with respect to the

reference edges or, equivalently, the VCO frequency must be reduced below the reference frequency.

After several cycles, the phase error is reduced to zero, but the VCO frequency is now lower than the

reference frequency. This frequency overshoot causes the feedback edges to begin to arrive later than

the corresponding reference edges, leading to the opposite error condition from which the loop started.

The loop then begins to increase the VCO frequency above the reference frequency to reduce the phase

error, but at the point when the phase error is zero, the VCO frequency is now higher than the reference

frequency. Thus, in the PLL with a zero-valued resistor, the phase error will oscillate freely around zero,

which represents unstable behavior.

This unstable behavior can be circumvented by adding an extra frequency adjustment that is

proportional to the phase error and is therefore applied only for the duration of the phase error. This

proportional control allows the loop to adjust the VCO frequency past the reference frequency in order

to reduce the phase error without the frequency difference persisting when the phase error is eliminated.

When the phase error reaches zero and the extra adjustment is reduced to zero, the VCO frequency

should match the reference frequency leading to a stable result. This proportional control can be

implemented by adding a resistor in series with the loop filter capacitor. This resistor converts the

charge pump current, which is proportional to the phase error, into an extra control voltage component,

which is added to the control voltage already integrated on the loop filter capacitor.

From another perspective, this resistor dampens out potential phase and frequency overshooting. The

amount of damping depends on the value of the resistor. Clearly, with zero resistance, there will be no

damping and the loop will be unstable as the output phase will oscillate forever around zero phase

difference. As the resistor value is increased, the loop will become increasingly less underdamped as the

oscillations will decay to zero at an increasing rate. For some resistor value, the loop will become

critically damped as the oscillations will go away entirely and the phase will approach zero without

overshooting. As the resistor value is increased further, the loop becomes overdamped as the phase

initially approaches zero rapidly, then slows down, taking a long time to reach zero.

The overdamped behavior results when the damping is so high that it creates a large frequency

difference between the VCO and reference that initially drives the phase error rapidly toward zero;

however, this added frequency difference goes away when the phase error approaches zero. The VCO

frequency that results from the voltage across the loop filter capacitor may still be different from the

reference frequency. Unfortunately, the phase error has been reduced substantially so that there is little

charge pump current to change the voltage on the loop filter capacitor very quickly. The phase will
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change rapidly to the point where the resultant phase error generates a proportional frequency

correction that makes the VCO frequency match the reference frequency. As the proportionality

constant, or, equivalently, the resistance, is increased, the rate at which the phase changes will also

increase and the phase error after the initial phase change will decrease; however, as the initial phase

error is reduced, the amount of time required to eliminate the phase error will increase because the

charge pump current will also decrease.

7.1.4.1 PLL Frequency Response

The different types of damping behavior can be quantified more carefully by deriving the frequency

response of the PLL. As with the DLL, the frequency response of the PLL can be analyzed with a

continuous time approximation for bandwidths a decade or more below the operating frequency. This

bandwidth constraint is also required for stability due to the reduced phase margin near the higher-

order poles that result from the delay around the sampled feedback loop. Because the loop filter

integrates the charge representing the phase error and the VCO integrates the output frequency to

form the output phase, the PLL has a second-order closed-loop response.

Considerable insight can be gained into the design of the PLL by first considering its open-loop

response. This response can be derived by breaking the loop at the feedback input of the phase detector.

The output phase, PO(s), is related to the input phase, PI(s), by

PO(s) ¼ PI(s) � Ich � (Rþ 1=(s � C)) � KV=s

where ICH is the charge pump current (A), R is the loop filter resistor (ohms), C is the loop filter

capacitance (F), and KV is the VCO gain (Hz=V). The open-loop response, H(s), is then given by

H(s) ¼ PO(s)=PI(s) ¼ ICH � KV � (1þ s � R � C)=(s2 � C)

The loop gain, T(s), which is the product of the gain through the forward path, H(s), and the gain

through the feedback path, 1=N, is given by

T(s) ¼ H(s)=N

The normalized loop gain magnitude and phase plots for the PLL are shown in Fig. 7.5. At low

frequencies, the loop gain drops at 40 dB per decade where the phase is at �1808, since there are two

poles at zero frequency. The zero caused by the resistor in the loop filter is at frequency 1=(R � C) and
causes the loop gain at higher frequencies to only drop at 20 dB per decade and the loop phase to

‘‘decrease’’ to �908, which makes it possible to stabilize the loop.

The plotted loop gain magnitude is normalized with the gain normalization factor, GO, given by

GO ¼ R2 � C � ICH � KV=N

The value of this factor will set the frequency at which the loop gain is unity. This frequency

is significant because it determines the phase margin, which is a measure of the stability and the amount

of damping for the PLL system. The phase margin is measured as 1808 or p radians plus the loop

gain phase at the unity gain frequency or, equivalently, the frequency where the loop gain magnitude is

unity. The unity gain level on the plot is the inverse of the gain normalization factor. No phase

margin exists at unity gain frequencies below 0.1=(R � C) because the loop gain phase is about �1808.

The phase margin gradually increases with increasing unity gain frequency as a result of the zero at

frequency 1=(R � C).
The loop is critically damped with a phase margin of 768, corresponding to a normalized loop

gain magnitude of 0.25, a gain normalization factor of 4, and a unity gain frequency of 4.12=(R � C)
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(rad=s). The loop will be underdamped for smaller phase margins and overdamped for greater phase

margins.

The closed-loop response can be derived from the open-loop response by considering the feedback

signal. In the closed-loop system, the output phase, PO(s), is related to the input phase, PI(s), by

PO(s) ¼ (PI(s)� PO(s)=N) �H(s)

where N is the feedback clock divider value. The closed-loop response is then given by

PO(s)=PI(s) ¼ 1=(1=Nþ s=H(s))

¼ N � 1þ s � C � R=
(1þ s � C � Rþ s2=(ICH=C � KV=N))

or, equivalently, by

PO(s)=PI(s) ¼N � (1þ 2 � z � (s=vN)=

(1þ 2 � z � (s=vN)þ (s=vN)
2)

where z, defined as the damping factor, is given by

z ¼ 1=2 � (1=N � ICH � KV � R2 � C)0:5

and vN, defined as the loop bandwidth (rad=s), is given by

vN ¼ 2 � z=(R � C)

The loop bandwidth and damping factor completely characterize the closed-loop response. The PLL is

critically damped with a damping factor of one and overdamped with damping factors greater than one.
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FIGURE 7.5 PLL loop gain magnitude and phase (without C2).
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Treating the PLL as a standard second order system makes it much easier to analyze. The time domain

impulse, step, and ramp responses are easily derived from the frequency domain closed-loop response.

Equations for these responses are summarized in Table 7.2. The peak values of these responses are very

useful in estimating the amount of frequency overshoot and the amount of supply and substrate noise

TABLE 7.2 Equations for Second-Order PLL Impulse, Step,

and Ramp Time Domain Responses

Define:

c1¼�z � vN þ vN � (z2 � 1)0.5

c2¼�z � vN � vN � (z2 � 1)0.5

T1¼C � R¼ 2 � z=vN

Note: c1 � c2¼vN
2

Impulse Response (Input is d(t)):

z > 1:

h(t)¼ (N � vN=(2 � (z2 � 1)0.5)) �
((1 þ T1 � c1) � e(c1 � t) � (1 þ T1 � c2) e(c2 � t)) � u(t)

z¼ 1:

h(t)¼N � vN � e(�vN � t) � (2 � vN � t) � u(t)
0 < z < 1:

h(t)¼ (N � vN=(1 � z2)0.5) �
e(�z � vN� t) � cos (vN � (1 � z2)0.5 � t � f) � u(t)

where:

f¼ tan�1 ((1 � 2 � z2)=(2 � z � (1 � z2)0.5))

Step Response (Input is u(t)):

z > 1:

s(t)¼N � (1 þ vN=(2 � (z2 � 1)0.5)) �
((1=c1 þ T1) � e(c1 � t) � (1=c2 þ T1) � e(c2 � t))) � u(t)

z¼ 1:

s(t)¼N � (1 þ e(�vN � t) � (vN � t � 1)) � u(t)
0 < z < 1:

s(t)¼N � (1 � (1=(1 � z2)0.5) �
e(�z � vN � t) � cos (vN � (1 � z2)0.5 � t þ f0)) � u(t)

where:

f0 ¼ sin�1 (z)

Ramp Response (input is t � u(t)):
r0(t)¼ r(t) � N � t � u(t)¼ PO(t) � N � PI(t)

z > 1:

r(t)¼N � (t � (1=(2 � vN � (z2 � 1)0.5)) �
(e(c1 � t) � e(c2 � t))) � u(t)

r0(t)¼�(N=(2 � vN � (z2 � 1)0.5)) �
(e(c1 � t) � e(c2 � t)) � u(t)

z¼ 1:

r(t)¼N � t � (1 � e(�vN � t)) � u(t)
r0(t)¼�N � t � e(�vN� t) � u(t)

0 < z < 1:

r(t)¼N � (t � (1=vN � (1 � z2)0.5)) � e(�z � vN � t)�
sin (vN � (1 � z2)0.5 � t)) � u(t)

r0(t)¼�(N=vN � (1 � z2)0.5)) � e(�z � vN� t) .
sin (vN � (1 � z2)0.5 � t) � u(t)

Slow Step Response (d(t)¼ (r(t) � r(t � dt))=dt):

d0(t)¼ d(t) � N � (t � u(t) � (t � dt) � u(t � dt))

¼ r0(t) � r0(t � dt)

¼ PO(t) � N � PI(t)
0 < z < 1:

d0(t)¼� (N=dt � vN � (1 � z2)0.5)) � e(�z � vN� t) �
(sin (vN � (1 � z2)0.5 � t) � u(t) � e(z � vN� dt) �
sin (vN � (1 � z2)0.5 � (t � dt)) � u(t � dt))
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induced jitter for a set of loop parameters. The peak values and the point at which they occur are

summarized in Table 7.3.

The closed-loop frequency response of the PLL for different values of z and for frequencies normalized

to vN is shown in Fig. 7.6. This plot shows that the PLL is a low-pass filter to phase noise at frequencies

below vN. Phase noise at frequencies below vN passes through the PLL unattenuated. Phase noise at

frequencies above vN is filtered with slope of�20 dB per decade. For small values of z, the filter cutoff at

vN is sharper with initial slopes as high as �40 dB per decade. However, for these values of z, the phase

noise is amplified at frequencies near vN. This phase noise amplification or peaking increases, along with

the initial cutoff slope, for decreasing values of z. This phase noise amplification can have adverse affects

on the output jitter of the PLL. It is important to notice that because of the zero in the closed-loop

response, there is a small amount of phase noise amplification at phase noise frequencies of vN for all

values of z. However, for values of z less than 0.7, the amplification gain starts to become significant.

TABLE 7.3 Peak Values of Second-Order PLL Magnitude, Impulse, Step,

and Ramp Responses

Magnitude Frequency Response (for all z):

v1¼ (vN=(2 � z)) � ((1 þ 8 � z2)0.5 � 1)0.5

jH (jv1)j ¼ (N � (1 þ 8 � z2)0.5)=
(1 þ (1 � 1=(2 � z2) � 1=(8 � z4)) �
((1 þ 8 � z2)0.5 � 1) þ 1=(2 � z2))0.5

Step Response:

z > 1:

t1¼ (1=(vN � (z2 � 1)0.5)) �
log (2 � z � (z þ (1 � z2)0.5) � 1)

s(t1)¼ s(t¼ t1)

z¼ 1:

t1¼ 2=vN

s(t1)¼N � (1 þ 1=e2)

0 < z < 1:

t1¼ (p � 2 � sin�1 (z))=(vN � (1 � z2)0.5)

s(t1)¼N � (1 þ e((2 � sin�1(z) � p) � (z=(1 � z2)0.5)))

Ramp Response:

z > 1:

t1¼ (1=2 � vN � (z2 � 1)0.5)) �
log (2 � z � (z þ (1 � z2)0.5) � 1)

r0(t1)¼ r0(t¼ t1)

z¼ 1:

t1¼ 1=vN

r0(t1)¼�N=(e � vN)

0 < z < 1:

t1¼ cos�1 (z)=(vN � (1 � z2)0.5)

r0(t1)¼� N=vN � e(cos�1 (z) � (z=(1 � z2)0.5))

Slow Step Response:

0 < z < 1:

t1¼ (1=x) �
tan�1 ((�x þ z � y � sin (x � dt) þ z � x � cos (x � dt))=
(�y þ z � y � cos (x � dt) þ z � x � sin (x � dt)))

for t1 < dt, otherwise given by t1 for r
0(t)

where:

x¼vN � (1 � z2)

y¼ z � vN

z¼ e(z � vN � dt)

d0(t1)¼ d0(t¼ t1)

Note that v1 or t1 is the frequency or time where the response from Table 7.2 is

maximized.
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The closed-loop transient step response of the PLL for different values of z and for times normalized

to 1=vN is shown in Fig. 7.7. The step response is generated by instantaneously advancing the phase of

the reference input by one radian and observing the output for different damping levels in the time

domain. For damping factors below one, the system is underdamped as the PLL output overshoots the

final phase and rings at the frequency vN. The amplitude of the overshoot increases and the rate of decay

for the ringing decreases as the damping factors is decreased below one. The fastest settling response is
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generated with a damping factor of one, where the system is critically damped. For damping factors

greater than one, the system is overdamped as the PLL output initially responds rapidly but then takes a

long time to reach the final phase. The rate of the initial response increases and the rate of the final

response decreases as the damping factor is increased above one.

7.1.4.2 PLL with Higher-Order Roll-Off

It is very common for an actual PLL implementation to contain an extra capacitor, C2, in shunt with the

loop filter, as shown in Fig. 7.8. This capacitor may have been introduced intentionally for filtering or

may result from parasitic capacitances within the resistor or at the input of the VCO.

Because the charge pump and phase detector are activated once every reference frequency cycle, they

can cause a periodic disturbance on the control voltage node. This disturbance is usually not an issue for

loops with N equal to one because the disturbance will occur in every VCO cycle. However, the

disturbance can cause a constant shift in the duty cycle of the VCO output. When N is greater than

one, the disturbance will occur once every N VCO cycles, which could cause the first one or two of the N

cycles to be different from the others, leading to jitter in the PLL output period. In the frequency

domain, this periodic disturbance will cause sidebands on the fundamental peak of the VCO frequency

spaced at intervals of the reference frequency.

Capacitor C2 will help filter out this reference frequency noise by introducing a pole at vC. It will

decrease the magnitude of the reference frequency sidebands by the ratio of vREF=vC. However, the

introduction of C2 can also cause stability problems for the PLL since it converts the PLL into a third-

order system. In addition, C2 makes the analysis of the PLL much more difficult.

The PLL is now characterized by the four loop parameters vN, vC, z, and N. The damping factor, z, is

changed by C2 as follows:

z ¼ 1=2 � (1=N � ICH � KV � R2 � C2=(Cþ C2))
0:5

The loop bandwidth, vN, is changed by C2 through its dependency on z. The added pole in the open-

loop response is at frequency vC given by

vC ¼ (Cþ C2)=(R � C � C2)

This pole can reduce the stability of the loop if it is too close to the loop bandwidth frequency.

Typically, it should be set at least a factor often above the loop bandwidth so as not to compromise the

stability loop.

Because the stability of the loop is now established by both z and vC=vN, a figure of merit can be

defined that represents the potential stability of the loop as

z � vC=vN ¼ (C=C2 þ 1)=2

This definition is useful because it actually defines the maximum possible phase margin given an

optimal choice for the loop gain magnitude.

C
RCharge

Pump

FREF
FOPhase

Detect
VCOVCTRL

U

D

ICH (A) KV (Hz/V)

C2

÷N

FIGURE 7.8 Typical PLL block diagram with C2 (clock distribution omitted).
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Consider the normalized loop gain magnitude and phase plots for the PLLwith different ratios of C to

C2 shown in Fig. 7.9. From these plots, it is clear that the added pole at vC causes the loop gain

magnitude slope to increase to �40 dB per decade and the loop gain phase to ‘‘increase’’ to �1808 above

the frequency of the pole. Between the zero at 1=(R � C) and the pole at vC there is a region where the

loop gain magnitude slope is �20 dB per decade and the loop gain phase approaches �908. It is in this

region where a unity gain crossing would provide the maximum possible phase margin. As the ratio of C

to C2 increases, this region becomes wider and the maximum phase becomes closer to �908. Thus,

the ratio of C to C2, and, therefore, the figure of merit for stability, defines the maximum possible

phase margin.

Based on the frequency response results for the PLL we can make a number of observations about its

behavior. First, the continuous time analysis used assumes that the reference frequency is about a decade

above all significant frequencies in the response. Second, both the second-order and third-order

response are independent of operating frequency, as long as Kv remains constant. Third, the resistor R

introduces a zero in the open-loop response, which is needed for stability. Finally, capacitor C2 can

decrease the phase margin if larger than C=20 and can reduce the reference frequency sidebands

by vREF=vC.

7.1.4.3 PLL Design Issues

With a good understanding of the PLL frequency response, we can consider issues related to the design

of the PLL. The design of the PLL involves first establishing the loop parameters that lead to desirable

control dynamics and then establishing device parameters for the circuits that realize those loop

parameters.

The loop parameters vN, vC, and z are often set by the application. The desired value for z is typically

near unity for the fastest overdamped response and about 768 of phase margin, or at least 0.707 for

minimal ringing and about 658 of phase margin. vN must be about one decade below the reference
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FIGURE 7.9 PLL loop gain magnitude and phase with C2.
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frequency for stability. For frequency synthesis or clock recovery applications, where input jitter filtering

is desirable, vN is typically set relatively low. For input tracking applications, such as clock de-skewing,

vN is typically set as high as possible to minimize jitter accumulation, as discussed in Section 7.1.6.4.

When reference sideband filtering is important, vC is typically set as low as possible at about a decade

above vN to maximize the amount of filtering.

The values of the loop parameters must somehow be mapped into acceptable values for the device

parameters R, C, C2, ICH, and KV. The values of these parameters are typically constrained by the

implementation. The value for capacitor C2 is determined by all capacitances on the control voltage

node if the zero is implemented directly with a resistor. If capacitor C is implemented on chip, which is

desirable to minimize jitter, its size is constrained to less than about 1 nF. The charge pump current ICH
is constrained to be greater than about 10 mA depending on the level of charge pump charge

injection offsets.

The problem of selecting device parameters is made more difficult by a number of constraining

factors. First, vN and z both depend on all of the device parameters. Second, the maximum limit for C

and minimum limit for ICH will impose a minimum limit on vN, which already has a maximum limit

due to vREF and other possible limits due to jitter and reference sideband issues. Third and most

important, all worst-case combinations of device parameters due to process, voltage, and temperature

variability must lead to acceptable loop dynamics.

Handling the interdependence between the loop parameters and device parameters is simplified by

observing some proportionality relationships and scaling rules that directly result from the equations

that relate the loop and device parameters. They are summarized in Tables 7.4 and 7.5, respectively. The

constant frequency scaling rules can transform one set of device parameters to another without changing

any of the loop parameters. The proportional frequency scaling rules can transform one set of device

parameters, with the resistance, capacitances, or charge pump current held constant, to another set with

scaled loop frequencies and the same damping factor. These rules make it easy to make adjustments to

the possible device parameters with controlled changes to the loop parameters.

TABLE 7.4 Proportionality Relationships between PLL Loop and Device Parameters

vN vC z vC=vN

ICH ICH
0.5 indep. ICH

0.5 1=ICH
0.5

R indep. 1=R R 1=R

C 1=C0.5 indep. C0.5 C0.5 (C>>C2)

C2 indep. 1=C2 indep. 1=C2 (C>>C2)

TABLE 7.5 PLL Loop and Device Parameter Scaling Rules

Constant frequency scaling: Given x, suppose that

ICH � x ! ICH
C1 � x ! C1

R=x ! R

Then all parameters, GO, V1, and z, remain constant

Proportional frequency scaling: Given x, suppose that

ICH � x ! ICH ICH � x2 ! ICH ICH ! ICH
C1=x ! C1 C1 ! C1 C1=x

2 ! C1

R ! R R=x ! R R � x ! R

Then,

GO ! GO

v � x ! v1

vC=vN ! vC=vN

z ! z

where C1 represents all capacitors and v1 represents all frequencies.
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With the many constraints on the loop and device parameters established by both the system

environment and the circuit implementation, the design of a PLL typically turns into a compromise

between conflicting design requirements. It is the job of the designer to properly balance these conflict-

ing requirements and determine the best overall solution.

7.1.4.4 PLL Design Strategy

Two general approaches can be used to determine the device parameters for a PLL design. The first

approach is based on an open-loop analysis. This approach makes it easier to visualize the stability of the

design from a frequency domain perspective. The open-loop analysis also easily accommodates more

complicated loop filters. The second approach is based on a closed-loop analysis. This approach involves

the loop parameters vN and z, which are commonly specified by higher-level system requirements. The

complexity of these approaches depends on whether C2 exists and its level of significance.

If C2 does not need to be considered, a simplified version of the open-loop analysis or second-order

analysis can be used. For an open-loop analysis without C2, we need to consider the open-loop response

of the PLL in Fig. 7.5. The loop gain normalization constant, GO, for the normalized loop gain

magnitude plot is directly related to the damping factor z by

GO ¼ R2 � C � ICH � KV=N ¼ 4 � z2

This normalization constant is also the loop gain magnitude at the asymptotic break point for the zero

at 1=(R � C). An increase in the loop gain normalization constant will lead to a higher unity gain

crossing, and therefore more phase margin. A plot of phase margin as a function of the damping factor z

is shown in Fig. 7.10. In order to adequately stabilize the design, the phase margin should be set to 658 or

more and the unity gain bandwidth should be set no higher than vREF=5. It is easiest to first adjust the

loop gain magnitude level to set the phase margin, then to use the frequency scaling rules to adjust the

unity gain bandwidth to the desired frequency. Without C2, the second-order analysis simply depends

on the loop parameters vN and z. To adequately stabilize the design, vN should be set no higher than

vREF=10 and z should be set to 0.707 or greater.
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FIGURE 7.10 PLL phase margin as a function of damping factor.
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If C2 exists but is not too large, an extension of the above approaches can be used. C should be set

greater than C2 � 20 to provide a minimum of 658 of phase margin at the unity gain bandwidth with the

maximum phase margin. For any C=C2 ratio, the maximum phase margin is given by

PMMAX ¼ 2 � tan�1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(C=C2 þ 1)

q� �
� p=2

With the open-loop analysis, as before, the phase margin should be set to at least 658 or its maximum

and the unity gain bandwidth should be set no higher than vREF=5. With the second-order analysis, vN

should be set no higher than vREF=10, z should be set to 0.707 or greater, and vC should be at least a

decade above vN.

If C2 exists and is large enough to make it difficult to guarantee adequate phase margin, then a third-

order analysis must be used. This situation may have been caused by physical constraints on the

capacitor sizes, or by attempts to minimize vC in order to maximize the amount of reference frequency

sideband filtering. In this case, it is desirable to determine the optimal values for the other device

parameters that maximize the phase margin. The phase margin, PM, and unity gain bandwidth, vO,

where the phase margin is maximized, can be determined from the open-loop analysis as

PM ¼ 2 � tan�1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(C=C2 þ 1)

q� �
� p=2

vO ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(C=C2 þ 1)=(R � C

q
)

In order to realize the optimal value for vO, the loop gain magnitude level must be appropriately set.

This can be accomplished by determining ICH given R, or R given ICH, using the equations

ICH ¼ N=KV � C2=(R � C)2 � (C=C2 þ 1)3=2

R ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(N=(KV � ICH )

q
� C2 � C2 � (C=C2 þ 1)3=2

It is important to remember that all worst-case combinations of device parameters due to process,

voltage, and temperature variability must be considered since they must lead to acceptable loop

dynamics for the PLL to operate correctly under all conditions.

7.1.5 Advanced PLL Architectures

PLL and DLL architectures each have their own advantages and disadvantages. PLLs are easier to use in

systems than DLLs. DLLs typically cannot perform frequency multiplication and have a limited delay

range. PLLs, however, are more difficult to design due to conflicting design constraints. It is difficult to

assure stability while designing for a high bandwidth.

By using variations on the basic architectures many of these problems can be avoided. DLLs can be

designed to perform frequency multiplication by recirculating intermediate edges around the delay line

[7]. DLLs can also be designed to have an unlimited phase shift range by employing a delay line that can

produce edges that completely span the clock cycle [4]. In addition, both DLLs and PLLs can be designed

to have very wide bandwidths that track the clock frequency by using self-biased techniques [8], as

discussed in ‘‘Self-Biased Techniques.’’

7.1.6 DLL=PLL Performance Issues

To this point, this chapter section presents basic issues concerning the structure and design of DLLs

and PLLs. While these issues are important, a good understanding of the performance issues is

essential to successfully design a DLL or PLL. Many performance parameters can be specified for a

DLL or PLL design. They include frequency range, loop bandwidth, loop damping factor (PLL only),

input offset, output jitter, both cycle-to-cycle (period) jitter and tracking (input-to-output) jitter, lock
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time, and power dissipation; however, the biggest performance problems all relate to input offset and

output jitter.

Input offset refers to the average offset in the phase of the output clock from its ideal value. It typically

results from asymmetries between the circuits for the reference and feedback paths of the phase detector

or from charge injection or charge offsets in the charge pump. In contrast, output jitter refers to the

time-varying offsets in the phase of the output clock from its ideal value or from some reference signal

caused by disturbances from internal and external sources.

7.1.6.1 Output Jitter

Output jitter can create significant problems for an interface by causing setup and hold time violations,

which lead to data transmission errors. Consider, for example, themeasured jitter histogram in Fig. 7.11. It

shows the traces of many PLL output transitions triggered from transitions on the reference input and a

histogram with the number of output transitions as a function of their center voltage crossing time. Most

of the transition samples occur very close to the reference, while a few outlying transitions occur far to

either side of the peak. These outlying transitions must be within the jitter tolerance of the interface. These

few edges are typically caused by data dependent low frequency noise events with fast rise times.

Output jitter can be measured in a number of ways. It can be measured relative to absolute time, to

another signal, or to the output clock itself. The first measurement of jitter is commonly referred to as

absolute jitter or long-term jitter. The second is commonly referred to as tracking jitter or input-to-

output jitter when the other signal is the reference signal. If the reference signal is perfectly periodic such

that it has no jitter, absolute jitter and tracking jitter for the output signal are equivalent. The third is

commonly referred to as period jitter or cycle-to-cycle jitter. Cycle-to-cycle jitter can be measured as the

time-varying deviations in the period of single clock cycles or in the width of several clock cycles referred

to as cycle-to-Nth-cycle jitter.

Output jitter can also be reported as RMS or peak-to-peak jitter. RMS jitter is interesting only to

applications that can tolerate a small number of edges with large time displacements that are well beyond

the RMS specification with gracefully degrading results. Such applications can include video and audio

signal generation. Peak-to-peak jitter is interesting to applications that cannot tolerate any edges with

time displacements beyond some absolute level. The peak-to-peak jitter specification is typically the only

useful specification for jitter related to clock generation since most setup or hold time failures are

catastrophic to the operation of a chip.

The relative magnitude for each of these measurements of jitter depends on the type of loop and on

how the phase disturbances are correlated in time. For a PLL design, the tracking jitter can be ten or

more times larger than the period jitter depending on the noise frequency and the loop bandwidth. For a

DLL design, the tracking jitter can be equal to or a factor of two times larger than the period jitter.

However, in the particular case when the noise occurs at half the output frequency, the period jitter can

be twice the tracking jitter for either the PLL or DLL due to the correlation of output edges times.

FIGURE 7.11 Measured PLL jitter histogram.
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7.1.6.2 Causes of Jitter

Tracking jitter for DLLs and PLLs can be caused by both jitter in the reference signal and by noise

sources. The noise sources include thermal noise, flicker noise, and supply and substrate noise. Thermal

noise is generated by electron scattering in the devices within the DLL or PLL and can be significant at

low bias currents. Flicker noise is generated by mobile charge in the gate oxides of devices within the

DLL or PLL and can be significant for low loop bandwidths. Supply and substrate noise is generated by

on-chip sources external to the DLL or PLL, including chip output drivers and functional blocks such as

adders and multipliers, and by off-chip sources. This noise can be very significant in digital ICs.

The supply and substrate noise generated by the on-chip and off-chip sources is highly data dependent

and can have a wide range of frequency components that include low frequencies. Substrate noise tends

not to have as large low-frequency components as possible for supply noise since no significant ‘‘DC’’

drops develop between the substrate and the supply voltages. Under worst-case conditions, DLLs and

PLLs may experience as much as 500 mVof supply noise and 250 mVof substrate noise with a nominal

2.5 V supply. The actual level of substrate noise depends on the nature of the substrate used by the IC

process. To reduce the risk of latch-up, many IC processes use lightly doped epitaxy on the same type

heavily doped substrate. These substrates tend to transmit substrate noise across large distances on the

chip, which make it difficult to eliminate through guard rings and frequent substrate taps.

Supply and substrate noise affect DLLs and PLLs differently. They affect a DLL by causing delay shifts in

the delay line output, which lead to fixed phase shifts that persist until the noise pulses subside or the DLL

can correct the delay error, at a rate limited by its bandwidth (proportional tovREF=vN cycles). They affect

a PLL by causing frequency shifts in the oscillator output, which lead to phase shifts that accumulate for

many cycles until the noise pulses subside or the PLL can correct the frequency error, at a rate limited by its

bandwidth (proportional to vREF=vN cycles). Because the phase error caused by period shifts in PLLs

accumulate over many cycles, unlike the delay shifts in DLLs, the tracking jitter for PLLs that results from

supply and substrate noise can be several times larger than the tracking jitter for DLLs; however, due to the

added jitter from on-chip clock distribution networks, which typically have poor supply and substrate

noise rejection, the observable difference is typically less than a factor of 2 for well designedDLLs and PLLs.

7.1.6.3 DLL Supply=Substrate Noise Response

More insight can be gained into the noise response of DLLs and PLLs by considering how much jitter is

produced as a function of frequency for supply and substrate noise. Figure 7.12 shows the output jitter

sensitivity to input jitter for a DLLwith a log-log plot of the absolute output jitter magnitude normalized

to the absolute input jitter magnitude as a function of the input jitter frequency. Because the DLL simply

delays the input signal, the jitter at the input is simply replicated with the same magnitude at the DLL

output. For the same reason, the tracking jitter sensitivity to input jitter is very small at most frequencies;

however, when the input jitter frequency approaches one half of the inverse of the delay line delay, the

output jitter becomes 1808 out-of-phase with respect to the input jitter and the observed tracking jitter can

be twice the input jitter.

Figure 7.13 shows the output jitter sensitivity to sine-wave supply or substrate noise for a DLL with a

log-log plot of the absolute output jitter magnitude as a function of the noise frequency. With the input
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FIGURE 7.12 DLL output jitter sensitivity to input

jitter.
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FIGURE 7.13 DLL output jitter sensitivity to sine-

wave supply or substrate noise.
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jitter free, this absolute output jitter is equivalent to the

tracking jitter. Also, since the DLL simply delays the input

signal, the absolute output jitter is equivalent to the period

jitter. This plot shows that the normalized jitter magnitude

decreases at 20 dB per decade for decreases in the noise

frequency below the loop bandwidth and is constant at one

for noise frequencies above the loop bandwidth. This behav-

ior results since the DLL acts as a low-pass filter to changes

in its input period or, equivalently, to noise induced changes

in its delay line delay. Thus, the jitter or delay error is the

difference between the noise induced delay error and a low-

pass filtered version of the delay error, leading to a high-pass noise response.

Figure 7.14 shows the output jitter sensitivity to square-wave supply or substrate noise for a DLLwith a

log-log plot of the peak absolute output jittermagnitude as a function of the noise frequency.With fast rise

and fall times, the square-wave supply noise causes the delay line delay to change instantaneously. The

peak jitter is then observed on at least the first output transition from the delay line after the noise signal

transition, independent of the loop bandwidth. Thus, the output jitter sensitivity is independent the

square-wave noise frequency. Overall, the output jitter sensitivity to supply and substrate noise for DLLs is

independent of the loop bandwidth and the reference frequency for the worst-case of square-wave noise.

7.1.6.4 PLL Supply=Substrate Noise Response

Figure 7.15 shows the output jitter sensitivity to input jitter for a PLL with a log-log plot of the absolute

output jitter magnitude normalized to the absolute input jitter magnitude as a function of the input jitter

frequency. This plot shows that the normalized output jitter magnitude decreases asymptotically at 20 dB

per decade for noise frequencies above the loop bandwidth and is constant at one for noise frequencies

below the loop bandwidth. It also shows that for underdamped loops where the damping factor is less than

one, the normalized jitter magnitude can be greater than one for noise frequencies near the loop

bandwidth leading to jitter amplification. This overall behavior directly results from the fact that the

PLL is a low-pass filter to input phase noise as determined by the closed-loop frequency response.

Figure 7.16 shows the tracking jitter sensitivity to input jitter for a PLLwith a log-log plot of the tracking

jitter magnitude normalized to the absolute input jitter magnitude as a function of the input jitter

frequency. This plot shows that the normalized tracking jitter magnitude decreases at 40 dB per decade

for decreases in the noise frequency below the loop bandwidth and is constant at one for noise frequencies

above the loop bandwidth. Again, it shows that for underdamped loops, the normalized jitter magnitude

can be greater than one for noise frequencies near the loop bandwidth. This overall behavior occurs

because the PLL acts as a low-pass filter to input jitter and the tracking error is the difference between the

input signal and the low-pass filtered version of the input signal, leading to a high-pass noise response.

Figure 7.17 shows the tracking jitter sensitivity to sine-wave supply or substrate noise for a PLL with a

log-log plot of the tracking jitter magnitude as a function of the noise frequency. With the input jitter
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FIGURE 7.14 DLL output jitter sensitivity

to square-wave supply or substrate noise.
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FIGURE 7.16 PLL tracking jitter sensitivity to

input jitter.
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free, this tracking jitter is equivalent to absolute output jitter

as with the DLL. This plot shows that the tracking jitter

magnitude decreases at 20 dB per decade for decreases in the

noise frequency below the loop bandwidth and decreases at

20 dB per decade for increases in the noise frequency above

the loop bandwidth. It also shows that for underdamped

loops, the tracking jitter magnitude can be significantly

larger for noise frequencies near the loop bandwidth. This

overall behavior results indirectly from the fact that the PLL

acts as a low-pass filter to input jitter. Because a frequency

disturbance is equivalent to a phase disturbance of magni-

tude equal to the integral of the frequency disturbance, the tracking jitter sensitivity response to

frequency noise is the integral of the tracking jitter sensitivity response to phase noise or, equivalently,

input jitter. Therefore, the tracking jitter sensitivity response to sine-wave supply or substrate noise

should simply be the plot in Fig. 7.15 with an added 20 dB per decade decrease over all noise frequencies,

which yields the plot in Fig. 7.17.

This tracking jitter sensitivity response to sine-wave supply or substrate noise can also be explained in

less quantitative terms. Because the PLL acts as a low-pass filter to noise, it tracks the input increasingly

better in spite of the frequency noise as the noise frequency is reduced below the loop bandwidth. Noise

frequencies at the loop bandwidth are at the limits of the PLL’s ability to track the input. The PLL is not

able to track noise frequencies above the loop bandwidth. However, the impact of this frequency noise is

reduced as the noise frequency is increased above the loop bandwidth since the resultant phase

disturbance, which is the integral of the frequency disturbance, accumulates for a reduced amount

of time.

Figure 7.18 shows the tracking jitter sensitivity to square-wave supply or substrate noise for a PLL

with a log-log plot of the tracking jitter magnitude as a function of the noise frequency. This plot shows

that the tracking jitter magnitude is constant for noise frequencies below the loop bandwidth and

decreases at 20 dB per decade for increases in the noise frequency above the loop bandwidth. Again, it

shows that for underdamped loops, the tracking jitter magnitude can be significantly larger for noise

frequencies near the loop bandwidth. This response is similar to the response for sine waves except that

square-wave frequencies below the loop bandwidth result in the same peak jitter as the loop completely

corrects the frequency and phase error from one noise signal transition before the next transition occurs;

however, the number of output transition samples exhibiting the peak tracking jitter will decrease with

decreasing noise frequency, which can be misunderstood as a decrease in tracking jitter. Also, the jitter

levels for square waves are higher by about a factor of 1.7 compared to these for sine waves of the

same amplitude.

Overall, several observations can be made about the tracking jitter sensitivity to supply and substrate

noise for PLLs. First, the jitter magnitude decreases inversely proportional to increases in the loop

bandwidth for the worst case of square-wave noise at frequencies near or below the loop bandwidth.

However, the loop bandwidth must be about a decade

below the reference frequency, which imposes a lower

limit on the jitter magnitude. Second, the jitter magnitude

decreases inversely proportional to the reference frequency

for a fixed hertz per volt frequency sensitivity, since the

phase disturbance measured in radians is constant, but

the reference period decreases inversely proportional to

the reference frequency. Third, the jitter magnitude is inde-

pendent of reference frequency for fixed %=V frequency

sensitivity, since the phase disturbance measured in radians

changes inversely proportional to the reference period.

Finally, the jitter magnitude increases directly proportional
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FIGURE 7.17 PLL output jitter sensitivity

to sine-wave supply or substrate noise.
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FIGURE 7.18 PLL output jitter sensitivity

to square-wave supply or substrate noise.
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to the square root of N, the feedback divider value, with a constant oscillator frequency and if the loop is

overdamped, since the loop bandwidth is inversely proportional to the square root of N.

7.1.6.5 Observations on Jitter

The optimal loop bandwidth depends on the application for the PLL. For frequency synthesis or clock

recovery applications, where the goal is to filter out jitter on the input signal, the loop bandwidth should

be as low as possible. For this application, the phase relationship between the output of the PLL and

other clock domains is typically not an issue. As a result, the only jitter of significance is period jitter and

possibly jitter spanning a few clock periods. This form of jitter does not increase with reductions in the

loop bandwidth; however, if the phase relationship between the PLL output and other clock domains is

important or if the jitter of the PLL output over a large number of cycles is significant, then the loop

bandwidth should be maximized. Maximizing the loop bandwidth will minimize this form of jitter since

it decreases proportional to increases in loop bandwidth.

Because of the hostile noise environments of digital chips, the peak value of the measured tracking

jitter from DLLs and PLLs will likely be caused by square-wave supply and substrate noise. For PLLs, this

noise is particularly significant when the noise frequencies are at or below the loop bandwidth. If a PLL

is underdamped, noise frequencies near the loop bandwidth can be even more significant. In addition, a

PLL can amplify input jitter at frequencies near the loop bandwidth, especially if it is underdamped.

However, as previously discussed, jitter in a PLL or DLL can also be caused by a dead-band region in

phase detector and charge pump characteristics.

In order to minimize jitter it is necessary to minimize supply and substrate noise sensitivity of the

VCDL or VCO. The supply and substrate noise sensitivity can be separated into both static and dynamic

components. The static components relate to the sensitivity to the DC value of the supply or substrate

voltage. The static noise sensitivity can predict the noise response for all but the high-frequency

components of the supply and substrate noise. The dynamic components relate to the extra sensitivity

to a sudden change in the supply or substrate voltage that the static components do not predict. The

effect of the dynamic components increases with increasing noise edge rate. For PLLs, the dynamic noise

sensitivity typically has a much smaller overall impact on the supply and substrate noise response than

the static noise sensitivity; however, for DLLs, the dynamic noise sensitivity can be more significant than

static noise sensitivity. Only static supply and substrate noise sensitivity are considered in this chapter.

7.1.6.6 Minimizing Supply Noise Sensitivity

All VCDL and VCO circuits will have some inherent sensitivity to supply noise. In general, supply noise

sensitivity can be minimized by isolating the delay elements used within the VCDL or VCO from one of

the supply terminals. This goal can be accomplished by using a buffered version of the control voltage as

one of the supply terminals; however, this technique can require too much supply voltage headroom.

The preferred and most common approach is to use the control voltage to generate a supply indepen-

dent bias current so that current sources with this bias current can be used to isolate the delay elements

from the opposite supply.

Supply voltage sensitivity is directly proportional to current source output conductance. Simple current

sources provide a delay sensitivity per fraction of the total supply voltage change ((dt=t)=(dVDD=VDD)), of

about 10%, such that if the supply voltage changed by 10% the delay would change by 1%. This level of

delay sensitivity is too large for good jitter performance in PLLs. Cascode current sources provide an

equivalent delay sensitivity of about 1%, such that if the supply voltage changed by 10% the delay would

change by 0.1%, which is at the level needed for good jitter performance, but cascode current sources can

require too much supply voltage headroom. Another technique that can also offer an equivalent delay

sensitivity of about 1% is replica current source biasing [9]. In this approach, the bias voltage for simple

current sources is actively adjusted by an amplifier in a feedback configuration to keep some property of

the delay element, such as voltage swing, constant and possibly equal to the control voltage.

Once adequate measures are taken to minimize the current source output conductance, other supply

voltage dependencies may begin to dominate the overall supply voltage sensitivity of the delay elements.
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These effects include the dependencies of threshold voltage and diffusion capacitance for switching

devices on the source or drain voltages, which can be modulated by the supply voltage. With any

supply terminal isolation technique, all internal switching nodes will have voltages that track the supply

terminal opposite to the one isolated. Thus, these effects can be manifested by devices with bulk terminals

connected to the isolated supply terminal. These effects are always a problem for substrate devices with

an isolated substrate-tap voltage supply terminal, such as for NMOS devices in an N-well process with an

isolated negative supply terminal. Isolating the well-tap voltage supply terminal avoids this problem since

the bulk terminals of the well devices can be connected to their source terminals, such as with PMOS

devices in anN-well process with an isolated positive supply terminal. However, such an approach leads to

more significant substrate noise problems. The only real solution is to minimize their occurrence and to

minimize their switching diffusion capacitance. Typically, these effects will establish a minimum delay

sensitivity per fraction of the total supply voltage change of about 1%.

7.1.6.7 Supply Noise Filters

Another technique to minimize supply noise is to employ supply filters. Supply filters can be both

passive, active, or a combination of the two. Passive supply filters are basically low-pass filters. Off-chip

passive filters work very well in filtering out most off-chip noise but do little to filter out on-chip noise.

Unfortunately, on-chip filters can have difficulty in filtering out low-frequency on-chip noise. Off-chip

capacitors can easily be made large enough to filter out low-frequency noise, but on-chip capacitors are

much more limited in size. In order for the filter to be effective in reducing jitter for both DLLs and

PLLs, the filter cutoff frequency must be below the loop bandwidth.

Active supply filters employ amplifiers in a feedback configuration to buffer a desired reference

supply voltage and act as high-pass filters. The reference supply voltage is typically established by a

band-gap or control voltage reference. The resultant supply isolation will decrease with increasing

supply filter bandwidth due to basic amplifier feedback tradeoffs. In order for the active filter to

be effective, the bandwidth must exceed the inverse VCDL delay of a DLL or the loop bandwidth of a

PLL. The DLL bandwidth limit originates because the VCDL delay will begin to be less affected by

a noise event if it subsides before a signal transition propagates through the complete VCDL. The PLL

bandwidth limit exists because, as higher-frequency noise is filtered out above the loop bandwidth, the

VCO will integrate the resultant change in frequency for fewer cycles. Although the PLL bandwidth

limit is achievable in a supply filter with some level of isolation, the DLL bandwidth limit is not. Thus,

although active supply filters can help PLLs, they are typically ineffective for DLLs; however, the

combination of passive and active filters can be an effective supply noise-filtering solution for both

PLLs and DLLs by avoiding the PLL and DLL bandwidth constraints. When the low-pass filter cutoff

frequency is below the high-pass filter cutoff frequency, filtering can be achieved at both low and high

frequencies so that tracking bandwidths and inverse VCDL delays are not an issue.

Other common isolation approaches include using separate supply pins for a DLL or PLL. This

approach should be used whenever possible. However, the isolated supplies will still experience noise

from coupling to other supplies through off-chip paths and coupling to the substrate through well

contacts and diffusion capacitance, requiring that supply noise issues be addressed. Also, having separate

supply pins at the well tap potential can lead to increased substrate noise depending on the overall

conductivity of the substrate.

7.1.6.8 Minimizing Substrate Noise Sensitivity

Substrate noise sensitivity like supply noise sensitivity can create jitter problems for a PLL or DLL. Sub-

strate noise can couple into the delay elements by modulating device threshold voltages. Substrate noise

can be minimized by only using well-type devices for fixed-biased current sources, only using well-type

devices for the loop filter capacitor, only connecting the control voltage to well-type devices, and only

using the well-tap voltage as the control voltage reference. These constraints will insure that substrate

noise does not modulate fixed-bias current source outputs or the conductance of devices connected to

the control voltage, both through threshold modulation. In addition, they will prevent supply noise
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from directly summing into the control voltage through a control voltage reference different from the

loop filter capacitor reference. Even with these constraints, substrate noise can couple into switching

devices, as with supply noise, through the threshold voltage and diffusion capacitance dependencies on

the substrate potential.

Substrate noise can be converted to supply noise by connecting the substrate-potential supply

terminals of the delay elements only to the substrate [10]. This technique insures that the substrate

and the substrate-potential supply terminals are at the same potential, however, it only works with low

operating currents, because otherwise voltage drops will be generated in the substrate and excessive

minority carriers will be dumped into the substrate.

7.1.6.9 Other Performance Issues

High loop bandwidths in PLLs make it possible to minimize tracking jitter, but they can lead to

problems during locking. PLLs based on phase-frequency detectors cannot tolerate any missing clock

pulses in the feedback path during the locking process. If a clock pulse is lost in the feedback path

because the VCO output frequency is too high, the phase-frequency detector will detect only reference

edges, causing a continued increase in the VCO output frequency until it reaches its maximum value. At

this point the PLL will never reach lock. To avoid losing clock pulses, which results in locking failure, all

circuits in the feedback path, which might include the clock distribution network and off-chip circuits,

must be able to pass the highest frequency the PLL may generate during the locking process. As the loop

bandwidth is increased to its practical maximum limit, however, the amount that the PLL output

frequency may overshoot its final value will increase. Thus, overshoot limits may impose an additional

bandwidth limit on the PLL beyond the decade below the reference frequency required for stability.

A more severe limit on the loop bandwidth beyond a decade below the reference frequency can result

in both PLLs and DLLs if there is considerable delay in the feedback path. The decade limit is based on

the phase detector adding one reference period delay in the feedback path since it only samples clock

edges once per reference cycle. This single reference period delay leads to an effective pole near the

reference frequency. The loop bandwidth must be at least a decade below this pole to not affect stability.

This bandwidth limit can be further reduced if extra delay is added in the feedback path, by an amount

proportional to one plus the number of reference periods additional delay.

7.1.7 DLL=PLL Circuits

Prior sections discussed design issues related toDLL andPLL loop architectures and lowoutput jitter.With

these issues in mind, this section discusses the circuit level implementation issues of the loop components.

These components include the VCDL and VCO, phase detector, charge pump, and loop filter.

7.1.7.1 VCDLs and VCOs

The VDCL and VCO are the most critical parts of DLL and PLL designs for achieving low output jitter

and good overall performance. Two general types of VCDLs are used with analog control. First, a VDCL

can interpolate between two delays through an analog weighted sum circuit. This approach only leads to

linear control over delay, if the two interpolated delays are relatively close, which restricts the overall

range of the VCDL. Second, a VCDL can be based on an analog delay line composed of identical

cascaded delay elements, each with a delay that is controlled by an analog signal. This approach usually

leads to a wide delay range with nonlinear delay control. A wide delay range is often desired in order to

handle a range of operating frequencies and process and environmental variability. However, nonlinear

delay control can restrict the usable delay range due to undesirable loop dynamics.

Several types of VCOs are used. First, a VCO can be based on an LC tank circuit. This type of oscillator

has very high supply noise rejection and low phase noise output characteristics. However, it usually also

has a restricted tuning range, which makes it impractical for digital ICs. Second, a VCO can be based on

a relaxation oscillator. The frequency in this circuit is typically established by the rate a capacitor can be

charged and discharged over some established voltage range with an adjustable current. This approach
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typically requires too much supply headroom to achieve good

supply noise rejection and can be extra sensitive to sudden changes

in the supply voltage. Third, and most popular for digital ICs, a

VCO can be based on a phase shift oscillator, also known as a ring

oscillator. A ring oscillator is a ring of identical cascaded delay

elements with inverting feedback between the two elements that

close the ring. A ring oscillator can typically generate frequencies

over a wide range with linear control over frequency.

The delay elements, also known as buffer stages, used in a delay

line or ring oscillator can be single-ended, such that they have only

one input and one output and invert the signal, or differential,

such they have two complementary inputs and outputs. Single-

ended delay elements typically lead to reduced area and power, but

provide no complementary outputs. Complementary outputs pro-

vide twice as many output signals with phases that span the output period compared to single-ended

outputs, and allow a 50% duty cycle signal to be cleanly generated without dividing the output

frequency by two. Differential delay elements typically have reduced dynamic noise coupling to their

outputs and provide complementary outputs.

A number of factors must be considered in the design of the delay elements. The delay of the delay

elements should have a linear dependence on control voltage when used in a VCDL and an inverse linear

dependence on control voltage when used in a VCO. These control relationships will make the VCDL

and VCO control gains constant and independent of the operating frequency, which will lead to

operating frequency independent loop dynamics. The static supply and substrate noise sensitivity should

be as small as possible, ideally less than 1% delay sensitivity per fraction of the total supply voltage

change. As previously discussed, this reduced level of supply sensitivity can be established with current

source isolation.

Figure 7.19 shows a single-ended delay element circuit for an N-well CMOS process. This circuit

contains a PMOS common-source device with a PMOS diode clamp and a simple NMOS current

source. The diode clamp restricts the buffer output swing in order to keep the NMOS current source

device in saturation. In order to achieve high static supply and substrate noise rejection, the bias voltage

for the simple NMOS current source is dynamically adjusted with changes in the supply or substrate

voltage to compensate for its finite output impedance.

Figure 7.20 shows a differential delay element circuit for an N-well CMOS process [9]. This circuit

contains a source-coupled pair with resistive load elements called symmetric loads. Symmetric

loads consist of a diode-connected PMOS device in shunt with an equally sized biased PMOS device.

Bias
Current

VDD

Vl

VBN

VO

Dynamically
Controlled

FIGURE 7.19 Single-ended delay

element for an N-well CMOS process.

VBP

V
BN

VDD

VO − VO+

VI+ VI −

Symmetric
Load

Bias
Current

Dynamically
Controlled

FIGURE 7.20 Differential delay element with symmetric loads for an N-well CMOS process.
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The PMOS bias voltage VBP is nominally equal to VCTRL, the control input to the bias generator. VBP

defines the lower voltage swing limit of the buffer outputs. The buffer delay changes with VBP because

the effective resistance of the load elements also changes with VBP. It has been shown that these load

elements lead to good control over delay and high dynamic supply noise rejection. The simple NMOS

current source is dynamically biased with VBN to compensate for drain and substrate voltage variations,

achieving the effective static supply noise rejection performance of a cascode current source without the

extra supply voltage required by cascode current sources.

A block diagram of the bias generator for the differential delay element is shown in Fig. 7.21 and the

detailed circuit is shown in Fig. 7.22. A similar bias generator circuit is used for the single-ended delay

element. This circuit produces the bias voltages VBN and VBP from VCTRL. Its primary function is to

continuously adjust the buffer bias current in order to provide the correct lower swing limit of VCTRL for

the buffer stages. In so doing, it establishes a current that is held constant and independent of supply and

substrate voltage since the I-V characteristics of the load element does not depend on the supply or substrate

voltage. It accomplishes this task by using a differential amplifier and a half-buffer replica. The amplifier

adjusts VBN, so that the voltage at the output of the half-buffer replica is equal to VCTRL, the lower swing

limit. If the supply or substrate voltage changes, the amplifier will adjust to keep the swing and thus the bias

current constant. The bandwidth of the bias generator is typically set close to the operating frequency of the

buffer stages or as high as possible without compromising its stability, so that the bias generator can track

VDD

VCTRL

Differential Amplifier VBN

Half-Buffer Replica

+

−

FIGURE 7.21 Replica-feedback current source bias circuit block diagram.

VCTRL

VDD

Bias
Init.

Amplifier Bias Diff. Amplifier Half-Buffer Replica VCTRL Buffer

VBP

VBN

FIGURE 7.22 Replica-feedback current source bias circuit schematic.
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all supply and substrate voltage disturbances at frequencies that can affect theDLL and PLL designs. The bias

generator also provides a buffered version of VCTRL at the VBPoutput using an additional half-buffer replica,

which is needed in the differential buffer stage. This output isolates Vctrl from potential capacitive coupling

in the buffer stages and plays an important role in self-biased PLL designs [8].

Figure 7.23 shows the static supply noise sensitivity of a ring oscillator using the differential delay

element and bias generator in a 0.5 mmN-well CMOS process. With this bias generator, the buffer stages

can achieve static frequency sensitivity per fraction of the total supply voltage change of less than 1%

while operating over a wide delay range with low supply voltage requirements that scale with the

operating delay. Buffer stages with low supply and substrate noise sensitivity are essential for low-jitter

DLL and PLL operation.

7.1.8 Differential Signal Conversion

PLLs are typically designed to operate at twice the chip operating frequency so that their outputs can be

divided by two in order to guarantee a 50% duty cycle [2]. This practice can be wasteful if the delay

elements already generate differential signals since the differential signal transitions equally subdivide the

clock period. Thus, the requirement for a 50% duty cycle can be satisfied without operating the PLL at

twice the chip operating frequency, if a single-ended CMOS output with 50% duty cycle can be obtained

from a differential output signal. This conversion can be accomplished using an amplifier circuit that has

a wide bandwidth and is balanced around the common-mode level expected at the inputs so that the

opposing differential input transitions have roughly equal delay to the output. Such circuits will generate

a near 50% duty cycle output without dividing by two provided that device matching is not a problem;

however, on-wafer device mismatches for nominally identical devices will tend to unbalance the circuit

and establish a minimum signal input and internal bias voltage level below which significant duty-cycle

conversion errors may result. In addition, as the device channel lengths are reduced, device mismatches

will increase. Therefore, using a balanced differential-to-single-ended converter circuit instead of a

divider can relax the design constraints on the VCO for high-frequency designs but must be used

with caution because of potential device mismatches.
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FIGURE 7.23 Frequency sensitivity to supply voltage for a ring oscillator with differential delay elements and a

replica-feedback current source bias circuit in a 0.5 mm N-well CMOS process.
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7.1.9 Phase Detectors

The phase detector detects the phase difference between the reference input and the feedback signal of a

DLL or PLL. Several types of phase detectors can be used, each of which will allow the loop achieve

a different phase relationship once in lock. An XOR or mixer can be used as a phase detector to achieve a

quadrature lock on input signals with a 50% duty cycle. The UP and DN outputs are complementary,

and, once in lock, each will generate a 50% duty cycle signal at twice the reference frequency. The 50%

duty cycle will cause the UP and DN currents to cancel out leaving the control voltage unchanged. An

edge-triggered SR latch can be used as the phase detector for an inverted lock. The UP and DN outputs

are also complementary, and, once in lock, each will generate a 50% duty cycle signal at the reference

frequency. If differential inputs are available, an inverted lock can be easily interchanged with an

in-phase lock. A sampling flip-flop can be used to sample the reference clock as the phase detector in

a digital feedback loop, where the flip-flop is used to match the input delay for digital inputs also

sampled by identical flip-flops. The output state of the flip-flop will indicate if the feedback clock is early

or late. Finally, a phase-frequency detector (PFD) can be used as a phase detector to achieve an in-phase

lock. PFDs are commonly based on two SR latches or two D flip-flops. They have the property that only

UP pulses are generated if the frequency is too low, only DN pulses are generated if the frequency is too

high, and to first order, no UP or DN pulses are generated once in lock. Because of this property, PLLs

using PFDs will slew their control voltage with, on average, half of the charge pump current until the

correct frequency is reached, and will never falsely lock at some harmonic of the reference frequency.

PFDs are the most common phase detectors used in DLLs and PLLs.

Phase detector can have several potential problems. The phase detector can have an input offset

caused by different edge rates between the reference and feedback signals or caused by asymmetric

circuits or device layouts between the reference and feedback signal paths. In addition, the phase

detector can exhibit nonlinearity near the locking point. This nonlinearity can include a dead-band,

caused by an input delay difference where the phase detector output remains zero or unchanged, or a

high-gain region, caused by an accelerated sensitivity to transitions on both the reference and feedback

inputs. In order to properly diagnose potential phase detector problems, the phase detector must be

simulated or tested in combination with the charge pump.

A PFD based on SR latches [2], as shown in Fig. 7.24, can be implemented with NAND or NOR gates.

However, the use of NAND gates will lead to the highest speed. The input sense polarity can be

maintained as positive edge sensitive if inverters are added at both inputs. The layout for the PFD

should be constructed from two identical pieces for complete symmetry. The basic circuit structure can

be modified in several ways to improve performance.

R

V
DN

UP

FIGURE 7.24 Phase-frequency detector based on NAND gates.
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One possible modification to the basic PFD structure is to replace the two-input NAND gates at the

inputs with three-input NAND gates. The extra inputs can serve as enable inputs to the PFD by gating

out positive pulses at the reference or feedback inputs. For the enable inputs to function properly, they

must be low for at least the entire positive pulse in order to properly ignore a falling transition at the

reference or feedback inputs.

7.1.9.1 Charge Pumps

The charge pump, which is driven by the phase detector, can be structured in a number of ways. The key

issues for the structure are input offset and linearity. An input offset can be caused by a mismatch in

charge-up or charge-down currents or by charge injection. The nonlinearity near the lock point can be

caused by edge rate dependencies and current source switching.

A push-pull charge pump is shown in Fig. 7.25. This charge pump tends to have low output ripple

because small but equal UP and DN pulses, produced by a PFD once in lock, generate equal current

pulses at exactly the same time that cancel out with an insignificant disturbance to the control voltage.

The switches for this charge pump are best placed away from the output toward the supply rails in order

to minimize charge injection from the supply rails to the control voltage. The opposite configuration can

inject charge from the supply rails through the capacitance at the shared node between the series devices.

A current mirror charge pump is shown in Fig. 7.26. This charge pump tends to a have the lowest

input offset due to balanced charge injection. In the limit that a current mirror has infinite output

impedance, it will mirror exact charge quantities; however, because the DN current pulse is mirrored to

the output, it will occur later and have a longer tail than the UP current pulse, which is switched directly

to the output. This difference in current pulse shape will lead to some disturbance to the control voltage.

Another combined approach for the charge pump and loop filter involves using an amplifier-based

voltage integrator. This approach is difficult to implement inmost IC processes because it requires floating

capacitors. Any of the above approaches can be modified to work in a ‘‘bang-bang’’ mode, where the

output charge magnitude is fixed independent of the phase error. This mode of operation is sometimes

used with digital feedback loops when it is necessary to cancel the aperture offset of a high-speed interface

receiver [11]; however, it makes the loop control very nonlinear and commonly produces dither jitter,

where the output phase, once in lock, alternates between positive and negative errors.

7.1.9.2 Loop Filters

The loop filter directly connects to the charge pump to integrate and filter the detected phase error. The

most important detail for the loop filter is the choice of supply terminal to be used as the control voltage

reference. As discussed in Section 7.1.6.7, substrate noise can couple into delay elements through

UP

VDD

VCTRL

IREF

DN

FIGURE 7.25 Push-pull charge pump.
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threshold modulation of the active devices. The substrate noise sensitivity can be minimized by using

well-type devices for the loop filter capacitor and for fixed-biased devices. Also, care must be taken to

insure that the voltage reference used by the circuitry that receives the control voltage is the same as the

supply terminal to which the loop filter capacitor connects. Otherwise, any supply noise will be directly

summed with the control voltage.

Some designs employ level shifting between the loop filter voltage and the control voltage input to the

VCDL or VCO. Such level shifting is often the cause of added supply noise sensitivity and should be

avoided whenever possible. Also, some designs employ differential loop filters. A differential loop filter is

useful only if the control input to the VCDL or VCO is differential, as is often the case with a delay

interpolating VCDL. If the VCDL or VCO has a single-ended control input, a differential loop filter adds

no value because its output must be converted back to a single-ended signal. Also, the differential loop

filter needs some type of common-mode biasing to establish the common-mode voltage. The common-

mode bias circuit will add some differential mode resistance that will cause the loop filter to leak charge

and will lead to an input offset for the DLL or PLL.

For PLLs, the loop filter must implement a zero in order to provide phase margin for stability. The

zero can be implemented directly with a resistor in series with the loop filter capacitor. In this case, the

charge pump current is converted to a voltage through the resistor, which is added to the voltage across

the loop filter capacitor to form the control voltage. Alternatively, this zero can be formed by summing

an extra copy of the charge pump current directly with a bias current used to control the VCO, possibly

inside a bias generator for the VCO. This latter approach avoids using an actual resistor and lends itself

to self-biased schemes [8].

7.1.9.3 Frequency Dividers

A frequency divider can be used in the feedback path of a PLL to enable it to generate a VCO output

frequency that is a multiple of the reference frequency. Since the divider is in the feedback path to the

phase detector, care must be taken to insure that the insertion delay of the divider does not upset any

clock de-skewing to be performed by the PLL. As such, an equivalent delay may need to be added in the

reference path to the phase detector in order to cancel out the insertion delay of the divider. The best

approach for adding the divider is to use it as a feedback clock edge enable input to the phase detector.

In this scheme, the total delay of the feedback path, from the VCO to the phase detector, is not affected

by the divider. As long as the divider output satisfies the setup and hold requirements for the enable

input to the phase detector, it can have any output delay and even add jitter. As previously noted, an

VDD
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VCTRL

UP UPDN

VCS

DN

FIGURE 7.26 Current mirror charge pump.
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enable input can be added to both the reference and feedback inputs of an SR latch PFD by replacing the

two-input NAND gates at the inputs with three-input NAND gates.

7.1.9.4 Layout Issues

The layout for a DLL or PLL can have significant impact on its overall performance. Supply independent

biasing uses many matched devices that must match when the circuit is fabricated. Typical device

matching problems originate from different device layouts, different device orientations, different device

geometry surroundings leading to device etching differences, and sensitivity to process gradients. In

general, the analog devices should be arrayed in identical common denominator units at the same

orientation so that the layers through polysilicon for and around each device appear identical. The

common denominator units should use folding at a minimum to reduce the sensitivity to process

gradients. Bias voltages, especially the control voltage, and switching nodes within the VCO or VCDL

should be carefully routed to minimize coupling to the supply terminal opposite the one referenced. In

addition, connecting the control voltage to a pad in a DLL or PLL with an on-chip loop filter should be

avoided. At a minimum, it should only be bonded for testing but not production purposes.

7.1.9.5 Circuit Summary

In general, all DLL and PLL circuits must be designed from the outset with supply and substrate noise

rejection in mind. Obtaining low noise sensitivity requires careful orchestration among all circuits and

cannot be added as an after thought. Supply noise rejection requires isolation from one supply terminal,

typically with current source isolation. Substrate noise rejection requires all fixed-biased devices to be

well-type devices to minimize threshold modulation. However, the best circuits to use depend on both

the loop architecture and the IC technology.

7.1.10 Self-Biased Techniques

Achieving low tracking jitter and a wide operating frequency range in PLL and DLL designs can be

difficult due to a number of design trade-offs. To minimize the amount of tracking jitter produced by a

PLL, the loop bandwidth should be set as high as possible. However, the loop bandwidth must be set at

least a decade below the lowest desired operating frequency for stability with enough margin to account

for bandwidth changes due to the worst-case process and environmental conditions. Achieving a wide

operating frequency range in a DLL requires that the VCDL work over a wide range of delays. However,

as the delay range is increased, the control becomes increasingly nonlinear, which can undermine the

stability of the loop and lead to increased jitter. These different trade-offs can cause both PLLs and DLLs

to have narrow operating frequency ranges and poor jitter performance.

Self-biasing techniques can be applied to both PLLs and DLLs as a solution to these design trade-off

problems [8]. Self-biasing can remove virtually all of the process technology and environmental

variability that affect PLL and DLL designs, and provide a loop bandwidth that tracks the operating

frequency. This tracking bandwidth sets no limit on the operating frequency range and makes wide

operating frequency ranges spanning several decades possible. This tracking bandwidth also allows the

bandwidth to be set aggressively close to the operating frequency to minimize tracking jitter. Other

benefits of self-biasing include a fixed damping factor for PLLs and input phase offset cancellation. Both

the damping factor and the bandwidth to operating frequency ratio are determined completely by a ratio

of capacitances giving effective process technology independence. In general, self-biasing can produce

very robust designs.

The key idea behind self-biasing is that it allows circuits to choose the operating bias levels in which

they function best. By referencing all bias voltages and currents to other generated bias voltages and

currents, the operating bias levels are essentially established by the operating frequency. The need for

external biasing, which can require special band-gap bias circuits, is completely avoided. Self-biasing

typically involves using the bias currents in the VCO or VCDL as the charge pump current. Special

accommodations are also added for the feed-forward resistor needed in a PLL design.
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7.1.11 Characterization Techniques

A good DLL or PLL design is not complete without proper simulation and measurement characteriza-

tion. Careful simulation can uncover stability, locking, and jitter problems that might occur at the

operating, environment, and process corners. Alternatively, careful laboratory measurements under the

various operating conditions can help prevent problems in manufacturing.

7.1.11.1 Simulation

The loop dynamics of the DLL or PLL should be verified through simulation using one of several

possible modeling techniques. They can be modeled at the circuit level, at the behavioral level, or as a

simplified linear system. Circuit-level modeling is the most complete, but can require a lot of simulation

time because the loops contain both picosecond switching events and microsecond loop bandwidth time

constants. Behavioral models can simulate much faster, but are usually restricted to transient simula-

tions. A simplified linear system model can be constructed as a circuit from linear circuit elements and

voltage-controlled current sources, where phase is modeled as voltage. This simple model can be

analyzed not just with transient simulations, but also with AC simulations and other forms of analysis

possible for linear circuits. Such models can include supply and substrate noise sensitivities and actual

loop filter and bias circuitry.

Open-loop simulations at the circuit level should be performed on individual blocks within the DLL

or PLL. The VCDL and VCO should be simulated using a transient analysis as a function of control

voltage, supply voltage, and substrate voltage in order to determine the control, supply, and substrate

sensitivities. The phase detector should be simulated with the charge pump, by measuring the output

charge as a function of input phase different and possibly control voltage, to determine the static phase

offset and if any nonlinearities exist at the locking point, such as a dead-band or high-gain region. The

results of these simulations can be incorporated into the loop dynamics simulation models.

Closed-loop simulations at the circuit level should also be performed on the complete design in order

to characterize the locking characteristics, overall stability, and jitter performance. The simulations

should be performed from all possible starting conditions to insure that the correct locking result can be

reliably established. The input phase step response of the loop should be simulated to determine if there

are stability problems manifested by ringing. Also, the supply and substrate voltage step response of the

loop should be simulated to give a good indication of the overall jitter performance. All simulations

should be performed over all operating conditions, including input frequencies and divider ratios, and

environmental conditions including supply voltage and temperature as well as process corners.

7.1.11.2 Measurement

Once the DLL or PLL has been fabricated, a series of rigorous laboratory measurements should be

performed to insure that a problem will not develop late in manufacturing. The loop should first be

characterized under controlled conditions. Noise-free supplies should be used to insure that the loop

generally locks and operates correctly. Supply noise steps at sub-harmonic of the output frequency can

be used to allow careful measurement of the loop’s response to supply steps. If such a supply noise signal

is added synchronously to the output signal, it can be used as a trigger to obtain a complete time

averaged response to the noise steps. The step edge rates should be made as high as possible to yield the

worst-case jitter response. Supply noise steps swept over frequency, especially at low frequencies, should

be used to determine the overall jitter performance. Also, supply sine waves swept over frequency will

help determine if there are stability problems with the loop manifested by a significant increase in jitter

when the noise frequency approaches the loop bandwidth.

The loop should then be characterized under uncontrolled conditions. These conditions would

include worst-case I=O switching noise and worst-case on-chip core switching noise. These experiments

will be the ultimate judge of the PLL’s jitter performance assuming that the worst-case data patterns

can be constructed. The best jitter measurements to perform for characterizations will depend on

the DLL or PLL application, but they should include both peak cycle-to-cycle jitter and peak input-

to-output jitter.
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7.1.12 Conclusions

DLLs and PLLs can be used to relax system-timing constraints. The best loop architecture strongly

depends on the system application and the system environment. DLLs produce less jitter than PLLs due

to their inherently reduced noise sensitivity. PLLs provide more flexibility by supporting frequency

multiplication and an unlimited phase range. Independent of the chosen loop architecture, supply and

substrate noise will likely be the most significant cause of output jitter. As such, all circuits must be

designed from the outset with supply and substrate noise rejection in mind.
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7.2 Latches and Flip-Flops

Fabian Klass

7.2.1 Introduction

This chapter section deals with latches and flip-flops that interface to complementary static logic and are

built in CMOS technology. Two fundamental types of designs are discussed: (1) designs based on

transparent latches and (2) designs based on edge-triggered flip-flops. Because conceptually flip-flops are

built from transparent latches, the analysis of timing requirements is focused primarily on the former.

Flip-flop-based designs are then analyzed as a special case of a latch-based design. Another type of latch,

known as a pulsed latch, is treated in a special section also. This is because while similar in nature to a

transparent latch, its usage in practice is similar to a flip-flop, whichmakes it a unique and distinctive type.

The chapter section is organized as follows. The first half deals with the timing requirements of latch-

and flip-flop-based designs. It is generic and the concepts discussed therein are applicable to other

technologies as well. The second half of the chapter presents specific circuit topologies and is exclusively

focused on CMOS technology. Various latches and flip-flops are described and their performance is
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analyzed. A subsection on scan design is also provided. A summary and a historical perspective is

finally presented.

7.2.1.1 Historical Trends

In discussing latch and flip-flop based designs, it is important to review the fundamental concept behind

them, which is pipelining. Pipelining is a technique that achieves parallelism by segmenting long sequential

logical operations into smaller ones. At any given time, each stage in the pipeline operates concurrently on

a different data set. If the number of stages in the pipeline isN, thenN operations are executed in parallel.

This parallelism is reflected in the clock frequency of the system. If the clock frequency of the unsegmented

pipeline is Freq, a segmented pipeline with N stages can operate ideally at N3 Freq. It is important to

understand that the increase in clock rate does not necessarily translate linearly into increased perform-

ance. Architecturally, the existence of data dependencies, variable memory latencies, interruptions, and

the type of instructions being executed, among other factors, contribute to reducing the effective number

of operations executed per clock cycle, or the effective parallelism [1]; however, as historical trends show,

pipelines are becoming deeper, or correspondingly, the stages are becoming shorter. For instance, the

design reported in [2] has a pipeline 15-stage deep. From a physical perspective, the theoretical speedup of

segmentation is not attainable either. This is because adjacent pipeline stages need to be isolated, so

independent operations, which execute concurrently, do not intermix. Typically, synchronous systems use

latches or flip-flops to accomplish this. Unfortunately, these elements are not ideal and add overhead to

each pipeline stage. This pipeline overhead depends on the specific latching style and the clocking scheme

adopted. For instance, if the pipeline overhead in an N-stage design is 20% of the cycle time, the effective

parallelism achieved is only N3 0.8. If the clock rate were doubled by making the pipeline twice as deep,

e.g., by inserting one additional latch or flip-flop per stage, then the pipeline overhead would become 40%

of the cycle time, or correspondingly, the achieved parallelism 23N3 0.6. So in such a case, a doubling of

the clock rate translates into a 50% only increase in performance (23 0.6=0.8¼ 1.50). In practice, other

architectural factors, some of them mentioned above, would reduce the performance gain even further.

From the above discussion, it becomes clear that in selecting a latch type and clocking scheme, the

minimization of the pipeline overhead is key to performance; however, as discussed in detail throughout

this chapter section, performance is not the only criterion that designers should follow in making such a

selection. In addition to the pipeline overhead, latch- and flip-flop-based designs are prone to races. This

term refers to fast signals propagating through contiguous pipeline stages within the same clock cycle,

resulting in data corruption. Although this problem does not reflect directly in performance, it is the

nightmare of designers because it is usually fatal. If it appears in silicon, it is extremely hard to debug, and

therefore it is generally detrimental to the design cycle. Furthermore, sincemost of the design time is spent

on verification, particularly timing verification, a system that is susceptible to races takes longer to design.

Other design considerations, such as layout area, power dissipation, power-delay product, design

robustness, clock distribution, and timing verification, some of which are discussed in this chapter

section, must also be carefully considered in selecting a particular latching design.

7.2.1.2 Nomenclature and Symbols

The nomenclature and symbols used throughout this chapter are shown in Fig. 7.27. The polarity of the

clock is indicated with a conventional bubble. The presence of the bubble means the latch is transparent-

low or that the flip-flop samples with the negative edge of clock. Conversely, the lack of the bubble means

the latch is transparent-high, or that the flip-flop samples with the positive edge of clock. The term

opaque, introduced in [3], is used to represent the opposite to transparent. It is considered unambiguous

in contrast to on=off or open=close. A color convention is also adopted to indicate the transparency of

the latch. White means transparent-high (or opaque-low), while shaded means transparent-low (or

opaque-high) (Fig. 7.27, top). Because most flip-flops are made from two transparent latches, one

transparent-high and one transparent-low, a half-white half-shaded symbol is used to represent them

(Fig. 7.27, middle). The symbol adopted for pulsed flops has a white band on a shaded latch, or vice

versa, to indicate a short transparency period (Fig. 7.27, bottom).
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To make timing diagrams easy to follow, relevant timing dependencies are indicated with light arrows,

as shown in Fig. 7.28. Also, a coloring convention is adopted for the timing diagrams. Signal waveforms

that are timing dependent are shaded. This eases the identification of the timing flow of signals and helps

better visualize the timing requirements of the different latching designs.

7.2.1.3 Definitions

The following definitions apply to a transparent-high latch; however, they are generic and can be applied

to transparent-low pulsed latches, regular latches, or flip-flops. Most flip-flops are made from back-to-

back latches, as will be discussed later on.

7.2.1.3.1 Blocking Operation

A blocking operation results when the input D to the latch arrives during the opaque period of the clock

(see Fig. 7.29). The signal is ‘‘blocked,’’ or delayed, by the latch and does not propagate to the output Q

until clock CK rises and the latch becomes transparent. Notice the dependency between the timing

CK
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CK

D

CK
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Q
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Transparent-High Pulsed-Latch Transparent-Low Pulsed-Latch

Q

Transparent-Low Latch

Q
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Q

FIGURE 7.27 Symbols used for latches, flip-flops, and pulsed latches.
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FIGURE 7.28 Timing diagram convention.
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edges, in particular, the blocking time from the arrival of D until the latch opens. The delay between the

rising edge of CK and the rising=falling edge of Q is commonly called the Clock-to-Q delay (TCKQ).

7.2.1.3.2 Nonblocking Operation

A nonblocking operation is the opposite to a blocking one and results when the input D arrives during

the transparent period of the clock (see Fig. 7.30). The signal propagates through the latch without being

delayed by clock. The only delay between D and Q is the combinational delay of the latch, or latency,

which is denoted as TDQ.

In general, slow signals should not be blocked by a latch. As soon as they arrive they should transfer to

the next stage with the minimum possible delay. This is equivalent to say that the latch must become

transparent before the slowest signal arrives. Fast signals, on the other hand, may be blocked by a latch

since they do not affect the cycle time of the circuit. These two are the basic principles of latch-based

designs. A detailed timing of latches will be presented later on.

7.2.1.4 The Setup and Hold Time

Besides latency, setup and hold time are the other two parameters that characterize the timing of a latch.

Setup and hold can be defined using the blocking and nonblocking concepts just introduced. The time

reference for such definition can be either edge of the clock. For convenience, the falling edge is chosen

when using a transparent-high latch, while the rising edge is chosen when using a transparent-low latch.

This makes the definitions of these parameters independent of the clock period.

7.2.1.4.1 Setup Time

It is the latest possible arrival of signal D that guarantees nonblocking operation and optimum D-to-Q

latency through the latch.

7.2.1.4.2 Hold Time

It is the earliest possible arrival of signal D that guarantees a safe blocking operation by the latch.

Notice that the previous definitions are quite generic and that a proper criterion should be established

in order to measure these parameters in a real circuit. The condition for optimum latency in the setup

definition is needed because as the transition of D approaches or exceeds a certain value, while the latch

may still be transparent, its latency begins to increase. This can lead to a metastable condition before a

CK

D

Q

Transparent Opaque

TCKQ

Blocking

FIGURE 7.29 A blocking operation.

CK

D

Q

OpaqueTransparent

TDQ

FIGURE 7.30 A nonblocking operation.
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complete blockage is achieved. The exact definition of optimum is implementation dependent, and is

determined by the latch type, logic style, and the required design margins. In most cases, a minimum or

near-minimum latency is a good criterion. Similarly, the definition of safe blocking operation is also

implementation dependent. If the transition of D happens too soon, while the latch is neither trans-

parent nor opaque, small glitches may appear at Q, which may be acceptable or not. It is up to the

designer to determine the actual criterion used in the definition.

The timing diagrams depicted in Fig. 7.31 show cases of signal D meeting and failing setup time, and

meeting and failing hold time. The setup and hold regions of the latch are indicated by the shaded area.

7.2.1.4.3 The Sampling Time

Although the setup and hold time seem to be independent parameters, in reality they are not. Every

signal in a circuit must be valid for a minimum amount of time to allow the next stage to sample it

safely. This is true for latches and for any type of sampling circuit. This leads to the following definition.

7.2.1.4.4 Sampling Time

It is the minimum pulse width required by a latch to sample input D and pass it safely to output Q.

The relationship between setup, hold, and sampling time is the following:

Tsetup þ Thold � Tsampling (7:1)

For a properly designed latch, TsetupþThold¼Tsampling.

In contrast to the setup and hold time, which can be manipulated by the choice of latch design, the

sampling time is an independent parameter, which is determined by technology. Setup and hold timesmay

have positive or negative values, and can increase or decrease at the expense of one another, but the

sampling time has always a positive value. Figure 7.32 illustrates the relationship between the three

parameters in a timing diagram. Notice the lack of a timing dependency between the trailing edge of D 0

andQ0. This is because this transition happens during the opaque phase of the clock. This suggests that the
hold timedoes not determine themaximumspeedof a circuit. Thiswill be discussedmore in detail later on.

7.2.2 Timing Constraints

Most designers tend to think of latches and flip-flops as memory elements, but few will think of traffic

lights as memory elements. However, this is the most appropriate analogy of a latch: the latch being
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FIGURE 7.31 Setup and hold time timing diagrams.
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transparent equals to a green light, being opaque to a red light; the setup time is equivalent to the

duration of the yellow light, and the latency the time to cross the intersection. The hold time is harder to

visualize, but if the road near the intersection is assumed to be slippery, it may be thought of as the

minimum time after the light turns red that allows a moving vehicle to come to a full stop. Slow and fast

signals may be thought of as slow and fast moving vehicles, respectively. Now, when electrical signals are

stopped, i.e., blocked by a latch, their values must be preserved until the latch opens again. The

preservation of the signal value, which may be required for a fraction of a clock cycle or several clock

cycles, requires a form of storage or memory built into a latch. So in this respect a latch is both a

synchronization and a memory element. Memory structures (SRAMs, FIFOs, registers, etc.) built from

latches or flip-flops, use them primarily as memory elements. But as far as timing is concerned, the latch

is a synchronization element.

7.2.2.1 The Latch as a Synchronization Element

Pipelined designs achieve parallelism by executing operations concurrently at different pipeline stages.

Long sequential operations are divided into small steps, each being executed at one stage. The shorter

the stage, the higher the clock frequency and the throughput of the system. From a timing perspective,

the key to such a design approach is to prevent data from different stages from intermixing. This might

happen because different computations, depending on the complexity and data dependency, produce

results at different times. So within a single stage, signals propagate at different speeds. A fast-

propagating signal can catch up with a slow-propagating signal from a contiguous stage, resulting in

data corruption. This observation leads to the following conclusion: if signals were to propagate all at the

same speed (e.g., a FIFO), there would be no race through stages and therefore no need for synchron-

ization elements. Designs based on this principle were actually built and the resulting ‘latch-less’

technique is called wave-pipelining [4]. A good analogy for wave-pipelining is the rolling belt of a

supermarket: groceries are the propagating signals and sticks are the synchronization elements that

separate a set of groceries belonging to one customer from the next. If all groceries move at the same

speed, with sufficient space between sets, no sticks are needed.

7.2.2.2 Single-Phase, Latch-Based Design

In viewing latches as synchronization elements, there are two types of timing constraints that define a

latch-based design. One deals with the slow-propagating signals and determines the maximum speed at

which the system can be clocked. The second deals with fast-propagating signals and determines race

conditions through the stages. These timing constraints are the subject of this section. To make the
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FIGURE 7.32 Relationship between setup, hold, and sampling time.
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analysis more generic, the clock is assumed to be asymmetric: the high time and the low time are not the

same. As will be explained later on in the chapter, timing constrains for all other latching designs are

derived from the generic case discussed below.

7.2.2.2.1 Max-Timing Constraints

The max-timing problem can be formulated in the two following ways:

1. Given the maximum propagation delay within a pipeline state, determine the maximum clock

frequency the circuit can be clocked at, or conversely,

2. Given the clock frequency, determine the maximum allowed propagation delay within a stage.

The first formulation is used when the logic partition is predefined, while the second is preferred

when the clock frequency target is predefined. The analysis that follows uses the second formulation.

The circuit model used to derive the timing constraints is depicted in Fig. 7.33. It consists of a sending

and receiving latch and the combinational logic between them. The logic corresponds to one pipeline

stage. The model shows explicitly the slowest path, or max path, and the fastest path, or min path,

through the logic. The two paths need not be independent, i.e., they can converge, diverge or intersect,

although for simplicity and without losing generality they are assumed to be independent.

As mentioned earlier, the first rule of a latch-based design is that signals propagating through max

paths must not be blocked. A timing diagram for this case is shown in Fig. 7.34. TCYC represents the

clock period, while TON represents the length of the transparent period. If max path signals D1 and D 0
1

arrive at the latch when it is transparent, the only delay introduced in the critical path is the latch latency

(TDQ). So, assuming that subsequent pipeline stages are perfectly balanced, i.e., the logic is equally

partitioned at every stage, the maximum propagation delay Tmax at any given stage is determined by

Tmax < TCYC � TDQ (7:2)
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Q1�Q1D1
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FIGURE 7.33 Single-phase, latch-based design.
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FIGURE 7.34 Max-timing diagrams for single-phase, latch-based design.
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So the pipeline overhead of a single-phase latch design is TDQ.

Using the traffic light analogy, this would be equivalent to a car driving along a long road with

synchronized traffic lights, and moving at a constant speed equal to the speed of the green light wave. In

such a situation, the car would never have to stop at a red light.

7.2.2.2.2 Min-Timing Constraints

Min-timing constraints, also known as race-through constraints, are not related to the cycle time, therefore

they do not affect speed performance. Min-timing has to do with correct circuit functionality. This is of

particular concern to designers because failure to meet min-timing in most cases means a nonfunctional

chip regardless of the clock frequency. The min-timing problem is formulated as outlined below.

Assuming latch parameters are known, determine the minimum propagation delay allowed within

a stage.

The timing diagram shown in Fig. 7.35 illustrates the problem. Signal D2 is blocked by clock, so the

transition of Q2 is determined by the CK-to-Q delay of the latch (TCKQ). The minimum propagation

delay (Tmin) is such that D 0
2 arrives when the receiving latch is still transparent and before the setup time.

Then, D 0
2 propagates through the latch creating a transition at Q 0

2 after a D-to-Q delay. Although the

value of Q 0
2 is logically correct, a timing problem is created because two pipeline stages get updated in

the same clock cycle (or equivalently, a signal ‘‘races through’’ two stages in one clock cycle). The color

convention adopted in the timing diagram helps identifying this type of failure: notice that when the

latches are opaque, Q2 and Q 0
2 have the same color, which is not allowed.

The condition to avoid a min-timing problem now becomes apparent. If Tmin is long enough such

that D 0
2 arrives after the receiving latch has become opaque, then Q 0

2 will not change until the latch

becomes transparent again. This is the second rule of a latch-based design and says that a signal

propagating through a min-path must be blocked. A timing diagram for this case is illustrated in

Fig. 7.36 and is formulated as

TCKQ þ Tmin > TON þ Thold (7:3)

or equivalently

Tmin > Thold � TCKQ þ TON (7:4)

Using the traffic light analogy again, a fast moving vehicle stopping at every red light on the average

moves at the same speed as the slow moving vehicle.

CK

D2

D2�

Q2�

Q2

Transparent Opaque

TON

TDQ
TMINTCKQ

TSETUP

FIGURE 7.35 Min-timing diagrams for single-phase, latch-based design showing a min-timing (or race-through)

problem.
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Having defined max and min timing constrains, the valid timing window for a latch-based design is

obtained by combining Eqs. 7.2 and 7.4. If TD is the propagation delay of a signal, the valid timing

window for such signal is given by

TON þ Thold � TCKQ < TD < TCYC � TDQ (7:5)

Equation 7.5 must be used by a timing analyzer to verify that all signals in a circuit meet timing

requirements. Notice that this condition imposes a strict requirement on min paths. If TON is a half

clock cycle (i.e., 50% duty cycle clock), then the minimum delay per stage must be approximately equal

to that value, depending on the value of (Thold�TCKQ). In practice, this is done by padding the short

paths of the circuit with buffers that act as delay elements. Clearly, this increases not only area and

power, but also design complexity and verification effort. Because of these reasons, single latch-based

designs are rarely used in practice.

Notice that the latch setup time is not part of Eq. 7.5. Consequently, it can be concluded that the setup

time does not affect the timing of a latch-based design (although the latency of the latch does). This is

true except when time borrowing is applied. This is the subject of the next subsection.

7.2.2.2.3 Time Borrowing

Time borrowing is the most important aspect of a latch-based design. So far it has been said that in a

latch-based design critical signals should not be blocked, and that the max-timing constraint is given by

Eq. 7.2; however, depending on the latch placement, the nonblocking requirement can still be satisfied

even if Eq. 7.2 is not. Figure 7.37 illustrates such a case. With reference to the model in Fig. 7.33, input

CK

TCKQ TMIN

THOLD

TON

D2

Q2

Transparent Opaque

D2�

Q2�

FIGURE 7.36 Min-timing diagrams for single-phase, latch-based design showing correct operation.
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D1

Q1

D1�

Q1�

Opaque

TSETUP

TDQTCKQ TMAX

TCYC TON

TransparentTransparent

FIGURE 7.37 Time borrowing for single-phase, latch-based design.
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D1 is assumed to be blocked. So the transition of Q1 happens a CK-to-Q delay after clock (TCKQ) and

starts propagating through the max path. As long as D 0
1 arrives at the receiving latch before the setup

time, the D-to-Q transition is guaranteed to be nonblocking. In this way, the propagation of D 0
1 is

allowed to ‘‘borrow’’ time into the next clock cycle without causing a timing failure.

The maximum time that can be borrowed is determined by the setup time of the receiving latch. The

timing requirement for such condition is formulated as follows:

TCKQ þ Tmax < TCYC þ TON � Tsetup (7:6)

and rearranged as:

Tmax < TCYC þ TON � (Tsetup þ TCKQ) (7:7)

By subtracting Eq. 7.2 from Eq. 7.7, the maximum amount of time borrowing, Tborrow, can be derived

and it is given by

Tborrow ¼ TON � (Tsetup þ TCKQ)þ TDQ (7:8)

Assuming that TCKQ�TDQ, Eq. 7.8 reduces to

Tborrow ¼ TON � Tsetup (7:9)

So the maximum time that can be borrowed from the next clock cycle is approximately equal to the

length of the transparent period minus the latch setup time.

Because time borrowing allows signal propagation across a clock cycle boundary, timing constraints

are no longer limited to a single pipeline stage. Using the timing diagram of Fig. 7.37 as a reference, and

assuming that T 0
max is the maximum propagation delay from Q 0

1, the following timing constraint,

besides Eq. 7.7, must be met across two adjacent stages:

Tmax þ T 0
max < 2TCYC þ TON � Tsetup þ TCKQ � TDQ (7:10)

which again if TCKQ�TDQ, reduces to

Tmax þ T 0
max < 2(TCYC � TDQ)þ TON � Tsetup (7:11)

For n stages, Eq. 7.11 can be generalized as follows:

X

n

Tmax < n(TCYC � TDQ)þ TON � Tsetup (7:12)

where Sn Tmax is the sum of the maximum propagation delays across n stages.

Equation 7.12 seems to suggest that the maximum allowed time borrowing across n stages is limited

to TON�Tsetup (see Eq. 7.9); however, this is not the case. If the average Tmax across two or more stages is

such that Eq. 7.2 is satisfied, then maximum time borrowing can happen more than once.

Although time borrowing is conceptually simple and gives designers more relaxed max-timing

constraints, and thus more design flexibility, in practice timing verification across clock cycle boundaries

is not trivial. Few commercial timing tools have such capabilities, forcing designers to develop their own

in order to analyze such designs. A common practice is to disallow time borrowing as a general rule and

only to allow it in exceptional cases, which are then verified individually by careful timing analysis.

The same principle that allows time borrowing gives transparent latches another very important

property when dealing with clock skew. This is the topic of the next subsection.
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7.2.2.3 The Clock Skew

Clock skew refers to the misalignment of clock edges at the end of a clock distribution network due to

manufacturing process variations, load mismatch, PLL jitter, variations in temperature and voltage, and

induced noise. The sign of the clock skew is relative to the direction of the data flow, as illustrated in Fig.

7.38. For instance, if the skew between the clocks is such that CK arrives after CK0, data moving from left

to right see the clock arriving early at the destination latch. Conversely, data moving in the opposite

direction see the clock arriving late at the destination latch. The remainder of this chapter section

assumes that the data flow is not restricted to a particular direction. Thus, the worst-case scenario of

clock skew is assumed for each case: early skew for max-timing, and late skew for min-timing.

How clock skew affects the timing of a single-phase latch design is discussed next.

7.2.2.3.1 Max-Timing

The max-timing of a single-phase latch-based design is, to a large extent, immune to clock skew. This is

because signals in a max-path are not blocked. The timing diagram of Fig. 7.39 illustrates this case. Using

Fig. 7.33 as a reference, the skew between clocks CK and CK0 is Tskew, with CK0 arriving earlier than CK.

The transition of signals D1 and D 0
1, assumed to be critical, occur when latches are transparent or

nonblocking. As observed, the receiving latch becoming transparent earlier than expected has no effect

on the propagation delay of Q1, as long as the setup time requirement of the receiving latch is satisfied.

Therefore, Eq. 7.2 still remains valid.

Other scenarios where clock skew might affect max-timing can be imagined. However, none of these

invalidates the conclusion arrived at in the previous paragraph. One of such scenarios is illustrated in the

timing diagram of Fig. 7.40. In contrast to the previous example, the input to the sending latch (D1) is

blocked. If the maximum propagation delay is such that TCKQþTmax¼TCYC, the early arrival of CK0

results in unintentional time borrowing. Although this reduces the maximum available intentional time

borrowing from the next cycle (as defined earlier), no violation has occurred from a timing perspective.

CK CK�

Combinational Logic

CK�

CK

TSKEW

FIGURE 7.38 Clock skew.

CK�

D1

Q1

Transparent Opaque

D1�

Q1�

TSKEW

CK

FIGURE 7.39 Max-timing for single-phase, latch-based design under the presence of early clock skew. D1

transition is not blocking.
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Another scenario is illustrated in Fig. 7.41. Similar to the previous example, D1 is blocked and TCKQþ
Tmax¼TCYC, but in this case the arrival of the receiving clock CK0 is late. The result is that signal D 0

1 gets

blocked for the period of length equal to Tskew. Depending on whether the next stage receives a late clock

or not, this blocking has either no effect on timing or may lead to time borrowing in the next clock cycle.

7.2.2.3.2 Time Borrowing

The preceding max-timing discussion has indicated that the presence of clock skew may result in

unintentional time borrowing. The timing diagram shown Fig. 7.42 illustrates how this could happen.

Using Fig. 7.33 as a reference, the input to the sending latch (D1) is assumed blocked. After propagating

through the max path, the input to the receiving latch (D 0
1) must arrive before its setup time to meet the

max-timing requirement. The early arrival of clock CK0 may be interpreted as if the setup time boundary

moves forward by Tskew, thus reducing the available borrowing time by an equivalent amount.

The condition for maximum time borrowing in this case is formulated as follows:

TCKQ þ Tmax < TCYC þ TON � (Tsetup þ Tskew) (7:13)

Again assuming that TCKQ�TDQ, in the same manner as Eq. 7.9 was derived, it can be shown that

maximum time borrowing in this case is given by

Tborrow ¼ TON � (Tsetup þ Tskew) (7:14)

CK�

D1

Q1

TCYC

TCKQ
D1�

Q1�

TMAX

TSKEW

Transparent Opaque
CK

Time
Borrowing

FIGURE 7.40 Max-timing for single-phase, latch-based design under the presence of early clock skew. D1

transition is blocking.

TCYC

TCKQ TMAX

TSKEW

Transparent Opaque

Blocking

CK�

D1

Q1

D1�

Q1�

CK

FIGURE 7.41 Max-timing for single-phase, latch-based design under the presence of late clock skew. D1 transition

is blocked.
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By comparing Eq. 7.14 against Eq. 7.9 (zero clock skew), it is concluded that the presence of clock skew

reduces the amount of time borrowing by Tskew.

7.2.2.3.3 Min-Timing

In contrast to max-timing, min-timing is not immune to clock skew. Figure 7.43 provides a timing

diagram illustrating this case. With reference to Fig. 7.33, clock CK0 is assumed to arrive late. In order to

insure that D 0
2 gets blocked, it is required that:

TCKQ þ Tmin > TON þ Tskew þ Thold (7:15)

After rearranging terms, the min-timing requirement is expressed as

Tmin > Thold � TCKQ þ TON þ Tskew (7:16)

Equation 7.16 shows that in addition to TON, Tskew is added now. The clock skew presence makes the

min-timing requirement even more strict than before, yielding a single-phase latch design nearly useless

in practice.

7.2.2.4 Nonoverlapping Dual-Phase, Latch-Based Design

As pointed out in the preceding subsection, the major drawback of a single-phase, latch-based design is

its rigorous min-timing requirement. The presence of clock skew makes matters worse. Unless the

TSETUP

Transparent Opaque

TCYC

TCKQ TMAX

Transparent

TDQ

TON

TSKEW

CK�

D1

Q1

D1�

Q1�

CK

FIGURE 7.42 Time borrowing for single-phase, latch-based design under the presence of early clock skew.
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FIGURE 7.43 Min-timing diagrams for single-phase, latch-based design under the presence of late clock skew.
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transparent period can be made very short, i.e., a narrow pulse, a single-phase, latch-based design is not

very practical. The harsh min-timing requirement of a single-phase design is due to the sending and

receiving latches being both transparent simultaneously, allowing fast signals to race through one or

more pipeline stages. Away to eliminate this problem is to intercept the fast signal with a latch operating

on a complementary clock phase. The resulting scheme, referred to as a dual-phase, latch-based design,

is shown in Fig. 7.44. Because the middle latch operates on a complementary clock, at no point in time a

transparent period is created between adjacent pipeline stages, eliminating the possibility of races. Notice

that the insertion of a complementary latch, while driven by the need to slow fast signals, ends up

slowing down max paths also. Although, in principle, a dual-phase design is race free, clock skew may

still cause min-timing problems. The clock phases may be nonoverlapping or fully complementary. The

timing requirement of a nonoverlapping dual-phase, latch-based design is discussed below. A dual-phase

complementary design is treated later as a special case.

7.2.2.4.1 Max-Timing

Because a signal in a max path has to go through two latches in a dual-phase latch-based design, the

D-to-Q latency of the latch is paid twice in the cycle. This is shown in the timing diagram of Fig. 7.45.

The max-timing constraint in a dual-phase design is therefore given by

CKA

D1 Q1

CKA

D2 Q2

D1� Q1�

D2� Q2�

D1� Q1�

D2� Q2�

Max Path Max Path

Min Path

Sending
Latch

Receiving
Latch

CKB

Middle
Latch

Min Path

One Pipeline Stage

FIGURE 7.44 Nonoverlapping dual-phase, latch-based design.
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FIGURE 7.45 Max-timing diagrams for nonoverlapping dual-phase, latch-based design.
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Tmax < TCYC � 2TDQ (7:17)

The above equation still remains valid under the presence of clock skew. By comparing it against Eq. 7.2,

it is evident that as a result of the middle latch insertion the pipeline overhead (2TDQ) becomes twice as

large as in the single-latch design.

7.2.2.4.2 Time Borrowing

Time borrowing does not get affected by the insertion of a complementary latch. Maximum time

borrowing is still given by Eq. 7.9, or by Eq. 7.14 in the presence of clock skew.

7.2.2.4.3 Min-Timing

Min-timing is affected by the introduction of the complementary latch. As pointed out earlier, the

complementary latch insertion is a solution to relax the min-timing requirement of a latch-based design.

Figure 7.46 provides a timing diagram illustrating how a dual-latch design prevents races. Clock CKA

and CKB are nonoverlapping clock phases, with TNOV being the nonoverlapping time. With reference to

Fig. 7.44, the input D2 to the sending latch is assumed to be blocked. After a CK-to-Q and a Tmin delay,

signal D 0
2 arrives at the middle latch while it is still opaque. Therefore, D 0

2 gets blocked until CKB

transitions and the latch becomes transparent. A CK-to-Q delay later, signal Q 0
2 transitions. If the

nonoverlapping time is long enough, the Q 0
2 transition satisfies the hold time of the sending latch.

The same phenomenon happens in the second half of the stage.

The presence of clock skew in this design makes min-timing worse also, as expected. The effect of late

clock skew is to increase the effective hold time of the sending latch. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.47, where

clock CK0
B is late with respect to CKA.

The min-timing condition is given by

TNOV þ TCKQ þ Tmin > Tskew þ Thold (7:18)

which can be rearranged as

Tmin > Thold � TCKQ þ Tskew � TNOV (7:19)
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FIGURE 7.46 Min-timing diagrams for nonoverlapping dual-phase, latch-based design.
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Comparing with Eq. 7.16, notice that the transparent period (TON) is missing from the right-hand

side of Eq. 7.19, reducing the requirement on Tmin, and that the nonoverlap time (TNOV) gets subtracted

from the clock skew (Tskew). The latter gives designers a choice to trade-off between TON and TNOV by

increasing TNOV at the expense of TON (so the clock cycle remains constant), min-timing problems can

be minimized at the cost of reducing time borrowing. For a sufficiently long TNOV, the right hand side of

Eq. 7.19 becomes negative. Under such assumption, this type of design may be considered race free.

Furthermore, by making the nonoverlap time a function of the clock frequency, a manufactured chip is

guaranteed to work correctly at some lower than nominal frequency, even in the event that unexpected

min-timing violations are discovered on silicon. This is the most important characteristic of this type of

latching design, and the main reason why such designs were so popular before automated timing

verification became more sophisticated.

Although min-timing constraints are greatly reduced in a two-phase, nonoverlapping latch-based

design, designers should be aware that the introduction of an additional latch per stage results in twice as

many potential min-timing races that need to be checked, in contrast to a single latch design. This

becomes a more relevant issue in a two-phase, complementary latch-based design, as discussed next.

7.2.2.5 Complementary Dual-Phase, Latch-Based Design

A two-phase, complementary latch-based design (Fig. 7.48) is a special case of the generic nonoverlap-

ping design, where clock CKA is a 50% duty cycle clock, and clock CKB is complementary to CKA. In

such a design, the nonoverlapping time between the clock phases is zero. The main advantage of this

approach is the simplicity of the clock generation and distribution. In most practical designs, only one

clock phase needs to be globally distributed to all sub-units, generating the complementary clock phase

locally.
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FIGURE 7.47 Min-timing diagrams for nonoverlapping dual-phase, latch-based design under the presence of late

clock skew.
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FIGURE 7.48 Complementary dual-phase, latch-based design.
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7.2.2.5.1 Max-Timing

Similar to a nonoverlapping design, the maximum propagation delay is given by Eq. 7.17, and it is

unaffected by the clock skew. The pipeline overhead is 2TDQ.

7.2.2.5.2 Time Borrowing

Time borrowing is similar to a single-phase latch except that TON is half a clock cycle. Therefore,

maximum time borrowing is given by

Tborrow ¼ TCYC=2� (Tsetup þ Tskew) (7:20)

So complementary clocks maximize time borrowing.

7.2.2.5.3 Min-Timing

The min-timing requirement is similar to the nonoverlapping scheme except that TNOV is zero.

Therefore,

Tmin > Thold � TCKQ þ Tskew (7:21)

The simplification of the clocking scheme comes at a price though. Although Eq. 7.21 is less stringent

than Eq. 7.16 (no TON in it), it is not as good as Eq. 7.19. Furthermore, a min-timing failure in such

a design cannot be fixed by slowing down the clock frequency, making silicon debugging in such a

situation more challenging. This is a clear example of a design trade-off that designers must face when

picking a latching and clocking scheme.

The next section discusses how a latch-based design using complementary clock phases can be further

transformed into a edge-triggered-based design.

7.2.2.6 Edge-Triggered, Flip-Flop-Based Design

The major drawback of a single-phase latch based design is min-timing. The introduction of dual-phase-

latch-based designs greatly reduces the risk of min-timing failure; however, from a physical implementa-

tion perspective, the insertion of a latch in the middle of a pipeline stage is not free of cost. Each pipeline

stage has to be further partitioned in half, although time borrowing helps in this respect. Clock distribution

and clock skew minimization becomes more challenging because clocks need to be distributed to twice as

many locations. Also, timing verification in a latch-baseddesign is not trivial. First, latchesmust beproperly

placed to allow maximum time borrowing and maximum clock skew hiding. Second, time borrowing

requires multi-cycle timing analysis and many timing analyzers lack this capability. A solution that

overcomes many of these shortcomings is to use flip-flops. This is discussed in the rest of this subsection.

Most edge-triggered flip-flops, also known as master-slave flip-flops, are built from transparent

latches. Figure 7.49 shows how this is done. By collapsing the transparent-high and transparent-low

latches in one unit, and rearranging the combinatorial logic so that it is all contained in one pipeline

segment, the two-phase, latch-based design is converted into a positive-edge, flip-flop-based design. If

the collapsing order of the latches were reverted, the result would be a negative-edge flip-flop. In a way, a

flip-flop-based design can be viewed as an unbalanced dual-phase, latch-based design where all the logic

is confined to one single stage. The timing analysis of flip-flops, therefore, is similar to latches.

7.2.2.6.1 Max-Timing

The max-timing diagram for flip-flops is shown in Fig. 7.50. Two distinctive characteristics are observed

in this diagram: (1) the transparent-high latches (L2 and L4) are blocking, and (2) the transparent-low

latches (L1 and L3) provide maximum time borrowing. The opposite is true for negative-edge flip-flops.

The first condition results from the fact that the complementary latches are never transparent simul-

taneously, so a transparent operation in the first latch leads to a blockage in the second. The second

condition is necessary to maximize the time allowed for logic in the stage. Because L2 is blocking, unless

time borrowing happens in L3, only half a cycle would be available for logic.
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The max-timing constraint is formulated as a maximum time borrowing constraint (see Eq. 7.13 for

comparison), but confining it to one clock cycle because the sending latch (L2) is blocking. With

reference to Fig. 7.50, the constraint is formulated as follows:

TCKQ þ Tmax < TCYC � (Tsetup þ Tskew) (7:22)

which after rearranging terms gives

Tmax < TCYC � (TCKQ þ Tsetup þ Tskew) (7:23)

To determine the pipeline overhead introduced by flip-flops and compare it against a dual latch based

design, Eq. 7.23 is compared against Eq. 7.17. To make the comparison more direct, observe that

TsetupþTCKQ< 2TDQ. This is because as long as signal D
00
1 meets the setup time of latch L3, Q

00
1 is allowed

to push into the transparent period of L4, adding one latch delay (TDQ), and then go through L4, adding

a second latch delay. Therefore, Eq. 7.23 can be rewritten as

Tmax < TCYC � (2TDQ þ Tskew) (7:24)
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FIGURE 7.49 Edge-triggered, flip-flop-based design.
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FIGURE 7.50 Max-timing diagrams for edge-triggered, flip-flop-based design.
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By looking at Eq. 7.17, it becomes clear that the pipeline overhead is larger in flip-flops than in latches,

and it is equal to 2TDQþTskew. In addition to the latch delays, the clock skew is now also subtracted

from the cycle time, this being a major drawback of flip-flops. It should be noticed, however, that faster

flip-flops with less than two latch delays can be designed.

7.2.2.6.2 Min-Timing

The min-timing requirement is essentially equal to a dual latch-based design and it is given by Eq. 7.21.

An important observation is that inside the flip-flop this condition may be satisfied by construction.

Since the clock skew is zero, it is only required that Tmin>Thold�TCKQ. If the latch parameters are such

that TCKQ>Thold then this condition is always satisfied since Tmin � 0. Timing analyzers still need to

verify that min-timing requirements between flip-flops are satisfied according to Eq. 7.21, although the

number of potential races is reduced to half in comparison to the dual latch scheme.

Timing verification is easier in flip-flop-based designs because most timing paths are confined to a

single cycle boundary. Knowing with precision the departing time of signals may also be advantageous to

some design styles, or may reduce iterations in the design cycle, resulting eventually in a simpler design

(In an industrial environment, where design robustness is paramount, in contrast to academia, nearly

90% of the design cycle is spent on verification, including logic and physical verification, timing

verification, signal integrity, etc.).

As discussed earlier, time borrowing in a flip-flop-based design is confined to the boundary of a clock

cycle. Therefore, time borrowing from adjacent pipeline stages is not possible. In this respect, when

choosing flip-flops instead of latches, designers have a more challenging task at partitioning the logic to fit

in the cycle—a disadvantage. An alternative solution to time borrowing is clock stretching. The technique

consists of the adjustment of clock edges (e.g., by using programmable clock buffers) to allocate more

timing in one stage at the expense of the other. It can be applied in cases when logic partitioning becomes

too difficult, assuming that timing slack in adjacent stages is available. When applied correctly, e.g.,

guaranteeing that no min-timing violation get created as by-product, clock stretching can be very useful.

7.2.2.7 Pulsed Latches

Pulsed latches are conceptually identical to transparent latches, except that the length of the transparent

period is designed to be very short (i.e., a pulse), usually a few gate delays. The usage of pulsed latches is

different from conventional transparent latches though. Most important of all, the short transparency

makes single pulsed latch-based design practical, see Fig. 7.51, contributing to the reduction of the

pipeline overhead yet retaining the good properties of latches. Each timing aspect of pulsed latch-based

design is discussed below.

7.2.2.7.1 Max-Timing

Pulsed latches are meant to be used as one per pipeline stage, as mentioned earlier, so the pipeline

overhead is limited to only one latch delay (see Eq. 7.2). This is half the overhead of a dual-phase, latch-

based design. Furthermore, logic partitioning is similar to a flip-flop-based design, simplifying clock

distribution.

7.2.2.7.2 Time Borrowing

Although still possible, the amount of time borrowing is greatly reduced when using pulsed latches.

From Eq. 7.14, Tborrow¼TON� (TsetupþTskew). If TON is chosen such that TON¼TsetupþTskew, then
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FIGURE 7.51 Pulsed latch-based design.
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time borrowing is reduced to zero; however, the clock skew can still be hidden by the latch, i.e., it is not

subtracted from the clock cycle for max-timing.

7.2.2.7.3 Min-Timing

This is the biggest challenge designers face when using pulsed latches. As shown by Eq. 7.16, the

minimum propagation delay in a latch-based system is given by Tmin>Thold�TCKQþTONþTskew.

Ideally, to minimize min-timing problems, TON should be as small as possible. However, if it becomes

too small, the borrowing time may become negative (see above), meaning that some of the clock skew

gets subtracted from the cycle time for max-timing. Again, this represent another trade-off that

designers must face when selecting a latching strategy. In general, it is a good practice to minimize

min-timing at the expense of max-timing. Although max-timing failures affect the speed distribution of

functional parts, min-timing failures are in most cases fatal.

From a timing analyzer perspective, pulsed latches can be treated as flip-flops. For instance, by

redefining T 0
hold¼TholdþTON, min-timing constraints look identical in both cases (see Eqs. 7.16 and

7.21). Also, time borrowing in practice is rather limited with pulsed latches, so the same timing tools

and methodology used for analyzing flip-flop based designs can be applied.

Last but not least, it is important to mention that designs need not adhere to one latch or clocking

style only. For instance, latches and flip-flops can be intermixed in the same design. Or single and dual-

phase latches can be combined also, as suggested in Fig. 7.52. Here, pulsed latches are utilized in max

paths in order to minimize the pipeline overhead, while dual-phase latches are used in min paths to

eliminate, or minimize, min-timing problems. In this example, the combination of transparent-high and

transparent-low pulsed latches works as a dual-phase nonoverlapping design. Clearly, such combin-

ations require a good understanding of the timing constraints of latches and flip-flops not only by

designers but also by the adopted timing tools, to ensure that timing verification of the design is

done correctly.

7.2.2.8 Summary of Latch and Flip-Flop-Based Designs

Table 7.6 summarizes the timing requirements of the various latch and flip-flop-based designs discussed

in the preceding sections. In terms of pipeline overhead, the single latch and the pulsed latch appear to

be the best. However, because of its prohibitive min-timing requirement, a single-phase design is of little

practical use. Flip-flops appear the worst, primarily because of the clock skew. Although, as mentioned
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Max Path
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CK CKCK
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FIGURE 7.52 Pulsed latch-based design combining single- and dual-pulsed latches.

TABLE 7.6 Summary of Timing Requirements for Latch and Flip-Flop-Based Designs

Design Toverhead Tborrow Tmin

Single-phase TDQ TON � (Tsetup þ Tskew) Thold � TCKQ þ (Tskew þ TON)

Dual-phase Nonoverlapping 2 TDQ TON � (Tsetup þ Tskew) Thold � TCKQ þ (Tskew � TNOV)

Dual-phase Complementary 2 TDQ 0.5 TCYC � (Tsetup þ Tskew) Thold � TCKQ þ (Tskew)

Flip-flop �2 TDQ þ Tskew 0 Thold � TCKQ þ (Tskew)

Pulsed-latch TDQ
1 TON � (Tsetup þ Tskew)

2 Thold � TCKQ þ (Tskew þ TON)
3

Note : 1. True if TON > Tsetup þ Tskew
2. Equal to 0 if TON¼Tsetup þ Tskew
3. Equal to Thold � TCKQ þ (2 3 Tskew) if TON¼Tskew
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earlier, a flip-flop can be designed to have latency less than two equivalent latches. In terms of time

borrowing, all latch-based designs allow some degree of it, in contrast to flip-flop based designs. From a

min-timing perspective, nonoverlapping dual-phase is the best, although clock generation is more

complex. It is followed by the dual-phase complementary design, which uses a simpler clocking scheme,

and by the flip-flop design with an even simpler single-phase clocking scheme. The min-timing

requirement of both designs is the same, so the number of potential races in the dual-phase design is

twice as large as in the flip-flop design.

7.2.3 Design of Latches and Flip-Flops

This sub-section covers the fundamentals of latch and flip-flop design. It starts with the most basic

transparent latch: the pass gate. Then, it introduces more elaborated latches and flip-flops made from

latches, and discusses their features. Next, it presents a sample of advanced designs currently used in the

industry. At the end of the sub-section, a performance analysis of the different circuits described is

presented.

Because often designers use the same terminology to refer to different circuit styles or properties, to

avoid confusion, this sub-section adheres to the following nomenclature. The term dynamic refers to

circuits with floating nodes only. By definition, a floating node does not see a DC path to either VDD or

GND during a portion of the clock cycle, and it is, therefore, susceptible to discharge by leakage current,

or to noise. The term precharge logic is used to describe circuits that operate in precharge and evaluation

phase, such as Domino logic [5]. The term skewed logic refers to a logic style where only the propagation

of one edge is relevant, such as Domino [5,6], Self-Reset [7], or Skewed Static logic [8]. Such logic

families are typically monotonic.

7.2.3.1 Design of Transparent Latches

This sub-section explains the fundamentals of latch design. It covers pass and transmission gate latches,

tristate latches, and true-single-phase-clock latches. A brief discussion of feedback circuits is also given.

7.2.3.1.1 Transmission-Gate Latches

A variety of transparent-high latches built from pass gates and transmission gates is shown in Fig. 7.53.

Transparent-low equivalents, not shown, are created by inverting the clock. The most basic latch of all is

the pass gate (Fig. 7.53a). Although it is the simplest, it has several limitations. First, being an NMOS

transistor, it degrades the passage of a high signal by a threshold voltage drop, affecting not only speed

but also noise immunity, especially at low VDD. Second, it has dynamic storage: output Q is floating

when CK is low, being susceptible to leakage and output noise. Third, it has limited fanout, especially if

input D is driven through a long interconnect, or if Q drives a long interconnect. Last, it is susceptible to
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FIGURE 7.53 Transparent-high latches built from pass gates and transmission gates.
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input noise: a noise spike can turn momentarily the gate on, or can inject charge in the substrate by

turning the parasitic diode on, leading to a charge loss. To make this design more robust, each of the

variants in Fig. 7.53b–f attempts to overcome at least one of the limitations just described. Figure 7.53b

uses a transmission gate to avoid the threshold voltage drop, at the expense of generating a complementary

clock signal [9,10]. Figure 7.53c buffers the output to protect the storage node and to improve the output

drive. Figure 7.53d uses a back-to-back inverter to prevent the storage node from floating. Avoiding node

Q in the feedback loop, as shown, improves robustness by completely isolating the output from the storage

node, at the expense of a small additional inverter. Figure 7.53e buffers the input in order to: (1) improve

noise immunity, (2) ensure the writability of the latch, and (3) bound theD-to-Q delay (which depends on

the size of input driver). Conditions 2 and 3 are important if the latch is to be instantiated in unpredictable

contexts, e.g., as a library element. Condition 2 becomes irrelevant if a clocked feedback is used instead. It

should be noted that the additional input inverter results in increased D-to-Q delay; however, it need not

be an inverter, and logic functionality may be provided instead with the latch. Figure 7.53f shows such an

instance, where a NAND2 gate is merged with the latch. A transmission gate latch, where both input and

output buffers can be logic gates, is reported in [11].

7.2.3.1.2 Feedback Circuits

A feedback circuit in latches can be built in more than one way. The most straightforward way is the back

inverter, adopted in Fig. 7.53d–f, and shown in detail in Fig. 7.54a. Clock CKB is the complementary of

clock CK. The back inverter is sized to beweak, in general by usingminimum size transistors, or increasing

channel length. It must allow the input driver to overwrite the storage node, yet it must provide enough

charge to prevent it from floating when the latch is opaque. Although simple and compact layout-wise,

this type of feedback requires designers to check carefully for writability, especially in skewed process

corners (e.g., fast PMOS, slow NMOS) and under different temperature and voltage conditions. A more

robust approach is shown in Fig. 7.54b. The feedback loop is open when the storage node is driven,

eliminating all contention. It requires additional devices, although not necessarily more area since the

input driver may be downsized. A third approach is shown in Fig. 7.54c [12]. It uses a back inverter but

connecting the rails to the clock signals CK andCKB.When the latch is opaque, CK is low andCKB is high,

so it operates as a regular back inverter. When the storage node is being driven, the clock polarity is

reverted, resulting in a weakened back inverter. For simplicity, the rest of circuits discussed in this section

use a back inverter as feedback.

7.2.3.2 Tristate Gate

Transparent-high latches built from tristate gates are shown in Fig. 7.55. The dynamic variant is shown in

Fig. 7.55a. By driving a FET gate as opposed to source=drain, this latch is more robust to input noise than

the plain transmission gate of Fig. 7.53c. The staticized variant with the output buffer is shown in

Fig. 7.55b. Similar to the transmission-gate case, transparent-low latches are created by inverting the clock.

7.2.3.3 True Single-Phase Clock (TSPC) Latches

Transmission gate and tristate gate latches are externally supplied with a single clock phase, but in reality

they use two clock phases, the second being the internally generated clock CKB. The generation of this

CK
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FIGURE 7.54 Feedback structures for latches.
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complementary clock becomes critical when building flip-flops with these type of latches. For instance,

unexpectedly large delay in CKB might lead to min-timing problem inside the flip-flop, as explained

later on in Section 7.2.3.4. To eliminate the need for a complementary clock, true single phase clock

(TSPC) latches were invented [13,14]. The basic idea behind TSPC is the complementary property of

CMOS devices in combination with the inverting nature of CMOS gates.

A complementary transparent-high TSPC latch is shown in Fig. 7.56a. The latch operates as follows.

When CK is high (latch is transparent), the circuit operates as a two-stage buffer, so output Q follows

input D. When CK is low (latch is opaque), devices N1 and N2 are turned off. Since node X can only

transition monotonically high, (1) P1 is either on or off when Q is high, or (2) P1 is off when Q is low. In

addition to node Q being floating if P1 is off, node X is floating also if D is high. So the latch has two

dynamic nodes that need to be staticized with back-to-back inverters for robustness. This is shown in

Fig. 7.56b, where the output is buffered also.
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D D Q

CK

(a) (b)

QB

FIGURE 7.55 Transparent latches built from tristate gates.
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FIGURE 7.56 Complementary TSPC transparent-high and transparent-low latches.
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Contrary to the latches described in the previous sub-sections, a transparent-low TSPC latch cannot be

generated by just inverting the clock. Instead, the complementary circuit shown in Fig. 7.56c,d is used

(Fig. 7.56c is dynamic, Fig. 7.56d is static). The operation of the latch is analogous to the transparent-high

case. A dual-phase complementary latch based design using TSPC was reported in [15].

As Fig. 7.56 shows, the conversion of TSPC latches into static ones takes several devices. A way to save

at least one feedback device is shown in Fig. 7.57. If D is low and Q is high when the latch is opaque, this

feedback structure results in no contention. The drawback is that node X follows input D when CK is

low, resulting in additional toggling and increased power dissipation.

Another way to build TSPC latches is shown in Fig. 7.58. The number of devices remains the same as

in the previous case but the latch operates in a different mode. With reference to Fig. 7.58a, node X is

precharged high when CK is low (opaque period), while Q retains its previous value. When CK goes

high (latch becomes transparent), node X remains either high or discharges to ground, depending on

the value of D, driving output Q to a new value. The buffered version of this latch, with staticizing back-

to-back inverters, is shown in Fig. 7.58b.

Because of its precharge nature, this version of the TSPC latch is faster than the static one. The clock

load is higher also (3 vs. 2 devices), contributing to higher power dissipation, although the input loading

D QB

CK

X

Q

FIGURE 7.57 Complementary TSPC transparent-high latch with direct feedback from storage node Q.
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FIGURE 7.58 Precharged TSPC transparent-high and transparent-low blocking latches.
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is lower (1 vs. 2 devices). X switches only monotonically during the transparent phase, so the input to

the latch must either: (1) be monotonic, or (2) change during the opaque phase only (i.e., a blocking

latch).

One of the advantages of the precharged TSPC latch is that, similar to Domino, relatively complex

logic can be incorporated in the precharge stage. An example of a latch with an embedded NOR2 is given

in Fig. 7.59.

Although this latch cannot be used generically because of its special input requirement, it is the base of

a TSPC flip-flop (discussed next) and of pulsed flip-flops described later on in this chapter section.

7.2.3.4 Design of Flip-Flops

This sub-section explains the fundamentals of flip-flop design. It covers three types of flip-flops based on

the transmission gate, tristate, and TSPC latches presented earlier. The sense-amplifier based flip-flop,

with no latch equivalence, is also discussed. Design trade-offs are also briefly mentioned.

7.2.3.4.1 Master-Slave Flip-Flop

The master-slave flip-flop, shown in Fig. 7.60, is perhaps the most commonly used flip-flop type [6]. It is

made from a transparent-high and a transparent-low transmission gate latch. Its mode of operation is

quite simple: the master section writes into the first latch when CK is low, and the value is passed onto

the slave section and propagated to the output when CK is high. As pointed out earlier, a flip-flop made

this way has to satisfy the internal min-timing requirement. Specifically, the delay from CK to X has to

be greater than the hold time of the second latch. Notice that the second latch turns completely opaque

only after CKB goes low. The inverter delay between CK and CKB creates a short period of time where

both latches are transparent. Therefore, designers must pay careful attention to the timing of signals X

and CKB to make sure the design is race free. Setting the min-timing requirement aside, the master-slave

flip-flop is simple and robust; however, for applications requiring very high performance, its longD-to-Q

latency might be unacceptable.

CK Q
D1

X

D2

FIGURE 7.59 Precharged TSPC transparent-high blocking latch with embedded NOR2 logic.
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CK
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CKB
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FIGURE 7.60 A positive, edge-triggered flip-flop built from transmission gate latches.
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A flip-flop made from tristate latches (see Fig. 7.55), that is free of internal races, yet uses comple-

mentary clocks, is shown in Fig. 7.61 [6]. The circuit, also known as C2MOS flip-flop, does not require

the internal inverter at node X because: (1) node X drives transistor gates only, so there is no fight with a

feedback inverter, and (2) there is no internal race: a pull up(down) path is followed by a pull down(up)

path, and both paths see the same clock. The D-to-Q latency of the C2MOS flip-flop is about equal

or better than the master-slave flip-flop of Fig. 7.60; however, because of the stacked PMOS devices,

this circuit dissipates more clock power and is less area efficient. For the same reason, the input load is

also higher.

7.2.3.4.2 TSPC Flip-Flop

TSPC flip-flops are designed by combining the TSPC latches of Figs. 7.56 and 7.58. There are several

possible combinations. In an effort to reduce D-to-Q delay, which is inherently high in this type of

latches, a positive-edge flip-flop is constructed by combining a half complementary transparent-low

latch (see Fig. 7.56d) and a full precharged transparent-high latch (see Fig. 7.58b). The resulting circuit is

shown in Fig. 7.62. Choosing a precharged latch as the slave portion of the flip-flop helps reduce D-to-Q

delay, because (1) the precharged latch is faster than the complementary one, and (2) Y switches

monotonically low when CK is high, so the master latch can be reduced to a half latch because X

switches monotonically low also when CK is high. The delay reduction comes at a cost of a hold time

increase: to insure node Y is fully discharged, node X must remain high long enough, increasing in turn

the hold time of input D.

7.2.3.4.3 Sense-Amplifier Flip-Flop

The design of a sense-amplifier flip-flop [10,17] is borrowed from the SRAM world. A positive-edge

triggered version of the circuit is shown in Fig. 7.63. It consists of a dual-rail precharged stage, followed

CK
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X

FIGURE 7.61 A positive, edge-triggered flip-flop built from tristate gates.
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FIGURE 7.62 Positive, edge-triggered TSPC flip-flop built from complementary and precharged TSPC latches.
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by a static SR latch built from back-to-back NAND2 gates. The circuit operates as follows. When CK is

low, nodes X and Y are precharged high, so the SR latch holds its previous value. Transistors N1 and N2

are both on. When CK is high, depending on the value of D, either X or Y is pulled low, and the SR latch

latches the new value. The discharge of node X(Y) turns off N2(N1), preventing node Y(X) from

discharging if, during evaluation, DB(D) transitions low-to-high. Devices P1, P2, and N3 are added to

staticize nodes X and Y. Transistor N3 is a small device that provides a DC path to ground, since either

N1jN4 or N2jN3, and the clock footer device are all on when CK is high. While the D-to-Q latency of

the flip-flop appears to comprise two stages only, in the worst-case it is four: the input inverter, the

precharged stage, and two NAND2 delays. It should be noted that the precharge stage allows

the incorporation of logic functionality. But it is limited by the dual-rail nature of the circuit, which

required 2N additional devices to implement an N-input logic function. In particular, XOR=XNOR gates

allow device sharing, minimizing the transistor count and the increase in layout area.

7.2.3.5 Design of Pulsed Latches

This subsection covers the design of pulsed latches. It first discusses how this type of latch can be easily

derived from a regular transparent latch, by clocking it with a pulse instead of a regular clock signal. It

then examines specific circuits that embed the pulse generation inside the latch itself, allowing better

control of the pulse width.

7.2.3.5.1 Pulse Generator and Pulsed Latch

A pulsed latch can be designed by combining a pulse generator and a regular transparent latch, as

suggested in Fig. 7.64 [18,19]. While the pulse generator adds latency to the path of the clock, this is not
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X Y Q
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FIGURE 7.63 Sense-amplifier, edge-triggered flip-flop.
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FIGURE 7.64 A pulsed latch built from a transparent latch and a pulse generator.
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an issue from a timing perspective. As long as all clock lines see the same delay, or as long as the timing

tool includes this delay in the timing analysis, the timing verification of a pulsed latch-based design

should not be more complex than that of latch of flip-flop-based designs.

A simple pulse generator consists of the ANDing two clock signals: the original clock and a delayed

and inverted version of it, as illustrated in Fig. 7.65. The length of the clock pulse is determined by the

delay of the inverters used to generate CKB. In practice, it is hard to generate an acceptable pulse width

less than three inverters, although more can be used.

This pulse generator can be used with any of the transparent latches described previously to design

pulsed latches. Figure 7.66 shows two examples of such designs. The design in Fig. 7.66a uses the

transmission gate latch of Fig. 7.53e [20], while the design Fig. 7.66b uses the TSPC latch of Fig. 7.56b. As

mentioned previously, designers should pay close attention to ensure that the pulse width is long enough

under all process corners and temperature=voltage conditions, so safe operation is guaranteed. On the other

hand, a pulse that is too wide might create too many min-timing problems (see Eq. 7.4). This suggests that

the usage of pulsed latches should be limited to the most critical paths of the circuit.

7.2.3.5.2 Pulsed Latch with Embedded Pulse Generation

A different approach to building pulsed latches is to embed the pulse generation within the latch itself. A

circuit based on this idea is depicted in Fig. 7.67. It resembles the flip-flop of Fig. 7.60, with the

exception that the second transmission gate is operated with a delayed CKB. In this way, both

transmission gates are transparent simultaneously for the length of three inverter delays. The structure

of Fig. 7.67 has longer D-to-Q delay compared to the pulsed latch of Fig. 7.66a; however, this

implementation gives designers a more precise control over the pulse width, resulting in slightly better

hold time and more robustness. Compared with the usage of the circuit as a master slave flip-flop, this

latch allows partial or total clock skew hiding, therefore, its pipeline overhead is reduced.

The hybrid latch flip-flop (HLFF) reported in [21] is based on the idea of merging a pulse generator

with a TSPC latch (see Fig. 7.66b). The proposed circuit is shown in Fig. 7.68. The design converts the

first stage into a fully complementary static NAND3 gate, preventing node X from floating. The circuit

operates as follows. When CK is low, node X is precharged high. Transistors N1 and P1 are both off, so Q

holds its previous value. When CK switches low-to-high, node X remains high if D is low, or gets

CK

CKB

CKP

CK

CKB

PCK

TON

TON

FIGURE 7.65 A pulse generator.
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CK
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DCK QBQ
X

(b)
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FIGURE 7.66 Pulsed latches.
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discharged to ground if D is high. If X transitions high-to-low, node Q gets pulled high. Otherwise, it

gets pulled down. After three inverter delays, node X is pulled back high while N3 is turned off,

preventing Q from losing its value. The NAND3 pull-down path and the N1 –N3 pull-down path are

both transparent for three inverter delays. This must allow node X or node Q to be fully discharged. If

input D switches high-to-low after CK goes high, but before CKB goes low (during the transparent

period of the latch), node X can be still pulled back high allowing node Q to discharge. A change in D

after the transparent period has no effect on the circuit. To allow transparency and keep the D-to-Q delay

balanced, all three stages of the latch should be designed to have balanced rise and fall delays. If the

circuit is used instead as a flip-flop as opposed to a pulsed latch (i.e., not allowing D to switch during the

transparent period), then the D-to-Q latency can be reduced by skewing the logic in one direction.

A drawback of HLFF being used as a pulsed latch is that it generates glitches. Because node X

is precharged high, a low-to-high glitch is generated on Q if D switches high-to-low during the

transparent period. Instead, a high-to-low glitch is generated on Q if D switches low-to-high during

the transparent period. Glitches, when allowed to propagate through the logic, create unnecessary

toggling, which results in increased dynamic power consumption.

The semi-dynamic flip-flop of Fig. 7.69 (SDFF), originally reported in [22] and used in [23], is based

on a similar concept (here the term ‘‘dynamic’’ refers to ‘‘precharged’’ as defined in this context). It

merges a pulse generator with a precharged TSPC latch instead of a static one. A similar design, but using

an external pulse generator, is reported in [24]. Although built from a pulse generator and a latch, SDFF

does not operate strictly as a pulsed latch. The first stage is precharged, so the input is not allowed to

change during the transparent period anymore. Therefore, the circuit behaves as an edge-triggered flip-

flop (it is included in this subsection because of its similar topology with other pulsed designs). The

circuit operates as follows. When CK is low, node X is precharged high, turning P1 off. Since N1 is also

off, node Q holds its previous value. Transistor N3 is on during this period. When CK switches low-to-

high, depending on the value of D, node X remains either high or discharges to ground, driving Q to a

new value. If X remains high, CKB0 switches high-to-low after three gate delays, turning off N3. Further

QBD

CKB

CK

FIGURE 7.67 A pulsed latch built from transmission gates with embedded pulse generation circuitry.

CK

CKB

QB

D X

Q

P1

N1

N2

N3

FIGURE 7.68 Hybrid latch flip-flop (HLFF).
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changes in D after this point have no effect on the circuit until the next clock cycle. If X discharges to

ground instead, the NAND2 gate forces CKB0 to remain high, so the pull-down path N3 – N5 remains

on. Changes in D cannot affect X, which has discharged already. This feature is called conditional shut-off

and it is added to reduce the effective width of the pulse without compromising the design safety.

Having the characteristics of a flip-flop, the circuit does not allow time borrowing or clock skew hiding;

however, by being precharged, transistors can be skewed resulting in a very short D-to-Q delay. Another

major advantage of this design is that complex logic functions can be embedded in the precharge stage,

which is similar to a Domino gate. Typical logic include NAND=NOR, XOR=XNOR, and AND-OR

functions [25]. The merging of a complex logic stage, at the expense of a slight increase in D-to-Q delay,

contributes to reducing the pipeline overhead of the design.

7.2.3.6 Performance Analysis

This subsection attempts to provide a performance comparison of the diverse latching and flip-flop

structures described in the previous sections. Because transistor sizing can be chosen to optimize delay,

area, power, or power-delay product, and different fanout rules can be applied in the optimization

process, a fair performance comparison based on actual transistor sizing and SPICE simulation results is

not trivial. The method adopted here is similar to counting transistors in the critical paths, but it does so

by breaking the circuit into source-drain interconnected regions. Each subcircuit is identified and a delay

number is assigned, based on the subcircuit topology and the relative position of the driving transistor

in the stack. The result, which is rather a measure of the logical effort of the design, reflects to a first

order the actual speed of the circuit. Table 7.7 shows the three topologies used to match subcircuits. It

corresponds to a single-, double-, and triple-transistor stack. Each transistor in the stack is assigned a

propagation delay normalized to a FO4 inverter delay, with increasing delays toward the bottom of the

stack (closest to VDD or VSS). The table provide NMOS versus PMOS delay (PMOS stacks are 20%

slower) and also skewed versus complementary static logic. Details on the delay computation for each

design is provided in the ‘‘Appendix.’’

QBX

D

CK

Q
CKB�

N1

N2

P1

N3

N4

N5

FIGURE 7.69 Semi-dynamic flip-flop (SDFF).

TABLE 7.7 Normalized Speed (FO4 Inverter Delay) of Complementary and Skewed Logic,

Where Top Refers to Device Next to Output, and Bottom to Device Next to VDD or GND

Complementary Logic Skewed Logic

Stack Depth Input NMOS PMOS NMOS PMOS

1 Top 1.00 1.20 0.50 0.60

2 Top 1.15 1.40 0.60 0.70

Bottom 1.30 1.55 0.70 0.85

3 Top 1.30 1.55 0.70 0.85

Middle 1.50 1.80 0.80 0.95

Bottom 1.75 2.10 0.95 1.15
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Table 7.8 provides a summary of the timing characteristics for most of the flip-flops and latches

studied in this chapter section. The clocking scheme for latches is assumed to be complementary dual-

phase. Values are normalized to a FO4 inverter delay, unless otherwise indicated. The first column is the

maximum D-to-Q delay and is the value used to compute the pipeline overhead. The second and third

column contain the minimum CK-to-Q delay and the hold time, respectively. The fourth column

represents the overall pipeline overhead, which is determined according to Table 7.6. This establishes

whether the latch delay is paid once or twice or whether the clock skew is added or not to the pipeline

overhead. The overhead is expressed as a percentage of the cycle time, assuming that the cycle is 20 FO4

inverter delays, and that the clock skew is 10% of the cycle time. The fifth column represents the

minimum propagation delay between latches, or between flip-flops, required to avoid min-timing

problems. It is computed according to Table 7.6, and assuming that the clock skew is 5% of the cycle

time. A smaller clock skew is assumed for min-timing because the PLL jitter, a significant component in

max-timing, is not part of the clock skew in this case. From a max-timing perspective, Table 7.8 shows

that pulsed latches have the minimum pipeline overhead, the winner being the pulsed transmission gate.

The unbuffered transmission gate latch is a close second. But as pointed out earlier, unbuffered

transmission gates are rarely allowed in practice. In the flip-flop group, SDFF is the best, while the

buffered master-slave flip-flop is the worst. Merging a logic gate inside the latch or flip-flop may result in

additional 5% or more reduction in the pipeline overhead, depending on the relative complexity of the

logic function. Precharged designs such as SDFF or the sense-amplifier flip-flop are best suited to

incorporate logic efficiently. From a min-timing perspective, pulsed latches with externally generated

pulses are the worst, while the buffered master-slave flip-flop is the best. If the pulse is embedded in the

circuit (like in SDFF or HLFF), min-timing requirements are more relaxed. It should be noticed that

because of manufacturing tolerances, the minimum delay requirement is usually larger than what

Table 7.8 (fifth column) suggests. One or two additional gate delays is in general sufficient to provide

enough margin to the design.

Although pulsed latches are the best for max-timing, designers must keep in mind that max-timing is

not the only criterion used when selecting a latching style. The longer hold time of pulsed latches may

result in too many race conditions, forcing designers to spend a great deal of time in min-timing

verification and min-timing fixing, which could otherwise be devoted to max-timing optimization. Ease

of timing verification is also of great importance, especially in an industry where a simple and easily

understood methodology translates into shorter design cycles. With the advancement of design

TABLE 7.8 Timing Characteristics, Normalized to FO4 Inverter Delay, for Various Latches and Flip-Flops

Latch=Flip-Flop Design

Max

D-to-Q

Min

CK-to-Q

Hold

Time

Pipeline

Overhead (%)

Min

Delay

Dual trans. gate latch w=o input buffer (Fig. 7.53(d)) 1.50 1.75 0.75 15 0.00

Dual trans. gate latch w= input buffer (Fig. 7.53(e)) 2.55 1.75 �0.25 25.5 �1.00

Dual C2MOS latch (Fig. 7.55(b)) 2.55 1.75 0.75 25.5 0.00

Dual TSPC latch (Fig. 7.56(b) and Fig. 7.56(d)) 3.70 1.75 0.25 37 0.50

Master-slave flip-flop w= input buffer (Fig. 7.60) 4.90 1.75 �0.25 34.5 �1.00

Master-slave flip-flop w=o input buffer (not shown) 3.70 1.75 0.75 28.5 0.00

C2MOS flip-flop (Fig. 7.61) 3.90 1.75 0.75 29.5 0.00

TSPC flip-flop (Fig. 7.62) 3.85 1.75 �0.05 29.2 �0.80

Sense-amplifier flip-flop (Fig. 7.63) 3.90 1.55 1.40 29.5 0.85

HLFF used as flip-flop (Fig. 7.68) 2.90 1.75 1.95 24.5 1.20

SDFF (Fig. 7.69) 2.55 1.75 2.00 22.7 1.25

Pulsed trans. gate latch (Fig. 7.66(a)) 2.55 1.75 3.70 12.7 2.95

Pulsed C2MOS latch (not shown) 2.55 1.75 3.70 12.7 2.95

Pulsed transmission-gate flip-flop (Fig. 7.67) 3.90 1.75 1.30 20.2 0.55

HLFF used as pulsed latch (Fig. 7.68) 3.90 1.75 1.95 19.5 1.20

Note : The clock cycle is 20 FO4 inverter delays. Clock skew is 10% of the clock cycle for max-timing, and 5% (1 FO4

delay) for min-timing.
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automation, min-timing fixing (i.e., buffer insertion) should not be a big obstacle to using pulsed

latches. Finally, notice that the selection of a latching technique can affect the cycle time of a design by

10–20%. It is important that designers look into all design trade-offs discussed throughout this chapter

section in making the right selection of the latching scheme.

For a similar analysis of some of the designs included in this section but based on actual transistor

sizing and SPICE simulation, including a power-delay analysis, the reader is referred to [26].

7.2.4 Scan Chain Design

The previous sub-section covered the design of latches and flip-flops and presented a performance

analysis of each of the circuits. In practice, however, these circuits are rarely implemented as shown. This

is because in many cases, to improve testability, a widely accepted practice is to add scan circuitry to the

design. The addition of scan circuitry alters both the circuit topology and the performance of the design.

The design of scannable latches and flip-flops is the subject of this subsection.

As mentioned previously, a widely accepted industrial practice to efficiently test and debug sequential

circuits is the use of scan design techniques. In a scan-based design, some or all of the latches or flip-

flops in a circuit are linked into a single or multiple scan chains. This allows data to be serially shifted

into and out of the scan chain, greatly enhancing controllability and observability of internal nodes in

the design. After the circuit has been tested, the scan mechanism is disabled and the latches of flip-flops

operate independently of one another. So a scannable latch or flip-flop must operate in two modes: a

scan mode, where the circuit samples the scan input, and a data mode, where the circuit samples the data

input. Conceptually, this may be implemented as a 2:1 multiplexor inserted in the front of the latch, as

suggested in Fig. 7.70. A control signal SE selects the scan input if asserted (i.e., scan mode) or the data

input otherwise.

A straightforward implementation of the scan design of Fig. 7.70 consists of adding, or merging,

a 2-to-1 multiplexor to the latch. Unfortunately, this would result in higher pipelining overhead because

of the additional multiplexor delay, even when the circuit operates in data mode, or would limit the

embedding of additional logic. It becomes apparent that a scan design should affect as little as possible

the timing characteristic of the latch or flip-flop when in data mode, specifically its latency and hold

time. In addition, it is imperative that the scan design be robust. A defective scan chain will prevent data

from being properly shifted through the chain and, therefore, invalidate the testing of some parts of the

circuit. Finally, at current integration levels, chips with huge number of latches or flip-flops (>100 K)

will become common in the near future. Therefore, a scan design should attempt to maintain the area

and power overhead of the basic latch design at a minimum. The remainder of this section describes how

to incorporate scan into the latches and flip-flops presented earlier.

Figure 7.71 shows a scan chain in a dual-phase, latch-

based design. In such design, a common practice is to link

only the latches on one phase of the clock. In order to

prevent min-timing problems, the scan chain typically

includes a complementary latch, as indicated in Fig. 7.71.

The complementary latch, although active during scan

mode only, adds significant area overhead to the design.

Instead, in a flip-flop-based design, the scan chain can be

directly linked, as shown in Fig. 7.72.

Similar to any regular signal in a sequential circuit, scan

related signals are not exempt from races. To ensure data is

shifted properly, min-timing requirements must be satisfied

in the scan chain. Max-timing is not an issue because: (1)

there is no logic between latches of flip-flops in the scan

chain, and (2) the shifting of data may be done at low

frequencies during testing.

CK

Data

Scan

Q

SE

FIGURE 7.70 A scannable latch.
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To minimize the impact on latency, a common practice in scan design is to prevent the data clock from

toggling during scan mode. The latch storage node gets written through a scan path controlled by a scan

clock. In data mode, the scan clock is disabled instead and the data clock toggles, allowing the data input

to set the value of the storage node. Figure 7.73a shows a possible implementation of a scannable

transmission gate latch. For clarity, a dotted box surrounds all scan related devices. Either the data clock

(DCK) or the scan clock (SCK) are driven low during scan or data mode, respectively. The scan circuit is

a master-slave flip-flop, similar to Fig. 7.60, that shares the master storage node with the latch. To ensure

scan robustness, the back-to-back inverter of the slave latch is decoupled from its output, and both

transmission gates are buffered. The circuitry that controls the DCK and SCK is not shown for

simplicity. In terms of speed, drain=source and gate loading is added to nodes X and Q. This increases

delay slightly, although less substantially than adding a full multiplexor at the latch input. A similar

approach to the one just described may be used with the TSPC latch, as suggested in Fig. 7.73b. Since

transistor P1 is not guaranteed to be off when DCK is low, transistor P2 is added to pull-up node X

during scan mode. Control signal SEB is the complement of SE and is set low during scan operation.

CK

Data

Scan

CK

CK

Data

Scan

CK

CK

Complementary
Scan Latch

Logic Logic

Logic Logic

FIGURE 7.71 Scan chain for dual-phase, latch-based design.

Data

Scan

CK

Data

Scan

Logic

Logic

CK

FIGURE 7.72 Scan chain for flip-flop-based design.
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Figure 7.73c shows the scannable version of the master-slave flip-flop. This design uses three clocks:

CK (free running clock), DCK (data clock), and SCK (scan clock). DCK and SCK, when enabled, are

complementary to CK. Under data or scan mode, CK is always toggling. In scan mode, DCK is driven low

DCK

(a)

D

SCK

SI

Q

SO

DCK

D

SCK

SI

CK

(c)

QB

SO

D QB
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X
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Q
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DCKB
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FIGURE 7.73 Latches and flip-flops with scan circuitry.
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and SCK is enabled. In data mode, SCK is driven low and DCK is enabled. While this approach minimizes

the number of scan related devices, its drawback is the usage of three clocks. One clock may be eliminated

at the expense of increased scan complexity. If CK and DCK are made fully complementary, and CK is set

low during scan mode (DCK is set high), the same approach used in Fig. 7.73a may be used.

Figure 7.73d shows a possible implementation of an scannable sense amplifier flip-flop (see Fig. 7.63).

In scan mode, DCK is set low forcing nodes X and Y to pull high. The output latch formed by the cross

coupled NANDs is driven by the scan flip-flop. To ensure the latch can flip during scan, the NAND gate

driving QB must either be weak or be disabled by SCK. Also for robustness, node QB should be kept

internal to the circuit.

Figure 7.73e shows the scannable version of the transmission gate pulsed latch of Fig. 7.66a. The

circuit requires the generation of two pulses, one for data (DPCK) and one for scan (SPCK). It should be

noticed that having pulsed latches in the scan chain might be deemed too risky because of min-timing

problems. To make the design more robust, a full scan flip-flop like in Fig. 7.73a shall be used instead.

The disabling of the data (or scan) path in a pulsed latch during scan (or data) mode does not require

the main clock to be disabled. Instead, the delayed clock phase used in the pulse generation can be

disabled. This concept is used in the implementation of scan for the pulsed latch of Fig. 7.67, and it is

shown in Fig. 7.73f. As previously explained, this latch uses embedded pulse generation. Signals SE and

SEB, which are complementary, control the mode of operation. In data mode, SE is set to low (SEB

high), so SCKB is driven low disabling the scan path, and DCKB is enable. In scan mode, SE is set to

high (SEB low), so DCKB is driven low, which disables the data path, and SCKB is enabled. The

advantage of this approach is in the simplified clock distribution: only one clock needs be distributed in

addition to the necessary scan control signals.

The disabling of the delayed clock is used in SDFF (see Fig. 7.69) to implement scan [27]. The

implementation is shown in Fig. 7.73g. For simplicity, the NAND gate that feeds back from node X is

not shown. Control signal SE and SEB determines whether transistor N1 or N2 is enabled, setting the flip-

flop into data mode (when N1 is on and N2 is off) or scan mode (when N1 is off and N2 is on). Besides

using a single clock, the advantage of this approach is in the small number of scan devices required.

For HLFF (see Fig. 7.68), the same approach cannot be used because node X would be driven high

when CKB is low. Instead, an approach similar to Fig. 7.73b may be used.

7.2.5 Historical Perspective and Summary

Timing requirements of latch and flip-flop-based designs were presented. A variety of latches, pulsed

latches, flip-flops, and hybrid designs were presented, and analyzed, taking into account max- and min-

timing requirements.

Historically, the number of gates per pipeline stage has kept decreasing. This increases the pipeline

clock frequency, but does not necessarily translate into higher performance. The pipeline overhead

becomes larger as the pipeline stages get shorter. Clock skew, which is becoming more difficult to control

as chip integration keeps increasing, is part of the overhead in flip-flop based designs. Instead, latch-

based systems can absorb some or all of the clock skew, without affecting the cycle time. If clock skew

keeps increasing, as a percentage of the cycle time, at some point in time latch based designs will perform

better than flip-flop-based designs.

Clock skew cannot increase too much without affecting the rest of the system. Other circuits such as

sense-amplifiers in SRAMs, which operate in blocking mode, get affected by clock skew also. The goal of

a design is to improve overall performance, and access to memory is usually critical in pipelined systems.

Clock skew has to be controlled also, primarily because of min-timing requirements. While some of it

can be absorbed by transparent latches for max-timing, latches are as sensitive as flip-flops to clock skew

for min-timing (with the exception of the nonoverlapping dual-phase design). While the global clock

skew is most likely to increase as chips get bigger, local skews are not as likely to do so. PLL jitter, which

is a component of clock skew for max-timing, may increase or not depending on advancements in PLL

design. Because cycle times are getting so short, on-chip signal propagation in the next generation of
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complex integrated circuits (e.g., system on-chip) will take several clock cycles to traverse from one side

of the die to the other, seeing mostly local clock skews along the way. Clocking schemes in such complex

chips are becoming increasingly more sophisticated also, with active on-chip de-skewing circuits

becoming common practice [28,29].

As for the future, flip-flops will most likely continue to be part of designs. They are easy to use, simple

to understand, and timing verification is simple also. Even in the best designs, most paths are not critical

and therefore can be tackled with flip-flops. For critical paths, the usage of fast flip-flops, such as

SDFF=HLFF will be necessary. Pulsed latches will become more common also, as they can absorb clock

skew yet provide smaller overhead than dual-phase latches. A combination of latches and flip-flops will

become more common in the future also. In all these scenarios, the evolvement of automated timing

tools will be key to verifying such complex designs efficiently and reliably.

7.2.6 Appendix

A stage-by-stage D-to-Q delay analysis of the latches and flip-flops included in Table 7.8 is shown in

Fig. 7.74. The values per stage are normalized to a FO4 inverter delay. The delay per stage, which is

defined as a source-drain connected stack, is determined by the depth of the stack and the relative

position of the switching device, following Table 7.7. The delay per stage is indicated on the top of each

circuit, with the total delay on the top high right-hand side. Transmission gates are added to the stack of

the driver to compute delay. For instance, a buffered transmission where CK is switching (Fig. 7.74b) is

considered as a two-stack structure switching from top. If D switches instead, it is considered as a two-

stack structure switching from bottom. For each design, the worst-case switching delay is computed. In

cases where the high-to-low and low-to-high delays are unbalanced, further speed optimization could be

accomplished by equalizing both delays. A diamond is used to indicate the transistor in the stack that is

switching. In estimating the total delay of each design, the following assumptions are made. Precharged

stages (e.g., sense-amplifier flip-flop, TSPC flip-flop, SDFF) are skewed and therefore faster (see

CK

(a)

CK

(b)

D D

(c)
CK

D

D

CK

(d)

D

CK

1.20 + 0.35 + 1.00 + 1.15 + 1.20 = 4.901.30 + 1.20 = 3.701.20 +

(e)

0.30 + 1.20 = 1.50 1.20 + 0.35 + 1.00 = 2.55

1.55 + 1.00 = 2.55

FIGURE 7.74 Normalized delay (FO4 inverter) of various latches and flip-flops: (a) unbuffered transmission gate

latch, (b) buffered transmission gate latch, (c) C2MOS latch, (d) TSPC latch, (e) master-slave flip-flop

(continued )
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Table 7.7, skewed logic). Output inverters are complementary static in all cases. The input inverter in the

sense-amplifier flip-flop (Fig. 7.74h) is skewed, favoring the low-to-high transition, because its speed is

critical in that direction only. The SR latch is complementary static. In the case of HLFF (Fig. 7.74i),

when used as a flip-flop, the NAND3 is skewed favoring the high-to-low transition, while the middle

stack is complementary. This is because if the middle stack were skewed, favoring the low-to-high

transition, the opposite transition would become critical. When the circuit is used as a transparent latch,

all stages are static (i.e., both transitions are balanced). The worst-case transition in this case is opposite

to that shown in Fig. 7.74: input D is switching and the total delay is equal to 1.2þ 1.5þ 1.2¼ 3.9. In the

case of SDFF (Fig. 7.74j), since the middle stack is shorter, both the first stage (precharged) and the

middle stack are skewed.

A similar procedure to the one described above is followed to compute the minimum CK-to-Q delay.

An additional assumption is that the output buffer has FO1 as opposed to FO4 as in max-timing, which

results in shorter delay. The normalized FO1 pull-up delay of a buffer is 0.6 (PMOS), and the pull-down

is 0.5 (NMOS).

CK

D

1.55 + 1.15 + 1.20 = 3.90

1.55 + + 0.60 + 1.00 = 3.850.70

(f)

D

CK

CK

D

(g)

(h)

0.60 + 0.95 + 1.20 = 1.15 + 3.90

CK

D

0.70  +    1.20 + 1.00 = 2.90

(i)

D

CK

D

CK

0.60 + 1.00 = 2.550.95 +

(j) (k)

1.20 + 0.35 + 1.00 + 0.30 + 1.20 = 4.05

FIGURE 7.74 (continued) (f) C2MOS flip-flop, (g) TSPC flip-flop, (h) sense-amplifier flip-flop, (i) hybrid latch

flip-flop (j) semi-dynamic flip-flop, and (k) pulsed transmission gate flip-flop.
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To compute hold time the following assumptions are made. The inverters used in inverting or

delaying clock signals, with the exception of external pulse generators (see Fig. 7.65), have FO1, so

their delays are those of the previous paragraph. External pulse generators use three FO4 inverters

instead (i.e., slower), because in practical designs it is very hard to create a full-rail pulse waveforms

with less delay. For transparent-high latches, the hold time is defined as the time from CK switching

high-to-low until all shutoff devices are completely turned off. To insure the shutoff device is

completely off, 50% delay is added to the last clock driver. For instance, the hold time of the

transparent-low transmission gate latch is 0.5 (FO1 inverter delay)3 1.5¼ 0.75. For a positive edge-

triggered flip-flop, the hold time is defined as the time from CK switching low-to-high until all shutoff

devices are completely turned off. If there is one or more stages before the shutoff device, the

corresponding delay is subtracted from the hold time. This is the case of the buffered master-slave

flip-flop (Fig. 7.74e), which results in a negative hold time. An exception to this definition is the case

of HLFF or SDFF. Here, the timing of the shutoff device must allow that the stack gets fully discharged.

Therefore, the hold time is limited by the stack delay, which is again defined as 1.5 times the stage

delay. For instance, for HLFF, the middle stage pull-down delay is 1.3, so the hold time is

1.53 1.3¼ 1.95. SDFF, instead, has its hold time determined by the timing of the shutoff device

because the precharged stage is fast.
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7.3 High-Performance Embedded SRAM

Cyrus (Morteza) Afghahi

7.3.1 Introduction

Systems on-chip (SoC) are integrating more and more functional blocks. Current trend is to integrate as

much memories as possible to reduce cost, decrease power consumption, and increase bandwidth.

Embedded memories are the most widely used functional block in SoC. A unified technology for the

memory and logic brings about new applications and new mode of operations. A significant part of

almost all applications such as networking, multimedia, consumer, and computer peripheral products is

memory. This is the second wave of memory integration. Networking application is leading this second

wave of memory integration due to bandwidth and density requirements. Very high system contribution

by this adoption continues to slow other solutions like ASIC with separated memories.

Integrating more memories extends the SoC applications and makes total system solutions more cost

effective. Figure 7.75 shows a profile of integrated memory requirements for some networking applica-

tions. Figure 7.76 shows the same profile for some consumer product applications.

To cover memory requirements for these applications, tens of megabits memory storage cells needs to

be integrated on a chip. In 0.18 mm process technology, 1 Mbits SRAM occupies around 6 mm2. The

area taken by integrating 32 Mbits memory in 0.18 mm, for example, alone will be �200 mm2. Adding

logic gates to the memory results in very big chips. That is why architect of these applications are

pushing for more dense technologies (0.13 mm and beyond) and=or other memory storage cell circuits.
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In pursuing higher density, three main alternatives are usually considered, dense SRAM, embedded

DRAM (eDRAM), and more logic compatible DRAM. We call this last alternative 2T-DRAM for the

reason that soon becomes clear.

The first memory cell consists of two cross-couple inverters forming a static flip-flop equipped with

two access transistors, see Fig. 7.77a. This cell is known as 6T static RAM (SRAM) cell. Many other cells

are derived from this cell by reducing the number of circuit elements to achieve higher density and bits

per unit area. The one transistor cell (1T)-based dynamic memory, Fig. 7.77b, is the simplest and also

the most complex of all memories. To increase the cell density 1T-DRAM cell fabrication technology has

become more and more specialized. As a consequence, adaptation of 1T-DRAM technology with

mainstream logic CMOS technology is decreasing with each new generation. Logic CMOS are available

earlier than technologies with embedded 1T-DRAM. 1T-DRAM is also slow for most applications and

has a high standby current. For these and other reasons market for chips with embedded 1T-DRAM has

shrunk and is limited to those markets, which have already adopted the technology. Major foundries

have stopped their embedded 1T-DRAM developments. Another memory cell that has recently received

attention for high density embedded memory uses a real MOS transistor as the storage capacitor,

Fig. 7.77c. This cell was also used in the first generation stand alone DRAM (up to 16 kbit). This cell is
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FIGURE 7.75 Integrated memory for some networking products (Mbit).
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more compatible with logic process. Thus, availability will be earlier than 1T-DRAM, it is more flexible

and can be used in many applications. This volume leverage helps in yield improvements and support

from logic technology development.

Table 7.9 compares main performance parameters for these three embedded memory solutions.

2T-DRAM needs continuous refreshing to maintain the stored signal. This is a major contributor to

the high 2T-DRAM standby power. SRAM and 2T-DRAM also differ in the way they scale with

technology. To see this, consider again the Fig. 7.77.

The following equation summarizes the design criteria for a 2T-cell:

DV þ Vn ¼ CsVs=2(Cs þ CBL) (7:25)

where DV is the minimum required voltage for reliable sensing (�100 mV); Vn is the total noise due to

different leakage, voltage drop, and charge transfer efficiency; Cs is the storage capacitance; CBL is the

total bit line capacitance; and Vs is the voltage on the Cs when a ‘‘1’’ is stored in the cell, Vcc�Vtn. Now

the effect of process development on each parameter will be examined. Vn includes sub-threshold

current, gate leakage, which is becoming significant in 0.13 mm and beyond, the charge transfer

efficiency, and voltage noises on the voltage supply. All these components degrade from one process

generation to another. Vs also scales down with technology improvements. We assume that Cs and CBL

scale in the same way. Then for a fixed DV, for each new process generation, fewer numbers of cells must

be connected to the bit line. This will decrease memory density and increase power consumption.

For SRAM the following equation may be used to study the effect of technology scaling:

DV ¼ (Isat=CBL)T (7:26)

New process generations are designed such that the current per unit width of transistor does not

change significantly. So, although scaling reduces the size of the driving transistor ND1, Isat remains

almost the same. CBL consists mainly of two components, metal line capacitance and diffusion contact

capacitance. Contact capacitance does not scale linearly with each process generation, but the metal bit

lines scale due to smaller cell. This applies to Eq. 7.25 as well. To get the same access time, the number

VCC

s1 s2

ND1 ND2

NP1 NP2

P1 P2

Bit
Bit#

NP

Bit Bit

WL

CBL CBL

CS CSNP

(a) (b) (c)

WL WL

FIGURE 7.77 Cell circuits considered for embedded memory.

TABLE 7.9 Comparison of Three Memory Cell

Candidates for Embedded Application

1T-DRAM 2T-DRAM SRAM

Area 1 3X 5X

Active power Low Low High

Standby power High High Low

Speed Low Low High

Yield Low Moderate High
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of cells connected to a column must be reduced. However, this trend is much more drastic for 2T-

DRAM because DV is proportional to Vs. For example, in a typical 0.18 mm technology to achieve access

time <10 ns, the number of cells in a SRAM column is 256–512, while it is only 32 for 2T-DRAM.

In 0.13 mm these numbers are reduced much slower for SRAM than for 2T-DRAM. Other factors like

testing, experience and ease of design, standby current, soft error rate, foundry support, etc. are in favor

of SRAM. For these reasons we concentrate on SRAM design.

7.3.2 Embedded SRAM Design

To achieve high access and cycle time, low power and better noise immunity SRAM design is normally

applied. To get the same speed and power performance, SRAM also results in more pact memory than

2T-DRAM. In this section we start with studying circuits involved in a column of memory cells. A

memory column is used to build a memory array. Then we study the peripheral circuits for a memory

array. Then techniques used to design a high-capacity memory with memory arrays will be presented.

Embedded memories have different failure and testing requirements than commodity memories. Finally,

these requirements and some techniques to increase yield will be discussed.

7.3.2.1 A Memory Cell Column

Figure 7.78 shows the basic column of a SRAM memory array. For high-speed memory in 0.18 mm

technology, usually 128–256 cells are hooked to Bit and Bit# lines.Morememory cell per column improves

the area efficiency of the memory. Area efficiency is the ratio of the cell array to the total array area.

7.3.2.2 Memory Cell

The SRAM memory cell is a cross-coupled CMOS inverter pair. The read and write to the cell is through

N-pass transistors (NP1 and NP2). The absolute and relative sizes of the transistors in the cell must

satisfy different, mostly conflicting, requirements. The general goal is to keep the transistors as small as

possible to achieve high density. This may then conflict with high-speed requirements and radiation

hardness. To explain the design guidelines in selecting the transistor sizes, write and read operations are

presented briefly. Later these operations are presented in more details.

To write a data into the cell, Bit and Bit# are driven to the data and its complement. Then the LWL is

activated for the selected row. The access transistors NP1, NP2 and the write drivers must be able to

provide sufficient current to flip the cell and latch the new data. Since access transistor is a single N-pass

transistor, the bit line (Bit or Bit#), which is a logic ‘‘0’’, is most effective in the write (and read)

operation. Inside the cell the logic ‘‘1’’ must be restore by the P-transistors. During read, Bit and Bit# are

first precharged to ‘‘1’’ then the LWL is activated again for the selected row. Depending on the data

stored in the cell, ND1 (or ND2) will pull the bit line down. The read operation must not destroy the

stored data.
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FIGURE 7.78 A basic column in a memory array.
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The NP transistor must be sized correctly with respect to driving ND transistor and restoring

P-transistor. During the write a logic ‘‘0’’ on the bit line must be able to flip the cell. This means that

NP transistor must be large enough to overcome the P-transistor. This transistor must also be large

enough to decay the bit line for a fast read time; however, its size with respect to driver transistor ND1

(ND2) must be small enough such that during a read the internal node holding a ‘‘0’’ does not rise

sufficiently to flip the cell. Other considerations, like sub-threshold leakage and glitches during a LWL

transition, suggest to keep this transistor small.

The ND transistor drives the bit line down during a read. Since the bit line capacitance is high, for high-

speed read this transistor must be large. Also it must be large enough to maintain the logic ‘‘0’’ in the cell

while pulling down the pre-charged bit line during a read. However, to have some write margin this

transistor must not be too large. When writing a ‘‘0’’ to one side of the memory cell (for example, S1), the

ND2 transistor is fighting to maintain the old value. A large ND size requires the bit line to be pulled too

close toVss. This limits the writemargin. A large ND size also increases the standby current of thememory.

The restoring P-transistor pull up the high side of the cell to a logic ‘‘1’’ and maintain it at that level.

Since the P-transistor only drives the internal cell nodes, it could be small. Smaller P-transistor also

reduces the sub-threshold current. However, the P-transistor must be large enough to quickly restore a

partially logic ‘‘1’’ written through N-pass transistor to a full level. Otherwise a read immediately

following a write may not meet the access time. The P-transistor must also be large enough to reduce

soft error rate.

These conflicting requirements on the absolute and relative size of transistors in the cell are

summarized in a graphical analysis of the transfer curve of the memory latch, Fig. 7.79. To set up this

graph, normalized transfer function of the inverter in the cell is overlapped with its mirror curve. The

maximum square that fits these two characteristics defines the noise margin for read and write. This

square is also an indication of the cell stability. This graph must be analyzed across the voltage,

temperature, and process variations. In the next section some guidelines are given for these simulations.

7.3.2.3 Memory Cell Stability and Noise Margin Analysis

Some parameters of a transistor are subject to variations during fabrication. These variations can be

lumped and modeled in the transistor length and threshold. Figure 7.80a shows an ideal transistor that

0.5

0.5

1

1

Vs1

Vdd

Vs2
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FIGURE 7.79 Static noise margin of the memory cell.
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FIGURE 7.80 Modeling process variations in schematic.
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has a width of W and length L. In a typical process, the transistor threshold voltage is Vt. A weak

transistor is modeled by increasing the L and threshold by DL and DVt, respectively. DVt must be

represented by a correct battery polarity in the schematic. A strong transistor is modeled by decreasing

the L and threshold by DL and DVt.

To estimate DL and DVt, use the 3-sigma figures for the specific process. These figures are usually

obtainable from the process foundry. For example, in a typical 0.18 mm technology, 3-sigma for L and Vt

are ±0.01 mm and ±20 mV. If 1 Mb memory is embedded in a die and you allow 1=1000 die to fail, the

failure rate is 1E-9. This corresponds to 6.1-sigma. DVt will be 40.6 mV. This mismatching is between

two supposedly matched transistors in the same circuits. All N and=or P transistors on a die may shift

from their typical characteristics to slower or faster corners. When simulating a circuit, all combination

of process corners must be considered for the worst case.

The schematic model shown in Fig. 7.81 is used to study the memory cell stability, read and write

margins. To initialize the cell, write a data into the cell and turn the word line (LWL) low. Then ramp the

Vcc from, say, Vcc� 0.25Vcc to Vccþ 0.25Vcc. If the cell changes state, it is not stable. The lower and

upper Vcc levels used in this test are application dependent. For upper level the burn-in voltage may be

used. This simulation must be carried out in all process corners. To improve stability, increase the width

of the ND or=and decrease the width of the pass transistor.

A read operation starts with pre-charging the bit lines. During this phase no word line (LWL) is

selected. Then a row will be selected for read. This will cause a charge sharing between the bit line and

the low side of the cell. The memory cell read margin determines how far the upset side of the cell is

from corrupting the stored data. To replicate a read operation, a current source is ramped up on the low

side of the cell. The voltage at which the cell is flipped is called the trip point of the cell. The read margin

is the trip point voltage minus 5–10% of Vcc. The percentage depends on the memory environment. This

simulation must be carried out in all process corners. For good noise immunity, the read margin needs

to be between 5–10% of Vcc. The same measures used to improve cell stability can also be used to

improve the read noise margin.

As in the read operation a write also starts with pre-charging the bit lines. Then a row is selected and

the bit line to write a ‘‘0’’ is driven low by the write circuitry. The write operation must be finished in a

pre-specified time. The write margin is an indication of the write driver strength in writing an opposite

data into a cell. For this purpose a transient simulation of the write driver, bit line, and a cell under test is

required. A weak transistor must be used for the pass transistor (NP). Then the write margin is the trip

point voltage (measured in the read operation) minus the bit line voltage at the end of the write period.

For a good noise margin the write margin must be �10% Vcc. Again, simulation must be carried out in

all process corners. To improve the write noise margin the write driver strength or=and the width of the

pass transistor can be increased.

VCC

Weak Strong

Strong  Weak

s1 s2

ND1 ND2

NP1 NP2

P1 P2

FIGURE 7.81 Schematic model to simulate stability, read and write noise margin.
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7.3.2.4 Bit Line Pre-Charge Circuit

As mentioned earlier pre-charging precedes the read and write operations. If the write circuit drives both

bit lines to full ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1’’ logical level, pre-charging the bit lines before thewrite is not necessary; however,

pre-charging the bit lines prior to write makes the write time more predictable and the write circuit less

complex. Figure 7.82 shows a pre-charge circuit. P transistors pre-charge the bit lines to fullVcc. Static sense

amplifiers used in some designs for read operation have very low gain at Vcc. In these designs either N

transistors is used to pre-charge the bit lines or level shifter is used to lower the voltage at the sense amplifier

circuit. UsingN transistor results in unpredictable pre-charged level and variable read time. If a column is

not selected for a long time, N transistor leakage gradually raises the pre-charge level closer to Vcc.

The P1 and P2 transistors must be large enough to pre-charge the bit lines in the available time. But

they must not be larger than required due to excessive gate to drain capacitance coupling and charge

injection into the bit lines. P3 is used to equalize the bit lines. Equalization is particularly important after

a write as one of the bit lines is driven to ‘‘0’’. Any voltage mismatch between bit lines will reduce the read

margin and slows down the read time if a static sense amplifier is used. In case of a sense amplifier with

positive feedback, bit line voltage mismatch can cause wrong result.

7.3.2.5 Column Select Circuit

The next element in the memory column to be considered is the column select circuit. In embedded

applications, the number of bits per word can vary from as low as 3 bits to 512 or even higher. Column

multiplexing gives some flexibility to handle this wide range of requirements. Multiplexing can vary

from 1:1 to 1:32 or higher. Narrower multiplexing (1:1) creates difficulties in layout as the sense

amplifier and write circuits must fit in a cell pitch. When the word is short, narrow multiplexing results

in low memory area efficient. Wide multiplexing creates difficulties in matching Bit and Bit# lines. 1:4

and 1:8 are the usual ratio used.

In many designs read and write multiplexing are separated. This may be due to some system

requirements. Figure 7.83 shows a 2:1 multiplexing with separated read=write column selects. In this

PrehL

P1 P2

P3

Bit Bit#

FIGURE 7.82 Bit-line, pre-charge circuit.

Bit Bit#
din din#

Wen

FIGURE 7.83 A column circuit.
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circuit a single N pass transistor is used for read select and a single P pass transistor is used for read. This

circuit exploit the fact that the ‘‘0’’ is the most active in the write operation and pre-charge circuit have

already charged the bit lines to ‘‘1’’. One must make sure that the ‘‘1’’ is not decayed below Vcc – Vtn due

to coupling, sub-threshold currents of nonselected memory cells in the column, and the charge sharing

with the selected memory cell. During a read operation the bit line decays only a fraction of Vcc (say

�100 mV). Thus, a single P transistor, instead of complementary gates, will be sufficient to transfer the

bit line value to the sense amplifier input. In the Fig. 7.83 a simple write circuit is also shown. In more

complex write circuit, explained later, the single multiplexing N pass transistor should be replaced with a

complementary transmission gate to pass both ‘‘0’’ and ‘‘1.’’ It is also possible to use the same column

select for both read and write. In this case the write circuit must be tri-stated during the read operation.

In some systems, it is required to write or read only a part of a word. In these cases masking or two levels

of decoding is may be used.

7.3.2.6 Write Circuit

In the previous sub-section, a simple and fast circuit was presented. The write N transistor (and write

select transistor) are large enough to drive the highly capacitive bit line down and overcome the P pull-

up transistor inside the memory cell in the available write time. In that circuit the bit line is not driven to

‘‘1’’. This is because the bit line can not write a ‘‘1’’ to the memory cell and the bit line is already pre-

charged to ‘‘1’’. To make sure that the bit line maintains the pre-charge value or if the pre-charge is not

complete prior to write, to save time, the write circuit must drive the ‘‘1’’ side also. Figure 7.84 is a more

complex write circuit that has only one N transistor (in series with the N column select transistor) and

drives the high side as well. During the read cycle, this circuit is in tri-state, so same column select might

be used for both read and write. Wen signal is either the write enable signal or a derivation of it.

7.3.2.7 Sense Amplifier

The sense amplifier is the last element considered in the column. In a read operation the bit lines are pre-

charged first. Then a word line is activated to let the ND transistor in the cell pull either Bit or Bit#,

depending on the data stored in the cell, down. The bit line is highly capacitive and the transistors in the

memory cell are small for density purpose, so it may take a long time for the cell to completely discharge

the bit line. The common practice is to let the cell develop only a limited differential voltage, about

�100 mV, on the bit lines and amplify it by a sense amplifier. Thus, reducing and matching the bit line

capacitance is important for a fast and correct read. Power consumption of a memory is also mainly

determined by the bit line capacitance.

Pre-charge Pre-charge

Readsel [1:0]

Writesel [1:0]

Sense amplifier
Bit Bit#

din#[0] din[0] din#[1] din[1]

FIGURE 7.84 A write circuit.
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Bit line capacitance components, contributed by each memory cell, include junction capacitance, bit

line to bit line coupling, bit line to word line, and bit line to substrate capacitance. Thus, each cell

connected to the bit line adds a certain amount of capacitance to the bit line. Junction capacitance is the

main source of bit line capacitance. Choosing the number of cells per column is an important design

decision as it determines the speed, power consumption, area efficiency, and hence, the architect of the

memory. In a typical 0.18 mm technology 256–512 cells per bit line is a good compromise. Bit line to bit

line coupling is a major source of mismatching. Its contribution to bit line capacitance is also significant

and is the only component that circuit designers can influence.

Coupling capacitance between bit lines has two consequences. It increases the total capacitance and

makes the read time data dependent. Adjacent cells to a cell may have different data for two reads of the

same cell. The strategy to reduce the bit line coupling capacitance is to twist the bit line along long run of

bit lines. Figure 7.85a shows a simple strategy in which the coupling between bit lines is completely

cancelled; however, the coupling between Bit and Bit# of the same cell is not cancelled. But signal

shifting due to this coupling is deterministic and limited. In modern CMOS process technologies, it is

possible to use higher level of metals for bit lines to lower the line to substrate capacitance. It is also

made possible that to run, in addition to bit lines, a supply line through the cell. This supply line not

only helps to have a power mesh in the memory, it also can be used to cancel the Bit to Bit# coupling, see

Fig. 7.85b. Twisting the bit lines degrades the area efficiency of the memory. If the supply line is drawn

outside the bit lines, the strategy in Fig. 7.85c may be used to increase the area efficiency and live with the

known Bit to Bit# coupling capacitance.

Many different sense amplifiers circuits are used in memory design. Two most popular circuits are

considered here. The miller current mirror sense amplifier, Fig. 7.86a, is used in more conservative and

slow designs. The SenSel signal is asserted after enough differential signals are developed on the bit lines.

The main advantage of this circuit, compared to a circuit with positive feedback, is that it always resolves

to right direction regardless of the initial amount of differential signals at the inputs. Thus it is not

sensitive to the minimum delay of SenSel signal to word line. However, this circuit has many disadvan-

tages. It is slow and consumes more power. The gain and speed of the circuit is very sensitive to the pre-

charge value of the bit line. Because of the diode connected transistor in the circuit it is not suitable for

low voltage operation and has structural offset. For these reasons the differential sense amplifier with

positive feedback circuit, Fig. 7.86b, is used in many designs.

This circuit is fast and consumes less power. The only disadvantage of this circuit is that it may latch in

a wrong state. To avoid this, the SenSel signal must be activated after sufficient different voltage is

b0 b0# b1 b1#b2 b2# b0 b0# b1 b1# b2 b2# b0 b0# b1 b1# b2 b2#

v S
S

v S
S

v S
S

v S
S

v S
S

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 7.85 Bit line twisting to reduce coupling capacitans and read time data dependency.
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developed on bit lines to overcome all worst-case offsets of the circuit. To calculate the worst-case offset,

the schematic model in Fig. 7.81 can be used. DL and DVt, are smaller for sense amplifiers because bigger

devices are used here. To reduce the offset, transistors used in the circuit must have at least 10–20%

longer than the minimum length in the technology.

After sufficient differential voltage is developed between V1 and V2, the SenSel signal is activated.

Initially, only two input N transistors, N1 and N2, are in saturation and two loading P transistors are off.

This is a favorable case because N transistors normally have better matching characteristics than P

transistors. Two cross-coupled N transistors increase the differential voltages further. Both V1 and V2

drop below pre-chargeVcc voltage.WhenV1 orV2 are belowVcc –Vtp, the P transistors further increase the

positive feedback and restore a fullVcc on the side that is supposed to be a logic ‘‘1’’. Tomake the initial part

of the operation longer, one may use a dual slope scheme or=and clock the Vcc connection, Fig. 7.86c. In

the dual slope scheme first the weaker tail transistor is activated. This will cause the V1 and V2 to sink

slowly. After a short delay the strong tail transistor is turned on by SenSel. In the clocked Vcc connection

the FL is delayed with respect to SenSel. In some design the Bit and Bit# are not disconnected from the

sense amplifier during sensing. This results in slower response and increased power consumption. Bit and

Bit# can be disconnected by a column select transistors to increase speed and reduce power consumption.

7.3.3 Memory Array

Now that main circuits comprising a column are presented, we can construct an array of columns. The

goal is to organize n3 n cells in such a way to meet the required access time, power budget, and high-area

efficiency. In a flat organization, Fig. 7.87a, all the cells are included in a single array. This architecture

has many disadvantages for large memories. The main contributor to the power consumption is the bit

line capacitance. The effect of bit line capacitance on the read access time is significant. It is thus desirable

to have less number of cells per column. Having less number of cells per column alsomake the row decoder

simpler. Rowdecoder time performance is also crucial for a fast access time because it is in the critical delay

path; however, in a flat organization less number of rows means larger number of columns. This will

increase the word lines delay, requires big word line drivers, and high column multiplexing ratio.

Partitioning of the memory array has been the subject of very creative challenges for many years. This

challenge will continue, as the metal lines are becoming more resistive and new generation CMOS

technologies offer multilayers of metals. This provides possibilities to introduce many layers of hierarchy

in the memory organization to combat parasitics reduce power, access time, and to increase area

efficiency. Figure 7.87b is an example of partitioning the array into sub-arrays and introducing

hierarchy into the decoding and word lines. Assume you have 256 rows per sub-array. You need eight

address bits to select each row. Out of these 8 bits, 6 bits are coded and driven across all the sub-arrays.

Readsel

SenSel

Bit Bit# Bit#Bit Bit#Bit

SenSeld

ΦL

(a) (b) (c)

N1 N2

P1 P2

V1 V2
N1 N2

P1 P2

V1 V2

FIGURE 7.86 Three popular sense amplifiers: (a) Current mirror based, (b) Latch with positive feedback, and

(c) Dual slope or=and clocked Vcc.
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These are global word lines, GWL. Although global word lines are long, they are not heavily loaded, as

they are strapped only once per sub-array. The remaining 2 bits are pre-decoded in each sub-array.

A sub-array is selected through sub-array decoder (block decoder). Block decoder is normally fast, as it

has a smaller number of address bits to decode. The local decoder in each sub-array is a simple circuit

that decodes GWL, predecoded signal, and block select. Figure 7.87c is a static circuit for the row

decoder chain. For faster decoding pre-charge dynamic circuits may be used instead.

Column decoding is not as time critical as row decoder, as row decoding and bit sensing can be

completed before the column decoder is finish. However, in a write operation there may be a race

between row decoder and column decoder.

7.3.4 Testing and Reliability

High-density and high-capacity memory cores are more vulnerable to physical defects than logic blocks.

The higher defect is mainly caused by SRAM denser layout. Wafer yield can be assumed to be (SRAM

yield)3 (logic yield). In a logic chip with high density and capacity embedded SRAM, it is essential to

enhance the SRAM yield to achieve better overall chip yield. In commodity SRAM redundancy is used to

increase yield. This same methodology can be used to compensate for higher defect density of embedded

SRAM. Redundancy is to replace a defected element by a redundant element. A pair of row(s) and

column(s) are designed redundant to a memory block for this purpose. If any single memory block is

denser than 0.5 Mbits, it is recommended to have redundant row and column. Columns fail more often

than rows as they are more complex and include sense amplifier. At least use one redundant column per

each 0.5 Mbits. For memories, denser than 2 Mbits, both row and column redundancy is recommended.

Testing of embedded memories is more difficult than commodity memories due to the limitation in

direct access, increase in data bus width, and increase in speed and flexibility in embedded memories

configurations and specifications. It is, therefore, necessary to use a BIST for each memory block to run

all standard test patterns. Address and data signals to embedded SRAMs may go through a long run.

This can cause timing and signal integrity issues. Power supply voltage drop, flatuation and noise are

another source of embedded memory failure. A well-designed power mesh together with sufficient and

well-placed de-coupling capacitance is normally used in robust memory designs.
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FIGURE 7.87 Memory organizations: (a) flat, (b) hierarchical, and (c) a hierarchical circuit solution.
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8.1 Introduction

Multiple-valued logic (MVL) is a hybrid of binary logic and analog signal processing: some of the noise

advantages of a single binary signal are retained, and some of the advantages of a single analog signal’s

ability to provide greater informational content are used. Much work has been done on many of the

theoretical aspects of MVL. The theoretical advantages of MVL in reducing the number of intercon-

nections required to implement logical functions have been well established and widely acknowledged.

Serious pinout problems encountered in some very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuit designs could be

substantially influenced if signals were allowed to assume four or more states rather than only two.

The same argument applies to the interconnect-limited IC design: if each signal line carries twice as

much information, then only half as many lines are required. Four-valued logic signals easily interface

with the binary world; they may be decoded directly into their two-binary-digit equivalent. Many logical

and arithmetic functions have been shown to be more efficiently implemented with MVL, i.e., fewer

operations, gates, transistors, signal lines, etc., are required. Yet, with all the theoretical advantages, MVL

is not in wide use mainly because MVL circuits cannot provide these advantages without cost. The costs

are typically reduced noise margins, slower raw switching speed due to increased circuit complexity and

functionality, and the burden of proving MVL use improves overall system characteristics. As fabrication

technologies evolve, MVL circuit designers adapt to the new technology-related capabilities and limitations

and create newMVL circuit designs.ManyMVL circuits have been proposed that use existing and proposed

silicon and III–V fabrication technologies; that signal with flux, charge, current, voltage, and photons.

A discussion of the extensive range of possible circuit-oriented MVL topics would be very informative,
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but that is beyond the scope of this document. This discussion is intended to present a view of the state

of the art in practical, realizable MVL circuits and of the trend expected in new MVL circuits. The reader

is referred to the section on ‘‘Further Reading’’ below for references to additional literature and sources

of information on MVL.

For most new chip designs that employ MVL to be useful and attractive, their inputs and outputs, and

power supply voltages must be compatible with the signal swings and logic levels, and power supply

voltages of the binary logic families with which they will be required to communicate. Looking at the

potential of MVL realistically, in the near future, we expect few designers to risk using quaternary or

other MVL logic signaling at the package pins (except possibly in a testing mode). The most likely

situation in which MVL would be used is one in which binary signaling is done on the chip pads to be

compatible with the rest of the system, some functions are realized with standard binary circuitry, and

certain other functions are realized more advantageously with MVL. Rather than attempt to develop a

general family of MVL circuits that is logically and computationally complete, we have examined the

realization of specific MVL functions that we believe provide advantages now and may provide

advantages in the future.

MVL has many theoretical advantages, but it is not widely used because MVL circuits do not provide

overwhelmingly advantageous characteristics, in general. However, in many designs, overall system

characteristics may be improved using specific MVL circuits in specific applications. For example, the

most widely used commercial application of MVL is nonvolatile memory. The MVL nonvolatile

memory provides greater memory density and decreased incremental memory cost. These circuits

generate internal multiple-valued current signals that are interpreted and converted to binary voltage

signals for interface out of the memory function. As system power supply voltages continue to decrease,

current signaling can allow one to continue to use the advantages of MVL until subthreshold and leakage

currents exceed the available noise margins. Thus, current-mode CMOS logic circuits are also seen as

viable in the present and in the near future.

Several other MVL approaches may be potential candidates for MVL VLSI circuits. Current-mode,

emitter-coupled, logic style circuits can be easily adapted to use multiple valued current signals and

provide high-speed, high-packing-density MVL functions [1,2]. To take advantage of current-mode

logic’s series gating, power supply voltages must remain higher than the minimum projected for CMOS.

Although the use of resonant tunneling diodes’ and transistors’ negative incremental resistance can be

used for MVL and shows some promise [3,4], the series stacking of the multiple negative-resistance

devices requires additional voltage overhead we are predicting will not be available, in general. Although

interesting, these and other approaches to MVL circuits will not be discussed in detail here. Many MVL

circuits that require enhancement- and depletion-mode NMOS and PMOS transistors with application-

specific sets of designer-specified transistor threshold voltages have been proposed that are similar to or

extend the ideas in [5,6]. We are not discussing those ideas in this document because the fabrication

technologies required are too ambitious or because the circuit overhead required to maintain an MVL

voltage-controlled-transistor-threshold voltage is excessive, and thus not as likely to be adopted by

design engineers; however, it has been commonly observed that ideas that prove to be highly profitable

can suddenly alter the vector of change in the electronics industry. If, for example, a highly capable, and

highly profitable approach to photonic circuits were demonstrated that required a large power supply

voltage, designers would not hesitate to reverse the power supply voltage reduction trend for the

purpose of improved profit and enhanced performance. Yet, given the information now available

about fabrication technology improvements and changes projected into the near future, the trend of

reduced power supply voltages and minimized transistor dimensions will probably continue for some

time. Under these conditions, we project current-mode MVL signals to be the most likely to be useful

and advantageous.

In the next section, we discuss the use of MVL in nonvolatile memory circuits realized in CMOS

technologies. Section 8.3 discusses current-mode CMOS circuits that can provide computational

advantages because current summing requires no electronic components. A summary and conclusions

are presented in Section 8.4.
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8.2 Nonvolatile Multiple-Valued Memory Circuits

The most widely used commercial application of MVL is in nonvolatile memory. Nonvolatile memory

retains its stored information when there is no power supplied to the chip. Read only memory (ROM) is

programmed in the manufacturing process and cannot be altered afterward. Programmable ROM

(PROM) is programmed after manufacture only once, by the electrical means of blowing out, open

circuiting, a fuse, or enabling, shorting, an ‘‘anti-fuse.’’ Erasable PROM (EPROM) uses a floating-gate

(FG) field effect transistor (FET) that has two separate, overlapping gates, one of which is electrically

isolated or floating, as shown in Fig. 8.1. The floating gate lies on the thin gate oxide between the FET’s

channel and the top gate, which serves as the transistor’s gate terminal that is driven to turn on or off

the transistor’s drain current. The transistor’s effective threshold voltage can be changed by changing the

number of electrons, the charge, stored on the floating gate. The difference between the applied gate

voltage and the effective threshold voltage determines the drain current. The drain current represents

the information stored in the FG transistor. The drain current is read by a column amplifier that

converts the information to voltages compatible with the interfacing circuitry. All FG transistors in the

EPROM are erased simultaneously by exposing the floating gates to ultraviolet light. Electrically Erasable

PROM (EEPROM) uses floating gate transistors that are programmed and erased by electrical means.

The FG transistor’s effective threshold voltage, and resultant drain current, is programmed by placing

charge on the floating gate. The arrangement of memory array transistors in nonvolatile memory can be

in parallel as is done with a NOR gate, or in series as is done with a NAND gate, thus giving nonvolatile

memory architectures NOR and NAND designations. The physical mechanism typically used in

programming the floating gate is channel hot electron injection or Fowler–Nordheim tunneling, and

for erasure Fowler–Nordheim tunneling [11]. Organizations of floating-gate transistors such that they

can be electrically programmed one bit at a time and electrically erased a block, sector, or page

simultaneously are called ‘‘Flash’’ memory. These nonvolatile memories usually have a single power

supply, and generate the larger programming and erasure voltages on-chip. Floating gate transistors in

these commercial products can typically be programmed in less than 1 ms, erased in less than 1 s, can

retain data for more than 10 years, and can be erase=program cycled over 100,000 times. Binary and

multiple-valued versions of flash memories can usually be realized in the same floating-gate FET

fabrication technologies, and use the same memory cells. Differences are in binary and MVL read and

write functions, and programming and erasure procedures.

MVL nonvolatile memory provides greater memory density and decreased incremental memory cost.

In the next two sections, MVL ROM and MVL EEPROM memory, respectively, are discussed.

8.2.1 Multiple-Valued Read Only Memory

Standard binary ROM circuits are programmed during the manufacturing process by making each cell

transistor either operational or nonoperational. The programmed binary data is represented by either the

presence or absence of drain current when the memory cell transistor is addressed. This can be accom-

plished in several ways. The memory cell transistor can be made nonoperational by having its drain

Gate

Floating Gate

Substrate

Drain Source

FIGURE 8.1 Floating-gate MOS FET.
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omitted, its gate polysilicon over thin oxide omitted, and its threshold voltage increased to a value greater

than the gate address voltage. For example, an additional mask and implant are used to increase the cell

transistor’s threshold voltage to a value large enough that the transistor remains ‘‘off ’’ (ID¼ 0) when the

address voltage is applied to its gate. Thus, with all programming approaches, when the memory cell is

addressed, those cell transistors that are operational conduct drain current, and those that are not

operational do not conduct drain current. The binary information is in the presence or absence of

drain current. Drain current is detected by the column read amplifier, and binary output voltages are

created for communication out of the memory function. The column read amplifier can be a differential

amplifier or a fixed reference comparator. MVL ROM uses multiple valued drain currents to represent

the stored MVL data. MVL and binary ROM architectures are essentially the same except for sensing the

multiple valued currents and the creation of the equivalent binary information for output out of

the memory function. Four-valued ROM [7–10] have been successfully used in commercial products.

Four-valued ROMs can be programmed duringmanufacture using two approaches. One approach uses

two additional masks and implants to create four possible memory cell transistor threshold voltages

[8,10]. Drain current is nonlinearly proportional to the difference between the applied address gate

voltage and the effective threshold voltage. Cell transistors with four possible effective threshold voltage

values can be of minimum size and thus produce twice the cell bit density possible with the binary version.

This approach uses additional processing steps and masks, and thus a more expensive fabrication

technology. Another approach uses four different cell transistor channel widths or width-to-length ratios

to set the four possible drain current values [7,9]. Drain current is directly proportional to the channel

width. The spacing within the array of memory cell transistors must accommodate the largest of the four

possible transistor sizes, and thus must be greater than that of the threshold programmable version. This

geometry-variable approach requires additional silicon area and provides a bit density less than the

threshold programmable approach, but greater than the binary version; however, no additional fabrica-

tion steps or masks are necessary for this geometry-variable cell.

Detection and interpretation of the four-valued memory cell transistor’s drain current is an analog-

to-two-bit digital conversion problem that has many solutions. Traditional analog-to-digital conversion

design issues must be considered and all conversion approaches can be used. A simple approach uses as

comparator threshold references three reference currents that lie between the four logical values of the

drain current. This common ‘‘thermometer’’ arrangement of three comparators produces simultan-

eously three comparison results that are easily decoded into arbitrary two-bit binary output combin-

ations. This simultaneous comparison of the data drain current to the references is the fastest approach

to detecting the stored data. These column read amplifiers are more than twice as complicated as the

binary versions. Because the number of read amplifiers is much smaller than the number of memory

cells, this increase in the read amplifier overhead circuitry reduces only slightly the overall density

improvement provided by the bit density increase of the large array of four-valued memory cells.

Overall, four-valued ROM implementations reduce chip areas 30–40%. For example, in [7], a math

co-processor uses a mask-gate-area-programmable quaternary ROM that provides an approximately

31% ROM area savings compared to a binary ROM. No system speed penalty was incurred because the

slower MVL ROM is fast enough to respond within the time budgeted for ROM data lookup. In [9],

the 256 K four-valued ROM is said to have minimal speed loss due to careful design of the ROM

architecture, the sense amp operation, and the data decoder output circuit design. Chip area savings of

this four-valued ROM is approximately 30%.

Both programming approaches provide significantly increased bit density compared to binary ROM.

The speed of the four-valued ROM is inherently reduced because the increased complexity of the

column read amplifiers, the increased capacitance of the larger memory cell transistors, and the reduced

drain current created by the memory cell transistors with large threshold voltages. Designers have

minimized the speed penalty with thoughtful chip architecture design and careful transistor level circuit

performance optimization. The improved capabilities demonstrated in these four-valued ROM designs

motivated the use of four-valued data storage in the EEPROM and flash memories discussed next.
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8.2.2 Multiple-Valued EEPROM and Flash Memory

Binary and multiple-valued EEPROM [11–13] circuits are used in successful commercial products.

Many of them are organized for the simultaneous electrical erasure of large blocks of cells and are called

‘‘flash memory.’’ Multiple-valued flash memory circuits provide greater memory density, at lower

incremental cost, than the binary versions. The circuitry of multiple-valued ROM and multiple-valued

EEPROM structures are very similar to each other and very similar to their binary counterparts.

Development of commercially viable binary and MVL flash memory products has required extensive

research in device physics and fabrication technology. That research continues and we see continual

improvements in commercial flash memory products. Summary and overview discussions of flash

memory [11] and multilevel flash memory [12] examine many of the inter-related effects and important

tradeoffs that must be considered. Here, we discuss the principles of operation and do not attempt to

explain in detail any of these evolving and complex issues.

In multiple-valued flash memory circuits, the floating gate of each EEPROMmemory cell transistor is

charged to one of the multiple values that creates one of the several memory cell transistor threshold

voltages. Each memory cell transistor, when driven with the specified read gate voltage, generates one of

the multiple logical drain current values. The multiple-valued drain currents are then decoded by a

current sense amplifier column read circuit. The sense amplifier serves as an analog-to-digital converter

that translates the multiple-valued drain current into an equivalent set of binary logical output signals

with voltages compatible with the rest of the computing system. Four-valued signals are most commonly

used. A few 16-valued EEPROM memory cells have been examined [13] and a 256-valued EEPROM

‘‘analog memory’’ has been used in a commercial analog audio storage product [14].

Precise control of the charge on the nonvolatile FET’s floating gate is necessary to create one of the

multiple distinct effective cell transistor threshold voltage values needed. Each nominal threshold voltage

value will have a distribution of voltages around that target value. Noise margins, separations between

adjacent threshold voltage value distributions, diminish as the number of logical values increases. It is

necessary to keep the distribution narrow and to maintain adequate distances between the adjacent

threshold voltage value distributions. Research is underway to develop a self-limiting programming

technique, but at the present time programming of the floating gate is usually done with an iterative

program and verify procedure. A programming voltage is applied for a fixed period of time, and the

resultant programmed value is read by the column sense amp. If the desired threshold voltage is reached,

then programming ends. If not, then another programming voltage pulse is applied and the pro-

grammed verified. The iterative procedure ends when the verify step indicates the correct programmed

threshold voltage has been created.

Reading a stored multiple valued logical signal can be accomplished with any analog to digital process,

such as that described above for the four-valued ROM. This simple approach uses as comparator

threshold references three reference currents that lie between the four logical values of the drain current.

This common ‘‘thermometer’’ arrangement of three comparators produces simultaneously three com-

parison results that are easily decoded into arbitrary two-bit binary output combinations. This simul-

taneous comparison of the data drain current to the references is the fastest approach to detecting the

stored data. These column read amplifiers are more than twice as complicated as the binary versions.

Another approach is to drive the memory cell’s read signal from its minimum value to its maximum

value with a series of steps or a ramp. Times when the read signal voltage exceeds each memory cell’s

possible programmed threshold voltages are known by design. When the single read amplifier com-

parator senses any current at the prescribed time, the programmed logical signal value has been detected.

The column read amplifier used with this approach requires only one comparator, one threshold, and

thus fewer devices, but requires more time than the simultaneous conversion described previously.

Compared with binary realizations, four-valued flash memory circuits have been shown to require

50% of the memory area, about 115% of the read circuit area, and have access times from about 100% to

150%. The fabrication technology is more complicated, requiring two additional memory cell threshold

voltages. These 2 additional threshold voltages can be accomplished with only one additional implant.
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Thus, four-valued flash memory can provide significantly increased memory density at a moderate

increase in fabrication technology complexity.

For most new chip designs to be useful and attractive, they must be compatible with the signal swings

and logic levels of standard binary logic families and use compatible power supply voltages. Thus,

looking at the potential of MVL realistically, we expect few designers to risk using MVL logic signaling at

the package pins (except possibly in a testing mode). The most likely situation in which MVL would be

used is one in which binary signaling is done on the chip pads, some functions are realized with standard

binary circuitry, and certain other functional modules are realized more advantageously with MVL.

Rather than attempt to develop a family of MVL circuits that are logically and computationally

complete, we have examined the realization of specific MVL functions that we believe provide advan-

tages now and may provide advantages in the future. With the predominance of CMOS fabrication

technologies and the continued decline of system and chip power supply voltages, signal processing with

multiple-valued currents appears to be more naturally compatible with the evolving design environment

than other approaches to MVL. Thus, current-mode CMOS MVL circuits are the focus of the remaining

part of this presentation.

8.3 Current-Mode CMOS Multiple-Valued Logic Circuits

Current-mode CMOS circuits in general are receiving increasing attention. Current-mode CMOS MVL

circuits [15] have been studied for over two decades and may have applications in digital signal

processing and computing. Introduced in 1983 [16], current-mode CMOS MVL circuits were demon-

strated that are compatible with the requirements for the VLSI circuits [17]. Various approaches to

realizing current-mode CMOS MVL circuits have been discussed since then, and signal processing and

computing applications of current-mode MVL have been evaluated. A convincing demonstration of the

advantages of current-mode CMOS MVL is the 323 32 multiplier presented in [18]. This 323 32

multiplier chip is half the size of an equivalent all-binary realization, dissipates half the power, and has a

multiply time within 5% of the fastest reported all-binary multiply time of a comparable design of that

era. These advantages arise from the combination of two ideas. The authors use a signed-digit number

system (±2, ±1, 0) and symmetric functions [19] to streamline the multiplier algorithm and architec-

ture, and to limit the propagation of carrys. They then use multiple-valued bi-directional current-mode

CMOS circuits to efficiently realize the function of addition. Addition of currents requires no compon-

ents. Addition is the principal operation performed in the multiplier, so the current-mode MVL

advantage in addition helps make the multiplier realization more area efficient. Thus, advantageous

use of MVL usually requires finding its niche. For example, in the pipelined discrete cosine transform

(DCT) chip designed using current-mode CMOS MVL circuits described in [20], it is the pipelined

nature of the realization of the DCT and inverse DCT functions that makes using MVL potentially

feasible. Since the maximum system clock is set by the longest delay required for any pipeline stage, as

long as the slightly slower MVL current-mode CMOS adders and multipliers meet this timing require-

ment, then MVL circuits may be used to provide major area savings in realizing adders and multipliers.

Current-mode CMOS MVL circuits are often used to realize threshold functions. The two basic

operations of a threshold function are: (1) the formation of a weighted algebraic sum-of-inputs, and

(2) comparison of this sum to the multiple thresholds that define the MVL function to be realized.

Current-mode CMOS MVL circuits use an analog current summing node to create the algebraic

weighted-sum-or difference-of-input currents using Kirchoff ’s current law. This function is ‘‘free’’

because it requires no active or passive components. Uni- and bi-directional currents may be defined

in each branch. The currents are usually defined to have logical levels that are integer multiples of a

reference current. Currents may be copied, scaled, complemented, and algebraically sign changed with

simple current mirror circuits realized in any MOS technology. Use of depletion-mode devices could

sometimes simplify circuit design if they are available in the fabrication technology [18]. The weighted

sum or difference of currents is then usually decoded into the desired MVL output function by:
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(1) comparing it to multiple current thresholds using some form of current comparator, and (2) using

comparator-controlled switches to direct properly scaled and logically restored currents to the outputs.

The variety of current-mode MVL circuits reported by various authors over the past decade use various

combinations of these three operations (algebraic sum, compare to thresholds, and switch correct logical

current values to the outputs) to realize all the circuit functions reported.

Most current-mode CMOSMVL circuits have the advantage that they will operate properly at proposed

reduced CMOS power supply voltages. Critics of current-mode CMOS binary and MVL circuits worry

that static current-mode circuits dissipate DC power. Dynamic current-mode CMOS circuits use additional

clocked pairs of transistors and additional clock signals to reduce or eliminate DC power dissipation.

Current-mode CMOS circuits have a fanout of only one, yet, if the loading is known in advance as is often

the case in VLSI design, circuits may be designed very easily with the appropriate number of individual

outputs. Given all the possible advantages and disadvantages of current-mode CMOS circuits, it is apparent

that they warrant continued study. We do not propose that current-mode CMOSMVL circuits be used, in

general, as a replacement for binary voltage-mode CMOS circuits. We do, however, claim that it may be

advantageous in some situations to imbed current-mode CMOS MVL circuits in a binary design. In the

discussions that follow, we review several of the input=output compatible current-mode CMOS MVL

circuits that we have studied over the past decade. These current-mode CMOS circuits, reviewed in [15],

include a simple current threshold comparator [16], MVL encoders and decoders, quaternary threshold

logic full adders (QFAs), current-mode MVL latches, latched current-mode QFA circuits, and current-

mode analog-to-quaternary converter circuits. Each of these circuits is presented and its performance

described. In the next section, the simple current threshold comparator circuit is described.

8.3.1 CMOS Current Threshold
Comparator

A key component in the design of current-mode

MVL threshold circuits is the current comparator

[16], or current threshold detector. Performance

limitations of the current comparator will deter-

mine our MVL threshold circuits’ ability to discrim-

inate between different input current levels. The

current comparator’s operation is now summarized.

The simplest form of the current comparator circuit,

shown in Fig. 8.2, is made up of the diode-

connected input NMOS transistor M1, and NMOS

transistor M2 connected to replicate this input

current, a reference or threshold current generating

pair of transistorsM3 andM4, and a PMOS transistor

M5 that replicates the reference or threshold current.

The current in the input mirror transistor M2 limits

at the threshold value as the comparator switches.

The drains of the PMOS replicating transistor M5

and NMOS replicating transistor M2 are connected

to generate the comparator circuit’s output voltage.

This comparator circuit is to provide a logical HIGH

output voltage when the input current is less than the

threshold current and a logical LOWoutput voltage

when the input current is greater than the threshold

current. (To make a current comparator that gives a

logical HIGH output voltage when the input current

is greater than the threshold current and a logical

M3

M4

M5

VDD = 5 volts

I TH

I IN VO

M2M1

FIGURE 8.2 CMOS current comparator.
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LOWoutput voltage when the input current is less than the threshold current we can simply reverse the

roles of the NMOS and PMOS transistors.) Greatest comparator discrimination is obtained by using

maximum comparator gain. This current comparator configuration converts the input current to a

voltage, VGS1, that drives a common-source amplifier with an active load. An equivalent way to describe

the operation of this circuit is to consider it a current mirror that reproduces Iin as ID, and ID then drives

a high-impedance active load to convert the current difference to an output voltage. We can analyze the

comparator to find the transresistance amplifier gain, Ro , to be the parallel combination of the output

resistances of the NMOS driver and PMOS load devices:

Ro ¼ (ID(lp þ lN ))
�1

where l represents the channel length modulation effect and has units of V�1. A large gain is desired to

provide a sharp comparator transition and greater noise margin. Lower threshold current values will

increase the gain at the expense of greater comparator delay times when driving a constant load. Use of

higher output impedance current sources improves the gain, but reduces the output voltage swing and

increases the comparator delay. Our characterization of test circuits with threshold currents between

5 and 100 mA. fabricated in 2-mm p-well CMOS shows best input-current=output-voltage propagation

delays of approximately 2 ns. The best reported delay performance of a similar circuit that defines the

output as the difference of the two drain currents, not the drain voltage, has been reported to be 500 ps

in a ring oscillator [21] realized in 2-mm p-well CMOS.

To improve the delay performance of the comparator, we may provide a DC bias current to the input

transistor to keep it biased in a conducting state. The change in input current then exceeds the bias-

shifted reference threshold current. Delay improvements of more than 50% have been observed.

MVL circuits often realize threshold logic functions with several thresholds. This requires the

comparison of the input current to several different threshold currents. It is possible to simply replicate

the input current as many times as needed and compare these multiple copies of the input current to the

set of increasingly larger threshold currents. Increased threshold current reduces the comparator gain.

To keep gain higher, it is also possible to scale the input current to several different values (some of

which may be smaller than the input) and then compare these scaled input currents to a set of smaller

reference threshold currents. Design strategies that scale the input current and the threshold currents

may be developed to optimize area, speed, and total current. For ease of explanation in this presentation,

our discussions present the simplest approach: merely duplicating the input current and creating a set of

linearly spaced, increasingly larger reference threshold currents.

Current comparators are a critical part of the current-mode MVL circuits presented here. This circuit

with a standard CMOS inverter can also be used for current-to-voltage conversion when going from a

current-mode MVL section back into a binary section of a chip. In the section that follows, we will

describe the operation of CMOS current-mode binary=quaternary encoder=decoder circuits.

8.3.2 Current-Mode CMOS Binary=Quaternary Encoders and Decoders

Quaternary-valued logic has the potential to increase the functional density of metal-limited digital

integrated circuit layouts by reducing by almost 50% the number of signal interconnections required. The

use of MVL input and output signals could also reduce the number of chip package pins required. It may

be possible to use standard logical voltage swings at the package terminals during normal operation, and

then use four-valued signaling during off-line testing. On-chip conversion from binary voltages to

quaternary currents that would be used in a current-mode quaternary logic module can be done easily

as shown below.With both on- and off-chip interfaces in mind, we have described current-mode [15] and

voltage-mode CMOS circuits that perform the functions of encoding two binary signals into an equiva-

lent four-valued (quaternary) signal for transmission to another location or use in a quaternary logic

circuit like a multiplier, for example, and the decoding of this transmitted quaternary signal back into its

equivalent two binary signals. Various encodings of the two binary signals are possible and several provide
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easier decoding. In this presentation of the encoder-decoder circuit combination we have assumed for

simplicity of discussion that any two binary signals may be represented by a binary-weighted number.

That two-bit number can then be encoded into a single-digit base-four equivalent number. The encoder-

decoder circuit combination to be described is designed to serve both on-chip and off-chip interface

functions. With proper scaling of device areas the encoder circuit can drive larger capacitive loads with

reduced propagation delays and the decoder can maintain its high degree of logical discrimination.

Current-mode CMOS binary-to-quaternary encoder and quaternary-to-binary decoder circuits oper-

ate as follows. A schematic of the encoder circuit is shown in Fig. 8.3. A reference current is established

and duplicated by transistors M1–M4. The current in M4 is twice as large as that in M3. The encoder’s

two binary CMOS logic signals that are to be encoded are input to the pass transistors M5 and M6, where

the signal assigned the most significance is applied to the gate of M6, which will pass the doubly-

weighted current. The pass transistor sources are tied together to form the analog sum of the currents,

the four-valued output current signal, Io .

The encoder’s quaternary output current is connected either on-chip or off-chip to the compatible

current comparator section of the decoder circuit shown in a schematic in Fig. 8.4. The four-valued

input current is applied to the drain of the decoder’s input transistor M7. M7 then drives three current

comparators [16] made up of transistor pairs M8–M9, M10–M11, and M12–M13. The common-drain

VDD = 5 volts

M1

M2

20

21

I 0

M3

M6

I 2I

M6

M4

FIGURE 8.3 Current-mode CMOS binary-to-quaternary encoder.
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connection of each current comparator transistor pair is labeled A, B, and C, respectively. Voltages A, B,

and C will remain HIGH as long as the input current is less than one-half the logical output current

increment, I. For an input current greater than 0.5I, A will go LOW, while voltages B and C remain

HIGH. For an input current greater than 1.5I, B will also go LOW and C will remain HIGH. Input

currents greater than 2.5Iwill drive C to the LOW state and all three comparators will be LOW. The three

CMOS-compatible logical voltages A, B, and C then drive three standard CMOS decoding logic gates

shown in Fig. 8.5. The decoding logic recreates the two binary logical voltages in the same order of

significance that they were applied. Obviously there is a variety of possible encodings that require

decoders of more or less complexity that may be chosen to satisfy a variety of different requirements. In

this presentation we are, for simplicity, using binary- and quaternary-weighted number equivalents.

Transistors M14 and M15 in the decoder circuit schematic, Fig. 8.4, establish a reference current, 2I,

that is mirrored by factors 0.25, 0.75, and 1.25 by transistors M9, M11, and M13, respectively, to establish

the three threshold currents. For the A logical output, the threshold current ITHA
is 0.5I. For B and C

outputs, the threshold currents are ITHB
¼ 1.51I and ITHC

¼ 1.51I, respectively. In the encoder-decoder

shown in the figures, we are using logical levels of 0, 10, 20, and 30 mA. Current comparator C is to

provide HIGH output voltage for input currents less than 25 mA and a logical LOW voltage for input

currents greater than 25 mA. Thus, the threshold current for current comparator C is 25 mA.

One can increase the interface driving current, IIN, by, for example, an order of magnitude to provide

increased capacitive loading drive capability independently of the threshold currents and still maintain

the same comparator current levels and gain by appropriately designing the width-to-length ratios of

transistors M7 and transistors M8, M10, and M12. The comparators and decoder performance will be

unchanged. For example, using 10IIN instead of IIN for interfacing, we will need to increase the width of

VDD = 5 volts

M14

M15

M7

M8 M10 M12

M9

2I

A

B

C

0.5I

IIN
ITHB

ITHC

ITHA

1.5I 2.5I

M11
M13

CMOS
LOGIC

21 = B

20 = CB+A 20

21

FIGURE 8.4 Current-mode CMOS quaternary-to-binary decoder.
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M7 by a factor of 10. This feature allows considerable design flexibility. We could apply the same

technique to each comparator to give them all the same low quantity of drain current and, thus, the

same high value of gain and still detect the same three input current levels selected previously. The trade-

off here is the reduced load driving current available in the scaled-down current comparators. If the

comparator drives only an inverter, then this is not a significant problem. These scaled-down threshold

currents are not used in the circuits discussed here. Decoders may also use an input bias current to

speed-up the circuit’s response [16]. When a bias current is used all the thresholds must also be shifted.

A variety of current-mode CMOS encoder=decoder pairs have been fabricated and characterized. One

group was fabricated in 1985 in a standard 5-mm polysilicon-gate p-well CMOS technology. Large- and

small-current current-mode, encoder-decoder circuit pairs with and without bias currents were

included. Small-current, encoder-decoder pairs using nominal 10 mA incremental currents are realized

with: (1) no bias current, and (2) a 5 mA bias current. Large-current, encoder-decoder pairs designed for

driving off-chip loads of 100 pF that use nominal 3 mA incremental currents are realized with: (1) no bias

current, and (2) a 50 mA bias current. The encoder and decoder circuits operated exactly as predicted.

Propagation delay of binary=quaternary encoder-decoder circuits has been defined as the 50–50% delay

time from the incidence of the simultaneous binary encoder inputs to the generation of the last binary

decoder output. Worst-case propagation delay is experienced when the encoder output changes three full

increments of output current. Propagation delays of our current-mode, encoder-decoder circuit pairs

VDD = 5 volt

VDD

C

A

2�

21

B

FIGURE 8.5 Current-mode CMOS quaternary-to-binary decoder logic.
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have been measured with the encoder output and decoder input package pins wired together on a

breadboard. Thus, the encoder circuit drives off-chip, through the package, to a board, back through

the package, on-chip, and lastly the decoder circuit. Typical values of CMOS-voltage-input-to-CMOS-

voltage-output propagation delay exhibited by the small-current (intended for on-chip use) encoder-

decoder pairs without and with bias current driving off-chip are about 375 and 275 ns, respectively. Because

the large-current, encoder-decoder circuits were designed to drive PC board loads of 100 pF, we have

examined the large-current, encoder-decoder circuit pairs loaded as outlined previously with an additional

capacitance load of nominal value 100 pF connected from the I=O node to ground. Under this loading

condition, typical values of delay exhibited by the large-current encoder-decoder circuits without and with

bias current are about 48 and 30 ns, respectively. Although the use of large signaling currents may not be

attractive to many designers, the option is available and may be of value in some situations.

One might use encoder=decoder circuits to increase the information on a signal line. Current summing

at a node is a ‘‘free’’ computation that may be exploited in circuits that realize threshold logic functions as

we will see in the next section where we summarize the quaternary threshold logic full adder.

8.3.3 Current-Mode CMOS Quaternary Threshold Logic Full Adder

Some operations in digital signal processing and computing are more amenable than others to imple-

mentationwith quaternary threshold logic. For example, by using the summing of logical currents, adding

and counting may be efficiently implemented. The quaternary threshold logic full adder (QFA) adds the

values of two quaternary inputs A and B, and the value of a binary carry input, Ci, and produces a two-

quaternary-digit output, CS, that is the base-four value of this sum of the inputs. Logical currents have

been used in QFA circuits realized with integrated injection logic (I2L) (see, for example, [22]), current-

mode logic (CML), and current-mode CMOS [15]. The well-known QFA function is summarized below.

The QFA circuit to be described implements threshold functions. The two basic operations of a

threshold function are the formation of a weighted-sum-of-inputs and the comparison of that weighted-

input-sum to the multiple thresholds. The QFA adds two quaternary inputs A and B and a binary input

carry Ci to produce a weighted-input-sum within the range 0–7. Representing this weighted sum in base-

four with the two-digit output CS requires the CARRY, C, output to assume only binary values ZERO

and ONE, while the SUM, S, output will assume values ZERO, ONE, TWO, and THREE. The DC input-

output transfer function for the ideal QFA is shown in Fig. 8.6. Several organizations of threshold

CARRY

SUM

1

0

3

2

1

0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
IIN

FIGURE 8.6 Current-mode CMOS quaternary threshold logic full adder I=O transfer characteristic.
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detectors can be used to generate this two-digit output from the eight-valued weighted-sum-of-inputs.

We will summarize the operation of two approaches to realizing this function with combinations of

complementary MOS transistors serving as current sources and threshold detectors, and standard

CMOS logic gates.

The first QFA discussed, shown in Fig. 8.7, is a direct implementation of the QFA definition. The

input summing-node combines logical current inputs that are integer multiples of a reference current.

The sum-of-logical-inputs must lie between ZERO and SEVEN times the reference current. This sum-

of-currents, Iin, is received and mirrored by input transistor M1 to replicate the input current seven

times by identical NMOS transistors M2–M8. These seven identical copies of the input current are the

inputs to seven current comparators [15] that compare the input weighted sum to the seven

thresholds. The other halves of these comparators are PMOS transistors M9–M15. The comparators

generate seven binary voltage swings, A–G, that are capable of driving standard CMOS logic gates.

Comparator output signal �D controls the CMOS transmission gate that connects a unit value of logical

current to the CARRY output line. The seven logical comparator output signals are combinationally

reduced in groups of three variables with three standard CMOS logic gates to a set of control signals,

X, Y, and Z [�X ¼ (Aþ �D)E, �Y ¼ (Bþ �D)F, �Z ¼ (Cþ �D)G], that connect three current sources of unit

reference value to the SUM output line through three CMOS transmission gates. Logical currents of

10, 20, and 30 mA are used in the QFA presented in this paper, requiring threshold currents of 5, 15,

25, 35, 45, 55, and 65 mA. Gains of comparators realized with simple Widlar current mirrors of four-

micron channel lengths and greater have been found to be adequate to resolve the eight-valued signals

used in this circuit.

One potential problem with this QFA is the possible error accumulation involved with the analog

summing of seven logical currents at a node; the higher the logical value of the weighted-sum-of-inputs,

the greater error possible in the sum of currents. For increasing threshold current the current compara-

tor circuits exhibit decreasing gain, and therefore reduced ability to discriminate the threshold function.

The QFA has less accuracy in discriminating the presence of the higher valued weighted sums of inputs.

To compensate for this decreasing gain with increasing threshold currents, we examine a feedback

technique which eliminates the need to use the three largest values of threshold currents.

VDD = 5 V

M9

M1 M2

A
IIN

B C D E F G

D

X

Y

Z

SUMCARRY

I I I I

M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8

M10 M11 M12 M13 M14 M15

FIGURE 8.7 Current-mode CMOS quaternary threshold logic full adder schematic.
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A schematic of one version of this QFA modified with feedback is shown in Fig. 8.8. In the figure we

see that a current of four logical units in value is combined with a copy of the weighted-sum-of-inputs to

create a new input current that is Iin2¼ (Iin� 4) when the weighted sum of inputs exceeds logical four.

The same three lowest threshold current comparators with greatest gain can now be used to generate the

entire range of QFA SUM outputs. The QFA circuit with feedback operates as follows. The threshold

current for the ‘‘D ’’ comparator that controls the CARRY output is generated by PMOS transistor M3.

The input is first compared to this threshold to determine whether the input range is above or below 4.

If the input is below 4, the output D is in the HIGH state. D is inverted to drive a pair of transmission

gates; one controls the CARRY output current, the other controls the four units of logical current that

are fed into the drain of M6. At the drain of M6, this feedback current is summed with a copy of the

input current to form the total drain current of M6. If the CARRYoutput is ZERO, no current is fed back

and the M6 drain current is equal to the input current. Let us assume for this discussion that the

input current is, for example, logical six. The input current will be mirrored by M6 to generate a total

drain current of logical six. Since the D comparator has switched to turn on the CARRY output, the

feedback current transmission gate is also conducting the logical four feedback current into the node at

the drain of M6. The excess current (logical six minus logical four¼ logical two) must be provided by

transistor M8. M8 is a diode connected PMOS transistor that serves as the input to the three current

comparators that generate outputs A, B, and C. These comparators operate exactly as described

previously except that the roles of the PMOS and NMOS transistors and thus the A, B, and C voltage

swings have been reversed. The PMOS devices M9–M11 serve as the input devices while the NMOS

devices M12–M14 serve as the current reference devices. This feedback technique eliminates the CMOS

logic stage that encodes the comparator outputs into controls signals for the transmission gates that then

switch the logical current outputs onto the SUM output line. The three largest current mirror transistors

are also eliminated. The propagation delays observed with these circuits are about 20% longer than those

observed with the nonfeedback version of the QFA.

Several variations of the QFA circuits that used several different logical currents were fabricated in

1985 in a standard 5-mm polysilicon-gate p-well CMOS technology and others using 10 mA logical

currents inMOSIS 2-mmp-well technology. These simple current-mode test circuits are intended to drive

each other on-chip with small logical current increments; most examples use only 10mA. Some individual

test circuits are connected to input and output pads and package leads. This configuration allows

examination of all important comparator and current signals and is intended for DC and low-frequency

VDD = 5 V

M3

M1 M2 M6 M12 M13 M14

4I

I I I I

A

B

C

SUMCARRY

D
I IN I IN2

A B C

M8 M9 M10 M11

D

D

FIGURE 8.8 Current-mode CMOS quaternary threshold logic full adder with feedback schematic.
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functional characterization, not for maximum operating speed evaluation. Gains of comparators realized

with simple Widlar current mirrors of 4 mm channel lengths and greater have been found to be adequate

to resolve the eight-valued signals used in this circuit. Since logical currents vary in only 10 mA

increments, the circuits have insufficient capability to drive off-chip loads. Thus, meaningful on-chip

delays can not be measured with these test circuits. Propagation delay is defined as the time between the

midpoint of the transition between two adjacent input logic levels to the midpoint of the transition

between two adjacent output logic levels. For example, if the output switches from logical ZERO to logical

THREE, then the midpoint between TWO and THREE is used in the propagation delay measurement. To

obtain realistic on-chip delays, we used a chain of N cascaded QFA circuits connected between an input

pad and an output pad. This configuration does not allow examination of internal signals. We also used a

delay test path that is a direct on-chip connection between an input pad and an output pad. The delay

through the I=O only path is subtracted from the total delay measured for the group of N QFA circuits.

This difference is approximately the total delay through N latched QFA circuits. The average delay of an

individual latched QFA circuit may then be calculated. Under these conditions, using test circuits with

4mm channel lengths, propagation delay times for single logic level transitions (ZERO-ONE, ONE-TWO,

etc.) of about 35 ns have been measured. In simulations of circuits with the same device sizes and using

another QFA as a load, single logic level transitions were simulated to have delay times of about 10 ns, and

worst-case propagation delay times were found to be about 60 ns for full-scale (ZERO-SEVEN, SEVEN-

ZERO) input current signal transitions. To reduce delay times as much as 25%, we can include at the input

a DC bias current source of one-half the logical current value to keep the input transistors always in the

conducting mode, and shift the threshold currents by an equal amount.

8.3.4 Current-Mode CMOS Multiple-Valued Latch

Although the use of current signals allows easy and area efficient formation of the multiple-valued sum

of signals, storage of the information in this quantized analog signal might require storage of a set of

binary signals if it were not for multiple-valued memory circuits [15] similar to that described next. A

current-mode CMOS multiple-valued memory circuit organization is shown in a block diagram in

Fig. 8.9. When clock signal f is at a CMOS logical HIGH, the memory is in the SETUP mode. In the

SETUPmode, the circuit accepts a multiple-valued input current Iin and, with a quantizer, regenerates it

as a feedback current, IF , and an output current, Iout. When the clock signal f goes to a CMOS logical

LOW, the circuit goes into the HOLDmode. In the HOLDmode, the input current is disconnected from

the quantizer and the regenerated current IF is switched to the input of the quantizer. This positive

MNA
MNB

VSS

V1

I in

IOUT1

IF

MNC

Q

φ φ

MND

FIGURE 8.9 Current-mode CMOS quaternary latch block diagram.
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feedback circuit now holds the value of the input current that appeared during the preceding SETUP

cycle. Changes in the input current Iin during the HOLDmode do not alter the latch’s output until a new

SETUP cycle is entered. The memory circuit’s quantizer is chosen to accommodate the range defined for

the input current. We will summarize first the more easily described four-valued current-modememory

circuit [15]. An eight-valued, current-mode memory circuit will be presented in the discussion of the

latched QFA.

A current-mode CMOS quaternary threshold logic latch circuit is shown in Fig. 8.10. Consider the

situation in which the clock signal, f, is logically HIGH and the latch is in the SETUP mode. Transistor

M1 receives the input current, Iin, and in response generates a voltage VGS1, that is coupled through pass

transistor M11 to the input of the quantizer portion of the latch. Under these conditions the input

current Iin is reproduced as I
0
IN by transistors M2, M3, and M4, the three NMOS current mirror inputs to

the three current comparators in the quantizer. The current comparators’ thresholds are set to detect

input currents of logical values ONE, TWO, and THREE by the three PMOS current sources M5, M6,

and M7, respectively. As the input current exceeds the threshold of each comparator, each comparator

output falls to a logical LOW and the current in each mirror transistor M2, M3, and M4 limits at the

threshold value. Each comparator drives a standard CMOS inverter, with output labels �A, �B, or �C in the

schematic, which, in turn, drives a pass transistor with input labels �A, �B, or �C. Each of these pass

transistors, when activated, passes the appropriate quantity of current to the feedback summing node to

form regenerated current IF . Regenerated current IF is mirrored by transistors M8, M9, and M10 to

generate the latch output current, Iout. The �f signal turns off pass transistor M99, and the regenerated

current is isolated from the comparator input.

Clock signal f is then set LOW to HOLD the multiple-valued current data. With f LOW and �f

HIGH, transistor M11 is off, disconnecting input transistor M1 from the quantizer, and transistor M99 is

on, connecting the regenerated current to the quantizer input. Because the quantizer and IF are in a

positive feedback loop, the regenerated current, IF , and the output current, Iout, remain stable at the

value of the previous input current.

A variety of forms of the current-mode latched QFA circuit has been designed, fabricated in a standard

2-mm polysilicon-gate, double-metal CMOS process, and tested. These simple current-mode test circuits

are intended to drive each other on-chip with small logical current increments of only 10 mA. Logical

currents of 10, 20, and 30 mA are used in the quaternary latch, requiring threshold currents of 5, 15, and

25 mA. Gains of comparators realized with simple Widlar current mirrors of 2-mm channel lengths have

been found to be adequate to resolve the four-valued signals used in the latch circuit. For purposes of

oscilloscope display, the quaternary output current is driven into nominally 10 kV resistors connected

on a standard prototyping board. The waveforms in Fig. 8.11 show a sequence of HOLD operations at

times necessary to hold each of the four possible values of the output. In each photo, the pulse in the

lower trace is �f, which goes HIGH to HOLD the value of the output signal at that time. SETUP and

HOLD times have been inferred from measured experimental data to be about 10 ns for single level

transitions and about 35 ns for ZERO-THREE and THREE-ZERO transitions.

M1
M11

M5

VDD

f f

M6 M7

M2 M3 M4 M99 M8

IF

Iin

I �in

M9

M10

M12

I �out

A C
C

B
BA

FIGURE 8.10 Current-mode CMOS quaternary latch schematic.
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8.3.5 Current-Mode CMOS Latched Quaternary Logic Full Adder Circuit

The current-mode CMOS latched QFA circuit is described with the aid of the block diagram in Fig. 8.12.

The single output quaternary quantizer shown in Fig. 8.9 is replaced by a modified QFA circuit that

serves as the quantizer, creating the feedback current and the quaternary full adder outputs. Again, the

latched QFA circuit is in the FOLLOWmode when f is HIGH and �f is LOW. The circuit is in the HOLD

mode when f is LOW and �f is HIGH. In the block diagram, an eight-valued weighted sum of input

currents, Iin, enters the QFA’s diode connected NMOS input transistor MNA generating a gate-to-source

voltage VGSA. When in the FOLLOWmode f is high, turning on NMOS pass transistor MNB, coupling

VGSA to the input of the QFA block as input voltage V1. In the FOLLOWmode, the input is converted by

the combinational QFA circuit to the quaternary SUM and CARRY output currents. A quantized

(a)

(b)

FIGURE 8.11 Current-mode CMOS quaternary latch output waveforms: (a) Quaternary latch output and �f

holding a ZERO, (b) Quaternary latch output and �f holding a ONE,

(continued )
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regenerated feedback current, IF, is also created by the QFA block to logically replicate the input current.

Simultaneously, the feedback current, IF, generates VGSC in the diode-connected NMOS transistor MNC.
�f is LOW disconnecting VGSC from the V1 QFA input node. In the HOLD mode, with f LOW and �f

HIGH, transistor MNB, is off, disconnecting the effect of the input current from the input of the QFA.

Transistor MNC is on, connecting the VGSC created by the regenerated feedback current, IF, to the V1

QFA input. Thus, in the HOLD mode IF regenerates itself with positive feedback through the nonlinear

quantizer in the QFA block. The QFA block in Fig. 8.12 may be realized with a slight modification of the

first QFA presented in this paper. The QFA section of the latched QFA is described next.

A simple combinational QFA circuit [15] is shown in Fig. 8.13 that includes a sub-circuit that creates the

regenerated feedback current, IF, allowing the capability of latching the eight-valued input current.

Notice in Fig. 8.13 that only four current sources and four transmission gates are used to create the

regenerated feedback current that allows latching. The transmission gates are controlled by the same

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 8.11 (continued) (c) Quaternary latch output and �f holding a TWO, and (d) Quaternary latch output

and �f holding a THREE.
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control signals that control the SUMandCARRYoutputs. At the IF summing node, signalsX, Y, andZ each

control one unit of current as is done at the SUM current summing node, thus reproducing the least

significant digit of the two quaternary digit number represented by the pair of QFA output currents. The

CARRYoutput is weighted four times the SUM output. In Fig. 8.13, we see that �D, the CARRY control

signal, also controls the passage of four units of current to the IF summing node. Thus, at the IF summing

node, the input current is requantized by the threshold current comparators and its logical value

regenerated as IF by the current sources and transmission gates. The clock signal controls the input to

the threshold current comparators. In the FOLLOW mode, the input current is converted by the QFA

circuit to the quaternary SUM and CARRY output currents, and requantized to create regenerated

feedback current, IF. In the HOLDmode, IF regenerates itself and the QFA outputs with positive feedback

through the nonlinear quantizer in the QFA circuit.

Logical currents of 10, 20, and 30 mA are used in the latched QFA circuit presented here, requiring

threshold currents of 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, and 65 mA. Gains of comparators realized with simple Widlar

current mirrors of 4 mm channel lengths and greater have been found to be adequate to resolve the

eight-valued signals used in this circuit.

A variety of forms of the current-mode latched QFA circuit has been designed, fabricated in a standard

2-mm polysilicon-gate, double-metal CMOS process, and tested. These simple current-mode test circuits

are intended to drive each other on-chip with small logical current increments of only 10 mA. Our

individual test circuits are connected to input and output pads and package leads. This configuration

V1

Iin

ICarry

ISum

MNC

QFA

MNDMNB

MNA

VSS

ff
IF

FIGURE 8.12 Current-mode CMOS latched QFA: block diagram.
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FIGURE 8.13 Current-mode CMOS latched QFA: QFA-block schematic.
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allows examination of all important comparator and current signals and is intended for DC and low-

frequency functional characterization, not for maximum operating speed evaluation. Since logical

currents vary in only 10 mA increments, the circuits have insufficient capability to drive off-chip

loads. Thus, meaningful on-chip delays must be inferred as described earlier. Test circuits with devices

the same size as those used in the QFA yield SETUP about the same as the QFA delay times, and HOLD

times of approximately zero. To reduce delay times as much as 25%, we can include at the input a DC

bias current source of one-half the logical current value to keep the input transistors always in the

conducting mode, and shift the threshold currents by an equal amount.

Maximum DC power required for the current-mode CMOS latched QFA circuit shown in Figs. 8.12

and 8.13 may be calculated as the product of the 5 V supply and the maximum DC current through the

circuit. If we consider the input current, Iin, to be supplied by the output of another QFA, the maximum

DC current occurs when Iin and thus IF are at logical SEVEN. Using nominal logical current increments

of 10 mA, the maximum DC current under these conditions is the sum of the following currents (in mA):

70 in IF; 30 in SUM; 10 in CARRY; 5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, and 65 in the seven current comparators; and 20

in the current source bias circuit for a total current of 375 mA. The minimum total DC current occurs

when Iin is logical ZERO and essentially only the 20 mA bias current is used. Input bias currents must be

added to these numbers if they are used, as well as the offset increases added to the threshold currents.

A variety of approaches to reducing current requirements are being evaluated, including the obvious

introduction of dynamic clocking of all current paths between power and ground and the reduction of

the logical current increment. Both of these approaches require speed performance trade-offs.

Circuits nearly identical to those described above have been used for current-mode analog-to-digital

conversion [23]. In the next section, we describe the use of our current-mode MVL circuits for analog-

to-quaternary conversion.

8.3.6 Current-Mode CMOS Algorithmic Analog-to-Quaternary Converter

Algorithmic (or cyclic or recirculating) analog-to-digital (A=D) (binary) data converters have been shown

to be less dependent upon component matching and require less silicon area than other approaches.

These data converters follow an iterative procedure of breaking the input range of interest into two

sections and determining within which of the two sections the input signal lies. This process is repeated

on each selected range of interest until the final bit of resolution is determined. This is summarized

adequately in [23].

An algorithmic analog-to-quaternary (A=Q) data converter algorithm uses a procedure like that

described in [23] for the algorithmic analog-to-digital (A=D) (binary) data converter except that the

algorithmic A=Q procedure breaks the range-of-interest into quarters and determines within which

quarter of the range-of-interest the signal lies at each decision step. This process is repeated on each

selected range-of-interest until the final quaternary digit of resolution is determined. To accomplish this

we may follow the procedure described below. The block diagram in Fig. 8.14 mimics the block diagram

in [23] used to describe the algorithm used for binary converters. The quaternary comparator labeled

CQ with four-valued output signal Q in Fig. 8.14 is used to convey the concept of breaking the range of

interest into four sections (rather than two) and indicating the result with a four-valued ‘‘comparator’’

output signal (rather than a binary signal). Figure 8.14 is useful in visualizing the algorithm. The circuit

that realizes the function is not organized exactly as shown in Fig. 8.14. The circuit schematic will be

described later. Referring to Fig. 8.14 we see that the input IN is multiplied by 4 and the signal 4IN is

compared to the full-scale reference signal REF in a quaternary comparator labeled CQ. This quaternary

comparator CQ generates a quaternary-valued output signal Q that indicates which quarter of the full-

scale range the input signal lies within. Q values ZERO, ONE, TWO, and THREE indicate that the signal

lies within the bottom, second, third, and top quarter of the full-scale signal range, respectively. If this

comparison is the first done on the input, then the resultant Q is the most-significant-digit (MSD) of the

quaternary-valued output. Having identified the quarter-of-full-scale within which the input lies, we

eliminate from further consideration the other regions by subtracting the number of full quarters above
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which the input lies from the input signal. Equivalently, we may subtract Q � REF from 4IN and obtain

four times this desired difference. This factor of 4 weight of the difference signal is necessary to keep the

bit significance correct as we continue to process the signal. The quaternary signal Q controls the switch,

which effectively subtracts Q � REF from 4IN. The output signal is thus

OUT ¼ 4IN�Q � REF:

After the appropriate quarter of full-scale that is now defined as the region-of-interest is identified, this

new region-of-interest is then searched for the quarter within which the input signal lies. The signal OUT

may be used as the input to another identical stage or the value of Qmay be stored and the signal UT fed

back to the input of this circuit for continued processing. Each pass through the procedure yields another

digit of one lower level of significance until we reach the final least-significant-digit (LSD) decision.

Thus, the MSD is determined first and the LSD determined last. The procedure may be implemented

with some memory, control logic, and a single cell that performs the operations in Fig. 8.14, feeding the

output back to the input. Or the procedure can be implemented by a cascade of N cells, each using the

same REF. In the next section, we describe the current-mode CMOS circuitry that implements this

algorithmic analog-to-quaternary (A=Q) data converter function.

The schematic of the current-mode CMOS algorithmic A=Q data converter circuit is shown in

Fig. 8.15. The circuit operates as follows. For our initial discussion, assume that the bias current IBIAS
is zero and PMOS transistor M1 is not used. The analog input current IIN into diode-connected input

NMOS transistor M2 is reproduced and multiplied by a factor of 4, 2, 2, and 4 by NMOS current mirror

transistors M4, M6, M8, and M20, respectively. The full scale reference current IREF is brought into diode

connected PMOS transistor M21 and reproduced and multiplied by a factor of 1, 1, 1.5, 1, 1, and 1 by

PMOS current mirror transistors M5, M7, M9, M12, M13, and M14, respectively. Transistors M4 and M5

form a current comparator circuit that compares 4IIN to the full-scale reference current IREF. Transistors

M6 and M7 form a current comparator circuit that compares 2IIN to the full-scale reference current IREF.

Transistors M8 and M9 form a current comparator circuit that compares 2IIN to the one and one-half

times the full scale reference current, 1.5IREF. In each of these three current comparators, when the

current in the input NMOS transistor is greater than the reference current in the PMOS transistor,

the common drain connection of the transistors falls to a (low) voltage near VSS. In each of these three

IN

4X
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4IN

CQ

Σ

Q

3REF

2REF

“0”

OUT

�

�
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−

−

FIGURE 8.14 Current-mode CMOS analog-to-quaternary converter block diagram.
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current comparators, when the current in the input NMOS transistor is less than the reference current in

the PMOS transistor, the common drain connection of the transistors rises to a (high) voltage near VDD.

These current comparator output voltages are inverted by standard CMOS inverters to yield signals A,

B, and C that drive NMOS switch transistors M16, M17, M18, M76, M77, and M78. The sum of signals A, B,

and C yield the value of Q. PMOS transistors M12, M13, and M14 each provide one unit of IREF current to

NMOS switches M16, M17, and M18 that are controlled by signals A, B, and C, respectively. The signal

Q � IREF is created when signals A, B, and C each switch one unit of IREF current to the summing node as

the three thresholds are exceeded. This Q � IREF current, the output current Iu, and 4IIN current are

summed at the drain of NMOS transistor M20. Thus, the output current Iu is 4IIN�Q � IREF. Iu is

mirrored by PMOS transistors M42 and M43 for delivery out of the cell. The full scale reference current,

IREF, is set externally based upon the particular application.

The logical output of the quaternary comparator, IQ, is created by switching zero, one, two, or three

units of logical current, controlled by comparator signals A, B, and C, to the logical output summing

node through NMOS switches M76, M77, and M78. PMOS transistors M72, M73, and M74 mirror the

reference logical current ILOGIC that is input to diode connected transistor M24. The logical current

reference, ILOGIC, is set externally to be compatible with the rest of the current-mode logic used in the

system. ILOGIC used here is 10 mA, making the logical currents 10, 20, and 30 mA.

A key component in this design, the current comparator, is described in [16]. Its gain will be greater

when implemented with higher impedance current mirror driver and load circuits, such as the cascode

current mirror. This higher impedance output node slows the circuit and the cascode mirror configur-

ation reduces the voltage swing of the current comparator circuit; however, in this application, the

additional current mirror accuracy provided by the cascode mirror outweighs the disadvantages as will

be discussed later.

To improve the overall transfer and delay characteristics of the current mode A=Q, a bias current may

be added to the input, each of the comparator thresholds, and the Q � IREF signal. The small input bias

current keeps the input transistor biased slightly on, allowing quicker mirror response and faster

switching. The comparator thresholds and Q � IREF must be offset by the same amount. The circuitry

required to maintain bias level compatibility among cells is important but not discussed here.

A=Q decision circuit cells has been designed, fabricated, and tested in a variety of forms. We have

studied circuits using simple Widlar and cascode current mirrors, with and without bias current.

Experimental test results confirm the DC transfer functions and low frequency functional operation
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FIGURE 8.15 Current-mode CMOS analog-to-quaternary converter schematic.
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predicted in the simulations. Because of the replication and differencing of input currents used in these

decision cells, it is important to use current mirrors with accuracy sufficient to provide correct

conversion for the number of quaternary digits desired. It was observed that simple Widlar current

mirrors were sufficient to provide three-quaternary-digit outputs using reference currents between 10

and 50 mA. To create a four-quaternary-digit output word, the additional accuracy of cascode current

mirrors was found to be necessary. None of our test circuits would operate 100% correctly as a full five-

quaternary-digit converter because of the accumulated error in the current signal transferred to the fifth

decision cell.

Timing characteristics were evaluated using single decision cells and A=Q converter circuits made up

of a cascade of five identical cells. We used VDD of 5 V, logical currents stated above, and reference

currents, IREF, ranging from 10 to 50 mA. The individual decision cell test circuits are in packaged parts

and must be driven at their input with an external high resistance current source and loaded at the

outputs with a 1 kV resistors. Thus, experimental delay measurements made on individual cells are

dominated by the RC time constants of the voltage waveforms appearing at the package terminals. Using

reference current of 10 mA, the delay between when the input crosses a threshold and the output’s

single level transition (the very best case delay) was measured to be of about 55 ns in both the Widlar

and cascode realizations. Worst-case delay, which occurs when all the decision cell’s comparators change

state, was observed to be about 800 ns in the cascode realization. Worst-case delay through two cascaded

cascode cells was observed to be about 2.44 ms and through four cascaded cascode cells to be about

5.2 ms.

8.4 Summary and Conclusion

MVL circuits that are presently used in commercial products and that have the potential to be used in

the future were discussed in this chapter. Application of MVL to the design of nonvolatile memory is

receiving a great deal of attention because the memory density of multilevel ROM and multilevel flash

memory is significantly greater than that possible using binary signals using the same fabrication

technology. In multilevel flash memory, the floating-gate memory cell transistor has multiple values

of charge stored on its floating gate, which results in multiple values of the effective transistor threshold

voltage that produces multiple values of cell transistor drain current when the memory cell transistor is

addressed. This provides the potential for almost doubling the bit density of the memory when four

valued signals are stored. Advantages and disadvantages of various memory architectures, memory cell

layouts, addressing schemes, column read amplifier designs, and potential fabrication technologies

changes for multilevel memory cell optimization are of current research interest.

Current-mode CMOS circuits can provide interesting performance characteristics, in some cases,

improved characteristics [21], and are receiving increasing attention. Current-mode CMOSMVL circuits

[15] have been reported that illustrate feasible circuit realizations of important functions. In this

presentation, we have reviewed several of the current-mode CMOSMVL circuits that we have developed.

It is widely acknowledged in the field of electronic design that multiple-valued-threshold-logic circuits

will not, in general, supplant binary-logic circuits. However, situations exist in which the characteristics

of certain multiple-valued-threshold-logic circuits will make their use advantageous; most likely when

imbedded in a binary design. One possible situation in which current-mode CMOSMVL circuits may be

advantageous involves pipelined signal processing in a DCT=IDCT chip [20]. A 32-bit multiplier [18]

realized with signed-digit arithmetic, symmetric functions, and bi-directional current-mode CMOS plus

depletion mode transistors MVL circuits has been shown to provide both speed and area advantages over

voltage-mode binary logic. Our studies and those of other MVL circuits researchers attempt to identify

and characterize circuitry that may feasibly be used advantageously in integrated systems. Similar system

improvements may be possible by combining the characteristics of MVL with the potentials of other

approaches to signal processing, such as pipelining, parallel processing, or artificial neural networks.

Characteristics of artificial neural networks, such as fault tolerance, and increased system speed due to
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parallel processing, combined with the hybrid analog-digital circuitry used in many neural network

realizations make neural networks an attractive potential application for MVL.
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9.1 Programmable Logic Technology

Digital systems can be implemented using several hardware technologies. As shown in Figure 9.1, field

programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs), and application-

specific integrated circuits (ASICs) are integrated circuits whose internal functional operation is defined

by the user. ASICs require a final customized manufacturing step for the user-defined function.

Programmable logic devices such as CPLDs or FPGAs require user configuration or programming to

implement the desired function. Full custom very large scale integrated (VLSI) devices are internally

hardwired and optimized to perform a fixed function. Examples of full custom VLSI devices include the

microprocessor and RAM chips used in computers.

9.1.1 PALs, PLAs, CPLDs, FPGAs, ASICs, and Full Custom VLSI Devices

The different device technologies each have a different set of design trade-offs as seen in Figure 9.2. The

design of a full custom VLSI device at the transistor level requires several years of engineering effort for

design, testing, and fabrication [1,2]. This expensive development effort is only economical for the

highest volume devices. Full custom VLSI devices will produce the highest performance, but they also

have the highest development cost and the longest time to market.

ASICs are typically divided into three categories: gate arrays, standard cells, and structured. Gate

arrays are built from arrays of premanufactured logic cells. A single logic cell implements only a few gates

or a flip-flop. A final custom-manufacturing step is required to interconnect the sea of logic cells on a
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gate array. This interconnection pattern is created by the user to implement a particular design.

Standard cell devices contain no fixed internal structure. For standard cell devices, the device

manufacturer creates a custom photographic mask to build the chip on the basis of user’s selection

of devices. These devices typically include communications and bus controllers, ALUs, RAM, ROM,

and microprocessors from the manufacturer’s standard cell library. Newer structured ASICs are similar

to gate arrays but each array element contains more logic. They offer trade-offs somewhere between

other ASICs and FPGAs.

ASICs will require additional time and development costs due to custom manufacturing. Several

months are normally required to produce the device and substantial mask setup fees are charged.

Additional effort in testing must be performed by the user, since chips can only be tested after the final

custom-manufacturing step [3]. Any design error in the chip will lead to additional manufacturing

delays and costs. For products with long lifetimes and large volumes, this approach has a lower cost per

unit than CPLDs or FPGAs. Economic and performance trade-offs between ASICs, CPLDs, and FPGAs

change constantly with each new generation of devices and design tools.

Several factors including higher densities, higher speed, and increased pressure to reduce time to

market have enabled the use of programmable logic devices in a wider variety of designs. CPLDs and

FPGAs are the highest density and most advanced programmable logic devices. These devices are

also collectively called field programmable logic devices (FPLDs). Designs using a CPLD or an FPGA

typically require several weeks of engineering effort instead of months.

Because ASICs and full custom VLSI designs are hardwired and do not have programmable inter-

connect delays, they provide faster clock times than CPLDs or FPGAs. ASICs and full custom VLSI

designs do not require programmable interconnect circuitry so they also use less chip area and have a

lower per unit manufacturing cost in large volumes. Initial engineering development costs for ASICs and

full custom VLSI designs are higher. Initial prototypes of ASICs and full custom VLSI devices are often

developed using CPLDs and FPGAs.

 Digital logic
devices

Full custom
VLSI design

Programmable
logic (FPLD)

Application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC)

Microprocessor
and RAM

Gate
array

Standard
cell

CPLD FPGA

FIGURE 9.1 Device technologies used for implementation of digital systems.

Full custom
VLSI design

ASIC

FPGA

Performance, 
logic density,

volume needed 
to support product

CPLD 

FIGURE 9.2 Comparison of device technologies used for digital systems.
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9.1.2 Applications of FPGAs

FPGAs have become more widely used in the last decade. Higher densities, improved performance, and

cost advantages have enabled the use of programmable logic devices in a wider variety of designs. A

recent market survey indicated that there are over 10 times as many FPGA-based designs as ASIC-based

designs. New generation FPGAs contain several million gates and can provide clock rates approaching

1 GHz. Example application areas include single-chip replacements for old multichip technology

designs, digital signal processing (DSP), image processing, multimedia applications, high-speed net-

working and communications equipment, bus protocols such as peripheral component interconnect

(PCI), microprocessor glue logic, coprocessors, and microperipheral controllers. Reduced instruction set

computer (RISC) microprocessors are also starting to appear inside large FPGAs that are intended for

system-on-a-chip (SOC) designs. For all but the most time-critical design applications, CPLDs and

FPGAs have adequate speed with maximum system clock rates typically in the range of 50–400 MHz.

Clock rates up to 1 GHz have been achieved on new generation FPGAs. Some FPGAs are available with a

small number of high-speed serial output pins that can support serial data rates approaching 10 GHz.

Several large FPGAs with an interconnection network are used to build hardware emulators. Hard-

ware emulators are specially designed commercial systems used to prototype and test complex hardware

designs that will later be implemented on ASIC or full custom VLSI devices. Several recent micropro-

cessors including Intel and AMD x86 processors used in PCs were prototyped on hardware emulators. A

new application area for FPGAs is reconfigurable computing. In reconfigurable computing, FPGAs are

quickly reprogrammed or reconfigured during normal operations to enable them to perform different

functions at different times for a particular application.

9.1.3 Product-Term (EEPROM and Fuse-Based) Devices

Simple programmable logic devices (PLDs), consisting of programmable array logics (PALs) and

programmable logic arrays (PLAs), have been in use for over 25 years. Simple PLDs can replace several

older fixed function TTL-style parts in a design. Most PLDs contain a series of AND gates with fuse

programmable inputs that feed into an array of fuse programmable OR gates. In PALs, the AND array is

programmable but the OR array has a fixed input connection. In a PLA or PAL, a series of AND gates

feeding into an OR gate are programmed to directly implement a sum-of-products (SOP) Boolean

equation. An example of SOP implementation using a PLA can be seen in Figure 9.3. Note that inverters

Z

Y

X

W

- Fuse intact

WX

Out = WX + YZ

YZ 

Z Y W X Z Y X W

FIGURE 9.3 Using a PLA to implement a sum-of-products equation.
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are provided so that every input signal is also available in normal or complemented form. A

shorthand notation is used for the gate inputs in PLAs. A PLA’s AND and OR gates have inputs

where each horizontal and vertical lines cross. Initially in a PLA, all fuses are intact which means that

each AND gate performs a logical AND on every input signal and its logical complement. By blowing

unwanted fuses or programming, the unwanted AND gate inputs are disconnected by the user and

the required product term is produced. In PALs, different devices are selected depending on the

number of product terms (i.e., inputs to OR gate) in the SOP logic equation. Some devices have one-

time programmable fuses and others have fuses that can be erased and reprogrammed. On many

PLDs, the output of the OR gate is connected to a flip-flop whose output can then be fed back as an

input into the AND gate array. This provides PLDs with the capability to implement simple state

machines. A simple PLD can contain several of these AND=OR networks. The largest product-term

devices contain an array of PLAs with a simple interconnection network. This type of device is called

a complex programmable logic device (CPLD). Product-term devices typically range in size from

several hundred to a few thousand gates.

9.1.4 Look-Up Table (SRAM-Based) Devices

FPGAs are the highest density and most advanced programmable logic devices. The size of CPLDs and

FPGAs is typically described in terms of useable or equivalent gates. This refers to the maximum number

of two input NAND gates available in the device. Different device manufacturers use different standards

to determine the gate count of their device. This should be viewed as a rough estimate of size only. The

gate utilization achieved in a particular design will vary considerably.

Most FPGAs use SRAM look-up tables (LUTs) to implement logic circuits with gates. An example

showing how an LUT can model a gate network is shown in Figure 9.4. First, the gate network is

converted into a truth table. Because four inputs and one output are used, a truth table with 16 rows

and one output is needed. The truth table is then loaded into the LUT’s 16 by 1 high-speed SRAM when

(16 �1 RAM )4 
4 Input look-up

Table (LUT)
(16 �1 RAM )

Out

W
X
Y
Z

RAM (LUT) contents

Address Data

W X Y Z Out

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 1

0 1 1 1 0

1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 1

1 0 1 1 0

1 1 0 0 1

1 1 0 1 1

1 1 1 0 1

1 1 1 1 1

W

X

Y

Z

Out

Convert to
truth table

Store truth
table in LUT

FIGURE 9.4 Using an FPGA’s look-up table (LUT) to implement a logic gate network.
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the FPLD is programmed. Note that the four gate inputs, W, X, Y, and Z are used as address lines for the

RAM and that OUT, the output of the circuit and truth table, is the data that is stored in the LUT’s

RAM. Using this technique, the LUT’s SRAM implements the gate network by performing a RAM-based

truth table look-up instead of using actual logic gates. In some devices, LUTs can also be used directly to

implement RAM or shift registers.

Internally, FPGAs contain multiple copies of a basic programmable logic element (LE), also called a

logic cell (LC) or configurable logic block (CLB). A typical LE is shown in Figure 9.5. Using one or more

LUTs, the logic element can implement a network of several logic gates that then are fed into a

programmable flip-flop. The flip-flop can be bypassed when only combinational logic is needed.

Some FPGA devices contain two similar circuits in each logic element or CLB. Numerous LEs or

CLBs are arranged in a two-dimensional array on the chip. Current FPGAs contain a few hundred to

over a hundred thousand LEs. To perform complex operations, LEs can be automatically connected to

other LEs on the chip using a programmable interconnection network. The programmable intercon-

nection network is also contained in the FPGA.

The interconnection network used to connect the LEs contains row and column chip-wide intercon-

nects. In addition, the interconnection network usually contains shorter and faster programmable

interconnects limited only to neighboring logic elements. The internal interconnect delays are an

important performance factor since they are of the same order of magnitude as the logic element

delay times. Using a shorter interconnect path means less delay time. To produce high-speed adders,

there is often a dedicated fast carry logic connection to neighboring logic elements.

Clock signals in large FPGAs must use special low-skew global clock buffer lines. These are dedicated

pins connected to special internal high-speed busses. These special busses are used to distribute the clock

signal to all flip-flops in the device at the same time to minimize clock skew. If the global clock buffer

lines are not used, the clock is routed through the chip just like a normal signal. The clock signals could

arrive at flip-flops at widely different times since interconnect delays will vary significantly in different

parts of the chip. This delay time or clock skew may violate flip-flop setup and hold times. This causes

metastability or unpredictable operation in flip-flops. Most large designs with clock signals that are used

throughout the FPGAwill require the use of the global clock buffers. Some CAD tools will automatically

This denotes a control input
provided by the FPGA’s SRAM 
programming data.

PRN

CLRN
ENA

D Q

Programmable 
     register

DATA1
DATA2
DATA3
DATA4

CLR1
CLR2

Chip-wide
reset

CLK1
CLK2

Look-up
table
(LUT)

Carry
chain

To row/col. 
interconnect 

network

Clear/
preset 
logic

Clock select

Carry
out

Register bypass

Carry
in

To local
interconnect 

network

Inputs from
interconnect 

network

FIGURE 9.5 Typical FPGA logic element.
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detect and assign clocks to the global clock buffers and others require designers to identify clock signals

and assign them to one of the global clock buffers.

General purpose external I=O pins on CPLDs and FPGAs contain programmable bidirectional tristate

drivers and flip-flops. Pins can be programmed for input, output, or bidirectional operation. The I=O

signal can be loaded into the I=O pin’s flip-flop or directly connected to the interconnection network

and routed from there to internal logic elements. Multiple power and ground pins are also required on

large CPLDs and FPGAs. FPGA internal core voltages range from 1.5 to 5 V. FPGAs using advanced

package types such as pin grid array (PGA) and ball grid array (BGA) are available with several hundred

pins. Some FPGAs can be programmed to support different I=O standards on output pins including

several with differential signals on selected pairs of I=O pins. Currently, 3.3 V LVTTL is the most

common I=O pin standard found in FPGAs.

When a design approaches the device size limits, it is possible to run out of logic, interconnect, or pin

resources when using a CPLD or an FPGA. CPLD and FPGA families include multiple devices in a wide

range of gates with varying numbers of pins available on different package types. To minimize cost, part

of the design problem is to select a device with just enough logic, interconnect, and pins. Another

important device selection factor is the speed or clock rate needed for a particular design.

9.1.5 Architecture of Newer Generation FPGAs

New generation FPGAs have continued to increase in size and are adding additional features. Several

FPGAs now include a mix of both product-term and LUT-based logic gate resources. Product-term logic

blocks are more efficient for the more complex control logic present in larger state machines and address

decoders. Phase-locked loops (PLLs) are available in most newer FPGAs to multiply, divide, and phase

shift clock signals.

Recent generation FPGAs also contain internal or embedded RAM blocks. Although the RAM can be

implemented using the FPGA’s logic elements, it is more efficient to build dedicated memory blocks for

larger amounts of RAM and ROM. These memory blocks are normally distributed throughout the chip

and can be initialized when the chip is programmed. The capacity of these internal memory blocks is

limited to a few thousand bits per block. Memory intensive designs may still require additional external

memory devices.

Many new generation FPGAs also contain internal hardware multipliers. These offer higher perform-

ance than multipliers built using the FPGA’s logic elements and are useful for many DSP and graphics

applications that require intensive multiply operations. Several of the largest FPGAs are available with

internal commercial RISC microprocessor cores.

Most recent FPGAs support a number of I=O standards on external input and output pins. This

feature makes it easier to interface to external high-speed devices. Several different I=O standards are

used on processors, memory, and peripheral devices. The I=O standard is selected when the device is

programmed. These I=O standards have varying voltage levels to increase bandwidth, reduce emissions,

and lower power consumption. One recently announced FPGA family also features selectable impedance

on output drivers. This eliminates the need for external terminating resistors on high-speed signal lines.

The largest FPGAs have started to use redundant logic to increase chip yields. As any VLSI device gets

larger, the probability of a manufacturing defect increases. Some devices now include extra rows or

columns of logic elements. After the device is tested, bad rows of logic elements are automatically

mapped out and replaced with an extra row. This occurs when the device is initially tested and is

transparent to the user.

Presently, the two major FPGA manufacturers are Altera and Xilinx. Other companies include Actel,

Atmel, Lattice, and Quicklogic. Extensive data on devices is available at each manufacturer’s Web site.

Currently available FPGA devices range in size from a few thousand to several million gates. Trade

publications such as Electronic Design News periodically have a comparison of the available devices and

manufacturers [4].
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9.2 CAD Tools for Rapid Prototyping Using FPGAs

9.2.1 Design Entry

Most FPGA CAD tools support both schematic capture and hardware description language (HDL)-

based design entry. With logic capacities of an individual FPGA chip approaching 10,000,000 gates,

manual design of the entire system at the gate level is not a viable option. Rapid prototyping using an

HDL with an automatic logic synthesis tool is quickly replacing the more traditional gate-level design

approach using schematic capture entry. These new HDL-based logic synthesis tools can be used for

ASIC-, CPLD-, and FPGA-based designs. The two most widely used HDLs at the present time are VHDL

and Verilog. VHDL is based on ADA or PASCAL style syntax and Verilog is based on a C-like syntax.

Historically, most ASIC designs used Verilog and most FPGA-based designs used VHDL. This has

changed in the last decade. DoD funded design projects in the United States must use VHDL and most

FPGA CAD tools now support both VHDL and Verilog [5,6]. Currently, most FPGA synthesis projects

written in VHDL or Verilog specify the model at the register transfer level (RTL). RTL models list the

exact sequence of register transfers that will take place at each clock cycle. It is crucial to understand that

HDLs model parallel operations unlike the traditional sequential programming languages such as C or

PASCAL.

Because synthesis tools do not support every language feature, models used for synthesis must use a

subset of the HDL’s features. In VHDL, signals should be used for synthesis models instead of variables.

HDL models intended for synthesis should not include propagation delay times. After logic synthesis,

actual delay times will be automatically calculated by the FPGA CAD tools for use in simulation. Initial

values for variables or signals are not supported in HDL synthesis tools. This means that most HDL

models originally written only for simulation use will not synthesize.

9.2.2 Using HDLs for Design Entry and Synthesis

To illustrate and compare the features of the two most widely used HDLs, VHDL and Verilog, two

example synthesis models will be examined. As seen in Table 9.1, VHDL and Verilog have a similar set of

synthesis operators with VHDL operators based on PASCAL and Verilog operators based on C. Some

shift operators are missing in Verilog, but they can be implemented in a single line of code with a few

additional characters. In VHDL processes, concurrent statements and entities execute in parallel. Inside

a process, statements execute in sequential order. In Verilog, modules and always blocks execute in

parallel and statements inside an always block execute sequentially just like processes in VHDL.

Processes and always blocks have sensitivity lists that specify when they should be reevaluated. Any

signal that can change the output of a block must be listed in the sensitivity list. VHDL processes and

Verilog always blocks with a clock signal sensitivity will generate flip-flops when synthesized.

An example of a simple state machine is shown in Figure 9.6. The state diagram shows that the state

machine has three states with two inputs and one output that is active only in state B. The state machine

resets to state A. Most FPGAs offer some advantages for Moore type state machines (i.e., output a

function of state only) with one-hot encoding (i.e., one flip-flop per state) since they contain a register-

rich architecture with limited gating logic. One-hot state machines are also less prone to timing

problems and are the default encoding used in many FPGA synthesis tools. Since there are undefined

states, a reset should always be provided to force the state machine into a known state. Most FPGAs

automatically clear all flip-flops at power up. The first step in each model is to declare inputs and

outputs. An internal signal, state, is then declared and used to hold the current state. Note that the actual

encoding of the three states is not specified in VHDL, but it must be specified in the Verilog model. The

first VHDL PROCESS and Verilog ALWAYS block are sensitive to the rising clock edge; so positive edge-

triggered flip-flops are synthesized to hold the state signal. Inside the first PROCESS or ALWAYS block, if

a synchronous reset occurs the state is set to state A. If there is no reset, a CASE statement is used to

assign the next value of state based on the current value of state and the inputs. The new assignments to
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state will not take effect until the next clock. In the second block of code in each model, a VHDLWITH

SELECT concurrent statement and a Verilog ALWAYS block assign the output signal based on the

current state (i.e., a Moore state machine). This generates gates or combinational logic only with no flip-

flops since there is no sensitivity to the clock edge.

In the second example, shown in Figure 9.7, the hardware to be synthesized consists of a 16-bit

registered ALU. The ALU supports four operations: add, subtract, bitwise AND, and bitwise OR. The

operation is selected with the high two bits of ALU_control. After the ALU operation, an optional shift

left operation is performed. The shift operation is controlled by the low-bit of ALU_control. The output

from the shift operation is then loaded onto a 16-bit register on the positive edge of the clock.

At the start of each of the VHDL and Verilog ALU models, the input and output signals are declared

specifying the number of bits in each signal. The top-level I=O signals would normally be assigned to

I=O pins on the FPGA. An internal signal, ALU_output, is declared and used for the output of the ALU.

Next, the CASE statements in both models synthesize a 4-to-1 multiplexer that selects one of the four

ALU functions. The þ, �, AND (&), and OR (j) operators in each model automatically synthesize a

16-bit adder=subtractor with fast carry logic, a bitwise AND, and a bitwise OR circuit. In most synthesis

tools, theþ1 operation is a special case and it generates a smaller and faster increment circuit instead of

an adder. Following the CASE statement, the next section of code in each model generates the shift

operation and selects the shifted or nonshifted value with a 16-bit wide 2-to-1 multiplexer generated by

the IF statement. The result is then loaded onto a 16-bit register. All signal assignments following the

VHDLWAIT or second Verilog ALWAYS block will be registered since they are a function of the clock

signal. In VHDLWAIT UNTIL RISING_EDGE(CLOCK) and in Verilog ALWAYS@(POSEDGE CLOCK)

TABLE 9.1 HDL Operators Used for Synthesis

Synthesis Operation VHDL Operator Verilog Operator

Addition þ þ
Subtraction � �
Multiplicationa * *

Divisiona = =

Modulusa MOD %

Remaindera REM

Concatenation—used to combine bits & {}

Logical shift left SLLb �
Logical shift right SRLb �
Arithmetic shift left SLAb

Arithmetic shift right SRAb

Rotate left ROLb

Rotate right RORb

Equality ¼ ¼¼
Inequality =¼ !¼
Less than < <

Less than or equal <¼ <¼
Greater than > >

Greater than or equal >¼ >¼
Logical NOT NOT !

Logical AND AND &&

Logical OR OR jj
Bitwise NOT NOT �
Bitwise AND AND &

Bitwise OR OR j
Bitwise XOR XOR ^

a Not supported inmanyHDL synthesis tools. In some synthesis tools, only multiply

and divide by powers of two (shifts) are supported. Efficient implementation of

multiply or divide hardware frequently requires the user to specify the arithmetic

algorithm and design details in the HDL or call an FPGA vendor-supplied function.
b Supported only in IEEE 1076–1993 VHDL.
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instruct the synthesis tool to use positive edge-triggered D flip-flops to build the register. A few

additional Library and Use statements at the start of each VHDL model will be required in some

VHDL tools to define the IEEE standard logic type. For additional information on writing HDLs for

logic synthesis models, select an HDL reference text that includes example models intended for synthesis

and not just simulation [6–15].

entity state_mach is
  port(clk, reset      : in  std_logic;
       input1, input2  : in  std_logic;
       Output1         : out std_logic);
end state_mach;
architecture A of state_mach is
  type STATE_TYPE is (state_A, state_B, state_C);
  signal state: STATE_TYPE;

begin
  process (reset, clk)

        begin
      if reset = '1' then
        state <= state_A;
      elsif clk'EVENT and clk = '1' then
        case state is
            when state_A =>
                  if input1 = '0' then
                     state <= state_B;
                 else
                     state <= state_C;
                 end if;
              when state_B =>
                     state <= state_C;
              when state_C =>
                  if input2 = '1' then
                    state <= state_A;
                  end if;
         end case;

       end if;
  end process;
  with state select
    output1 <= '0' when state_A,
                       '1' when state_B,
                       '0' when state_C,
                       '0' when others;
end a;

module state_mach (clk, reset, input1,
                   input2, output1);
  input clk, reset, input1, input2;
  output output1;
  reg output1;
  reg [1:0] state;
  parameter [1:0] state_A = 0, state_B = 1,
                    state_C = 2;
always@(posedge clk or posedge reset)
  begin
    if (reset)
       state = state_A;
    else
       case (state)
         state_A:
              if (input1==0)
                  state = state_B;
              else
                  state = state_C;
         state_B:
              state = state_C;
         state_C:
               if (input2)
                  state = state_A;
       endcase

  end
always @(state)
    begin
       case (state)
           state_A: output1 = 0;
           state_B: output1 = 1;
           state_C: output1 = 0;
           default:  output1 = 0;
      endcase
    end
endmodule

State diagram of state machine

A

B
Output 1 C

X0

1X

X1

0X

VHDL  model of state machine Verilog  model of state machine

FIGURE 9.6 VHDL and Verilog state machine model.
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Behavioral synthesis tools using VHDL and Verilog behavioral level models have also been developed.

Unlike RTL level models, behavioral level models do not specify states and the required sequence of

register transfers. Behavioral compilers automatically design the state machine, allocate and schedule the

logic and ALU operations, and register transfers subject to a set of constraints. These constraints are

typically the number of clock cycles required to obtain selected signals [16]. By modifying these

constraints, different design architectures and alternatives are automatically generated.

Newer system-level synthesis languages based on C and Java have also been recently developed but are

not currently in widespread use in industry. These languages more closely resemble a traditional

program that describes an algorithm without specifying register transfers at the clock level. Many of

these tools output a VHDL or Verilog RTL description as an intermediate step. Some new tools are also

entity ALU is
   port(ALU_control   : in std_logic_vector(2 downto 0);
        Ainput, Binput: in std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
        Clock         : in std_logic;
        Shift_output: out std_logic_vector(15 downto 0));
end ALU;

architecture RTL of ALU is
signal ALU_output: std_logic_vector(15 downto 0);
begin
  process (ALU_Control, Ainput, Binput)
    begin
      case ALU_Control(2 downto 1) is
        when "00" => ALU_output <= Ainput + Binput;
        when "01" => ALU_output <= Ainput    Binput;
        when "10" => ALU_output <= Ainput and Binput;
        when "11" => ALU_output <= Ainput or Binput;
        when others => ALU_output <="0000000000000000";
      end case;
    end process;
  process
  begin
    wait until rising_edge(Clock);
    if ALU_control(0) = '1' then
      Shift_output <= ALU_output(14 downto 0) & "0";
    else 
      Shift_output <= ALU_output;
    end if;
  end process;
end RTL;

module ALU ( ALU_control, Ainput, Binput, 
                       Clock, Shift_output);
  input [2:0] ALU_control;
  input [15:0] Ainput;
  input [15:0] Binput;
  input Clock;
  output[15:0] Shift_output;
  reg [15:0] Shift_output;
  reg [15:0] ALU_output;
always @(ALU_control or Ainput or Binput)
  case (ALU_control[2:1])
    0: ALU_output = Ainput + Binput;
    1: ALU_output = Ainput − Binput;
    2: ALU_output = Ainput & Binput;
    3: ALU_output = Ainput  Binput;
    default: ALU_output = 0;
  endcase
always @(posedge Clock)
  if (ALU_control[0]==1)
    Shift_output = ALU_output << 1;
  else
    Shift_output = ALU_output;
endmodule

VHDL  model of ALU Verilog  model of ALU

ALU_control(2 ..1)

16

Synthesized ALU hardware

16 16

ALU_control(0)

16

16

Ainput Binput

Shift left

Shift_output

ALU

+, −, AND, OR

Register

|

FIGURE 9.7 VDHL and Verilog ALU model.
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available that automatically generate FPGA designs based on other popular engineering software such as

MATLAB or Labview.

CAD tools for synthesis are available from both the device manufacturers and third-party vendors.

Third-party logic synthesis tools often provide higher performance and offer the advantage of support-

ing devices from several manufacturers. This makes it easier to retarget a design to a device from a

different chip manufacturer. Following logic synthesis, many of the third-party tools use the device

manufacturer’s standard place and route tools. Interfacing, configuring, and maintaining a design flow

that uses various CAD tools provided by different vendors can be a complex task. Several academically

oriented texts contain additional details on the logic synthesis and optimization algorithms used

internally in FPGA CAD tools [17–21].

9.2.3 IP Cores for FPGAs

Intellectual property (IP) cores are widely used in large designs. IP cores are commercial hardware

designs that provide frequently used operations. These previously developed designs are available as

commercially licensed products from both FPGA manufacturers and third-party IP vendors. FPGA

manufacturers typically provide several basic hardware functions bundled with their devices and CAD

tools. These functions will work only on their devices. These include RAM, ROM, CAM, FIFO buffers,

shift registers, addition, multiply, and divide hardwares. A few of these device-specific functions may be

used by an HDL synthesis tool automatically, some must be called as library functions from an HDL, or

entered using special symbols in a schematic. Explicitly invoking these FPGA vendor-specific functions

in HDL function calls or using the special symbols in a schematic may improve performance, but it also

makes it more difficult to retarget a design to a different FPGA manufacturer.

Commercial third-party IP cores include microprocessors, communications controllers, standard bus

interfaces, and DSP functions. IP cores can reduce development time and help promote design reuse by

providing widely used hardware functions in complex hierarchical designs. For FPGAs, commercial IP

cores are typically a synthesizable HDL model or in a few cases a custom VLSI layout that is added to the

FPGA. Several large FPGA families are now available with multipliers and RISC microprocessor IP cores

[22]. Multipliers are critical for many DSP application areas.

9.2.4 Logic Simulation and Test

A typical FPGA CAD tool design flow is shown in Figure 9.8. First, the design is entered, using an HDL

or schematic. Large designs are often simulated first using a faster running functional simulation tool

that uses a zero gate delay model (i.e., it does not contain any gate-level timing information). Functional

simulation will detect logical errors but not synthesis-related timing problems. Timing simulations are

performed later after synthesis and mapping of the design onto the FPGA.

A test bench (also called a test harness or a test fixture) is a specially written module that provides

input stimulus to a simulation and automatically monitors the output of the hardware unit under test

(UUT) [8,23]. Using a test bench isolates the test-only code portion of a design from the hardware

synthesis model. By running the same test bench code and test vectors in both a functional and timing

simulation, it is possible to check for any synthesis-related problems. It is common for the test bench

code to require as much development time as the HDL synthesis model.

Design 
entry

Translation Functional
simulation

Optimization
and synthesis

Place 
and route

Timing
simulation

Device 
programming

FIGURE 9.8 CAD tool flow for FPGAs and CPLDs.
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Following functional simulation of the design, the logic is automatically minimized, the design is

synthesized, and saved as a netlist. A netlist is a text-based representation of a logic circuit’s schematic

diagram.

9.2.5 FPGA Place and Route Tools

An automatic fitting or place and route tool then reads in the design’s netlist and fits the design into the

device. The design is mapped into the FPGA’s logic elements, first by partitioning the design into small

pieces that fit in an FPGA’s logic element, and then by placing the design in specific logic element

locations in the FPGA. After placement, the interconnection network routing paths are determined.

Many logic elements must be connected to form a design, so the interconnect delays are a function of the

distance between the logic elements selected in the place process. The place and route process can be

quite involved and can take several minutes to compute on large designs. Combinatorial explosion

prevents the tools from examining all possible place and route assignments for a design. Heuristic

algorithms such as simulated annealing are used for place and route, so running the place and route tool

multiple times may produce better performance. External I=O signals can be constrained to particular

device pin numbers, but allowing them to be selected automatically by the place and route tools often

results in improved performance. Many tools also allow the designer to specify timing constraints on

critical signal paths to help meet performance goals. Most tools still include a floorplan editor who

allows manual placement of the design into logic elements, but current generation tools, using auto-

matic placement with appropriate timing constraints, are likely to produce superior performance. Place

and route errors will occur when there are not enough logic elements, interconnect, or pin resources on

the specified FPGA to support the design.

After partition, place, and route, accurate timing simulations can be performed using logic and

interconnect time delays automatically obtained from the manufacturer’s detailed timing model of the

device. Although errors can occur at any step in the process, the most common step where errors are

detected is during tests in an exhaustive simulation.

9.2.6 Device Programming and Hardware Verification

After successful simulation, the final step is device programming and hardware verification using the

actual FPGA. Smaller PLD and CPLD devices with fuses or EEPROM will only need to be programmed

once since their memory is nonvolatile. Most FPGAs use volatile RAM for programming, so they need to

be reprogrammed each time power is turned on. For initial prototyping, FPGA CAD tools can download

the programming data to the FPGA, using a special cable attached to the development computer’s USB,

parallel, or serial port. For initial testing without the need for a custom printed circuit board, FPGA

development boards are available from the device manufacturers and other vendors. The development

boards typically contain an FPGA with a download cable, a small prototyping area, and I=O expansion

connectors. Boards with larger FPGAs are also likely to include external flash and SRAM devices

along with several common I=O interfaces. In a final production system, FPGAs automatically read in

their internal RAM programming data from a small external PROM each time power is turned on.

Since FPGAs read in this programming data whenever they power up, it is possible to build systems

that automatically install design updates by downloading the new FPGA programming data into an

EEPROM or flash memory device using a network connection.

9.3 System-on-a-Programmable-Chip Technology Using FPGAs

9.3.1 Overview of System-on-a-Programmable-Chip Technology

Traditional SoC designs require the development of a full custom VLSI IC or ASIC. Custom VLSI and

ASIC development costs have increased dramatically along with the vast improvements in VLSI
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technology. ASIC commercial development costs can now run several million dollars per device. Only a

few very high volume devices can support these long development times and high costs. As a result, the

number of new large ASIC designs has fallen dramatically in recent years.

A promising new alternative technology has emerged that enables designers to utilize a large FPGA

that contains both memory and logic elements along with a processor core to rapidly implement a

computer and custom hardware for SoC embedded system designs [8,22,24]. This new FPGA-based

methodology is called system-on-a-programmable-chip (SoPC).

The traditional design approaches are custom ASICs or a traditional microprocessor-based design. In

a traditional microprocessor-based design, a commercial microprocessor or single-chip microcontroller

is used along with several selected support chips on a printed circuit board. The newer SoPC design

approach has advantages and disadvantages to both of these alternative technologies. The strengths

of SoPC design are a reconfigurable, flexible nature, and the shorter development cycle. However, the

trade-offs include lower maximum processor performance, higher per unit device costs in high quantity

production runs, and relatively higher power consumption.

9.3.2 Processor Cores

SoPC systems require an FPGA with a processor core. Processor cores are classified as either ‘‘hard’’ or

‘‘soft.’’ This designation refers to the flexibility=configurability of the core. Soft cores, such as Altera’s

Nios II and Xilinx’s MicroBlaze and PicoBlaze processors, use existing programmable logic elements

from the FPGA to implement the processor logic. Hard cores, such as Xilinx’s PowerPC processor, have a

custom VLSI layout that is added to the FPGA and they are less configurable; however, they tend to have

higher performance characteristics than soft cores. Devices with hard processor cores are a hybrid device

that contains both ASIC and FPGA features. Current generation FPGAs support soft core processor

clock rates near 150 MHz and hard core clock rates near 500 MHz. FPGAs with hard cores require longer

development times for the FPGA manufacturers since the initial design process for them is similar to an

ASIC. This means that FPGAs with hard cores will often compete in the marketplace with soft cores that

can run on a newer generation FPGA.

Since the internal memory capacity is still somewhat limited on current generation FPGA devices,

SoPC designs typically use an external flash memory chip to provide nonvolatile storage. The system’s

program code is initially copied from flash and then executed from a faster external SRAM or SDRAM

chip. Power-up boot code and a cache for the processor core are typically implemented using the FPGAs

internal memory.

9.3.3 SoPC Development Tools

In addition to all of the normal FPGA development tools, tools that support processor cores for use in

SoPC designs also include a C cross compiler for the processor core, a software debugger, a tool to

download program code to external memory devices and configure the FPGA hardware, and a GUI-

based design tool to configure the processor options and select the I=O hardware needed in the system.

Processor options can include features such as an internal cache, branch prediction, integer multiply and

divide hardware, and floating point hardware. I=O hardware options typically include bus structures,

external memory devices, serial ports, parallel ports, address assignments, interrupts, and direct memory

access (DMA) controllers. This flexibility in rapidly configuring the I=O system for the user’s application

is one of the primary advantages of SoPC designs. Small operating system kernels are provided for the

FPGA processor cores and many include limited support for networking. Other commercial operating

systems and IP cores for SoPC hardware are provided by a number of third-party vendors.

In addition to the processor core’s hardware and software, custom user logic can be added to SoPC

systems using the traditional FPGA development tools that support synthesis using Verilog or VHDL.

Several processor cores allow users to add custom instructions to the processor core. These new

instructions can use additional FPGA logic to provide faster hardware implementations. With additional
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FPGA logic, it is also possible to design a coprocessor or user-designed IP cores that attach to the

processor bus. Large FPGAs are also capable of implementing SoPC designs that contain multiple

processor cores in a single FPGA. These features allow SoPC designers to consider a wide variety of

hardware=software trade-offs in the system design.
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Successful design of high-frequency processors is predominantly the act of balancing two competing

forces: striving to exploit the most advanced technology, circuits, logic implementations, and system

organization; and the necessity to encapsulate the resulting complexity so as to make the task tractable.

This chapter addresses some of the compelling issues in high-frequency processor design, both in taking

advantage of the technology and circuits and avoiding the pitfalls.

Advances in silicon technology, circuit design techniques, physical design tools, processor organiza-

tion and architecture, and market demand are producing frequency improvement in high-performance

microprocessors. Figure 10.1 shows the anticipated global and local clock frequency of high-

performance microprocessors from the SIA International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors.1,2

Because silicon technology continuously advances, it is necessary to either define high frequency at each

time or define it in a technology-independent manner. For the remainder of this chapter, high frequency

will be defined in terms of the technology-independent unit of fanout-of-4 (FO4) inverter delay.3 Figure 10.2

presents the expected global clock frequency in terms of the ITRS gate delays.1,2 From this figure, it is

apparent that the local cycle time of high-performance microprocessors is expected to shrink by about a

factor of two in number of gate delays. The ITRS gate delay is approximately a fanout-1 inverter delay,

which is roughly a fixed fraction of one FO4. This cycle time improvement must be provided by

improvements in the use of devices and interconnect, circuits, arithmetic, and organizational changes.

This chapter will concentrate on high-frequency designs, currently defined as less than 18 FO4

inverter delays for a 64-bit processor and 16 FO4 for a 32-bit processor. These break-points are chosen

because (1) representative designs have been developed, which satisfy these criteria,4–7 (2) they are

sufficiently aggressive to demonstrate the difficulties in achieving high-frequency designs, and (3) they

fall firmly within the expected targets of the high-performance microprocessor roadmaps.
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In the remainder of this chapter, issues related to the design of processors for these high-frequency

targets will be described. The ultimate dependence of the achievable cycle times on interconnect

efficiency on low latency circuits will be discussed, and potential problems will be described.

10.1 The Processor Implementation Performance Food-Chain

Performance of high-frequency processor designs is becoming increasingly centered around intercon-

nect. Thus, designing for high frequency is largely a matter of interconnect engineering. The importance

of optimizing designs by optimizing wiring will continue to accelerate.

Device placement determines interunit and global wiring. The electrical characteristics of this wiring

and expected loads, in turn, determine the size of macro output drivers and global buffers. The sizes of

these drivers and buffers coupled with the cycle time constraints determine the device sizes, transistor
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topologies, and combinational logic gate designs. These characteristics influence the size of the macros,

which affects the placement. The combinational circuits also determine the topologies, size, and

placement of latches. The latches and, in some designs, the combinational logic circuits determine the

clock generation and distribution. The circuits drive the design of the power distribution. The delay,

power, and noise susceptibility characteristics of the available topologies for logic circuits determine

the arithmetic, which can be supported in a design. The same characteristics for memory circuits

determine which latches, registers, SRAM arrays, and DRAM arrays can be supported in a design.

Although the design of high-frequency processors is a complex process, one in which performance can

be lost at any stage, the basis of the process is placement and routing.

10.1.1 Placement and Routing: Distance and Wire Loads Are Performance

Custom and semi-custom design processes generally fix the dimension of one of the two wiring

directions. This fixed dimension is most often in the direction of the width of the datapath. Each bit

position in the datapath has a fixed number of available wiring tracks through the bit slice. The cross

direction, or control direction, dimension varies with the complexity of the cells, the number of counter-

datapath or control signals. In Fig. 10.3 the horizontal direction is fixed and the vertical dimension is

variable. Thus, within a datapath, one dimension is determined by the maximum number of signals,

which must travel within that bit position, and the cross dimension is determined by the sum of the

individual cell dimensions, which are, in turn, determined by either the number of control signals which

must pass through the cell or the size of the transistors and the complexity of the interconnections within

the individual cells. From this simple analysis it is clear that the length of the wires, which drive control

singles into the datapath, is determined by the datapath width, which is a function of the worst datapath-

direction wiring needs. In the most general case, control signals must span all datapath bit positions.

Datapath signals are much more variable in length. Global datapath signals, including data span the

entire dataflow stack. Some macro output datapath signals and forwarding busses may cross a significant

portion of the dataflow stack. Other macro outputs will simply be driven back to the inputs of the macro

for dependent operations or locally to an adjacent latch. In each of these cases, the wire lengths are

determined primarily by the sum of the heights of the cells over which these signals must traverse.

Important exceptions are for wide control buses and for cross wiring dominated structures like shifters

and rotators whose height is determined by the cross, or control-direction, wiring.

Sizing the datapath bit width is performed by analyzing the interconnect needs for global buses and

forwarding buses and local datapath interconnects. Once the maximum number of signals, which must

bit 0 bit 1 bit 63
Control
Signal

Macro
Datapath
Signals

Global
Datapath

Bus

FIGURE 10.3 Custom or semi-custom macro cell placement and wiring.
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travel through a bit position, is known and additional datapath wiring resources are allocated for power

and ground signals, this dimension can be fixed.

Wire length analysis in the datapath direction is a more complex iterative process. It involves

summing cross wiring needs for shifters and rotators and wide control buses and the lengths of spanned

datapath circuits. The size of the spanned circuits are often estimated based upon scaling of previous

designs and=or preliminary layout of representative cells. At this point, it is the length of the global and

macro crossing signals which are important. Once the length of these signals is known, estimates of

the size of global buffers and macro output drivers can be made. With repeated application of rather

simple sizing rules, an analysis of the size and topologies of the macro circuits can then be performed.

The wire and estimated sink gates form the load for the macro and global drivers, which determine the

size of the drivers. Through straightforward rules, such as those presented by Sutherland, et al.,8

alternatives for combinational logic circuits can be evaluated. In the end, final device sizings, placements,

wire level assignments, buffer sizing and placement, and indeed some circuit designs will be adjusted, as

the design becomes fixed. The final process is aided by device tuning, extraction, simulation, and static

timing tools.

In high-frequency designs, the accurate analysis of the wiring becomes critical. Because the designer is

only able to reduce to a limited extent the amount of the cycle time, which must be allocated to clock

uncertainty, latching overhead, and the minimum required function (e.g., a 32-bit addition=subtraction

and muxing of a logical result) pressure to minimize time in signal distribution, is intense. To date, the

shortest technology-independent cycle time for a 64-bit processor, 14.5 FO4 inverter delays, has been an

IBM research prototype.5 The cycle time for this design was allocated according to the budget presented

in Table 10.1.

The time available for distribution of results limits the placement of communicating macros. For

results, which must be driven out of a macro through a wire into a remote receiving latch, an inverter

was placed at the macro output to provide gain to drive the wire and another inverter was placed at the

input of the latch to isolate the dynamic multiplexor from any noise on the wire.9 Thus, the distribution

wires could only be at most about 3.5 mm and thus the core of such a short cycle design with full

forwarding must be quite small. For full-cycle latch-to-latch transfers, the wires were limited to about 10

mm. Figure 10.4 presents the floorplan of the processor with a representative full-cycle latch-to-latch

transfer path of 6.5 mm from the fixed point instruction register to the floating-point decoder latches.

Figure 10.5 presents a portion of the fixed point data-flow, FXU, with a representative maximum length

forwarding wire of 3 mm from the output of the ALU to the operand latch of the load-store unit. In this

technology, with a cycle time partitioning as presented, the scope of intracycle communication is small.

As cycle times decrease, in terms of the FO4 technology-independent metric, either a greater portion of

the cycle must be devoted to covering communication amongst units within the core, or this commu-

nication must be completed in subsequent cycles.

Distribution of results in subsequent cycles and forwarding path elimination would eliminate the

signal distribution time from the cycle time, at the cost of increased cycles on adjacent dependent

operations. Superpipelining of the datapath macro over multiple cycles can increase the throughput of

the design, but affects the execution latency due to additional intra-macro latches. Again, the additional

cycles to complete the operation are observed on adjacent dependent operations.

TABLE 10.1 Gigahertz PowerPC Delay Allocation

Function Delay (ps) FO4 Function Delay (ps) FO4

Mux-latch Clk-Q 200 2.9 Mux-latch Clk-Q 200 2.9

Control logic 470 6.8 Datapath logic 610 8.8

Control distribution 140 2.0 Datapath distribution 140 2.0

Control latch setup 140 2.0 Datapath latch setup 0 0

Clock jitter=skew 50 0.7 Clock jitter=skew 50 0.7
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Although the interconnect performance is important, it must be tempered by the demands of reliable

operation. Many of the noise mechanisms in a design are due directly or indirectly to the design of the

interconnects. These effects will be revisited in section 10.2.

The thesis of this work is that there must be a balance between the pursuit of the ultimate exploitation

of the technology and the management of the resulting explosion in design complexity. Wire engineering

is fraught with such complexity traps. While it is recognized that, for example, inductance can be a

concern for on-chip wires, not every wire needs to be modelled as a distributed RLC network. Com-

plexity can be reasonable managed by (1) generating metrics for the classification of wires into modeling

classes and (2) determining when individual wires (e.g., global clock nets, bias voltages, critical busses)

need to be more carefully analyzed. For the 0.22 mm technology used in the IBM design,5 Table 10.2

indicates the classification of general modeling classes for use in the preparation of detailed schematic

simulation netlisting and schematic cross-section netlisting. For several wiring levels, the maximum wire

length, where the application of each of the models resulted in approximately a 1% delay error, is

presented. The Tmodel placed the lumped capacitor to ground between two lumped resistors of value

R=2. The multiple-Tmodel divided the wires into four sections of Tmodels. Use of these classes provides

reasonably accurate wire modelling while limiting the complexity of the simulation and analysis. In the

final design, more detailed analysis of global wiring is warranted. Extraction, including 3D extraction,

and analysis of delays and noise are commonly included in a high-frequency design methodology.

From Fig. 10.5, several potential traps are exposed. It should be clear that signals should be produced

as locally as possible. Round trip signalling into a datapath and back out in a single cycle consumes

almost the entire cycle. In addition, multi-source (multi-sink) buses should have the sources (sinks)

located such that the wire lengths are short.

One method of limiting the complexity of the signal distribution was used in an IBM research

gigahertz microprocessor.4,10 In this design, each circuit macro was connected locally to a source

operand latch with an integrated data multiplexor and all control signals were required to meet the

datapath data at either the input of the macro or at the multiplexor select inputs of the receiving latch. In

this way, it was guaranteed that round-trip signals were avoided.
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FIGURE 10.4 A 1 GHz PowerPC processor floorplan with representative global signal.
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10.1.2 Fast Wires and Fast Devices: Gain Is Performance

From the previous section, it is clear that the circuit topologies and the device sizes used in the design of

macros are dependent upon the wires and device load, which the macro must drive. Macro output

drivers can be sized to minimize the delay of driving the networks. The problem sizing CMOS inverters

to drive a load is well established.11 In general, fanout-3 (FO3) to fanout-6 (FO6) rules-of-thumb can be

used to size arbitrary CMOS circuits.

As part of the high-frequency design process, logic is sized by stage from output to input. The

macro load is the sum of the wire and estimated gate loads attached to the output. The size of the

transistors, channel-connected to the output, is such that the current delivered is equivalent to an

inverter, which has an input capacitance of 1=3 to 1=6 of an inverter, with an input capacitance equal

to the gate’s load. This process is repeatedly applied until the primary inputs are reached. These

inputs then constitute the load on gates or latches, which drive these inputs. This sizing process can

be conducted either manually with simple guidelines8 or using sizing design automation tools.

The delay of each stage is approximately proportional to the capacitive load, which must be driven.

Physical design techniques and technology improvements, which lower capacitance such as routing on

higher and more widely spaced wires, low-k dielectrics, and the reduced junction capacitance of SOI

technologies,12–15 can improve the performance of these circuits. Technology improvements to raise the

current of the driving transistors such as low-threshold devices, strained silicon, and high-k gate oxides

will also improve the performance of these circuits. To the circuit designer, these improvements change

not just the performance of the devices and interconnect, but the wiring density, noise margins, noise

generation, and reliability characteristics of the wires and devices.

Although the capacitance of the wires and the capacitance of the gates associated with the signal sinks

were summed to represent the loads on a macro output, these loads may actually be quite separable and

may be sized independently. If the delay of a circuit is modelled by the charging or discharging of a

capacitive load:

Td ¼ CintVdd þ CgateVdd

� �
=Ids avg

where Cint is the interconnect capacitance, Vdd is the supply voltage, Cgate is the gate capacitance of the

load, and Ids_avg is the average driver current, and Cgate¼ const3W, and Ids_avg¼ const3W, then

the delay is minimized as W approaches infinity. Or equivalently, as the Cgate is made to fully dominate

Cint. In practice, this relation does not hold; however, even if this were true, the energy consumed would

also go to infinity. The ratio of gate capacitance to interconnect capacitance should be maintained at

TABLE 10.2 Wire Modeling Classes

Wire Level Model Max Length (mm)

M1 Ignore 13.5

Lumped C 120

Lumped RC 200

T 450

Multi-T 2000

M2 Ignore 13.5

Lumped C 180

Lumped RC 225

T 650

Multi-T 2500

M5 Ignore 13.5

Lumped C 225

Lumped RC 450

T 900

Multi-T 4500
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between 1:1 and 2:1 for power efficiency.16 Driving interconnect significantly harder than this results in

larger energy consumption and more severe coupled noise and power supply noise.

10.1.3 Gate Design: Boolean Efficiency Is Performance

In the previous section, transistor topologies were abstracted as currents, which charged and discharged

load capacitances. In this section, the constraints imposed by the short cycle time and the minimum

allowable function to be completed in a cycle will be shown to determine the circuit topologies, which

can be employed for high frequency designs.

When the clock and latch overhead presented in Table 10.1 is applied to a 64-bit processor with a cycle

time target of 18 FO4, it is evident that addition and subtraction must be competed in less than 12.4

FO4. Achieving this target requires: (1) a selection of the true or complement value of all bits of one

input, (2) the formation of the sums, of which the most significant bit is the most difficult:

S0 ¼ p0 xor G1...63

where

pi ¼ Ai xor bi bi ¼ Bi xor substract

G1...63 ¼ g1 or p1g2 or p1p2g2 or p1p2p3g4 or � � � p1p2p3p4 � � � p62g63

where gi¼AiBi, (3) the selection of the result of the add=subtract or a logical operation, and (4) the

distribution of the result.

Very fast dynamic adders have been demonstrated, which perform the addition=subtraction in less

than 10 FO4s.17–19 These adders have achieved their high frequency through9 (1) high degree of boolean

complexity per logic stage, (2) aggressive sizing of device sizes, (3) ground interrupt NMOS elimination,

and (4) high output inverter beta ratios.

Dynamic logic is well suited to complex boolean functions. The elimination of the PMOS pull-up

network associated with static CMOS limits the amount of gate input capacitance, thereby increasing the

capacitive gain of the gate. Thus, for a given input capacitance, domino logic can perform functions of

greater boolean complexity. In addition, the dotting of the pull-down net-works allows for efficient

implementation of wide OR functions. Finally, use of multiple-output domino allows for even greater

boolean complexity for a given input capacitance.20 Figure 10.6 is an example of a multiple-output,

unfooted domino gate from a floating-point multiplier. This is a dual-rail output gate, which is generally

required for domino logic as logical inversion cannot be performed within a traditional domino gate.

To illustrate the efficiency, in which complex boolean functions can be in domino logic, a series of

carry merge structures were simulated. Carry merge gates perform a form of a priority encoding. The

function implemented is:

G0...n ¼ g0 þ p0g1 þ p0p1g2 þ � � � þ p0p1p2p3 . . . pn�1gn (10:1)

An implementation of this function contains an NMOS pull-down network, which is nþ 1 transistors

high and has nþ 1 paths to ground. Delays for feasible, single level domino implementations for a

0.18 mm SOI technology are shown in Fig. 10.7. From Eq. 10.1, it can be shown that the higher order

merging can be accomplished through the cascading of lower group size merge blocks and AND gates.

From Fig. 10.7, however, it is clear that for merges up to group-6, a single level merge is more efficient

than two group-3 or three group-2 merges.

Table 10.3 presents FO4 inverter normalized delays for a variety of custom, unfooted dynamic

circuit units from the IBM 0.225 mm bulk-CMOS 1 GHz PowerPC.5 To achieve these delays, particularly

for the complex functions, dynamic gates with pull-down networks up to five NMOS transistors high

were used.
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As indicated earlier, increasing the width of the transistors in a design generally improves the propaga-

tion delay through the logic. Increasing the transistor widths, however, directly increases the energy

consumed in the design. The power versus delay curve of a datapath macro is presented in Fig. 10.8. In

this figure, the widths of all nonminimum width transistors were reduced linearly. The resulting macro

power and delay including a fixed output load is presented. The nominal design was optimized for delay

where about 4% marginal power was devoted to reduce the delay by 1%.

In addition to the use of relatively large transistor widths, performance of dynamic gates can be

improved through the elimination of the ground interrupt NMOS. Figure 10.9 shows the ratio of footed

domino gate delay to unfooted domino gate delay for a range of NMOS transistor pull-down network

heights implemented in a 0.18-mm SOI process. In this graph the foot NMOS transistor is either two or

four times the width of the logic NMOS transistors in the pull-down network.
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In a very short-pipeline, high-frequency processor design, the 5–15% performance lost to the ground

interrupt device was unacceptable. Unfooted domino also lowers the load on the clock, which, in turn,

may lower the area and power required for generating and distributing the clock.

The delay of a domino gate can also be influenced by the sizing of the output inverter. The larger the

ratio of PMOS to NMOS width, or beta ratio, the lower the delay for the output rising transition.

The costs are an increase in the delay of the output reset operation and a decrease in noise-margin at the

dynamic node.

Figure 10.10 shows the effect of the beta ratio on the output evaluate (rising) delay and output

resetting (falling) delay. Adjusting the beta ratio of the output inverter can improve the delay of domino

gates by 5–15% depending on the complexity of the gate. For the carry-merge gate used to derive

Fig. 10.10, beta ratios of 3–6 provide most of the performance benefit without serious degradation of the

delay of the reset operation or noise margins.

In the design of microprocessors with millions of logic transistors, it is of dubious value to do full

analysis and optimization of the device topologies and sizings. To control the complexity of the design

generation of simple guidelines for acceptable topologies and sizing, rules based upon simple device size

ratios suffice for much of the design.
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FIGURE 10.8 Power vs. delay of device sizings of condition code generator arithmetic macro.

TABLE 10.3 Dynamic Unit Delays

Unit No. of Dynamic Gate Levels Delay (FO4)

8:1 Mux latch N=A 2.9

Carry save adder 1 1.4

Group-4 merge 1 1.5

AND6 1 2.3

53 3 53-bit multiplier reduction array 9 16.5

161-bit aligner 5 10

160-bit adder 5 11.1

13-bit 3-operand adder 5 9.3

53-bit increment 4 7.5

130-bit shifter 3 5.4

64-bit carry lookahead adder 3 6.8

64 entry, 64-bit 6R4W register file N=A 8.3

64-kB sum addressed dual-port cache access N=A 16.4
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10.2 Noise, Robustness, and Reliability

The techniques described previously to improve performance cannot be applied indiscriminately. Per-

formance can only be realized if sufficient noise margins are maintained. Dynamic circuits are subject to

several potential noise events: Precharge-evaluation collisions, coupled noise on the input of the gates or

onto the dynamic node, AC-noise or DC-offset in theVdd or ground power supplies, subthreshold leakage

in the pull-down network or through the PMOS pre-charge device, charge sharing between the dynamic

node and the parasitic capacitances in the NMOS pull-down network, substrate charge collection at the

dynamic node, tunnelling current through the gates of the output inverter, and SER events at the dynamic

node. Dynamic circuits in partially-depleted SOI technologies have the additional challenge of bipolar

leakage currents through the pull-down network but have improved charge-sharing characteristics.
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Dynamic circuits are more prone to these noise events primarily because of the undriven dynamic

node. These noise events all tend to either remove charge from a precharged and undriven dynamic node

or add charge to a discharged and undriven dynamic node. Increasing the capacitance of the dynamic

node improves this problem, but generally slows the circuit. Alternative for most of these problems is to

(1) control the adjacency of noise sources, (2) limit the allowed topologies to those which have tolerable

leakage, and (3) the introduction of additional devices onto the dynamic node, which either source or

sink current in response to these noise events.

Precharge=evaluation collisions occur when the precharge transistor has not fully turned off prior to

evaluation or when the pull-down paths have not been disconnected from the ground prior to initiation

of precharge. As the pull-down paths are usually designed to overpower the pre-charge device, the result

of these collisions is an increase in short-circuit power, a degradation of the noise margin on the

dynamic node, and an increase in the delay of the gate. Careful timing of the precharge and the input

signals can minimize the chance for these collisions.

Charge redistribution or charge sharing occurs when the charge is transferred from the dynamic node

to parasitic capacitances within the pull-down network during the evaluation phase of operation. When

the gate is not supposed to switch, the resulting transfer of charge and reduction of voltage on the

dynamic node reduces noise margin and can potentially cause false evaluation of the gate. This is

particularly problematic in dynamic gates with complex pull-down networks, with significant wiring in

the pull-down network, and=or relatively small capacitance on the dynamic node when compared to the

capacitance within the pull-down network. Because the voltage on the dynamic node is affected, both

the noise margin and potentially the delay of the dynamic gate are affected. These events can be

minimized through the increasing of the capacitance on the dynamic node through the increasing of

the size of the output inverter, the introduction of a keeper device which helps maintain the precharged

level, the introduction of pre-charge transistors within the pull-down network where capacitances are

significant, and the maintenance of small beta ratio in the output inverter.

Coupled noise on the input of gates results in the increase in leakage current through the pull-down

network and possibly a false evaluation. This effect can be minimized by avoiding routing hostile nets

near the inputs, protecting the inputs to dynamic nodes by introducing high-noise margin gates between

any long wires and the inputs to the dynamic gates, and=or introducing sufficiently large keeper devices

on the dynamic node.

Coupled noise to the dynamic node, like coupled noise to the inputs, may result in a false evaluation.

The coupled noise can degrade the voltage on the dynamic node, and thus, degrade the noise margin of

the gate. As this changes the voltage on the dynamic node, it also can affect the delay of the gate. This

effect can be minimized by avoiding routing hostile nets near the dynamic node, minimizing the wire

associated with the dynamic node, and=or introducing sufficiently large keeper devices on the dynamic

node. Critical signals may be required to be isolated or shielded by supply lines or power planes.

Subthreshold leakage through the pull-down network for precharged dynamic nodes and through the

precharge and keeper PMOS transistors remove or introduce charge on the dynamic node of a dynamic

gate. Use of higher threshold devices as precharge devices or integration of higher threshold devices in

the pull-down network can minimize this problem. Other techniques include using nonminimum

length devices and introducing appropriately sized keeper devices.

Power-supply and ground noise degrade the noise margins as they shift the transfer function of the

gate. Ground offset in the gate driving an input to a dynamic node can lead to increased subthreshold

leakage through the NMOS pull-down network. Supply variation also modifies the propagation delay

through the dynamic gates. Careful design of the distribution network and correctly sized and placed

decoupling to meet the DC and AC switching characteristics of the design avoids this problem. As in

other failure modes keeper devices can protect the dynamic node from power supply induced failures.

Substrate charge collection and SER events can affect the voltage on the dynamic node of the dynamic

gate. Increased dynamic node capacitance, keepers, and minimizing the occurrence of substrate current

injection, and avoiding proximity to lead solder ball locations for critical dynamic circuits should be

considered to avoid these problems.
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Tunneling currents are increasingly becom-

ing a concern for the circuit designer as gate

oxide thicknesses are reduced. For dynamic cir-

cuits, tunneling currents can cause a degrad-

ation of the voltage on the dynamic node.

Because of the reduced junction capacitance

of SOI devices, the charge redistribution prob-

lem presented earlier is significantly better in

SOI than bulk technologies. Partially-depleted

SOI has several other challenges for the circuit

designer: bipolar leakage, the ‘‘kink effect’’ in the I-V characteristic, and the ‘‘history effect.’’ Each of

these effects is related to the body of the SOI device. Although the body can be terminated through a

body contact,21 the capacitive and delay overhead of the contact generally prevents them from being

used for logic transistors. The voltage on the floating body of the device influences the on-current

through the dynamic raising or lowering of the device threshold and the off-current through the flow of

bipolar current and MOS leakage current due to the variation of the device threshold.

For the SOI 4-to-1 unfooted dynamic multiplexor circuit shown in Fig. 10.11 a noise event waveform

is presented in Fig. 10.12. The waveform shows the voltages and the resulting currents through a leg of

the mux which should be off. At location A in the waveform, the body of device N1 has drifted to a

relatively high steady-state voltage. At B, the device N2 is made to conduct. This has the effect of

coupling the body of device N1 down as the source of N1 is driven low; however, the body of N1 is still

sufficiently high to allow current to flow through the parasitic bipolar device. In addition, the voltage on

the body of the device lowers the threshold of the MOS device N1, making it particularly susceptible to

noise at the gate of N1. At C, a 300 mV noise pulse on the gate of N1 results in the dynamic node

discharging sufficiently low to produce an approximately 300 mV output noise pulse.

The failure mechanism is a leakage mechanism, therefore, this failure mode can be minimized

through the introduction and proper sizing of keeper devices. In the previous example, the size of the

keeper device helps determine the amplitude and duration of the noise output pulse. In addition,

the predischarge of the internal nodes in the pull-down network can limit the excursion of the body

voltages, thereby limiting the bipolar leakage current and the reduction in MOS threshold voltage due to
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FIGURE 10.11 Unfooted dynamic 4:1 multiplexor.
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the floating body. Limiting the number of potential leakage paths through pull-down network topology

changes can also limit the floating body induced leakage effects.

Because both the current flow and thus the delay of the gate can be modified by the floating body, the

delay of a circuit becomes time and state dependent. This ‘‘history effect’’ has been shown to lead to

variations in delay of approximately 3–8% depending upon the technology, circuit, and time between

activity.22,23

As is the case with sizing and topologies for performance, complexity in the analysis and optimization

for robustness and reliability can be controlled through the generation of rather simple guidelines in

sizing, wire length versus spacings, keeper size ratios, etc. In the case of reliability and robustness,

however, verification that noise criteria are met is critical.

10.3 Logic Design Implications

As the technology-independent (FO4-based) cycle time shrinks, and signal distribution and clock and

latch overhead shrink less quickly, the arithmetic and logic design must be more efficient. Linear

depth arithmetic and logic structures quickly become impractical. Linear carry ripple addition, even

on small group size, must be replaced with logarithmic carry-lookahead structures. Multiple arithmetic

computations with a late selection, for example compound addition, may become necessary. In critical

macros, additional logic may need to be introduced to avoid waiting for external select signals. For

example, the carry-generation logic from a floating-point adder needed to be reproduced within the

leading-zero-anticipator of a high-frequency, floating-point unit to avoid waiting for the sign of the add

to be formed and delivered from the floating-point adder.24

Traditionally sequential events may need to be performed in parallel. For instance, to compute

condition codes, rather than waiting for the result of the ALU operation and using additional levels of

logic to form the condition codes, a parallel condition code generation unit, which formed the condition

codes directly from the ALU input operands faster than the ALU result was required.25 Sum-addressed

caches have also been used to replace the sequential effective-address addition followed by cache access

with a carry-free addition as part of the cache decoder.26,27 Of more ubiquitous application, merging of

logic with the latch is important as cycle times shrink. With increased pressure on cycle time, the latches

and clocked circuits need a low skew and low jitter clock. Low jitter clock generation and low skew

distribution require significant design, wiring, and power resource.28,29

10.4 Variability and Uncertainty

The wires and devices, which are actually fabricated in a design, may differ significantly from the

nominal devices. In addition, the operating environment of the devices may vary widely in temperature,

supply voltage, and noise. Usually delay analysis and simulation are performed at multiple corner

conditions in which combinations of best and worst device and environmental conditions are used.

For circuits in which the matching of individual transistors is required for correct operation such as

current and voltage reference circuits and amplifiers, despite care being taken in the design and layout,

mismatch does occur.30 For timing chains, strobes, latches, and memories as well as the analog functions

previously described, Monte Carlo analysis as well as worst-case analysis is often used to ensure correct

operation and ascertain delays.

In the design of a high-frequency processor, performance gain can be made by minimizing the

variation where possible and then taking advantage of systematic variation and only guard banding

for random variations, variations which are time variant, and those for which the cost of taking

advantage of the systematic variation exceeds the benefit. Methods of efficient models of the systematic

and random components for device and interconnect can be used by the designer to optimize the design

and determine what guard band is necessary to account for the random variations.31,32
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10.5 Summary

Designing for the increasingly difficult task of high-frequency processors is largely a process of

optimizing a design to within a reasonable distance of the constraints of (1) the ability of the

interconnect to communicate signals, distribute clocks, and supply power, (2) the current delivering

capabilities and noise margins of the devices, (3) the random or difficult to predict systematic variations

in the processing, and (4) the limit of designers to manage the resulting complexity. In technology-

independent metrics, several high-frequency designs have been produced in this way.5,6 Making better

use of the technology should allow designers to meet or exceed cycle time expectations of the SIA

International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors.
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11.1 High-Speed Computer Arithmetic

Earl E. Swartzlander, Jr.

11.1.1 Introduction

The speed of a computer is determined to a first order by the speed of the arithmetic unit and the speed

of the memory. Although the speed of both units depends directly on the implementation technology,

arithmetic unit speed also depends strongly on the logic design. Even for an integer adder, speed can

easily vary by an order of magnitude whereas the complexity varies by less than 50%.

This section begins with a brief discussion of the two’s complement number system in Section 11.1.2.

Section 11.1.3 provides examples of fixed-point implementations of the four basic arithmetic operations

(i.e., add, subtract, multiply, and divide). Finally, Section 11.1.4 describes algorithms for floating-point

arithmetic.

Regarding notation, capital letters represent digital numbers (i.e., n-bit words), while subscripted

lowercase letters represent bits of the corresponding word. The subscripts range from n� 1 to 0 to

indicate the bit position within the word (xn�1 is the most significant bit of X, x0 is the least significant

bit of X, etc.). The logic designs presented in this chapter are based on positive logic with AND, OR, and

INVERToperations. Depending on the technology used for implementation, different logical operations

(such as NAND and NOR) or direct transistor realizations may be used, but the basic concepts do not

change significantly.

11.1.2 Fixed-Point Number Systems

Much arithmetic is performed with fixed-point numbers, which have constant scaling (i.e., the position

of the binary point is fixed). The numbers can be interpreted as fractions, integers, or mixed numbers,

depending on the application. Pairs of fixed-point numbers are used to create floating-point numbers, as

discussed in Section 11.1.4.

At the present time, fixed-point binary numbers are generally represented using the two’s complement

number system. This choice has prevailed over the sign magnitude and one’s complement number

systems, because the frequently performed operations of addition and subtraction are easiest to perform
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on two’s complement numbers. Sign magnitude numbers are more efficient for multiplication, but the

lower frequency of multiplication and the development of the efficient Booth two’s complement

multiplication algorithm have resulted in the nearly universal selection of the two’s complement number

system for most applications. The algorithms presented in this chapter assume the use of two’s

complement numbers.

Fixed-point number systems represent numbers, for example, A by n bits: a sign bit, and n� 1 data

bits. By convention, the most significant bit, an� 1, is the sign bit, which is a ONE for negative numbers

and a ZERO for positive numbers. The n� 1 data bits are an� 2, an� 3, . . . , a1, a0. In the two’s

complement fractional number system, the value of a number is the sum of n� 1 positive binary

fractional bits and a sign bit that has a weight of �1:

A ¼ �an�1 þ
Xn�2

i¼0

ai2
i�nþ1 (11:1)

Examples of 4-bit fractional two’s complement fractions are shown in Table 11.1. Two points are evident

from the table: first, there is only a single representation of zero (specifically 0000) and second, the

system is not symmetric (there is a negative number, �1, [1000], for which there is no positive

equivalent). The latter property means that taking the absolute value of or negating a valid number

(�1) can produce a result that cannot be represented.

Two’s complement numbers are negated by inverting all bits and adding a ONE to the least significant

bit position. For example, to form �3=8

þ 3=8 ¼ 0011

invert all bits ¼ 1100

add 1 0001

1101 ¼ �3=8

Check : invert all bits ¼ 0010

add 1 0001

0011 ¼ 3=8

Truncation of two’s complement numbers is shown in Fig. 11.1. This

figure shows the relationship between an infinitely precise number A

and its representation with a two’s complement fraction T(A). As can

be seen from the figure, truncation never increases the value of the

number. The truncated numbers have values that are either

unchanged or shifted toward negative infinity. If many numbers are

truncated, on the average, there is a downward shift of one-half the

value of the least significant bit (LSB). Summing many truncated

numbers (which may occur in scientific, matrix, and signal process-

ing applications) can cause a significant accumulated error.

11.1.3 Fixed-Point Arithmetic Algorithms

This subsection presents a reasonable assortment of typical fixed-point

algorithms for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division.

11.1.3.1 Fixed-Point Addition

Addition is performed by summing the corresponding bits of the

two n-bit numbers, including the sign bit. Subtraction is performed

TABLE 11.1 4-Bit Fractional

Two’s Complement Numbers

Decimal Fraction

Binary

Representation

þ7=8 0111

þ3=4 0110

þ5=8 0101

þ1=2 0100

þ3=8 0011

þ1=4 0010

þ1=8 0001

þ0 0000

�1=8 1111

�1=4 1110

�3=8 1101

�1=2 1100

�5=8 1011

�3=4 1010

�7=8 1001

�1 1000
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by summing the corresponding bits of the minuend and the two’s complement of the subtrahend.

Overflow is detected in a two’s complement adder by comparing the carry signals into and out of

the most significant adder stage (i.e., the stage which computes the sign bit). If the carries differ, the

arithmetic has overflowed and the result is invalid.

11.1.3.1.1 Full Adder

The full adder is the fundamental building block of most arithmetic circuits. The operation of a full

adder is defined by the truth table shown in Table 11.2. The sum and carry outputs are described by the

following equations:

sk ¼ ak � bk � ck (11:2)

ckþ1 ¼ akbk þ akck þ bkck (11:3)

where

ak, bk, and ck are the inputs to the kth full-adder stage

sk and ckþ 1 are the sum and carry outputs, respectively

� denotes the exclusive-OR logic operation.

In evaluating the relative complexity of implementations, it is often

convenient to assume a nine gate realization of the full adder, as shown

in Fig. 11.2. For this implementation, the delay from either ak to sk
or bk to sk is six gate delays and the delay from ck to ckþ 1 is two

gate delays. Some technologies, such as CMOS, form inverting gates

1

0.75

0.5

0.25

−0.5

−0.75

−1

10.750.50.25−0.25−0.5−0.75−1

−0.25

T(A)

A

0
0

FIGURE 11.1 Relationship between an infinitely precise number, A, and its representation by a truncated 4-bit

two’s complement fraction T(A).

TABLE 11.2 Full-Adder Truth

Table

Inputs Outputs

ak bk ck ck þ 1 sk

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 1

0 1 0 0 1

0 1 1 1 0

1 0 0 0 1

1 0 1 1 0

1 1 0 1 0

1 1 1 1 1
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(e.g., NAND andNOR gates) more efficiently than the noninverting gates that are assumed in this chapter.

Circuits with equivalent speed and complexity can be constructed with inverting gates.

11.1.3.1.2 Ripple Carry Adder

A ripple carry adder for n-bit numbers is implemented by concatenating n full adders, as shown in

Fig. 11.3. At the kth bit position, bits ak and bk of operands A and B and the carry signal from the

preceding adder stage, ck, are used to generate the kth bit of the sum, sk, and the carry, ckþ 1, to the next

adder stage. This is called a ripple carry adder, since the carry signals ‘‘ripple’’ from the least significant

bit position to the most significant.

If the ripple carry adder is implemented by concatenating n of the nine gate full adders, which were

shown in Fig. 11.2, an n-bit ripple carry adder requires 2nþ 4 gate delays to produce the most significant

sum bit and 2nþ 3 gate delays to produce the carry output. A total of 9n logic gates are required to

implement the n-bit ripple carry adder. In comparing the delay and complexity of adders, the delay from

data input to most significant sum output denoted by DELAYand the gate count denoted by GATES will

be used. These DELAYand GATES are subscripted by RCA to indicate ripple carry adder. Although these

simple metrics are suitable for first-order comparisons, more accurate comparisons require more exact

modeling since the implementations may be effected with transistor networks (as opposed to gates),

which will have different delay and complexity characteristics.

DELAYRCA ¼ 2nþ 4 (11:4)

GATESRCA ¼ 9n (11:5)

11.1.3.1.3 Carry Lookahead Adder

Another popular adder approach is the carry lookahead adder [1,2]. Here, specialized logic computes

the carries in parallel. The carry lookahead adder uses modified full adders (modified in the sense that a

Half adder
Half adderak

bk

ck+1

ck

sk

FIGURE 11.2 Nine gate full adder.
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FIGURE 11.3 Ripple carry adder.
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carry output is not formed) for each bit position and lookahead modules, which have carry outputs.

The carry lookahead concept is best understood by rewriting Eq. 11.3 with gk¼ akbk and pk¼ akþ bk.

ckþ1 ¼ gk þ pkck (11:6)

This helps to explain the concept of carry ‘‘generation’’ and ‘‘propagation.’’ A bit position ‘‘generates’’ a

carry regardless of whether there is a carry into that bit position if gk is true (i.e., both ak and bk are

ONEs), and a stage ‘‘propagates’’ an incoming carry to its output if pk is true (i.e., either ak or bk is

a ONE). The nine gate full adder shown in Fig. 11.2 has AND and OR gates that produce gk and pk with

no additional complexity. In fact, because the carryout is produced in the lookahead logic, the OR gate that

produces the ckþ 1 can be eliminated. This results in the eight gate modified full adder shown in Fig. 11.4.

Extending Eq. 11.6 to a second stage, we get

ckþ2 ¼ gkþ1 þ pkþ1ckþ1

¼ gkþ1 þ pkþ1(gk þ pkck)

¼ gkþ1 þ pkþ1gk þ pkþ1pkck (11:7)

Equation 11.7 results from evaluating Eq. 11.6 for the (kþ 1)th stage and substituting ckþ1 from

Eq. 11.6. Carry ckþ2 exits from stage kþ 1 if (1) a carry is generated there or (2) a carry is generated

in stage k and propagates across stage kþ 1 or (3) a carry enters stage k and propagates across both stages

k and kþ 1, etc. Extending to a third stage, we get

ckþ3 ¼ gkþ2 þ pkþ2ckþ2

¼ gkþ2 þ pkþ2(gkþ1 þ pkþ1gk þ pkþ1pkck)

¼ gkþ2 þ pkþ2gkþ1 þ pkþ2pkþ1gk þ pkþ2pkþ1pkck (11:8)

Although it would be possible to continue this process indefinitely, each additional stage increases

the fan-in (i.e., the number of inputs) of the logic gates. Four inputs (as required to implement Eq. 11.8)

are frequently the maximum number of inputs per gate for current technologies. To continue

the process, block generate and block propagate signals are defined over 4-bit blocks (stages k to

kþ 3), gk:kþ 3 and pk:kþ 3, respectively,

gk:kþ3 ¼ gkþ3 þ pkþ3gkþ2 þ pkþ3pkþ2gkþ1 þ pkþ3pkþ2pkþ1gk (11:9)

and

pk:kþ3 ¼ pkþ3pkþ2pkþ1pk (11:10)

Half adder
Half adderak

   pk

bk

  gk

sk

ck

FIGURE 11.4 Eight gate modified full adder.
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Equation 11.6 can be expressed in terms of the 4-bit block generate and propagate signals:

ckþ4 ¼ gk:kþ3 þ pk:kþ3ck (11:11)

Thus, the carryout from a 4-bit wide block can be computed in only four gate delays (the first gate delay

to compute pi and gi for i¼ k through kþ 3, the second to evaluate pk:kþ3, the second and third to

evaluate gk:kþ3, and the third and fourth gate delays to evaluate ckþ4 using Eq. 11.11).

An n-bit carry lookahead adder requires d(n� 1)=(r� 1)e lookahead logic blocks, where r is the width

of the block. A 4-bit lookahead logic block is a direct implementation of Eqs. 11.6–11.10, with 14 logic

gates. In general, an r-bit lookahead logic block requires 1
2
(3rþ r 2) logic gates. The Manchester carry

chain [3] is an alternative switch-based technique for the implementation of a lookahead logic block.

Figure 11.5 shows the interconnection of 16 adders and five lookahead logic blocks to realize a 16-bit

carry lookahead adder. The sequence of events, which occur during an add operation, is as follows: (1)

Apply a, b, and carry-in signals at time 0, (2) each adder computes p and g, by time 1, (3) first-level

lookahead logic computes the 4-bit block propagate by time 2 and block generate signals by time 3, (4)

second-level lookahead logic computes c4, c8, and c12, by time 5, (5) first-level lookahead logic computes

the individual carries by time 7, and (6) each modified full adder computes the sum outputs by time 10.

This process may be extended to larger adders by subdividing the large adder into 16-bit blocks and

using additional levels of carry lookahead (e.g., a 64-bit adder requires three levels).

The delay of carry lookahead adders is evaluated by recognizing that an adder with a single level of carry

lookahead (for r-bit words) has six gate delays, and that each additional level of lookahead increases the

maximumword size by a factor of r and adds four gate delays. More generally [4, pp. 83–88], the number

of lookahead levels for an n-bit adder is dLogrne where r is the width of the lookahead block (generally

equal to themaximum number of inputs per gate). Since an r-bit carry lookahead adder has six gate delays

and there are four additional gate delays per carry lookahead level after the first,

DELAYCLA ¼ 2þ 4 Logrn
� �

(11:12)

The complexity of an n-bit carry lookahead adder implemented with r-bit lookahead logic blocks is

n-modified full adders (each of which requires eight gates) and d(n� 1)=(r� 1)e lookahead logic blocks

(each of which requires 1
2
(3r þ r2) gates). In addition, two gates are used to calculate the carryout from

the adder, cn, from p0:n� 1 and g0:n� 1.

GATESCLA ¼ 8nþ 1

2
(3r þ r2) (n� 1)=(r � 1)d e (11:13)

If r¼ 4

GATESCLA � 12
2

3
n� 2

2

3
(11:14)

The carry lookahead approach reduces the delay of adders from increasing in proportion to the word

size (as is the case for ripple carry adders) to increasing in proportion to the logarithm of the word size.

As with ripple carry adders, the carry lookahead adder complexity grows linearly with the word size (for

r¼ 4, the complexity of a carry lookahead adder is about 40% greater than the complexity of a ripple

carry adder). It is important to realize that most carry lookahead adders require gates with up to four

inputs whereas ripple carry adders use only inverters and 2-input gates.

11.1.3.1.4 Carry Select Adder

The carry select adder divides the words to be added into blocks and forms two sums for each block in

parallel (one with a carry in of ZERO and the other with a carry in of ONE). As shown for a 16-bit carry

select adder in Fig. 11.6, the carryout from the previous block controls a multiplexer that selects

the appropriate sum. The carryout is computed using Eq. 11.11, since the block propagate signal
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FIGURE 11.5 A 16-bit carry lookahead adder.
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is the carryout of an adder with a carry input of ONE and the block generate signal is the carryout of an

adder with a carry input of ZERO.

If a constant block width of k is used, there will be dn=ke blocks and the delay to generate the sum is

2kþ 3 gate delays to form the carryout of the first block, two gate delays for each of the dn=ke� 2

intermediate blocks, and three gate delays (for the multiplexer) in the final block. To simplify the

analysis, the ceiling function in the count of intermediate blocks is ignored. The total delay is thus

DELAYC�SEL ¼ 2k þ 2n=k þ 2 (11:15)

where DELAYC�SEL is the total delay. The optimum block size is determined by taking the derivative of

DELAYC�SEL with respect to k, setting it to zero and solving for k. The result is

k ¼ ffiffiffi
n

p
(11:16)

DELAYC�SEL ¼ 2þ 4
ffiffiffi
n

p
(11:17)

The complexity of the carry select adder is 2n� k ripple carry adder stages, the intermediate carry logic,

and (dn=ke� 1) k-bit wide 2:1 multiplexers for the sum bits and one 1-bit wide multiplexer for the most

significant carry output.

GATESC�SEL ¼ 21n� 12k þ 3 n=k � 2d e (11:18)

This is somewhat more than twice the complexity of a ripple carry adder.

Slightly better results can be obtained by varying the width of the blocks. The optimum is to make the

two least-significant blocks the same size and let each successively more-significant block be one bit

larger than its predecessor [5, p. A-38]. With four blocks, this gives an adder that is three bits wider than

the conventional.

11.1.3.2 Fixed-Point Subtraction

As noted in previous subsection, subtraction of two’s complement numbers is accomplished by adding

the minuend to the inverted bits of the subtrahend and adding a one at the least significant position.

Figure 11.7 shows a two’s complement subtracter that computes A � B. The inverters complement the

bits of b; formation of the two’s complement is completed by setting the carry into the least significant

adder stage to a ONE.

11.1.3.3 Fixed-Point Multiplication

Multiplication is generally implemented either via a sequence of addition, subtraction, and shift

operations or with direct logic implementations.

4-Bit RCA

c0a3:0 b3:0

4-Bit RCA
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4-Bit RCA
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4-Bit RCA

a11:8 b11:8
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1
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s15:12

1

0
g7:4

p7:4

c8c12

g11:8

p11:8

c16
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FIGURE 11.6 A 16-bit carry select adder.
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11.1.3.3.1 Sequential-Modified Booth Multiplier

To multiply A and B, the radix-4 modified Booth multiplier (as described by MacSorley [2]) uses n=2

cycles where each cycle examines three adjacent bits of A, adds or subtracts 0, B, or 2B to the partial

product and shifts the partial product 2 bits to the right. Figure 11.8 shows a flowchart for the radix-4

modified Booth multiplier. After an initialization step, there are n=2 passes through a loop where three

bits of A are tested and the partial product P is modified. This algorithm takes half the number of cycles

as the ‘‘standard’’ Booth multiplier [6], although the operations performed during a cycle are slightly

an−1

sn−1cn

bn−1 a2

s2

b2 a1

s1

b1 a0

s0

c0

b0

n-Bit adder 1

FIGURE 11.7 Two’s complement subtracter.
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110

P = P + B P = P + 2B P = P − 2B P = P − B

i : n P = 4 P
i = i + 2

LT

GE

P = A B

FIGURE 11.8 Flowchart of radix-4 modified Booth multiplication.
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more complex (since it is necessary to select one of four possible addends instead of one of two).

Extensions to higher radices that examine more than three bits per cycle [7] are possible, but generally

not attractive because the addition=subtraction operations involve nonpower of two multiples of B

(such as 3B, 5B, etc.), which raises the complexity.

The delay of the radix-4 modified Booth multiplier is relatively high since an n-bit by n-bit

multiplication requires n=2 cycles where each cycle is long enough to perform an n-bit addition. It is

low in complexity as it requires only a few registers, an n-bit 2:1 multiplexer, an n-bit adder=subtracter,

and some simple control logic for its implementation.

11.1.3.3.2 Array Multipliers

An alternative approach to multiplication involves the combinational generation of all bit products and

their summation with an array of full adders. The bit product matrix of a 6 by 6 array multiplier for two’s

complement numbers (based on [8, p. 179]) is shown in Fig. 11.9. It consists of a 6 by 6 array of bit

product terms where most terms are of the form xi AND yj. The terms along the left edge and the bottom

row are the complement of the normal terms, i.e., x5 NAND y0 as indicated by the overbar. The most

significant term x5y5 is not complemented. Finally, there is a ONE added one position to the left of the

x5y0 term.

Figure 11.10 shows an array multiplier that implements the algorithm shown in Fig. 11.9. It uses a

6 column by 6 row array of cells to form the bit products and does most of the summation and five

adders (at the bottom of the array) to complete the evaluation of the product. Five types of cells are used

in the square array: AND gate cells (marked G in Fig. 11.10) that form xiyj; NAND gate cells (marked

NG) that form x5 NAND yj; half-adder cells (marked HA), which sum the second input to the cell with

xiyj; full-adder cells (marked FA), which sum the second and third inputs to the cell with xiyj, and special

full-adder cells (marked NFA), which sum the second and third inputs to the cell with xi NAND y5.

A special half adder, *HA, (that forms the sum of its two inputs and 1) and standard full adders are used

in the 5 cell strip at the bottom. The special half adder takes care of the extra 1 in the bit product matrix.

An n-bit by n-bit version of this array multiplier requires 2n� 1 gate cells, n half adders, and n2� 2n full

adders. Of the half- and full-adder cells (n� 1)2 have an extra AND or NAND gate.

The delay of the array multiplier is evaluated by following the pathways from the inputs to the outputs.

The longest path starts at the upper left corner, progresses to the lower right corner, and then across the

bottom to the lower left corner. If it is assumed that the delay from any adder input (for either half or full

adders) to any adder output is k gate delays then the total delay of an n-bit by n-bit array multiplier is

DELAYARRAY MPY ¼ k(2n� 2)þ 1 (11:19)

The complexity of the array multiplier is n2 AND gates, n half adders, and n2� 2n full adders. If a

half adder comprises four gates and a full adder comprises nine gates, the total complexity of an n-bit by

n-bit array multiplier is

x5 . x4 x3 x2 x1 x0

y5 . y4 y3 y2 y1 y0

1 x5 y0 x4 y0 x3 y0 x2 y0 x1 y0 x0 y0

x5 y1 x4 y1 x3 y1 x2 y1 x1 y1 x0 y1

x5 y2 x4 y2 x3 y2 x2 y2 x1 y2 x0 y2

x5 y3 x4 y3 x3 y3 x2 y3 x1 y3 x0 y3

x5 y4 x4 y4 x3 y4 x2 y4 x1 y4 x0 y4

x5 y5 x4 y5 x3 y5 x2 y5 x1 y5 x0 y5

p10 . p9 p8 p7 p6 p5 p4 p3 p2 p1 p0

FIGURE 11.9 Two’s complement multiplication.
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GATESARRAY MPY ¼ 10n2 � 14n (11:20)

Array multipliers are easily laid out in a cellular fashion, making them suitable for VLSI implementation,

where minimizing the design effort may be more important than maximizing the speed.

11.1.3.3.3 Wallace=Dadda Fast Multiplier

A method for fast multiplication was developed by Wallace [9] and refined by Dadda [10]. With this

method, a three-step process is used to multiply two numbers: (1) the bit products are formed, (2) the

bit product matrix is reduced to a two-row matrix whose sum equals the sum of the bit products, and

(3) the two numbers are summed with a fast adder to produce the product. Although this may seem to

be a complex process, it yields multipliers with delay proportional to the logarithm of the operand word

size, which is ‘‘faster’’ than the array multiplier, which has delay proportional to the word size.

The second step in the fast multiplication process is shown for a 6 by 6 Dadda multiplier on Fig. 11.11.

An input 6 by 6 matrix of dots (each dot represents a bit product) is shown as matrix 0. ‘‘Regular dots’’

are formed with an AND gate, dots with an over bar are formed with a NAND gate. Columns having

more than four dots (or that will grow to more than four dots due to carries) are reduced by the use of
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FIGURE 11.10 A 6-bit by 6-bit two’s complement array multiplier.
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half adders (each half adder takes in two dots and outputs one in the same column and one in the next

more significant column) and full adders (each full adder takes in three dots from a column and outputs

one in the same column and one in the next more significant column) so that no column in matrix 1 will

have more than four dots. Half adders are shown by a ‘‘crossed’’ line in the succeeding matrix and full

adders are shown by a line in the succeeding matrix. In each case, the rightmost dot of the pair that is

connected by a line is in the column from which the inputs were taken in the preceding matrix for the

adder. A special half adder (that forms the sum of its two inputs and 1) is shown with a doubly crossed

line. In the succeeding steps, reduction to matrix 2, with no more than three dots per column, and finally

matrix 3, with no more than two dots per column, is performed. The reduction shown in Fig. 11.11

(which requires four full-adder delays) is followed by a 10-bit carry propagating adder. Traditionally, the

carry propagating adder is realized with a carry lookahead adder.

The height of the matrices is determined by working back from the final (two row) matrix and limiting

the height of each matrix to the largest integer that is no more than 1.5 times the height of its successor.

Each matrix is produced from its predecessor in one adder delay. Since the number of matrices is

logarithmically related to the number of rows in matrix 0, which is equal to the number of bits in the

words to be multiplied, the delay of the matrix reduction process is proportional to log n. Since the adder

that reduces the final two-row matrix can be implemented as a carry lookahead adder (which also has

logarithmic delay), the total delay for this multiplier is proportional to the logarithm of the word size.

The delay of a Dadda multiplier is evaluated by following the pathways from the inputs to the outputs.

The longest path starts at the center column of bit products (which require 1 gate delay to be formed),

progresses through the successive reduction matrices (which requires approximately Log1.44 (n)� 2 full-

adder delays) and finally through the 2n� 2-bit carry propagate adder. If the delay from any adder input

(for either half or full adders) to any adder output is k gate delays and if the carry propagate adder is

Matrix 0

Matrix 1

Matrix 2

Matrix 3

1

FIGURE 11.11 A 6-bit by 6-bit two’s complement Dadda multiplier.
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realized with a carry lookahead adder implemented with 4-bit lookahead logic blocks (with delay given

by Eq. 11.12), the total delay (in gate delays) of an n-bit by n-bit Dadda multiplier is

DELAYDADDA MPY ¼ 1þ k (Log1:44(n)� 2)þ 2þ 4 Logr(2n� 2)
� �

(11:21)

The complexity of a Dadda multiplier is determined by evaluating the complexity of its parts. There are

n2 gates (2n� 2 are NAND gates, the rest are AND gates) to form the bit product matrix, (n� 2)2 full

adders, n� 2 half adders and one special half adder for the matrix reduction, and a 2n� 2-bit carry

propagate adder for the addition of the final two-row matrix. If the carry propagate adder is realized

with a carry lookahead adder (implemented with 4-bit lookahead logic blocks) and if the complexity of a

full adder is 9 gates and the complexity of a half adder (either regular or special) is 4 gates, then the total

complexity is

GATESDADDA MPY ¼ 10n2 � 6
2

3

� �
n� 26 (11:22)

The Wallace multiplier is very similar to the Dadda multiplier, except that it does more reduction in

the first stages of the reduction process, it uses more half adders, and it uses a slightly smaller carry

propagating adder. A dot diagram for a 6-bit by 6-bit Wallace multiplier for two’s complement operands

is shown in Fig. 11.12. This reduction 11 (which like the Dadda reduction requires four full-adder

delays) is followed by an 8-bit carry propagating adder. The total complexity of the Wallace multiplier is

a bit greater than the total complexity of the Dadda multiplier. In most cases, the Wallace and Dadda

multipliers have the same delay.

Matrix 0

Matrix 1

Matrix 2

Matrix 3

1

FIGURE 11.12 A 6-bit by 6-bit two’s complement Wallace multiplier.
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11.1.3.4 Fixed-Point Division

There are two types of division algorithms in common use: digit recurrence and convergence methods.

The digit recurrence approach computes the quotient on a digit-by-digit basis; hence, they have a delay

proportional to the precision of the quotient. In contrast, the convergence methods compute an

approximation that converges to the value of the quotient. For the common algorithms the convergence

is quadratic, meaning that the number of accurate bits approximately doubles on each iteration.

The digit recurrence methods that use a sequence of shift, add or subtract, and compare operations

are relatively simple to implement. On the other hand, the convergence methods use multiplication

on each cycle. This means higher hardware complexity, but if a fast multiplier is available, potentially

higher speed.

11.1.3.4.1 Digit Recurrent Division

The digit recurrent algorithms [11] are based on selecting digits of the quotient Q (where Q¼N=D) to

satisfy the following equation:

Pkþ1 ¼ rPk � qn�k�1D for k ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n� 1 (11:23)

where

Pk is the partial remainder after the selection of the kth quotient digit

P0¼N (subject to the constraint jP0j< jDj)
r is the radix

qn�k�1 is the kth quotient digit to the right of the binary point

D is the divisor.

In this subsection, it is assumed that both N and D are positive, see Ref. [12] for details on handling

the general case.

11.1.3.4.2 Binary SRT Divider

The binary SRT division process (also known as radix-2 SRT division) selects the quotient from three

candidate quotient digits {±1, 0}. The divisor is restricted to N � D< 1. A flowchart of the basic

binary SRT scheme is shown in Fig. 11.13. Block 1 initializes the algorithm. In step 3, 2Pk and the

divisor are used to select the quotient digit. In step 4, Pkþ1¼ 2Pk�q D. Step 5 tests whether all bits of the

quotient have been formed and goes to step 2 if more need to be computed. Each pass through steps 2–5

forms one digit of the quotient. The result upon exiting from step 5 is a collection of n-signed

binary digits.

Step 6 converts the n digit signed digit number into an n-bit two’s complement number by subtract-

ing, N, which has a 1 for each bit position where qi¼�1 and 0 elsewhere from, P, which has a 1 for each

bit position where qi¼ 1 and 0 elsewhere. For example,

Q¼ 0.11� 101¼ 21=32

P ¼ 0.11001

N¼ 0.00100

Q¼ 0.11001� 0.00100

Q¼ 0.11001þ 1.11100

Q¼ 0.10101¼ 21=32

The selection of the quotient digit can be visualized with a P–D plot such as the one shown in Fig. 11.14.

The plot shows the divisor along the x-axis and the shifted partial remainder (in this case 2Pk) along the

y-axis. In the area where 0.5� D< 1, the values of the quotient digit are shown as a function of the value

of the shifted partial remainder. In this case, the relations are especially simple. The digit selection and

resulting partial remainder are given for the kth iteration by the following relations:
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IfPk � 0:5, qn�k�1 ¼ 1 and Pkþ1 ¼ 2Pk � D (11:24)

If � 0:5 < Pk < 0:5, qn�k�1 ¼ 0 and Pkþ1 ¼ 2Pk (11:25)

IfPk < �0:5, qn�k�1 ¼ �1 and Pkþ1 ¼ 2Pk þ D (11:26)

Computing an n-bit quotient will involve selecting n quotient digits and up to nþ 1 additions.

1.  P0 = N 

2.  k = k + 1

3.  Select qn−k−1 

based on 2 Pk and D 

5.  k : n − 1

LT

6.  From P and N
Q = P − N

Q = N/D

4.  Pk+1 = 2 Pk − qn−k−1 D

GE

k = −1

FIGURE 11.13 A flowchart of binary SRT division.
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11.1.3.4.3 Radix-4 SRT Divider

The higher radix SRT division process is similar to the binary SRTalgorithm. Radix 4 is the most common

higher radix SRT division algorithm with either a minimally redundant digit set of {±2, ±1, 0} or the

maximally redundant digit set of {±3,±2,±1, 0}. The operation of the algorithm is similar to the binary SRT

algorithm shown in Fig. 11.12, except that in step 3, 4Pk and D are used to determine the quotient digit.

A P–D plot is shown in Fig. 11.15 for the maximum redundancy version of radix-4 SRT division. There are

seven possible values for the quotient digit at each stage. The test for completion in step 5 becomes

k: n
2
� 1. Also, the conversion to two’s complement in step 6 is modified slightly since each quotient digit

contains 2 bits of the P and N numbers that are used to form the two’s complement number.

11.1.3.4.4 Newton–Raphson Divider

The second category of division techniques uses a multiplication-based iteration to compute a quad-

ratically convergent approximation to the quotient. In systems that include a fast multiplier, this process

may be faster than the digit recurrent methods. One popular approach is the Newton–Raphson

algorithm that computes an approximation to the reciprocal of the divisor that is then multiplied by

the dividend to produce the quotient. The process to compute Q¼N=D consists of three steps:

1. Calculate a starting estimate of the reciprocal of the divisor, R(0). If the divisor, D, is normalized

(i.e., 1
2
� D < 1), then R(0)¼ 3� 2D exactly computes 1=D at D ¼ 0.5 and D¼ 1 and exhibits

maximum error (�0.17) atD ¼
ffiffi
1
2

q
. Adjusting R(0) downward to by half the maximum error gives

R(0) ¼ 2:915� 2D (11:27)

This produces an initial estimate, that is, within about 0.087 of the correct value for all points in

the interval 1
2
� D < 1.

2. Compute successively more accurate estimates of the reciprocal by the following iterative

procedure:

R(iþ1) ¼ R(i)(2� DR(i)) for i ¼ 0, 1, . . . , k (11:28)

3. Compute the quotient by multiplying the dividend times the reciprocal of the divisor.

2
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 (
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FIGURE 11.14 P–D plot for binary SRT division.
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Q ¼ NR(k) (11:29)

where

i is the iteration count

N is the numerator

Figure 11.16 illustrates the operation of the Newton–Raphson algorithm. For this example, three

iterations (involving a total of four subtractions, and seven multiplications) produce an answer accurate

to nine decimal digits (�30 bits).

With this algorithm, the error decreases quadratically, so that the number of correct bits in each

approximation is roughly twice the number of correct bits on the previous iteration. Thus, from a 3.5-bit

initial approximation, two iterations produce a reciprocal estimate accurate to 14-bits, four iterations

produce a reciprocal estimate accurate to 56-bits, etc.

The efficiency of this process is dependent on the availability of a fast multiplier, since each iteration

of Eq. 11.28 requires two multiplications and a subtraction. The complete process for the initial

estimate, three iterations, and the final quotient determination requires four subtraction operations

and seven multiplication operations to produce a 16-bit quotient. This is faster than a conventional

nonrestoring divider if multiplication is roughly as fast as addition, a condition which is satisfied for

some systems that include a hardware multiplier.
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FIGURE 11.15 P–D plot for radix-4 maximally redundant SRT division.
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11.1.4 Floating-Point Arithmetic

Recent advances in VLSI have increased the feasibility of hardware implementations of floating-point

arithmetic units. The main advantage of floating-point arithmetic is that its wide dynamic range

virtually eliminates overflow and underflow for most applications.

11.1.4.1 Floating-Point Number Systems

A floating-point number, A, consists of a significand (or mantissa), Sa, and an exponent, Ea. The value of

a number, A, is given by the following equation:

A ¼ Sar
Ea (11:30)

where r is the radix (or base) of the number system. Use of the binary radix (i.e., r¼ 2) gives maximum

accuracy, but may require more frequent normalization than higher radices.

A = 0.625 

B = 0.75 

R(0) = 2.915 − 2 • B 1 Subtract

= 2.915 − 2 • 0.75 

R(0) = 1.415 

R(1) = R(0) (2 − B • R(0)) 2 Multiplies, 1 subtract

= 1.415 (2 − 0.75 • 1.415) 

= 1.415 • 0.95875 

R(1) = 1.32833125

R(2) = R(1) (2 − B • R(1)) 2 Multiplies, 1 subtract

= 1.32833125 (2 − 0.75 • 1.32833125)

= 1.32833125 • 1.00375156 

R(2) = 1.3333145677 

R(3) = R(2) (2 − B • R(2)) 2 Multiplies, 1 subtract

= 1.3333145677 (2 − 0.75 • 1.3333145677)

= 1.3333145677 • 1.00001407 

R(3) = 1.3333333331 

Q    = A • R(3) 1 Multiply

= 0.625 • 1.3333333331 

Q    = 0.83333333319 

FIGURE 11.16 Example of Newton–Raphson division.
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The IEEE Standard 754 single precision (32-bit) floating-point format, which is widely implemented,

has an 8-bit biased integer exponent, which ranges between 0 and 255 [13]. The exponent is expressed in

an excess 127 code so that its effective value is determined by subtracting 127 from the stored value.

Thus, the range of effective values of the exponent is �127 to 128, corresponding to stored values of

0 to 255, respectively. A stored exponent value of 0 (Emin) serves as a flag indicating that the value of the

number is 0 (if the significand is 0) and for denormalized numbers (if the significand is nonzero).

A stored exponent value of 255 (Emax) serves as a flag indicating that the value of the number is infinity

(if the significand is 0) and for ‘‘not a number’’ (if the significand is nonzero). The significand is a 25-bit

sign magnitude mixed number (the binary point is to the right of the most significant bit). The leading

bit of the significand is always a ONE (except for denormalized numbers). As a result, when numbers are

stored, the leading bit is omitted, giving an extra bit of precision. More detail on floating-point formats

and on the various considerations that arise in the implementation of floating-point arithmetic units are

given in Refs. [5,14]. The IEEE 754 standard for floating-point numbers is discussed in Refs. [8,15].

11.1.4.1.1 Floating-Point Addition

A flow chart for the functions required for floating-point addition is shown in Fig. 11.17. For this

flowchart, the operands are assumed to be IEEE Std. 754 single-precision numbers that have been

‘‘unpacked’’ and normalized with significand magnitudes in the range (1, 2) and exponents in the range

(�126, 127). On the flow chart, the operands are (Ea, Sa) and (Eb, Sb), the result is (Es, Ss), and the radix

is 2. In step 1, the operand exponents are compared; if they are unequal, the significand of the number

with the smaller exponent is shifted right in step 3 or 4 by the difference in the exponent values

to properly align the significands. For example, to add the decimal operands 0.8673105 and 0.5123104,

the latter would be shifted right by one digit and 0.867 added to 0.0512 to give a sum of 0.91823105. The

addition of the significands is performed in step 5. Step 6 tests for overflow and step 7 corrects, if

necessary, by shifting the significand one position to the right and incrementing the exponent. Step 9

tests for a zero significand. The loop of steps 10–11 scales unnormalized (but nonzero) significands

upward to normalize the result. Step 12 tests for underflow.

It is important to recognize that the flowchart shows the basic functions that are required, but not

necessarily the best way to perform those functions. For example, the loop in steps 10–11 is a really poor

way to normalize the significand of the sum. It is a serial loop executed a variable number of times

depending on the data value. A much better way is to determine the number of leading zeros in the

significand and then use a barrel shifter to do the shift in a single step in hardware.

Floating-point subtraction is implemented with a similar algorithm. Many refinements are possible

to improve the speed of the addition and subtraction algorithms, but floating-point addition and

subtraction will, in general, be much slower than fixed-point addition as a result of the need for operand

alignment and result normalization.

11.1.4.1.2 Floating-Point Multiplication

The algorithm for floating-point multiplication forms the product of the operand significands and the

sum of the operand exponents. For radix 2 floating-point numbers, the significand values are greater

than or equal to 1 and less than 2. The product of two such numbers will be greater than or equal to 1

and less than 4. At most, a single right shift is required to normalize the product.

11.1.4.1.3 Floating-Point Division

The algorithm for floating-point division forms the quotient of the operand significands and the

difference of the operand exponents. The quotient of two normalized significands will be greater than

or equal to 0.5 and less than 2. At most, a single left shift is required to normalize the quotient.

11.1.4.1.4 Floating-Point Rounding

All floating-point algorithms may require rounding to produce a result in the correct format. A variety

of alternative rounding schemes have been developed for specific applications. Round to nearest, round

toward 1, round toward�1, and round toward 0 are required for implementations of the IEEE

floating-point standard.
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11.1.5 Conclusions

This section has presented an overview of the two’s complement number system, algorithms for the basic

integer arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, and a very brief

discussion of floating-point operations. When implementing arithmetic units, there is often an oppor-

tunity to optimize the performance and the complexity to match the requirements of the specific

application. In general, faster algorithms require more area or more complex control; it is often useful to

use the fastest algorithm that will fit the available area.

GTLT

EQ

S = Zero

Overflow

3. Sa = Sa  2(Ea – Eb)

    Es = Eb

11. Ss = 2 Ss
      Es = Es − 1

2. Es = Ea

4. Sb = Sb 2(Eb − Ea)

    Es = Ea

7. Ss = Ss/2
    Es = Es + 1

5. Ss = Sa + Sb

1.
Ea : Eb

6.
Ss : 2

8.
Es : 128

9.
Ss : 0

S = A + B
GTLE

Underflow

LT

GE

NE

EQ

LT

GE

GE

LT

10.
Ss : 1

12.
Es : −127

⏐ ⏐

FIGURE 11.17 Floating-point addition.
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11.2 Fast Adders and Multipliers

Gensuke Goto

11.2.1 Introduction

All the logic circuits used in an electronic computer are constituted of combinations of basic logic gates such

as inverters, NANDorNOR gates. There exist many varieties of circuits that realize the basic arithmetic logic

functions for addition and multiplication due to the difference in viewpoint of circuit optimization [1–4].

In this chapter section we will discuss an essence and an overview of recent high-speed digital arithmetic

logic circuits. The emphasis is on fast adders andmultipliers that are themost important logic units for high-

speed data processing. Several types of these units are discussed and compared from various viewpoints of

circuit simplicity, easiness of design and power consumption, in addition to high-speed capability.

11.2.2 Adder

11.2.2.1 Principle of Addition

In the Boolean logic, numeral values are often represented as 2’s complement numbers because it is easy

to deal with negative values. Therefore, we assume that if not explicitly stated, numerals are represented

in 2’s complement numbers in this chapter section. It is to be noted, however, the previous works that

appear in this chapter do not necessarily obey to this rule.
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Let us consider the addition of two binary numbers A and B with n-bit width. A is, for instance,

represented by

A ¼ �an�12
n�1 þ

Xn�2

i¼0

(ai 2
i) (11:31)

where

an–1 is the sign bit (an–1¼ 1 if A has a negative value, and an–1¼ 0 if it has positive value)

ai {1, 0} is the bit at the ith position counted from the least significant bit (LSB) a0.

The sum S(S¼AþB) is represented by an (nþ 1)-bit binary number whose most significant bit (MSB)

is the sign bit. An example of binary addition is shown in the following:

00101 : A¼ 5 in decimal number¼ 0101

þ11001 : B¼�7 in decimal number¼ 1001

11110 : S¼�2 in decimal number¼ 11110

This is a case of adding A¼ 5 and B¼�7 in decimal numbers that are represented by 4-bit binary

numbers. The third bit positions of these operands in binary numbers are the sign bits a3¼ as¼ 0 and

b3¼ bs¼ 1, because A is a positive number and B is a negative number. Since the sum of these operands

yields a 5-bit sum in principle, the fourth bit positions of these operands (a4, b4) have to be considered

existent as sign bits in adding procedure (sign bit extension). Thus, the output signal s4 at the sign bit

position is obtained as 1. The effective number of bits in S is 4 (s0 to s3), one-bit extension as a result of

summation. These bits are represented in 2’s complement form of a negative number.

11.2.2.2 One-Bit Full Adder

First we consider a 1-bit full adder (FA), which is a basic unit for constituting an n-bit adder. The sum

(si) and carry (ci) signals at the ith bit position in the n-bit adder are generated according to the

operation defined by Boolean equations:

si ¼ ai � bi � ci�1 (11:32)

ci ¼ aibi þ (ai þ bi)ci�1 (11:33)

where

ci–1 is the output carry signal of the 1-bit adder at the (i – 1)th bit position

ai � bi indicates an exclusive-OR (XOR) operation of ai and bi.

From the above equation, we can understand that two XOR logic gates are necessary to yield a sum

signal Si in a 1-bit FA.

Many kinds of XOR gates implemented using CMOS transistors are proposed up to date. Some

examples of such gates are shown in Fig. 11.18. Figure 11.18a is a popular XOR gate using a NOR gate

and a 2-input AND-OR-inverter. The transistor count in this case is 10. Figure 11.18b is composed of

two pass transistor switches, and this is another popular gate whose number of transistors is also 10.

Figure 11.18c is of a six-transistor type [5]. Though this circuit is compact, driving ability of this gate is

low because the output node has serial resistor to degrade the output signal [6], so the number of direct

connection of this gate is practically limited to two. Figure 11.18d is of a 7-transistor type whose p-channel

transistor is introduced to the gate of the output inverter to compensate for weak drivability to a high

level when a¼ b¼ 1 (at high level) [7].

To control the carry propagation efficiently, the following signals are defined for long-word addition

at each bit position i:

carry-propagate signal pi ¼ ai � bi (11:34)
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carry-generate signal gi ¼ aibi (11:35)

Using these notations, Eqs. 11.32 and 11.33 are rewritten by

si ¼ pi � ci�1 (11:36)

ci ¼ gi þ pici�1 (11:37)

respectively. A carry is generated if gi¼ 1, and the stage i(ith bit

position of an n-bit adder) propagates an input carry signal ci–1
to its output if pi¼ 1. These signals are generated in a gate called

a half adder (HA) as shown in Fig. 11.19, and used to constitute a

high-speed but complicated carry control scheme such as a carry

y = a b
a

b

y = a

a

b b

a

b

y = a b

y = a b

a

b

(b)

(a)

(d)

(c)

FIGURE 11.18 (a) XOR circuit-1, (b) XOR circuit-2, (c) XOR circuit-3, (d) XOR circuit-4.

pi

gi

bi

ai

FIGURE 11.19 Half-adder circuit.
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lookahead adder as described in the later sec-

tions. FA is often implemented according to the

Boolean equations (Eqs. 11.36 and 11.37).

Though there exist many variations to con-

structing a FA, only one example is shown in

Fig. 11.20. In this construction, the transistor

count is 30. By using pass transistor switches,

we can reduce it to 24.

11.2.2.3 Ripple Carry Adder

A ripple carry adder (RCA) is the simplest one as a parallel adder implemented in hardware. An n-bit

RCA is implemented by simple concatination of n 1-bit FAs. As the carry signal ripples bit by bit from

the least significant bit to the most significant bit, the worst-case delay time is in proportion to the

number n of 1-bit full adders [1]. This is roughly equal to the critical path delay of RCA, if n is large

enough as compared with 1.

Manchester carry chain (MCC) is one of the simplest schemes for RCA that utilizes MOS technology

[8,9]. The carry chain is constructed of series-connected pass transistors whose gates are controlled by

the carry-propagate signal pi at every bit position i of n 1-bit FAs. This scheme can offer simple hardware

implementation with less power as compared with other elaborate schemes. Because of distortion due to

RC time constant, the carry signal needs to be regenerated by inserting inverters or true buffers at

appropriate locations in the carry chain. Though this compensation needs additional transistors, the

total power may be reduced appreciably if buffers are equipped with efficiently.

11.2.2.4 Carry Skip Adder

If the carry-propagate signals pi that belong to the bit positions from the mth to (mþ k)th are all 1, the

carry signal at the (m – 1)th bit position can bypass through (kþ 1) bits to the (mþ k)th bit position

without rippling through these bits. A carry skip adder (CSKA) is a scheme to utilize this principle for

shortening the longest path of the carry propagation. A fixed-group CSKA is such that the n 1-bit FAs to

construct an n-bit adder is divided equally into k groups over which the carry signal can bypass if the

condition to skip is fulfilled. The maximum delay of the carry propagation is reduced to a factor of 1=k

as compared with RCA [1].

MCC is often used with several bypass circuits to speed up the carry propagation in longer word

addition [10]. Figure 11.21a is a case of such implementation. Though this 4-bit bypass circuit may be

considered to work well at a glance, it is not true because of the signal conflict during the transient

phase from the former state to the new state to settle to, as shown in Fig. 11.21c with transition of the

node voltage Vs(A) at the node A in Fig. 11.21a [11]. To avoid this unexpected transition delay, it is

necessary to cut off all of other signal paths than expected logically as shown in Fig. 11.21b. Under this

modified scheme [11], the bypass circuit can function as expected like shown in Fig. 11.21c, with change

of the node voltage Vs(B) at the node B in Fig. 11.21b.

A variable block adder (VBA) allows the groups to be different in size [12], so that the maximum delay

is further reduced from the fixed group CSKA. The number of adders in a group is gradually increased

from LSB toward the middle bit position, and then reduced toward MSB. This scheme may lead us to the

total delay dependency on the carry propagation in the order of square root of n. Extension of this

approach to multiple levels of carry skip is possible for further speeding up on a fast adder.

11.2.2.5 Carry Lookahead Adder

Acarry lookahead adder (CLA) [13]utilizes fully two types of signalspi and gi at the ith bit positionof ann-bit

adder to control carry propagation. For instance, the carry signals ci, ciþ1, and ciþ2 can be estimated according

to the following Boolean equations if the carry-in signal ci–1 to the ith 1-bit full adder is determined:

si

ci

ai
bi

ci-1

FIGURE 11.20 One-bit full adder.
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FIGURE 11.21 (a) Carry skip circuit that causes conflict during signal transient, (b) carry skip circuit that excludes

conflict during signal transient, and (c) effect of signal conflict on circuit delay.
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ci ¼ gi þ pici�1 (11:38)

ciþ1 ¼ giþ1 þ pigi þ piþ1pici�1 (11:39)

ciþ2 ¼ giþ2 þ piþ2giþ1 þ piþ2piþ1gi þ piþ2piþ1pici�1 (11:40)

These three carry signals can be determined almost simultaneously after ci–1 is input to the ith adder

if hardware to yield the above signals is equipped with as shown in Fig. 11.22 for a case of i¼ 0. Within

this scheme, a 1-bit full adder at each bit position (i) consists of a sum generator and a HA segment to

yield pi and gi signals, and no carry generator is required at each bit position. Instead, the carry signals ci,

ciþ1, and ciþ2 are generated in a lookahead block whose Boolean expressions are given above.

Although the number k of carry signals to be determined simultaneously in a lookahead block can be

extended to more than 4, hardware to implement CLA logic becomes more and more complicated in

proportion to k. This increases the necessary number of logic gates, power consumption, and the delay

time to generate a carry signal at a higher bit position in a lookahead block. Considering this situation, a

practically available number is limited to 4, and this limitation reduces much of the attractiveness on

CLA as architecture of a high-speed adder. To overcome the inconvenience, group (or block) carry-

generate (Gj) and carry-propagate (Pj) signals are considered for dealing with longer word operation.

With these signals, the carry equation can be expressed by

cj ¼ Gj þ Pjci�1 (11:41)

where

Gj ¼ giþk þ piþk giþk�1 þ piþk piþk�1giþk�2 þ � � � þ piþk piþk�1 � � � piþ1 gi (11:42)

and

Pj ¼ piþk piþk�1 � � � piþ1 pi: (11:43)

In a recursive way, a group of groups can be defined to handle wider-word operands.

a0

p0

S0 S1 S2

C0 C1

C2

C−1

g0 g1 g2p1 p2

HA

F
A

HA HA

b0 a1 b1 a2 b2

FIGURE 11.22 3-bit carry lookahead adder.
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Assuming that a single level of the carry lookahead group generates k carry signals simultaneously

with two additional gate delays in the carry path, it can be shown that the total delay of an n-bit CLA is

2 logk n-gate delay units [1]. Theoretically this may be considered one of the fastest adder structures, but

the practical speed of CLA is not necessarily highest because of using complicated gates to implement a

lookahead block in the carry path.

Recurrence solver-based adders are proposed with some popularity to systematically implement CLA

blocks [14–16].

11.2.2.6 Carry Select Adder

A carry select adder (CSLA) is one of the conditional-sum adder [1,17] that is based on the idea of

selecting the most significant portion of the operands conditionally, depending on a carry-in signal to

the least significant portion. This algorithm yields the theoretically fastest adder of two numbers [18].

In CSLA implementation, two operands are divided into blocks where two sum signals at each bit

position are generated in parallel in order to be selected by the carry-in signal to the blocks. One is a

provisional sum si
0 to be selected as a true sum signal si at the ith bit position if the carry-in signal is 0,

and the other provisional sum si
1 is selected as a true sum signal if the carry-in signal is 1. This

provisional sum signal pair can be selected immediately after the carry-in signal is fixed.

In Fig. 11.23 where a 16-bit adder is constructed of CSLA, the provisional carry signal pair (ci
0, ci

1)

is generated at the highest bit position within each block, in addition to the provisional sum signal pairs

generated at all bit positions within the block. This carry signal pair is used to generate a true carry signal

in a carry-selector block (CS) along with similar signals located at the different blocks. The provisional

sum signals within the block are selected by ci�1 to yield true sum signals siþ3:i. Figure 11.24 shows a

combination of RCA and CSLA to construct a 16-bit adder. By such a combination, a high-speed and

small size adder can be realized efficiently [19–21].

11.2.3 Multiplier

11.2.3.1 Algorithm of Multiplication

In the past when the scale of integration on VLSI was low, a multiplier circuit was implemented by

a shift-and-add method because of simplicity in hardware. This method is, however, very time-

consuming, so that the need of high-speed multiplication could scarcely be fulfilled in many practical
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FIGURE 11.23 4-bit carry select adder.
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applications. Now that a system-on-a-chip (SoC) with more than 10 million transistors has emerged

with a rapid progress of the fine-pattern process technology of semiconductors, we are in a stage of using

any parallel multipliers with full acceleration mechanisms for speeding up the processing.

In binary multiplication of an n-bit multiplicand A and multiplier B, we begin to calculate partial

products pj for implementation of a parallel multiplier, which is defined by

pj ¼
Xn�1

i¼0

n
ai2

i)(bj2
j

� �o ¼
Xn�1

i¼0

pi,j2
iþj

� �
, (11:44)

where pi,j is a partial product bit at the (iþ j)th position. Each bit in a partial product pj is equal to 0 if

bj¼ 0, and ai if bj¼ 1 for the case of multiplication of positive numbers. For multiplication of 2’s

complement numbers, the situation is a little complicated, because correction to sign-bit extension is

necessary as described in the later section.

The product Z(¼ A3B) is expressed by using the partial products as follows:

Z ¼
X2n�1

j¼0

zj2
j

� � ¼
Xn�1

j¼0

pj : (11:45)

11.2.3.2 Array-Type Multiplier

The simplest parallel multiplier is such that pairs of an AND gate and a 1-bit full adder are laid

out repetitively and connected in sequence to construct an n2 array [1,22]. An example of a 43 4-bit

parallel multiplier to manipulate two positive numbers is shown in Fig. 11.25. The operation time in

this multiplier equals to sum of delays that consist of an AND gate, four FAs, and a 4-bit carry-propagate

adder (CPA). The CPA may be consisted of a 4-bit RCA. It can be easily understood that the reduction

process of partial products to two at each bit position dominates the operation time in this multiplier

except for a CPA delay. Thus, the acceleration of the compression process for the partial product bits at

each bit position is a key to obtain a fast multiplier. For the basic array-type multiplication in Fig. 11.25,

this compression process constitutes ripple carry connection. The worst-case delay of this type is

composed of 2n FA delays. For most recent high-speed data processing systems that deal with wider

word than 32 bits, this delay time is too large to be acceptable. Therefore, some kinds of speeding-up

mechanisms are necessary to satisfy requirement for recent high-speed systems. A modified-array

approach is an example of such a speeding-up mechanism [23].

The carry signal generated in FA (contained in MC in Fig. 11.25) at each bit position is never

propagated to a higher bit position within the same partial product, but it is treated as if it is a part of a
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FIGURE 11.24 16-bit adder with combination of RCA and CSLA.
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partial product at one-bit higher position. This enables us to avoid the carry propagation from LSB to

MSB in the same partial product, and this structure is called a carry-save adder (CSA) [1]. For this

structure, whether the carry path or the sum path may constitute the critical path cannot be predicted

beforehand. Therefore, not only the carry generator but also the sum generator must be designed as a

fast path in order to constitute a fast multiplier.

11.2.3.3 Wallace Tree

Summing the partial product bits in parallel using a carry-save adder tree is called a Wallace tree, which

is introduced by Wallace [24] and later refined by Dadda [25,26]. In a case of using FA’s as a unique

constituent of CSA, the maximum parallelism can be reached by adding three partial product bits at a

time in the same FA. The total delay time of CSA part for an n3 n-bit parallel multiplier in this case is

log3=2 n, thus the drastic reduction of the delay time is possible for large n values as compared with a

simple array-type multiplier. A multiplier with the Wallace tree is often called a tree-type one, in contrast

with an array-type one shown in Fig. 11.25.

Although the Wallace tree can contribute much to realization of a fast long-word multiplier, its layout

scheme is very complex as compared with the array-type because the wiring among FAs has little

regularity. This is one of the reasons why this tree type had not been implemented widely as a long-word

multiplier in the past. There exist many efforts that try to introduce regularity of layout on the Wallace

tree [27–32], and now it is possible to implement it with higher regularity than ever.

11.2.3.4 4-2 Compressor

Weinberger disclosed a structure called ‘‘4-2 carry-save module’’ in 1981 [33]. This structure is

considered to compress actually five partial product bits into three and is consisted of a combination
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FIGURE 11.25 43 4-bit array-type multiplier.
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of two FA’s. The four of five inputs into this module come from the same bit position of the weight

m(¼ iþ j) while the rest 1-bit, known as an carry-in signal, comes from the neighboring position of

the weight m – 1. This module creates three signals: two of which are a pair of carry and sum signals,

and the rest is an intermediate carry-out signal that is input to a module at the neighboring position of

the weight mþ 1. As the four signals are compressed at a time to yield a pair of carry and sum signals

except for an intermediate carry signal, this module is called a 4-2 compressor.

The 4-2 compressor designed for speeding up the compression operation has speed of three XOR

gate delays in series [34–36], and this scheme makes it possible to shorten the compression delay to

three-fourths of the original one. Using this type of a 4-2 compressor, we can relieve the complicated

wiring design among the modules in the Wallace tree with enhanced speed of processing. Some

examples of 4-2 compressors are given in Fig. 11.26. Figure 11.26a represents a typical circuit

composed of 60 transistors [34]. Figure 11.26b utilizes pass transistor multiplexers to enhance speed

of compression by 18% compared with a FA-based circuit, and is composed of 58 transistors [35].

Figure 11.26c is an optimized one in view of both small number of transistors (48) and keeping

high-speed operation [36]. This transistor count is comparable to using a pair of series-connected FAs,

yet the speed is 30% higher.

11.2.3.5 Booth Recoding Algorithm

For multiplication of 2’s complement numbers, the modified Booth recoding algorithm is the most

frequently used method to generate partial products [37,38]. This algorithm allows for the reduction of

the number of partial products to be compressed in a carry-save adder tree, thus the compression speed

can be enhanced. This Booth-MacSorley algorithm is simply called the Booth algorithm, and the two-bit

recoding using this algorithm scans a triplet of bits to reduce the number of partial products by roughly

one half. The 2-bit recoding means that the multiplier B is divided into groups of two bits, and the

algorithm is applied to this group of divided bits.

In general, the multiplier B in 2’s complement representation is expressed by

B ¼ �bn�12
n�1 þ

Xn�2

j¼0

(bj2
j)

¼ (bn�3 þ bn�2 � 2bn�1)2
n�2 þ (bn�5 þ bn�4 � 2bn�3)2

n�4 þ � � �
þ (bn�k�1 þ bn�k � 2bn�kþ1)2

n�k þ � � � þ (b�1 þ b0 � 2b�1)2
0

¼
Xn=2�1

k¼0

(b2k�1 þ b2k � 2b2kþ1)2
2k : (11:46)

Assumption is made that n is an even number, bn�1 represents the sign bit bs, and b�1¼ 0. The product

Z(¼A B) is then given by

Z ¼
Xn=2�1

j¼0

(PPj A2
j)j: even number, (11:47)

where

PPj ¼ bj�1 � bj � 2bjþ1 (11:48)

The partial product PPj is to be calculated in the 2-bit Booth algorithm. Therefore, n=2 partial products

and hence n2=2 partial product bits are generated according to this algorithm. The partial product PPj
has a value of one of 0, ±A, and ±2A, depending on the values of the adjacent three bits on the multiplier

(bj�1, bj and bjþ1). The generation of 2A is easily realized by shifting each bit of A to one-bit higher

position. The negative value on the 2’s complement system is realized by negating each bit of A(¼�A)

and adding 1 to the LSB position of �A. The latter is done by placing a new partial product bit (Mj)

corresponding to 1 and adding it in a CSA. The Booth algorithm is implemented into two steps:
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FIGURE 11.26 (a) 4-2 compressor-1, (b) 4-2 compressor-2, (c) 4-2 compressor-3.
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Booth encoding and Booth selecting. The Booth encoding step is to generate one of the five values from

the adjacent three bits bj�1, bj, and bjþ1. This is realized according to the following Boolean equations,

Aj ¼ bj�1 � bj (11:49)

2Aj ¼ � (bj�1 � bj)(bj � bjþ1) (11:50)

Mj ¼ bjþ1: (11:51)

The Booth selector generates a partial product bit at the (iþ j)th position by utilizing the output signals

from the Booth encoder and the multiplicand bits as follows:

Pi,j ¼ (aiAj þ ai�12Aj)�Mj (11:52)

An example of a partial product bit generator is shown in Fig. 11.27a. As is seen in the figure, a typical

partial product bit generator requires 18 transistors in CMOS implementation as compared with 6

transistors for a case of generating it with a simple AND gate. Thus a part of the effect of reducing the

number of partial product bits at the same bit position is compensated for because of the complexity of

the circuit to generate a partial product bit in the Booth recoding.

Goto proposed a new scheme to reduce the number of transistors for generating a partial product bit.

This scheme is called ‘‘sign-select Booth encoding’’ [36]. In this scheme, the Booth encoding is done so

as to generate two sign signals PL (positive) andM (negative) that are selected depending on the logic of

an input multiplicand bit in the Booth encoding step. The Boolean equations are shown in the following,

ai

Aj

2Aj
ai −1

Mj
Pi,j

(a)

ai+1 ai~ai+1 ~ai

ei+1,j

~PLj

~Mj

~Aj

Aj

ei−1,j

Pi+1,j Pi,j

TG1

TG2

TG3 TG4

P2(i,j)
(b)

FIGURE 11.27 (a) Partial product bit generator-1. (b) Partial product bit generator-2.
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Aj ¼ bj�1 � bj (11:53)

2Aj ¼ � (bj�1 � bj) (11:54)

Mj ¼ � (bj�1bj)bjþ1 (11:55)

PLj ¼ (bj�1 þ bj)(�bjþ1) (11:56)

The Booth selector is constructed to select either PLj or Mj depending on the multiplicand bit (ai or

�ai) according to the following Boolean equation:

Pi,j ¼ (aiPLj þ � aiMj)Aj þ (ai�1PLj þ � ai�1Mj)2Aj (11:57)

In this modified Booth selector implemented with pass transistors, the transistor count per bit is as small

as 10 as illustrated in Fig. 11.27b. Thus it is reduced roughly to one-half as compared with that of the

regular selector without the speed degradation.

As can be seen from the above explanations, the sign bit, unlike other approaches [39], need not be

treated as a special case of partial product bit, but it is manipulated similarly to other bits. Thus the

correction circuit need not be equipped with for the Booth algorithm.

The Booth algorithm can be generalized to any radix with more than two bits. However, a 3-bit

recoding requires ±3A, which requires addition of ±A and ±2A, resulting in a carry propagation. The

delay with such a mechanism degrades the high-speed capability of a 3-bit recoding. A 4-bit or higher

bit recoding may be considered [40], but it requires very complex recoding circuitry. Eventually, only the

2-bit (radix 4) recoding is actually used.

11.2.3.6 Sign Correction for Booth Algorithm

As mentioned in the former section on adders with 2’s complement numbers, the sign bits of the

operands need be extended to the MSB of the sum to correctly calculate these numbers. This sign

extension can be simplified for addition of partial products based on the 2-bit Booth algorithm in the

following way.

The sum SGN of the whole extended bits can be expressed by

SGN ¼ (22n�1 þ 22n�2 þ � � � þ 2n)Ps(0) þ (22n�1 þ 22n�2 þ � � � þ 2nþ2)Ps(2)

þ � � � þ (22n�1 þ 22n�2 þ � � � þ 2n�j)Ps(j) þ � � �
þ (22n�1 þ 22n�2)Ps(n�2)

¼ {� (22n þ 1) 20Ps(0) � (22n þ 1) 22Ps(2) � � � �
� (22n þ 1) 2jPs(j) � � � � � (22n þ 1) 2n�2Ps(n�2)}2

n

¼ {� 20Ps(0) � 22Ps(2) � � � � � 2jPs(j) � � � � � 2n�2Ps(n�2)}2
n

(Mod 22n)

¼ { �Ps(0) þ 21þ �Ps(2) þ 23 þ � � � þ �Ps(j) þ 2jþ1 þ � � �
þ �Ps(n�2) þ 2n�1 þ 1}2n, (11:58)

where

j is an even number

Ps(j) indicates a sign bit of the partial product at the jth position

Considering the above result, the multiplication of n-bit 2’s complement numbers are performed as

illustrated in Fig. 11.28 for a case of 83 8-bit multiplication, where Mj indicates a partial product bit

introduced to add 1 at the LSB position in the jth partial product if the encoded result is a negative value.
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For the 2-bit Booth recoding, the maximum number of partial product bits at the same position is

n=2þ 1 as the sign correction term or Mj term has to be considered.

11.2.3.7 Overall Design of Parallel Multiplier

A high-speed but small-size parallel multiplier can be designed by devising recoding algorithm, arraying

systematically well-configured components, and adopting a high-performance CPA. Most recent-day

fast multipliers for mantissa multiplication of two double-precision numbers based on the IEEE standard

[41] are designed according to the block diagram shown in Fig. 11.29. Under this standard, the mantissa

multiplication requires a 543 54-bit hardware multiplier, because the mantissa is represented by 52 bits

internally, and a hidden bit and a sign bit must be added to manipulate 2’s complement numbers.

A fast 543 54-bit parallel structuredmultiplier was developed byMori, et al. in 1991 [7]. They adopted the

2-bit Booth algorithm and the Wallace tree composed of 58 transistor 4-2 compressors. By adopting the

Wallace tree composed of the 4-2 compressors, only four addition stages suffice to compress the maximum

number of the partial product bits at the same bit position. This design adopts an XOR gate that is a pseudo-

CMOS circuit shown in Fig. 11.18d to increase the operation speed of 4-2 compressors and the final CPA. They

obtained a 54354-bitmultiplier with a delay time of 10 ns and area of 12.5mm2 (transistor count is 81,600) in

0.5 mm CMOS technology.

Ohkubo, et al. implemented a 543 54-bit parallel multiplier by utilizing pass-transistor multiplexers

[35]. The delay time constructed with them can be made smaller than that implemented in the

conventional CMOS gates because of shorter critical path within the circuit. They constructed a CSA

tree in Fig. 11.30 only by 4-2 compressors shown in Fig. 11.26b.

By combining a 4-2 compressor tree with a conditional carry-

selection (CCS) adder [35], they obtained a fast multiplier with

a delay time of 4.4 ns and area of 12.9 mm2 (transistor count is

100,200) in 0.25 mm CMOS technology.

Goto proposed a new layout scheme named ‘‘Regularly

Structured Tree (RST)’’ for implementing the Wallace tree in

1992 [34]. In this scheme, partial product bits with a max-

imum of 28 at the same bit position to be compressed into two

for a 543 54-bit parallel multiplier are first divided into four

7-2 compressor blocks, as shown in Fig. 11.31. In this figure,

a 4D2 block consists of two sets of four Booth selectors and a

4-2 compressor, and a 3D2 block consists of two sets of three

Booth selectors and a FA. A 4Wmeans a 4-2 compressor in the

same figure. Thus, a 7D4 block constitutes four 7-2 compres-

sors at the consecutive bit positions. Arranging this 7D4 block

with regularity as shown in Fig. 11.32, the Booth selectors

and the CSA part of a 543 54-bit parallel multiplier can be

Sign bit
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FIGURE 11.28 8 3 8-bit multiplication with sign correction.
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systematically laid out including the intermediate wiring among the blocks. This scheme simplifies

drastically the complicated layout and wiring among not only the compressors in the CSA part but also

the compressors and the Booth selectors. In a modified version of the RSTmultiplier, the delay time of 4.1

Booth encoder
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FIGURE 11.30 54 3 54-bit parallel multiplier composed of arrayed 4-2 compressors.
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ns and as small size as 1.27 mm2 (transistor count is 60,797) were obtained in 0.25 mmCMOS technology

[36]. By adopting a 4-2 compressor with 48 transistors (Fig. 11.26c) and the sign-select Booth recoding

algorithm as described earlier, the total number of transistors were reduced by 24% as compared with that

of the earlier design.

11.2.4 Conclusion

As has been mentioned in this chapter section, various attempts were tried and refined to implement fast

adders and multipliers. The basic idea, however, is consistent among these studies in that the circuit

components should be as simple as possible to shorten the critical path, and that the algorithm as a

whole should be suitably refined for CMOS implementation. The well-prepared circuit components are

in themselves valuable for easy implementation of fast and efficient arithmetic units.

The need for faster arithmetic logic units will be continually recognized for its importance among the

application engineers of the up-to-date electronics systems, so that the design efforts will be continued

to optimize the fast arithmetic algorithms in the advanced CMOS technology. With advance of the SoC

technology, evaluating the merit of the algorithm and modifying it to fit to the execution model of the

dedicated processor will increase its importance. The system-level performance optimization as a total

system will be another subject for realization of the coming high-performance systems.
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12.1 Introduction

In every process generation, as transistor size decreases it enables to pack more features on silicon.

Moore’s law predicts doubling of transistors every 18 months. From switching power perspective, it

means doubling power consumption every 18 months if device geometry is not reduced. As we migrate

to smaller device geometry, transistor capacitance and threshold voltage are reduced thus allowing for a

lower supply voltage operation. The benefits of lower capacitance as well as lowering of supply voltage

will not offset the increase in power due to added features on the silicon and higher frequency of

operation. From one process generation to the next, variety of design techniques are implemented to

ensure power consumption stays relatively constant. As shown in Figure 12.1, since the advent of 130 nm

technology, switching power consumption from one process generation to the next has remained

relatively constant [1].

One of the key design parameters for consideration in any very large scale integration (VLSI) design is

average power consumption. The average power is defined as [2,3]

Pavg ¼ Pdynamic þ Pstatic (12:1)
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The Pdynamic component comprises power consumption due to transistor switching and Pstatic compo-

nent comprises power consumption due to transistor leakage when it is idle. In this chapter, we examine

sources of dynamic power consumption and different methods of its reduction in submicron design

practices. The Pdynamic has two components, Pswitching and Pshort-circuit. The Pswitching is power consumed

when transistor is switching and Pshort-circuit is power consumed due to direct current path between the

supply and ground when gate output is switching.

Pshort-circuit is defined as

Pshort-circuit ¼ lf (VDD � 2Vth)
3 (12:2)

where

l is a constant

Vth is the threshold voltage

Short-circuit power is a small portion of the total Pavg described in Equation 12.2 [2]. For a

high-performance ASIC designs, it comprises 10%–20% of total power consumption.

In this chapter, we concentrate on methods to control both components of Pdynamic. All the methods

discussed in this chapter are applicable to submicron VLSI designs.

Pswitching can be described as

Pswitching ¼ f � C � V 2
DD � AF (12:3)

where

C ¼ capacitance

f ¼ operating frequency

VDD¼ supply voltage

AF ¼ activity factor (ratio of node toggles over clock toggles)

At first glance, one can observe that dynamic power consumption decreases quadratically with VDD and

linearly with decrease in frequency, capacitance, and activity factor [2,4]. Therefore, the most effective

way of reducing dynamic power is by reducing supply voltage, which comes at the expense of

performance penalty. In order to gain the performance loss due to lowering of supply voltage, threshold

voltage (Vth) should be lowered. The lower threshold voltage Vth increases the subthreshold leakage
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FIGURE 12.1 Power trend with technology scaling. (From Hillman, D., Virtual Silicon, and J. Wei, Tensilica,

SNUG Implementing Power Management IP for Dynamic and Static Power Reduction in Configurable Microprocessors

using the Galaxy Design Platform at 130 nm’’ SNUG, Boston, MA, 2004. With permission.)
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current since Vth has exponential relationship with leakage current. There are various techniques

to mitigate the leakage current issues, discussed later in the chapter. Along with threshold voltage

reduction, designers also use various circuit techniques to make up for the performance loss. Most of

these techniques increase Pdynamic power [4]. In short, voltage scaling alone does not give enough power

savings to keep total power consumption constant over process generations.

Other obvious way of reducing Pdynamic is by reducing total switching capacitance. The total switching

capacitance has two components, total capacitance and toggle count, that measure how often the

total capacitance is switching. To achieve most Pdynamic reduction, we need to reduce toggle count of

high-capacitance nets, such as long busses and large drivers, and reduce total capacitance of nets toggling

often, such as clocks. From study of activity factors across different benchmarks in Figure 12.2, we have

derived the following data which illustrates that about 80% of nonclock nodes have activity factor less

than 0.1. This indicates clock optimization gives most power reduction. However, this does not mean

we should ignore nets with low-activity factors (<0.1). Our next focus area should be how to lower

it further.

On the basis of Equation 12.3, lowering frequency of operation can also reduce the switching power.

Although this could be attractive for designs where performance is not a priority, this technique does not

address the need for improvement in power efficiency of the circuit since energy per operation remains

constant [3].

Although Pdynamic power reduction can be addressed at any design level—architecture, logic,

circuit, or layout—this chapter will focus on practical techniques commonly used in submicron

VLSI designs.

12.2 RTL and Gate Level Dynamic Power Optimization

12.2.1 Clock Gating

A major component of microprocessor power is clock power. This is due to the fact that clock is used in

majority of the circuit blocks in a VLSI chip. Clock signal switches every cycle and thus, has an activity

factor of 1. The pie chart in Figure 12.3 shows different components of power consumption in a

typical VLSI chip. In addition, it can be observed that roughly 50% of total switching power is coming

from clock.
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A widely used technique in the industry for dynamic power reduction is clock gating. Since usage of

functional blocks in design is highly dependent on the application used [5], there are opportunities to

shut off circuits that are not used all the time. In turn, this will result in switching power savings.

Figure 12.4 illustrates the mechanics of clock gating. Clock gating is achieved by ANDing the clock with

a gated-control signal (enable). This enable will shut off the clock to the specific circuit when it is not

used, thus avoiding unnecessary toggling of circuit and all the associated capacitances. A specific area

that clock gating aims for is sequential elements and local clock drivers. Figure 12.3 illustrates that 33%

and 32% of total clock power are consumed by local clock drivers and sequential elements, respectively.

Although clock-gating technique can reduce power consumption effectively, it does increase design

complexity. It also requires a methodology that determines which circuits are gated, when, and for

how long.

Timing requirement: Firstly, enable signal used in clock gating can have a very strict timing require-

ment. If the enable signal switches and turns off the gated-clock when it is high, the logic implemen-

tations following the gated-clock may not finish their function in current cycle thus resulting in

incorrect functionality. Hence, the enable signal should remain stable when clock is high and can only

switch when clock is in low phase. Secondly, in order to guarantee the correct function of the logic

implementation after the gated-clock, it should be turned on in time and the glitch of the gated-clock

should be avoided. Thirdly, the AND gate may result in additional clock skew. For high-performance

design with short-clock cycle time, the clock skew could be significant and needs to be taken into careful

consideration.

Granularity : The level at which clock gating can be implemented is also an important issue. Global

clock gating can turn off a larger clock load each time, even though it has less opportunity of disabling

the clock. In turn, this may result in higher di=dt issues since a large group of circuits are turned on=off
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at the same time. On the other hand, local clock gating is more effective to reduce the worst-case

switching power. It also suffers less from di=dt issues. However, it may introduce frequent toggling of the

clock-gated circuit between enable and disable states as well as higher area=power=routing overhead,

especially when the clock-gating control circuitry is comparable with the clock-gated logic itself.

There are many clock-gating techniques investigated in microprocessor design. Li et al. [6] introduced

a deterministic clock-gating (DCG) methodology based on the key observation that for many of the

stages in a modern pipeline, a circuit block’s usage in a specific cycle in the near future is determinis-

tically known a few cycles ahead of time. Pipeline balancing (PLB) is a predictive methodology to clock-

gate unused components whenever the instruction level parallelism (ILP) is predicted to be low [5].

Manne et al. [7] reduced energy without major performance penalty by restricting instruction fetch

when the machine is likely to mispredict. Brooks and Martonosi [8] discussed value-based clock gating

and operation packing in integer arithmetic logic units (ALUs).

12.2.2 Switching Activity Reduction through Data Gating

Data gating is an alternate gating method for power reduction. Its basic idea is similar to clock gating:

based on the validation of the current data, an enable signal is generated by the enable logic and used to

prevent the data from toggling when the input data is invalid or in an idle condition. Figure 12.5

illustrates the implementation of data gating.

In the situation where clock gating could not be implemented due to design complexity, we can apply

data gating for power reduction. Dynamic circuit charges the internal nodes at the precharge phase of the

clock, and discharges or retains value depending on inputs during the evaluation phase. As a result, the

data and nonclock nodes in dynamic circuit have relatively higher activity factors [9]. In such a case,

implementing data gating can reduce switching power effectively. For example, data gating can set data

inputs to a default state such that domino gate does not discharge. To prevent the first stage of a domino,

stage from evaluation can also reduce power consumption in the following stages because in such a

condition they would not switch. Compared to clock gating, data gating has similar issues such as which

circuits can be gated, when, and for how long. However, the power reduction of data gating is less effective

because clock nodes are still toggling and consume power even though data inputs are disabled. Only at

the time clock node is disabled, the whole circuit is turned off to save power on both clock and data nodes.

12.2.3 Low-Power Logic Synthesis and FSM Optimization

In general, after designs are described at the RTL (register transfer level), they use logic synthesis tool for

the hardware implementation. For such designs, logic optimization is an important stage in order to

achieve small delay, power, and area.

In general, datapath has regular and preoptimized structures. Logic optimization for datapath is usually

limited to binding the logic gates to the cells or gates in the technology library. Hence, technology-

independent optimizations are usually used for control circuits [10]. In this section, we introduce two

optimization technologies: finite-state machine (FSM) assignment and technology mapping.

Comb. 
logic

Data

Enable
logic Enable

Clk

FFs

FIGURE 12.5 Data gating.
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12.2.3.1 FSM Assignment

FSM assignment can determine and strongly influence the random logic associated with its implemen-

tation. It considers the likelihood of state transitions—the probability of a state transition when the

primary input signal probabilities are given [10]. The purpose of FSM assignment is to minimize the

objective function g when considering all transitions of the state machine:

g ¼
X

all transitions

pijwij (12:4)

Here, pij is the probability of transition from state Si to Sj, and wij is its corresponding weight such as

capacitance or activity factor.

Roy and Prasad presented an example of FSM assignment in Ref. [10], which is shown in Figure 12.6.

This is a state machine that produces ‘‘1’’ only when five 1’s appear sequentially. Otherwise, the output of

the state machine is 0. In the graph, each node Si represents a state and a directed edge Si�!x=y Sj represents
a transition from state Si to state Sj with input x and output y.

If we use three D flip-flops to implement the state machine, there are two possible assignment

schemes (shown in Table 12.1). The input signal probability is assumed to be 0.5, and the data changing

for each flip-flop is weighted as 1. In such a condition, the objective functions g in Equation 12.4 for

assignment one and assignment two are 10 and 5.5, respectively. This example shows that proper FSM

assignment can decrease activity factor, and hence save switching power.

FSM assignment can be used to optimize not only activity factor but also capacitance, delay, and area

[11]. Furthermore, FSM can also be used for clock-gating scheme, such as precomputation, guarded

evaluation, gated-clock finite state machines (FSMs) and FSM decomposition [12].

12.2.3.2 Technology Mapping

Technology mapping can be stated as follows: map a Boolean network to gates in a target library when

some given cost is minimized by technology-independent optimization procedures [13].

S1
1/0

S2

0/0

1/0 1/0 1/0
S3 S4 S5

0/0

0/0
0/0

0/0, 1/1 

FIGURE 12.6 An FSM example. (From Roy, K. and Prasad, S., Low-Power CMOS VLSI Circuit Design, John Wiley

& Sons, Inc., Hoboken, NJ, ISBN 0-471-11488-X, 2000. With permission.)

TABLE 12.1 Two Possible State Assignments

Assignment 1 Assignment 2

S1 010 000

S2 101 100

S3 000 111

S4 111 010

S5 100 011

Source: Roy, K. and Prasad, S. in Low-Power CMOS VLSI Circuit Design,

John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Hoboken, NJ, ISBN 0-471-11488-X, 2000.

With permission.
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Obviously, the same logic can be implemented with different combinations of library cells, and hence

result in different activity, capacitance, power, and delay. Figure 12.7 illustrates two circuits with

equivalent logic. Assuming the capacitances of the corresponding nodes are same, the circuit shown

in Figure 12.7b consumes less power than the circuit shown in Figure 12.7a due to the lower activity

factor at the output of XOR gate [14].

Most of the initial technology mapping techniques targeted delay or area minimization. Delay

minimization usually introduces large gates with higher capacitance, and hence consumes more

power. Area minimization can reduce the total capacitance, but it is not always associated with

minimum power dissipations. One of the reasons is usage of smaller cells as well as increase in activity

factor. Chinnery and Keutzer show that for a 0.13 mm 32-bit multiplier design, the power consumption

is 1.32 times higher when using minimum area mapping instead of minimum delay [14].

By assigning activity factors, technology mapping can achieve better results for lower power con-

sumption. Lin and de Man [13] show that while maintaining similar performance, technology mapping

can reduce the average power consumption by 22%, with 39% area increase in some cases.

12.2.3.3 Power Impacts of Logic Topologies

Logic design refers to the topology and logic structure used to implement datapath elements such as

adders and multipliers [14]. Choosing which type of logic design is a trade-off between area, speed, and

power requirements. Vratonjic et al. [15] implemented various logics for a 32-bit adder design at

nominal voltage. The investigation shows that variable block adder (VBA) has the least amount of

energy when clock cycle time is 1 ns. As clock cycle increased to 2.1 ns, ripple carry adder (RCA)

consumes the least energy. In reality, what logic design should be used is determined by the overall

project goals and constraints.

12.2.4 Bus Encoding

As technology scales down, integration density and data communication increases. Hence, the power

dissipation on system bus becomes a significant portion of the whole chip power. Bus encoding is one of

the promising techniques to reduce bus power consumption by minimizing the number of bit transi-

tions on each individual bus line (i.e., activity factor).

A 2-bit bus in Figure 12.8 is a simple example of bus encoding. The bus can be encoded with binary

code or gray code, which is an ordering of 2n binary numbers such that only 1 bit changes from one

entry to the next. As shown in the figure, when the bus data changes in the sequence of

C0!C1!C2!C3!C0, the switching activities (SA) for binary code are six. On the other hand, by

using a gray code scheme the switching activities will be reduced to four. Hence, gray code can be used

over binary code implementation as means of reduction in switching activity for busses with fix data

access pattern i.e., sequential instruction address busses [16].

In order to effectively eliminate undesirable effects that would otherwise occur during transmission of

un-encoded bus, different types of codes have been investigated depending on the different types of bus

1/2 7/32

3/8

3/8

3/8

1/21/2

1/2

7/32
1/2 3/8

1/2
1/2 3/8
1/2 1/2

(a) (b)

FIGURE 12.7 Equivalent logic with different applications. (From Chinnery, D.G. and Keutzer, K., Closing the

power gap between ASIC and custom: an ASIC perspective, Proceedings of 42nd Design Automation Conference

(DAC’05), pp. 275–280, June 2005. With permission.)
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and data access patterns. The complexity and overhead of enco-

ding=decoding circuitry need to be considered as well. Algebraic

codes use only a binary operation with simple encoding=decod-

ing circuitry. They are efficient for sequential access patterns or

instruction=data interleaving [17,18]. Permutation codes target

on only address busses by using a fixed coding function [16,19].

Probabilistic code is the most complex one, which uses an appli-

cation-specific function based on statistical information and

static analysis [20,21] or dynamic analysis [22].

Furthermore, as technology scales, the coupling capacitance

between adjacent bus lines starts playing an important role in

bus power dissipation. As neighboring lines have bit transitions

and cause a voltage difference, the line-to-line coupling capacitance will be charged=discharged thus

increasing power consumption. Bus encoding techniques considering both self-capacitance and coup-

ling capacitance [23,24] have been investigated as means of reducing bus power effectively.

12.3 Power Optimizations in Transistor Level for Static
and Dynamic Circuits

Static circuit is widely used, especially in ASIC design, because of its robustness in the presence of noise

and VDD variation. This makes the design relatively trouble-free and amenable to a high degree of

automation. Dynamic circuits, on the other hand, are commonly implemented in datapath to benefit

from its fast speed and small area. In this section, we analyze the dynamic power consumptions of static

and dynamic circuits and introduce some power reduction techniques.

12.3.1 Static Circuit Design Considerations

A static CMOS gate is a combination of a pull-up network (PUN) and a pull-down network (PDN).

Depending on input pattern, a steady path always exists from OUT to VDD or Ground. Hence, OUT is

conducting to VDD or Ground most of the time, which results in low sensitivity to noise and process

variations for static circuit.

12.3.1.1 Dynamic Power in Static Design

Switching power is a main source of power dissipation in a static circuit due to capacitance charging and

discharging. As shown in Equation 12.3, the effective capacitance C and activity factor AF are two

important factors related to the switching power consumption assuming the design has a fixed clock

frequency.

Lowering the effective capacitance cannot only reduce power dissipation but also improve perform-

ance when efficient driving ability is satisfied. However, design trade-offs among circuit elements, logic

cone, physical configuration, and circuit activity need to be considered carefully.

Device sizing: When circuit is gate dominant, most of the load capacitance comes from gate and

diffusion capacitances of transistors. Without hurting the overall path delay, minimum size of transistors

or library cells should be utilized for power saving. On the other hand, if gate load is dominant by

external capacitance, such as wiring or large fan-out, sizing up becomes necessary to achieve required

performance.

Wide logic sizing: Figure 12.9 demonstrates cell sizing in a logic cone design, which takes logic widths

into consideration. Compared to narrow logic, wide logic involves more gates and has a larger capacitive

load. We can downsize wide logic to reduce total capacitance and upsize narrow logic to keep the same

timing requirement.

C0 

(a) (b)

00

C2 10

C3 11

C1 01

Binary code 

SA = 6

C0 00

C2 11

C3 10

C1 01

Gray code 

SA = 4

FIGURE 12.8 Bus encoding example.
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Sequential sizing: Since clock switches every cycle, sequential elements such as flip-flops and latches

usually have higher activity factor than combinational logic. Hence, downsizing sequential elements can

gain more power saving than reducing the size of combinational logic. Gating techniques, such as

clock gating and data gating, can effectively reduce switching power dissipation by lowering activity

factor (see Section 12.2).

In reality, the propagation delay of a signal is not zero and it can cause spurious transitions, called

glitches. These transitions are not registered and die at clock boundary. Glitches are wasted or

unused toggles. Glitch could result in multiple transitions at a circuit node before it settles at the

correct logic level resulting in additional energy consumption. Since glitch is mainly due to unbalance of

paths to the same gate, making the path length approximately same is a sufficient way to reduce

glitch power.

12.3.2 Dynamic Circuit Design Considerations

Dynamic logic is usually implemented in high-performance application or complex logic functions

where speed and density overrule power. A number of dynamic design styles such as domino logic and

np-CMOS have been developed. In this section, we use domino logic as an example to analyze power

consumption and low-power techniques in dynamic logic.

Figure 12.10a demonstrates a two-stage footed domino circuit with keeper and a secondary precharge

device (SPD). As all the other dynamic circuits, its operation is divided into two phases: (1) at the

precharge phase of clock, Cdyn charges to VDD through PMOS precharge transistor (MP1) and (2)

during the evaluation phase of clock, Cdyn discharges or retains value depending on the input to the

pull-down logic.

12.3.2.1 Switching Power Optimization in Dynamic Circuits

Similar to static logic, capacitance switching is also a main source of switching power dissipation

in domino logic. The load capacitance Cload in domino logic consists of Cdyn and Cint as shown in

Figure 12.10a. Cdyn is the total capacitance at domino node (Ndyn), which includes drain diffusion

capacitances of precharge transistor MP1, keeper MP2, and the PDN transistors connected to Ndyn

such as MN1 in Figure 12.10a. The gate capacitance of INV1 and INV2 also contributes to Cdyn. Cint

is the capacitance at internal nodes of NMOS stack. Compared with static circuit, domino logic has

Sequential 1 Sequential 2
Logic cone width

Device
size

FIGURE 12.9 Device sizing trade-off.
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a lower load capacitance because it does not have PMOS stack. Our internal study of a 32-bit adder

design at 0.25 mm technology node shows that domino implementation has 30% less in capacitive

loading than the static implementation. However, domino circuit has a higher clock capacitance

Cclock, which composes of gate capacitance of MP1, the secondary precharge device MP3, and the

foot device MN2.

In contrast to static circuit, the switching of domino logic is monotonic and its output set to the final

value without glitch. However, domino logic has an inherent higher activity: Cclock is charged and

discharged in every clock cycle as clock switches. Furthermore, if Cload is discharged during evaluation

phase of clock, it will be pulled to VDD during precharge phase of next clock cycle. In dual-rail domino

design style, charging and discharging of Cload happens in every clock cycle, which makes the power

consumption even worse. An internal study of a 32-bit adder design at 0.25 mm technology node shows

that on an average, the activity factor of domino implementation is 5–10 times of the static logic.

Overall, the domino circuit consumes 4–6 times of switching power than the static implementation.

There are various techniques to reduce capacitance in domino circuit. MP1 could be minimized in

order to reduce the capacitances on precharge clock and domino node Ndyn, as long as it does not

violate clock pulse width and precharge node slope requirements. If the second stage in a two-stage

domino design has a high fan-in, designer can convert the second stage to unfooted style from footed by

removing the evaluation clock device (MN3 in Figure 12.10). As a result, a good amount of clock

loading at the second stage is reduced and switching power dissipation can be significantly saved.

However, combination of footed and unfooted domino circuit is more susceptible to power contention

(in Section 12.3.3) and more difficult to implement in design compared to footed domino logic.

Furthermore, footed domino circuits with the same evaluation clock phase can share the foot devices

in physical layout. Each individual foot device can be downsized to reduce overall clock loading.

Splitting a wide-width domino circuit into several narrow-width branches can reduce Cload as well as

improve performance. Figure 12.11 illustrates such an example. Under the conditions that only one of

the domino pull-down transistors turn on during evaluation phase in the original design, the diffusion

capacitances of four NMOS transistors are discharged. After splitting the domino into two branches as

shown in the figure, the domino discharge happens only on two NMOS diffusion capacitances.

In domino design, keeper (Mkpr) and second precharging device (Mspd) are widely used to

compensate the charging loss due to leakage current and improve noise margin. Optimization on

these devices can reduce clock loading and switching power dissipation. As semiconductor process

Precharge clk

Evaluation clk

(a) (b)

MN2

Cint 

Cdyn

Clk
MP3MN1

Ndyn

MP1
MP2

INV2

INV1

Input S1A

Input S1B Input S2B

Input S2A
Clk

MN3

Race
period 1

Precharge
Precharge

Time

Evaluate

Evaluation
clk

Precharge
clk

Race
period 2

FIGURE 12.10 Footed domino with keeper=SPD (left); Domino power contention race (right).
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advances along with smaller feature size and voltage reduction, leakage current and noise issue become

more critical. This makes downsizing of Mkpr and Mspd harder in future designs.

Decreasing activity factor, such as clock gating or data stated in Sections 12.2.1 and 12.2.2, can

effectively reduce switching power consumption in domino circuit. By setting the domino node

precharge state to default logic state, precharging=discharging activities will be reduced. This in turn

would result in reduction of switching power dissipation. For instance, the default state of domino

nodes in CAM structure can be set as the one at logical mismatching condition because CAM rarely gets

a match in operation. A domino phase assignment technique in paper shows that up to 35% of

switching power can be saved with 8.6% area increase [25].

12.3.3 Power Consumption due to Contention

Power contention is a unique power consumption component existing in domino circuit. During the

transition from precharge to evaluation stage, precharge clock de-assertion and evaluation clock

assertion may have an overlap presented as race period 1 in Figure 12.10b. During this short period, a

current flow exists from VDD to Ground and consumes unnecessary power. Similarly, clock overlap (race

period 2) could exist during the transition from evaluation to precharge phase.

Careful clock design can prevent power contention race from occurring. For example, delaying

evaluation clock by adding clock buffer can avoid the clock overlap at race period 1. Likewise, delaying

precharge clock by properly shaping the clock can prohibit the power contention race at race period 2.

Clock overlap is the cause of power contention in domino circuit. Static CMOS circuit can also have

power contention due to switching activity of output signal: when CMOS logic output switches from

one polarity to the other, there is a momentary short-current between VDD and Ground, and hence

consume short-circuit power [26] as shown in Equation 12.2. Short-circuit current is sensitive to input

slope of CMOS circuit. Slow input slope would increase short-circuit duration and short-circuit power.

On the other hand, oversized driver size to improve slope could increase peak current and introduce

more capacitance. Careful device sizing is the key to strike the balance.

12.3.4 Power–Delay Product Comparison

Instead of focusing on delay reduction solely, the fundamental of today’s VLSI design is to ensure that

the designs are optimized for the best trade-off between power and delay. Power–delay product (PDP)

becomes a popular metric, which measures energy consumed by gate per switching event. Figure 12.12

presents a comparison of 32-bit adder PDP between static and domino implementations. The sub-

optimum static or domino design is often sized such that it is operating above the knee of the respective

curves in order to achieve less delay. However, for the best power–delay trade-off, it is best to design at

the knee of the curve as shown in Figure 12.12. When the relative delay is greater than 1.5, static CMOS

logic can achieve the same performance as domino logic with much less power dissipation. As the

relative delay decreases, PDP difference between domino and static design becomes smaller. When the

required performance exceeds the limit of static CMOS design (the relative delay is smaller than 1.3),

static CMOS logic is infeasible and domino circuit is the only solution.

FIGURE 12.11 Domino splitting.
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In summary, domino circuit provides absolute delay performance and enables high-speed=small area

design. However, domino circuit is power hungry and not scalable as process technology advances. Static

CMOS provides good power–delay product and is robust through process scaling.

12.4 Power Reduction at Physical Implementation Level

The analysis based on a state-of-the-art microprocessor reveals that over 50% of switching power

consumption are from the interconnect switching, as shown in Figure 12.13 [27]. The gate capacitance

load contributes another 34% and the rest is due to diffusion capacitance load. The figure also states that

the longer nets are responsible for majority of the interconnect capacitance. This leaves large design

room to reduce interconnects switching power at the physical level. If these long nets are routed in

higher metal layers, it can further reduce switching power because higher metal layers have lower cross-

cap and layer-to-layer capacitance due to larger spacing and low-K dielectric use compared to lower

metal layers.

With technology scaling, interconnect has smaller pitch to support the increasing device density.

Wire width is shrinking from process generation to the next. To keep resistance from increasing too

quickly, the line thickness are scaled at a faster rate, which results in a higher wire aspect ratio

(AR¼ thickness=width). Therefore, there will be more coupling capacitance between neighboring

wires. As illustrated in Figure 12.14, the ratio of coupling capacitance (Cc) to metal-to-ground capaci-

tance (Cg) increases significantly, assuming line space equals to the line width [28]. In addition,

the spacing between wires is also shrinking rapidly with the process to maintain high-packing
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FIGURE 12.12 Power–delay curve for domino and static circuit.
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density; further increasing the coupling capacitance between interconnects [29], in turn increasing

switching power.

12.4.1 Power Reduction Techniques in Floor Plan

The traditional partition and floor plan were mainly focusing on the performance improvement

and area reduction. However, recent research and design are including interconnect switching power

reduction in the cost function as well. We will explore some of the ideas to reduce switching power by

interconnect load minimization in the physical side.
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FIGURE 12.13 Switching power vs. net length. (From Magen, N., Kolodny, A., Weiser, U., and Shamir, N.,

Interconnect-power dissipation in a microprocessor, Proceedings of Workshop on System Level Interconnect

Prediction, pp. 7–13, 2004. With permission.)
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FIGURE 12.14 Capacitive coupling with technology scaling. (From Wong, B., Nano-CMOS Circuit and Physical

Design, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Hoboken, NJ, 2005, pp. 256–258. With permission.)
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One of the ideas to explore is placement of cells near the wide part of logic cone. In a simple example

of Figure 12.15, the 4-to-1 mux should move close to the data input drivers because the interconnect

loads of inputs A [0:3] are four times larger than the output D, which translates into obvious switching

power saving. The logic could also be repartitioned so that the data would be latched at output receiver

instead of having latches for every input data, which could save on the number of latches used, thus,

resulting in switching power saving.

Because the clock load is a main contributor for switching power consumption, a good approach to

reduce clock capacitance load is to group clock elements of the same clock domain together, and place

them into a smaller area to reduce interconnect routing. As shown in Figure 12.16a,b, two latches are

moved closer to reduce the load of clock driver. This reduces the switching power of the interconnect

clock wires and potentially clock skew as well [30]. This also enables clock device size reduction, which

further saves power consumption. A design example is shown in Figure 12.17, where the registers from

same clock domain are clustered together and placed in different clock domain (from clk_d1 to clk_d6).

On the other hand, we are attacking signal nets by assigning different weights to the signals based on

their activity factor. The signal nets which have higher activity factor will have larger weight. Therefore,

it will have higher priority to route with shorter wires and less capacitance load. In Figure 12.16c, signal

on the left has higher activity than the signal on the right. Therefore, it is best to move the shared clock

elements to left, thus reducing interconnect load for the signal with higher activity factor. This net

weighting technique helps reduce the switching power of signal nets [30].

12.4.2 Interconnect Power Reduction Techniques

A strong weapon to reduce switching power is to have more spacing between neighboring wires. In 0.13

mm technology, wire capacitance is reduced 40% by increasing wire spacing 3.4 times as shown in

Figure 12.18 [27]. Therefore, most power hungry nets like clock nets are routed with more spacing

between wires in real design.

When neighboring wires switch same direction as the victim wire, there is no voltage change between

the wires. Therefore, coupling capacitor is not charged or discharged and real switching capacitance is

reduced. On the other hand, switching capacitance will increase when neighboring wires switch in the

opposite direction. This is known as Miller effect and is measured by the Miller coefficient factor (MCF).

A[0]
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Input
Driver
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A[1]
D

A[2] Receiver

A[3]

FIGURE 12.15 Move mux closer to driver.
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FIGURE 12.16 Register clustering and net weighting. (From Cheon, Y., Ho, P., Kahng, A.B., Reda, S., and Wang, S.,

Power-aware placement, Proceedings of the 42nd Design Automation Conference, pp. 795–800, June 2005. With

permission.)
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Impact of the switching capacitance not only affects the propagation delay of interconnect but also its

switching power. There are techniques, which take advantage of this phenomenon to reduce switching

power. For example, domino output signals may be routed next to each other since they switch in the

same direction once they evaluate. However, general signals that have random switching pattern cannot

take advantage of such phenomenon. In this situation it is better to increase spacing between adjacent

wires since it will help to reduce switching power.

Wire tapering is another technique that reduces the wire width as the distance from the driver

increases. As illustrated in Figure 12.19, wire tapering is used often to optimize wire delay. In addition,

interconnect capacitance is reduced as well because of more space between neighbor wires, which turns

into switching power saving. As shown in Ref. [31], there is 15% propagation delay reduction for RLC

circuit and 7% for RC circuit with optimal wire tapering. Moreover, tapering achieves 16% power

reduction for RLC circuits and 11% for RC dominant circuits, compared to nontapered wires.

The simultaneous driver and wire sizing (SDWS) algorithm not only work on wire optimization but

also considers to size driver gate and wire simultaneously for the performance and power optimization

[32]. Extending even further, the simultaneous buffer and wire sizing (SBWS) algorithm includes

interconnect buffer into design scope, which simultaneously adjusts buffer size and assigns different

clk_d1 clk_d2

clk_d3 clk_d4

clk_d6clk_d5

FIGURE 12.17 Register clustering design example.
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FIGURE 12.18 Wire capacitance vs spacing (0.13 mm tech). (From Magen, N., Kolodny, A., Weiser, U., and

Shamir, N., Interconnect-power dissipation in a microprocessor, Proceedings of Workshop on System Level

Interconnect Prediction, pp. 7–13, 2004. With permission.)
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optimal width to each wire segment in the interconnect design. The relation between buffer size and

optimal wire sizing leads to a polynomial time algorithm that computes the lower and upper bounds of

the optimal solution. As a result there is 2.6X power reduction achieved compared to manual layout [33].

Many other floor-planning and routing algorithms are also proposed and implemented to reduce the

switching power. An early stage floor plan–based power and clock distribution methodology in ASIC

design enables fixing global interconnect issues before start of detailed layout [34]. Zhong and Jha [35]

demonstrated a high-level synthesis methodology to integrate interconnect switching power and reduce

unnecessary switching of the interconnect wires. A diagonal floor plan was integrated into a dual-core

system-on-chip design to enhance data sharing between different cores and balance clock tree and power

distribution [36]. Not only was logic optimized by removing or replacing redundant wires in circuit, but

also placement was optimized by swapping a pair of blocks in FPGA design [37]. Kumthekar and

Somenzi [38] selected and placed design modules to optimize power consumption and area reduction,

which even includes power line noise reduction and thermal reliability into consideration.

12.5 CAD Tools for Auto Power Optimization

Power analysis of a design is as important as the power optimization. To optimize power, designer needs

to know power hungry blocks, what type of power needs to be improved—dynamic, static, or both—

and by how much. For efficient power optimization, it is important to have power analysis at all

abstraction levels. As we go from micro-architecture to layout design abstraction, accuracy of power

analysis improves; design changes become more complex, and the design change yields less power

savings. It is advisable to implement most of the low-power features at architecture, micro-architecture,

and RTL levels, where design changes are quick to implement and validate; and yields more power

savings. In the following section, we discuss techniques and CAD tools for power analysis and

optimization at different abstraction levels.

12.5.1 Power Analysis at Different Levels of Abstraction

Typically, architecture and micro-architecture are defined for a given power, performance, and area

goals. To validate early definition of a design against given goals, it is important to have accurate

estimates of these design parameters at higher level of abstraction. At architecture and micro-architec-

ture levels, it is very difficult to estimate accurate power due to lack of implementation details and good

switching capacitance estimates. At this level, macro-modeling technique is used to estimate power [39].

The macro-models have power characteristics of large design blocks, like ALU, memories, controller,

etc., at different operating conditions. It is either created from previous generation designs or through

fully synthesizing the large design macros. These macro-models along with system level transaction

traces generate power estimates for power trade-offs. There are many CAD tools available to estimate

and analyze architecture and system level power, for example: Orinoco from chipvision [40] and

PowerTheater from Sequence [41]. These tools can provide power data for different hardware, software,

Driver Receiver

Space

FIGURE 12.19 Wire tapering.
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and voltage domains trade-offs. These tools can read design specs in system-C and write out power

optimized RTL.

The concept of macro-modeling can be extended to RT-Level. Here macros are lower level functional

modules like adder, comparators, shifters, multiplexers, etc. There are many CAD tools for RT-Level

power analysis and optimizations. PowerTheater from Sequence [41] and PowerCompiler from

Synopsys [42] are widely used at RT-Level. Most of the clock gating and other power savings oppor-

tunities can be identified at this level. Spyglass from Atrenta [43] is another CAD tool that can help in

identifying power savings opportunities at RT-level. It has built-in low-power design rule-checker to

analyze and estimate RT-level power trade-offs for different design implementations. RT-level power

analysis and optimization can be accurate if realistic toggle count is used and is generated from

structural RTL simulations.

Sign off power analysis is done at gate-level for cell-based designs and transistor level for custom

designs. The gate-level power analysis uses precharacterized standard cell libraries, extracted capaci-

tances and toggle count from gate-level simulations along with gate-level net list. The PowerTheater

from Sequence [41] and PowerCompiler from Synopsys [42] are commonly used CAD tools for gate-

level power analysis. For custom blocks, transistor level power analysis is needed, various circuit

simulation engines like Nanosim [44] or HSIM [42] or HSPICE [42] from Synopsys or Eldo from

MentorGraphics [45] can be used. The transistor level power analysis is not advisable for large blocks

due to runtime and capacity limitations. It is typically used on small blocks for absolute accuracy.

Standard cell library characterization is one of such tasks that use transistor level simulators.

12.5.2 CAD Tools for Clock Gating, Cell Sizing, and Transistor Sizing

Clock gating is most commonly used low-power feature. It eliminates wasted switching activity. To

enable automated clock gating, RTL needs to be written clock-gating friendly, so that automated tools

can easily identify gating condition and implement clock gating during RTL synthesis. Almost all

synthesis tools handle automated clock gating. It replaces recirculating sequential cells by clock-gated

sequentials, as shown in Figure 12.20. Few of the major automated clock-gating tools are Power-

Compiler from Synopsys [42], Blast_Create from Magma [46], and RTL Compiler from Cadence

[47]. These tools can further optimize power by combining clock-gating conditions from gate level to

higher level of hierarchy. These tools are tightly integrated with static timing analysis engines to enable

cell downsizing. It achieves power reduction by altering cells only in the positive margin paths and that

way system performance is not affected.

A large part of high-performance CPUs is typically custom designed. Custom designs require manual

transistor sizing to meet power-performance goals. Because of the complexity involved in sizing individ-

ual transistors traditionally, custom blocks are overdesigned and not opened often for power optimiza-

tions. There are two CAD tools available in the industry to handle custom designs, CircuitExplorer from

Latch

CLK

D_in

EN

Reg
bank

GCLK

FIGURE 12.20 Clock-gating implementation details.
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Synopsys [42] and NeoCircuit from Cadence [47]. These CAD tools can auto tune individual transistor

sizes to meet performance while minimizing power consumption.

12.5.3 CAD Tools for Low-Power Clock Tree Synthesis and Voltage Island

As mentioned in Section 12.2.1, clock is the most power-consuming component for a high-performance

microprocessor design. To reduce power consumption in clock distribution, there are CAD tools to

implement clock tree that takes less routing resources, uses higher metal levels for power hungry clock

routes, enables fine-grained clock gating, and minimizes local clock routing capacitance. OptimizeGold

from GoldenGate [48] technology and PowerCentric from Azuro [49] are two such CAD tools known

for low-power clock tree synthesis.

In Section 12.1 we had discussion on voltage scaling for power reduction. Voltage islands and variable

Vdd are variations of voltage scaling that can be used at the block level. Voltage scaling is technology

dependent and typically applied to the whole chip. Voltage island is more suitable for system-on-chip

(SOC) designs, which integrates different functional modules with various performance requirements

on a single chip. Voltage island requires separate power domain design. If there is an overlapping voltage

domain, it increases power grid design and validation complexity. It not only takes away routing

resources but also requires custom power grid design, because most of the power grid design CAD

tools do not do good job in designing overlapping multiple voltage domains. If the voltage domains have

different supply voltage values, design becomes much more complex. It requires fire walling and level

shifters on all interface pins and custom fire-wall and level-shifter cell design. There are CAD tools to

help with fire walling and level-shifter insertion and voltage domain validations, ICCompiler from

Synopsys [42] and BlastFusion from Magma [46] to name a few.

12.5.4 CAD Tools for Multiple Threshold Voltage and Multiple Channel
Length Devices

Multiple threshold voltages are a commonly used technique for power-performance trade-offs. Low-VT

devices are used to fix critical paths, as it has improved drive strength compared to normal-VT devices.

But the low-VT devices have significant high-leakage cost. For instance, if the low-VT is 100 mV less than

the high-VT, 10% usage of the former will increase the chip standby power by >200% for sub 1 micron

technologies. Since the transistor parameters tox and Lgate do not change for the low-VT transistor,

low-VT insertion does not impact the switching power component or design size. To reduce

leakage, low-VT, and normal-VT transistors are swapped with high-VT transistors in noncritical paths.

For high-VT transistors, obvious candidate circuits are SRAMs, whose power is dominated by leakage,

and a higher VT generally also improves SRAM stability (as does a longer channel length) [50]. The main

drawbacks of multiple VT transistors are that the variation due to doping is uncorrelated between the

high- and low-threshold transistors and extra mask steps incur a process cost.

Similar to multi-VT transistors, multi-Le transistors are also widely used for power-performance trade-

offs. By drawing a transistor one grid size longer (long-L) than a minimum size, the DIBL(drain induced

barrier lowering) is attenuated and the leakage can be reduced by 2x–5x on sub 1 mm process. With this

one change, nearly 20% of the total SRAM leakage component can be alleviated at iso-performance [51].

The loss in drive current due to increased channel-resistance, on the order of 10%–20%, can be made up

for by an increase in width or, since the impact is to a single gate stage, can be ignored for most of the

designs. A potential penalty for long-Le is that the increase in gate-capacitance and the up-sized gate to

meet performance. Overall switching power does not increase significantly if the activity factor of the

affected gates is low, so this should also be considered when choosing target gates.

To use multi-VT and multi-Le for cell-based design, standard cell library should be built

and characterized with these types of devices. Once characterized industry standard tools like Power-

Compiler and ASTRO [42] from Synopsys and BlastFusion from Magma [46] can insert multi-VT and

multi-Le cells appropriately for power-performance optimization.
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12.6 Conclusion

Historically, main focus in design has been to optimize for the highest performance while neglecting

power implications. In this chapter our focus was switching power, which is one of the major

components of total power in any VLSI project. We discussed many commonly used switching power

reduction techniques in today’s design. There are many proprietary design techniques, typically used in

very high-performance designs that we could not cover. We have attempted to leave the reader with the

insight that there is a constant need to make power–delay trade-offs in order to contain switching power

consumption.
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13.1 Introduction

Low-power complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) circuit design is required to extend the

battery lifetime of portable electronics such as cellular phones or personal digital assistants. Table 13.1

shows a classification of various low-voltage and low-power approaches previously proposed. A system

can be in one of two states. It can be active (or dynamic) performing useful computation, or idle (or

standby) waiting for an external trigger. A processor, for instance, can transit to the idle state once a

required computation is complete. The supply voltage (Vdd), the threshold voltage (Vth) and the clock

frequency ( fclk) are parameters that can be dynamically controlled to reduce power dissipation.

In low-voltage systems, the use of reduced threshold devices has caused leakage to become an

important idle state problem. There are several ways to control leakage. One approach is to use a

transistor as a supply switch to cut off leakage during the idle state. Another approach to control leakage

involves threshold voltage adaptation using substrate bias (Vbb) control. The use of multiple thresholds

can be easily incorporated during the synthesis phase. The use of conditional (or gated) clocks is the

most common approach to reduce energy. Unused modules are turned off by suppressing the clock to

the module.

Low Vdd operation is very effective for active-power reduction because the power is proportional to

V 2
dd. Adapting the power supply dynamically is widely employed. A less aggressive approach is the use of

multiple static supplies where noncritical path circuits are powered by lower voltages. Dynamic Vth

scaling by Vbb control compensates for transistors’ Vth fluctuations caused by fabrication process

variations. As a result, the technique suppresses the excess leakage power. When the Vth of transistors

is very low, the suppression of leakage current is useful in the total operating power savings. Conditional

clocking also reduces the dynamic-power consumption since the clock signals are only distributed to
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operating modules. The multiple frequency method delivers several frequencies of clock signals in

accordance with required performance in each module. The clock frequency is scheduled depending

on data load, and dynamic Vdd scaling is usually applied with the frequency scheduling. These active-

power controls can also be used as leakage reduction techniques during the idle state.

This chapter explores various circuit technologies for low-power systems grouped by the controllable

parameters mentioned above.

13.2 Basic Theories of CMOS Circuits

In this section, a general analysis of a CMOS circuit is presented. The propagation delay and the power

consumption are correlated in the circuit. The power dissipation of a CMOS circuit is described [1] as

Ptotal ¼ Pcharge þ Pleak ¼ afclkCLV
2
dd þ Il0 � 10�(Vth=S) � Vdd (13:1)

where a is the switching probability (transition activity), CL is the load capacitance, Il0 is a constant, and

S is the subthreshold slope. Circuit operation causes dynamic charging and discharging power of load

capacitance, represented as Pcharge. Static leakage current resulting from subthreshold leakage of MOS

transistors is represented as Pleak. Until recently, power consumption in CMOS circuits was dominated

by Pcharge because of their high Vth devices. In the idle state, the switching probability equals 0, and

power is determined solely by Pleak.

The propagation delay of a CMOS circuit is approximately given in [2] by

Tpd ¼ bCL
Vdd

(Vdd � Vth)
a (13:2)

where b is a constant. The mobility degradation factor a is typically 1.3. With regard to performance,

low Vdd increases the delay, whereas low Vth decreases it. Low Vdd operation reduces Pcharge, but

increases Tpd. To maintain a low Tpd, Vth must be reduced. As a result, Pleak increases because of the

low Vth devices. In recent circuits developed for low Vdd applications, Vth is reduced to improve

performance. Pleak is becoming larger than Pcharge in devices with low Vth. Vth is controllable by Vbb,

and the relationship between them is described as

Vth ¼ Vth0 þ g
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Fb � Vbb

p
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Fb

p� �
(13:3)

where Vth0 is a constant, g is the substrate-bias coefficient andFb is the Fermi potential. A substrate-bias

current (Ibb) must be added to Eq. 13.1 when Vbb is used to control Vth. This is necessary in the case of

forward Vbb, which causes large substrate leakage because of p=n junctions and parasitic-bipolar

transistors in the substrate.

TABLE 13.1 Classification of Low-Power Circuit Technologies

Parameter Idle State Active State

Vdd Supply switch Voltage scaling

Multiple supply

Vth Substrate bias Substrate bias

Multiple threshold

fclk Conditional clocking Conditional clocking

Multiple frequency

Frequency scheduling
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13.3 Supply Voltage Management

13.3.1 Supply Switch

A supply switch is one of the most effective means to cut off power in the idle state. Actually, the

subthreshold leakage current caused by reduced Vth devices is a major problem in that state. The supply

switch realizes high-speed operation in the active state and low-leakage current in the standby state. The

switch was originally applied to a dynamic random access memory (DRAM) to reduce its data-retention

current [3]. As shown in Fig. 13.1, a switching transistor Ws is inserted as the word drivers’ supply

switch. The transistor width of the switchWs is equal to the width of the driverWd because two or more

word drivers will not be on at the same time. Ws determines total leakage current in the data-retention

mode. Without the switch, the total driver width is n3Wd and consumes large leakage. The supply

switch is adopted to a microprocessor in [4].

A supply switch designed with high-Vth MOS devices reduces leakage current, as represented by

the multiple threshold-voltage CMOS (MT-CMOS) scheme [5]. The MT-CMOS circuit scheme is

shown in Fig. 13.2. This technique combines two types of transistors: low-Vth transistors for high-

speed switching and high-Vth transistors for low

leakage. In the active state, SL is negated (low)

and the high-Vth supply switch transistors Q1

and Q2 supply Vdd and GND voltage to the

virtual Vdd line (VddV) and to the virtual GND

line (GNDV) respectively. The operating circuit

itself is made of low-Vth transistors to accelerate

the switching speed of the gate. In the idle state,

SL is asserted (high) and Q1 and Q2 disconnect

the Vdd V and GNDV to reduce leakage current

when the circuits are in the idle state, with the

asserted (high) SL signals. In a 0.5-mm gate-

length technology, 0.6 V Vth devices are used

for high-Vth switches and 0.3 V Vth devices are

used for low-Vth circuits. When the Vth differ-

ence between the two devices is 0.3 V, the

switches reduce the circuit’s idle current by

three orders of magnitude.

The size of the power switch is an important

factor in MT-CMOS design [6]. To supply

enough driving current to the circuit, the

impedance of the switch must be low. To realize

a reliable power supply, the capacitance of VddV

line must be large. Hence, the total gate width of

the switch must be large. Here, it is assumed

that the total width of all transistors in the logic

circuit is Wl, the width of the supply switch is

Wh. When Wh¼Wl, the supply voltage drop

across the switch becomes 15%, causing a 25%

increase in gate propagation delay. In the case of

Wh¼ 10 Wl, the drop is 2.5% and the delay

increase is 3.6%. Therefore, MT-CMOS with a

large Wh switch enables, at the same time, the

high-speed operation of low-Vth devices and the

low-power consumption of high-Vth devices.
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FIGURE 13.1 Word driver with subthreshold-current

reduction [3].
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When the MT-CMOS switches disconnect

power, data stored in registers and memories

disappears. Therefore, additional circuits are

required to hold data in the idle state. There

are several approaches to solve the problem:

(a) the MT-CMOS latch [5], (b) the balloon

circuit [7], (c) the intermittent power supply

(IPS) scheme [8], and (d) the virtual rail

clamp (VRC) circuit [9]. The MT-CMOS

latch is a simple solution. As shown in

Fig. 13.3, inverters G2 and G3 construct a

latch circuit and are directly connected to

Vdd. The local power switches QL1 and QL2

are applied to G1. This latch maintains the

data in the idle state when G1 is powered

down. To reduce the size of the local power

switches and improve the latch delay, the bal-

loon circuit is proposed in Fig. 13.4. In the

active state, only TG3 is on and the balloon

memory is disconnected from the logic cir-

cuit. Therefore, the balloon circuit does not

degrade the low-Vth circuit’s performance.

When the system goes to sleep, TG2 and

TG3 briefly turn on so that data is written

into the balloon latch. During the standby

state, TG1 is on to keep the information.

When the system wakes up, TG1 and TG2

briefly turn on so that the held data can be written back into the low-Vth circuit. The balloon can be

made of minimum size transistors, so it can be designed to occupy a small area. The third method is IPS.

The IPS supplies power in about 20 ms intervals in the idle state to maintain voltage on the VddV line.

The IPS acts similarly to the refresh operation of DRAM. The VRC circuit, as shown in Fig. 13.5, does

not need extra circuits to maintain the data in the standby state. While the power switches MPSW and

MNSW are disconnected, VddV and GNDV voltage variations are clamped by the built-in potential of

diodes DP and DN. The voltage between VddV and GNDV keeps data in memories.

MT-CMOS has been applied to reduce the power consumed by a digital signal processor (DSP) [10].

The DSP includes a small processor named power management processor (PMP) that handles signal-

processing computations for small amounts of data. Idle power is reduced to 1=37 of its original value by

the MT-CMOS leakage reduction. Operating power is decreased by 1=2 because loads with small

amount of data are processed by the PMP instead of the DSP. Therefore, total power is reduced to

1=9 of its original value.

13.3.2 Dynamic Voltage Scaling

The active power is in proportion to V 2
dd, as shown in Eq. 13.1. The Vdd reduction substantially reduces

power. On the other hand, a low Vdd increases the CMOS circuit propagation delay, as shown in Eq.

13.2. Fixed supply voltage reduction is applied to a DRAM [11]. The supply for the memory array is

reduced to 3.7 V from a 5 V Vdd. It enables low-power operation and a high signal-to-noise ratio.

Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) in accordance with demanded performance is applied to a digital circuit

[12]. This scheme can be realized with a phase-locked loop (PLL) system, as shown in Fig. 13.6. The

voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) is made of the critical path in the controlled digital system. This

scheme provides a minimum Vdd so that the digital system operates at clock frequency fin.

logic circuit

GND

Q2

Q4

Q3

Q1

C1

C2

GNDV

VddV

Vdd

SL

/SL

High Vth

Low Vth

FIGURE 13.2 MT-CMOS circuit scheme [5].
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FIGURE 13.3 Latch circuit for the MT-CMOS flip-flop [5].
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FIGURE 13.4 MT-CMOS balloon circuit [7].
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fclk and Vdd are controlled depending on the workload in [13]. This system is a combination of

frequency scheduling and DVS. Depending on the workload, a frequency fclk is selected, and the DVS

circuitry selects the minimum Vdd in which a processor can operate at that frequency. The effect of DVS is

shown in Fig. 13.7. Compared with a constant Vdd case (i), DVS reduces power dissipation of a processor.

The DVS method has two variations: discrete Vdd scaling (ii) and arbitrary Vdd scaling (iii). The arbitrary

Vdd scaling technique saves the most power among the three systems. Figure 13.8 shows an example of a

complete DVS system [13]. The workload filter receives data and generates a signal to modulate the duty

ratio of the reference clock. The actively damped switching supply provides the optimumVdd according to

internal
circuits

GND

MNSW

MN1

MP1

MPSW

DP

DN

GNDV

VddV

Vdd

/CS

CS

FIGURE 13.5 The VRC scheme [9].
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fin Regulated voltage 
Charge
Pump

Loop
Filter

VCO1/N

Digital
System

FIGURE 13.6 Principle of a supply voltage reducer [12].
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the duty ratio of input signal. The ring oscillator provides the clock, whose frequency depends on the Vdd

as given by a lookup table. DVS has been implemented on a DSP [14], an encryption processor [15],

microprocessors [16,17], and I=Os [18]. DVS reduces the operating power to 1=5 in the DSP, 1=2 to 1=5 in

the microprocessors, and 2=3 in the I=Os.

Vdd control can also suppress process-induced performance fluctuations in CMOS circuits. The device

characteristics have a distribution because of fabrication-process variations. Vdd control reduces the

range of the fluctuations. Such a technique is described in elastic Vt CMOS (EVT-CMOS) [19], as shown

in Fig. 13.9. EVT-CMOS changes Vdd, Vth and the signal amplitude to reduce power and to raise

operating speed. In the deviation compensated loop (DCL), signals Vpin and Vnin are generated by the

charge pump (CP), so that the replica circuits operate at the given clock frequency. The voltage regulator
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FIGURE 13.7 Power consumption with dynamic voltage scaling [13].
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FIGURE 13.8 System diagram of variable supply-voltage processing [13].
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(VR) is a Vdd switch that cleans the power supplies for the inner circuits and ensures performance by

source-biasing the inner circuits according to Vpin and Vnin. The VR is a source-follower type to reduce

the output impedance of the switch.

13.3.3 Multiple Supply Voltage

If multiple supply voltages are used in a core of an LSI chip, this chip can realize both high performance

and low power. The multiple supply system provides a high-voltage supply for high-performance circuits

and a low-voltage supply for low-performance circuits. The clustered voltage scaling (CVS) [20] is another

low-power method in which several Vdds are distributed in the design phase. The CVS example shown in

Fig. 13.10 uses two Vdds. Between the data inputs and latches, there are circuits operated at high Vdd and

low Vdd. Compared to circuits that operate at only high Vdd, the power is reduced. The latch circuit

includes a level-transition (DC-DC converter) if there is a path where a signal propagates from low Vdd

logic to high Vdd logic.

For two supply voltages VddH and VddL, there is an optimum voltage difference between the two Vdds.

If the difference is small, the effect of power reduction is small. If the difference is large, there are few

logic circuits using the VddL. Two design approaches are used. One approach designs the entire device

using high-Vdd circuits at first. If the propagation delay of a circuit path is faster than the required clock

period, the circuit is given a low-Vdd. The other approach allows the circuits to be designed as low-Vdd

circuits at first. If a circuit path cannot operate at a required clock speed, the circuit is given a high-Vdd.

The dual Vdd system is applied for a media processor chip providing MPEG2 decoding and real-time

MPEG1 encoding. VddH is 3.3 V and VddL is 1.9 V. This system reduces power by 47% in the random

module and 69% in the clock distribution [21].

13.4 Threshold Voltage Management

13.4.1 Substrate Bias Control for Leakage Reduction

When a CMOS circuit is running in low Vdd or is made of small technology devices, the Vth fluctuation

caused by the fabrication process deviations becomes large [22], and then, circuit performance is

degraded. AVbb control scheme keeping the Vth constant is presented in [23]. As shown in Fig. 13.11,

CLK
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Power
Management

Unit
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FIGURE 13.9 EVT-CMOS circuit design [19].
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FIGURE 13.11 Schematic block diagram of threshold voltage controlling circuit for short channel MOS ICs [23].
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the substrate bias is automatically produced and Vth fluctuation caused by the short-channel effect is

suppressed. If Vth is lowered to improve performance, subthreshold leakage current grows too large in

the standby state. Another Vbb control method is proposed to solve the Vth fluctuation and large-

subthreshold leakage at the same time. This method is the variable threshold-voltage CMOS (VT-

CMOS) scheme [24]. The substrate bias to the n-type well of a pMOS transistor is called Vbp and the

bias to the p-type well of an nMOS transistor is called Vbn. The voltage between Vdd and Vbp, or between

GND and Vbn is defined by DVbb. DVbb controls Vth as described by Eq. 13.3. This Vbb control system

raises CMOS circuit performance by compressing Vth fluctuation in the active state, and reduces

subthreshold leakage current by raising the MOS device Vth in the idle state.

The system diagram of VT-CMOS is shown in Fig. 13.12. The control circuit enables the leakage

current monitor (LCM) and the self-substrate bias (SSB) circuit in the active state. The LCM measures

the leakage current of MOS devices. The SSB forces the leakage current to be constant at a given value.

For example, suppose Vth is designed at 0.1± 0.1 V initially. Applying a 0.4 V DVbb increases the Vth to

0.2 V± 0.05 V. Therefore, the Vth fluctuation is compensated from 0.1 to 0.05 V. In this way the Vbb

control system reduces Vth fluctuation [25].

The SSB and the substrate charge injector (SCI) operate in the idle state. The SSB applies large DVbb to

reduce leakage current. The SCI enables Vbb to drive the substrate quickly and accurately. DVbb becomes

about 2 V and then the Vth is 0.5 V. The usage of the SSB and SCI results in low subthreshold leakage in

the idle state. When applied to a discrete cosine transform processor, it occupies only 5% of the area. The

substrate-bias current of Vbb control is less than 0.1% of the total current, a small power penalty.

The Switched substrate-impedance (SSI) scheme [26], as shown in Fig. 13.13, is one solution for

preventing the Vbb noise. SSI distributes switch cells throughout a die that function as Vbb supplies. The

signals cbp and cbn turn the switch cells on during the active state. The switch cells connect Vdd and

GND lines with Vbp and Vbn lines, respectively, in the logic circuit. During the idle state, the switch cells

turn off and the VBC macro scheme provides Vbb. The switch cells in a chip occupy less than 5% of the

area. When the impedance of the switch is high, the substrate-bias lines are floating from the power-

source lines, causing circuit-performance degradation. Hence, the size and layout of the switch are

important issues. The switch cells are distributed uniformly, for instance, one per 100 gates.

When a MOS device shows a large gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL) effect, a large Vbb increases the

subthreshold leakage current, as shown in Fig. 13.14 [27]. In such a case, only a small substrate bias

works as a leakage-reduction approach. Subthreshold leakage current in a MOS device is reduced for low

Vdd because of the drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect. So, the combination of small Vbb and

low Vdd is useful for power reduction. In an experiment on a 360-MIPS RISC microprocessor, a 1.5-V

Vbb reduces the leakage current from 1.3 mA to 50 mA, and furthermore, lowering Vdd from 1.8 to 1 V

suppresses the leakage to 18 mA.
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FIGURE 13.12 VT-CMOS block diagram [24].
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13.4.2 Substrate Bias Control for Suppressing Device Fluctuations

As mentioned earlier, a small-size device and low Vdd operation present device characteristic fluctuations

and thus circuit performance variations [22]. Vbb control reduces chip-to-chip leakage current vari-

ations; however, the situation is different for performance fluctuations. When the operating temperature

is changed, the subthreshold leakage variation is not the same as the saturation current variation in a

MOS transistor. The reason is that diffusion current is dominant in the subthreshold region while drift

current is dominant in the saturation region. Therefore, when temperature rises, the subthreshold

leakage current increases and the saturation current decreases. The propagation delay of a CMOS circuit

depends on the saturation current. The operating speed and leakage current respond differently to

temperature variation. However, there is another way to use Vbb control to reduce speed fluctuations in

CMOS circuits. Such a technique is applied to an encoder=decoder circuit in [28].

Vbb is supplied to a whole LSI chip. Vbb control is useful to suppress chip-to-chip variations. However,

the reverse Vbb raises the fluctuation within a chip [29]. In low Vdd operation, performance degradation

becomes significant. Substrate forward biasing is one technique to avoid such problems. A forward-bias

Vbb can be applied to CMOS circuits without latch-up problem [30]. A threshold scaling circuit named

the speed-adaptive threshold-voltage CMOS (SA-VT CMOS) with forward bias for sub-IV systems is

proposed in [31].

Figure 13.15 shows the SA-VT CMOS scheme, which realizes an automatic Vth scaling depending on a

circuit speed. It is constructed from a Vth-controlled delay line, a comparator, a decoder, a digital-to-

analog (D=A) converter, and an amplifier. The comparator measures the timing difference between the

fclk signal and a delayed signal from the delay line, and then, translates the difference into a digital word.

After passing the delay information through the decoder, the D=A converter produces Vbb. The delay line

is provided Vbb to modify its delay. Therefore, this circuit realizes a feedback loop system. The loop locks

when the delay of the delay line becomes the same as the fclk cycle. Once Vbb is decided, the circuit

delivers Vbb to an LSI through the amplifier to set Vth for the LSI. The delay line is made of circuits that

imitate a critical path in the LSI. Hence, matching the delay line’s delay to the fclk cycle ensures that the

LSI’s critical path completes within the clock period. The substrate biases Vbp and Vbn change discretely
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FIGURE 13.15 SA-Vt CMOS scheme with forward bias [31].
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because the D=A converter in the SA-VT CMOS generates discrete voltages as substrate biases. Vbp and

Vbn change symmetrically. Each transition time depends on the clock frequency. Therefore, the charging

time of the delay line’s substrate determines an upper bound on clock frequency. For high-speed circuits,

the critical path replica must be divided to be used as the delay line to extend the maximum frequency.

The SA-VT CMOS keeps circuit delay constant by controlling Vbb. Because of this effect, it adjusts the

optimum performance of an LSI along with the fclk and compensates the performance fluctuations caused

by fabrication process deviations, Vdd variations, and temperature variations. The performance degrad-

ations caused by fabrication process deviations are more critical in chip-to-chip distributions than

within-chip distributions. This is because the degradations of circuit performance by within-chip

distributions are statistically reduced when the circuit becomes larger. Therefore, it is sufficient to use

one SA-VTCMOS control toward a whole VLSI substrate. The forward substrate biasing in SA-VTCMOS

improves circuit delay degradation, especially at low Vdd. Although the performance variation caused by

fabrication deviations becomes large with reverse substrate bias, it becomes small with forward bias.

13.4.3 Multiple Threshold Voltage

Multiple Vth MOS devices are used to reduce power while maintaining speed. Low-Vth devices are

delivered to high-speed circuit paths. High-Vth devices are applied to the other circuit to reduce

subthreshold-leakage current. In case of multiple Vth, the level converter is not required, as used in

the multiple Vdd technology. To make different Vth devices, some steps of fabrication process are added.

A fabrication process and the effects of dual Vth MOS circuits are discussed in [32].

Figure 13.16 shows an example of a dual Vth circuit with a high-Vth power switch [33]. The high-Vth

transistor is used to cut off subthreshold leakage current. In the logic circuit, low-Vth devices and

medium-Vth devices are used to make a dual-Vth circuit system. In a 16-bit ripple-carry adder, the

active-leakage current is reduced to one-third that of the all low-Vth adder. Two design approaches

are used for dual-Vth circuit. One approach designs the entire device using low-Vth transistors at first. If

the delay of a circuit path is faster than the required clock period, the circuit is replaced to a high-Vth

transistor. The other approach allows all of circuits to be designed as high-Vth transistors at first. If a

Vdd
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High-Vth power switch MOSFET
(Vth- 0.4 V)

Low-VthCMOS logic
( Vth  0.1 V)

Med-Vth CMOS logic
( Vth  0.2 V)
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⏐

⏐

⏐

FIGURE 13.16 Triple-Vth CMOS=SMOX circuit [33].
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circuit path cannot operate at a required clock speed, the circuit is replaced to a low-Vth transistor. The

synthesis algorithms are examined in [34,35].

13.5 Clock Distribution Management

13.5.1 Conditional Clocking

A global clock network consumes 32% of the power in an Alpha 21264 processor [36]. This power is

eliminated when clock distribution is suspended by gating during the idle state.

The operating power is also reduced with the conditional clocks, which deliver clock signals only to

active modules. The Alpha 21264 uses conditional clocking in the data path as shown in Fig. 13.17. For

instance, the control logic asserts the ADD CLK ENABLE signal when a floating-point addition is

executed. The enable pulse propagates through latches to drive the AND gates. Other units are disabled

while the adder is executed. When a datapath is not needed, the enable signal is negated, and the clock to

that path is halted. The clock network reduces the power to 25% of the unconditional case when no

floating-point instruction is executed.

13.5.2 Multiple Frequency Clock

Multiple frequency clocks are used in the Super-H microprocessor [37]. This microprocessor has three

kinds of clocks: I-clock for the internal main modules, B-clock for the bus lines, and P-clock for the

peripheral circuits. Maximum frequencies of each clock are 200, 100, and 50 MHz, respectively.

Compared to a 200 MHz single-clock design, it reduces the distribution power by 23%.
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14.1 Introduction

Supply voltage (Vcc) must continue to scale down at the historical rate of 30% per technology generation

in order to keep power dissipation and power delivery costs under control in future high-performance

microprocessor designs. To improve transistor and circuit performance by at least 30% per technology

generation, transistor threshold voltage (Vt) must also reduce at the same rate so that a sufficiently large

gate overdrive (Vcc=Vt) is maintained. However, reduction in Vt causes transistor subthreshold leakage

current (Ioff) to increase exponentially. Large leakage can (1) severely degrade noise immunity

of dynamic logic circuits, (2) compromise stability of 6T SRAM cells, and (3) increase leakage power

consumption of the chip to an unacceptably large value. In addition, degradation of short-channel

effects, such as Vt roll-off and drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL), in conventional bulk MOSFET’s

with low Vt can pose serious obstacles to producing high-performance, manufacturable transistors at

low cost in sub-100 nm Leff technology generations and beyond. To further compound the technology

scaling problems, within-die and across-wafer device parameter variations are becoming increasingly

untenable. This nonscalability of process tolerances is also a barrier to Vcc and technology scaling.

To illustrate the barrier associatedwith excessive leakage power, one can estimate the subthreshold leakage

power of future chips, starting with the 0.25 mm technology described in [1], and projecting subthreshold

leakage currents for 0.18mm,0.13mm,and0.1mmtechnologies. Because subthreshold leakage is increasingly
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the dominant component of transistor leakage, it can be used to illustrate the excessive leakage power barrier.

Assume that 0.25 mm technology has Vt of 450 mV, and Ioff is around 1 nA=mm at 308C. Also assume that

subthreshold slopes are 80 and 100 mV=decade at 308C and 1008C, respectively, Vt scales by 15% per

generation, and Ioff increases by 5 times each technology generation. Because Ioff increases exponentially

with temperature, it is important to consider leakage currents and leakage power as a function of tempera-

ture. Figure 14.1 shows projected Ioff (as a function of temperature) for the four different technologies.

Next, we use these projected Ioff values to estimate the active leakage power of a 15 mm die (small die),

and compare the leakage power with the active power. The total transistor width on the die increases by

�50% each technology generation; hence the total leakage current increases by �7.5 times. This results

in leakage power of the chip increasing by �5 times each technology generation. Since the active power

remains constant (per scaling theory) for constant die size, the leakage power will become a significant

portion of the total power as shown in Fig. 14.2.

This chapter explores the various components of leakage currents at the transistor level, and

also describes the effect of leakage currents at the circuit level. Finally, it concludes with a few tech-

niques that can be used to help control subthreshold leakage currents in both sleep and active

circuit modes.
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14.2 Transistor Leakage Current Components

Transistor off-state leakage current (IOFF) is the drain current when the gate-to-source voltage is zero.

IOFF is influenced by threshold voltage, channel physical and effective dimensions, channel=surface

doping profile, drain=source junction depth, gate oxide thickness, VDD, and temperature; however, IOFF

as defined above is not the only leakage mechanism of importance for a deep submicron transistor. Log

(ID) versus VG is an important transistor curve in the saturated and linear bias states (Fig. 14.3). It allows

measurement of many device parameters such as IOFF, VT , ID(SAT), ID(LIN), gm(SAT), gm(LIN), and

slope (St) of VG versus ID in the weak inversion state. IOFF is measured at the VG¼ 0 V intercept.

Measurements will illustrate all leakage current mechanisms and their properties in deep submicron

transistors. The transistors in this study were from a 0.35 mm CMOS process technology with Leff �
0.25 mm and nominal VDD� 2.5 V [2].

We describe eight short-channel leakage mechanisms illustrating certain properties with measure-

ments (Fig. 14.4). I1 is reverse bias p-n junction leakage caused by barrier emission combined with

minority carrier diffusion and band-to-band tunneling away from the oxide-silicon interface, I2 is weak

inversion, I3 is DIBL, I4 is gate induced drain leakage (GIDL), I5 is channel punchthrough, I6 is channel

surface current due to narrow width effect, I7 is oxide leakage, and I8 is gate current due to hot carrier

injection. Currents I1–I6 are off-state leakage mechanisms, while I7 (oxide tunneling) occurs when the

transistor is on. I8 can occur in the off-state, but more typically occurs when the transistor bias states are

in transition.

14.2.1 p-n Junction Reverse Bias Current (I1)

The reverse bias p-n junction leakage (I1) has two main components: One is minority carrier

diffusion=drift near the edge of the depletion region, and the other is due to electron-hole pair

generation in the depletion region of the reverse bias junction [3]. If both n- and p-regions are

heavily doped (this will be the case for advanced MOSFETs using heavily doped shallow junctions and

halo doping for better short-channel effects), Zener and band-to-band tunneling may also be present.
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FIGURE 14.3 n-channel ID vs. VG showing DIBL, GIDL, weak inversion, and p-n junction reverse bias leakage

components in a 0.35 mm technology.
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For a MOS transistor, additional leakage can occur between the drain and well junction from gated

diode device action (overlap and vicinity of gate to the drain to well p-n junctions) or carrier

generation in drain to well depletion regions with influences of the gate on these current components

[4]. p-n reverse bias leakage (IREV) is a function of junction area and doping concentration [3,5]. IREV
for pure diode structures in our technology [2] was a minimal contributor to total transistor IOFF � p-n
junction breakdown voltage was >8 V.

14.2.2 Weak Inversion (I2)

Weak inversion or subthreshold conduction current between source and drain in a MOS transistor

occurs when gate voltage is below VT [3,6]. The weak inversion region is seen in Fig. 14.3 as the linear

portion of the curve. The carriers move by diffusion along the surface similar to charge transport

across the base of bipolar transistors. The exponential relation between driving voltage on the gate and

the drain current is a straight line in a semi-log plot. Weak inversion typically dominates modern device

off-state leakage due to the low VT that is used.

14.2.3 Drain-Induced Barrier Lowering (I3)

DIBL occurs when a high voltage is applied to the drain where the depletion region of the drain interacts

with the source near the channel surface to lower the source potential barrier. The source then injects

carriers into the channel surface without the gate playing a role. DIBL is enhanced at higher drain

voltage and shorter Leff. Surface DIBL typically happens before deep bulk punchthrough. Ideally, DIBL

does not change the slope, St, but does lower VT. Higher surface and channel doping and shallow

source=drain junction depths reduce the DIBL leakage current mechanism [6,7]. Figure 14.3 illustrates

the DIBL effect as it moves the curve up and to the left as VD increases. DIBL can be measured at

constant VG as the change in ID for a change in VD. For VD between 0.1 and 2.7 V, ID changed 1.68

decades giving a DIBL of 1.55 V=decade change of ID. DIBL may also be quantified in units of mV=V for

at a constant drain current value.

The subthreshold leakage of a MOS device including weak inversion and DIBL can be modeled

according to the following equation:

n+ n+

Source

Gate

Drain

Well

I2 I3 I6

I7   I8

I4

I5
I1

p-well

FIGURE 14.4 Summary of leakage current mechanisms of deep submicron transistors [10].
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Isubth ¼ A� e
1

nvT
(VG�VS�VTHO�g 0�VSþh�VDS) � 1� e

�VDS
vT

� �
(14:1)

where

A ¼ m0C
0
OX

W

Leff
(vT )

2e1:8e
�DVTH
hvT

VTHO is the zero bias threshold voltage, vT¼ kT=q is the thermal voltage. The body effect for small values

of source to bulk voltages is very nearly linear and is represented by the term g 0VS, where g 0 is the
linearized body effect coefficient. h is the DIBL coefficient, COX is the gate oxide capacitance, m0 is

the zero bias mobility, and n is the subthreshold swing coefficient for the transistor. DVTH is a term

introduced to account for transistor-to-transistor leakage variations.

14.2.4 Gate-Induced Drain Leakage (I4)

GIDL current arises in the high electric field under the gate=drain overlap region causing deep depletion

[7] and effectively thins out the depletion width of drain to well p-n junction. The high electric field

between gate and drain (a negative VG and high positive VD bias for NMOS transistor) generates carriers

into the substrate and drain from direct band-to-band tunneling, trap-assisted tunneling, or a combin-

ation of thermal emission and tunneling. It is localized along the channel width between the gate and

drain. GIDL is at times referred to as surface band-to-band tunneling leakage. GIDL current is seen as

the ‘‘hook’’ in the waveform of Fig. 14.3 that shows increasing current for negative values of VG (gate bias

dependent specially observed at high VD curves). Thinner Tox and higher VDD (higher potential between

gate and drain) enhance the electric field dependent GIDL. The impact of drain (and well) doping on

GIDL is rather complicated. At low drain doping values, we do not have high electric field for tunneling

to occur. For very high drain doping, the depletion volume for tunneling will be limited. Hence, GIDL is

worse for drain doping values in between the above extremes. Very high and abrupt drain doping is

preferred for minimizing GIDL as it provides lower series resistance required for high transistor drive

current. GIDL is a major obstacle in IOFF reduction. As it was discussed, a junction related bulk band-to-

band tunneling component in I1 may also contribute to GIDL current, but this current will not be gate

bias dependent. It will only increase baseline value of I4 current component.

We isolated IGIDL by measuring source current log(Is) versus VG. It is seen as the dotted line extension

of the VD¼ 4.0 V curve in Fig. 14.3. IGIDL is removed since it uses the drain and substrate (well)

terminals, not the source terminal. The GIDL contribution to IOFF is small at 2.7 V, but as the drain

voltage rises to 4.0 V (close to burn-in voltage), the off-state current on the VD¼ 4.0 V curve increases

from 6 nA (at the dotted line intersection with VG¼ 0 V) to 42 nA, for a GIDL of 36 nA. The pure weak

inversion and reverse bias p-n junction current of 99 pA is approximated from the VD¼ 0.1 V curve.

14.2.5 Punchthrough (I5)

Punchthrough occurs when the drain and source depletion regions approach each other and electrically

‘‘touch’’ deep in the channel. Punchthrough is a space-charge condition that allows channel current to

exist deep in the subgate region causing the gate to lose control of the subgate channel region. Punch-

through current varies quadratically with drain voltage and St increases reflecting the increase in drain

leakage [8, p. 134]. Punchthrough is regarded as a subsurface version of DIBL.

14.2.6 Narrow Width Effect (I6)

Transistor VT in nontrench isolated technologies increases for geometric gate widths in the order

of � 0.5 mm. An opposite and more complex effect is seen for trench isolated technologies that show
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decrease in VT for effective channel widths on the order ofW � 0.5 mm [9]. No narrow width effect was

observed in our transistor sizes with W >> 0.5 mm.

14.2.7 Gate Oxide Tunneling (I7)

Gate oxide tunneling current Iox, which is a function of electric field (Eox), can cause direct tunneling

through the gate or Fowler–Nordheim (FN) tunneling through the oxide bands (Eq. 14.1) [8]. FN

tunneling typically lies at a higher field strength than found at product use conditions and will probably

remain so. FN tunneling has a constant slope for Eox> 6.5 MV=cm (Fig. 14.5). Figure 14.5 shows

significant direct oxide tunneling at lower Eox for thin oxides.

IOX ¼ A � E2
OX � e� B

Eox (14:2)

Oxide tunneling current is presently not an issue for devices in production, but could surpass weak

inversion and DIBL as a dominant leakage mechanism in the future as oxides get thinner.

14.2.8 Hot Carrier Injection (I8)

Short channel transistors are more susceptible to injection of hot carriers (holes and electrons) into the

oxide. These charges are a reliability risk and are measurable as gate and substrate currents. While past

and present transistor technologies have controlled this component, it increases in amplitude as Leff is

reduced unless VDD is scaled accordingly.

Figure 14.6 summarizes relative contributions of main components of intrinsic leakage for a typical

0.35 micron CMOS technology. We can see that for a nominal drain voltage of 2.7 V (consistent with

typical power supply voltage of the technology), DIBL is the dominant component of leakage (it elevates

the amount of weak inversion subthreshold leakage current). At elevated burn-in voltage of 3.9 V, GIDL

dominates; however, at low VD, weak inversion is the primary leakage mechanism.
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FIGURE 14.5 Fowler–Nordheim and direct tunneling in n-channel transistor oxide. The 60–80 Å curve shows

dominance of FN tunneling while the <50 Å curve shows FN at high Eox, but significant direct tunneling at low

electric fields.
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14.3 Circuit Subthreshold Leakage Current

Subthreshold leakage currents for a single device can be modeled as illustrated in Eq. 14.1, but in a

CMOS circuit that contains multiple devices connected together, the net leakage effect will be highly

dependent on the applied input vectors [11,12]. The underlying mechanisms are related to (1) transistor

stack effect and (2) total effective width of NMOS and PMOS devices that are turned off. [13,14].

14.3.1 Transistor Stack Effect

The ‘‘stack effect’’ refers to the leakage reduction effect

in a transistor stack when more than one transistor is

turned off. The dynamics of the stack effect can be best

understood by considering a two-input NAND gate in

Fig. 14.7. When both M1 and M2 are turned off, the

voltage Vm at the intermediate n ode is positive due to

the small drain current. Thus, the gate-to-source volt-

age of the upper transistor M1 is negative, i.e., Vgs1< 0.

The exponential characteristic of the subthreshold con-

ductance on Vgs greatly reduces the leakage. In add-

ition, the body effect of M1 due to VM> 0 further

reduces the leakage current as Vt increases.

The internal node voltage VM is determined by the

cross point of the drain currents in M1 and M2. Since

leakage current strongly depends on the temperature

and the transistor threshold voltage, we consider two

cases: (1) high Vt and room temperature at 308C and

(2) low Vt and high temperature at 1108C. Figure 14.8

shows the DC solution of nMOS subthreshold current

characteristics from SPICE simulations. The leakage

current of a single nMOS transistor at Vg¼ 0 is deter-

mined by the drain current of M1 at VM¼ 0. It is clear

Leakage (IOFF) Current in Amps
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FIGURE 14.6 Components of IOFF for a 0.35 mm technology for a transistor of 20 mmwide. Currents from various

leakage mechanisms accumulate resulting in a total measured transistor IOFF for a given drain bias.
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FIGURE 14.7 Two-nMOS stack in a two-input

NAND gate.
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that the leakage current through a two-transistor stack is approximately an order of magnitude

smaller than the leakage of a single transistor. The voltage VM of the internal node converges to �100

mV, as shown in Fig. 14.8. The small VM (¼ drain-to-source voltage of M2) reduces the DIBL, and hence

increases Vt of M2, which also contributes to the leakage reduction.

The subthreshold swing is proportional to kT. The slope decreases when the temperature T increases,

which moves the cross point (Fig. 14.8) upwards. Thus, the amount of reduction will be smaller at

higher temperature. The amount of reduction is also dependent on the threshold voltage Vt , which is

larger for higher Vt . For three- or four-transistor stacks, the leakage reduction is found to be 2–3 times

larger in both nMOS and pMOS. Results are summarized in Fig. 14.9. Note that reductions are obtained

at the room temperature, as we are only interested in standby mode.

The reduced standby stack leakage current is obtained under steady-state condition. After a logic gate

has a transition, the leakage current does not immediately converge to its steady-state value. Let us again

consider the NAND gate in Fig. 14.7. Assume that the inputs switches from A¼ 0, B¼ 1 to A¼ 0, B¼ 0

to turn off both transistors, the voltage VM of the internal node is approximately VDD – Vt after the

transition. Due to the junction capacitance Cj , VM

will ‘‘slowly’’ go down as it is discharged by the sub-

threshold drain current of M2. In the other case,

when the inputs switches from A¼ 1, B¼ 0 to A¼ 0,

B¼ 0, VM is negative after the transition due to the

coupling capacitance between the gate and drain of

M2 (as shown in Fig. 14.7). It also takes certain

amount of time for VM to converge to its final

value as determined by the DC stack solution.

The time required for the leakage current in tran-

sistor stacks to converge to its final value is dictated

by the rate of charging or discharging of the capaci-

tance at the intermediate node by the subthreshold

drain current of M1 or M2. The convergence of

leakage current is shown in Fig. 14.10. We define

the time constant as the amount of time required to
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FIGURE 14.8 DC solution of two-nMOS stack.

High Vt Low Vt

2 NMOS 10.7X 9.96X 

3 NMOS 21.1X 18.8X 

4 NMOS 31.5X 26.7X 

2 PMOS 8.6X 7.9X

3 PMOS 16.1X 13.7X

4 PMOS  23.1X 18.7X

FIGURE 14.9 Leakage current reduction by two-,

three-, and four-transistor stacks at room temperature

T¼ 308C.
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converge to twice of its final stack leakage value. This time constant is, therefore, determined by (1) drain-

body junction and gate-overlap capacitances per unit width, (2) the input conditions immediately before

the stack transistors are turned ‘‘off,’’ and (3) transistor subthreshold leakage current, which depends

strongly on temperature and Vt . Therefore, the convergence rate of leakage current in transistor stacks

increases rapidly with Vt reduction and temperature increase. For Vt¼ 200 mV devices in a sub-1 V,

0.1 mm technology, this time constant in 2-nMOS stacks at 1108C ranges from 5 to 50 ns.

14.3.2 Steady-State Leakage
Model of Transistor Stacks

To investigate the leakage behavior of a stack of

transistors, consider a stack of four NMOS

devices. Such a structure would occur in the

NMOS pull-down tree of a four input NAND

tree as shown in Fig. 14.11. Let us assume that

all four devices are OFF with the applied gate

voltage VG1 through VG4 being zero. Add-

itionally, the full supply voltage, 1.5 V in the

figure, is impressed across the stack. After a

sufficiently long time, the voltage at each of

the internal nodes will reach a steady-state

value. With the assumption that subthreshold

leakage from the drain to the source of the

MOS device is the dominant leakage compon-

ent and source drain junction leakage is negli-

gible, application of Kirchoff ’s current law

(KCL) yields the current through each transis-

tor being the same and being identically equally

to the overall stack current.

To calculate the overall leakage of the stack

we use Eq. 14.1 to determine the leakage

through a transistor as a function of the drain

to source voltage. This yields the voltage across

second transistor from the top as
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FIGURE 14.10 Temporal behavior of leakage current in transistor stacks for different temperatures and initial

input conditions.
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FIGURE 14.11 Four-input NAND NMOS stack.
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VDS2 ¼ nvT

(1þ 2hþ g0)
ln

A1

A2

� �
e
nVDD
nvT þ 1

� �

Additionally the voltage of the rest of the transistors can be expressed in a recursive fashion. The drain to

source voltage of the ith transistor can be expressed in terms of the (i� 1)th transistor.

VDSi ¼ nvT

(1þ g0)
ln 1þ Ai�1

Ai

1� e
�1
vT VDS(i�1)

� �� �

With the drain to source transistor voltages known, the leakage current through the stack can be computed

by finding the leakage of the bottom transistor of the stack from the subthreshold equation. An identical

method applies to the solution of leakage current for PMOS stacks. An estimate of leakage in transistor

stacks was first presented by Gu and Elmasry [13]. The above analysis for transistor stack leakage was first

presented by Johnson [14]. An early implementation of this idea for actively reducing leakage in word

decoder-driver circuits for RAMs is presented by Kawhara [15]. The term ‘‘self-reverse biasing’’ used in

this paper, gives a clear indication of the mechanism by which leakage of a stack of transistors is reduced.

14.3.3 Transient Model of Transistor Stack Leakage

When stacked devices are turned off, the time required for the leakage currents to settle to the previously

computed steady-state leakage levels can be large and can vary widely, ranging from microseconds to

milliseconds. The settling time is important for determining if the quiescent leakage current model is

applicable. The worst-case settling time for a stack occurs when all the internal nodes are charged to

the maximum possible value VDD�VT just before every transistor of the stack is turned off. We notice

that a strong reverse gate bias will now be present for all devices except for the bottom-most

device. In the figure, MN1 to MN3 will have a reverse gate bias and the leakage through them is small.

Hence, we approximate the discharge current of the drain node ofMN4 as being the leakage current ofMN4

alone. Once the drain voltage of MN4 is sufficiently small, MN3 discharges its drain node with a discharge

current, which is the leakage current of the two stacked devices MN3 andMN4. The discharge time of each

internal node of the stack, tdisi, is sequential and the overall settling time is the sum of the discharge times. To

derive a closed form solution for the discharge time, it is assumed that the capacitance of the internal nodes is

not dependent on voltage. Additionally it is assumed that we know the internal node voltages after the

instant the devices are cut-off—this requires a determination of the voltage to which internal nodes are

bootstrapped. By using the capacitor discharge equation for the internal nodes, the discharge time can

be written as

tdisi ¼ nCiLeff

m0COXWvTe1:8h
� e

1
nvT [(1þ g0 þ h)Vqiþ1 þ VTH0]� e

�hVqi
hvT � e

�hVbooti
hvT

� �

14.4 Leakage Control Techniques

Many techniques have been reported in the literature to reduce leakage power during standby condition.

Examples of such techniques are: (1) reverse body biasing, as discussed in another chapter of this book;

(2) MTCMOS sleep transistor and variations of sleep transistor-based techniques; and (3) embedded

multiple-Vt CMOS design where low-Vt devices are used only in the critical paths for maximizing

performance, while high-Vt devices are used in noncritical paths to minimize leakage power. In this

section, we discuss two standby leakage reduction techniques: one through stack effect vector manipu-

lation, and the other through embedded dual-Vt design applied to domino circuits. We also discuss the

applicability of reverse body biasing for improving performance and leakage power distribution of

multiple die samples during active modes, as well as the impact of technology scaling on the effectiveness

of this technique.
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14.4.1 Standby Leakage Control by Input Vector Activation

For any static CMOS gate other than the inverter, there are stacked transistors in nMOS or pMOS tree

(e.g., pMOS stack in NOR, nMOS stack in NAND). Typically, a large circuit block contains high

percentage of logic gates where transistor ‘‘stacks’’ are already present. Note that leakage reduction in

a transistor stack can be achieved only when more than one device is turned off. Thus, the leakage

current of a logic gate depends on its inputs. For a circuit block consisting of a large number of logic

gates, the leakage current in standby mode is therefore determined by the vector at its inputs, which is

fed from latches. For different vectors, the leakage is different. An input vector, which gives as small a

leakage current as possible, needs to be determined. One of the following three methods can be used to

select the input vector: (1) Examining the circuit topology makes it possible to find a ‘‘very good’’ input

vector, which maximizes the stack effect, and hence minimizes the leakage current. (2) An algorithm can

be developed for efficiently searching for the ‘‘best’’ vector. (3) Testing or simulating a large number of

randomly generated input vectors, the one with the smallest leakage can also be selected and used in the

standby mode. Method 1 is suitable for datapath circuits (e.g., adders, multipliers, comparators, etc.)

due to their regular structure. For random logic, an algorithm in method 2 is required to find a vector

with good quality. In [11], the input dependence of the leakage has been empirically observed and

random search is used to determine an input vector; however, the fact that the dependence is due to the

transistor stack effect has not been addressed.

Figure 14.12 shows the distribution of the standby leakage current of a 32-bit static CMOS Kogg-

Stone adder generated by 1000 random input vectors, with two threshold voltages. The standby leakage

power varies by 30–40%, depending on the input vector, which determines the magnitude of the

transistor stack effect in the design. The best input vector for minimum leakage can be easily determined

by examining the circuit structure. This predetermined vector needs to be loaded into the circuit during

the standby mode. Figure 14.13 shows an implementation of the new leakage reduction technique where
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FIGURE 14.12 Distribution of standby leakage current in the 32-bit static CMOS adder for a large number of

input vectors.
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FIGURE 14.13 An implementation of the standby leakage control scheme through input activation.
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a ‘‘standby’’ control signal, derived from the

‘‘clock gating’’ signal, is used to generate and

store the predetermined vector in the static

input latches of the adder during ‘‘standby’’

mode so as to maximize the stack effect (the

number of nMOS and pMOS stacks with

‘‘more than one ‘off ’ device’’). The desired

input vector for leakage minimization is

encoded by using a NAND or NOR gate in

the feedback loop of the static latch, so min-

imal penalty is incurred in adder performance.

As shown in Fig. 14.14, up to 23 reduction in

standby leakage can be achieved by this tech-

nique. Note that the vector found by examin-

ing the design results in significantly smaller

leakage than that obtained by any of the 1000 random vectors. In order that the additional switching

energy dissipated by the adder and latches, during entry into and exit from ‘‘standby mode,’’ be less than

10% of the total leakage energy saved by this technique during standby, the adder must remain in

standby mode for at least 5 ms.

14.4.2 Embedded Dual-Vt Design for Domino Circuits

A promising technique to control subthreshold leakage currents during standby modes, while still

maintaining performance, is to utilize dual Vt devices. As previously described, two main dual Vt circuit

styles are common in the literature. MTCMOS, or multithreshold CMOS, involves using high Vt sleep

transistors to gate the power supplies for a low Vt block [22]. Leakage currents will thus be reduced

during sleep modes, but the circuit will require large areas for the sleep transistors, and active

performance will be affected. Furthermore, optimal sizing of the sleep transistors is complex for larger

circuits, and will be affected by the discharge and data patterns encountered [17,18].

The second family of dual Vt circuits is one in which individual devices are partitioned to be either

high Vt or low Vt depending on their timing requirements. For example, gates in the critical path would

be chosen to have low Vt, while noncritical gates would have high Vt’s, with correspondingly lower

leakage currents [19]. This technique in general is only effective up to a certain point (diminishes with

more critical paths in the circuit), and determining which paths can be made high Vt is a complex CAD

problem [20].

An alternative application of dual Vt technology that can be very useful in microprocessor design is

dual Vt domino logic [21]. In this style, individual gates utilize both high Vt and low Vt transistors, and

the overall circuit will exhibit extremely low leakage in the standby mode, yet suffer no reduction in

performance. This is achieved by exploiting the fixed transition directions in domino logic, and assign-

ing a priori low-threshold voltages to only those devices in the critical charging=discharging paths. In

effect, devices that can switch during the evaluate mode should be low Vt devices, while those devices

that switch during precharge modes should be high Vt devices. Figure 14.15 shows a typical dual Vt

domino stage used in a clock-delayed domino methodology, consisting of a pull-down network, inverter

(I1), leaker device (P1), and clock drivers (I2, I3), with the low Vt devices shaded.

During normal circuit operation, critical gate transitions occur only through low Vt devices, so high-

performance operation is maintained. On the other hand, precharge transitions occur only through high

Vt devices, but since precharge times in domino circuits are not in the critical path, slower transition

times are acceptable. By having high Vt precharge transistors, it is possible to place the dual Vt domino

gate into a very low leakage standby state merely by placing the clock in the evaluate mode and asserting

the inputs. In a cascaded design with several levels of domino logic, the standby condition remains the

same, requiring only an assertion of the first-level inputs. The correct polarity signal will then propagate

% Reduction

High Vt
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Worst

35.4%

60.7%

Low Vt

Average

Worst

33.3%

56.5%

FIGURE 14.14 Adder leakage current reduction by the

‘‘best’’ input vector activation compared to average and

worst standby leakage.
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throughout the logic to strongly turn off all

high Vt devices and ensure low subthreshold leak-

age currents. In summary, dual Vt domino logic

allows one to trade-off slower precharge time for

improved standby leakage currents. As a result,

using dual Vt domino logic can achieve the per-

formance of an all low Vt design, while maintain-

ing the low standby leakage current of an all high

Vt design.

14.4.3 Adaptive Body Biasing (ABB)

Another technique to control subthreshold leakage

is to modulate transistor Vt’s directly through

body biasing. With application of maximum

reverse body bias to transistors, threshold voltage

increases, resulting in lower subthreshold leakage

currents during standby mode, but because the

threshold voltage can be set dynamically, this technique can also be used to adaptively bias a circuit

block during the active mode. Adaptive body biasing can be used to help compensate for large inter-die

and within-die parameter variations by tuning the threshold voltage so that a common target frequency

is reached. By applying reverse body bias to unnecessarily fast circuits, subthreshold leakage in the active

mode can then be reduced as well. In order to use this technique, the initial process Vt should be targeted

to a lower value than desired, and then reverse body bias can be applied to achieve a higher threshold

voltage mean with lower variation.

Adaptive body biasing can easily be applied to a die as a whole (single PMOS body and NMOS body

bias values for the whole chip), which will tighten the distribution of chip delays and leakage currents for

a collection of dies, but because die sizes and parameter variations are becoming larger with future

scaling, within-die variation becomes a problem as well. ABB can be applied aggressively at the block

level, where individual functional blocks within a chip, such as a multiplier or ALU, can be independ-

ently modulated to meet a common performance target. The following subsection, however, focuses on

the effectiveness of adaptive body biasing applied at the die level and further explores the limitations of

technology scaling on this technique.

14.4.3.1 Impact of ABB on Die-to-Die and Within-Die Variations

As illustrated in Fig. 14.16a adaptive body biasing technique matches the mean Vt of all the die samples

close to the target threshold voltage, when they were all smaller than the target to begin with. Hence, to

use adaptive body bias we first need to retarget the threshold voltage of the technology to be lower than

what it would have been if adaptive body bias weren’t used. Also, short-channel effects of a MOS

transistor degrades with body bias [6]. So as technology is scaled, this adverse effect of body biasing

poses an increasingly serious challenge to controlling short-channel effects and results in (1) reduction

in effectiveness of adaptive body bias to control die-to-die mean Vt variation and (2) increase in within-

die Vt variation. As illustrated in Fig. 14.16b, the die sample that requires larger body bias to match its

mean Vt to the target threshold voltage will end up with higher within-die Vt variation. This increase in

within-die Vt variation due to adaptive body bias can impact clock skew, worst case gate delay, worst-

case device leakage, and analog circuits.

14.4.3.2 Short-Channel Effects

In this subsection, we describe short-channel effects, namely, Vt-roll-off and DIBL that are affected by

body bias. In a long-channel MOS the channel charge is controlled primarily by the gate. As MOS

channel length is scaled down, the source-body and drain-body reverse-biased diode junction depletion

Dn

2Clkn

Dn+1

Clkn+1

P1

I3I2

I1

FIGURE 14.15 Dualthresholdvoltagedominologicgate.
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regions contribute a larger portion of the channel charge. This diminishes the control that gate and body

terminals have on the channel, resulting in Vt-roll-off and body effect reduction [22]. Another short-

channel effect of interest is reduction of the barrier for inversion charge to enter the channel from the

source terminal with increase in drain voltage. This dependence of MOS threshold voltage on drain

voltage is DIBL. Both Vt-roll-off and DIBL degrade further with body bias because of widening diode

depletions. The threshold voltage equation for short-channel MOS that captures the two short-channel

effects is given as

Vt ¼ Vfb þ j2fpj þ
lb
Cox

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2qN«s(j2fpj þ Vsb)� ldVds

q

lb ¼ 1�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ 2W

Xj

� 1

s !
Xj

L

ld ¼ L

2:2mm2(Tox þ 0:012mm)(Wsd þ 0:15mm)(Xj þ 2:9mm)

� ��2:7

lb models the Vt-roll-off and body effect degradation with channel length reduction, and ld models

DIBL. This parameter is based on empirical fitting of device parameters and has been verified to be

accurate down to 0.1 mm channel length [23].

14.4.3.3 Effectiveness of ABB

We know that adaptive body bias requires (1) lower Vt devices and (2) body bias to reduce die-to-die

mean Vt variation. We also know that as technology is scaled, body terminal’s control on the channel

charge diminishes. This is further aggravated if Vt has to be reduced and=or if body bias has to be

applied since both result in increased diode depletions. Figure 14.17 illustrates the shift in threshold

voltage of two 0.25 mm MOS transistors. The two MOS transistors are identical in all aspects except in

their threshold voltage values. The linear threshold voltages of the high-Vt and the low-Vt devices are

400 and 250 mV, respectively. It is clear from Fig. 14.17 that for 600 mV of body bias, the increase

in threshold voltage for the high-Vt device is significantly more than that of the low-Vt device.

The reasons for the reduced effectiveness of body bias for the low-Vt device are (1) reduced channel
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FIGURE 14.16 (a) Adaptive body bias reduces die-to-die variation in mean Vt. (b) Within-die Vt variation

increases for die samples that require body bias to match their mean Vt to the target Vt. Vt-target is the target

saturation threshold voltage for a given technology. Vt-low and Vt-nom are the minimum and mean threshold

voltages of the die-to-die distribution.
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doping required for Vt reduction means these devices will have lower body effect to begin with,

(2) low-Vt devices have more diode depletion charge degrading body effect, and (3) body bias

increases diode depletion even more resulting in added body effect degradation. It has been shown

in [24] that with aggressive 30% Vt scaling it will not be possible to match the mean Vt of all the die

samples for 0.13 mm technology.

14.4.3.4 Impact of ABB on Within-Die Vt Variation

Low-Vt devices that are required for adaptive body bias schemes have worse short channel effects, and

these effects degrade with body bias. As Fig. 14.18a illustrates, Vt-roll-off behavior is larger for low-Vt

device compared to high-Vt device, and Vt-roll-off increases further with body bias, as expected. Also,

body bias increases DIBL (DVt=DVds) as expected, and this is depicted in Fig. 14.18b.
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FIGURE 14.17 Body effect reduction for low-Vt 0.25 mm device compared to a high-Vt 0.25 mm device.
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FIGURE 14.18 (a) Increase in Vt-roll-off due to Vt lowering and body bias. (b) Increase in DIBL (DVt=DVds) due

to body bias, for a 0.25 mm NMOS.
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Within-die Vt variation due to within-die variation in the critical dimension (DL) will depend on Vt-

roll-off (lb) and DIBL (ld). So, increase in Vt-roll-off and DIBL due to adaptive body bias will result in a

larger within-die Vt variation. It has been shown in [24] that this increase in within-die Vt variation due

to adaptive body bias worsens with scaling and is more pronounced under aggressive Vt scaling. So, for

effective use of adaptive body bias one has to consider the maximum within-die Vt variation increase

that can be tolerated. It should also be noted that adaptive body bias will become less effective with

technology scaling due to increasing transistor threshold voltage variation and degrading body effect.
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15.1 Introduction

The explosive proliferation of portable electronic devices, such as notebook computers, personal digital

assistants (PDAs), and cellular phones, has compelled energy-efficient microprocessor design to provide

longer battery run-times. At the same time, this proliferation has yielded products that require ever-

increasing computational complexity. In addition, the demand for low-cost and small form-factor

devices has kept the available energy supply roughly constant by driving down battery size, despite

advances in battery technology that have increased battery energy density. Thus, microprocessors must

continuously provide more throughput per watt.

To lower energy consumption, existing low-power design techniques generally sacrifice processor

throughput [1–4]. For example, PDAs have a much longer battery life than notebook computers, but

deliver proportionally less throughput to achieve this goal. A technique often referred to as voltage

scaling [3], which reduces the supply voltage, is an effective technique to decrease energy consumption,

which is a quadratic function of voltage; however, the delay of CMOS gates scales inversely with voltage,

so this technique reduces throughput as well.

This chapter will present a design technique that dynamically varies the supply voltage to only provide

high throughput when required, asmost portable devices require peak throughput only some fraction of the

time. This technique can decrease the system’s average energy consumption by up to a factor of 10, without

sacrificing perceived throughput, by exploiting the time-varying computational load that is commonly

found in portable electronic devices.
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15.2 Processor Operation

Understanding a processor’s usage pattern is essential to its optimization. Processor utilization can be

evaluated in terms of the amount of processing required and the allowable latency for the processing to

complete. These two parameters can be merged into a single measure, which is throughput or T. It is

defined as the number of operations that can be performed in a given time:

Throughput � T ¼ Operations

Second
(15:1)

Operations are defined as the basic unit of computation and can be as fine-grained as instructions or

more coarse-grained as programs. This leads to measures of throughput of MIPS (instructions=sec) and

SPECint95 (programs=sec) [5] that compare the throughput on implementations of the same instruc-

tion set architecture (ISA), or different ISAs, respectively.

15.2.1 Processor Usage Model

Portable devices are single-user systems whose processor’s computational requirements vary over time

and typically occur in bursts. An example processor usage pattern is shown in Fig. 15.1, and demon-

strates that the desired throughput varies over time, and the type of computation falls into one of three

categories. These three modes of operation are found in most single-user processor systems, including

PDAs, notebook computers, and even powerful desktop machines.

Compute-intensive and minimum-latency processes desire maximum performance, which is limited

by the peak throughput of the processor, TMAX. Any increase in TMAX that the hardware can provide will

readily be used by these processes to reduce their latency. Examples of these processes include spread-

sheet updates, document spell checks, video decoding, and scientific computation.

Background and high-latency processes only require some fraction of TMAX. There is no intrinsic

benefit to exceeding the real-time latency requirements of these processes since the user will not realize

any noticeable improvement. Examples of these processes include video screen updates, data entry,

audio codecs, and low-bandwidth input=output (I=O) data transfers.

The third category of computation is system idle, which has zero desired throughput. Ideally, the

processor should have zero energy consumption in this mode and therefore be inconsequential; however,

in any practical implementation, this is not the case. Section 15.3 will demonstrate how dynamic voltage

scaling can minimize this mode’s energy consumption.

15.2.2 What Should Be Optimized?

Although compute-intensive and short-latency processes can readily exploit any increase in processor

speed, background and long-latency processes do not benefit from any increase in processor speed above
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FIGURE 15.1 Processor usage model.
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and beyond their average desired throughput since the extra throughput cannot be utilized. Thus, TMAX

is the parameter to be maximized since the user and=or operating environment determines the average

throughput of the processor.

The run-time of a portable system is constrained by battery life. To maximize battery life, these

systems require minimum energy consumption. Even for wired desktop machines, the drive toward

‘‘green’’ computers is making energy-efficient design a priority. Therefore, the computation per battery-

life per watt-hour should be maximized, or equivalently, the average energy consumed per operation

should be minimized.

This is in contrast to low-power design, which attempts to minimize power dissipation, typically to

meet thermal design limits. Power relates to energy consumption as follows:

Power ¼ Energy

Operation
� Throughput (15:2)

Thus, while reducing throughput can minimize power dissipation, the energy=operation remains

constant.

15.2.3 Quantifying Energy Efficiency

An energy efficiency metric must balance the desire to maximize TMAX, andminimize the average energy=

operation. A goodmetric to quantify processor energy efficiency is the energy-throughput ratio (ETR) [6]:

ETR ¼ Energy=Operation

Throughput
¼ Power

Throughput2
(15:3)

A lower ETR indicates lower energy=operation for equal throughput or equivalently indicates greater

throughput for a fixed amount of energy=operation, satisfying the need to equally optimize TMAX and

energy=operation. Thus, a lower ETR represents a more energy-efficient solution. The energy-delay

product [7] is a similar metric, but does not include the effects of architectural parallelism when the

delay is taken to be the critical path delay.

15.2.4 Common Design Approaches

With the ETR metric, three common design approaches for processor systems can be analyzed, and their

impact on energy efficiency quantified.

15.2.4.1 Compute ASAP

In this approach, the processor always performs the desired computation at maximum throughput. This

is the simplest approach, and the benchmark to compare others against. When an interrupt comes into

the processor, it wakes up from sleep, performs the requested computation, then goes back into sleep

mode, as shown in Fig. 15.2a. In sleep mode, the processor’s clock can be halted to significantly reduce

idle energy consumption, and restarted upon the next interrupt. This approach is always high through-

put, but unfortunately, it is also always high energy=operation.

15.2.4.2 Clock Frequency Reduction

A common low-power design technique is to reduce the clock frequency, fCLK. This in turn reduces the

throughput, and power dissipation, by a proportional amount. The energy consumption remains

unchanged, as shown in Fig. 15.2b, because energy=operation is independent of fCLK. This approach

actually increases the ETR with respect to the previous approach, and is therefore more energy

inefficient, because the processor delivers the same amount of computation per battery life, but at a

lower level of peak throughput.
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15.2.4.3 Supply Voltage Reduction

When fCLK is reduced, the processor’s circuits have a longer cycle time to complete their computation in.

In CMOS, the common fabrication technology for most processors today, the delay of the circuits

increases as the supply voltage, VDD, decreases. Thus, with voltage scaling, which reduces VDD, the

circuits can be slowed down until they just complete within the longer cycle time. This, in turn, will

reduce the energy=operation, which is a quadratic function of VDD, as shown in Fig. 15.2c.

Figure 15.3 demonstrates that the throughput and energy=operation can vary more than tenfold over

the range of VDD. The curves are derived from analytical sub-micron CMOS device models [6]. Because

throughput and energy=operation roughly track each other, reducing VDD maintains approximately

constant ETR, providing equivalent energy efficiency to the Compute ASAP approach. Thus, lower

energy=operation can be achieved, but at the sacrifice of lower peak throughput.

15.3 Dynamically Varying Voltage

If both VDD and fCLK are dynamically varied in response to computational load demands, then the

energy=operation can be reduced for the low computational periods of time, while retaining peak

throughput when required. When a majority of the computation does not require maximum through-

put, as is typically the case in portable devices, then the average energy=operation can be significantly

reduced, thereby increasing the computation per battery life, without degradation of peak processor
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FIGURE 15.2 Throughput and energy=operation for three design approaches: (a) compute ASAP, (b) clock

frequency reduction, and (c) supply voltage reduction.
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throughput. This strategy, which achieves the highest possible energy efficiency for time-varying

computational loads, is called dynamic voltage scaling (DVS).

15.3.1 Voltage Scaling Effects on Circuit Delay

A critical characteristic of digital CMOS circuits is shown in Fig. 15.4, which plots simulated maximum

fCLK versus VDD for various circuits in a 0.6 mm CMOS process [8]. Whether the circuits are simple

(NAND gate, ring oscillator) or complex (register file, SRAM), their circuit delays track extremely well

over a broad range of VDD. Thus, as the processor’s VDD varies, all of the circuit delays scale propor-

tionally making CMOS processor implementations very amenable to DVS, however, subtle variations of

circuit delay with voltage do exist and primarily effect circuit timing, as discussed in Section 15.5.

15.3.2 Energy Efficiency Improvement

With DVS, peak throughput can always be delivered on demand by the processor, and remains a fixed

value for the processor hardware. The average energy=operation, however, is a function of the compu-

tational load. When most of the processor’s computation can be operated at low throughput, and low

VDD, the average energy=operation can be reduced tenfold as compared to the Compute ASAP design
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FIGURE 15.3 Throughput and energy=operation vs. supply voltage.
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FIGURE 15.4 Simulated maximum clock frequency for four circuits in 0.6 mm CMOS.
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approach, which always runs the processor at maximum VDD. This, in turn, increases the ETR tenfold,

significantly improving processor energy efficiency.

Figure 15.5 plots the normalized battery run-time, which is inversely proportional to energy=opera-

tion, as a function of the fractional amount of computation performed at low throughput. Although a

moderate run-time increase (22%) can be achieved with only 20% of the computation at low through-

put, DVS yields significant increases when more of the computation can be run at low throughput, with

an upper limit in excess of a tenfold increase in battery run-time, or equivalently, more than a tenfold

reduction in energy=operation.

DVS can also significantly reduce a processor’s energy consumption when it is idling. If the processor

is put into its lowest performance mode before entering sleep mode, the energy consumption of all the

circuits that require continual operation (e.g., bus interface, VCO, interrupt controller, etc.) can be

minimized. The processor can quickly ramp up to maximum throughput upon receiving an incoming

interrupt.

15.3.3 Essential Components for DVS

A typical processor is powered by a voltage regulator, which outputs a fixed voltage. However, the

implementation of DVS requires a voltage converter that can dynamically adjust its output voltage when

requested by the processor to do so. Programmable voltage regulators can be used, but they are not

designed to continuously vary their output voltage and degrade the overall system energy efficiency.

A custom voltage converter optimized for DVS is described further in Section 15.4.

Another essential component is a mechanism to vary fCLK with VDD. One approach is to utilize a

lookup table, which the processor can use to map VDD values to fCLK values, and set the on-chip phase-

locked loop (PLL) accordingly. A better approach, which eliminates the need for a PLL, is a ring

oscillator matched to the processor’s critical paths, such that as the critical paths vary over VDD, so

too will fCLK.

The processor itself must be designed to operate over the full range of VDD, which places restrictions

on the types of circuits that can be used and impacts processor verification. Additionally, the processor

must be able to properly operate while VDD is varying. These issues are described further in Section 15.5.

The last essential component is a DVS-aware operating system. The hardware itself cannot distinguish

whether the currently executing instruction is part of a compute-intensive task or a nonspeed critical

task. The application programs cannot set the processor speed because they are unaware of other
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programs running in a multi-tasking system. Thus, the operating system must control processor speed,

as it is aware of the computational requirements of all the active tasks. Applications may provide

useful information regarding their load requirements, but should not be given direct control of the

processor speed.

15.3.4 Fundamental Trade-Off

Processors generally operate at a fixed voltage and require a regulator to tightly control voltage supply

variation. The processor produces large current spikes for which the regulator’s output capacitor

supplies the charge. Hence, a large output capacitor on the regulator is desirable to minimize ripple

on VDD. A large capacitor also helps to maximize the regulator’s conversion efficiency by reducing the

voltage variation at the output of the regulator.

The voltage converter required for DVS is fundamentally different from a standard voltage regulator

because in addition to regulating voltage for a given fCLK, it must also change the operating voltage when

a new fCLK is requested. To minimize the speed and energy consumption of this voltage transition, a

small output capacitor on the converter is desirable, in contrast to the supply ripple requirements.

Thus, the fundamental trade-off in a DVS system is between good voltage regulation and fast=efficient

dynamic voltage conversion. As will be shown in Section 15.4.3, it is possible to optimize the size of this

capacitor to balance the requirements for good voltage regulation with the requirements for a good

dynamic voltage conversion.

15.3.5 Scalability with Technology

Although the prototype system described next demonstrates DVS in a 3.3 V, 0.6 mm process technology,

DVS is a viable technique for improving processor system energy efficiency well into deep sub-micron

process technologies. Maximum VDD decreases with advancing process technology, seeming to reduce

the potential of DVS, but this decrease is alleviated by decreases in the device threshold voltage, VT.

While the maximum VDD may be only 1.2 V in a 0.10 mm process technology, the VT will be

approximately 0.35 V yielding an achievable energy efficiency improvement, V 2
DD=V

2
T still in excess of

a tenfold increase.

15.4 A Custom DVS Processor System

DVS has been demonstrated on a complete embedded processor system, consisting of a microprocessor,

external SRAM chips, and an I=O interface chip [9]. Running on the hardware is a preemptive,

multitasking, real-time operating system, which supports DVS via a modular component called the

voltage scheduler. Benchmark programs, typical of software that runs on portable devices, were then

used to quantify the improvement in energy efficiency possible with DVS on real programs.

15.4.1 System Architecture

As shown in Fig. 15.6, this prototype system contains four custom chips in a 0.6 mm 3-metal VT� 1 V

CMOS process: a battery-powered DC-DC voltage converter, a microprocessor, SRAM memory chips,

and an interface chip for connecting to commercial I=O devices. The entire system can operate at

1.2–3.8 V and 5–80 MHz, while the energy=operation varies from 0.54 to 5.6 mW=MIP.

The prototype processor, which contains a custom implementation of an ARM8 processor core [10],

is a fully functional microprocessor for portable systems. The design contains a multitude of different

circuits, including static logic, dynamic logic, CMOS pass-gate logic, memory cells, sense-amps, bus

drivers, and I=O drivers. All these circuits have been demonstrated to continuously operate over voltage

transients well in excess of 1 V=ms. While the voltage converter was implemented as a separate chip,

integrating it onto the processor die is feasible [11].
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To further improve the system’s energy efficiency, not only was DVS applied to the processor, but

the external SRAM chips and external processor bus, as well. While this system operates off of a

single, variable VDD, a future processor system could again increase energy efficiency by providing

multiple, variable voltages sources. This would allow high-speed, direct-memory accesses to main

memory, so that even when the processor core is operating at low speed, high-bandwidth I=O-memory

transactions could still occur. Additionally, this would also enable DVS peripheral devices that can adapt

their throughput to the processing requirements of the I=O data.

15.4.2 Voltage Scheduler

The voltage scheduler is a new operating system component for use in a DVS system. It controls the

processor speed by writing the desired clock frequency to a system control register, whose value is used

by the converter loop to adjust the processor clock frequency and regulated voltage. By optimally

adjusting the processor speed, the voltage scheduler always operates the processor at the minimum

throughput level required by the currently executing tasks, and thereby minimizes system energy

consumption.

The implemented voltage scheduler runs as part of a simple real-time operating system. Because the

job of determining the optimal frequency and the optimal task ordering are independent of each other,

the voltage scheduler can be separate from the temporal scheduler. Thus, existing operating systems can

be straightforwardly retrofitted to support DVS by adding in this new, modular component. The

overhead of the scheduler is quite small such that it requires a negligible amount of throughput and

energy consumption [12].

The basic voltage scheduler algorithm determines the optimal clock frequency by combining the

computation requirements of all the active tasks in the system, and ensuring that all latency require-

ments are met given the task ordering of the temporal scheduler. Individual tasks supply either a

completion deadline (e.g., video frame rate), or a desired rate of execution in megahertz. The voltage

scheduler automatically estimates the task’s workload (e.g., processing an mpeg frame), measured in

processor cycles. The optimal clock frequency in a single-tasking system is simply workload divided by

the deadline time, but a more sophisticated voltage scheduler is necessary to determine the optimal

frequency for multiple tasks. Workload predictions are empirically calculated using an exponential
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moving average, and are updated by the voltage scheduler at the end of each task. Other features of the

algorithm include the graceful degradation of performance when deadlines are missed, the reservation of

cycles for future high-priority tasks, and the filtering of tasks that cannot possibly be completed by a

given deadline [13].

Figure 15.7 plots VDD for two seconds of a user-interface task, which generally has long-latency

requirements. Clock frequency increases with VDD, so processor speed can be inferred from this scope

trace. The top trace demonstrates the microprocessor running in the typical full-speed=idle operation.

A high voltage indicates the processor is actively running at full speed, and low voltage indicates system

idle. This trace shows that the user-interface task has bursts of computation, which can be exploited with

DVS. The lower trace shows the same task running with the voltage scheduler enabled. In this mode, low

voltage indicates both system idle and low-speed=low-energy operation. The voltage spikes indicate

when the voltage scheduler has to increase the processor speed in order to meet required deadlines. This

comparison demonstrates that much of the computation for this application can be done at low voltage,

greatly improving the system’s energy efficiency.

15.4.3 Voltage Converter

The feedback loop for converting a desired operating frequency, FDES, into VDD is shown in Fig. 15.8,

and is built around a buck converter, which is very amenable to high-efficiency, low-voltage regula-

tion [14]. The ring oscillator converts VDD to a clock signal, fCLK, which drives a counter that outputs

a digital measured frequency value, FMEAS. This value is subtracted from FDES to find the frequency

error, FERR. The loop filter implements a hybrid pulse-width=pulse-frequency modulation algorithm

[9], which generates an MP or MN enable signal. The inductor, LDD, transfers charge to the capacitor,

CDD, to generate a VDD, which is fed back to the ring oscillator to close the loop.

Idle

Max. Speed

Without Voltage Scheduler

With Voltage Scheduler

Low Speed & Idle

Increased Speed
to Meet Deadlines

VDD

VDD

FIGURE 15.7 DVS improvement for UI process.
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The only external components required are a 4.7 mH inductor (LDD) placed next to the con-

verter, 5.5 mF (CDD) of capacitance distributed near the chips’ VDD pins, and a 1 MHz reference

clock. The ring oscillator is placed on the processor chip, and is designed to track the critical paths of

the microprocessor over voltage. A beneficial side effect is that the ring oscillator will also track

the critical paths over process and temperature variations. The rest of the loop is integrated onto the

converter die.

15.4.3.1 New Performance Metrics

In addition to the supply ripple and conversion efficiency performance metrics of a standard voltage

regulator, the DVS converter introduces two new performance metrics: transition time and transition

energy. For a large voltage change (from VDD1 to VDD2), the transition time is:

tTRAN � 2CDD

IMAX

jVDD2 � VDD1j (15:4)

where IMAX is the maximum output current of the converter, and the factor of two exists because the

current is pulsed in a triangular waveform. The energy consumed during this transition is:

ETRAN ¼ (1� h)CDD V 2
DD2 � V 2

DD1

�� �� (15:5)

where h is the efficiency of the DC-DC converter.

A typical capacitance of 100 mF yields a tTRAN of 520 ms and an ETRAN of 130 mJ for a 1.2–3.8 V

transition (for the prototype system: IMAX¼ 1 A, h¼ 90%). This long tTRAN precludes any real-time

control or fast interrupt response time, and only allows very coarse speed control. For voltage changes

on the order of a context switch (30–100 Hz), the 100 mF capacitor will give rise to 4–13 mW of

transition power dissipation. In the prototype system, this was unreasonably large, since the average

system power dissipation could be as low as 3.2 mW. To prevent the transition power dissipation from

dominating the total system power dissipation, a converter loop optimized for a much smaller CDD was

designed.

Increasing CDD reduces supply ripple and increases low-voltage conversion efficiency, making the loop

a better voltage regulator, while decreasing CDD reduces transition time and energy, making the loop a

better voltage tracking system. Hence, the fundamental trade-off in DVS system design is to make the

processor more tolerant of supply ripple so that CDD can be reduced in order to minimize transition
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FIGURE 15.8 Voltage converter negative-feedback loop.
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time and energy. The hybrid modulation algorithm of the loop filter maintains good low-voltage

conversion efficiency to counter the effect of a smaller CDD [15].

15.4.3.2 Limits to Reducing CDD

Decreasing CDD reduces transition time, and by doing so increases dVDD=dt. CMOS circuits can operate

with a varying supply voltage, but only up to a point, which is process dependent. This is discussed

further in Section 15.5.

Decreased capacitance increases supply ripple, which in turn increases processor energy consumption

as shown in Fig. 15.9. The increase is moderate at high VDD, but begins to increase as VDD approaches VT

because the negative ripple slows down the processor so much that most of the computation is

performed during the positive ripple, which decreases energy efficiency. Loop stability is another

limitation on reducing capacitance. The dominant pole in the system is set by CDD and the load

resistance (VDD=IDD). The inductor does not contribute a pole because the buck converter operates in

discontinuous mode; inductor current is pulsed to deliver discrete quantities of charge to CDD [9].

As CDD is reduced the pole frequency increases, particularly at high IDD. As the pole approaches the

sampling frequency, a 1 MHz pole due to a sample delay becomes significant, and will induce ringing.

Interaction with higher-order poles will eventually make the system unstable.

Increasing the converter sampling frequency will reduce supply ripple and increase the pole frequency

due to the sample delay. Thus, these two limits are not fixed, but can be varied; however, increasing the

sampling frequency has two negative side effects. First, low-load converter efficiency will decrease, and

fCLK quantization error will increase. These side effects may be mitigated with a variable sampling

frequency that adapts to the system power requirements (e.g., VDD and IDD). The maximum dVDD=dt at

which the circuits will still operate properly is a hard constraint, but occurs for a much smaller CDD than

the supply ripple and stability constraints.

15.4.4 Measured Energy Efficiency

Figure 15.10 plots the prototype system’s throughput versus its energy=operation for the Dhrystone 2.1

benchmark, which is commonly used to characterize throughput (MIPS), as well as energy consumption

(watts=MIP), for microprocessors in embedded applications [16]. To generate the curve, the system is
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FIGURE 15.9 Energy loss due to supply ripple.
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operated at constant fCLK and VDD to demonstrate the full operating range of the system.

The throughput ranges 6–85 Dhrystone 2.1 MIPS, and the total system energy consumption ranges

0.54–5.6 mW=MIP. At constant VDD, the ETR is 0.065–0.09 mW=MIP2.

With DVS, peak throughput can be delivered upon demand. Thus, the true operating point for the

system lies somewhere along the dotted line because 85 MIPS can always be delivered when required.

When only a small fraction of the computation requires peak throughput, the processor system can

deliver 85 MIPS while consuming, on average, as little as 0.54 mW=MIP. This yields an ETR of 0.006

mW=MIP2, which is more than a tenfold improvement compared to when the system is operating with a

fixed voltage.

To evaluate DVS on real programs, three benchmark programs were chosen that represented software

applications that are typically run on notebook computers or PDAs. Existing benchmarks (e.g., SPEC,

Dhrystone MIPS, etc.) are not applicable because they only measure the peak performance of the

processor. New benchmarks were selected, which combine computational requirements with realistic

latency constraints, and include video decoding (MPEG), audio decoding (AUDIO), and an address-

book user interface program (UI) [9].

As expected, the compute-intensive MPEG benchmark only has an 11% energy reduction from DVS,

but DVS demonstrates significant improvement for the less compute-intensive AUDIO and UI bench-

marks, which have a 4.5 times and 3.5 times energy reduction, respectively. The voltage scheduler’s

heuristic algorithm has a difficult time optimizing for compute-intensive code, so it performs extremely

well on nonspeed critical applications. Thus, DVS provides significant reduction in energy consump-

tion, with no loss of performance, for real software that is commonly run on portable electronic

devices.

15.5 Design Issues

By following a simple set of rules and design constraints, the design of DVS circuits moderately increases

design validation and reduces energy-efficiency when measured at a fixed voltage; however, these

constraints are heavily outweighed by the enormous increase in energy efficiency afforded by DVS.
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FIGURE 15.10 Measured throughput vs. energy=operation.
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15.5.1 Design over Voltage

A typical processor targets a fixed supply voltage, and is designed for ±10% maximum voltage variation.

In contrast, a DVS processor must be designed to operate over a much wider range of supply voltages,

which impacts both design implementation and verification time. However, with a few exceptions, the

design of a DVS-compatible processor is similar to the design of any other high-performance processor.

15.5.1.1 Circuit Design Constraints

To maximize the achievable energy efficiency, only circuits that can operate down to VT should be

used. NMOS pass gates are often used in low-power design due to their small area and input capacitance

[17], but they are limited by not being able to pass a voltage greater than VDD – VT, such that a

minimum VDD of 2VT is required for proper operation. Since throughput and energy consumption vary

by a factor of 4 over the voltage range VT to 2VT, using NMOS pass gates restricts the range of operation

by a significant amount, and are not worth the moderate improvement in energy efficiency. Instead,

CMOS pass gates, or an alternate logic style, should be utilized to realize the full voltage range of DVS.

The delay of CMOS circuits tracks over voltage such that functional verification is only required at one

operating voltage. The one possible exception is any self-timed circuit, which is a common technique to

reduce energy consumption in memory arrays. If the self-timed path layout exactly mimics that of the

circuit delay path as was done in the prototype processor, then the paths will scale similarly with voltage

and eliminate the need to functionally verify over the entire range of operating voltages.

15.5.1.2 Circuit Delay Variation

Although circuit delay tracks well over voltage, subtle delay variations exist and do impact circuit timing.

To demonstrate this, three chains of inverters were simulated whose loads were dominated by gate,

interconnect, and diffusion capacitance respectively. To model paths dominated by stacked devices, a

fourth chain was simulated consisting of 4 PMOS and 4 NMOS transistors in series. The relative delay

variation of these circuits is shown in Fig. 15.11 for which the baseline reference is an inverter chain with

a balanced load capacitance similar to the ring oscillator.

The relative delay of all four circuits is a maximum at only the lowest or highest operating voltages.

This is true even including the effect of the interconnect’s RC delay. Because the gate dominant curve is

convex, combining it with one or more of the other effects’ curves may lead to a relative delay maxima

somewhere between the two voltage extremes, but all the other curves are concave and roughly mirror
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FIGURE 15.11 Relative CMOS circuit delay variation over supply voltage.
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the gate dominant curve such that this maxima will be less than a few percent higher than at either the

lowest or highest voltage, and therefore insignificant. Thus, timing analysis is only required at the two

voltage extremes, and not at all the intermediate voltage values.

As demonstrated by the series dominant curve, the relative delay of four stacked devices rapidly

increases at low voltage, and larger stacks will further increase the relative delay [18]. Thus, to improve

the tracking of circuit delay over voltage, a general design guideline is to limit the number of stacked

devices, except for circuits whose alternative design would be significantly more expensive in area

and=or power (e.g., memory address decoder).

15.5.1.3 Noise Margin Variation

Figure 15.12 demonstrates the two primary ways that noise margin is degraded. The first is capacitive

coupling between an aggressor signal wire that is switching and an adjacent victim wire. When the

aggressor and victim signals have the same logic level, and the aggressor transitions between logic states,

the victim signal can also incur a voltage change. Switching current spikes on the power distribution

network, which has resistive and inductive losses, induces supply bounce. If a gate’s output signal is the

same voltage as the supply that is bouncing, the voltage spike transfers directly to the output signal.

If the voltage change on the gate output for either case is greater than the noise margin, the victim signal

will glitch and potentially lead to functional failure.

For the case of capacitive coupling, the amplitude of the voltage spike on the victim signal is

proportional to VDD to first order. As such, the important parameter to analyze is noise margin divided

by VDD to normalize out the dependence on VDD. Figure 15.13 plots two common measures of noise

margin versus VDD, the noise margin of a standard CMOS inverter, and a more pessimistic measure of

noise margin, VT. The relative noise margin is a minimum at high voltage, such that signal integrity

analysis to ensure there is no glitching only needs to consider a single value of VDD. If a circuit passes

signal integrity analysis at maximum VDD, it is guaranteed to pass at all other values of VDD.

Supply bounce occurs through resistive (IR) and inductive (dI=dt) voltage drop on the power

distribution network both on chip and through the package pins. Figure 15.14 plots the relative

normalized IR and dI=dt voltage drops as a function of VDD. It is interesting to note that the worst-

case condition occurs at high voltage, and not at low voltage, since the decrease in current and dI=dt

more than offsets the reduced voltage swing. Given a maximum tolerable noise margin reduction, only

one operating voltage needs to be considered, which is maximum VDD, to determine the maximum

allowed resistance and inductance for the global power grid and package parasitics.

15.5.2 Design over Varying Voltage

One approach to designing a processor system that switches voltage dynamically is to halt processor

operation during the switching transient. The drawback to this approach is that interrupt latency
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FIGURE 15.12 Sources of noise margin degradation.
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increases and potentially useful processor cycles are discarded. Since static CMOS gates are quite tolerable

of a varying VDD, there is no fundamental need to halt operation during the transient. When the gate’s

output is low, it will remain low independent ofVDD, but when the output is high, it will trackVDD via the

PMOS device(s). Simulation demonstrated that for a minimum-sized PMOS device in our 0.6 mm

process, the RC time constant of the PMOS drain-source resistance and the load capacitance is a

maximum of 5 ns, which occurs at low voltage. Thus, static CMOS gates track quite well for a dVDD=dt

in excess of 100 V=ms, and because all logic high nodes will track VDD very closely, the circuit delay will

instantaneously adapt to the varying supply voltage. Since the processor clock is derived from a ring

oscillator also powered byVDD, its output frequency will dynamically adapt as well, as shown in Fig. 15.15.

Yet, constraints are necessary when using a design style other than static CMOS as well as limits on

allowable dVDD=dt. The prototype processor design contains a variety of different styles, including static
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CMOS logic, aswell as dynamic logic,CMOSpass-gate logic,memory cells, sense-amps, bus drivers, and I=O

drivers. The maximum dVDD=dt that the circuits in this 0.6 mm process technology can tolerate is approxi-

mately 5 V=ms, which is well above the maximum dVDD=dt (0.2 V=ms) of the prototype voltage converter.

15.5.2.1 Dynamic Logic

Dynamic logic styles are often preferable over static CMOS as they are more efficient for implementing

complex logic functions. They can be used with a varying VDD, but require some additional design

considerations. One failure mode can occur while the circuit is in the evaluation state and the gate inputs

are low such that the output node is undriven at a valueVDD. IfVDD ramps down bymore than a diode drop

by the end of the evaluation state, the drain-well diode will become forward biased. Current may be injected

into the parasitic PNP transistor of the PMOS device and induce latch-up [19]. This condition occurs when

dVDD

dt
� �VBE

tCLKjAVE=2
(15:6)

where tCLKjAVE is the average clock period as VDD varies by a diode voltage drop, VBE. Since the clock

period is longest at lowest voltage, this is evaluated as VDD ranges from VMINþVBE to VMIN, where

VMIN¼VTþ 100 mV. For our 0.6 mm process, the limit is �20 V=ms. Another failure mode occurs if

VDD ramps up by more than VTp by the end of the evaluation state, and the output drives a PMOS

device resulting in a false logic low, giving a functional error. This condition occurs when

dVDD

dt
� �VTp

tCLKjAVE=2
(15:7)

and tCLKjAVE is evaluated as VDD varies from VMIN to VMINþVTp, since this condition is also most severe

at low voltage. For our 0.6 mm process, the limit is 24 V=ms.

These limits assume that the circuit is in the evaluation state for no longer than half the clock period.

If the clock is gated, leaving the circuit in the evaluation state for consecutive cycles, these limits

drop proportionally. Hence, the clock should only be gated when the circuit is in the precharge state.

These limits may be increased to that of static CMOS logic using a small bleeder PMOS device to hold

the output at VDD while it remains undriven. The bleeder device also removes the constraint on gating

the clock, and since the bleeder device can be made quite small, there is insignificant degradation of

circuit delay due to the PMOS bleeder fighting the NMOS pull-down devices. A varying VDD will

magnify the charge-redistribution problem of dynamic logic such that the internal nodes of NMOS

stacks should be properly precharged [19].
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FIGURE 15.15 Ring oscillator adapting to varying supply voltage (simulated).
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15.5.2.2 Tri-State Buses

Tri-state buses that are not constantly driven for any given cycle suffer from the same two failure modes

as seen in dynamic logic circuits due to their floating capacitance. The resulting dVDD=dt can be much

lower if the number of consecutive undriven cycles is unbounded. Tri-state buses can only be used if one

of two design methods is followed.

The first method is to ensure by design that the bus will always be driven. Although this is done easily

on a tri-state bus with only two drivers, this may become expensive to ensure by design for a large

number of drivers, N, which requires routing N, or log(N), enable signals.

The second method is to use weak, cross-coupled inverters that continually drive the bus. This is

preferable to just a bleeder PMOS as it will also maintain a low voltage on the floating bus. Otherwise,

leakage current may drive the bus high while it is floating for an indefinite number of cycles. The size of

these inverters can be quite small, even for a large bus. For our 0.6 mm process, the inverters could be

designed to tolerate a dVDD=dt in excess of 75 V=ms with negligible increase in delay, while increasing the

energy consumed driving the bus by only 10%.

15.5.2.3 SRAM

SRAM is an essential component of a processor. It is found in the processor’s cache, translation look-aside

buffer (TLB), and possibly in the register file(s), prefetch buffer, branch-target buffer, and write buffer.

Because all these memories operate at the processor’s clock speed, fast response time is critical, which

demands theuseof a sense-amp.The static anddynamicCMOS logic portions (e.g., address decoder,word-

line driver, etc.) of the memory respond to a changing VDD similar to the ring oscillator, as desired.

Tofirst-order, the delayof both the six-transistor SRAMcell and the basic sense-amp topology (Fig. 15.16),

track changes in VDD much like the delay of static CMOS logic. Second-order effects cause the SRAM cell

behavior to deviate when dVDD=dt is in excess of 50V=ms for our 0.6mmprocess [20]. However, the limiting

second-order effect occurs within the sense-amp because the common-mode voltage between Bit and nBit

does not change with VDD as it varies

during the sense-amp evaluation state.

Figure 15.17 plots the relative delay

variation of the sense-amp compared

against the relative delay variation for

static CMOS for different rates of change

on VDD. It demonstrates that the delay

does shift to first order, but that for nega-

tive dVDD=dt, the sense-amp slows down

at a faster rate than static CMOS. For the

prototype processor design, the sense-

amp delay was approximately 25% of

the cycle time. The critical path contain-

ing the sense-amp was designed with a

delay margin of 10%, such that the max-

imum increase in relative delay of the

sense-amp as compared to static CMOS

that could be tolerated was 40%.

This set the ultimate limit on how fast

VDD could vary in our 0.6 mm process

jdVDD=dt j � 5V=ms (15:8)

This limit is proportional to the sense-

amp delay, such that for improved

process technology and faster cycle
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FIGURE 15.16 SRAM cell and basic sense-amp topology.
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times, this limit will improve. What must be avoided are more complex sense-amps whose aim is to

improve response time and=or lower energy consumption for a fixed VDD, but fail for varying VDD, such

a charge-transfer sense-amp [21].

15.6 Conclusions

DVS is a powerful design technique that can provide a tenfold increase in the energy efficiency of

battery-powered processors, without sacrificing peak throughput. DVS is amenable to standard digital

CMOS processes, with a few additional circuit design constraints. Existing operating systems can be

retrofitted to support DVS, with little modification, as the voltage scheduler can be added to the

operating system in a modular fashion. The prototype system has demonstrated that when running

real programs, typical of those run on notebook computers and PDAs, DVS provides a significant

reduction in measured system energy consumption, thereby considerably extending battery life.

Although DVS was not even considered feasible in commercial products three or four years ago, the

rapidly evolving processor industry has begun to adopt various forms of DVS

. In 1999, Intel introduced SpeedStep1*, which runs the processor at two different voltages and

frequencies, depending upon whether the notebook computer is plugged into an AC outlet, or

running off of its internal battery [22].

. In 2000, Transmeta introduced LongRun1*, which dynamically varies voltage and frequency over

the range of 1.2–1.6 V and 500–700 MHz, providing a 1.8 times variation in processor energy

consumption. Control of the voltage=frequency is in firmware, which monitors the amount of

time the operating system is sleeping [23].

. In 2000, AMD introduced PowerNow!1*, which dynamically varies voltage and frequency over

the range of 1.4–1.8 V and 200–500 MHz, providing a 1.7 times variation in processor energy
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FIGURE 15.17 Sense-amp delay variation with varying supply voltage.

*Registered trademarks of Intel Inc., Transmetal Inc., and Advanced Micro Devices Inc.
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consumption. Control of the voltage=frequency is implemented via a software driver that

monitors the operating system’s measure of CPU utilization [24].

. In 2001, Intel Inc. introduced the XScale1* processor, which is essentially the second genera-

tion StrongArm1* processor. It can dynamically operate over the voltage and frequency range of

0.7–1.75 V and 150–800 MHz, providing a 6.3 times variation in processor energy consumption,

the most aggressive range announced to date. By further advancing the energy-efficiency of the

original StrongArm, this device will be able to deliver 1000 MIPS with average power dissipation

as low as 50 mW at 0.7 V, yielding an ETR as low as 0.05 mW=MIP2 [25].
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16.1 Introduction

Lightweight embedded systems are often low-profile, small, unobtrusive, portable processing elements

with limited power resources, which typically incorporate sensing, processing, and communication.

They are often manufactured to be simple and cost effective. Despite their low complexity, computa-

tionally intensive tasks impede lightweight embedded systems from being deployed in large collaborative

networks in large quantities. Their sensing capabilities allow their seamless integration into the physical

world, while their general-purpose architecture design yields notable advantages such as reconfigur-

ability and adaptability to various applications and environments.

Lightweight embedded systems are gaining popularity due to recent technological advances in

fabrication, processing power, and communication. Despite these advances, there are still significant

scientific challenges for researchers to overcome in terms of power management, reliability, fault

handling, and security.

Unexpected or premature failures raise reliability concerns in mission-critical embedded applications.

Failures often erode manufacturers’ reputations and greatly diminish widespread acceptability of new

devices. In addition, failures in critical applications, like medical devices, often cause unrecoverable damage.

The limited resources of an embedded system in terms of processing power, memory, and storage can

often be mitigated by efficient communication that reduces the processing and storage load on an

embedded device. In addition to effective communication, the challenge of fault handling is difficult

under demands for distributed processing and real-time input from the physical world. Especially in
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wireless communication, interference from environmental noise and channel collisions greatly affects

system performance. Often, power optimization techniques are essential in wireless communication to

mitigate power loss from retransmissions.

Likewise, security also poses a great challenge for lightweight embedded systems. These systems may be

employed for critical applications where user or data security is a major concern. Owing to the limited

onboard processing capabilities and low energy consumption, lightweight security protocols are required.

These protocols provide lightweight authentication that protect against malicious, coordinated attacks.

In this chapter, we first introduce a new algorithm for online dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) for

discrete voltages. Minimizing energy consumption in embedded systems is a critical component of

extending battery life, and in the case of distributed embedded systems, it extends to the entire lifetime

of the system. Advancements in battery technology are being far outpaced by the evolution of instruc-

tion count (IC) technology. As a result, system level solutions reduce the burden on batteries by

intelligently scheduling the execution of tasks. These methods bridge the gap in meeting the growing

energy requirements of an embedded system.

A power minimization for online algorithm is presented that carries out DVS and tailors the

algorithms to today’s real-world processors. The online algorithm schedules tasks without information

about future tasks, which is often the case in real-time systems. It utilizes discrete voltage values, as

found in today’s dynamically variable voltage processors.

The algorithm has a competitive ratio between four and eight, according to our power model. The

quality of the algorithm is verified experimentally against processors that do not use DVS. The voltage

and frequency settings of commercially available processors, Transmeta Crusoe Model TM5500 and

AMD-K6-IIIEþ 500 ANZ, are reduced by 20% and 15% by the power minimization algorithm. The

algorithm is 16% and 31% less energy-efficient than continuous average rate algorithms, and it can use

any voltage value.

This chapter concludes with a review of reliability concerns in real-time embedded systems and

summarizes the recently proposed reliability optimization techniques. Finally, security requirements of a

networked, lightweight embedded system are discussed along with a number of attacks and defenses.

16.2 Online Dynamic Voltage Scaling for Discrete Voltages

16.2.1 Introduction of Dynamic Voltage Scaling

The popularity of the battery power systems has encouraged research in the area of energy minimization.

Although minimizing energy consumption in embedded systems has always been an important goal, it is

even more essential now that there is a widening gap between IC and battery technology. With the

increasing use of portable devices and the deployment of distributed embedded systems, minimizing

power consumption becomes a fundamental factor in extending system life.

Energy saving techniques such as DVS can be used. DVS saves energy by varying the amount of power

provided to the processor. The less is the power provided to the processor, the longer it will take for the

variable voltage processor to run tasks. Generally, the power consumption of the processors is propor-

tional to the square of the voltage. On the other hand, the processor speed is directly proportional to the

voltage applied to the system. Therefore, the convex relation between the supply voltage and the power

dissipation allows for energy savings. Effective DVS uses system level solutions that schedule the

execution of tasks so that they meet their deadlines and reduce the energy consumption.

Here, system level issues necessary for today’s technology are discussed. An online heuristic for

scheduling jobs is presented on a variable voltage processor that allows for a finite number of discrete

voltage values. The algorithm is efficient because it minimizes power consumption by varying the

operating voltage and still meets the deadlines of the jobs.

The heuristic is online and thus works without the knowledge of what the future workload will be. It

does not assume availability of a continuous voltage range. Instead the algorithm limits itself only to a

set of finitely available discrete voltage values.
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16.2.2 Related Work

Yao et al. in Ref. [1] presented an optimal static algorithm for DVS, assuming continuous voltage values

were available. Algorithms that assume continuous voltage values set the voltage of the system to any

voltage value. Many current processors, however, such as the Transmeta Crusoe processor [2] and AMD

K6-IIIEþ 500 ANZ [3], do not support continuous voltage values. Instead, they analyze the constrained

case of discrete voltage values.

Kwon and Kim [4] developed an optimal algorithm for static voltage scaling given discrete voltage

values. Static, or offline, algorithms are aware of all the tasks that are to be executed. In reality, most

environments do not lend themselves in knowing the tasks that will need to be executed in the future.

This is often the case when the future is the entire lifetime of a system. Hence online algorithms are

required for real-world low power system execution.

Yao et al. [1] also presented an online DVS algorithm. The online algorithm was based on an average

rate execution of tasks. Yao’s algorithm, also, depends on the availability of continuous voltage values.

Our algorithm differs from previous online DVS algorithms [5,6] because it considers cases when there

are discrete voltages in real time.

We present an online algorithm for discrete DVS. Of the four possible permutations of the problem

given in Table 16.1, our algorithm can be used for processors available today and is the most applicable

to real-world systems. The algorithm we present builds on the paper by Kwon and Kim [4] and the

classic paper by Yao et al. [1], where the average rate heuristic for online DVS was proposed. The average

rate algorithm determines the density at each time unit and dynamically sets the processor speed

accordingly. The density of each task is given by the ratio of computation over the time, as given in

the following equation:

Di ¼ c j

di � aj

The speed of the processor at time t is set to the sum of all of the densities at time t, as given by the

following equation:

s(t) ¼
Xn

j¼1

Dj(t)

16.2.3 Power Model

In current-day systems, switching, or dynamic, power dominates the power consumption of the processor,

and hence we aim to minimize it. Switching power per cycles is given by the following formula:

P ¼ CeffV
2
dd f

where

Ceff is the effective switching capacitance

Vdd is the supplied voltage

f is the frequency [7]

TABLE 16.1 Summary of Related Work

Continuous Voltage Values Discrete Voltage Values

Static algorithm Yao, Demers, Shenker 1995 Kwon, Kim 2003

Online algorithm Yao, Demers, Shenker 1995 Addressed in Section 16.2
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Consequently, energy expended is given by the following formula:

E ¼ CeffV
2
ddc

Where c represents the number of cycles executed with the supplied voltage [7,4]. In general, there is a

linearly proportional relationship between frequency and voltage.

Dynamic voltage scaling takes advantage of the quadratic relationship between voltage and energy to

reduce energy consumption. DVS algorithms aim to decrease the applied voltage so that deadlines are

still met. This is referred to as just-in-time execution. Scheduling algorithms are critical to ensure just-

in-time execution of tasks, so that power consumption can be minimized, without adversely affecting

performance.

16.2.4 Online Algorithm for Discrete Voltages

We consider the problem of scheduling tasks to execute on a variable voltage processor, a processor with

DVS. The scheduler takes as input a set of tasks with deadlines that arrive at various intervals throughout

the execution time. The scheduling algorithm must ensure that all deadlines are met, while the energy

consumption is minimized, by varying the voltage supplied to the processor. Real systems rarely know

the entire range of tasks that need to be executed until they must be carried out. Therefore, an online

approach that handles tasks as they arrive is an important requirement for the algorithm.

More formally, consider the following problem. Given are a set of discrete supply voltage (V¼ {v1, . . . ,

vm} where vi�1< vi< viþ 1), where each voltage level, vi, has a corresponding processor speed si from

the set S¼ {s1, . . . , sm}. Also, we have as input a set of n tasks T¼ {t1, . . . , tn}, where each task ti has the

following properties:

. Arrival time, ai

. Deadline, di

. Number of cycles of computation, ci

The objective is tominimize the energy consumption, while ensuring that all tasks meet their deadlines.

The cycles of computation ci represent the worst-case execution time (WCET). We shall assume that

tasks take their WCET, as this assumption is common among the related work [1,4,8,9].

We examine uniprocessors where preemption is possible. It is assumed that the transition cost and

delay between voltages is marginal. This assumption is common in the literature [4,8,10].

The earliest deadline first policy of scheduling tasks on uniprocessor with preemption is known to be

optimal [11]. Thus, the difficulty does not lie in the ordering of the tasks on the processor, but in the

choice between the voltage settings.

16.2.4.1 Online Algorithm

Our technique is based on the average rate heuristic, but it accommodates the case where only discrete

processor speeds, and their corresponding voltage values are available. The average rate algorithm assumes

the availability of a continuous range of processor speeds, and their corresponding voltage values.

Our technique also determines the density for each of the tasks, and sums the densities to determine

the minimum processor speed at each time unit. However, if this processor speed is not available,

discretization is carried out.

If the voltage as determined by the average rate algorithm is unavailable, then a combination of the

two adjacent voltage values will be used to execute over a time interval. In place of the voltage vi
determined by the average rate algorithm, the voltage values viþ 1 and vi� 1 will be used in proper

proportion instead. Initially, the larger of the voltage values viþ 1 will be used, and then after a certain

interval the smaller of the voltage values vi� 1 will be executed.

It is possible that during this interval, a new task may arrive and change the average rate of the system.

This scenario is accommodated, by utilizing the larger voltage before utilizing the smaller voltage.
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The algorithm, as we have stated so far, considers all of the possible time instances. This is an

impractical situation because the voltage can change at any time resulting in an infinite number of

time steps. However, there is no need to consider every possible time instances t. Instead, there exist

certain checkpoints where the voltage value may need to be changed. The rest of the time the voltage

supplied will stay constant. These checkpoints are at arrival times and at the deadlines of tasks. The

discretization of each voltage, as we do in our algorithm, adds an additional checkpoint, the point at

which the voltage must be changed from viþ 1 to vi.

The pseudocode for the online algorithm is given below:

Online Algorithm

1: for each arrival time, deadline, or frequency change point

2: if an arrival time or deadline

3: Sort tasks by earliest deadline first

4: Desired_Frequency¼Average_Rate()

5: Current_Frequency¼Discrete_Frequency (Desired_Frequency)

6: Set_Frequency_Change_Point (Desired_Frequency, Current_Frequency)

7: endif

8: if frequency change point

9: if no task has arrived since frequency change point was set

10: Desired_Frequency¼Average_Rate()

11: Current_Frequency¼Discrete_Frequency (Desired_Frequency)

12: end if

13: end if

14: end for

Average_Rate()

1: return cycles of computation=(finish_time – start_time)

Discrete_Frequency (Desired_Frequency)

1: for each available frequency f in increasing order

2: if Desired_Frequency � f

3: return f

4: endif

5: end for

6: return error

Set_Frequency_Change_Point (Desired_Frequency, Current_Frequency)

1: if Desired_Frequency <>Current_Frequency

2: Next_Frequency¼ Largest available frequency less than Current_Frequency

3: x¼ (Desired_Frequency – Next_Frequency)=(Current_Frequency – Next_Frequency)

4: Set change frequency point to time after x fraction of the interval has been executed.

5: end if
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16.2.4.2 An Example on Online Dynamic Voltage Scaling

Let us consider the example shown in Figure 16.1. There are two tasks, each with its own arrival time,

deadline, and requirement for cycles of computation. The average rate for both tasks is calculated, and it

is shown in Figure 16.1a. According to the classic average rate algorithm, the speed of the processors is

set to the average rate and is calculated by the sum of the densities. The tasks are scheduled according to

the earliest deadline first techniques, as demonstrated in Figure 16.1b.

The problem formulation, however, restricts the voltage that can be used for discrete values. The three

dashed arrows represent the discrete voltage values. Thus, the tasks continuous voltage values are

discretized, according to the algorithm presented in Section 16.2.4.1.

16.2.4.3 Competitive Ratio

To quantify the quality of our online heuristic, we will prove its constant competitive ratio. In other

words, we will show that in the worst case, our online algorithm is a certain factor greater than the static

optimal solution to the problem. We will show that our algorithm has a competitive ratio equal to

average rate algorithm by Yao et al. For our given power model, the average rate algorithm has a

competitive ration between four and eight. Below we prove the same for our algorithm.

According to Ref. [1], for a real number p� 2 and the power function P� sp, the average rate heuristic

has a competitive ratio of r, where pp � r � 2p�1pp. As stated earlier, we assume that voltage and

processor speed are linearly proportional to each other, thus according to our power model P� s2.

Our algorithm optimally converts the online continuous solution given by the average rate algorithm

to the case, where there are only discrete voltage levels, since each voltage value is obtained by utilizing its

neighboring voltage values. As proven in Ref. [12], if a processor can use only a finite number of

discretely variable voltages, the two voltages that minimize energy consumption under a time constraint

T are the immediate neighbors of the initial voltage. This is congruent to fact that applying the

discretization as given by Kwon and Kim to continuous static solution gives an optimal mapping as

proved in Ref. [4].

Cycles

Cycles

Time 

Time 

Time 

Cycles
Task 1 

Task 2 

(a) (b)

(c)

FIGURE 16.1 Example. (a) Demonstrates the average rate of the two tasks. (b) Demonstrates the resulting

scheduling with the average rate algorithm with continuous voltage values. (c) Demonstrates our schedule with

discrete voltage values.
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The average rate algorithm has a competitive ratio r, where 4 � r � 8, for our discussed power model.

Since the discretization processes are known to be optimal, there is no point where the conversion

adversely affects the solution quality. Therefore, our algorithm has a competitive ratio equivalent to the

average rate competitive ratio. Therefore, our algorithm has a competitive ratio r with respect to

the solution given by the algorithm in Ref. [4].

16.2.4.4 Complexity Analysis

The purpose of our work is to decrease the power consumption of the system. Therefore, a computation

intensive algorithm would be impractical and possibly counterproductive if it consumes more energy

than it saves. Furthermore, since we are dealing with real-time systems, speed is paramount. As a result,

we have developed an extremely fast algorithm with time complexity O(n).

There are n calculations of the density, one for each of the n tasks at its arrival. At each checkpoint, the

summation of all of the densities must be carried out. There exist at most 2n checkpoints due to arrival

times and deadlines. There can also be additional checkpoints between the n checkpoints, due to

discretization. Hence, there are 4n�1 total checkpoints, which gives us a time complexity of O(n).

16.2.5 Experimentation

To verify our theoretical results, we carried out the following experimentation. We compared our

algorithmwith the average rate algorithm [1] for a continuous spectrum of voltage values. This algorithm,

as expected, became a lower bound for our results. Also, we compared our algorithm to the case where

there is no DVS, and thus must execute at a fast speed.

The task sets that were used were randomly generated, as standard among the related work [4,8,9].

The tasks’ values were based on the work of Kwon et al. We similarly chose arrival times and deadlines in

the range of 1–400 s, cycles of execution in the range of 1–400 million cycles. The number of tasks per

experiment was varied, to include task sets of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 25, and 40 tasks.

In these experiments, we used the Transmeta Crusoe processor Model TM5500 [2] and the AMD-K6-

IIIEþ 500 ANZ processor [3]. However, our algorithm is versatile and can be applied to any variable

voltage processor with discrete voltage settings. The mapping between the voltage values and the

frequencies is shown in Table 16.2. In addition, the continuous voltage values were determined through

regression analysis as shown in Figure 16.2.

Figures 16.3 and 16.4 give the experimental results for the Transmeta and AMD processors, respect-

ively. As expected, the no-DVS algorithm has the largest energy consumption. There is an average

increase of 20% for the Transmeta processor and 15% for the AMD processor. As the number of tasks

increases, the utilization also increases. This results in the energy consumption of all three algorithms

converging.

Continuous AVR represents the energy consumption for the average rate algorithm that is able to use

continuous voltage values. Again, as expected, its curve is a lower bound to our algorithm. On average,

our algorithm is 16% and 31% worse than the average rate algorithm, which can be used with

continuous voltage values.

TABLE 16.2 Mapping of Voltage to Frequency Settings for the Processors

Transmeta Crusoe Processor Model TM5500 AMD-K6-IIIE þ 500 ANZ Processor

Voltage (V) Maximum Frequency (MHz) Voltage (V) Maximum Frequency (MHz)

1.3 800 1.8 500

1.2 667 1.7 450

1.1 533 1.6 400

1.0 400 1.5 350

0.9 300 1.4 300
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FIGURE 16.2 Regression analysis to obtain the continuous voltage values.
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FIGURE 16.3 Energy consumption on the Transmeta processor for the three different algorithms.
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Figures 16.4 through 16.6 give the energy consumption normalized to the continuous average rate

algorithm. They show that as the number of tasks increases, the utilization increases, and all algorithms

converge. However, when there is low-to-medium utilization, the energy saving of our algorithm is

significant.
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FIGURE 16.4 Energy consumption on the Transmeta processor normalized to the continuous average rate

algorithm.
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FIGURE 16.5 Energy consumption on the AMD processor for the three different algorithms.
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16.2.6 Conclusion

We presented an online algorithm for DVS, where there is only a set of discrete voltage values available.

We explained why we consider this version of the problem to be the most practical, and how it can be

easily introduced into the system level of present-day systems. We proved that the online algorithm has

constant competitive ratio. Through experimentation, we showed that our algorithm saves on the

Transmeta processor around 20% and on the AMD processor 15% more energy than if no DVS was

used. It is about 16% and 31% less energy-efficient than the continuous average rate algorithm, which

can only be used in cases where continuous voltage values are available.

16.3 Reliable and Fault Tolerant Networked Embedded Systems

Embedded systems are deployed in a large range of real-time applications such as space, defense, medicine,

and even consumer products. In the emerging area of wearable computing, multiple medical and

monitoring application have been developed using networked embedded systems [13,14]. Mission-critical

applications such as medical devices and space technologies raise obvious reliability concerns. At the same

time, a failure even in noncritical applications such as multimedia devices (audio=video players) may cause

unrecoverable damage on the reputation and market share of the manufacturer. Many of these systems

are implemented through networked distributed components collaborating with each other. In this

section, we will first review models used in reliability optimization for such systems. Later on, we will

cover methodologies used in scheduling and task allocation approaches targeting reliability enhancement.

Then we will conclude with the effects of power management on reliability through voltage scaling.

16.3.1 Resource Mapping through Software and Hardware Selection

Redundancy techniques are commonly used to achieve high reliability in any sort of computational

systems. In embedded systems, redundancy can be achieved through multiple copies of software and

multiple copies of hardware and computational units. As discussed earlier, one of the major properties

of lightweight embedded systems is the low cost and relatively small size both in terms of dimensions

and memory. Therefore, having redundant components is a luxury that cannot always be afforded. We

assume that a given embedded system can be modeled as a distributed system composed of subsystems

communicating with each other through a network as shown in Figure 16.7.
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FIGURE 16.6 Energy consumption on the AMD processor normalized to the continuous average rate algorithm.
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16.3.1.1 Reliability Models

The first problem to be examined is resource selection. Usually in the process of designing a system,

there exist multiple alternatives for both software and hardware to choose from. Therefore, the objective

in this type of reliability optimization is to select a set of hardware and software among available options

to meet the system specification and maximize reliability. First, we will introduce the following notations

and definitions that are commonly used in the context of reliability in embedded systems [9].

R is the estimated reliability of the system, which is basically the probability that the system is fully

operational.

X=i=j indicates that system architecture X can tolerate i hardware faults and j software faults.

Alternatives for X are NVP (N-version programming) and RB (recovery block). In NVP, N-independent

software is executing the same task and result is decided by a voter whereas in RB, the redundant copies

are called alternates and the decider is an acceptance test [15]. Note that in many systems in which no

extra copies of hardware or software are available, the systems will be presented as X=0=0. In such

architectures, no fault can be tolerated but in the design process one can optimize the system such that

the probability of occurrence of a fault is minimized (through incorporating more robust components).

Most common architectures used in embedded architectures are

. NVP=0=1: Can tolerate only one software failure

. NVP=1=1: Can tolerate one hardware and one software failure

. RB=1=1: Can tolerate one hardware and one software failure

Generally speaking, we assume the system consists of n different subsystems, and there aremi different

choices of hardware along with their associated costs (j,Cij). Cij is the cost of employing hardware j in

subsystem i. Same assumptions hold for software, i.e., there are pi versions available for software i along

with its cost on different subsystem (k,Cik). Cik is the cost of implementing software k on subsystem i.

This cost can be the development cost or even the size of the software. More parameters are defined as

follows:

Pvi: Probability that software version i would fail

Phi: Probability that hardware version i would fail

Rsik: Reliability of software k on subsystem i

Rhij: Reliability of hardware j on subsystem i

More sources of failure, like errors in the decider or voter, can also be incorporated [9].

Subsystem
Hardware

Software

FIGURE 16.7 Embedded system architecture: hardware and software are mapped into each subsystem. The whole

architecture forms a network.
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16.3.1.2 Model Formulation

Once the resources’ specifications are given, the objective would be to find a mapping among available

resources to the subsystems. Depending on the type of architecture; the optimization process is basically

seeking the optimal set of hardware and software components.

Here we present the formulation used in Ref. [9] for a simple model in which there exists no

redundancy. The objective in this case is to find the optimal set of hardware and software available

equivalent version.

Objective:

Maximize R ¼
Y

i

Ri

Such that

X

j

xij ¼ 1

X

k

yik ¼ 1

X

i

X

j

xijCij þ
X

i

X

k

yikCik � Cost

xij ¼ 0, 1

yij ¼ 0, 1

i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n

j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , mi

k ¼ 1, 2, . . . , pi

Where Ri is reliability of subsystem i, which is equal to

Ri ¼
X

j

X

k

xij yij Rhij Rsik

xij and yik are binary variables and are set to 1 if software version of j used for subsystem i and

hardware version k is used at subsystem i, respectively. The above formulation results in an ILP problem

and can be solved using traditional techniques like simulated annealing. For other architectures that

benefit from redundancy, similar formulation can be used. Further details can be found in Refs. [9,16].

16.3.2 Reliability Aware Scheduling and Task Allocation

Distributed computing systems are the most commonly used architectures in today’s high-performance

computing. Same topology and architectures are being deployed in lightweight embedded system with

the distinctions that lightweight components are of low profile and with fewer capabilities in terms of

computation and storage. In real-time applications, the next step after designing the system would be

task allocation and scheduling onto available resources. A real-time application is usually composed of

smaller task with certain dependencies among them and timing constraints. Since hardware components

and communication links are prone to faults and failure, allocation and scheduling algorithms should

meet the system specifications, such as throughput and latency. Scheduling algorithms should also
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guarantee a bound on reliability of the system depending on the criticality of the application. Task

allocation and scheduling is well known to be NP-Hard in strong sense. Researchers have developed

algorithms and heuristics targeting different types of topologies.

16.3.2.1 Network and Task Graph Models

Network topology, in which computational units are embedded, is assumed to be an undirected graph

G¼ (M, N) where M is the set of nodes in the graph (processing elements) and N is the set of

communication links. The application to be run on such a system is modeled as a directed acyclic

graph (DAG) T¼ (V, E) where V is the set of tasks and E is the set of directed edges that represent the

dependency among tasks. The failure rate of a resource is assumed to be a constant li and, therefore, it

has a Poisson distribution. The failure rate is equivalent to the probability that a node (or edge) has

nonoperational constant failure rate and is not necessarily consistent with experimental analysis. This

assumption is proven to be a reasonable assumption in many scenarios. Also failures of individual

hardware components are assumed to be statistically independent random variables. The above assump-

tions are commonly used in many studies on reliability of computational systems.

16.3.2.2 K-Terminal Reliability

The first step in evaluating the reliability of a given task allocation instance is analyzing the ability to

compute the connectivity of the network. Consider a probabilistic graph in which the edges are perfectly

reliable, but nodes can fail with known probabilities. The K-terminal reliability of this graph is the

probability that a given set of nodes is connected. This set of nodes includes the computation units that

are responsible for executing tasks of an application. Although there is a linear-time algorithm for

computing K-terminal reliability on proper interval graphs [17], this reliability problem is NP-complete

for general graphs, and remains NP-complete for chordal graphs and comparability graphs [18].

16.3.2.3 Task Allocation with No Redundancy

First we consider the simple case in which there is no redundancy in terms of software and hardware in

the network. In this type of problem, the goal is to assign tasks to computational units such that the

application is embedded into a subnetwork with high connectivity. Generally, in order to have a reliable

allocation and scheduling, computer scientists modify existing scheduling algorithms to include reli-

ability. The main reason is that a scheduling algorithm should initially meet the design and system

requirements. A recent work presented by Dogan and Özgüner [19] modifies the dynamic level

scheduling (DLS) algorithm to take into account node failure. DLS algorithm relies on a function

defined over task–machine pairs called dynamic level:

DL(vi ,mj) ¼ SL(vi)�max{tAij ,t
M
j }þ D(vi ,mj)

SL(vi) is a measure of the criticality of the task i. Tasks that require a larger execution time are given

higher priority. The max{tij
A,tj

M} is the time that execution of task vi can start on machine mj. The max

function is taken over tij
A, which is the time data for task vi to be available if vi is mapped to machine mj

and tj
M is when the machinemj is available. The last term represents the difference of the execution time of

task vi if mapped on machine mj and the median of execution times of task vi on all available machines.

A new term is added to the above equation to take into account the reliability of the task–machine

pair into the dynamic level of the pair. This term is called C(vi,mj) and is defined such that resources

with high reliability gain more weight:

DL(vi ,mj) ¼ SL(vi)�max{tAij ,t
M
j }þ D(vi ,mj)� C(vi ,mj)

The way the term is incorporated in the DL equation can be interpreted such that a resource with

higher reliability would have a smaller contribution in reducing the dynamic level value.

For more details about the definition of terms used, readers are encouraged to refer Refs. [19,20].
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16.3.2.4 Task Allocation with Software Redundancy

Another scenario in reliable and fault-tolerant scheduling is where you are allowed to have multiple

copies of a program on different resources and use them as backups for recovery. One of the best known

application-level fault-tolerant techniques utilize redundancy [21,22]. The algorithm divides the load

into multiple processing elements and saves a copy in one of the neighbors in the network. In other

words, if there are n tasks to be allocated into n processing elements, a secondary copy is saved on one of

the immediate neighbors. To save available resources and depending on the criticality of the application,

the secondary copy might be a reduced version of the primary one in terms of precision or resolution

[23]. When a fault has been detected and the primary resource cannot generate the required results, the

neighbor that keeps the secondary version executes the task and sends the output to the appropriate

destination. Meanwhile, in the recovery phase, either the faulty node is restarted or the task is replaced

into a fully functional resource.

Although fault-tolerant scheduling approaches result in more desirable system specifications in terms

of throughput, latency, and reliability, they may be power consuming. As discussed in previous section,

power awareness is one of the most critical issues in lightweight embedded systems. Researchers have

tried to incorporate power efficiency in reliable scheduling algorithms. An interesting approach has been

proposed in Ref. [21].

16.3.3 Effects of Energy Management on Reliability

The slack time in real-time embedded systems can be used to reduce the power consumption of the

system through voltage or frequency scaling [24–27]. In Section 16.2, we saw an example of online

voltage scaling utilizing slack times. At the same time, slack time can be used for recovery from a fault.

Therefore, to benefit the most from available slack times, we need a hybrid algorithm to include both

power saving and reliability. In this section, transient faults mainly caused by single event upset (SEU)

are also considered. We also explore the trade-offs between reliability and power consumption in

embedded systems.

16.3.3.1 Single Event Upset and Transient Faults

A SEU is an event that occurs when a charged particle deposits some of its charge on a microelectronic

device, such as a CPU, memory chip, or power transistor. This happens when cosmic particles collide

with atoms in the atmosphere, creating cascades or showers of neutrons and protons. At deep sub-

micrometer geometries, this affects semiconductor devices at sea level. In space, the problem is worse in

terms of higher energies. Similar energies are possible on a terrestrial flight over the poles or at high

altitude. Traces of radioactive elements in chip packages also lead to SEUs. Frequently, SEUs are referred

to as bit flips [28,29].

A method for estimating soft error rate (SER) in CMOS SRAM circuits was recently developed by [3].

This model estimates SER due to atmospheric neutrons (neutrons with energies >1 MeV) for a range of

submicron feature sizes. It is based on a verified empirical model for the 600 nm technology, which is

then scaled to other technology generations. The basic form of this model is

SER ¼ F � A� e�
Qcrit
Qs

where

F is the neutron flux with energy >1 MeV, in particles=(cm2 s)

A is the area of the circuit sensitive to particle strikes (the sensitive area is the area of source and

drain of the transistors used in gates), in cm2

Qcrit is the critical charge, in fC

Qs is the charge collection efficiency of the device, in fC
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In the above formulation, Qcrit is function of supply voltage. Intuitively, the larger the supply voltage,

the less likely a particle strike can alter a gates value. As we see, the effect of voltage scaling on power and

reliability is contradictory.

It is important to notice that even if a soft error is generated in a logic gate, it does not necessarily

propagate to the output. Soft error can be masked due to following factors:

. Logical masking occurs when the output is not affected by the error in a logic gate due to

subsequent gates whose outputs only depend on other inputs.

. Temporal masking (latching-window masking) occurs in sequential circuits when the pulse

generated from the particle hit reaches a latch but not at the clock transition; therefore, the

wrong value is not latched.

. Electrical masking occurs when the pulse resulting from SEU attenuates as it travels through logic

gates and wires. Also, pulses outside the cutoff frequency of CMOS elements will be faded out

[30,31].

It has been shown that as the frequency decreases, the safety margins in combinational and sequential

circuits increase due to masking properties in the circuit and as a result enhances the reliability of the

system by reducing the error rate [32,33]. This may not seem contradictory since both power reduction

and reliability increases in lower frequencies. Lower frequency means a fewer number of recoveries.

Therefore, an exact analysis is required to find an optimal operating point.

According to the above discussion, soft error rate l can be expressed as function of voltage and

frequency l¼l0(v,f ). This function can be incorporated in voltage and frequency scaling techniques

and can be treated as a constraint imposed on the optimization problem. For further discussion and

results, readers are encouraged to read Refs. [34,35].

16.4 Security in Lightweight Embedded Systems

Consumers constantly demand thinner, smaller, and lighter systems with smaller batteries in which the

battery life is enhanced to meet their lifestyle. Yet, these constraints signify major challenges for the

implementation of traditional security protocols in lightweight embedded systems. Lightweight embed-

ded systems are more vulnerable than wired networks to security attacks. For lightweight embedded

systems to be secure and trustworthy, data integrity, data confidentiality, and availability are necessary.

Approaches to security in embedded systems deviate from traditional security because of the limited

computation and communication capabilities of the embedded systems.

Networked lightweight embedded systems are a special type of network that share several common-

alities with traditional networks. Yet, they create several unique requirements for security protocols due

to their distinctive properties. Data confidentiality is the most important requirement in such

networks. The nodes should not leak any sensitive information to adversaries [36,37]. Data integrity

is another major concern. The adversary may alter some of the packets and inject them into the

network. Moreover, the adversary may pretend to be a source of data and generate packet streams.

Therefore, it is imperative to employ authentication. Self-organization and self-healing are among the

main properties of such network. Therefore, preinstallation of shared key between nodes may not

be practical [38]. Several random key distribution techniques have been proposed for such networks

[39–41].

Lightweight embedded systems are susceptible to several types of attacks. Just as attacks must be

modified to consider the low power, low bandwidth, and low processing power of embedded systems, so

do solutions to traditional security attacks have to be tailored to embedded systems. The attacks include

denial of service, privacy violation, traffic analysis, and physical attacks. Because of the constrained

nature of the nodes, a more powerful sensor node can easily jam the network and prevent the nodes to

perform their routine tasks [42]. Some of the privacy violation attacks are depicted in Refs. [43,44].

Often, an adversary can disable the network by monitoring the traffic across the network, identifying the
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base stations and disabling them [45]. Moreover, some of the threats due to physical node destruction

are portrayed in Ref. [46].

Attackers disrupt the sensor network by injecting packets in the channel, replaying previous packets,

disturbing the routing protocols, or eavesdropping on radio transmissions [47]. A new malicious node

can wreck havoc on the system by selective forwarding, sinkhole, Sybil, wormhole, HELLO floods, or

ACK spoofing attacks.

In selective forwarding, a malicious node refuses to forward packets or drops packets in order to suppress

information. Another common attack is the sinkhole attack where traffic is routed through a compromised

node creating a center or sinkhole where traffic is concentrated [47]. In a Sybil attack, one node takes with

several identities or several nodes continuously switch their identities among themselves and obtain an

unfair portion of the resources. The Sybil attack makes blackmailing easier. Blackmailing is when several

malicious nodes convince the network that a legitimate node is malfunctioning or malicious [37].

Another dangerous attack made easier through the Sybil attack is wormholes. A malicious node takes

a packet from one part of the network and uses a high-speed link to tunnel it to the other side of the

network. This attack can convince a node that is far away from the base station that they can reach it

easier through going through them [47]. The HELLO flood attack broadcasts out HELLO packets and

convinces everyone in the network that they are their neighbor demolishing the routing protocol [47].

Acknowledgment spoofing encourages the loss of data when malicious node sends ACK packets to the

source pretending to be a dead or disabled node [47].

To defend against denial of service, Wood and Stankovic [48] propose a two-phase procedure where

the node reports their status along with the boundaries of the jammed region to their neighbors. This

approach enables the nodes to route around the jammed region. Several approaches are proposed to

defend against privacy-based attacks [49–51]. To combat against the traffic analysis attack, a random

walk approach is proposed in Ref. [52].

Since nodes do not have the processing power to perform public key cryptography, a defense against

the previously mentioned attacks is to have a simple link layer encryption and authentication using a

globally shared key. A malicious node can no longer join the topology disabling several attacks

mentioned above. Link layer encryption was implemented in TinySec [53,54].

TinySec implemented a cipher independent, lightweight, and efficient authentication and encryption

on embedded systems. Another operating system, SOS, implemented authentication and encryption and

allows programs to be dynamically uploaded from other nodes.

The security protocols for embedded systems (SPINS) provided two security protocols, the secure

network encryption protocol (SNEP) and the microtimed, efficient, streaming, loss-tolerant authenti-

cation (mTESLA) protocol. SNEP uses public key cryptography and mTESLA authenticates packets with

a digital signature using symmetric mechanisms to ensure authenticated broadcasts. SNEP and mTESLA

are costly protocols that add 8 bytes to a message, use an additional 20% of the available code space, and

increase the energy consumption by 20% [37].

16.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have introduced lightweight embedded system as a large subset of embedded systems

commonly used in today’s applications. Lightweight embedded systems pose unique properties such as

low profile, low power, with high reliability. These systems are employed in various applications ranging

frommedical devices and space technologies to game boxes and electronic gadgets. Such systems typically

incorporate sensing, processing, and communications and are often manufactured to be simple and cost

effective. These unique specifications and requirement raise the need for new designmethodologies. Three

main concerns in such systems have been reviewed in this chapter: (1) power, (2) reliability, and (3)

security. We have proposed a new online DVS for discrete voltages that can be applied on embedded

systems with voltage scalable processors. Also, current reliability optimization methods and security

challenges in these systems have been summarized.
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17.1 Introduction

For innovative portable and wireless devices, systems on chips (SoCs) containing several processors,

memories, and specialized modules are obviously required. Performance and also low power are main

issues in the design of such SoCs. In deep submicron technologies, SoCs contain several millions of

transistors and have to work at lower and lower supply voltages to avoid too high power consumption.

Consequently, digital libraries as well as memories have to be designed to work at very low supply

voltages and to be very robust while considering wire delays, signal input slopes, leakage issues, noise,

and cross-talk effects.

Are these low-power SoCs only constructed with low-power processors, memories, and logic blocks?

If the latter are unavoidable, many other issues are quite important for low-power SoCs, such as the way

to synchronize the communications between processors as well as test procedures, online testing, and

software design and development tools. This chapter is a general framework for the design of low-power

SoCs, starting from the system level to the architecture level, assuming that the SoC is mainly based on

the reuse of low-power processors, memories, and standard cell libraries [1–7].
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17.2 Power Reduction from High to Low Level

17.2.1 Design Techniques for Low Power

Future SoCs will contain several different processor cores on a single chip. It results in parallel

architectures, which are known to be less dynamic power hungry than fully sequential architectures

based on a single processor [8]. The design of such architectures has to start with very high-level models

in languages such as System C, SDL, or MATLAB. The very difficult task is then to translate such very

high-level models in application software in C and in RTL languages (VHDL, Verilog) to be able to

implement the system on several processors. One could think that many tasks running on many

processors require a multitask but centralized operating system (OS), but regarding low power, it

would be better to have tiny OS (2 K or 4 K instructions) for each processor [9], assuming that each

processor executes several tasks. Obviously, this solution is easier as each processor is different even if

performances could be reduced due to the inactivity of a processor that has nothing to do at a given

time frame.

One has to note that most of the power can be saved at the highest levels. At the system level,

partition, activity, number of steps, simplicity, data representation, and locality (cache or distributed

memory instead of a centralized memory) have to be chosen (Figure 17.1). These choices are strongly

application dependent. Furthermore, these choices have to be performed by the SoC designer, and the

designer has to be power conscious.

At the architecture level, many dynamic low-power techniques have been proposed (Figure 17.1). The

list could be gated clocks, pipelining, parallelization, very low Vdd, several Vdd, variables Vdd and VT,

activity estimation and optimization, low-power libraries, reduced swing, asynchronous, and adiabatic.

Some are used in industry, but some are not, such as adiabatic and asynchronous techniques. At the

lowest levels, for instance, in a low-power library, only a moderate factor (about 2) in power reduction

can be reached. At the logic and layout level, the choice of a mapping method to provide a netlist and the

choice of a low-power library are crucial. At the physical level, layout optimization and technology have

to be chosen.

With the advent of deep submicron complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) processes,

circuits often work at very low supply voltage i.e., lower than 1 V. In order to maintain speed, a

reduction of the transistor threshold voltage, VT, is then mandatory. Unfortunately, leakage current

increases exponentially with the decrease of VT, leading to a considerable increase in static power

consumption. It is therefore questionable if design methodologies targeting low power have to be
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nothing
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encoding
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inactive gates

Gated
clock

Gated-Vdd, MTCMOS, 
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FIGURE 17.1 Overview of low-power techniques.
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completely revisited, mainly by focusing on total power reduction and not only on dynamic power

reduction.

In running mode and with highly leaky devices, it seems obvious that very inactive gates switching

very rarely are to be avoided. These devices are idle most of the time and, thus, do not contribute actively

to the logical function, but, nevertheless, largely increase the static power. For a given logic function, an

architecture with a reduced number of very active gates might be preferred to an architecture with a high

number of less active gates (Figure 17.1). Indeed, a reduced number of gates with the same number of

transitions result necessarily in an increased activity, which is defined as the ratio of switching devices

over the total number of devices. This is in disagreement with design methodologies aiming at reducing

the activity in order to reduce the dynamic part of power.

17.2.2 Some Basic Rules

There are some basic rules that can be proposed to reduce dynamic power consumption at system and

architecture levels:

. Reduction of the number N of operations to execute a given task.

. Sequencing that is too high always consumes more than the same functions executed in parallel.

. Obviously, parallel architectures provide better clock per instruction (CPI), as well as pipelined

and RISC architectures.

. Lowest Vdd for the specific application has to be chosen.

. Goal is to design a chip that just fits to the speed requirements [10].

The main point is to think about systems, with power consumption reduction in mind. According to the

mentioned basic rules, how to design an SoC that uses parallelism, at the right supply voltage, while

minimizing the steps to perform a given operation or task.

The choice of a given processor or a random logic block is also very important. A processor results in a

quite high sequencing whereas a random logic block works more in parallel for the same specific task.

The processor type has to be chosen according to the work to be performed; if 16-bit data are to be used,

it is not a good idea to choose a less expensive 8-bit controller and to work in double precision (high

sequencing).

17.2.3 Power Estimation

Each specialized processor embedded in an SoC will be programmed in C and will execute after

compilation of its own code. Low-power software techniques have to be applied to each piece of

software, including pruning, inlining, loop unrolling, and so on. For reconfigurable processor cores,

retargetable compilers have to be available. The parallel execution of all these tasks has to be synchron-

ized through communication links between processors and peripherals. It results that the co-simulation

development tools have to deal with several pieces of software running on different processors and

communicating between each other. Such a tool has to provide a high-level power estimation tool to

check which are the power-hungry processors, memories, or peripherals as well as the power-hungry

software routines or loops [11]. Some commercial tools are now available, such as Orinoco from

ChipVision [12]. Embedded low-power software emerges as a key design problem. The software content

of SoC as well as the cost of its development will increase.

17.3 Large Power Reduction at High Level

As mentioned previously, a large part of the power can be saved at high level. Factors of 10 to 100 or

more are possible; however, it means that the resulting system could be quite different, with less

functionality or less flexibility. The choice among various systems is strongly application dependent.
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One has to think about systems and low power to ask good questions of the customers and to get

reasonable answers. Power estimation at high level is a very useful tool to verify the estimated total

power consumption. Before starting a design for a customer, it is mandatory to think about the system

and what is the goal about performances and power consumption. Several examples will be provided

because this way of thinking is application dependent.

17.3.1 Radio Frequency Devices

Frequency modulation (FM) radios can be designed with an analog FM receiver as well as with analog

and digital (random logic) demodulations, but software radios have also been proposed. Such a

system converts the FM signal directly into digital with very high-speed ADCs and does the demodu-

lation work with a microprocessor. Such a solution is interesting as the same hardware can be used for

any radio, but one can be convinced that a very high-speed ADC is a very consuming block, as well as a

microprocessor that has to perform the demodulation (16-bit ADC can consume 1–10 W at 2.2 GHz

[13]). In Ref. [13], some examples are provided for a digital baseband processor, achieving 1500 mW if

implemented with a digital signal processor (DSP) and only 10 mW if implemented with a direct

mapped application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The latter case provides a factor of 150 in

power reduction.

The transmission of data from one location to another by RF link is more and more power consuming

if the distance between the two points is increased. The power (although proportional to the distance at

square in ideal case) is practically proportional to the distance at power 3 or even power 4 due to noise,

interferences, and other problems. If three stations are inserted between the mentioned points, and

assuming a power of 4, the power can be reduced by a factor of 64.

17.3.2 Low-Power Software

Quite a large number of low-power techniques have been proposed for hardware but relatively fewer for

software. Hardware designers are today at least conscious that power reduction of SoCs is required for

most applications. However, it seems that it is not the case for software people. Furthermore, a large part

of the power consumption can be saved when modifying the application software.

For embedded applications, it is quite often the case that an industrial existing C code has to be used

to design an application (for instance, MPEG, JPEG). The methodology consists in improving the

industrial C code by

1. Pruning (some useless parts of the code are removed)

2. Clear separation of

(a) The control code

(b) The loops

(c) The arithmetic operations

Several techniques can be used to optimize the loops. In some applications, the application is 90% of the

time running in loops. Three techniques can be used efficiently, such as loop fusion (loops executed in

sequence with the same indices can be merged), loop tiling (to avoid fetching all the operands from the

data cache for each loop iteration, so some data used by the previous iteration can be reused for the next

iteration), and loop unrolling. To unroll a loop is to repeat the loop body N times if there are N

iterations of the loop. The code size is increased, but the number of executed instructions is reduced, as

the loop counter (initialization, incrementation, and comparison) is removed.

A small loop executed eight times, for instance an 83 8 multiplication, results in at least 40 executed

instructions, while the loop counter has to be incremented and tested. An unrolled loop results in larger

code size, but the number of executed instructions is reduced to about 24 (Figure 17.2). This example

illustrates a general rule: less sequencing in the software at the price of more hardware, i.e., more
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instructions in the program memory. Table 17.1 also shows that a linear routine (without loops) is

executed with fewer instructions than a looped routine at the cost of more instructions in the program.

17.3.3 Processors, Instructions Sets, and Random Logic

A processor-based implementation results in very high sequencing. It is because of the processor

architecture that is based on the reuse of the same operators, registers, and memories. For instance,

only one step (N¼ 1) is necessary to update a hardware counter. For its software counterpart, the

number of steps is much higher, while executing several instructions with many clocks in sequence. This

simple example shows that the number of steps executed for the same task can be very different

depending on the architecture.

The instruction set can also contain some instructions that are very useful but expensive to implement

in hardware. An interesting comparison is provided by the multiply instruction that has been imple-

mented in the CoolRISC 816 (Table 17.2). Generally, 10% of the instructions are multiplications in a

given embedded code. Assume 4 K instructions, i.e., 400 instructions (10%) for multiply, resulting in 8

TABLE 17.1 Number of Instructions in the Code as well as the Number of Executed

Instructions for an N 3 N Multiplication with a 2 3 N Result

Number of Instructions

8-bit Multiply Linear

CoolRISC 88

in the Code 30

CoolRISC 88

Executed 30

PIC 16C5

in the Code 35

PIC 16C5 3

Executed 37

8-bit multiply looped 14 56 16 71

16-bit multiply linear 127 127 240 233

16-bit multiply looped 31 170 33 333

The loop
counter,

the I < −I + I,
the test

of I are not
useful
for the

multipli-
cation
itself  

I < −1

I < − I + 1

I = 7
No Yes

8 � 6 + 2 = 50 executed instructions

0

0

1

1
bit

0 1
bit

Hi + M

SHR Hi + C

SHR Lo

Hi + M

Bit 0

Bit 1
etc.

No loop:

SHR Hi + C

SHR Lo

bit

Hi + MSHR
Hi

SHR
Hi

SHR
Hi

SHR Hi + C

SHR Lo

With loop:

8 � 4 = 32
executed
instructions

FIGURE 17.2 Unrolled loop multiply.

TABLE 17.2 Multiplication with and without Hardware Multiplier

CoolRISC 816

without Multiplier

CoolRISC 816

with Multiplier Speed-Up

Looped 8-bit multiply 54–62 executed instructions 2 executed instructions 29

Looped 16-bit multiply 72–88 16 5

Floating-point 32-bit multiply 226–308 41–53 5.7
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multiply (each multiply requires about 50 instructions), so a final code of 3.6 K instructions. This is why

the CoolRISC 816 contains a hardware 83 8 multiplier.

17.3.4 Processor Types

Several points must be fulfilled in order to save power. The first point is to adapt the data width of the

processor to the required data. It results in increased sequencing to manage, for instance, 16-bit data on

an 8-bit microcontroller. For a 16-bit multiply, 30 instructions are required (add-shift algorithm) on a

16-bit processor, while 127 instructions are required on an 8-bit machine (double precision). A better

architecture is to have a 163 16 bit parallel–parallel multiplier with only one instruction to execute a

multiplication.

Another point is to use the right processor for the right task. For control tasks, DSPs are largely

inefficient. But conversely, 8-bit microcontrollers are very inefficient for DSP tasks. For instance, to

perform a JPEG compression on an 8-bit microcontroller requires about 10 millions of executed

instructions for a 2563 256 image (CoolRISC, 10 MHz, 10 MIPS, 1 s per image). It is quite inefficient.

Factor 100 in energy reduction can be achieved with JPEG dedicated hardware. With two CSEM-

designed coprocessors working in pipeline, i.e., a DCT coprocessor based on an instruction set (program

memory based) and a Huffman encoder based on random logic, finite state machines, one has the

following results (Table 17.3, synthesized by Synopsys in 0.25 mm TSMC process at 2.5 V): 400 images

can be compressed per second with 13 mA power consumption. At 1.05 V, 400 images can

be compressed per second with 1 mA power consumption, resulting in quite a large number of

80,000 compressed images per watt (1000 better than a programmed-based implementation).

Figure 17.3 shows an interesting architecture to save power. For any application, there is some control

that is performed by a microcontroller (the best machine to perform control). But in most applications,

there are also main tasks to execute such as DSP tasks, convolutions, JPEG, or other tasks. The best

TABLE 17.3 Frequency and Power Consumption for a JPEG Compressor

No. of Cycles Frequency (MHz) Power (mA MHz)

DCT coprocessor 3.6 per pixel 100 110

Huffman coprocessor 3.8 per pixel 130 20

JPEG compression 3.8 per pixel 100 130

Microcontroller

I / O
Start

Interrupt

Mux

Data RAM
accessed by both

microcontroller and coprocessor

Coprocessor

(DSP or JPEG or
convolution, …)

FIGURE 17.3 Microcontroller and coprocessor.
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architecture is to design a specific machine (coprocessor) to execute such a task. So this task is executed

by the smallest and the most energy efficient machine. Most of the time, both microcontroller and

coprocessors are not running in parallel.

17.3.5 Low-Power Memories

Memory organization is very important in systems on a chip. Generally, memories consume most of

the power. So it comes immediately that memories have to be designed hierarchically. No memory

technology can simultaneously maximize speed and capacity at lowest cost and power. Data for immediate

use are stored in expensive registers, i.e., in cache memories and less-used data in large memories.

For each application, the choice of the memory architecture is very important. One has to think of

hierarchical, parallel, interleaved, and cache memories (sometimes several levels of cache) to try to find

the best trade-off. The application algorithm has to be analyzed from the data point of view, the

organization of the data arrays, and how to access these structured data.

If a cache memory is used, it is possible, for instance, to minimize the number of cache miss while

using adequate programming as well as a good data organization in the data memory. For instance, in

inner loops of the program manipulating structured data, it is not equivalent to write (1) do i then

do j or (2) do j then do i depending on how the data are located in the data memory.

Proposing a memory-centric view (as opposed to the traditional CPU-centric view) to SoC, design

has become quite popular. It is certainly of technological interest. It means, for instance, that the DRAM

memory is integrated on the same single chip; however, it is unclear if this integration inspires any truly

new architecture paradigms. We see it as more of a technological implementation issue [14]. It is,

however, crucial to have most of the data on-chip, as fetching data off-chip at high frequency is a very

high power consumption process.

17.3.6 Energy–Flexibility Gap

Figure 17.4 shows that the flexibility [13], i.e., to use a general purpose processor or a specialized DSP,

has a large impact on the energy required to perform a given task compared to the execution of the same

given task on dedicated hardware.

Figure 17.5 shows the power consumption of the same task executed on a random logic block (ASIC)

compared to different fully reconfigurable field programmable gate array (FPGA) executing the same

task. The ASIC consumes 10 mWwhereas FPGAs consume 420 mW, 650 mW, and 800 mW, respectively,

so 42–80 times more power consumption. This shows the cost of full reconfigurable hardware.

There are certainly better approaches to use reconfigurable hardware, such as reconfigurable proces-

sors [15] for which datapaths are reconfigured depending on the executed applications. Reconfigurable

MIPS / watt

100,000 to 1,000,000 MIPS / watt

10,000 to 50,000 MIPS/watt

DSP: 3,000 MIPS / watt

400 MIPS / watt

Flexibility

Embedded processors

ASIPs, DSPs

Reconfigurable

SoCs

SA110:

FIGURE 17.4 Energy–flexibility gap.
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processors are presented in Ref. [16] as the best approach. Section 17.5.1 presents MACGIC DSP

processor for which only the address generation units are reconfigurable.

17.4 Low-Power Microcontroller Cores

The most popular 8-bit microcontroller is the Intel 8051, but each instruction is executed in the original

machine by at least 12 clock cycles resulting in poor performances in MIPS (million instructions per

second) and MIPS=watt. MIPS performances of microcontrollers are not required to be very high.

Consequently, short pipelines and low operating frequencies are allowed if, however, the number of CPI

is low. Such a low CPI has been used for the CoolRISC microcontroller [19,20].

17.4.1 CoolRISC Microcontroller Architecture

The CoolRISC is a three-stage pipelined core. The branch instruction is executed in only one clock. In that

way, no load or branch delay can occur in the CoolRISC core, resulting in a strictly CPI¼ 1 (Figure 17.6).

It is not the case of other 8-bit pipelined microprocessors (PIC, AVR, MCS-151, MCS-251). It is known

that the reduction of CPI is the key to high performances. For each instruction, the first half clock is used

to precharge the ROM program memory. The instruction is read and decoded in the second half of the

first clock. As shown in Figure 17.6, a branch instruction is also executed during the second half of

this first clock, which is long enough to perform all the necessary transfers. For a load=store instruction,

only the first half of the second clock is used to store data in the RAM memory. For an arithmetic

0
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ASIC FPGA
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FPGA
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FIGURE 17.5 ASIC versus FPGA: 16 IP blocks executing Hadamard transform.

1 Clock cycle
The branch
condition

is available

The critical path:
- Precharge ROM
- Read ROM
- Branch decoder
- Address multiplexer

However, at 50 MHz, one
clock = 20 ns

CPI = 1 --> 50 MIPS
for an 8-bit microcontroller

Fetch and branchFetch

ALU

FIGURE 17.6 No branch delay.
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instruction, the first half of the second clock is used to read an operand in the RAM memory or in the

register set, the second half of this second clock to perform the arithmetic operation, and the first half of

the third clock to store the result in the register set. Figure 17.7 is a CoolRISC test chip.

Another very important issue in the design of 8-bit microcontrollers is the power consumption. The

gated clock technique has been extensively used in the design of the CoolRISC cores (Figure 17.8).

The ALU, for instance, has been designed with input and control registers that are loaded only when an

ALU operation has to be executed. During the execution of another instruction (branch, load=store),

these registers are not clocked thus no transitions occur in the ALU (Figure 17.8). This reduces the

power consumption. A similar mechanism is used for the instruction registers, thus in a branch, which is

executed only in the first pipeline stage, no transitions occur in the second and third stages of the

pipeline. It is interesting to see that gated clocks can be advantageously combined with the pipeline

architecture; the input and control registers implemented to obtain a gated clocked ALU are naturally

used as pipelined registers.

FIGURE 17.7 Microphotograph of CoolRISC.

Data registers

Control
register

ALU

To minimize the activity
of a combinational
circuit (ALU), registers
are located at the inputs
of the ALU. They are
loaded at the same time
        very few transitions
in the ALU

BBUS<8>

ABUS<8>

ctr
Gated
clock

ALU<8>

Gated
clock

REG0
REG1

RAM index H

RAM index L
ROM index H

ROM index L
Status register

CY,Z ACCU

The pipeline
mechanism does not
result in a more
complex architecture

These registers are
also pipeline registers
        a pipeline for free

SBUS<8>

FIGURE 17.8 Gated clock ALU.
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17.4.2 IP ‘‘Soft’’ Cores

The main issue in the design of ‘‘soft’’ cores [21] is reliability. In deep submicron technologies, gate

delays are very small compared to wire delays. Complex clock trees have to be designed to satisfy the

required timing, mainly the smallest possible clock skew, and to avoid any timing violations.

Furthermore, soft cores have to present a low power consumption to be attractive to the possible

licensees. If the clock tree is a major issue to achieve the required clock skew, its power consumption

could be larger than desired. Today, most IP cores are based on a single-phase clock and are based

on D-flip-flops (DFF). As shown in the following example, the power consumption is largely dependent

on the required clock skew.

As an example, a DSP core has been synthesized with the CSEM low-power library in TSMC 0.25 mm.

The test bench A contains only a few multiplication operations, while the test bench B performs a large

number of MAC operations (Table 17.4). Results show that if the power is sensitive to the application

program, it is also quite sensitive to the required skew: 100% of power increase from 10 to 3 ns skew.

The clocking scheme of IP cores is therefore a major issue. Another approach other than the

conventional single-phase clock with DFF has been used based on a latch-based approach with two

nonoverlapping clocks. This clocking scheme has been used for the 8-bit CoolRISC microcontroller IP

core [17] as well as for other cores, such as DSP cores and other execution units [22].

17.4.3 Latch-Based Designs

Figure 17.9 shows the latch-based concept that has been chosen for such IP cores to be more robust to

the clock skew, flip-flop failures, and timing problems at very low voltage [17]. The clock skew between

various f1 (respectively f2) pulses have to be shorter than half a period of CK. However, one requires

two clock cycles of the master clock CK to execute a single instruction. That is why one needs, for

instance, in technology TSMC 0.25 mm, 120 MHz to generate 60 MIPS (CoolRISC with CPI¼ 1), but

the two fi clocks and clock trees are at 60 MHz. Only a very small logic block is clocked at 120 MHz to

generate two 60 MHz clocks.

The design methodology using latches and two nonoverlapping clocks has many advantages over the

use of DFF methodology. Due to the nonoverlapping clocks and the additional time barrier provided by

two latches in a loop instead of one DFF, latch-based designs support greater clock skew, before failing,

than a similar DFF design (each targeting the same MIPS). This allows the synthesizer and router to use

smaller clock buffers and to simplify the clock tree generation, which will reduce the power consumption

of the clock tree.

TABLE 17.4 Power Consumption of the Same Core

with Various Test Benches and Skew

Skew (ns) Test Bench A (mW/MHz) Test Bench B (mW/MHz)

10 0.44 0.76

3 0.82 1.15

Skew
between
f i pulses
has to be
less than
1/2 period

Very robust

CK
f 1

f 1
f 2

f 2

FIGURE 17.9 Double-latch clocking schemes.
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With latch-based designs, the clock skew becomes relevant only when its value is close to the

nonoverlapping of the clocks. When working at lower frequency and thus increasing the nonoverlapping

of clocks, the clock skew is never a problem. It can even be safely ignored when designing circuits at low

frequency, but a shift register made with DFF can have clock skew problems at any frequency.

Furthermore, if the chip has clock skew problems at the targeted frequency after integration, one is

able, with a latch-based design, to reduce the clock frequency. It results that the clock skew problem will

disappear, allowing the designer to test the chip functionality and eventually to detect other bugs or to

validate the design functionality. This can reduce the number of test integrations needed to validate the

chip. With a DFF design, when a clock skew problem appears, you have to reroute and integrate again.

This point is very important for the design of a chip in a new process not completely or badly

characterized by the foundry, which is the general case as a new process and new chips in this process

are designed concurrently for reducing the time to market.

Using latches for pipeline structure can also reduce power consumption when using such a scheme in

conjunction with clock gating. The latch design has additional time barriers, which stop the transitions

and avoid unneeded propagation of signal and thus reduce power consumption. The clock gating of

each stage (latch register) of the pipeline with individual enable signals, can also reduce the number of

transitions in the design compared to the equivalent DFF design, where each DFF is equal to two latches

clocked and gated together.

Another advantage with a latch design is the time borrowing (Figure 17.10). It allows a natural

repartition of computation time when using pipeline structures. With DFF, each stage of logic of the

pipeline should ideally use the same computation time, which is difficult to achieve, and in the end,

the design will be limited by the slowest of the stage (plus a margin for the clock skew). With latches, the

slowest pipeline stage can borrow time from either or both the previous and next pipeline stage. And

the clock skew only reduces the time that can be borrowed. An interesting paper [23] has presented time

borrowing with DFF, but such a scheme needs a complete new automatic clock tree generator that does

not minimize the clock skew but uses it to borrow time between pipeline stages.

Using latches can also reduce the number ofmetal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) of a design. For example,

a microcontroller has 163 32-bits registers, i.e., 512 DFF or 13,312 MOS (using DFF with 26 MOS). With

latches, the master part of the registers can be common for all the registers, which gives 544 latches or 6,528

MOS (using latches with 12 MOS). In this example, the register area is reduced by a factor of 2.

17.4.4 Gated Clock with Latch-Based Designs

The latch-based design also allows a very natural and safe clock gating methodology. Figure 17.11 shows

a simple and safe way of generating enable signals for clock gating. This method gives glitch-free clock

signals without the adding of memory elements, as it is needed with DFF clock gating.

Clock

Clock�

Computation time

Computation time

Clock 1

Clock 1�

Clock 2

FIGURE 17.10 Time borrowing.
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Synopsys handles the proposed latch-based design methodology very well. It performs the time

borrowing well and appears to analyze correctly the clocks for speed optimization. So it is possible to

use this design methodology with Synopsys, although there are a few points of discussion linked with the

clock gating.

This clock gating methodology cannot be inserted automatically by Synopsys. The designer has to

write the description of the clock gating in his VHDL code. This statement can be generalized to all

designs using the above latch-based design methodology. We believe Synopsys can do automatic clock

gating for pure double latch design (in which there is no combinatorial logic between the master and

slave latch), but such a design causes a loss of speed over similar DFF design.

The most critical problem is to prevent the synthesizer from optimizing the clock gating AND gate

with the rest of the combinatorial logic. To ensure a glitch-free clock, this AND gate has to be placed as

shown in Figure 17.11. This can be easily done manually by the designer by placing these AND gates in a

separate level of hierarchy of his design or placing a ‘‘don’t touch’’ attribute on them.

17.4.5 Results

A synthesizable by Synopsys CoolRISC core with 16 registers has been designed according to the

proposed latch-based scheme (clocks f1 and f2) and provides the estimated (by Synopsys) following

performances (only the core, about 20,000 transistors) in TSMC 0.25 mm:

. 2.5 V, about 60 MIPS (but 120 MHz single clock) (it is the case with the core only, if a program

memory with 2 ns of access time is chosen, as the access time is included in the first pipeline stage,

the achieved performance is reduced to 50 MIPS)

. 1.05 V, about 10 mW=MIPS, about 100,000 MIPS=watt (Figure 17.12)

The core ‘‘DFFþ Scan’’ is a previous CoolRISC core designed with flip-flops [19,20]. The latch-based

CoolRISC cores [17] with or without special scan logic provide better performances.

Clock 1 Clock 1 Clock 2

Combinational
circuit

Combinational
circuit

Combinational
circuit

Combinational
   circuit

Combinational
circuitClock 2

FIGURE 17.11 Latch-based clock gating.

DFF + scan

TSMC 0.25 µm, 1.05 V

Double latch + scan

Double latch 

mW/MIPS

mW / MIPS

0.01

1

2

CoolRISC-DL

3

0.02 0.03

FIGURE 17.12 Power consumption comparison of soft CoolRISC cores.
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17.5 Low-Power DSP Embedded in SoCs

A low-power programmable DSP, named MACGIC, was designed and integrated in a 0.18 mm

technology. It is implemented as a customizable, reconfigurable, and synthesizable VHDL software

intellectual property core.

DSPs require specialized architectures that efficiently execute digital signal processing algorithms by

reducing the amount of clock cycles for their execution. An important part of the architecture

optimization is focused on the multiply-and-accumulate (MAC) operations which play a key role in

such algorithms, for instance, in digital filters, data correlation, and fast Fourier transform (FFT)

computation. The goal of an efficient DSP is to execute an operation such as the MAC in a single

clock cycle; this can be achieved by appropriately pipelining the operations.

The second main feature of DSPs is to complete in a single clock cycle several accesses to memory:

fetching an instruction from the program memory, fetching two operands from—and optionally storing

results in—multiple data memories. DSP architectures are either load=store (RISC) architectures or

memory-based architectures; their datapaths are fed, respectively, by input registers or by data memor-

ies. Load=store architectures seem better suited for ‘‘low-power’’ programming since input data fetched

from the data memories may be reused in later computations.

A third basic DSP feature resides in its specialized indirect addressing modes. Data memories are

addressed through two banks of pointers with pre- or post-increments=decrements as well as circular

addressing (modulo) capability. These addressing modes provide efficient management of data arrays to

which a repetitive algorithm is applied. These operations are performed in a specialized address

generation unit (AGU).

The fourth basic feature of DSPs is the capability to efficiently perform loops without overhead. Loop

or repeat instructions are able to repeat 1–N instructions without the need to explicitly initialize and

update a loop counter; and they do not require an explicit branch instruction to close the loop. These

instructions are fetched from memory and may be stored in a small cache memory from which they are

read during the execution of the loop.

17.5.1 MACGIC DSP

The MACGIC DSP is implemented as a customizable, synthesizable, VHDL software intellectual

property (soft IP) core [24]. The core is assumed to be used in SoC, either as a stand-alone DSP or as

a coprocessor for any general-purpose microcontroller. Figure 17.13 shows a block diagram with four

main units, i.e., datapath (DPU), address unit (AGU), control unit (PSU), and host unit (HDU).

In order to best fit the requirements of digital signal processing algorithms, the designer can

customize each implementation of the architecture of the MACGIC DSP by selecting the appropriate

Address word size (program and data: up to 32 bits)

Data word size (12–32 bits) and datapath width (normal: only one data-word wide transfers, wide:

four data-word wide transfers)

Data processing and address computation hardware

As a consequence, only the required hardware is synthesized, saving both silicon area on the chip and

power consumption.

Another feature of interest in the MACGIC DSP is its reconfigurability [25] introduced in each

address generation unit (AGU). The restricted breadth of the addressing modes is a well-known

bottleneck for the speed-up of digital signal processing algorithms. Since few bits in a 32-bit instruction

word are available to select an addressing mode, programmable reconfiguration bits are used to

dynamically configure the available addressing modes. The MACGIC DSP provides the programmer

with extra addressing modes, which can be selected just before executing an algorithm kernel. These

modes are selected in reconfiguration registers located inside the AGU. Seven reconfigurable complex

addressing modes are available per AGU index register.
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MACGIC DSP instructions are 32-bit wide. Such a short width is very beneficial for power consump-

tion since instructions are fetched from the program memory at every clock cycle. Very large instruction

word (VLIW) DSPs (e.g., TI’s C64x has 256-bit instructions, and Freescale’s StarCore has 128-bit

instructions) consume significantly more energy per instruction access than the MACGIC DSP. On

the other hand, limiting the instruction width comes at the cost of restricting the number of parallel

operations that may be encoded. However, parallelism of operations is available with the small 32-bit

instructions. Up to two independent operations can be executed in parallel in a single clock cycle. Within

each of these two operations, additional parallelism may be available (e.g., SIMD, specialized, or

reconfigurable operations).

17.5.2 MACGIC Datapath and Address Unit

One version of the DPU contains four parallel multipliers, four barrel-shifters, and a large number of

adders. It implements four categories of DPU operations:

Standard: MAC, MUL, ADD, CMP, MAX, AND, etc.

Single instruction multiple data (SIMD): ADD4, SUB4, MUL4, MAC4, etc. These perform the same

operation on different data words.

Vectorized: MACV, ADDV, etc. These are capable of performing, for instance, a MAC with four pairs

of operands while accumulating to a single accumulator.

Specialized operations targeted to specific algorithms, such as FFT, DCT, IIR, FIR, and Viterbi. These

are mainly butterfly operations.

Addressing modes are very important to increase the throughput. In the reconfigurable AGU, there are

three classes of indirect memory addressing modes, of which the last two are reconfigurable modes:

Seven basic addressing modes: indirect, ±1,± offset,± offset and modulo.

Predefined addressing modes: a choice of three distinct predefined addressing modes can be selected

from about 48 available. The selection of predefined operations is performed in the Cn config-

uration register associated to each An index register, for instance, predefined operation On for

index register An could be An¼ (AnþOn)% MnþOFFA.

MACGIC DSP 

PSU DMU

DPU

HDU 

X AGU 

Y AGU 

XM
BUS

YM
BUS

X memory
word

addressable

PM
BUS

P memory
32-bit

addressable

HWS
BUS

HW stack 
64-bit

Host/DB
GBUS

Host up 
or debug

logic

IRQ Req 8-

IRQ Ack 8-

IRQ Vector
16 bit

PC
SBR
Loop
FLAG

rx0
rx1
rx2
rx3
rx4
rx5
rx6
rx7

acc0
acc1
acc2
acc3

ry0
ry1
ry2
ry3
ry4
ry5
ry6
ry7

Y memory
word

addressable

FIGURE 17.13 MACGIC DSP architecture.
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Extended addressing modes: four extended operations coded in the Ix configuration registers. These

operations allow a fine-grain control over the AGU datapath and can implement more complex

operations. For instance, An:¼ (AnþOm)% Mpþ 2* Mq.

The number of clock cycles to execute some well-known DSP algorithms is an interesting benchmark for

DSPs. Table 17.5 shows the number of clock cycles for complex DSP algorithms such as the 16-tap FIR

filtering of 40 samples and Complex FFT on 256 points.

17.5.3 MACGIC Power Consumption

The chip was integrated using Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company’s 0.18 micron technol-

ogy (Figure 17.14). The resulting 24-bit MACGIC DSP counts about 6000000 transistors on 2.1 mm2.

A 16-bit version would result in 1.5 mm2. In 130 and 90 nm technologies, a 24-bit MACGIC DSP would

have an area of 0.85 and 0.41 mm2, respectively; for a 16-bit implementation, the areas would,

respectively, be 0.59 and 0.29 mm2.

TABLE 17.5 Number of Clock Cycles for Different DSPs

Amount of Clock Cycles

16-tap FIR CFFT

Company=DSP 40 Samples 256 Points

CSEM=MACGIC Audio-I 195 10410
Philips=Coolflux 640a 50500a

Freescale=Starcore SC140 180 10614
ADI=ADSP21535 741 20400
TI=TMS320C64x 177 10243
TI=TMS320C5509 384 40800
ARM=ARM9 30900
3DSP=SP5 20420
LSI=ZSP 500 20250

a Estimated.

FIGURE 17.14 Test chip of the MACGIC DSP in 0.18 mm technology.
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The samples were verified to run on a power supply as low as 0.7 Vat a clock rate of 15 MHz. By raising

the power supply to 1.8 V, the MACGIC can be clocked at up to 65 MHz. At 1.0 V, the MACGIC DSP has

a typical power consumption normalized to the clock frequency of 150 mW=MHz, which can reach

300mW=MHz for a power-hungry algorithm such as FFT. The targetedmaximum clock frequency for the

DSP is 100MHz in a 130 nmTSMC technology, at 1.5 V, for a 16-bit dataword size and 16-bit address size.

These results were compared to those of other DSPs available on the market. The FFT operation was

used to compare the power consumption and the energy per operation which is the key figure of merit

for low-power applications. The MACGIC DSP core requires less clock cycles for the same FFToperation

and therefore can run at a lower clock rate and consume less energy than the leading DSPs on the market

(Table 17.6).

17.6 Low-Power SRAM Memories

As memories in SoCs are very large, the ratio between power consumption of memories to the power

consumption of embedded processors is significantly increased. Furthermore, future SoCs will contain

up to 100 different memories. Several solutions have been proposed at the memory architecture level,

such as, for instance, cache memories, loop buffers, and hierarchical memories, i.e., to store a

frequently executed piece of code in a small embedded program memory and large but rarely executed

pieces of code in a large program memory [19,20]. It is also possible to read the large program memory

in two or four clock cycles as its read access time is too large for the chosen main frequency of the

microprocessor.

17.6.1 SRAM Memory with Single Read Bitline

Low-power and fast SRAM memories have been described in many papers [24]. Very advanced

technologies have been used with double VT. RAM cells are designed with high VT and selection

logic with low VT transistors. Some techniques such as low swing and hierarchical sense amplifiers

have been used. One can also use the fact that a RAM memory is read 85% of the time and written only

15% of the time.

Low-power RAM memories designed by CSEM use divided word lines (DWL) and split bitlines

consisting to cut the bitlines in several pieces to reduce the switched bitline capacitance. However, the

RAM cell is based on nonsymmetrical schemes to read and to write the memory. The idea is to write in a

conventional way while using the true and inverted bitlines, but to read only through a single bitline

(Figure 17.15). This SRAM memory achieves a full swing without any sense amplifier.

TABLE 17.6 Comparison of Energy Consumption

Freescale Philips

Starcore MACGIC CoolFlux

Features [4] Audio-I [5]

Bits per instruction 128 32 32

Bits per data word 16 24 24

Number of MAC 4 4 2

Memory transfers=cycle 8 8 2

Thousands of gates 600 150 45

Cycles to run an FFT 256 1
˙

0614a 10410 50500b

Avg. power at 1 V (mW=MHz) 350b 170 75b

Avg. power at 1 V for FFT (mW=MHz) 600b 300 130b

Avg. energy at 1 V for FFT 2.33b 13 1.73b

a Single precision.
b Estimated.
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The following are the advantages:

. As it is the case in the conventional scheme, it is possible to write at low Vdd since both true and

inverted bitlines on both sides of the cell are used.

. Use of only one bitline for reading (instead of two) decreases the power consumption.

. Read condition (to achieve a read and not to overwrite the cell) has only to be effective on one

side of the cell, so some transistors can be kept minimal. It decreases the capacitance on the

inverted-bitline and the power consumption when writing the RAM. Furthermore, minimal

transistors result in a better ratio between cell transistors when reading the memory, resulting

in a speed-up of the read mechanism.

. Owing to a read process only on one side of the cell, one can use the split bitlines concept more

easily.

17.6.2 Leakage Reduction in SRAM Memories

New approaches are required to take into account the trend in scaled down deep submicron technologies

toward an increased contribution of the static consumption in the total power consumption. The main

reason for this increase is the reduction of the transistor threshold voltages.

Negative body biasing increases the NMOS transistor threshold voltage and therefore reduces the

main leakage component, i.e., the cutoff transistor subthreshold current. A positive source–body bias

has the same effect and can be applied to the devices that are processed without a separate well; however,

it reduces the available voltage swing and degrades the noise margin of the SRAM cell. Another

important feature to be considered is the speed reduction resulting from the increased threshold voltage,

which can be very severe when a lower than nominal supply voltage is considered.

The approach used in a CSEM SRAM is based on the source–body biasing method for the reduction

of the subthreshold leakage, with the aim of limiting the normally associated speed and noise margin

degradation by switching it locally. In the same time, this bias is limited at a value guaranteeing enough

noise margins for the stored data.

In order to allow source–body biasing in the six transistors SRAM cell, the common source of the

cross-coupled inverter NMOS (SN in Figure 17.16) is not connected to the body. Body pickups can be

provided in each cell or for a group of cells and they are connected to the VSS ground.

In Figure 17.16, the possibility for separate select gate signals SWand SW1 has been shown, as for the

asymmetrical cell described in Ref. [26], in which read is performed only on the bitline B0 when only SW

Bit array

Selected
N-MOS
provides

a "0"

Main
bitline

MOS

Logically
split bitlines

Subbitlines Result

Physically
spilt bitlinesVdd

Vdd

Vdd

FIGURE 17.15 Logically versus physically split bitlines.
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goes high whereas both are activated for write; however, asymmetrical cell, which is selected for read and

write with the same select word signal SW = SW1, can also be considered.

The VSN bias, useful for static leakage reduction, is acceptable in standby if its value does not exceed

the limit at which the noise margin of the stored information becomes too small, but it degrades the

speed and the noise margin at read. Therefore, it will be interesting to switch it off in the active read

mode; however, the relatively high capacitance associated to this SN node, about six–eight times larger

than the bitline charge of the same cell, is a challenge for such a switching.

It is proposed here to do the switching of the VSN voltage between the active and standby modes

locally assigning a switch to a group of cells that have their SN sources connected together, as shown in

Figure 17.17.

The cell array is partitioned into n groups, the inverter NMOS sources of all cells from a group i being

connected to a common terminal SNi. Each group has a switch connecting its SN terminal to ground

when an active read or write operation takes place and the selected word is in that group (group s in the

Figure 17.17), therefore in the active mode the performance of the cell is that of a cell without source

bias. However, in standby, or if the group does not contain the selected word, the switch is open. With

the switch open, the SN node potential increases until the leakage of all cells in the group equals the

leakage of the open switch that, by its VDS effect, is slowly increasing. Nevertheless, in order to

guarantee enough noise margins for the stored state, the SN node potential should not become too

high; this is avoided with a limiter associated to this node [27,28].

The group size and the switch design are optimized compromising the equilibrium between the

leakages of the cells in the group and the switch with the voltage drop in the activated switch and the SNs

node switching power loss. For instance, a SRAM of 2 k words of 24 bits has been realized with 128

groups of 384 bits each. The switch is a NMOS that has to be strong enough compared to the read

current of one word, the selected word, i.e., strong compared to the driving capability of the cells

(a select NMOS and the corresponding inverter NMOS in series). In the same time, the NMOS switch

has to be weak enough to leak, without source–body bias, as little as the desired leakage for all words in

the group, with source–body bias, at the acceptable VSN potential. On the other hand, in order to limit

VSS

SN

SW1SW

B1B0

mn0 mn1

mp0 mp1

ms1ms0

N0 N1

VDD

FIGURE 17.16 Asymmetrical SRAM cell.
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the total capacitive load on the SN node at a value keeping the power loss for switching this node much

less than the functional dynamic power consumption, the number of words in the group cannot be

increased too much. In particular, this last requirement shows why the local switching is needed contrary

to a global SN switching for the whole memory.

A cell implementing the described leakage reduction techniques together with all the characteristics of

the asymmetrical cell described in Ref. [26] has been integrated in a 0.18 mm process. The SN node can

be connected vertically and=or horizontally and body pickups are provided in each cell for best source

bias noise control. The inverter NMOS mn0 and mn1 use 0.28 mm transistor length, and, in spite of

larger W=L of ms0 and mn0 on the read side used to take advantage of the asymmetrical cell for higher

speed and relaxed noise margin constraint on their ratio, a further two–three times leakage reduction

has been obtained besides the source–body bias effect. Put in another way, this further two–three

times leakage reduction is equivalent with a reduction of 0.1–0.15 V of the source–body bias needed

for same leakage values. Overall, with VSN near 0.3 V, the leakage of the cell has been reduced at least 25

times; however, more than 40 times for the important fast–fast worst case.

17.7 Low-Power Standard Cell Libraries

At the electrical level, digital standard cells have been designed in a robust branch-based logic style, such

as hazard-free DFF [7,29]. Such libraries with 60 functions and 220 layouts have been used for industrial

chips. The low-power techniques used were the branch-based logic style that reduces parasitic capaci-

tances and a clever transistor sizing. Instead, to enlarge transistors to have more speed, parasitic

capacitances were reduced by reducing the sizes of the transistors on the cell critical paths. If several

years ago, power consumption reductions achieved when compared with other libraries were about a

factor of three to five, it is today only about a factor of 2 due to a better understanding of power

consumption problems of library designers.

Today, logic blocks are automatically synthesized from a VHDL description while considering a design

flow using a logic synthesizer such as Synopsys. Furthermore, deep submicron technologies with large
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FIGURE 17.17 The limited and locally switched source–body biasing principle applied to a SRAM.
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wire delays imply a better robustness, mainly for sequential cells sensitive to the clock input slope. Fully

static and branch-based logic style has been found as the best; however, a new approach has been

proposed that is based on a limited set of standard cells. As a result, the logic synthesizer is more efficient

because it has a limited set of cells well chosen and adapted to the considered logic synthesizer. With

significantly less cells than conventional libraries, the results show speed, area, and power consumption

improvements for synthesized logic blocks. The number of functions for the new library has been

reduced to 22 and the number of layouts to 92. Table 17.7 shows that, for a similar silicon area, delays

with the new library are reduced. Table 17.8 shows that, for a similar speed, silicon area is reduced for

the new library. Furthermore, as the number of layouts is drastically reduced, it takes less time to design

a new library for a more advanced process.

A new standard cell library has been designed in 0.18 mm technology with only 15 functions and 84

layouts (one flip-flop, four latches, one mux, and nine gates) providing similar results in silicon area

than commercial libraries. Table 17.9 shows that with 30% less functions, the resulting silicon is not

significantly impacted (8% increase). The trend aiming at reducing the cell number seems therefore the

right way to go.

Overall, the main issue in the design of future libraries will be the static power. For Vdd as low as

0.5–0.7 V in 2020, as predicted by the ITRS Roadmap, VT will be reduced accordingly in very deep

submicron technologies. Consequently, the static power will increase significantly due to these low

VT [3]. Several techniques with double VT, source impedance, well polarization, dynamic regulation of

VT [4] are today under investigation and will be necessarily used in the future. This problem is crucial

for portable devices that are often in standby mode in which the dynamic power is reduced to zero. It

results that the static power becomes the main part of the total power. It will be a crucial point in future

libraries for which more versions of the same function will be required while considering these static

power problems. A same function could be realized, for instance, with low or high VT for double VT

technologies, or several cells such as a generic cell with typical VT, a low-power cell with high VT, and a

fast cell with low VT.

TABLE 17.7 Delay Comparison

Old Library Delay (ns) mm2 New Library Delay (ns) mm2

32-bit Multiply 16.4 907 K 12.1 999 K

FP adder 27.7 510 K 21.1 548 K

CoolRISC ALU 10.8 140 K 7.7 170 K

TABLE 17.8 Silicon Area Comparison for 60 and 22 Functions Libraries

Old Library Delay (ns) mm2 New Library Delay (ns) mm2

32-bit Multiply 17.1 868 K 17.0 830 K

FP adder 28.1 484 K 28.0 472 K

CoolRISC ALU 11.0 139 K 11.0 118 K

TABLE 17.9 Silicon Area Comparison for 22 and 15 Functions Libraries

At 20 MHz CSEL_LIB 5.0 CSEL_LIB 6.1

Number functions=layouts 22 Functions=92 layouts 15 Functions=84 layouts

MACGIC DSP core (600’000 transistors) 1.72 mm2 1.87 mm2
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17.8 Leakage Reduction at Architectural Level

Beside dynamic power consumption, static power consumption is now becoming very important. The

ever-bigger number of transistors per circuit and the device shrinking render these leakage currents—

that are evenly present in idle states—no longer negligible.

Until recently, the scaling of the supply voltage (Vdd) proved to be an efficient approach to reduce

dynamic power consumption that shows a square dependency on Vdd. However, in order to maintain

speed (i.e., performance), the threshold voltage of transistors needs to be reduced too, resulting in an

exponential increase of the subthreshold leakage current, and hence of static power. Therefore

an optimization of the total power consumption can be achieved only by considering simultaneously

Vdd and Vth. It is well accepted that power savings achieved at higher level are generally more significant

than at lower level, i.e., circuit level. Thus, although several techniques have been developed to reduce

the subthreshold leakage current at the circuit level (e.g., MTCMOS, VTCMOS, gated-Vdd) an archi-

tectural optimization is definitely interesting.

Figure 17.18 depicts the static and dynamic power consumption with respect to Vdd (Vth is adjusted

correspondingly to maintain a constant throughput). Although there exists an infinity of Vdd=Vth pairs

providing the required throughput, each of them corresponding to a different total power consumption,

only one specific Vdd=Vth pair corresponds to a minimum total power consumption. This minimum

depends naturally on not only the technology used but also characteristics of the circuit architecture e.g.,

its logical depth (LD), activity, and number of transistors [30,31]. For instance, the ratio of dynamic over

static contribution at this minimum vary with activity as can be observed in Figure 17.18.

The optimization process at architectural level thus corresponds to find not only the best (in terms of

total power consumption) Vdd=Vth pair for a given architecture but also the architecture that gives the

overall minimum total power consumption. This architecture exploration is done by changing the LD

and activity, e.g., by pipelining or using parallel structures. Minimizing circuit activity by increasing the

parallelism—and thus the number of transistors—usually reduces the dynamic power but obviously

increases the static power. Furthermore, since Vdd and Vth can be further reduced, the static power

consumption is furthermore increased.
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FIGURE 17.18 Static, dynamic, and total power for three different activities.
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To evaluate the impact of architectural parameters on total power consumption various 16-bit

multiplier architectures were analyzed (see Table 17.10 for a nonexhaustive list), e.g., Ripple Carry

Adder (normal, two-stage pipeline, four-stage pipeline, two in parallel, and four in parallel), sequential

(normal, two in parallel, and four sequential 43 16), Wallace tree (normal, two in parallel, and four in

parallel). These 11 multiplier architectures cover a vast range of parallelism, LD, and activity. As a

general rule it can be observed that circuits with short LD have an ideal Vdd=Vth that is lower than for

higher LD architecture (at same throughput), achieving lower total power consumption. As a conse-

quence, duplication of circuits with long LD (e.g., RCA) is beneficial, while replication of circuits with

shorter LD (e.g., Wallace tree) is no longer interesting due to the high leakage incurred by the larger

transistor number. Similarly, pipelined structures are interesting up to a certain level when they become

also penalized by the register overhead.
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18.1 Introduction

Recently low-power design has become a very important and critical issue to enhance the portable

multimedia market. Therefore, various approaches to explore low power design have been made. The

implementation can be categorized into system level, algorithm level, architecture level, circuit level, and

process=device level. Figure 18.1 shows the relative impact on power consumption of each phase of the

design process. Essentially higher-level categories have more effect on power reduction. This section

describes the impact of each level on low-power design.

18.2 System Level Impact

The system level is the highest layer. Therefore, it strongly influences power consumption and distribu-

tion by partitioning system factors.

Reference [1], InfoPad of University of California, Berkeley, demonstrated a low-power wireless

multimedia access system. Heavy computation resources (functions) and large data storage devices

such as hard disks are moved to the backbone server and InfoPad itself works as just a portable terminal

device. This system level partitioning realizes Web browser, X-terminal, voice-recognition, and other

application with low power consumption because energy hungry factors were moved from the pad to the

backbone. And reference [2] demonstrates the power consumption of the InfoPad chipset to be just 5mW.
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18.3 Algorithm Level Impact

The algorithm level is the second to the system level, which defines a detailed implementation outline of

a required original function. This level has quite a large impact on power consumption. It is because the

algorithm determines how to solve the problem and how to reduce the original complexity. Thus,

the algorithm layer is key to power consumption and efficiency.

A typical example of algorithm contribution is motion estimation of MPEG encoder. Motion

estimation is an extremely critical function of MPEG encoding. Implementing fundamental MPEG2

motion estimation using a full search block matching algorithm requires huge computations [3,4]. It

reaches 4.5 teraoperations per second (TOPS) if realizing a very wide search range (±288 pixels

horizontal and ±96 pixels vertical), on the other hand the rest of the functions take about 2 GOPS.

Therefore motion estimation is the key problem to solve in designing a single chip MPEG2 encoder LSI.

Reference [5] describes a good example to dramatically reduce actual required performance for motion

estimation with a very wide search range, which was implemented as part of a 1.2 W single chip MPEG2

MP@ML video encoder. Two adaptive algorithms are applied. One is 8:1 adaptive subsampling algo-

rithm that adaptively selects subsampled pixel locations using characteristics of maximum and mini-

mum values instead of fixed subsampled pixel locations. This algorithm effectively chooses sampled

pixels and reduces the computation requirements by seven-eighths. Another is an adaptive search area

control algorithm, which has two independent search areas with H: ±32 and V: ±16 pixels in full search

block matching algorithm for each. The center locations of these search areas are decided based on a

distribution history of the motion vectors and this algorithm substantially expands the search area up to

H: ±288 and V: ±96 pixels. Therefore, the total computation requirement is reduced from 4.5 TOPS to

20 GOPS (216:1), which is possible to implement on a single chip. The first search area can follow a

focused object close to the center of the camera finder with small motion. The second one can cope with

a background object with large motion in camera panning. This adaptive algorithm attains high picture

quality with very wide search range because it can efficiently grasp moving objects, that is, get correct

motion vectors. As shown in this example, algorithm improvement can drastically reduce computation

requirement and enable low power design.

18.4 Architecture Level Impact

The architecture level is the next to the algorithm level, also in terms of impact on power consumption.

At the architecture level there are still many options and wide freedom in implementation. The

architecture level is explained as CPU (microprocessor), DSP (digital signal processor), ASIC (dedicated

hardwired logic), reconfigurable logic, and special purpose DSP.

Circuit
Level

Process/Device
Level

higher impact
more options

Algorithm
Level

Architecture
Level

FIGURE 18.1 Each level impact for low-power design.
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The CPU is the most widely used general-purpose architecture as shown in Fig. 18.2. Fundamentally

anything can be performed by software. It is the most inefficient in power, however. The main features of

the CPU are the following: (1) It is completely sequential in operation with instruction fetch and decode

in every cycle. Basically this is not essential for computation itself and is just overhead. (2) There is no

dedicated address generator for memory access. The regular ALU is used to calculate memory address.

Throughput of data feeding is not, every cycle, based on load=store architecture via registers (RISC-

based architecture). This means cycles are consumed for data movement and not just for computation

itself. (CISC allows memory access operation, but this doesn’t mean it is more effective; it is a different

story, not explained in detail here.) (3) Many temporal storage operations are included in computation

procedure. This is a completely justified overhead. (4) Usually, a fully parallel multiplier is not used,

causing multicycle operation. This also consumes more wasted power because clocking, memory, and

extra circuits are activated in multiple for one multiply operation. (5) Resources are limited and

prefixed. This results in overhead operations to be executed as general purpose. Figure 18.3 shows
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FIGURE 18.2 CPU structure.
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FIGURE 18.3 Dynamic instruction statistics.
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dynamic run time instruction statistics [6]. This indicates that essential computation instructions such

as arithmetic operation occupy just 33% of the entire dynamic run time instruction stream. The data

moving and control-like branches take two-thirds, which is large overhead consuming extra power.

The DSP is an enhanced processor for multiply-accumulate computation. It is general-purpose in

structure and more effective for signal processing than the CPU. But still it is not very power efficient.

Figure 18.4 shows the basic structure and its features are as follows. (1) The DSP is also sequential in

operation with instruction fetch and decode in every cycle similar to the CPU. It causes overhead in the

same way, but as an exception DSP has a hardware loop, which eliminates continued instruction fetch in

repeated operations, improving power penalty. (2) Many temporal storage operations are also used.

(3) Resources are limited and prefixed for general purpose as well. This is a major reason for causing

temporal storage operations. (4) Fully parallel multiplier is used making one cycle operation possible. And

also accumulator with guardbits is applied, which is very important to accumulate continuously without

accuracy degradation and undesired temporal storing to registers. This improves power efficiency for

multiply-accumulate-based computations. (5) It is equipped with dedicated address generators for mem-

ory access. This realizes more complex memory addressing without using regular ALU and consuming

extra cycles, and two data can be fed in every cycle directory frommemory. This is very important for DSP

operation. Features (4) and (5) are advantages of the DSP in improving power efficiency over the CPU.

We define the ASIC as dedicated hardware here. It is the most power efficient because the structure

can be designed for the specific function and optimized. Figure 18.5 shows the basic image and

the features are as follows: (1) Required functions can be directly mapped in optimal form. This is the
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essential feature and source of power efficiency by minimizing any overheads. (2) Temporal storage

operation can be minimized, which is large overhead in general purpose architectures. Basically this

comes from feature (1). (3) It is not sequential in operation. Instruction fetch and decode are not

required. This eliminates fundamental overhead of general-purpose processors. (4) Function is fixed as

design. There is no flexibility. This is the most significant drawback of dedicated hardware solutions.

There is another category known as reconfigurable logic. Typical architecture is field programmable

gate array (FPGA). This is gate level fine-grained programmable logic. It consists of programmable

network structure and logic blocks that have a look-up table (LUT)-based programmable unit, flip-flop,

and selectors as shown in Fig. 18.6. The features are: (1) It is quite flexible. Basically, the FPGA can be

configured to any dedicated function if integrated gate capacity is enough to map it, (2) Structure can be

optimized without being limited to prefixed data width and variation of function unit like a general

32-bit ALU of CPU. Therefore, FPGA is not used only for prototyping but also where high performance

and high throughput are targeted. (3) It is very inefficient in power. Switch network for fine-grain level

flexibility causes large power overhead. Each gate function is realized by LUT programed as truth table,

for example NAND, NOR, and so on. Power consumption of interconnect takes 65% of the chip, while

logic part consumed only 5% [7]. This means major power of FPGA is burned in unessential portion.

FPGA sacrifices power efficiency in order to attain wide range flexibility. It is a trade-off between

flexibility and power efficiency. Lately, however, there is another class of reconfigurable architecture. It is

coarse-grained or heterogeneous reconfigurable architecture. Typical work is Maia of Pleiades project,

U.C. Berkeley [8–12]. This architecture consists of heterogeneous modules that are mainly coarse-grain

similar to ALU, multiplier, memory, etc. The flexibility is limited to some computation or application

domain but power efficiency is dramatically improved. This type of architecture might gain acceptance

because of strong demand for low power and flexibility.

Figure 18.7 shows cycle comparison to execute fourth order infinite impulse response (IIR) for CPU,

DSP, ASIC, and reconfigurable logic. ASIC and reconfigurable logic are assumed as two parallel

implementations. CPU takes more overhead than DSP, which is enhanced for multiply computation

as mentioned previously. Also, dedicated hardware structures such as ASIC and reconfigurable logic can

reduce computational overhead more than others.

The last one is the special purpose DSP for MPEG2 video encoding. Figure 18.8 shows an example

of programmable DSP for MPEG2 video encoding [13]. This architecture applied 3-level parallel
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FIGURE 18.6 FPGA simplified structure.
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processing of macro-block level, block level, and pixel level in reducing performance requirement from

1.1 GHz to 81 MHz with 13 operations in parallel on an average. The macro-blocks are processed in

3-stage pipeline with MIMD controlled by two RISCs. The 6 blocks of macro-block are handled by

6 vector processing engines (PEs) assigned to each block with SIMD way. The pixels of block are

computed by the PE that consists of extended ALU, multiplier, accumulator, three barrel-shifters with

truncating=rounding function and 6-port register file. This specialized DSP performs MPEG2 MP@ML

video encoding at 1.3 W=3 V=0.4 mm process with software programmability. The architecture

improvement for dedicated application can reduce performance requirement and overhead of general-

purpose approach and plays an important role for low-power design.

18.5 Circuit Level Impact

The circuit level is the most detailed implementation layer. This level is explained as module level such

as multiplier or memory and basement level like voltage control that affects wide range of the chip.

The circuit level is quite important for performance but usually has less impact on power consumption
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than previous higher levels. One reason is that each component itself is just a part of the entire chip.

Therefore, it is needed to focus on critical and major factors (most power hungry modules, etc.) in order

to contribute to power reduction for chip level improvement.

18.5.1 Module Level

The module level is each component like adder, multiplier, and memory, etc. It has relatively less impact

on power compared to algorithm and architecture level as mentioned above. Even if power consumption

of one component is reduced to half, it is difficult to improve the total chip power consumption drastically

in many cases. On the other hand, it is still important to focus on circuit level components, because the

sum of all units is the total power. Memory components especially occupy a large portion of many chips.

Two examples of module level are shown here.

Usually there occur many glitches in logic block causing extra power at average 15 to 20% of the total

power dissipation [14]. Multiplier has a large adder-based array to sum partial products, which

generates many glitches. Figure 18.9 is an example of multiplier improvement to eliminate those glitches

[13]. There are time-skews between X-side input signals and Y-side Booth encoded signals (Booth select)

creating many glitches at Booth selectors. These glitches propagate in the Wallace tree and consume

extra power. The glitch preventive booth (GPB) scheme (Figure 18.9) blocks X-signals until Booth

encoded signals (Y-signals) are ready by delaying the clock in order to synchronize X-signals and

Y-signals. During this blocking period, Booth selectors keep previous data as dynamic latches. This

scheme reduces Wallace tree power consumption by 44% without extra devices in the Booth selectors.

Another example is a memory power reduction [13]. Normally in ASIC embedded SRAM, the whole

memory cell array is activated. But actually utilized memory cells whose data are read out are just part of

them. This means large extra power is dissipated in memory cell array. Figure 18.10 shows column
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selective wordline (CSW) scheme. The wordline of each raw address is divided into two that are

controlled by column address LSB corresponding to odd and even column. And memory cells of each

raw address are also connected to wordline corresponding to odd or even column. Therefore, simul-

taneously activated memory cells are reduced to 50% and it saves SRAM power by 26% without using

section division scheme.

18.5.2 Basement Level

The basement level is another class. This is categorized as circuit level but affects all or a wide area of the

chip like unit activation scheme as chip level control strategy or voltage management scheme. Therefore,

it can make a much larger impact on the power than the module level.

Figure 18.11 describes the gated-clock scheme, which is very popular, and is the basic scheme to

reduce power consumption. Activation of clock for target flip-flops is controlled by enable signal that is
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FIGURE 18.10 Column selective wordline (CSW) SRAM.
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FIGURE 18.11 Gated-clock.
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asserted only when needed. The latch of Fig. 18.4 prevents clock from glitch. This scheme is used to

inactivate blocks or units when they are not used. Unless clocks are controlled on demand, all clock lines

and inside of flip-flops are toggled and also unnecessary data propagate into circuit units through flip-

flops, which causes large waste in power all over the chip. The gated-clock used to be handled manually

by designer; today, however, it can be generated automatically in gate compilation and also static timing

analysis can be applied without special care at latch by EDA tool. This means the gated-clock has become

a very common and important scheme.

The operating voltage is conventionally fixed at the standard voltage like 5 V or 3.3 V. But when the

system runs at multiple performance requirements, frequency can be varied to meet each performance.

At this time, the operating voltage can be also changed to the minimum to attain that frequency. The

power consumption is a quadratic function of voltage, therefore to control voltage has a very big impact

and is quite an effective method of power reduction. Figure 18.12 shows an effect of scaling with

frequency and voltage. Scaling with only frequency reduces power consumption in just proportion to

frequency. On the other hand, scaling with frequency and voltage achieves drastic power saving because

of quadratic effect of voltage reduction. It is really important to handle the voltage as a design parameter

and not as a fixed given standard. References [15,16] are examples called dynamic voltage scaling (DVS),

which demonstrated actual benchmark programs running on a processor system with dynamically

varied frequency and voltage based on required performance, and indicate energy efficiency improve-

ment by factor of 10 among audio, user interface, and MPEG programs.

18.6 Process=Device Level Impact

The process and device are the lowest level of implementation. This layer itself does not have drastic

impact directly. But when it leads to voltage reduction, this level plays a very important role in power saving.

Process rule migration rate is about 30% (30.7) per generation. And supply voltage is also reduced

along with process shrinking after submicron generation, therefore capacitance scaling with voltage

reduction makes good contribution on power.

Wire delay has become a problem because wire resistance and side capacitance are increasing along

with process shrinking. To relieve this situation, inter-metal dielectric using low-k material and copper

(Cu) interconnect have been utilized lately [17–19]. Still, however, dielectric constant of low-k is about

3.5–2.0 depending on materials while 4.0 for SiO2, so this capacitance reduction does not a great impart
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on power because it affects just wire capacitance reduction as part of the whole chip. On the other hand,

this can improve interconnect delay and chip speed allowing lower voltage operation at the same

required speed. This accelerates power reduction with effect of quadratic function of voltage.

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) is one of the typical process options for low power. The SOI transistor is

isolated by SiO2 insulator, so junction capacitance is drastically reduced. This lightens charge=discharge

loads and saves power consumption. Partial depletion (PD)-type SOI and full depletion (FD)-type SOI

are used. The FD type can realize a steep subthreshold slope of about 60–70 mV=dec while the bulk one

is 80–90 mV=dec. This helps reduction of threshold voltage (Vth) at the same subthreshold leakage by

0.1–0.2 V, therefore operating voltage can be lowered while maintaining the same speed. References

[20–22] are examples of PD type approach that demonstrate 20–35% performance improvement for

microprocessor. Reference [23] is FD type approach also applied to microprocessor.

18.7 Summary

The impact on low-power design with each implementation classes of system level, algorithm level,

architecture level, circuit level, and process=device level was described. Basically, higher levels affect

power consumption more than lower levels because higher levels have more freedom in implementation.

The key point for lower level to improve power consumption is its relationship with voltage reduction.
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19.1 Introduction

Estimation of average power consumption is one of the main concerns in today’s VLSI (very large scale

integrated) circuit and system design [18,19]. This is mainly due to the recent trend towards portable

computing and wireless communication systems. Moreover, the dramatic decrease in feature size,

combined with the corresponding increase in the number of devices in a chip, make the power density

larger. For a portable system to be practical, it should be able to operate for an extended period of time

without the need to recharge or replace the battery. In order to achieve such an objective, power

consumption in portable systems has to be minimized.

Power consumption also translates directly into excess heat, which creates additional problems for

cost-effective and efficient cooling of ICs. Overheating may cause run-time errors and=or permanent
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damage, and hence, affects the reliability and the lifetime of the system. Modern microprocessors are

indeed hot: Intel’s Pentium 4 consumes 50 W, and Digital’s Alpha 21464 (EV8) chip consumes 150 W,

Sun’s UltraSPARC III consumes 70 W [14]. In a market already sensitive to price, an increase in cost

from issues related to power dissipation are often critical. Thus, shrinking device geometries, higher

clocking speeds, and increased heat dissipation create circuit design challenges.

The Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) constant encouragement for green machines and its

Energy Star program are also pushing computer designers to consider power dissipation as one of the

major design constraints. Hence, there is an increasing need for accurate estimation of power consump-

tion of a system during the design phase so that the power consumption specifications can be met early

in the design cycle and expensive redesign process can be avoided.

Intuitively, a straightforward method to estimate the average power consumption is by simulating the

circuits with all possible combinations of valid inputs. Then, by monitoring power supply current

waveforms, the power consumption under each input combination can be computed. Eventually, the

results are averaged. The advantage of this method is its generality. This method can be applied to

different technologies, design styles, and architectures; however, the method requires not only a large

number of input waveforms combination, but also complete and specific knowledge of the input

waveforms. Hence, the simulation method is prohibitively expensive and impractical for large circuits.

In order to solve the problem of input pattern dependence, probabilistic techniques [21] are used to

describe the set of all possible input combinations. Using the probabilistic measures, the signal activities

can be estimated. The calculated signal activities are then used to estimate the power consumption

[1,3,6,12]. As illustrated in Fig. 19.1 [2], probabilistic approaches average all the possible input combina-

tions and then use the probability values as inputs to the analysis tool to estimate power. Furthermore,

the probabilistic approach requires only one simulation run to estimate power, so it is much faster than

the simulation-based approaches, which require several simulation runs. In practice, some information

about the typical input waveforms are given by the user, which make the probabilistic approach a weakly

pattern dependent approach.

Another alternative method to estimate power is the use of statistical techniques, which tries to

combine the speed of the probabilistic techniques with the accuracy of the simulation-based techniques.

Similar to other simulation-based techniques, the statistical techniques are slower compared to the

probabilistic techniques, as it needs to run a certain number of samples before simulation converges to

the user-specified accuracy parameters.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 19.2 describes how power is consumed in CMOS circuits.

Probabilistic and statistical techniques to estimate power are presented in Sections 19.3 and 19.4,

respectively. Both techniques consider the temporal and spatial correlations of signals into account.

Circuit Simulator

Average Probability Values

Average Power

A single analysis run

A large number of
current waveforms

Analysis Tool Power

Many circuit
simulation runs

A large number 
of input patterns

FIGURE 19.1 Probabilistic and simulation-based power estimation.
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Experimental results for both techniques are presented in Section 19.5. Section 19.6 summarizes and

concludes this chapter.

19.2 Power Consumption

Power dissipation in a CMOS circuit consists of the following components: static, dynamic, and direct

path power. Static power component is due to the leakage current drawn continuously from the power

supply. The dynamic power component is dependent on the supply voltage, the load capacitances, and

the frequency of operation. The direct path power is due to the switching transient current that exists for

a short period of time when both PMOS and NMOS transistors are conducting simultaneously when the

logic gates are switching.

Depending on the design requirements, there are different power dissipation factors that need to be

considered. For example, the peak power is an important factor to consider while designing the size of

the power supply line, whereas the average power is related to cooling or battery energy consumption

requirements. We focus on the average power consumption in this chapter. The peak power and average

power are defined in the following equations:

Ppeak ¼ Ipeak � Vsupply and Paverage ¼ 1

T

ðT

0

(Isupply(t) � Vsupply)dt

19.2.1 Static Power Component

In CMOS circuit, no conducting path between the power supply rails exists when the inputs are in an

equilibrium state. This is due to the complimentary feature of this technology: if the NMOS transistors

in the pull-down network (PDN) are conducting, then the corresponding PMOS transistors in the pull-

up network (PUN) will be nonconducting, and vice-versa; however, there is a small static power

consumption due to the leakage current drawn continuously from the power supply. Hence, the static

power consumption is the product of the leakage current and the supply voltage (Pstatic¼ Ileakage �
Vsupply), and thus depends on the device process technology.

The leakage current is mainly due to the reverse-biased parasitic diodes that originate from the source-

drain diffusions, the well diffusion, and the transistor substrate, and the subthreshold current of the

transistors. Subthreshold current is the current which flows between the drain and source terminals of

the transistors when the gate voltage is smaller than the threshold voltage (Vgs<Vth). For today and

future technologies, the subthreshold current is expected to be the dominant component of leakage

current. Accurate estimation of leakage current has been considered in [13].

Static power component is usually a minor contributor to the overall power consumption. Never-

theless, due to the fact that static power consumption is always present even when the circuit is idle, the

minimization of the static power consumption is worth considered by completely turning off certain

sections of a system that are inactive.

19.2.2 Dynamic Power Component

Dynamic power consumption occurs only when the logic gate is switching. The two factors that make up

the dynamic power consumption are the charging and discharging of the output load capacitances and

the switching transient current. During the low-to-high transition at the output node of a logic gate, the

load capacitance at the output node will be charged through the PMOS transistors in PUN of the circuit.

Its voltage will rise from GND to Vsupply. An amount of energy, Cload � V2
supply, is drawn from the power

supply. Half of this energy will then be stored in the output capacitor, while the other half is dissipated in

the PMOS devices. During the high-to-low transition, the stored charge is removed from the capacitor,

and the energy is dissipated in the NMOS devices in the PDN of the circuit. Figure 19.2 illustrates the
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charging and the discharging paths for the load

capacitor. The load capacitance at the output node

is mainly due to the gate capacitances of the cir-

cuits that are being driven by the output node (i.e.,

the number of fanouts of the output node), the

wiring capacitances, and the diffusion capacitances

of the driving circuit.

Each switching cycle, which consists of charging

and discharging paths, dissipates an amount of

energy equals to Cload � V 2
supply. Therefore, to calcu-

late the power consumption, we need to know how

often the gate switches. If the number of switching

in a time interval t(t ! 1) is B, then the average

dynamic power consumption is given by

Pdynamic ¼ 1

2
� Cload � V 2

supply � B � 1
t

¼ 1

2
� Cload � V 2

supply � A

where A¼B=t is the number of transitions per

unit time.

During the switching transient, both the PMOS

and NMOS transistors conduct for a short period

of time. This results in a short-circuit current flow

between the power supply rails and causes a direct

path power consumption. The direct path power

component is dependent on the input rise and fall

time. Slow rising and falling edges would increase the short-circuit current duration. In an unloaded

inverter, the transient switching current spikes can be approximated as triangles, as shown in Fig. 19.3

[16]. Thus, the average power consumption due to direct-path component is given by

Pdirect-path ¼ Iavg � Vsupply

GND

C-Load

Output

PUN

PDN

Charging 
path

Discharging 
path

Inputs

Inputs

Vsupply

FIGURE 19.2 The charging and discharging paths.
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Ishort-circuit

tptr tf
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FIGURE 19.3 Switching current spikes.
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where

Iavg ¼ 2
1

T

ðt2

t1

I(t)dt þ 1

T

ðt3

t2

I(t)dt

� �

The saturation current of the transistors determines the peak current, and the peak current is directly

proportional to the size of the transistors.

19.2.3 Total Average Power

Putting together all the components of power dissipation, the total average power consumption of a

logic gate can be expressed as follows:

Ptotal ¼ Pdynamic þ Pdirect-path þ Pstatic ¼ 1

2
� Cload � V 2

supply � Aþ Iavg � Vsupply þ Ileakage � Vsupply (19:1)

Among these components, dynamic power is by far the most dominant component and accounts for

more than 80% of the total power consumption in modern day CMOS technology. Thus, the total

average power for all logic gates in the circuits can be approximated by summing up all the dynamic

component of each of the logic gate,

Ptotal ¼ 1

2
� V 2

supply �
Xn

i¼1

Cloadi � Ai

where n is the number of logic gates in the circuit.

19.2.4 Power due to the Internal Nodes of a Logic Gate

The power consumption due to the internal nodes of the logic gates has been ignored in the above

analysis, which causes inaccuracy in the power consumption result. The internal node capacitances are

primarily due to the source and drain diffusion capacitances of the transistors, and are not as large as the

output node capacitance. Hence, total power consumption is still dominated by the charging and

discharging of the output node capacitances. Nevertheless, depending on the applied input vectors

and the sequence in which the input vectors are applied, the power consumption due to the internal

nodes of logic gates may contribute a significant portion of the total power consumption. Experimental

results in Section 19.5 show that the power consumption due to the internal nodes can be as high as 20%

of the total power consumption for some circuits.

The impact of the internal nodes in the total power consumption is most significant when the

internal nodes are switching, but the output node remains unchanged, as shown in Fig. 19.4. The internal

capacitance, Cinternal, is being charged, discharged, and recharged at time t0, t1, and t2, respectively. During

this period of time, power is dissipated solely due to charging and discharging of the internal node.

In order to obtain a more accurate power estimation result, the internal nodes have to be considered.

In taking the internal nodes of the logic gates into consideration, the overall total power consumption

equation is modified to

Ptotal ¼
Xn

i¼1

V 2
supply

2
� Cloadi � Ai þ

Xm

j¼1

V 2
j

2
� Cinternalj � Aj

 !
(19:2)

where m is the number of internal nodes in the ith logic gate. Note that output node voltages

can only have two possible values: Vsupply and GND; however, each internal node voltage can have

multiple possible values (Vj) due to charge sharing, and threshold voltage drop. In order to accurately
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estimate power dissipation, we should be able to accurately estimate the switching activities of all the

internal nodes of a circuit.

19.3 Probabilistic Technique to Estimate Switching Activity

Probabilistic technique has been used to solve the strong input pattern dependence problem in

estimating the power consumption of CMOS circuits. The probabilistic technique, based on zero-

delay symbolic simulation, offers a fast solution for calculating power. The technique is based on an

algorithm that takes the switching activities of the primary inputs of a circuit specified by the users. The

probabilistic analysis relies on propagating the probabilistic measures, such as signal probability and

activity, from the primary inputs to the internal and output nodes of a circuit.

To estimate the power consumption, probabilistic technique first calculates the signal probability

(probability of being logic high) of each node. The signal activity is then computed from the signal

probability. Once the signal activity has been calculated, the average power consumption can then be

obtained by using Eq. 19.2.

The primary inputs of a combinational circuit are modeled to be mutually independent strict-

sense-stationary (SSS) mean-ergodic 1-0 processes [3]. Under this assumption, the probability of the

primary input node x to assume logic high, P(x(t)), becomes constant and independent of time, and

denoted by P(x), the equilibrium signal probability of node x. Thus, P(x) is the average fraction of clock

cycles in which the equilibrium value of node x is of logic high.

The activity at primary input node x is defined by

lim
n!1

nx(T)

T

H = Logic High
L  = Logic Low

B

A B

A

Vdd

Vint

C-int

C-load

2-input NAND

t1

Vout

t0, t2 t0   t1   t2
    A: H   L   H
    B: L   H   L
Vout: H   H   H
 Vint: H   L   H

FIGURE 19.4 Charging and discharging of internal node.
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where nx is the number of time the node x switches in the time interval of (�T=2, T=2). The activity

A(x) is then the average fraction of clock cycles in which the equilibrium values of node x is different

from its previous value (A(x) is the probability that node x switches). Figure 19.5 illustrates the signal

probability and activity of two different signals.

19.3.1 Signal Probability Calculation

In calculating the signal probability, we first need to determine if the input signals (random variables)

are independent. If two signals are correlated, they may never be in logic high together, or they may

never be switching at the same time. Due to the complexities of the signals flow, it is not easy to

determine if two signals are independent. The primary inputs may be correlated due to the feedback

loop. The internal nodes of the circuit may be correlated due to the reconvergent fanouts, even if the

primary inputs are assumed to be independent. The reconvergent fanouts occur when the output of a

node splits into two or more signals that eventually recombine as inputs to certain nodes downstream.

The exact calculation of the signal probability has been shown to be NP-hard [3].

The probabilistic method in estimating power consumption uses signal probability measure to accur-

ately estimate signal activity. Therefore, it is important to accurately calculate signal probability as the

accuracy of subsequent steps in computing activity depends on how accurate the signal probability

calculation is. In implementing the probabilistic method, we adopted the general algorithm proposed

in [4] and used the data structure similar to [5].

The algorithm used to compute the signal probability is given as follows:

. Inputs: Circuit network and signal probabilities of the primary inputs.

. Output: Signal probabilities of all nodes in the circuit.

. Step 1: Initialize the circuit network by assigning a unique variable, which corresponds to the

signal probability, to each node in the circuit network.

. Step 2: Starting from the primary inputs and proceeding to the primary outputs, compute the

symbolic probability expression for each node as a function of its inputs expressions.

. Step 3: Suppress all exponents in the expression to take the spatial signal correlation into

account [4].

Example

Given y¼ abþ ac. Find signal probability P(y).

P(y) ¼ P(ab)þ P(ac)þ P(abac)

¼ P(a)P(b)þ P(a)P(c)� P2(a)P(b)P(c)

¼ P(a)P(b)þ P(a)P(c)� P(a)P(b)P(c)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Clock Cycle:

10

A = 0.6

A = 0.2
P = 0.5

P = 0.5

FIGURE 19.5 Signal probability and activity.
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19.3.2 Activity Calculation

The formulation to determine an exact expression to calculate activity of static combinational circuits

has been proposed in [6]. The formulation considers spatio-temporal correlations into account and is

adopted in our method. If a clock cycle is selected at random, then the probability of having a

transition at the leading edge of this clock cycle at node y is A(y)=f, where A(y) is the number of

transition per second at node y, and f is the clock frequency. This normalized probability value, A(y)=f,

is denoted as a(y). The exact calculation of the activity uses the concept of Boolean difference. In the

following sections, the Boolean difference is first introduced before applying it in the exact calculation of

the activity of a node.

19.3.2.1 Boolean Difference

The Boolean difference of y with respect to x is defined as follows:

@y

@x
¼ yjx¼1 � yjx¼0

The Boolean difference can be generalized to n variables as follows:

@n

@x1 . . . @xn
yjb1...bn ¼ yj(x1¼b1)...x¼bn

� yj(x1¼b�1)...xi¼b�n

where n is a positive integer, bn is either logic high or low, and xn are the distinct mutually independent

primary inputs of node y.

19.3.2.2 Activity Calculation Using Boolean Difference

Activity a(y) at node y in a circuit is given by [1]

a(y) ¼
Xn

i¼1

P
@y

@xi

� �
� a(xi) (19:3)

where a(xi) represents switching activity at input xi, while P(@y=@xi) is the probability of sensitizing

input xi to output y.

Equation 19.3 does not take simultaneous switching of the inputs into account. To consider the

simultaneous switching, the following modifications have to be made:

. P(@y=@xi) is modified to P(@y=@xi j xi?), where xi? denotes that input xi is switching.

. a(xi) is modified to {a(xi)
Q

j 6¼i,1�j�n

(1� a(xj))}

Example

For a Boolean expression y with three primary inputs x1, x2, x3, the activity a(y) is given by the sum of

three cases, namely,

. when only one input is switching:

X3

i¼1

P
@y

@xi
jx?

i

� �
a(xi)

Y

j 6¼1,1�j�n

(1� a(xj))

 !

. when two inputs are switching:

1

2

X

1<i<j<3

P

�
@2

@xi@xj
yj00
���
x?
i
x?
j

�
þ P

�
@2

@xi@xj
yj01
���
x?
i
x?
j

� !
a(xi)a(xj)

Y

k2[1,2,3]�{i,j}

(1� a(xk))

 ! !
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. and when all three inputs are switching simultaneously:

1

22

 
P

 
@3

@x1@x2@x3
yj000

���
x?1 x

?
2 x

?
3

!
þ P

 
@3

@x1@x2@x3
yj001

���
x?1 x

?
2 x

?
3

!
þ P

 
@3

@x1@x2@x3
yj010

���
x?1 x

?
2 x

?
3

!

þ P
@3

@x1@x2@x3
yj011

���
x?
1
x?
2
x?
3

!!
Y3

k¼1

a(xk)

 ! 

The activity calculation using Boolean difference can now be readily extended to the general case of

n inputs.

19.3.2.3 Activity Calculation Using Signal Probability

The calculation of the activity of a node using the Boolean difference is computationally intensive. The

complexity and computation time grow exponentially with the number of inputs. Hence, an alternative,

and more efficient method to compute the activity using signal probability can be used instead.

Let P(y(t)) be the signal probability at time t. The probability of a given node y is not switching at

time t is P(y(t � T)y(t)) ¼ P(y(t))� 1
2
a(y) ¼ P(y)� 1

2
a(y). Hence, a(y)¼ 2(P(y)� P(y(t�T)y(t))).

To calculate the activity a(y) from the pre-computed signal probability P(y), we must first calculate

P(y(t�T)y(t)).

Example

Given y¼ x1þ x2. Find P(y(t�T)y(t)) and a(y).

P(y) ¼ P(x1)þ P(x1)P(x2) and P(x1) ¼ P(x1) ¼ 1� P(x1)

P(y(t�T)y(t)) is given by the product of two terms, namely

P(x1(t � T))þ P(x1(t � T))P(x2(t � T)) and P(x1(t))þ P(x1(t))P(x2(t))

Expanding the product of these two terms, we obtain the following four terms:

P(x1(t � T))P(x1(t))þ P(x1(t � T))P(x1(t))P(x2(t))þ P(x1(t � T))P(x1(t))P(x2(t � T))

þ P(x1(t � T))P(x1(t))P(x2(t � T))P(x2(t))

¼ P(x1(t � T)x1(t))þ P(x1(t � T)x1(t))P(x2(t))þ P(x1(t � T)x1(t))P(x2(t � T))

þ P(x1(t � T)x1(t))P(x2(t � T)x2(t))

¼ P(x1)� 1

2
a(x1)þ 1

2
a(x1)P(x2)þ 1

2
a(x1)P(x2)þ 1� P(x1)� 1

2
a(x1)

� �
P(x2)� 1

2
a(x2)

� �

After rearranging the above equation, we obtain

a(y) ¼ (1� P(x1))a(x2)þ (1� P(x2))a(x1)� 1

2
a(x1)a(x2):

19.3.3 Partitioning Algorithm

Accurate calculation of the symbolic probability is important to subsequent computation of the activity

at internal node of a circuit; however, not only the exact calculation of the symbolic probability is
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NP-hard, but also the size of symbolic probability expression grows exponentially with the number of

the inputs. Thus, a technique to partition the circuit network by utilizing the circuit topology information

is used [6]. Using this partitioning scheme, the size of the probability expression is limited as each node

in the circuit network is now only dependent upon its minimum set of topologically independent inputs

(MSTII). MSTII is a set of independent inputs (or internal nodes) that logically determines the

logic function of a node. This partition scheme can trade off accuracy with computation speed and data

storage size.

Figure 19.6 shows the MSTII of a logic gate Z. The MSTII of y1, x4, w, and x7 are used instead of

x1, x2, . . . , x7. Hence, we only deal with four inputs instead of the original seven.

19.3.4 Power Estimation Considering the Internal Nodes

In the previous analysis, we only considered the activity at the output of a logic gate; however, complex

CMOS logic gates have internal nodes that are associated with capacitances that may charge=discharge

based on the inputs applied to the logic gate. The power consumption due to the internal nodes in the

logic gates may play an important role in determining the total power consumption for a certain

sequence of input vectors. In order to improve the accuracy of the probabilistic, let us include the power

consumed by the internal nodes of logic gates.

The algorithm to compute the power consumption due to the internal node is given as follows [7]:

. Inputs: Functional expression of the node in terms of its inputs, input signal probabilities, and

activities.

. Output: Normalized power estimation measure, f (described in Section 19.3.4.5).

. Step 1: Factorize the functional expression.

. Step 2: Determine the position of each internal node.

. Step 3: Compute the probability of the conducting path: from the internal node i to Vsupply

(Pi
Vsupply

), and to GND (Pi
Vgnd

).

. Step 4: Compute the activity obtained from min (Pi
Vsupply

)(Pi
Vgnd

).

. Step 5: Compute the normalized power measure.

19.3.4.1 Factorization of the Functional Expression

For a given functional expression of a node in term of its inputs, we need to factorize and simplify

the expression to obtain a compact and optimal expression, and thus and optimal implementation of

X3
X2
X1

X4

X5

X6

X7

W

Y1

Y2

Y3

Z

FIGURE 19.6 MSTII of a logic gate.
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the logic gate. The functional expression is used to determine the position of the internal nodes of the

logic gate. The output node of the logic gate will not be affected whether the factorized expression

is used or not. However, the number of internal nodes of the logic gate depends on the functional

expression used.

Example

Given X ¼ ABF þ ABE þ DF þ CF þ DE þ CE.

If the expression is directly implemented as static CMOS complex gate, then a total of 13 internal

nodes exist in the logic gate. Some of these internal nodes are redundant and can be eliminated if the

factorized expression is used instead. The factorized expression is X ¼ (AB þ C þ D)(E þ F), and has

only five internal nodes. Figure 19.7 shows the implementation of both the factorized and unfactorized

expressions.

19.3.4.2 The Position of the Internal Nodes

The position of the internal nodes can be determined while implementing the given functional

expression of a node in static CMOS. Internal nodes exist whenever there is an AND or an OR function

A

B

C

E F

A B

C

D

F

E

D
C1

X

CL

C2

C3

C4

C5

Vdd

Vdd

A

B

E
F

B

A
D D

F F

C

E

X

A B F

A B E

D F

C F

D E

C E

C

E

X = (A�B� + C� + D�) (E� + F�)

X = A�B�F� + A�B�E� + D�F� + C�F� + D�E� + C�E�

FIGURE 19.7 Unfactorized and factorized functional expression.
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exist as both functions have at least two inputs. Inside an AND (OR) function, the internal nodes are

found in the PUN (PDN). In both functions, the number of the inputs to the logic gate determines the

number of the internal nodes. If there are n inputs to the logic gate, then (n – 1) internal nodes must

exist inside the logic gate. In implementing the functional expressions, the complemented input signals

are assumed to be available.

19.3.4.3 The Conducting Paths to the Supply Rails

After determining the position of the internal nodes inside the logic gate, the probabilities of the

conducting paths from each internal node to the supply rails (both to Vsupply and GND) are then

computed. The probability of the conducting path from an internal node to Vsupply(GND) signifies the

probability of charging (discharging) the capacitance in that internal nodes. The probability of charging

and discharging the internal node capacitances is then used to calculate the activity of the internal nodes.

The signal probability of each of the internal nodes is calculated using the algorithm outlined in the

previous section, which takes spatio-temporal correlation among signals into account.

Example

Given a 2-input NAND gate Y ¼ AB as shown in Fig. 19.8. The probabilities of the conducting paths

from the internal node to Vsupply and to GND are P(AB) and P(B), respectively.

19.3.4.4 Internal Nodes Activity Computation

The activities of each internal node are calculated using the probabilities of the conducting paths

from the internal nodes to the supply rails. The minimum of the two probabilities is used to compute

the activity of the internal node because no effective charging=discharging will occur once this minimum

threshold value is reached. For example, if within a period of 10 clock cycles, the probability of

charging process is 0.5 (5 out of 10 clock cycles are conducting), and the probability of discharging

process is 0.3, then the charging and discharging processes can only take place for 3 out of 10 clock

cycles. The extra 2 charging cycles will have no effect on the outcome, as the internal node capacitance

2-input NAND

Vdd

Vout

A B

H = Logic High
L = Logic Low

C-load

 PVdd
  =  P(A (A� + B�)) 

         =  P(AB�) 
PGND =  P(B)

C-int

Vint

A

B

FIGURE 19.8 Charging and discharging paths of the internal node.
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remains charged. Hence, only a previously charged (discharged) capacitance can be discharged

(charged).

19.3.4.5 Normalized Power Measure

The normalized power measure is computed from the activity of each of the internal nodes. At

the logic gate output, the total normalized power measure is computed by f¼Si fanout3 a (i) where

fanouti is the number of gate being driven by the output node i (Cload-i is assumed to be proportional

to fanouti). At the internal nodes, the normalized power measure is computed by finternal¼Si Cinti
3

ainternal (i). The results for the power estimation using the probabilistic technique will be given in

Section 19.5.

19.4 Statistical Technique

Statistical technique for estimating power consumption is a simulation-based approach. To improve the

accuracy of this method, we need to run all possible sets of input combinations exhaustively for an

indefinitely long period of time. Thus, this method is prohibitively expensive and impractical for very

large circuits. The main advantage of this technique is that the existing simulators can be used readily.

Furthermore, issues such as glitch generation and propagation, spatio-temporal correlations among

signals are all automatically taken into account. The generality of this technique still attracts much

interest, but Monte Carlo-based approaches [8,20] can be used to determine the number of simulation

runs for a given error that can be tolerated.

We adopted a statistical sampling technique using Monte Carlo approach as proposed in [8], and

included the internal node analysis to further improve the accuracy. To estimate the power consumption

in the circuit, the statistical technique first generates random input vectors that conform to the user-

specified signal probability and activity. The circuit is then simulated using the randomly generated

input vectors. For each simulation run in time period T, the cumulative power dissipation is monitored

by counting the number of transitions of each node (sample) in the circuit. The simulation run is then

repeated N times until the monitored power dissipation converges to the user-specified error and

confidence levels. The average number of transitions (sample mean), �n, at each node is then obtained.

The activity of each node is computed by �n=�T.

Because the signal probability and activity of the primary inputs are only needed, this technique is

essentially weakly pattern-dependent. Monte Carlo method has an attractive property that it is dimension

independent, meaning that the number of simulation runs needed does not depend on the circuit size.

A good random input generator and an efficient stopping criterion are important for the Monte Carlo

method. These issues are presented in the following sections.

19.4.1 Random Input Generator

The input vector is considered to be a Markov process [9], meaning that the present input waveform

only depends on the value of the waveform in the prior immediate clock cycle, and not on the values of

the other previous clock cycles. The implementation is based on Markov process, so the length of time

between successive transitions is a random variable with an exponential distribution [10]. Another

implication of Markov process is that the pulse width distribution of the input waveform is a geometric

distribution. The conditional probabilities of the input waveforms switching are then given as: P(0j1)¼
T=m1 and P(1j0)¼T=m0 where T is the clock pulse period, m1 is the mean of high pulse width (P(x)=

a(x)), and m0 is the mean of low pulse width (2[1 – P(x)]=a(x)). Also, P(0j0)¼ 1 – P(1j0) and P(1j1)¼
1 – P(0j1). The random number generator uses the above criteria to decide whether the input signals

switch or not.
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19.4.2 Stopping Criteria

The number of simulation runs needed to converge the result determines the speed of the statistical

technique. Hence, efficient stopping criteria are needed. The decision is made based on the mean and

standard deviation of the monitored power consumption at the end of every simulation run.

For large sample N, the sample mean, �n approaches h, the true average number of transitions in T,

and the sample standard deviation, s, also approaches s, the true standard deviation [10]. Accord-

ing to the Central Limit Theorem, �n has the mean h with the distribution approaching normal

distribution for large N(N � 30). It follows that for (1 – a) confidence level, �za=2 � s � h��n �
za=2 � s, where za=2 is the point where the area to its right under the standard normal distribution curve

is equal to a=2.

Since s � s=
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
for large N, and with confidence (1 – a), then

jh� �nj
�n

� s � za=2
�n
ffiffiffiffi
N

p (19:4)

If «1 is a small positive number and the number of sample is

N � s � za=2
�n «1

� �2
(19:5)

then «1 sets the upper bound for Eq. 19.4:

jh� �nj
�n

� s � za=2
�n
ffiffiffiffi
N

p � «1 (19:6)

Equation 19.6 can also be expressed as the deviation percentage from the population mean h:

jh� �nj
�n

� «1 translates into
j�n� hj

h
� «1

1� «1
¼ « (19:7)

where « is the user-specified percentage error tolerance.

Equation 19.5 thus provides the stopping criterion for the percentage error tolerance in Eq. 19.7 for

(1�a) confidence. The problem with this stopping criterion is that for small �n, a large number of

samples N are required, as shown in Eq. 19.5, so it becomes too expensive to guarantee percentage error

accuracy in this case. The nodes with small �n (or �n<hmin, where hmin is the user-specified minimum

threshold value) are called low-activity nodes. Large value of N means that these low-activity nodes will

take a much longer time to converge. Yet, these low-density nodes have the least effect on circuit power

and reliability. To improve the convergence time without any significant effect in the overall result, an

absolute error bound, hmin � «1, is used instead of the percentage error bound, «[9]. The absolute error

bounds for low-density nodes are always less than the absolute error bounds for high-activity nodes.

Therefore, when dealing with low-activity nodes, instead of using Eq. 19.5, the following stopping

criterion is used

N � s � za=2
hmin«1

� �2

(19:8)

For (1�a) confidence level, the accuracy for the low-density nodes is given by jh� �nj �
sza=2=

ffiffiffiffi
N

p � hmin«1.

During the simulation run, after N exceeds 30, Eq. 19.5 is used as a stopping criterion as long as

�n � hmin. Otherwise, Eq. 19.8 is used instead.
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19.4.3 Power Estimation due to the Internal Nodes

We included the capability of estimating internal nodes power dissipation in the Monte Carlo technique.

The algorithm to compute the internal nodes power is as follows [7]:

. Inputs: Functional expression of the node in terms of its inputs, and user-specified accuracy

parameters

. Output: Normalized power measure f

. Step 1: Factorize the functional expression

. Step 2: Generate a graph to represent the expression

. Step 3: Simulate the circuit with random input

. Step 4: Update conducting path (event-driven process)

. Step 5: Sum all charges in the discharging path

. Step 6: Accumulate all the sum

The given functional expression of a node is expressed in terms of its inputs. The factorization

process, the same as in the probabilistic technique, is to ensure that the expression is compact and does

not contain any redundant items.

19.4.3.1 Graph Generation

A graph to represent the factorized expression is generated to be used as the data structure in estimating

power dissipation. The nodes of the graph represent all the nodes in the logic gate, such as supply rails,

output node, and all the internal nodes inside the logic gate. The edges of the graph represent the inputs

to the logic gate between the nodes. Information of the internal nodes capacitances and voltages are

stored in nodes structure of the graph. Once the graph is generated, the circuit is simulated with

randomly generated input vectors conforming to the user-specified input signal probability and activity.

Note that in the case of the probabilistic method, a graph is not used, as there is no need for such data

structure. In the probabilistic method, the signal probability and activity of each node are calculated as

we traverse level by level from primary inputs of the circuit network to the outputs. The calculated values

are then stored in the data structure within the node itself. In the statistical technique, however, the

graph is needed to store the simulation run results. An example of a generated graph for a given

factorized functional expression X ¼ (AB þ C þ D)(E þ F) is shown in Fig. 19.9.

19.4.3.2 Updating Conducting Paths

The path in the graph needs to be updated whenever a change in the input signals occurs. The change in

the input signals is defined as an event. To improve the computation speed, the updating process of the

path is being done only when an event occurs. Hence, the path updating process is said to be an event-

driven process.

The path in the graph that needs to be updated may change from conducting to nonconducting or

vice-versa, depending on the event which occurs. If the path becomes nonconducting, then the nodes at

both ends of disjointed segments of the path become isolated and assumed to retain their voltage values.

On the other hand, if a conducting path joins the disjointed segments, then all the nodes along the

conducting paths must be updated to a new equilibrium value. If the conducting path to the Vsupply

(Vgnd) exists, then all nodes along the path will be charged (discharged).

The algorithm for path updating process is as follows. When input node i switches from OFF

to ON:

1. If a conducting path from the internal node to Gnd exists:
. Collect all the node charges along the path

. Set all the node voltages to Vlow (Vlow for nodes in NMOS and PMOS are 0 and Vthp,

respectively)
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2. If a conducting path to Vsupply exists:
. Set all the node voltages to Vhigh (Vhigh for nodes in NMOS and PMOS are (Vsupply�Vthn) and

Vsupply, respectively)

Vthp and Vthn are PMOS and NMOS threshold voltage, respectively. The internal nodes in PUN

among PMOS devices will be fully charged to Vsupply, but will only be discharged to Vthp. Similarly, the

internal nodes in PDN among NMOS devices will be fully discharged to Vgnd, but will only be charged to

(Vsupply�Vthn). This is because the transistors will be cut-off when the gate to source voltage is less than

the threshold voltage.

Along the discharging path (conducting path to the GND), all the charges in the internal

nodes are added together. The sum of the charges is accumulated over all simulation runs. The norma-

lized power measure is directly derived from this accumulated sum of charges as finternal¼Qtotal �
Vsupply=run-time.

19.4.3.3 Charge-Sharing among the Internal Nodes

Charge-sharing among the internal nodes occurs when the conducting path that connects the nodes is

not connected to either Vsupply or GND. The nodes along the path are then isolated from the supply rails,

and will not be charged or discharged. These isolated nodes will come to a new equilibrium state, a value

between Vsupply and GND. In the isolated state, the capacitances of the internal nodes are connected in

X = (A�B� + C� + D�) (E� + F�)

A

B

Vdd

Vdd
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C D
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E F

X
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B
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D
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F
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C
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E
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FIGURE 19.9 A logic gate and its corresponding graph.
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parallel, and share the charges among themselves, thus the term charge-sharing. The new equilibrium

voltage among the internal nodes is

V ¼
Pn

j¼1 (CjVj)Pn
j¼1 Cj

(19:9)

where n is the number of isolated nodes, and Vj is the initial voltage across the internal node capacitance

Cj. An example of the charge-sharing process is illustrated in Fig. 19.10. The event occurs when inputs

A and B switch at time t1. The internal nodes are then isolated from Vsupply and GND. The new

equilibrium voltage between the two isolated internal capacitances is calculated to be

V ¼ Cint1 � V1 þ Cint2 � V2

Cint1 þ Cint2

19.5 Experimental Results

Both the probabilistic and the statistical techniques have been implemented in C within University of

California at Berkeley’s SIS [17] environment. SIS is an interactive tool for synthesis and optimization of

logic circuits. The test circuits used in obtaining the results are the benchmarks presented at ISCAS in

1985 [11]. These circuits are combinational circuits and Table 19.1 shows the number of primary inputs,

outputs, nodes, and circuit level of each benchmark circuit.

C   0   0

B   1   0

A   0   1

CA

A

B

C

Vdd

CL

3-input NAND

V = (Cint1 V1 + Cint2 V2) / (Cint1 + Cint2)

Cint2

V2

t1

Cint1

V1

t0

B

t1   t0

FIGURE 19.10 Charge-sharing.
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19.5.1 Results Using Probabilistic Technique

The signal probability and activity for the primary inputs are both specified to be 0.5. The load

capacitance at the output nodes is specified to a unit capacitance and the internal node capacitances are

specified to one-half unit capacitance. The maximum number of inputs allowed for each partition level

is 10 inputs. The simulations are run on SPARCstation 5, and the results are shown in Table 19.2. Power

dissipation due to the internal node ranges from 9.38% to 22.4% of the overall power consumption.

Hence, the internal nodes power is a significant portion of the total power consumption. The result is

given in term of power measure f (switching activity3 fanouts).

19.5.2 Results Using Statistical Technique

Similar to the probabilistic technique, the signal probability and activity for the primary inputs are

specified to be 0.5. The sample period of each simulation run is specified to be 100 unit clock cycles. The

relative error is specified to be 30%, and the minimum threshold is specified to be 3%. In the simulation,

5 V power supply is used. The threshold voltages for both PMOS and NMOS devices are specified to be

1 V. The results are tabulated in Table 19.3.

The experiment shows that the percentage of internal nodes power consumption to overall power

consumption ranges from 7.75% to 18.59%. The result of the same simulation with the charge-sharing

option being switched off is shown in Table 19.4.

The computation time is faster by up to 10% for certain cases when the simulation is run with the

charge-sharing option switched off. The percentage of internal power to overall power only changes by

TABLE 19.1 The ISCAS-85 Benchmark Circuits

Circuit No. of Inputs No. of Outputs No. of Nodes No. of Levels

C1355 41 32 514 23

C17 5 2 6 3

C1908 33 25 880 40

C2670 233 140 1161 32

C3540 50 22 1667 47

C432 36 7 160 17

C499 41 32 202 11

C5315 178 123 2290 49

C6288 32 32 2416 124

C7552 207 108 3466 43

C880 60 26 357 23

TABLE 19.2 Results of Probabilistic Technique

Circuit

CPU Time

SPARCstation

5 (seconds)

Internal Nodes

Power Measure

Total Power

Measure (f)

C1355 9.82 40.9 237.7

C17 0.03 0.51 3.77

C1908 72.92 32.3 343.97

C2670 34.36 55.4 505.7

C3540 86.14 63.1 590.3

C432 29.68 8.92 72.96

C499 12.98 26.6 118.79

C5315 398.74 118.9 1106.3

C6288 1786.44 228.9 1300.1

C7552 709.71 172.3 1516.8

C880 6.58 22.3 162.0
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0.1% to 0.2% when charge sharing is not taken into consideration, so neglecting the charge-sharing

effect among the internal node capacitances will not affect the overall result significantly.

19.5.3 Comparing Probabilistic with Statistical Results

Figure 19.11 illustrates the percentage total power consumption due to internal nodes as obtained from

both probabilistic and statistical techniques [15]. A dashed line and a solid line for statistical and

probabilistic techniques represent the results, respectively. On an average, the result from the statistical

technique is slightly lower than the result obtained from the probabilistic approach. The discrepancy

arises from various different sets of simplifying assumptions used in both techniques. Nevertheless, both

results track one another closely.

Figure 19.12 illustrates the run time of the probabilistic and statistical techniques [15]. The vertical

axis is in log scale. The probabilistic technique, as expected, runs one or two magnitude order faster than

the statistical technique. The statistical technique needs a number of simulation runs before the result

converges to the specified parameters, whereas the probabilistic technique only needs one run to obtain

the result. This accounts for the difference in the computational time.

TABLE 19.3 Results of Statistical Technique with

Charge-Sharing

Circuit

CPU Time

SPARCstation

5 (seconds)

Internal Nodes

Power Measure

Total Power

Measure (f)

C1355 194.13 33.0 228.7

C17 3.28 0.38 3.67

C1908 339.37 26.1 337.3

C2670 453.76 49.9 497.0

C3540 599.14 66.7 601.6

C432 79.73 8.72 73.3

C499 120.24 20.9 112.5

C5315 1096.06 117.4 1113.0

C6288 1102.43 183.1 1188.0

C7552 1511.58 148.5 1497.2

C880 161.87 18.1 157.6

TABLE 19.4 Results of Statistical Technique without

Charge-Sharing

Circuit

CPU Time

SPARCstation

5 (seconds)

Internal Nodes

Power Measure

Total Power

Measure (f)

C1355 190.59 32.8 228.6

C17 2.70 0.38 3.67

C1908 328.75 25.5 336.6

C2670 441.26 49.46 496.6

C3540 590.87 66.46 601.3

C432 71.64 8.64 73.3

C499 117.42 8.64 112.4

C5315 1052.83 115.65 1111.3

C6288 1068.54 183.122 1188.1

C7552 1485.76 147.18 1495.9

C880 153.89 17.98 157.5
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Figure 19.13 shows the total power consumption measure of both probabilistic and statistical

techniques [15]. The results of both methods follow one another very closely. The vertical axis is plotted

in log scale. The dashed line represents the result for statistical technique and the solid line represents the

result for probabilistic technique.
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FIGURE 19.11 Percentage of total power due to internal nodes power.
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FIGURE 19.12 Probabilistic and statistical run-time.
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19.6 Summary and Conclusion

In this chapter, estimation of activity and thus power consumption are presented. Probabilistic and statistical

techniques, which take spatio-temporal correlations into account, are used. The probabilistic method uses a

zero-delay model. If a nonzero model is used instead, the accuracy of the probabilistic method improves,

but the underlying method and concept outlined for simplified zero-delay model still applies, i.e., the

probability of some inputs switching simultaneously will change and thus causes a change in the calculated

switching activity. The statistical method uses the inherent gate delay during the simulation run. Both

probabilistic and statistical techniques include the effect of power consumption due to the internal nodes,

which improves the accuracy of the methods by 7.75–22.4%. The power estimation methods allow circuit

designers to analyze and optimize the designs for power consumption early in the design cycle. This is a

critical requirement for today’s demanding power-sensitive applications, such as portable computing and

communication systems.
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20.1 Introduction

Power dissipation is one of the most important design considerations for portable systems as well as

desktop and server computers. For portable systems, long battery life is a necessity. There is only a fixed

amount of energy stored in the battery; the lower the system dissipation, the longer the battery life. For

desktop and server computers, cost is of utmost importance. Heat generation is proportional to power

dissipation. Systems with high power dissipation require an expensive cooling system to remove the

heat. CMOS is the technology used for implementing the vast majority of computing systems. In CMOS

systems, dynamic power is the dominant dissipation factor, which is consumed for switching circuit

nodes between 0 V and a voltage V from a dc supply source. Dynamic power dissipation is generally

denoted by fCV2, where f is the operating frequency and C is the effective switching capacitance per

cycle. As CMOS technology advances, both the operating frequency f and the switching capacitance

C increase resulting in increasingly higher power dissipation. The typical approach to reduce power

dissipation is to lower the supply voltage V [1]. Despite the quadratic dependence of power to the

voltage, the reduction of the voltage is not sufficient to surpass the increase of the frequency and

capacitance [2].
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Adiabatic charging [3] is an alternative approach to reduce energy dissipation below the CV2 barrier.

The basic idea of adiabatic charging is to employ an ac (i.e., time-varying) source to gradually charge

and discharge circuit nodes. Examples of ac sources that can be used for adiabatic charging include a

voltage-ramp source, a sinusoidal source, or a constant-current source. In time-varying supplies, energy

dissipation is controlled by varying the charging time. For instance, if a capacitance C is charged from

0 V to a voltage V in time T through a resistance R from a voltage-ramp source, the energy dissipated in

the resistance, Evrs, is [4,5]:

Evrs ¼ RC

T
� RC

T

� �2

þ RC

T

� �2

e
T
RC

 !
CV 2 (20:1)

For T ! 0, the voltage-ramp source becomes equivalent to a dc source. Indeed, for T ! 0 Eq. 20.1

reduces to:

Edcs ¼ 1

2
CV 2 (20:2)

which denotes the energy required to charge a capacitance C from a dc source of voltage V. For T� RC,

Eq. 20.1 can be approximated by [6,7]:

Eccs ¼ RC

T

� �
CV 2 (20:3)

Equation 20.3 gives the energy dissipated in the resistance R if a constant-current source is used to

charge the capacitance C to voltage V in time T. It can be proved [8] that constant-current charging

results in minimum energy dissipation for a given charging time T. Constant-current charging repre-

sents the ideal case. For practical purposes, it can be approximated with a sinusoidal source. In this case,

although the energy dissipation increases by a constant shape factor [3], the inverse relationship between

energy dissipation and charging time still holds.

The implementation of viable CMOS energy-recovery systems based on adiabatic charging has not been a

trivial task. First, adiabatic charging is associated with some circuit overhead, which potentially cancels out

the energy savings from adiabatic charging. Second, a key factor to implement an energy-recovery system is

the efficiency of the time-varying voltage source. Proposals for exploiting adiabatic charging range from

extreme reversible logic systems that theoretically can achieve asymptotically zero energy dissipation [3,9] to

more practical partial adiabatic approaches [10–16]. The former requires the most overhead, both at the

logic level and at the supply source level. The latter results in energy losses asymptotic to CV 2
th or CVVth

depending on the specific approach, where Vth is the FET threshold voltage. Their overhead is mostly at the

logic level. Some of them can operate from a single time-varying supply source [15,16].

In this chapter, we focus on clock-powered logic, which is a systematic approach for designing overall

energy-efficient CMOS VLSI systems that use adiabatic charging and energy recovery. The motivation

behind clock-powered logic is that the distribution of circuit nodes, excluding Vdd and GND, for many

VLSI chips can be relatively identified as either large capacitance or small capacitance. Clock-powered

logic is a node-selective adiabatic approach, in which energy recovery through adiabatic charging is

applied to only those nodes that are deemed to be large capacitance. The circuitry overhead for energy

recovery and the adiabatic-charging process is amortized by the large capacitive load since energy

savings is proportional to the load. Nodes that are deemed small capacitance can be powered as they

usually are in CMOS circuits, e.g., precharging, pass-transistors networks, and static pull-up and pull-

down networks that draw power from a dc supply.

This article is organized as follows: First, Section 20.2 reviews clock-powered logic followed by a

presentation of ac supply sources that can be used for adiabatic charging in Section 20.3. In Section 20.4,
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an energy-recovery (E-R) latch is presented. The E-R latch is a key circuit used to pass energy from the

ac supply source to circuit data nodes and vice versa. Section 20.5 describes in detail how adiabatically-

charged nodes interface with logic blocks powered from a dc supply voltage. In Section 20.6, the

drive part of the E-R latch is compared to conventional drivers for energy versus delay performance

through HSPICE simulations. In Section 20.7, two generations of clock-powered microprocessors

are presented and compared against an equivalent fully dissipative design. Finally, Section 20.8 presents

the conclusions.

20.2 Overview of Clock-Powered Logic*

The overall organization for a clock-powered microsystem is shown in Fig. 20.1. Adiabatic charging

requires a time-varying voltage signal as a source of ac power. Rather than introduce a new power

supply, this power source can be naturally supplied in a synchronous digital system through the clock

rails. Depending on the implementation, the E-R clock driver may or may not be on the same chip as the

clock-powered logic. The clock phases that are generated by the clock driver synchronize the operation

of the clock-powered logic as well as power the large-capacitance nodes through special latches, called

E-R latches. E-R latches operate in synchrony with the clock phases, so their placement effects the timing

and partitioning of logic functions into logic blocks. Placement of the E-R latches is determined not only

by the location of the large capacitance nodes, but also by system-level factors such as circuit latencies

and overall timing, e.g., pipelining.

Data representation is different between clock-powered and dc-powered signals. Nodes that are

dc-powered are logically valid when their voltage levels are sufficiently close to the voltages supplied

by the power rails, i.e., Vdd and GND. Clock-powered signals are valid only when the clock phase is valid.

The presence of a pulse that is coincident with a clock phase defines a logic value of one. The absence of a

pulse defines a logic value of zero. When the clock phase is zero, the logical value of the clock-powered

signal is undefined.

The co-existence of clock-powered and dc-powered nodes necessitates signal conversion from pulses

to levels and vice versa. Levels are converted to pulses in the E-R latches, which receive dc-powered

signals as inputs and pass clock pulses to the output. As discussed in detail later in this chapter,

depending on the style of the logic blocks, either pulses are implicitly converted to levels, or, special

pulse-to-level converters must be introduced between the E-R latches and the logic blocks.

The total average energy dissipation per cycle, Etot, of clock-powered microsystems consists of two

terms and is given by:

Etot �
X

i

ai
RiCi

Ts

CiV
2
w þ

X

j

ajCjV
2
dd (20:4)

CMOS Chip

Clock 
Driver

E-R 
Latch

Logic
E-R 
Latch Logic

E-R 
Latch Logic

Clock-Powered Nodes

. . .. . .

FIGURE 20.1 Abstract block diagram for a clock-powered microsystem.

*Portions in Sections 20.2, 20.4, 20.6 and Section 20.5.3 reprinted, with permission, from [23] � 1999 IEEE.
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The first term models the clock-powered nodes that are adiabatically switched for Ts � RiCi. The second

term models the dc-powered nodes that are conventionally switched. In Eq. 20.4, ai and aj denote the

switching activity for clock- and dc-powered nodes, respectively; Ci and Cj denote the capacitance of

clock- and dc-powered nodes, respectively; Ri is the effective resistance of the charge-transfer path

between the clock driver and the clock-powered nodes; Ts is the transition time of the clock signal; Vw is

the clock voltage swing; and Vdd the dc supply voltage.

The benefit of applying clock-powered logic can be readily evaluated from Eq. 20.4. Capacitance

information can be extracted from layout, assuming the various parasitic and device capacitances have

been accurately characterized. Activity data for the different nodes can be determined for specified input

data sets from switch-level and circuit-level simulation. As shown later, in clock-powered microproces-

sors, a small fraction of circuit nodes that are clock powered accounts for most of the power dissipation

if they were powered from a dc supply voltage.

Equation 20.4 also defines the absolute maximum degree to which adiabatic charging can be used to

reduce dissipation. As the clock transition time approaches infinity, the first term of Eq. 20.4 approaches

zero and the dissipation is solely determined by the second term. Ri, the effective resistance of the

charge-transfer path, is the difficult parameter to quantify. It depends upon the circuit topology of

the E-R latch as shown in detail in Section 20.4.

20.3 Clock Driver

Two known circuit types can be used as clock drivers in a clock-powered system: resonant [3,17] and

stepwise [8]. For the purposes of this text, only resonant drivers will be presented due to their superior

energy efficiency.

A simple resonant clock driver can be built from an LRC circuit that generates sinusoidal pulses. Such a

circuit can be formed with two nFETs (M1 and M2) and an inductor (L) (Fig. 20.2). The capacitor Cw

represents the clock load. The resistance of the clock line is assumed negligible compared to the onresistance

of M1. Two nonadiabatically-switched control

signals drive M1 and M2. The circuit generates

sinusoidal pulses if operated as follows. Assume

thatw is at 0 V, i.e.,Cw is discharged and that both

M1 andM2 are off. ThenM1 is turned on andM1,

L, and Cw form an LRC circuit that produces a

sinusoidal pulse with width 2p(LCw)
1=2 and

amplitude approximately 2�Vdc. M1 should be

turned off exactly at the end of the pulse. Then

M2 is turned on and fully discharges w. Two such

circuits can be synchronized to generate two

nonoverlapping phases. If Ts is the pulse switch-

ing time, it can be shown [3] that the energy for

switching w scales as Ts
�1=2 instead of Ts

�1 solely

becauseM1 andM2 are controlled by nonadiaba-

tically-switched signals.

The LRC clock driver can be further simpli-

fied by eliminating the series nFET M1 and

using a single signal to control the pull-down

nFET (Fig. 20.3). When the nFET is on, a cur-

rent is built in the inductor while w is clamped

at 0 V. When the nFET is turned off, the current

flows to the load Cw, generating a sinusoidal

pulse. The energy dissipation for switching Cw

M2
Cϕ

L
Vdc

M1

ϕ

FIGURE 20.2 A simple LRC resonant clock driver. ([18]

� 1996 IEEE.)

in

in

L
Vdc

Cϕ ϕ

ϕ

FIGURE 20.3 A single-phase resonant clock driver. ([28]

� 1997 IEEE.)
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still scales as Ts
�1=2 because the nFET is driven

by a nonadiabatically-switched signal; however,

two such circuits can combine as shown in

Fig. 20.4 to form an all-resonant configuration

[18] that generates two almost nonoverlapping

clock phases (Fig. 20.5). The energy for switch-

ing the clock loads in the all-resonant config-

uration scales as Ts
�1 since the control signals

are adiabatically switched.

The main advantage of resonant clock drivers

is their high energy efficiency since, for all-

resonant configurations, the energy dissipation for driving the clock loads can scale as the inverse of the

switching time. Nevertheless, these all-resonant configurations pose design challenges when frequency

stability is important. Their frequency and, therefore, the system frequency depends on their loads. For the

all-resonant two-phase clock driver, two types of potential load imbalances occur: between the two phases

and between different cycles for the same phase. First, loads should be approximately evenly distributed

between the two phases. Otherwise, inductors with different inductance and=or two different supply

voltages should be used so that w1 and w2 have the same width and amplitude. Second, for clock-powered

microsystems, clock loads are data dependent. Therefore, the load may vary from cycle to cycle for the

same phase, resulting in a data-dependent clock frequency. A simple solution for this problem is to use

dual-rail clock-powered signaling, which ensures that half of clock-powered nodes switch per cycle. The

drawback of such a clock-powered system is its high switching capacitance. For the purposes of this

research, the all-resonant clock driver (Fig. 20.4) has been sufficient and highly energy efficient. Resonant

clock drivers can also be designed with transmission lines [17] instead of inductors.

20.4 Energy-Recovery Latch

The E-R latch serves two purposes: to latch the input data, and, conditionally on the latched datum, to

transfer charge from a clock line to a load capacitance CL and back again. Consequently, the E-R latch

L
Vdc

L

Cϕ Cϕ

ϕ2ϕ1

FIGURE 20.4 An all-resonant, dual-rail LC oscillator

used as a clock driver. ([18] � 1996 IEEE.)

ϕ1 ϕ2

FIGURE 20.5 A scope trace of the almost nonoverlapping, two-phase clock waveforms. ([28] � 1997 IEEE.)
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consists of two stages: the latch and the driver (Fig. 20.6a). The latch-stage design is not important for

clock-powered logic and can be chosen to meet other system requirements. Suitable latch designs are the

3-transistor dynamic latch consisting of a pass transistor and an inverter, and the doubled N-C2-MOS

latch [19]. The driver stage is based on the bootstrapped clocked buffer (CB) [20] implemented in

CMOS. The driver choice is discussed later in this section. The E-R latch operates from a two-phase,

nonoverlapping clocking scheme (Fig. 20.6b): the input is latched on wL and the output is driven during

wD . The two clock phases swing from 0 to voltage Vw . A symbol used to denote the clocked buffer part

of the E-R latch is shown in Fig. 20.6c.

Without loss of generality, the latch-stage output DinL is assumed in negative polarity. The latch stage

and the inverter I1 are powered from a dc supply with voltage Vdd. The gate of transistor M1 connects to

a dc supply with voltage Viso. This dc supply dissipates no power since it is connected only to pass-

transistor gates. Viso is equal to VddþVtE, where VtE is the nFET effective threshold voltage, so that the

boot node bn can be charged close to the maximum possible voltage Vdd. During wL, Din is stored on

the gate capacitance of M2 (the boot node). If Din is low, then the clamp transistor M3 holds the output

to ground. If Din is high (Fig. 20.6b), then bn charges to Vdd through the isolation transistor M1. When

the positive edge of wD occurs, the voltage of bn bootstraps to well above Vw due to the gate-to-channel

capacitance of M2. Then the output charges to Vw from the clock line wD through the bootstrap

transistor M2. Charge returns to the clock line through the same path at the end of wD . The timing

sketch of Fig. 20.6b indicates Vdd (i.e., the voltage that Vbn is charged to) as being less than Vw. Although

this is possible and happens in certain cases, it is not necessary. Voltages Vdd and Vw can be decided

based on the logic style and the system requirements.

The dc supply Viso is introduced so that the transistor M2 is always actively driven. Phase wL could be

used instead of Viso to drive the transistorM1 [21]. If this were the case, when wD occurred and bn was at

0 V, the voltage of bn would bootstrap to above 0 V and short-circuit current would flow from wD to

ground through the transistors M2 and M3.

The E-R latch is small in area. The size of M1 is made small to minimize the parasitic capacitance of

node bn.M3 can also be small since it only clamps the output to ground to avoid coupling to the output

when bn is 0 V. It does not discharge the load capacitance. On the other hand, the size of the deviceM2 is

critical. Two criteria are used for sizing M2. First, the ratio of the gate capacitance of M2 to the parasitic

capacitance of the node bn should be large enough to allow the voltage of bn to bootstrap to at least

VwþVtE. This criterion applies for small capacitance loads and=or slow systems. Second, the transistor

M2 should be large enough to meet the system frequency and energy savings specifications. A detailed

analytical model for obtaining the on-resistance Rb of the bootstrap transistor has been derived

elsewhere [22,23]. This model can be used for sizing these transistors based on the load capacitance

CL and the desired RbCL=Ts ratio for a given switching time Ts.

The key feature of E-R latches for low power is that they pass clock power. Therefore, an energy-

efficient charge-steering device is essential. In addition to a bootstrap transistor, other charge-steering

Latch

Viso

DinL

CL

Vout

ϕL ϕD

Din
M1

M2

M3

I1

The 
boot 
node 
(bn)

(a) (b) (c)

ϕD

CB
in out

Vϕ

0

0
Vout

Vbn

ϕDϕL

Vϕ

FIGURE 20.6 (a) E-R latch, (b) timing diagram when Din is high, and (c) symbol that denotes a clocked buffer

pulsed on wD.
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topologies are a nonbootstrapped pass transistor and a transmission gate (T-gate). The pass transistor

would require its gate to be overdriven, which would impose constraints on the allowable voltage levels.

The pass-transistor gate would be powered from the dc supply Vdd, and Vdd would need to be at least

VwþVtE . Otherwise the output would not be fully charged to Vw. The T-gate would fully charge the

output, but it would require a pFET connected in parallel to the nFET; however, since pFETs carry less

current per unit gate area than nFETs, the combined nFETand pFETwidth of the T-gate would be larger

than the width of an equal-resistance bootstrapped transistor. The larger gate capacitance of the charge-

steering device translates directly into a higher, nonadiabatic, energy dissipated to control it.

The criterion for the charge-steering device is to minimize the dissipation by maximizing the energy

that is recovered. The total dissipation required to operate the charge-steering device has two terms: one

for the control charge and one for the controlled charge. For all the above CMOS charge-steering

topologies, there exists an inverse dependency between the control energy and the loss in the switch. To

reduce the total E-R latch dissipation, the charge-steering topology that experiences the smallest loss for

a specified control energy should be selected. It was found [24] that bootstrapping is the most suitable

charge-steering implementation in the CMOS technology. Effective bootstrapping makes the switch-

transistor gate voltage rise high enough above the highest applied clock voltage to keep the channel

conductance high, and consequently the instantaneous loss low, even for the maximum clock voltage.

The output swing is thus fully restored to the clock amplitude.

20.5 Interfacing Clock-Powered Signals with CMOS Logic

This section shows how the E-R latch can be used in conjunction with the major CMOS logic styles

(precharged, pass-transistor, and static logic) for the implementation of complete clock-powered

microsystems. All three logic styles need to be modified so that they comply with the clock-

powered approach requirements. First, logic should be operated from two nonoverlapping clock phases

that are available only in positive polarity. To switch clock-powered nodes adiabatically, the two clock

phases must have a switching time longer than the minimum obtainable from the process technology.

Clock complements are not available, due to problems related to the efficiency of the clock driver.

Second, clock-powered signals are pulses that need to be converted to levels. As we see next, this

conversion happens inherently for precharged and pass-transistor logic, while pulse-to-level converters

are required for static logic.

20.5.1 Precharged Logic

Precharged logic works straightforwardly with clock-powered signals. These signals are valid during one

clock phase and low during the other phase. Therefore, they can drive gates that are precharged during

the other phase; however, precharging with pFETs is problematic for two reasons. First, the clock

complements are not available. Second, the clock phases may have slow edges. Assume that the same

clock phase w1 is used to precharge the gate through a pFET and power its inputs (Fig. 20.7a). The

symbol ‘‘^’’ indicates clock-pulsed signals in conjunction with the driving clock phase. Precharged gates

driven by clock-pulsed signals do not need protection nFETs in their pull-down stacks since the input

signals are low during precharge. Without loss of generality, assume that both pFETs and nFETs have the

same threshold voltage magnitude Vth. Then, when ain is high, there will be a short-circuit current drawn

while the clock phase transits from Vdd�Vth to Vth. This current may be significant due to the slow

clock edges, since it scales linearly to the input switching time [25]. The short-circuit current interval is

marked in the timing diagram of Fig. 20.7a. Also note that the point Vdd�Vth is chosen assuming that

Vdd is higher than Vw , which may not be the case.

One solution to this problem is to set Vdd to 2Vth, which would impose restrictions on the system’s

operating voltage, and hence on its maximum frequency. Another solution is to precharge with an nFET

driven by the other phase (Fig. 20.7b). This would require Vw to swing between 0 V and VddþVth;

otherwise, the inverter would experience a short-circuit current. A keeper pFET driven by aout (shown
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with dashed lines in Fig. 20.7b) can restore the voltage level of the precharged gate if necessary. The latter

solution is more attractive because, despite the restrictions between the supply voltage Vdd and the clock

voltage swing Vw, it provides a wider range of operating points. Moreover, it dictates that the clock-

powered nodes be in higher energy levels than the dc-powered nodes, but the effect is mitigated when

dissipation is considered because energy is recovered from the high-energy, clock-powered nodes.

If Vw swings from 0 V to VddþVth, then a latch-stage that can be used for the E-R latch is the

3-transistor dynamic latch (Fig. 20.8). If necessary, the dynamic node DinL can be staticized with an

inverter. Alternatively, a keeper pFET driven by �DinL can restore the voltage at node DinL.

Figure 20.9 shows how an E-R latch drives a precharged gate and how the output of the gate is stored

in an E-R latch. The gate precharges on w1 and evaluates on w2. Although for simplicity Fig. 20.9 shows a

single gate, precharged gates can be arranged in domino style; the outputs of the final stage are stored in

E-R latches. The precharged gates and the E-R latch inverters are powered from the same dc supply with

voltage Vdd.

20.5.2 Pass-Transistor Logic

The E-R latch design used with precharged logic (Fig. 20.8) can operate with pass-transistor logic as well

(Fig. 20.10). As in precharged logic, the magnitude of clock voltage swing jVwj is equal to VddþVth.

Pass-transistor gates are driven by clock-powered signals. Transistor chains can be driven either by clock-

powered signals (i.e., signal wo in Fig. 20.10) or by dc-powered signals. When transistor chains are driven

by clock-powered signals, the output of the first transistor (signal ui in Fig. 20.10) is a dc-level signal, due

to the threshold voltage drop of the pass transistor. Therefore, dc-level signals are steered through

(a) (b)

ϕ1

ϕ1ain

Vth

Vdd − Vth
Vϕ

0

ϕ1

aout

Vdd

∧

aout

Vdd

2

ϕ1ain

Vdd

∧

FIGURE 20.7 Precharging with (a) a pFET and (b) an nFET.

D inL
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Latch Stage Clocked-Buffer Stage
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Dout

ϕL
ϕD

M1
M2

M3

I2

the
boot 
node 
(bn)I1

M4

FIGURE 20.8 Potential E-R latch for precharged logic.
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transistor chains. The higher voltage swing of the clock-powered signals allows the dc-level signals to be

passed at their full swing. Furthermore, some energy along the transistor-chain path can be recovered if

the path is driven by a clock-powered signal; however, for typical pass-transistor gate configurations,

HSPICE simulations indicate that most of the injected energy would be trapped in the path.

20.5.3 Static Logic

As was previously discussed, clock-powered signals can be used directly with precharged and pass-

transistor logic. First, no pulse-to-level conversion is required; second, the latch-stage of the E-R latch

consists of a 3-transistor dynamic latch. The limitation for these logic styles is that the clock voltage

swing Vw should be equal to VddþVth. This subsection investigates how clock-powered signals can

operate with static logic. The main problem with static logic is that clock-powered signals may have long

transition times. Therefore, they cannot drive static gates directly, because these gates would experience

short-circuit current even if Vw were larger than Vdd. To solve this problem, pulse-to-level converters

(P2LC) must be introduced between the E-R latches and the static logic blocks. A similar static-

dissipation problem arises for conventional static-logic systems with multiple supply voltages; the

outputs of low-supply-voltage gates cannot drive high-supply-voltage gates directly, because short-

circuit current would be drawn in the high-supply-voltage gates. To solve this problem, low-to-high

voltage converter designs have been proposed [26]. These low-to-high voltage converters can be slightly

modified to operate as pulse-to-level converters (Fig. 20.11).

The first design (Fig. 20.11a) is a dual-rail-input, dynamic P2LC (DD P2LC). On every w1, exactly one

of xp or �xp is pulsed, setting the outputs xl or �xl accordingly. Assume that �xl is high and xl is low. If �xp
is pulsed, then xl and �xl remain unchanged. If xp is pulsed, then transistor M3 turns on, discharging �xl.

xo
yixi

Precharged
Gate

Vdd
Viso

E-R Latch

Visoϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ1
ϕ2 ϕ1

ϕ2

E-R Latch

yo ϕ1∧ ∧

FIGURE 20.9 E-R latches used with precharged logic. ([28] � 1997 IEEE.)
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ϕ1

ϕ2

ϕ2 ϕ1

Viso ϕ2

ϕ2

wo

wi ϕ2

E-R Latch

E-R Latch

E-R Latch

∧

∧

uo ϕ1∧

FIGURE 20.10 E-R latches used with pass-transistor logic. ([28] � 1997 IEEE.)
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This turns on M2, which charges xl to Vdd, cutting off M1. At the end of the operation, the outputs xl
and �xl have been flipped. The second design (Fig. 20.11b) is a dual-rail-input, static P2LC (DS P2LC).

The only difference between the two designs is that the nodes xl and �xl of the DS P2LC are staticized.

This converter can be used in cases where its inputs xp and �xp are not pulsed on every cycle. The third

design (Fig. 20.11c) is a single-rail-input, dynamic P2LC (SD P2LC). In this case, w2 acts similar to a

precharge phase, resetting the SD P2LC to low state (i.e., xl is low and �xl is high). On w1, if xp is high,

the SD P2LC is set to high. Otherwise, it remains low. The SD P2LC converter does not need to be

staticized because it is refreshed on every w2. If the output of the SD P2LC is required to be stable on w2,

it should be latched on w1. This is not necessary for DD and DS P2LC since their outputs would not

change until after the next w1.

Table 20.1 summarizes the characteristics of all three P2LC types. All three circuits inherently operate

as level-to-level converters as well, which allows Vw and Vdd to be independent from each other.

Consequently, these voltages can be selected based solely on system and process specifications.

The 3-transistor dynamic latch, which is suitable for use with precharged and pass-transistor logic,

requires that Vw depend on Vdd (i.e., Vw must be at least equal to VddþVth). This dependency is not

important with precharged and pass-transistor logic because it is primarily imposed by these logic styles;

however, static logic allows Vw and Vdd to be independent from each other. Using the 3-transistor

dynamic latch with static logic would impose unnecessary restrictions on the voltage levels of the clock

phases and the dc supply.

Figure 20.12 shows a potential E-R latch design that is better suited to static logic. The latch stage

consists of a 6-transistor dynamic latch [19]. During wL, the input Din gets propagated through the two

latch gates. When wL is low, propagation is blocked on either the first or the second latch gate, depending

on the transition ofDin. The 6-transistor dynamic latch does not impose any voltage restrictions, although

it is larger and slower than its 3-transistor counterpart. The clocked-buffer stage is slightly different from

that of the E-R latch presented in Fig. 20.8 to accommodate the polarity change of its input.

M1

M3 M4

M2

M3 M4

M2M1

xl xl

xp

xl

xl xl

xl

ϕ2

VddVdd

(a) Dual-rail-input Dynamic P2LC

Vdd Vdd

(b) Dual-rail-input Static P2LC

(c) Single-rail-input Dynamic P2LC

xp ∧ ϕ1 ∧ ϕ1 xp ∧ ϕ1xp ∧ ϕ1

xp ∧ ϕ1

FIGURE 20.11 Various pulse-to-level converter designs.
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20.5.4 Clock-Powered Microsystems

This subsection shows how clock-powered microsystems can be built, investigates timing implications

for the various styles of clock-powered logic, and discusses the energy dissipation of clock-powered

microsystems.

Precharged and pass-transistor clock-powered logic microsystems are built in similar ways. Each logic

block evaluates within a phase (Fig. 20.13a). Logic block outputs are latched at the same phase. Logic

blocks start computing when the input clock-powered signals are charged to Vth. In order for the output

to be latched in time, computation should finish before the falling edge of the clock phase crosses the Vth

voltage level (Fig. 20.13b). Therefore, precharged and pass-transistor logic blocks perform useful

computations for less than half of the cycle time. However, precharged logic blocks are not totally idle

the rest of the time, since these blocks are precharged during the phase in which they do not evaluate.

Furthermore, clock-powered signals drive only the first gate level of precharged logic blocks. Precharged

gates inside the logic blocks are arranged in domino form. During the evaluate phase, either the clock-

powered block inputs are pulsed or they remain at 0 V, depending on their values. Therefore, once the

computation is fired, these inputs are no longer needed. Thus, the energy return time of the pulsed

inputs is totally hidden because of the nature of domino precharged logic. On the other hand, clock-

powered signals that drive pass-transistor gates are required to remain valid throughout the entire

computation time.

The way that static clock-powered logic is arranged into pipeline stages depends on the converters that

are used. Both static and dynamic dual-rail-input converters (i.e., DD and DS P2LC) can drive static

logic blocks directly. The inputs of these converters change once every cycle. Therefore, almost a full

cycle is allotted for the static logic blocks to compute (Fig. 20.14a), disregarding the converter latency.

Assuming that the inputs of the DS or DD converters are pulsed on w1, then the output of the static logic

block is latched at the end of w2 (Fig. 20.14b).

TABLE 20.1 Characteristics of Pulse-to-Level Converters

Converter Input Form Output Timing Description

DD P2LC Dual rail Valid on driving phase, stable on other phase Nonrefreshed dynamic

DS P2LC Dual rail Valid on driving phase, stable on other phase Nonrefreshed static

SD P2LC Single rail Valid on driving phase, reset on other phase Refreshed dynamic

DinLDin

Latch Stage Clocked-Buffer Stage

Viso
ϕD

Dout
ϕL

M1 M2

M3

the
boot 
node 
(bn)

VddVdd

FIGURE 20.12 Potential E-R latch for static logic.
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As illustrated earlier, single-rail-input dynamic P2LCs operate like precharged gates because they are

reset during the phase that their input is not valid. Therefore, the outputs of SD P2LCs are valid only for

one phase, i.e., the phase in which their inputs are valid. One way to arrange them in pipeline stages is to

latch their outputs, and then use the latch outputs to drive static logic blocks (Fig. 20.15a). Essentially,

the SD P2LC output is transmitted through the latch at the beginning of the phase and remains stable

when the phase goes away. The net computation time is as shown in Fig. 20.14b. Alternatively, SD P2LC

outputs can drive static logic blocks directly and the outputs of the static logic blocks can be latched at

the end of the phase (Fig. 20.15b). This requires logic blocks to be split into smaller pieces with half

latency. Operation is similar to the precharged clock-powered logic, and the net computation time is as

ϕ2 ϕ2 ϕ2ϕ1 ϕ1 ϕ1

ϕ1 ϕ2
Latch

evaluates on ϕ1

1 cycle

Prech. / PT
Logic

Prech. / PT
LogicCB CB CB

evaluates on ϕ2

(a)

(b)

Latch Latch

ϕ2
ϕ1

Vth

tcphtcph

∧∧

FIGURE 20.13 (a) Clock-powered precharged and pass-transistor logic arranged in pipeline stages and (b) net

computation time within a cycle.
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FIGURE 20.14 (a) Clock-powered static logic arranged in pipeline stages with DD=DS P2LC and (b) net

computation time within a cycle.
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shown in Fig. 20.13b. The energy return time is totally hidden for static clock-powered logic, since clock-

powered signals are not needed when they have been converted to levels.

For low-power operation, the rise and fall times of the clock phases must be longer than the practically

obtainable minimum transition times. The consequence of stretching the rise time is that, within a clock

cycle, the logic will activate later than it would from a minimal-transition-time input signal. A consequence

of stretching the fall time is that the input cutoff voltage for the E-R latchwill occur earlier in the clock phase.

The net result is that for a fixed cycle time, the amount of computation that can be done during a cycle is

decreased to reduce energy dissipation. For phase-granularity computations (i.e., mostly precharged

and pass-transistor logic—Fig. 20.13b), the slow clock phase edges reduce the computation time four

times within a cycle as opposed to twice per cycle for cycle-granularity computations (i.e., static logic—

Fig. 20.14b). The benefit of phase-granularity computations is that more opportunities for energy recovery

are available, since nodes can be clock-pulsed on both phases. This also results in balanced capacitance for

both clock phases, which may be required for high-efficiency clock drivers; however, phase capacitance can

be balanced for cycle-granularity computations if a phase-granularity computation is introduced in a

sequence of pipeline stages. For example, assume a system with N pipeline stages. Also assume that a

phase-granularity computation is introduced after the N=2 pipeline stage while the rest of the stages are

cycle-granularity computations. Then the clock-powered nodes of the first N=2 stages would be driven by

one phase, whereas the clock-powered nodes of the final N=2 stages would be driven by the other phase.

20.6 Driver Comparison

In clock-powered logic, combinational logic blocks begin to switch as soon as clock-powered nodes are

charged to Vth. For example, assume that a clock-powered signal drives a pulse-to-level converter. The

converter starts operating as soon as the clock-powered signal voltage passes the threshold voltage Vth.

Therefore, the switching time for charging the loads of clock-powered nodes to Vw is not as important as

the delay for converting pulses to levels. With clock-powered logic, it is possible to overlap the time

required for charge (and energy) recovery time with the computation time of the logic block. It is also

possible, to a lesser degree, to overlap some of the charging time. The latter depends on many factors

including clock and dc voltage levels, logic styles, and the CMOS technology.
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FIGURE 20.15 Clock-powered static logic arranged on pipeline stages with SD P2LC (a) for cycle- and (b) for

phase-granularity computations.
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In other E-R approaches (e.g., reversible logic [3,9], retractile cascade logic [27], and partially

adiabatic logic families [10–16]), the signal switching time is important because the inputs of a logic

block must be fully charged before the block starts operating. Furthermore, as in conventional CMOS

circuits, voltage scaling is possible for clock-powered nodes at the expense of increased circuit latencies.

To investigate the effectiveness and the scalability of clock-powered logic, a simulation experiment was

conducted to compare the driver stage of the E-R latch, i.e., the clocked buffer to a conventional driver.

The two circuits were evaluated for energy versus delay and energy-delay product (EDP) versus voltage

scaling.

20.6.1 Experimental Setup

The goal of the experiment was to compare the clock-powered approach for driving high-capacitance

nodes with a conventional, low-power approach. Because it is impractical to compare clock-powered

logic against all low-power conventional techniques, a dual-supply-voltage approach in which high-

capacitance nodes are charged to a lower voltage VddL than the rest of the nodes was chosen. The dual-

supply-voltage approach is similar to the clock-powered approach in that it attempts to reduce power

dissipation in the high-capacitance nodes. Furthermore, like the clock-powered approach, the dual-

supply-voltage approach requires that low-supply-voltage signals be converted to high-supply-voltage

signals before they are fed to high-supply-voltage gates. Otherwise, these gates would suffer from short-

circuit current, or may not work at all, depending on the two supply voltage levels, the logic style, and

the technology process.

The dual-rail-input, static pulse-to-level converter (DS P2LC—Fig. 20.11b) is a converter circuit that

operates simply with both approaches (Fig. 20.16). Two 150 fF capacitive loads were added to the

converter inputs xp and �xp to model the capacitance of the interconnect. Two inverters were added to

the converter outputs xl and �xl to model the driving load of the converter.

A single-rail-input, dual-rail-output clocked buffer (Fig. 20.17a) was used for the clock-powered

approach. This clocked buffer was derived from the single-rail-output buffer by duplicating the

bootstrap, the isolation, and the clamp transistors. The two inverters of the clocked buffer, as well as
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FIGURE 20.16 Clocked buffer (a) and conventional drivers (b) connected to 150 fF capacitance loads and a

DD P2LC.
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the converter and its output inverters, were powered from the same supply voltage Vdd. The clock phase

wD swung to a voltage Vw (Fig. 20.17a). The input Din of the clocked buffer swung from 0 to Vdd.

For the dual-supply-voltage approach, two drivers, powered from the low-supply-voltage VddL, drove

the converter (Fig. 20.16b). The converter and its output inverters were powered from the same supply

voltage Vdd. The inputs Din and �Din of the two drivers swung from 0 to Vdd. Two different driver designs

were used in the experiment. One was a regular inverter (Fig. 20.17b). The nFETof the inverter had the

same width with the bootstrap transistors of the CB (Fig. 20.17a) and the pFET was set by the mobility

ratio in the CMOS technology. The regular inverter becomes very slow as VddL is scaled down. This is

because the gate-to-source voltage of the pull-up transistor is equal to VddL when the input is at 0 V. The

operation of the pull-down nFET is not affected by VddL scaling because when it is on, its gate-to-source

voltage is equal to Vdd, i.e., the voltage that Din swings to. To mitigate this effect, a second driver design

with both an nFET and a pFET as pull-ups was used (Fig. 20.17c). As VddL decreases, the nFET pull-up

can fully charge the output, given the significant voltage difference between VddL and Vdd.

20.6.2 Simulation Results

All circuits were laid out in Magic using the 0.5-mm Hewlett-Packard CMOS14B process parameters.

The netlists extracted from the layout were simulated with HSPICE using the level-39 MOSFETmodels.

The 150 fF load capacitances were added in the netlist as shown in Fig. 20.16. The delay to switch the DS

P2LC output xl from zero to one and the required energy for switching the DS P2LC inputs (i.e., nodes

xp and �xp) were simulated for the clock-powered and dual-supply-voltage cases. For the clock-powered

case, it was assumed that all return energy was recovered.

The supply voltage Vdd was held constant at 3.3 V for all the simulations. The isolation voltage Viso of

the clocked buffer was set to 4.5 V. This was found to be a near-optimum point through HSPICE

simulations. If the isolation voltage is too low, the boot node will not charge to the maximum possible

voltage. If the isolation voltage is too high, then during bootstrapping, the boot node voltage will reach a

point at which the isolation transistor turns on and charge flows backward from the boot node, thus

diminishing the bootstrapping effect.

The clock voltage swing, Vw, of the clock-powered logic, was varied from 1.1 to 3.3 V. Specifically,

simulations were performed for the following clock voltage swings: 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 1.8, 2.1, 2.4, 2.7, 3.0,
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FIGURE 20.17 The three drivers used for the experiment: (a) clocked buffer, (b) inverter, and (c) inverter with

pFET and nFET as pull-ups.
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and 3.3 V. Switching time Ts was varied from nearly 0 to 1 ns (0.001, 0.25, 0.50, and 1.0 ns). For all

simulations the phase width Tw was set to 2.5 ns, whereas the phase high time Th was equal to Tw�2Ts
(see Fig. 20.16a). The delay was recorded from the point where the phase started switching until the

output xl reached the 50% point (e.g., 1.65 V in Fig. 20.18). If the delays were evaluated from when

the phase reached its 50% point, the clock-powered approach would be allowed a longer start time than

the conventional case. To eliminate this advantage, the delay was evaluated as described previously (see

Fig. 20.18). VddL was varied identically to Vw for the conventional case. The switching time of the inputs

Din and �Din was 1 ps. Delay was measured from the Din 50% point to the xl 50% point (i.e., 1.65 V).

The energy versus delay results (Fig. 20.19) show that the delay of the inverter increases significantly as

VddL is reduced. At 3.3 V, the delay is approximately 0.7 ns, whereas at 1.1 V, the delay is nearly 3.6 ns

(not shown in Fig. 20.19). The conventional driver with the two pull-ups (Fig. 20.17c) has a perform-

ance similar to that of the clocked buffer when the clock transition time Ts is 1 ps. The nearly zero

transition time is equivalent to nonadiabatically switching nodes xp and �xp. The performance of the

clocked buffer indicates better scalability than conventional drivers. For a given transition time, delay

can be traded efficiently for energy by reducing the clock voltage swing. When the point is reached where

voltage scaling is no longer efficient, i.e., delay increases faster than energy decreases, then it is better to

increase the transition time. For instance, when Ts is 0.25 ns and Vw is 1.2 V, the energy dissipated is 91 fJ

and the delay is 1.08 ns. If energy dissipation were to be reduced, it would be more energy efficient to

increase the switching time to 0.50 ns rather than to scale the clock voltage swing to 1.1 V. The former

would result in 54 fJ dissipation and 1.28 ns delay, whereas the latter would result in 76 fJ dissipation and

1.26 ns delay.

The pulse-to-level converter reaches its limits as the voltage swing of its inputs xp and �xp approaches

Vth. For all cases, the converter would not switch during the allotted 5 ns cycle time when the driver

operating voltage (Vw for the CB and VddL for the conventional drivers) was 1.0 V. This is a limiting
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FIGURE 20.18 HSPICE waveforms for clock-powered approach when Vw is 2.4 V.
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factor for conventional approaches. Energy cannot be reduced any further because the circuit would not

work at lower voltages; however, energy can be reduced for the clocked-power approach simply by

stretching out the switching time. The better scalability is a result of its energy dependency on both clock

voltage swing and clock switching time.

The energy-delay product (EDP) versus driver operating voltage graph (Fig. 20.20) also indicates the

scalability of the clock-powered approach. Moreover, the clocked buffer exhibits better EDP than the
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FIGURE 20.19 Energy vs. delay for the driver experiment. For comparison purposes, it should be noted that the

delay of a minimum size inverter (nFETwidth 0.7 mm, pFETwidth 2.2 mm) was recorded at 150 ps by simulating a

15-stage ring oscillator in HSPICE (supply voltage 3.3 V).
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FIGURE 20.20 Energy-delay product (EDP) vs. driver operating voltage for the driver experiment.
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conventional drivers for all switching times. The point where energy is not efficiently traded for

performance is clearly shown for the inverter to be around 1.5 V.

Some other important issues related to the nature of the two approaches should be pointed out. First,

for the clock-powered approach, both xp and �xp are at 0 V before the CB passes a clock pulse to one of

them. On the other hand, for the conventional approach, both xp and �xp switch simultaneously. This

could potentially slow down the converter, since for a short time both pull-down devices would be on.

Second, in the clock-powered approach, the dual-rail-output CB used for this experiment has a

switching activity of 1, meaning that one of its outputs is pulsed every cycle even if its input remains the

same. CB designs with reduced output switching activity can be designed at the expense of increasing

their complexity [22]. Nevertheless, conventional driver outputs switch only if their inputs change.

Therefore, at a system level, energy dissipation would depend on the input switching activity factor.

For instance, if inputs switch every other cycle, the conventional driver’s average energy dissipation

would be halved.

Third, although the internal dissipation of the clocked buffer and the conventional drivers was not

presented, the conventional drivers have higher internal dissipation due to the wide pFETs [22]. Further-

more, the short switching time of the conventional driver inputs excluded short-circuit current. Typically,

the conventional drivers would have some dissipation due to short-circuit current [25] for supply

voltage VddL higher than 2Vth (assuming that nFETs and pFETs have the same threshold voltage Vth).

20.7 Clock-Powered Microprocessor Design

General-purpose microprocessors represent a good application target for clock-powered logic for two

reasons: First, they contain a mixture of different circuit types (i.e., function units, random logic, and

register file). Second, high-capacitance nodes are a small percentage of the total node count and are

easily identifiable (e.g., control signals, register file address, word, and bit lines, buses between function

units, etc.). An example of a simple processor microarchitecture that shows potential clock-powered

nodes is shown in Fig. 20.21. After identifying the high-capacitance nodes, it is decided on a case-by-case

basis, which ones could be clock-powered. Factors to consider for this decision are system-level and

timing implications, and associated overhead [22].
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FIGURE 20.21 A simple processor microarchitecture that indicates high-capacitance nodes.
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Two clock-powered microprocessors were successfully implemented: AC-1 [28] and MD1 [29]. In this

section, first both these microprocessors are described followed by a presentation of their lab results.

Finally, their performance is compared with an equivalent conventional implementation of the same

processor architecture through circuit simulations.

20.7.1 AC-1 versus MD1

AC-1 and MD1 are extensively described in [28] and [29], respectively. The purpose of this section is to

provide a brief description of each one and a summary of their comparison. As we see next, although

both processors are based on similar instruction set architectures (ISAs), their implementations are

radically different in terms of circuit style and physical design.

Both processors implement a RISC-type, 16-bit, 2-operand, 40-instruction architecture [30]. These

instructions include arithmetic and logic operations that require an adder, a shifter, a logic unit, and a

compare unit. In addition to the general-purpose instructions, MD1 supports another 20 microdisplay

extension (MDX) instructions. These latter instructions operate on bytes that are packed in 16-bit

words. The available function units were modified to support them along with general-purpose

instructions. AC-1 and MD1 have similar five-stage pipelines.

Despite the fact that both AC-1 and MD1 are clock-powered CMOS microprocessors, they are based

on two different design approaches. AC-1 is implemented with dynamic logic, i.e., precharged (Fig. 20.9)

and pass-transistor logic (Fig. 20.10). As a result, clock phases were running a threshold voltage above

the core supply voltage Vdd. Logic blocks were arranged in pipeline stages as shown in Fig. 20.13.

Consequently, the available computation time was shortened by all four slow edges within a cycle. AC-1

was a full-custom layout implemented in the Hewlett-Packard CMOS14B process, which is a 0.5-mm,

3-metal-layer, 3.3-V, n-well CMOS process. The core size is 2.63 mm by 2.63 mm. It contains 12.7 k

transistors. The chip was packaged in a 108-pin PGA package.

Significant design effort was dedicated to implementing the clock driver and clock distribution

network. AC-1 contains two clock drivers integrated together—a resonant clock driver like the one

described previously (Fig. 20.4) and a conventional NOR-based, two-phase generator. The AC-1 clock

circuitry (Fig. 20.22) was mostly integrated on-chip. Only the inductors for the resonant driver were

externally attached. It is possible to enable either clock driver with an external control input. The

conventional clock driver is powered from a separate dc supply (Vclk) for measurement purposes. Also,

the voltage swing of the clock phases must be higher than the core dc supply. The clock phases are

distributed inside the chip through a clock grid. The calculated resistance of the clock grid is less than 4V.

Each of the two large transistors of the resonant clock driver was partitioned in 306 small transistors that

were connected in parallel throughout the clock grid. To minimize clock skew, the conventional clock

driver was placed in the center of the grid. The extracted clock capacitance is 61 pF evenly distributed

between the two phases. Approximately 20% of the clock capacitance is attributed to the clock grid.

The power measurements are plotted in Figs. 20.23 and 20.24. In resonant mode, the frequency

was varied from 35.5 to 58.8 MHz by connecting external inductors that ranged from 290 nH down to

99 nH. The voltages for increasing frequencies ranged from 1.8 to 2.5 V for Vdd (the core supply) and

1.0 to 1.4 V for Vdc (the resonant clock driver supply), which corresponded to a resonant-clock voltage

swing (Vw) from 2.9 to 4.0 V. The combined power dissipation ranged from 5.7 to 26.2 mW. Under

conventional drive, the external clock frequency was adjusted from 35 to 54 MHz and the power

measurement procedure was repeated. The voltages for increasing frequencies ranged from 2.5 to

3.3 V for the supply voltage of the conventional clock driver (Vclk) and from 1.9 to 2.6 V for Vdd. The

combined power dissipation ranged from 26.7 to 85.3 mW. The results show that in resonant mode, the

dissipation is a factor of four to five less than in conventional mode. The clock power is approximately

90% of the total power under conventional drive and 60–70% under resonant drive. The core supply

(Vdd) dissipation is about the same for both resonant and conventional modes.

The AC-1 results indicated two drawbacks on the dynamic-logic approach that was employed. First,

the clock voltage swing was dependent on the core dc supply. Specifically, the clock voltage swing was a
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threshold voltage higher than the supply voltage Vdd. This made AC-1 a low-energy processor only when

operated on energy-recovery mode, i.e., the energy savings were attributed mostly to the high-efficiency

resonant clock driver. Second, the computation time was penalized for all slow clock edges within a

cycle. These issues were addressed with MD1, the second generation clock-powered microprocessor. The

key difference compared to AC-1 is that static logic was used instead of dynamic. As was discussed
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FIGURE 20.22 AC-1 clock-driver schematics. ([28] � 1997 IEEE.)
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cycle as function of frequency. ([28] � 1997 IEEE.)
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previously, with static logic and explicit pulse-to-level conversion, the clock voltage swing and core dc

supply are independent from each other. Furthermore, it is possible to build pipeline stages that are

slowed down by the slow clock edges twice per cycle instead of four times. Two options were available:

(i) to use dual-rail pulse-to-level converters and arrange pipeline stages as shown in Fig. 20.14, or (ii) to

use single-rail pulse-to-level convertors and arrange pipeline stages as shown in Fig. 20.15a. The latter

was preferred because it considerably reduces bus wiring and switching activity of clock-powered nodes.

In dual-rail signaling of clock-powered nodes, one node is pulsed every cycle regardless if the datum is a

zero or a one. To further reduce the switching activity of clock-powered nodes, two other versions of

clock buffers with a conditional enable signal were also used (Fig. 20.25). The output can either be

clamped to ground or left floating.

The physical design approach for MD1 was different than AC-1. Individual cells were custom-made

layouts. For larger blocks, a place-and-route CAD tool was used. The control unit was synthesized

with standard cells from a Verilog description. MD1 was implemented in the same 0.5-mm, 3-metal-

layer, 3.3-V, n-well CMOS process, but only two metal layers were available for routing. The top-level

metal was reserved to be used as a ground shield to improve noise immunity. This was imposed by
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FIGURE 20.24 Lab measurements of AC-1 clock and core energy dissipation (mW=MHz) per clock cycle as
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the MD1 application as a graphic processor closely placed to a microdisplay. The core size is 2.4 mm by

2.3 mm. It contains 28 k transistors. The chip was packaged in a 108-pin PGA package.

MD1 was tested with an external resonant clock driver for 8.5 and 15.8 MHz. The core dc supply

voltage was set to 1.5 V. At 8.5 MHz, the dissipation of the core dc supply was 480 mW and the

dissipation of the resonance clock driver was 300 mW. At 15.8 MHz, the dissipation of the core dc supply

was 900 mW and the dissipation of the resonant clock driver was 2.0 mW. PowerMill simulations

indicated that the clock-powered nodes accounted for 80% of the total dissipation when energy-recovery

was disabled. Table 20.2 summarizes the characteristics for both AC-1 and MD1.

20.7.2 Comparison Study

To compare the effectiveness of clock-powered logic against conventional CMOS, an equivalent fully

dissipative microprocessor, DC1, was implemented. DC1 shares the same instruction set with AC-1, i.e.,

it does not include the MDX instructions. DC1 was implemented following the MD1 design flow for

the same 0.5 mm CMOS process. All the three metal layers were available for routing. DC1 uses the

same pipeline timing with MD1. Circuit-wise, DC1 is based on static CMOS as is MD1. The main

difference compared to MD1 is that clocked buffers were replaced with regular drivers and latches were

replaced with sense-amp, edge-triggered flip-flops [31]. DC1 uses a single-phase clock, which was

distributed automatically by the place and route CAD tool following an H-tree. Clock is gated away

from unused blocks. The DC1 core size is 1.8 mm3 1.9 mm. The core contains 21 k transistors.

The three processor cores were compared through PowerMill simulations since DC1 was not

fabricated. All three SPICE netlists were extracted from physical layout using the same CAD tool and

extraction rules. It was not possible to simulate the clock-powered processors operating in energy-

recovery (i.e., resonant) mode due to limitations of the simulation software. Instead both of them

were simulated operating in conventional mode. For AC-1, the conventional clock driver was used to

generate the two clock phases. For MD1, conventional buffers were used to drive the two clock phases.

These buffers were powered from a separate dc supply, so that clock power was recorded separately than

the core power. For both AC-1 and MD1, the operating power under resonant mode was projected by

dividing the clock power under conventional mode by 6.5. This factor indicates the efficiency of the all-

resonant clock driver and was derived from laboratory measurements.

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 20.26. For DC1, the operating frequency ranged from

20 MHz at 1.5 V to 143 MHz at 3.3 V. Power dissipation ranged from 2.7 mW (at 20 MHz) to

100 mW (at 143 MHz). For AC-1, the top operating frequency was 74 MHz. For increasing frequency,

clock voltage ranged from 2.4 to 3.3 Vand core voltage ranged from 1.8 to 2.6 V. As discussed earlier, the

AC-1 logic style requires that the clock voltage swing be a threshold voltage higher than the core voltage.

TABLE 20.2 AC-1 versus MD1 Summary

AC-1 MD1

ISA 16-bit RISC 16-bit RISC plus MDX instr.

Word width 16 bits 16 bits

Pipeline structure 5 Stages 5 Stages

Logic style Dynamic Static

Pipeline style As shown in Fig. 20.13(a) As shown Fig. 20.15(a)

Transistor count 12,700 28,000

Cell design Custom Custom

Layout method Custom Synthesized

Clock-power nodes 10% 5%

Power accounted to clock-powered

nodes at no energy recovery

90% 80%

Resonant clock driver FETs position On-chip Off-chip

Conventional clock driver Yes No
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Power dissipation under conventional mode was 22.3 mW at 33.3 MHz and 95.1 mW at 74 MHz. The

projected power dissipation under resonant mode is 4.7 and 21.5 mW, respectively. For MD1, the top

frequency was 110 MHz. For all operating points, clock and core voltages were maintained at the same

level ranging from 1.4 V at 10 MHz to 2.7 V at 110 MHz. Power dissipation was 2.1 mWat 10 MHz and

108 mW at 110 MHz. The power dissipation in resonant mode would be 850 mW and 34 mW,

respectively.

Simulation results show that MD1 is a more efficient design than AC-1 in terms of power dissipation

and operating frequency especially under conventional mode. The significantly higher power dissipation

of AC-1 under conventional mode is attributed to the higher clock voltage swing. Therefore, applying

energy recovery has a greater effect on AC-1 than on MD1 since clock power is a larger portion of the

total power for AC-1 when both processors operate in conventional mode. For MD1 under conventional

mode, the clock-powered nodes (including the two clock phases) account for 80% of the total power

dissipation. Clock-powered nodes are about 5% of the total nodes. Both AC-1 and MD1 would dissipate

less power than DC1 when they operate under resonant mode. Specifically, the projected MD1

dissipation under resonant mode would be about 40% less than the dissipation of DC1.

20.8 Conclusions

In this chapter, clock-powered logic was discussed as a low-overhead, node-selective adiabatic style for

low-power CMOS computing. The merit of clock-powered logic is that it combines the low-overhead

of standard CMOS for driving low-capacitance nodes and the superior energy versus delay scalability of

adiabatic charging for high-capacitance nodes. All the components of a clock-powered microsystem

were presented in detail. Clock-powered logic is more effective for applications in which a small

percentage of nodes accounts for most of the dynamic power dissipation (e.g., processors, memory

structures [32], etc.).

Two generations of clock-powered microprocessors were presented in this article and compared

against an equivalent standard CMOS design. For both processors, the results indicated that a small

percentage of nodes (i.e., 5–10%) contributed most of the dynamic power dissipation (i.e., 80–90%)

when operated in conventional mode. Compared to the standard CMOS design, the improved second-

generation clock-powered microprocessor would dissipate approximately 40% less energy per cycle,

assuming 85% efficiency of the clock driver.
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FIGURE 20.26 Energy per cycle vs. frequency simulation results for all three processors. (Data combined from

[28] � 1997 IEEE and [29] � 2000 IEEE.)
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DC1 is powered from a single supply voltage. Typically, microprocessors contain a few circuit critical

paths. If such a system is powered from a single supply voltage, voltage scaling cannot provide a near-

optimum dissipation versus speed trade-off, because the voltage level is determined by the few critical

paths. The noncritical paths would switch faster than they absolutely need to. If a second dc supply

voltage was used to power the high-capacitance nodes in conjunction with low-voltage-swing drivers

[33], the DC1 dissipation would be decreased at the expense of reducing its clock frequency; however,

clock-powered logic is inherently a multiple-supply-voltage system. As the driver experiment showed in

Section 20.6, energy dissipation for clock-powered nodes scales better than a dual-supply-voltage

approach, since both the clock voltage swing and the switching time can be scaled. Another low-

power approach is to dynamically adjust the system dc supply voltage and clock frequency based on

performance demands [34]. Such a system resembles clock-powered logic. Voltage is dynamically varied

to different constant dc levels, whereas in clock-powered logic, the supply voltage itself is statically time-

varying, i.e., every cycle, it switches between 0 and Vw.

Clock-powered logic is a low-power approach that does not rely solely on low-voltage operation.

Therefore, it can be applied in CMOS processes without the need of low-threshold transistors that result

in excessive leakage dissipation. Furthermore, the availability of high-energy signaling in clock-powered

logic offers better noise immunity compared to low-voltage approaches.

To summarize, three conditions must be satisfied for applying clock-powered logic to a low-power

system. First, the system should contain a small percentage of high-capacitance nodes with moderate to

high switching activity. Second, the system should contain a few critical and many time-relaxed circuit

paths. Third, the switching time of clock-powered nodes should be longer than the minimum obtainable

switching time from the technology process. Controlling the speed of the energy transport to clock-

powered nodes results in less energy dissipation. If the longer switching time of clock-powered nodes is

made to be an explicit system-design consideration, conventional switching techniques can be used for

nodes in critical paths while the other high-capacitance nodes are clock-powered.
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21.1 Introduction

Rapidly evolving submicron technology and design automation has enabled the design of electronic

systems with millions of transistors integrated on a single silicon die, capable of delivering gigaflops of

computational power. At the same time, increasing complexity and time to market pressures are forcing

designers to adopt design methodologies with shorter ASIC design cycles. With the emergence

of system-on-chip (SoC) concept, traditional design and test methodologies are hitting the wall of

complexity and capacity. Conventional design flows are unable to handle large designs made up of

different types of blocks such as customized blocks, predesigned cores, embedded arrays, and random

logic as shown in Fig. 21.1. Many of today’s test strategies have been developed with a focus on single

monolithic block of logic; however, in the context of SoC the test strategy should encompass multiple

test approaches and provide a high level of confidence on the quality of the product. Design reuse is one

of the key components of these methodologies. Larger designs are now shifting to the use of predesigned

cores, creating a myriad of new test challenges. Since the end user of the core has little participation in

the core’s architectural and functional development, the core appears as a black box with known
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functionality and I=O. Although enabling designers to quickly build end products, core-based design

requires test development strategies for the core itself and the entire IC=ASIC with the embedded cores.

This chapter begins with a discussion of some of the existing test methodologies and the key

issues=requirements associated with the testing of SoC. It is followed by a discussion on some of the

emerging approaches that will address some of these issues.

21.2 Current Test Practices

Current test practices consist primarily of ATE-based external test approaches. They range from manual

test development to scan-based test. Most of the manual test development efforts depend on fault

simulation to estimate the test coverage. Scan-based designs are becoming very common, although their

capacity and capability to perform at-speed test are being increasingly affected by physical limitations.

21.2.1 Scan-Based Test

Over the past decade, there has been an increased use of the scan DFTmethodology across a wide variety

of designs. One of the key motivations for the use of scan is the resulting ability to automatically

generate test patterns that verify the gate or transistor level structures of the scan-based design. Because

test generation is computationally complex for sequential designs, most designs can be reconfigured in

test mode as combinational logic with inputs and outputs from and to scannable memory elements

(flip-flops) and primary I=O. Different types of scan design approaches include mux-D, clock scan,

LSSD, and random access scan [1]. The differences are with respect to the design of the scannable

memory elements and their clocking mechanisms.

Two major classes of scan design are full scan and partial scan. In the case of full scan, all of the

memory elements are made to be scannable, while in the case of partial scan, only a fraction of

the memory elements, based on certain overhead (performance and area) constraints, are mapped

into scan elements. Because of its iterative nature, the partial scan technique has an adverse impact on

the design cycle. Although full scan design has found wider acceptance and usage, partial scan is
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FIGURE 21.1 Core access through wrapper isolation.
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seen only in designs that have very stringent timing and die size requirements. A major drawback with

scan is the inability to verify device performance at-speed. In general, most of the logic related to scan

functionality is designed for lower speed.

21.2.1.1 Back-End Scan Insertion

Traditional scan implementation depended on the ‘‘over-the-wall’’ approach, where designers complete

the synthesis and hand off the gate netlist to the test engineer for test insertion and automatic test

pattern generation (ATPG). Some electronic design automation (EDA) tools today help design and test

engineers speed the testability process by automatically adding test structures at the gate level. Although

this technique is easier than manual insertion, it still takes place after the design has been simulated and

synthesized to strict timing requirements. After the completed design is handed over for test insertion,

many deficiencies in the design may cause iteration back into module implementation, with the

attendant risks to timing closure, design schedule, and stability.

These deficiencies may be a violation of full-scan design rules (e.g., improper clock gating or asyn-

chronous signals on sequential elements not handled correctly). In some cases, clock domain character-

istics in lower-level modules can cause compatibility problems with top-level scan chain requirements. In

addition, back-end scan insertion can cause broken timing constraints or violate vendor-specific design

rules that cannot be adequately addressed by reoptimization.

If back-end scan insertion is used on a large design, the reoptimization process to fix timing

constraints violated by inserting scan can take days. If timing in some critical path is broken in even a

small part of the overall design, and the violated constraint could not be fixed by reoptimization, the

entire test process would have to iterate back into synthesis to redesign the offending module. Thus,

back-end test, where traditionally only a small amount of time is budgeted compared to the design

effort, would take an inordinately long time. Worse, because these unanticipated delays occur at the very

end of the design process, the consequences are magnified because all the other activities in the project

are converging, and each of these will have some dependency on a valid, stable design database.

21.2.1.2 RT-Level Scan Synthesis

Clearly, the best place to insert test structures is at the RT-level while timing budgets are being worked

out. Because synthesis methodologies for SoCs tend to follow hierarchical design flows, where subfunc-

tions within the overall circuit are implemented earliest and then assembled into higher-level blocks as

they are completed, DFT should be implemented hierarchically as well. Unfortunately, traditional full-

scan DFT tools and methodologies have worked only from the top level of fully synthesized circuits, and

have been very much a back-end processes.

The only way to simultaneously meet all design requirements—function, timing, area, power, and

testability—is to account for these during the very earliest phases of the design process, and to ensure

that these requirements are addressed at every step along the way. A tool that works with simulation and

synthesis to insert test logic at this level will ensure that the design is testable from the start. It also

ensures that adequate scan structures are inserted to meet the coverage requirements that most compa-

nies demand—usually greater than 95%. Achieving such high coverage is usually difficult once a design

has been simulated and synthesized.

Tools that automatically insert test structures at the RT-level have other benefits as well. Provided that they

are truly automatic and transparent to the user, a scan synthesis tool makes it easy for the designer to

implement test without having to learn the intricacies of test engineering. Inserting scan logic before

synthesis also means that designers on different teams, working on different blocks of a complex design,

can individually insert test logic and know that the whole device will be testable when the design is

assembled. This is especially important for companies who use intellectual property (IP) and have embraced

design reuse. If blocks are reused in subsequent designs, testability is ensured because it was built in from the

start. A truly automated scan synthesis tool can also be used on third party IP, to ensure that it is testable.

One of the key strengths of scan design is diagnosability. The user is able to set the circuit to any state

and observe the new states by scanning in and out of the scan chains. For example, when the
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component=system fails on a given input vector, the clock can be stopped at the erring vector and a test

clock can be used to scan out the error state of the machine. The error state of the machine is then used to

isolate the defects in the circuit=system. In other words, the presence of scan enables the designer to get a

‘‘snap shot’’ of the system at any given time, for purposes of system analysis, debug, and maintenance.

21.3 SoC Testing Complexity

With the availability of multiple millions of gates per design, more and more designers are opting to use

IPs to take advantage of that level of integration. The sheer complexity and size of such devices is forcing

them to adopt the concept of IP reuse; however, the existing design methodologies do not support a

cohesive or comprehensive approach to support reuse. The result is that many of these designs are

created using ad hoc methodologies that are localized and specific to the design. Test reuse is the ability

to provide access to the individual IPs embedded in the SoC so that the test for the IP can be applied and

observed at the chip level. This ability to reuse becomes more complex when the IPs come from multiple

sources with different test methods. It becomes difficult to achieve plug and play capability in the test

domain. Without a standard, the SoC design team is faced with multiple challenges such as a test model

for the delivery of cores, the controllability and observability of cores from the chip I=O, and finally

testing the entire chip with embedded IPs, user defined logic, and embedded memories.

21.3.1 Core Delivery Model

Core test is an evolving industry-wide issue, so no set standards are available to guide the testing of cores

and core-based designs. Cores are often delivered as RTL models, which enable the end-users to

optimize the cores for the targeted application; however, the current test practices that exist in the

‘‘soft core’’ based design environment are very ad hoc. To a large extent it depends on whether the ‘‘soft

core’’ model is delivered to the end user without any DFT built into the core itself. The core vendors

provide only functional vectors that verify the core functionality. Again, these vectors are valid only at

the core I=O level and have to be mapped to the chip I=O level in order to verify the core functionality

at the chip level. Functional testing has its own merits and demerits, but the use of functional tests as

manufacturing tests without fault simulation cannot provide a product with deterministic quality. It can

easily be seen that any extensive fault simulation would not only result in increased resources, but also an

extended test development time to satisfy a certain quality requirement.

21.3.2 Controllability and Observability of Cores

A key problem in testing cores is the ability to control and observe the core I=O when it is embedded

within a larger design. Typically, an ASIC or IC is tested using the parallel I=O or a smaller subset of

serial ports if boundary scan is used. In the case of the embedded core, an ideal approach would be to

have direct access to its I=O. A typical I=O count for cores would be in the order of 300–400 signals.

Using a brute-force approach all 300 signals could be brought out to the chip I=O resulting in a

minimum of 300 extra multiplexers. The overhead in such a case is not only multiplexers, but also

extra routing area for routing the core I=O to the chip I=O and most of all, the performance degradation

of at least one gate delay on the entire core I=O. For most performance driven products, this will be

unacceptable. Another approach would be to access the core I=O using functional (parallel) vectors. In

order to set each core I=O to a known value, it may be necessary to apply many thousands of clocks at

the chip I=O. (This is because, the chip being a sequential state machine, it has to be cycled through

hundreds of states before arriving at a known state—the value on the core I=O signal).

21.3.3 Test Integration

Yet another issue is the integration of test with multiple cores potentially from multiple sources. Along

with the ability to integrate one or more cores on an ASIC, comes other design challenges such as layout
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and power constraints and, very importantly, testing the embedded core(s) and the interconnect

logic. The test complexity arises from the fact that each core could be designed with different clocking,

timing, and power requirement. Test becomes a bottleneck in such an environment where the designer

has to develop a test methodology, either for each core or for the entire design. In either case, it is going

to impact the overall design cycle. Even if the individual cores are delivered with embedded test, the end

user will have to ensure testing of the interconnects between the multiple cores and the user logic.

Although functional testing can verify most of these and can be guaranteed by fault simulation, it would

be a return to resource-intensive ways of assuring quality.

Because many cores are physically distinct blocks at the layout level, manufacturing test of the cores

has to be done independent of other logic in the design. This means that the core must be isolated from

the rest of the logic and then tested as an independent entity. Conventional approaches to isolation and

test impact the performance and test overhead. When multiple cores are implemented, testing of the

interconnects between the cores and the rest of the logic is necessary because of the isolation-and-test

approach.

21.3.4 Defects and Performance

Considerable design and test challenges are associated with the SoC concept. Test challenges arise both

due to the technology and the design methodology. At the technology level, increasing densities has

given rise to newer defect types and the dominance of interconnect delays over transistor delays due to

shrinking geometry’s. Because designers are using predesigned functional blocks, testing involves not

only the individual blocks, but also the interconnect between them as well as the user-created logic (glue

logic). The ultimate test objective is the ability to manufacture the product at its specified performance

(frequency) with the lowest DPM (defective parts per million).

As geometry’s shrink and device densities increase, current product quality cannot be sustained

through conventional stuck-at fault testing alone [2]. When millions of devices are packed in a single

die, newer defect types are created. Many of these cannot be modeled as stuck-at faults, because they do

not manifest themselves into stuck-at-like behavior. Most of the deep submicron processes use multiple

layers, so one of the predominant defect types is due to shorts between adjacent layers (metal layers), or

even between adjacent lines (poly or metal lines). Some of these can be modeled as bridging faults, which

behave as the Boolean ANDing or ORing of the adjacent lines depending on the technology. Others do

not manifest themselves as logical faults, but behave as delay faults due to the resistive nature of certain

shorts. Unlike stuck-at faults, it becomes computationally complex to enumerate the various possible

bridging faults since most of them depend on the physical layout. Hence, most of the practical test

development is targeted towards stuck-at faults, although there has been considerable research in the

analysis and test of bridging faults.

At the deep submicron level interconnect delays dominate gate delays and this affects the ability to test

at speed the interconnect (I=O) between various functional blocks in the SoC design environment. Since

manufacturing test should be intertwined with performance testing, it is necessary to test the interaction

between various functional blocks at-speed. The testing of interconnects involves not only the propa-

gation of signal between various blocks, but also at the specified timing. Current approaches to test do

not in general support at-speed test because of a lack of accurate simulation model, limited tester

capabilities, and very little vendor support. Traditional testing, which is usually at lower speed, can

trigger failures of the device at the system level.

21.4 Emerging Trends in SoC Test

Two major capabilities are needed to address the major test challenges that were described earlier in

this chapter: (1) making the core test-ready and (2) integration of test-ready cores and user logic at the

chip level.
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21.4.1 Creation of Test-Ready Cores

Each core is made test-ready by building a wrapper around it as well as inserting appropriate DFT

structures (scan, BIST, etc.) to test the core logic itself. The wrapper is generally a scan chain similar to

the boundary scan chain [3] that helps the controllability and observability of the core I=O. The wrapper

chain enables access to the core logic for providing the core test vectors from the chip boundary

(Fig. 21.1). The wrappers also help in isolating the cores from other cores while the core is being tested,

independent of the surrounding cores and logic. One of the key motivation for wrapper is test-reuse.

When a test-ready core is delivered, the chip designer does not have to recreate the core test vectors but

reuses the core test vectors. The wrappers also help in isolating the core electrically form other cores so

that signals coming from other cores do not affect the core and vice versa.

21.4.1.1 Core Isolation

Many different approaches (Fig. 21.2) can be used to isolate a core from other cores. One common

approach is to use multiplexers at each I=O of the core. The multiplexors can be controlled by a

test mode so that external vector source can be directly connected to the core I=O during test. This

approach is very advantageous where the core doesn’t have any internal DFT structure and has only

functional vectors which can be applied directly from an external source to the core I=O; however, this

approach is disadvantageous when the number of core I=O exceeds that of the chip I=O and also impacts

physical routing.

In contrast, other approaches minimize the routing density by providing serial access to the core I=O.

The serial access can be through dedicated scan registers at the core I=O or through shared registers,

where sharing can happen between multiple cores. The scan register is called a wrapper or a collar. The

scan registers isolate the core from all other cores and logic during test mode. The wrapper cell is built

with a flip-flop and multiplexor that isolates each pin. It can be seen that the wrapper-based isolation

has impact on the overall area of the core. Sharing existing register cells at core I=O helps minimize the

area impact. Trade-offs exist with respect to core fault coverage and the core interconnect fault coverage,

between shared wrapper and dedicated wrappers.

Access to cores can also be accomplished using the concept of ‘‘transparency’’ through existing logic.

In this case, the user leverages existing functionality of a logic block to gain access to the inputs of the

core and similarly from the core outputs to the chip I=O through another logic block. Figure 21.3 shows

Xout: = Xin Xout: = Xin

core

wrapper (Collar)

Scan Register

Transparency

Direct Demux

Mux

1149.1 Boundary Scan

FIGURE 21.2 Core isolation techniques.
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an example of ‘‘transparency’’ in a logic

block. Although this approach involves no

hardware overhead, detection of transpa-

rency is not a simple automation process.

In addition, the existence of transparency

cannot be predicted a priori.

It becomes evident that the isolation

approach and the techniques to make a core

test-ready depends on various design con-

straints such as area, timing, power as well

as the test coverage needs for the core, and the

core interconnect faults.

21.4.2 Core Test Integration

Testing SoC devices with multiple blocks

(Fig. 21.4), each block embedding different

test techniques, could become a nightmare without an appropriate test manager that can control the

testing of various blocks. Some of these blocks could be user-designed and others predesigned cores.

Given the current lack of any test interface standard in the SoC environment, it becomes very complex to

control and observe each of the blocks. Two key issues must be addressed: sequencing of the test

operations [4] among the various blocks, and optimization of the test interface between the various

blocks and the chip I=O. These depend very much on the test architecture, whether test controllers are

added to individual blocks or shared among many, and whether the blocks have adopted differing

design-for-test (DFT) methodologies. A high-level view of the SoC test architecture is shown in

Fig. 21.5, where the embedded test in each of the cores is integrated through a test bus, which is

connected to a 1149.1 TAP controller for external access. Many devices are using boundary scan with the

IEEE 1149.1 TAP controller not only to manage in-chip test, but also to aid at board and system-level

testing. Some of the test issues pertain to the use of a centralized TAP controller or the use of controller

in each block with a common test bus to communicate between various test controllers. In other words,

it is the question of centralized versus distributed controller architecture. Each of these has implications

with respect to the design of test functionality within each block.

C = A + B

A

B

ALU

Transparency

= A if B = 0

FIGURE 21.3 An example for transparency.
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FIGURE 21.4 An SoC includes multiple cores with memory and user logic.
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Besides testing each core through their individual access mechanism such as the core isolation

wrapper, the complete testing of the SoC also requires an integrated test which tests the interconnects

between the cores and the user-defined-logic (UDL). The solution requires, first to connect the test

facilities between all the cores and the UDL, and then connect it to a central controller. The chip level

controller needs to be connected to either a boundary scan controller or a system interface. When

multiple cores with different test methodologies are available, test scheduling becomes necessary to meet

chip level test requirements such as test time, power dissipation, and noise level during test.

21.5 Emerging SoC Test Standards

One of the main problems in designing test for SoC is the lack of any viable standard that help manage

the huge complexity described in this article. A complete manufacturing test of a SoC involves the reuse

of the test patterns that come with the cores, and test patterns created for the logic outside the cores.

This needs to be done in a predictable manner. The Virtual Socket Interface Alliance (VSIA) [5], an

industry consortium of over 150 electronic companies, has formed a working group to develop standards

for exchanging test data between core developers and core integrators as well as test access standards for

cores. The IEEE Test Technology Committee has also formed a working group called P1500 to define

core test access standards. As a part of the IEEE standardization effort, P1500 group [6,7] is defining a

wrapper technology that isolates the core from the rest of the chip when manufacturing test

is performed. Both the VSIA and IEEE standard are designed to enable core test reuse. The standards

will be defining a test access mechanism that would enable access to the cores from the chip level for test

application. Besides the access mechanism, the P1500 group is also defining a core test description

language called core test language (CTL).

CTL is a language that describes all the necessary information about test aspects of the core such that

the test patterns of the core can be reused and the logic outside the core can be tested in the presence of

the core. CTL can describe the test information for any arbitrary core, and arbitrary DFT technique used

in the core. Furthermore, CTL is independent of the type of tests (stuck-at, Iddq, delay tests) used to test

the core. CTL makes this all possible by using protocols as the common denominator to make all the

different scenarios look uniform. Regardless of what hardware exists in a design, each core has a

configuration that needs to be described and the method to get in and out of the configuration is

described by the protocol. The different DFTmethods just require different protocols. If tools are built

around this central concept namely CTL, then plug-and-play of different cores can be achieved on a SoC

for test purposes. To make CTL a reality, it is important that tools are created to help core providers

Wrapper

Core

wrapper

Core

wrapper

Core

Test Bus

SoC

on-chip BIST controllers

1149.1 TAP

User-Logic

FIGURE 21.5 A high-level architecture for SoC test integration.
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package their core with CTL and tools be developed that work off CTL and integrate the cores for

successful manufacturing test of the SoC.

By documenting the test operation of the core in CTL reduces the test complexity and enables

automation tools to use a black-box approach when integrating test at the SoC level. Black-boxed designs

are delivered with documentation that describe the fault coverage of the test patterns, the patterns itself,

the different configurations of the core, and other pertinent test information to the system integrator. The

system integrator uses this information (described in CTL) possibly with the help of tools to translate

the test patterns described in CTL at the boundary of the core to the chip I=O that is accessible by the tester.

Furthermore, the system integrator would use the CTL to provide information on the boundary of the

core to create patterns for the user defined logic (UDL) of the SoC outside the core. The methods used

for system integration are dependent on the CTL information of the core, and the core’s embedded

environment. All these tasks can be automated if CTL is used consistently across all black-box cores being

incorporated in the design. Figure 21.6 shows the tasks during the integration process.

SoC methodologies require synchronization between the core providers, system integrators, and EDA

tool developers. CTL brings all of them together in a consistent manner. Looking ahead we can see the

industry will create many other tools and methodologies for test around CTL.

21.6 Summary

Cores are the building blocks for the newly emerging core-based IC=ASIC design methodology and a key

component in the SoC concept. It lets designers quickly build customized ICs or ASICs for innovative

products in fast moving markets such as multimedia, telecom, and electronic games. Along with design,

core-based methodology brings in new test challenges such as, implementation of transparent test

methodology, test access to core from chip I=O, ability to test the core at-speed. Emerging standards

for core test access by both VSIA and IEEE P1500 will bring much needed guidance to SoC test

methodologies. The key to successful implementation of SoC test depends on automation and

test transparency. A ready-to-test core (with embedded test and accompanying CTL, which describes

the test attributes, test protocol, and the test patterns) provides complete transparency to the SoC

designer. Automation enables the SoC designer to integrate the test at the SoC level and generate

manufacturing vectors for the chip.
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22.1 Introduction

Testing complex logic circuits has been a challenge for decades. With ever-increasing complexities, test

access is becoming the main bottleneck [1,2]. Furthermore, circuits manufactured in smaller technolo-

gies and operating at higher speeds tend to show a tendency towards dynamic rather than static faults

[3,4]. At least for complex circuits, a test procedure that relies on functional patterns alone is not

realistic, since it cannot cover all possible faults within reasonable time. Hence a test generation

methodology that is based on structural information becomes a must.

Test pattern generation for combinational logic circuits has been developed for decades [5–7]. However,

at present, combinational test generation tools that can handle up to millions of gates are commercially

available. On the other hand, hardly any real-life circuit will ever be produced as combinational logic.

Real-life circuits are sequential. Complex systems on a chip (SoCs) may contain multiple processor cores,

embedded memory block, and multiple bus structures for internal communication (Figure 22.1).

This essentially means that they are sequentially deep. Any output signal at the primary output of

such a circuit may depend on a long history of previous events. Test generation for sequential circuits

has also been tried out in the past [8–11], but in almost any case without handling embedded blocks

of memory. A process of test generation for such structures will, in the first place, consider embedded

memory blocks as separate entities. For embedded memory blocks, there are efficient methods and

tools for built-in self-test (BIST) [12,13]. Furthermore, the communication networks will also require a

specific test procedure [20]. Finally, there is the need to test logic structures on many SoCs, analogue,

and mixed-signal units. Unfortunately, the logic test itself is a complex process.

There is a strong tendency in circuit design to gain speed by implementing functional blocks with

pipelines. For such purpose, relatively deep combinational logic blocks are split into several successive

pipeline stages, which require additional latches or flip-flops to separate them. Typically, combinational

logic depth is reduced at the expense of an extra increase in sequential depth. The share of flip-flops or
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latches versus the number of combinational logic circuits is actually growing, making test technology for

sequential circuits more important than ever.

22.2 Standard Solutions

Making a sequential circuit combinational for test application and test output observation is the most

popular solution. Scan path technology [14] and related approaches such as level sensitive scan design

[15] are described in detail elsewhere in this book. The basic idea is to group all flip-flops of a design into

a scan chain, which works as a virtual shift register for test input application (Figure 22.2). Ideally, the

whole big sequential circuit is arranged into a single combinational logic block. This block then has a few

real primary inputs and primary outputs. Furthermore, all the flip-flops in the circuit are regarded as

pseudo-inputs or pseudo-outputs. A scan path flip-flop, in the simplest case, is a D-flip-flop that is

enhanced by a multiplexer at its input, which allows the FF input to be connected either to the scan-

input or a functional input. An additional global scan control signal is needed, which connects all flip-

flop inputs either to the scan-in lines or the functional input lines. Furthermore, the flip-flops are driven

by a common scan clock signal if operated in the scan-mode.

The combinational test pattern generation tool works just for this structure. Input patterns are loaded

into the scan chain with as many cycles of the scan clock as there are inputs. After loading, the circuit is

switched to normal operation for a single clock cycle. The test response is captured in the output flip-

flops and can be read out by again using the scan chain.

The functional inputs of the circuit are real primary inputs (few of them) or signals that are fed back

from functional outputs. Technically, for an SoC, this way of viewing the circuitry produces a very large
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FIGURE 22.1 Structure of a typical system on a chip (SoC).
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combinational logic with hundreds of thousands of inputs and outputs, which are not strongly

correlated internally. But a combinational automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) tool can easily

handle such structures with relatively thin but wide combinational logic. As a further feature that is

heavily exploited in state-of-the-art test technology, a specific target fault in the combinational part is

influenced only by a small subset of all the input nodes, leaving many inputs in the ATPG process that

need not be specified. This property leaves much room for techniques of test pattern compaction, which

has become very popular in recent years and are heavily applied by industries [16–19].

Although scan test has finally become a de facto standard in EDA technology, it is associated with a

number of shortcomings:

. Scan-in and scan-out may take many clock cycles and result in lengthy test procedures.

. Design practice must be restricted to the usage of scan-flip-flops rather than a mix of arbitrary

types of flip-flops and latches.

. Extra overhead in chip area can be substantial.

. There are extra signal delays originating from the multiplexers in scan path flip-flops.

. Power consumption that occurs during scan-in and scan-out can be high and strain the power

supply beyond normal means.

The question is whether there are alternatives that are technically and economically feasible. At

present, scan design has become a de facto industrial standard, and even methods for BIST make

heavy use of scan structures. We will therefore first analyze if there are alternative technologies and

then elaborate on scan path designs that also use sequential test generation technology.

22.3 Sequential Test Generation

ATPG for combinational logic circuits has been developed for the last 40 years and has reached a high

level of maturity [5–7]. The basic concept is illustrated in Figure 22.3. First, a specific circuit node for

fault location and a fault model is assumed. For example, the node is assumed to be ‘‘stuck-at’’ a logic
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FIGURE 22.2 Scan path structure.
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0 value. Next, a logic path to a primary output of the circuit (often called the D-path) is searched for.

This procedure is often described as a ‘‘forward trace.’’ Once a circuit output has been reached, a

multiple backward trace procedure is started which has to secure that all gates that are needed for the D-

path are set ready for propagation by their other inputs.

For example, an AND gate that is needed to propagate a D-path needs logic ‘‘1’’ signals at all the other

inputs to be sensible with respect to the D-path. Furthermore, primary input settings must be found that

can excite the fault condition at the fault location. The multiple backward tracing process is often not

straightforward, since conditions may occur which require backtracking of a specific search tree. If the

process is successful, however, it will locate those input bit settings that can identify and propagate a

fault condition. These bits make the test vector.

The situation for a full-scan design that works on a single virtual combinational logic network is

shown in Figure 22.4. Today’s SoCs have a much larger number of pseudo-inputs than traditional ASICs,

but the tendency is that internal logic cones are not deep and show relatively little overlap. The result is

that, for a specific fault, only 2%–5% of the inputs need deterministic values, all other inputs can remain

undetermined.

This feature opens very good possibilities for test vector compression [16,17]. Compression rates

between 10 and 100 have been reported [18,19]. The situation is totally different if we consider designs

that have no scan path or only a partial-scan. Now the ATPG process has to consider the circuit under a

number of clock cycles of time frames depending on the sequential depth of the circuit (Figure 22.5).

If, for example, it takes n1 clock cycles to excite a fault condition an another n2 clock cycles for the

propagation to a real primary circuit output, the path searching process has to be extended over at least

n¼ n1þ n2 time frames. Securing the side conditions for fault propagation may end up in an even

higher number of time frames. In Figure 22.5 we consider only three time frames for an example.

Depending on the feedback loops that connect the output of the circuit with its inputs via flip-flops,

a number of input signals in time frame two are derived from outputs in time frame one. Accordingly, a

number of outputs in time frame two can be used as inputs in time frame three. The ATPG process now
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FIGURE 22.3 Combinational test pattern generation scheme.
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has to be expanded over successive time frames, according to the sequential depth of the circuit. First, a

number of time frames may be necessary until a specific fault condition is initialized. Next, another set

of time frames may be required until a primary output of the circuit is found. Many of the settings

needed for the backward justification process in ATPG path tracing also need to be extended through

several time frames. Essentially, this means that for a single fault the complexity of the normal ATPG

process is at least multiplied by the sequential depth. Accordingly, sequential ATPG tools that were

developed and implemented in the past [8–11] could handle circuit complexities up to about 50,000

nodes, which is far from the millions of nodes found in modern SoCs. Embedded buses and memory

blocks on SoCs make sequential ATPG as a whole and even more unrealistic [20]. What really drive such

‘‘crude’’ sequential ATPG approaches into practical oblivion, however, is a combination of two further

effects.

First, if a single fault needs a number of x clock cycles to be excited and another y cycles to be

propagated to a primary output, the system must be fed with a specific sequence of (xþ y) input vectors.

The number of test vectors in total becomes too large. Second, a fault that is to be propagated from the

fault location to a primary output may, in one of the successive time steps, have to pass through the logic

cone that is influenced by the fault itself. This effect is called ‘‘fault masking’’ (Figure 22.6). It may even

make certain faults untestable.
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FIGURE 22.4 Width and combinational depth of ASICs versus SoCs.
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FIGURE 22.5 The time frame model.
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Therefore, sequential ATPG will often not yield the necessary fault coverage. Furthermore, identifying

redundant elements, which are untestable by nature, in sequential circuits is also more complex than

combinational redundancy identification. In total, straightforward sequential ATPG, therefore, does not

play a significant role in real-life test and design for testability. At least, sequential ATPG tools have also

become commercially available [21–23].

22.4 ATPG Tools

The goal of ATPG is to create a set of patterns that achieves a given test coverage, where test coverage is

the total percentage of testable faults the pattern set actually detects. The ATPG run itself consists of two

main steps: (1) generating patterns and (2) performing fault simulation to determine the faults that

patterns detect.

22.4.1 Pattern Generation

The two most typical methods for pattern generation are random and deterministic. Additionally, the

ATPG tools can simulate patterns from an external set and place those patterns detecting faults in a test set.

An ATPG tool uses random test pattern generation when it produces a number of random patterns

and identifies only those patterns necessary to detect faults. It then stores only those patterns in the test

pattern set. The type of fault simulation used in random pattern test generation cannot replace

deterministic test generation because it can never identify redundant faults. Nor can it create test

patterns for faults that have a very low probability of detection. However, it can be useful on testable

faults aborted by deterministic test generation. Using a small number of random patterns as the initial

ATPG step can improve its performance.

An ATPG tool uses deterministic test pattern generation when it creates a test pattern intended to

detect a given fault. The procedure is to pick a fault from the fault list, create a pattern to detect the fault,

simulate the pattern, and check to make sure the pattern detects the fault. More specifically, the tool

assigns a set of values to control points that force the fault site to the state opposite the fault-free state, so

there is a detectable difference between the fault value and the fault-free value. The tool must then find a

way to propagate this difference to a point where it can observe the fault effect. To satisfy the conditions

necessary to create a test pattern, the test generation process makes intelligent decisions on how best to

place a desired value on a gate. If a conflict prevents the placing of those values on the gate, the tool refines

those decisions as it attempts to find a successful test pattern. If the tool exhausts all possible choices

without finding a successful test pattern, it must perform further analysis before classifying the fault.
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FIGURE 22.6 The fault self-masking problem in sequential ATPG.
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Faults requiring this analysis include redundant, ATPG-untestable, and possible-detected-untestable

categories. Identifying these fault types is an important by-product of deterministic test generation and

is critical in achieving high test coverage. For example, if a fault is proven redundant, the tool may safely

mark it as untestable. Otherwise, it is classified as a potentially detectable fault and counts as an untested

fault when calculating test coverage.

An ATPG tool uses external test pattern generation when the preliminary source of ATPG is a

preexisting set of external patterns. The tool analyzes this external pattern set to determine which

patterns detect faults from the active fault list. It then places these effective patterns into an internal test

pattern set. The generated patterns, in this case, include the patterns (selected from the external set) that

can efficiently obtain the highest test coverage for the design.

22.4.2 Fault Simulation

An ATPG tool categorizes faults into fault classes, based on how the faults were detected or why they

could not be detected. Each fault class has a unique name and two-character class code. When reporting

faults, the tool uses either the class name or the class code to identify the fault class to which the fault

belongs.

Untestable (UT) faults are faults for which no pattern can exist to either detect or possible-detect

them. Untestable faults cannot cause functional failures, so the tools exclude them when calculating test

coverage. Because the tools acquire some knowledge of faults prior to ATPG, they classify certain

unused, tied, or blocked faults before ATPG runs. When ATPG runs, it immediately places these faults

in the appropriate categories. However, redundant fault detection requires further analysis. The follow-

ing list discusses each of the untestable fault classes:

. Unused (UU): The unused fault class includes all faults on circuitry unconnected to any circuit

observation point. Figure 22.7 shows the site of an unused fault.

. Tied (TI): The tied fault class includes faults on gates where the point of the fault is tied to a value

identical to the fault stuck value. The tied circuitry could be due to tied signals, or AND andOR gates

with complementary inputs. Another possibility is exclusive OR gates with common inputs. The

tools will not use line holds (pins held at a constant logic value during test) to determine tied circuitry.

Line holds, or pin constraints, do result in ATPG-untestable faults. Figure 22.8 shows the site of a tied

fault. Because tied values propagate, the tied circuitry at A causes tied faults at A, B, C, and D.

. Blocked (BL): The blocked fault class includes faults on circuitry for which tied logic blocks all

paths to an observable point. This class also includes faults on selector lines of multiplexers that

have identical data lines. Figure 22.9 shows the site of a blocked fault. Tied faults and blocked

faults can be equivalent faults.

CLK

D Q

QB

s-a-0/s-a-1

FF

Site of ‘‘unused’’ fault

FIGURE 22.7 Example of the unused fault.
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. Redundant (RE): The redundant fault class includes faults the test generator considers undetect-

able. After the test pattern generator exhausts all patterns, it performs a special analysis to verify

that the fault is undetectable under any conditions. Figure 22.10 shows the site of a redundant

fault. In this circuit, signal G always has the value of 1, no matter what the values of A, B, and C

are. If D is stuck at 1, this fault is undetectable because the value of G can never change, regardless

of the value at D.

Testable (TE) faults are all those faults that cannot be proven untestable. The testable fault classes

include:

. Detected (DT): The detected fault class includes all faults that the ATPG process identifies as

detected. The detected fault class contains two subclasses: faults detected when the tool performs

fault simulation and faults detected when the tool performs learning analysis. The second class

normally includes faults in the scan path circuitry, as well as faults that propagate ungated to the

shift clock input of scan cells. The scan chain functional test which detects a binary difference at

an observation point guarantees detection of these faults.

. Possibly detected (PT): The possibly detected fault class includes all faults that fault simulation

identifies as possibly detected but not hard detected. This class contains two subclasses: poten-

tially detectable faults and proven ATPG-untestable and hard undetectable faults. A possibly

detected fault results in a 0 –X or 1 –X difference at an observation point. By default, the

calculations give 50% credit for possibly detected faults.

A B C D

s-a-0

GND

Sites of ‘‘tied’’ faults

FIGURE 22.8 Example of the tied fault.

s-a-0

GND

Site of ‘‘blocked’’ fault

FIGURE 22.9 Example of the blocked fault.
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. Undetectable (UD): The undetectable fault class includes undetected faults that cannot be proven

untestable or ATPG untestable. This class contains two subclasses: uncontrolled faults, which

during pattern simulation never achieve the value at the point of the fault required for fault

detection and unobserved faults, whose effects do not propagate to an observable point. Uncon-

trolled and unobserved faults can be equivalent faults.

. ATPG untestable (AU): The ATPG-untestable fault class includes all faults for which the test

generator is unable to find a pattern to create a test, and yet cannot prove the fault redundant.

Testable faults become ATPG-untestable faults because of constraints placed on the ATPG tool

(such as a pin constraint). These faults may be possibly detectable, or detectable, if you remove

some constraint on the test generator (such as a pin constraint). You cannot detect them by

increasing the test generator abort limit. The tools place the faults in the AU category based on the

type of deterministic test generation method used. That is why different test methods create

different AU fault sets.

When reporting faults, ATPG tools identify each fault by three ordered fields: the stuck value (0 or 1),

the two-character fault class code, and the pin path name of the fault site. If the tools report uncollapsed

faults, they display faults of a collapsed fault group together.

22.4.3 Testability

Given the fault classes explained in the previous sections, an ATPG tool makes the following calculations:

. Test coverage: It is a measure of test quality and consists of the percentage of all testable faults that

the test pattern set tests. Typically, this is the number which is of most concern when you consider

the testability of your design.

. Fault coverage: It consists of the percentage of all faults that the test pattern set tests treating

untestable faults the same as undetectable faults.

. ATPG effectiveness: It measures the ATPG tool’s ability to either create a test for a fault, or prove

that a test cannot be created for the fault under the restrictions placed on the tool.

An example of output report showing the sequential ATPG process and the respective test coverage is

shown in Table 22.1.

An example of output report showing the fault numbers and the test coverage obtained by using the

uncollapsed fault list is shown in Table 22.2.

s-a-1

POW
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B
C

GND
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E

F

G

Site of ‘‘redundant’’ fault

FIGURE 22.10 Example of the redundant fault.
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22.5 Testing for Dynamic Faults

Honestly, state-of-the-art ATPG tools for combinational full-scan logic actually do contain features of

sequential ATPG as well. The problem is shown in Figure 22.11. Assume that the fault in a combi-

national logic block is not a static fault. Dynamic fault models (in combinational logic) assume that a

certain node in the circuit is slow-to-rise or slow-to-fall (delay faults), or a specific transition for a logic

gate cannot be triggered via a specific input (transition fault). Then a pair of test patterns is necessary

which consist of

1. Initialization (init) vector that sets the node under test to a specific value (e.g., ‘‘1’’)

2. Test pattern that drives this node to the opposite value (e.g., ‘‘0’’) at the potential fault location

and propagates this setting to a primary output of the circuit

Unfortunately, this is not always a simple procedure. The test itself can be invalidated by the fact that

multiple nodes in a circuit may undergo a switching at the transition between the init and the test vector.

In general, it may happen that a gate, whose transition from 0 to 1 at the output via a specific input

signal is to be tested, may actually be switched by an other input with the same effect observed at the

output. Therefore, there is a distinction between robust and non-robust tests [24,25]. A dynamic test is

assumed as being robust, if it cannot be invalidated by hazards and other dynamic effects during the

transition. Unfortunately, most of the tests generated for dynamic faults are not robust in real life.

As for the test procedure itself, it may help a lot if the path from the fault location to the circuit output

is already fixed by the input pattern and can be kept stable during the transition. From the example given

in Figure 22.11, a robust test is secured if the init vector already sets the necessary bits for propagation at

five lower inputs, which means (1 1 0 0 1) for the init and (1 1 0 1 1) for the test.

TABLE 22.1 ATPG Performed for Stuck Fault Model Using

Internal Pattern Source

Patterns Faults ATPG Faults Test

Stored Detected=Active RE=AU=Aborted Coverage

Begin deterministic ATPG: uncollapsed faults ¼ 430,912

32 316,732=114,180 0=0=1 76.74%

64 27,097=87,083 0=0=1 81.61%

96 14,816=72,267 0=0=1 84.27%

128 11,035=61,232 0=0=1 86.25%

160 8838=52,394 0=0=1 87.84%

192 7775=44,619 0=0=1 89.24%

. . .

928 171=592 0=0=58 97.15%

960 162=429 0=1=147 97.18%

992 110=319 0=1=147 97.20%

1024 57=262 0=1=147 97.21%

1048 44=218 0=1=147 97.22%

TABLE 22.2 Uncollapsed Stuck Fault

Summary Report

Fault Class Code Number of Faults

Detected DT 541,116

Possibly detected PT 960

Undetectable UD 299

ATPG untestable AU 14,267

Not detected ND 186

Total 556,828

Test coverage 97.32%
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Unfortunately, the combination of two-pattern test sequences with scan structures is not trivial.

During the scan shift operation, the outputs of the scan elements are connected to the combinational

logic, creating a lot of activity in there. Some authors even predict that such activity can be harmful and

overstress the device [26]. There are proposals that allow for the storage of two bits in modified scan cells

[27]. These bits can be scanned in, stored, and applied in a sequence in order to create two-pattern tests.

However, the much larger and slower scan cells containing two flip-flops, which are required under such

conditions, have not become fully accepted by semiconductor industries. Therefore, the general ten-

dency is to get to dynamic tests based on standard scan structures.

Then the possibilities are limited. One alternative is to use successive patterns created by two adjacent

scan clock cycles. However, under such circumstances the relatively slow scan clock (about 20–50 MHz)

does not allow for a signal chance in real time. Furthermore, the same pattern applied twice with a one-

bit shift may not satisfy the boundary conditions for a robust test, since too many bit positions may

change.

The second solution has become popular as the so-called broadside test [28,29] (Figure 22.12). The

circuit shown may stand for the combinational logic block in a full-scan design, assuming we have only

a single logic block and a single scan path. Then any input of the logic is either a primary input or a

pseudo-input which is fed from a circuit output via a feedback loop and a scan device.

The usual timing scheme in scan test is the application of a large number of slow scan clock cycles

plus, after the input pattern is scanned in, a single fast functional clock cycle, after which the circuit’s test

response is captured in the flip-flops connected to output pins (Figure 22.13).

For broadside testing, the test clock generator has to deliver a double functional clock cycle, during

which the input pattern, supplied by the scan path, travels through the logic, is partly guided back to the

(pseudo-) inputs and passes again. After the second pass, the test response is captured and stored in

the flip-flops. Essentially, the transition between the first pattern (from the scan path) and the second

pattern (partially via feedback) occurs in real time. Hence, if the test response from the init pattern can

be made suitable to be a test vector, the transition occurs in real time. The logic is tested under real

dynamic conditions.

Unfortunately, the required combination of init and test patterns does not come for free, and

sometimes it does not work perfectly. Now, as promised, a sequential ATPG tool is required, which

has to do the following operation.
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FIGURE 22.11 Transition fault test sequence.
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Find an input pattern that does the initialization at the defined fault location, and whose test response

(via the feedback) is useful as the test pattern in the next clock cycle. This is just a sequential ATPG

process over just two time frames. We can even distinguish between a robust and non-robust approach:

1. In the robust approach, the init pattern also generates the necessary settings for the fault

propagation to an output after the second pattern. In the non-robust approach, only the pattern

supplied via the feedback loop will set the propagation path from the feedback to the output.

2. In some experiments with commercial tools, we found out that they apparently rely on the second

scheme, which yields non-robust test vectors. Although such an approach is useful for a local

transition fault test, it has its shortcomings, if path delays are to be tested, since the path itself is

set only during the init=test transition.

While state-of-the-art test generation software from EDA vendors does include the support for

broadside testing, the issue of robustness is hardly addressed. As there is the tendency that logic circuits
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FIGURE 22.12 Combinational logic with scan path and feedbacks.
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FIGURE 22.13 Clocking schemes for scan test (up) and broadside test (down).
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in full-scan designs are typically wide but combinationally flat, it can be assumed that even a robust test is

achieved in most cases. Furthermore, it is known that, given a set of thousands of test patterns applied to a

circuit, most fault conditions are excited several times via different paths. However, since test technology

of today will not excite all possible logic paths in a large circuit, there is a remaining chance that certain

dynamic fault conditions may not be excited by structural test patterns in a scan environment.

22.6 Summary

Test pattern generation for state-of-the-art sequential circuits such as (SoCs) is still a problem, which can

be solved only by means of design for testability. Beyond the ever-increasing system complexity, limited

test access to building blocks is still a problem. While the combinational depth of state-of-the-art circuits

tends to become smaller, sequential depth increases significantly. Furthermore, large-scale integrated

circuits are not fully synchronous any more but tend to be locally synchronous, globally asynchronous.

These tendencies in combination virtually inhibit the application of direct sequential ATPG for large

circuits. On the other hand, the reduced combinational depth that is seen in many circuits works well for

combinational test generation. Full scan has become an established standard with up to 500 or even 1000

scan chains operating in parallel. The remaining problems are mainly associated with the peak power

demand during scan test and with the limited fault coverage that can be achieved for dynamic faults in

association with standard scan architectures.
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23.1 Introduction

Given a design under test (DUT), a test solution is qualified as efficient if it allows the generation of test

patterns, which enable the detection of most of possible physical faults that may occur in the design.

Researchers talk about 99% of fault coverage and more. To reach such a test efficiency, the cost to pay is

related to time which is necessary for test pattern generation and application, the area overhead for the

added logic, the added number of pins, etc. These parameters are concerned through scan testing

techniques, which are presented in the next section.

Some studies have shown that the testing phase can constitute a serious problem in the overall

production time. For typical circuits, testing can take from the one-third to the half of the total time

to market (TTM) [1]. In [2], it has been shown that a design-for-testability (DFT) technique such as full

scan can reduce by more than a half the total engineering costs. Indeed, scan helps in detecting a fault

quickly and in an efficient manner.

As shown in Fig. 23.1 the well-known ‘‘rule of ten’’ is true when scan is considered. Indeed, sooner a

fault is detected the lower is the subsequent cost. This is explained by the fact that DFT helps in the

generation of efficient test patterns. In other words, given in a short period of time, if a fault appears in a

DFT-based design, a high probability exists to detect the fault. Furthermore, a DFT technique such as

scan helps in the testing through the whole life cycle of the design including debug, production testing,

and maintenance.

23.2 Scan Testing

Today, given strong time to market constraints on new products, only DFT is capable of ensuring the

design of complex system-on-chips with a high testing quality. Scan is widely used in industry. It took

almost 20 years to reach such a maturity, even if some designers still think that scan penalizes a design

due to the required cost and performance degradation.

Scan testing is applied to sequential testing, i.e., testing of sequential designs. It relates to the ability

of shifting data in and out of all sequential states. Regardless to the used scan approach, all flip-flops

are interconnected into one or more shift registers that ensures the shifting in and the shifting out
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functions. The built shift register is fully

controlled=observed from primary inputs=

outputs as shown in Fig. 23.2 [3]. Hence,

scan testing transforms the testing problem

of a sequential design into a testing of a

combinational design. The problem of test-

ing combinational circuits problem is easier

since classical test generation algorithms

are more efficient (better testing results

which mean an obtained fault coverage

close to 100%). In fact, it is well known

that the number of feedback cycles in a

circuit can increase the complexity of

sequential test generation. It is important

to notice that the built shift register need to

be tested too.

However, when scan is considered, the

price to pay is related to the following parameters: logic overhead, which means more space, degradation

of the production yield and the design performance since more logic is added to the original one, design

effort, and usually more pins. As shown in Fig. 23.2, the ‘‘register’’ built on the flip-flops or the

design memory cells is transformed into a scannable shift register (S-register). The complexity of

the obtained register is more important since each memory cell might be used in both normal

and test modes. This requires at least a multiplexor at each cell level and some additional wiring. As

shown in the same figure, the normal and the test modes are controlled by the added input ‘‘Test.’’

One of the drawbacks when scan is used is the necessary time for scan-in (downloading test patterns)

and scan-out (getting test results) operations. If the DUT includes thousands of memory cells, which is

the case of nowadays integrated circuits (ICs), only one scan chain means shifting all test data serially

through the whole ‘‘S-register.’’ This is usually too long even if the frequency of the clock ‘‘Clk’’ is

reasonably high. Dividing a scan chain into several scan chains is a good issue. Figures 23.3 and 23.4

illustrate each of the two concepts where one or several scan paths (called also scan chains) are

considered. An example of a PCB (printed circuit board) of six ICs is considered.

To test this PCB, instead of using one scan chain as shown in Fig. 23.3, three scan chains are

considered as illustrated in Fig. 23.4. It is noteworthy that more pins are required to allow the parallel

use of the scan chains: three for scan-in and three for scan-out operations. In this case, two test pins are

necessary for each scan path.

$0,01 − $0,1

$0,1 − $1

$1 − $10

$10 − $100

$100 − $1000

Wafer

Integrated circuit

Printed Circuit Board

System

Network

FIGURE 23.1 Rule of ten in testing economics.
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FIGURE 23.2 Sequential scan.
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23.2.1 Boundary Scan

As a widely used scan technique, boundary-scan (BS) provides an access to internal structures (blocks,

IC, etc.) knowing that few logic is directly accessible from primary inputs and primary outputs. Probably

one of the famous scan approaches is BS through the ANSI=IEEE 1149.1 standard. This standard is also

known as JTAG (Join Action Test Group). A decade earlier, a group of test experts from industry and

academia worked together in order to propose standardized protocols and architectures that help in the

dissemination of the BS technique.

Given a DUT such as a PCB, BS consists of as a first step in making each input and output of a circuit

as a memory element. Given all memory elements, the next step consists in linking all memory elements

IC 1 IC 2 IC 3

IC 6 IC 5 IC 4

SCAN IN

SCAN OUT

FIGURE 23.3 Scan architecture with a single path.

IC 1 IC 2 IC 3

IC 6 IC 5 IC 4

SCAN IN 1

SCAN OUT 1 SCAN OUT 2 SCAN OUT 3

SCAN IN 2 SCAN IN 3

FIGURE 23.4 Scan architecture with several scan chains.
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into a register called BS register. The access to this mandatory register is possible from four standard

pins. Finally, in order to be conform with the boundary scan standard ANSI=IEEE Std. 1149.1, a

controller called TAP (Test Access Port) and a set of registers are implemented within each circuit.

This is shown in Fig. 23.5.

The BS register is mandatory in a JTAG compliant architecture. Figure 23.6 gives an example of a BS

cell. Such a cell can be used as either an input or as an output cell. Such a cell supports four functional

modes: normal mode (when Mode_Control¼ 0), where the BS cell is transparent during the normal use

MUX

bypass
register

TAP
controller

Optional Test
Data Register

Instruction
register

Internal logic
of the design
under test

Boundary scan
register Boundary scan cell

I/O

SIN

TMS

CLK

RST

SOUT

FIGURE 23.5 Overview of the ANSI=IEEE 1149.1 architecture.

MUX
QA QB

MUX

I
N

SIN ShiftDR
Mode_Control

ClockDR
UpdateDR

SOUT
OUT

FIGURE 23.6 A BS cell.
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of the DUT. In the second mode called scan mode, all BS cells are connected into a BS chain. In this

mode ShiftDR¼ 1 and the necessary clock pulses are applied. The third mode is the capture mode where

data are loaded through the input IN into the scan path. In this mode, ShiftDR¼ 0 and one clock pulse

ClockDR is applied. The QA flip-flop serves as a snapshot cell. The final mode is called update mode. In

this mode, Mode_Control¼ 1 and one pulse of the UpdateDR is activated.

These four functioning modes allow each of the instructions summarized below to be executed.

The main motivation for this standard is to overcome the problem of physical access to circuits that

becomes more and more difficult. JTAG overcomes the need of bed-of-nails fixtures with a very fine

resolution, if available.

As shown in Fig. 23.6, the BS architecture includes the following blocks:

. TAP controller : This block generates all clocks and signals that are necessary for the architecture.

. Instruction register : This register holds the instruction, which is related to the test that needs to be

executed.

. Test data register : These registers hold test patterns that need to be run on the test logic. A specific

register scanned BS register is mandatory; however, other registers can be added if necessary.

Based on the BS architecture, several tests can be executed: test logic, internal logic, and interconnection:

. Test logic : Before running the test of the circuit under test, the test logic must be checked through

specific states of the TAP controller that can be used for that.

. Internal logic testing : This is ensured through the use of the specific instruction called intest

presented below. Testing the internal test logic of a DUTmeans that each DUT block can be tested.

. Interconnection testing : It is related to the test of interconnection between two blocks.

As summarized in the next paragraph, a specific instruction called extest is used.

The JTAG standard enables the application of several kinds of tests. This is summarized in the

instructions proposed by the standard. These instructions are executed by the TAP controller. As

explained in the following list, some of these instructions are mandatory and some are optional.

. Bypass: It is mandatory. This instruction allows a specific DUT to be tested by bypassing one or

more other designs.

. Extest: This mandatory instruction allows the test of interconnection between two DUT. It is

especially useful in the case of integration testing.

. Intest: This instruction is optional. It can be used to test the internal logic, a block, or a circuit.

. Sample=Preload: This instruction is mandatory. It helps in taking snapshots of useful data that

run during normal operation of the DUT.

. Icode and Usercode : These two instructions are optional. They allow the access to a specific

register known as the device-identification register.

. RUNBIST: This optional instruction allows the running of a BIST (built-in-self test) solution by

using the TAP controller. BIST is explained later.

For more details regarding these instructions, please refer to [12].

23.2.2 Partial Scan

The scan approach presented above is also called full scan because the built scan chain includes all the

DUT memory elements; however, this might be costly for complex ICs where the number of memory

elements exceeds thousands of cells. By cost, it is meant the area overhead that results from full scan

(added multiplexors, wiring, pins, etc.), the performance degradation due to signal slowdown and test

time due to very large scan chains. For a better trade-off performance=cost, a scan technique called

partial scan is proposed [11]. Only a subset of memory elements are included in the considered scan

chain. This decreases both the area overhead and the timing penalty.
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The problem of partial scan is still open. No technique proposes how to effectively determine the

appropriate subset of flip-flops to be scanned. Indeed, an effective partial scan technique is the one that

selects the fewest flip-flops in the scan chain while achieving both a high fault coverage and an optimized

physical design.

Knowing that DUT is modeled by a system graph called S-graph, the partial scan problem consists in

finding the minimal feedback vertex set (MFSV). This is known as an NP-complete problem [4]. In an

S-graph, the vertices are the DUT registers and the edges represent a combinational path from one

register to another.

The proposed solutions are some heuristics, which are based on the following techniques: testability

analysis, structural analysis, or test pattern generation. A testability analysis-based technique consists in

predicting through measures of the problems faced during test pattern generation. The concept through

structural analysis is some heuristics that try to break feedback cycles. Finally, when the selected flip-

flops are based on test pattern generation (TPG), it generally means that a TPG program is used to

generate tests for every fault and then the test patterns, which are selected, are those which necessitate

the fewest number of flip-flops that are scanned.

23.2.3 Scan and Built-in Test Solutions

A scan design can serve as a support for a complete built-in-test solution. Indeed, as assumed earlier

(see Fig. 23.2), test patterns are supposed to be generated from outside and applied through the Sin pin.

Furthermore, it is assumed that test results are scanned out through the Sout pin and compared one by

one to the test results of a golden circuit. A golden circuit is a circuit, which is assumed to be fault-free.

A scan-based design can be used in order to implement both test pattern generation and test result

verification functions within the DUT. Built-in-Self-Test (BIST) is a design-for-testability technique in

which testing (test generation and test application) is accomplished through built-in hardware features

[5–6]. When testing is built as a hardware it is very fast and very efficient.

The example in Fig. 23.7 shows how a basic scan design is considered for a BIST solution. The LFSR

(linear feedback shift register) is used as an example of a test pattern generator. Pseudo-random test

patterns, which can be very efficient in case of sequential designs, are generated using such a structure.

For test results verification, a LFSR is used to compress test results and produce a signature which will

represent the obtained test results.

23.2.4 Tools and Languages for Scan Automation

Today, several CAD vendors include BS in their DFT test tool (Mentor Graphics, Teradyne, Jtag

Technologies, Logic Vision, etc.). Tools which are available in the market propose scan testing solutions.

The main functions that are proposed by such tools are: scan design rules checking, scan conversion, and

the associated test pattern generation.

Through the IEEE standard 1149.1-1990, the

BS technology is more and more embraced in

electronic systems at several hierarchical levels:

ICs, boards, subsystems, and systems. One of

the key points that has helped in that is the

availability of tools and languages that support

such a technology. A subset of VHDL was pro-

posed for this purpose [13]. The language is

called BSDL (boundary scan description lan-

guage). When a new standard is proposed

many barriers may slow down its adoption.

BSDL was proposed in order to speed up the

implementation of the ‘‘dot one’’ standard

through BSDL-based tools. This language helps

LFSR
test pattern
generation

Scan register SRI

CUT

Scan register SR0
LFSR
test result
compression

SIN

SOUT

FIGURE 23.7 Example of merging scan and BIST.
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in the description and the checking of the compliance of a design with BS technology. More precisely,

BSDL helps in the implementation of testability features, which are related to the ‘‘dot one’’ technology.

Hence, necessary simulation and verification of the BS technology can be performed. More precisely,

testing if a DUT is compliant with the ‘‘dot one’’ technology means that devices that are mandatory to be

implemented are checked. For example, the parameters that related to the TAP controller and the

boundary scan register are described and checked out through such a language. Furthermore, BSDL

serves as a support for IC vendors to automatically add BS logic through all design process of the design.

More information about BSDL can be found in [13].

23.3 Future of Scan: A Brief Forecast

23.3.1 Scan for Analog and Mixed Designs

Boundary-scan was originally developed for digital circuits and systems. The motivations to use BS for

analog designs is also true; however, in contrast to digital circuits and systems, analog components are

specified by a continuous range of parameters rather than binary values 0 and 1. A new standard is

coming called P1149.4. It consists in the development of a mixed signal test bus. The aim is to

standardize to several possible tests in the case of analog DUT: interconnect test, parametric test, and

internal test. Such tests should be fully compatible with the IEEE 1149.1 standard and helps in

measuring the values of discrete components such as pull-up resistors and capacitors. Consequently,

P1149.4 can be seen as an extension of IEEE 1149.1 where the BS cells presented above are replaced by

analog boundary modules (ABM) at the level of each analog functional pin. Such pins can be accessed

via internal analog test bus. Figure 23.8 gives the structure of the P1149.4 bus.

As IEEE 1149.1 has proven its efficiency, P1149.4 is most likely a good DFTsolution for analog circuits

and systems. Furthermore, its compatibility with the IEEE 1149.1 will simplify the test of mixed DUT.

For more details regarding the standard, please refer to [7].

23.3.2 RTL and Behavioral Scan

Scan techniques that have been presented until now have several drawbacks. First, they are highly related

to the used design tools and target libraries. Moreover, in case of highly complex DUT, a high

Core
circuit

Test bus
interface circuit

Test control circuitry
TAP controller
Instruction register and decoder

Analog
Boundary
Module
(ABM)

Analog 
Test Access
Port (ATAP)

AT1
AT2

TDI
TD0
TMS
TCK

Test Access
Port (TAP)

Digital I/O
pins

Internal Test
Bus

FIGURE 23.8 Structure of the P1149.4 bus.
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computation time is required because low-level descriptions (gate-level or lower) are considered.

Furthermore, the added logic does not take advantage of the global optimization of the design, which

can be performed by the used synthesis tools.

Recently, several techniques that improve the testability using high level descriptions [8–10], have

been proposed. For example in [9], a technique which inserts a partial scan using the B-VHDL

(behavioral VHDL) description has been presented. In [10], a technique that allows scan to be inserted

at the B-VHDL description of a DUT has been presented. This has many advantages. The scan insertion

problem is considered very early in the design process, which means that a fully testable design can be

provided at the behavioral level, i.e., before any structural information is known. Compared to

approaches that may include scan at the RTL or the logical level, inserting scan at the behavioral level

is very promising since it takes fully advantage of design validation and test generation tools that might

operate at the behavioral level. Furthermore, the testable description can be synthesized using several

libraries and tools. The testable design is consequently more portable. Moreover, when a scan chain is

inserted at the high level of the DUT, the added logic used for the test is globally compiled and optimized

during the synthesis process, which reduces the area overhead.

Figure 23.9 shows the classical approach of scan insertion. Figure 23.10 shows how scan can be

inserted before the synthesis is performed.

                  process (CK) 
               begin 
              if CK=‘1’and CK’event then    
             A3 <= A1 or A2 ; 
          Z<= A1 and A3; 
     end if; 
end process;

High level description

Low level description
Scan insertion

tool
 

FIGURE 23.9 Low-level scan.

Low level description

High level description

Synthesis tool

Scan insertion
tool  process (CK) 

 begin 
if CK=‘1’and CK’event then   

A3 < = A1 or A2;     
  Z< = A1 and A3; 

 end if; 
end process;

scan_out<= Z ; 
process (CK) 

begin 
case scan_en is 

when‘1’ =>  
 Z< = A3;   

    A3< = scan_in ;  
when others =>  
 if CK =‘1’ and CK‘event then’
A3 < = A1or A2;   

Z< = A1and A3;  
  end if; 

    end case; 
end process;

FIGURE 23.10 High-level scan.
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To insert a scan register at a behavioral level (high-level scan), memory elements of the DUT need to

be known. In fact, the scan insertion process is made up of two basic steps. First, memory elements are

located. Then, the behavioral description of the design is modified in order to describe the behavior of

the scan register.

Such a new scan insertion approach necessitates the development of the related tools. Hiscan (high-

level scan) is a tool that allows scan insertion at the B-VHDL level. Given a synthesizable B-VHDL

description, Hiscan generates a VIF (VHDL intermediate format) file, which contains necessary infor-

mation of objects (signals and variables). Hiscan uses the VIF file to locate objects that correspond to

memory elements once the synthesis is accomplished. Before constructing a B-VHDL scan chain, Hiscan

considers constraints which can be used in the selection of the detected memory elements. Typically,

constraints are related to testability measures at the B-VHDL level or ATPG-based constraints or both.

During the last step, Hiscan generates a B-VHDL scannable description, which is ready for synthesis.

Given several examples of benchmarks, such a high-level scan insertion approach was shown efficient

since the cost of inserting a scan design is significantly reduced when compared to classical scan

techniques that operate at a low-level design. Please refer to [10] for more details.
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24.1 Introduction

Yield is one of the cornerstones of a successful integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing technology along

with product performance and cost. Many factors contribute to the achievement of high yield but also

interact with product performance and cost. A fundamental understanding of yield limitations enables

the up-front achievement of this technology goal through circuit and layout design, device design,

materials choices, and process optimization. Defect, failure, and yield analyses are critical issues for the

improvement of IC yield. Finally, the yield improvement is essential to success.

The coordination of people in many disciplines is needed in order to achieve high IC yield. Therefore,

each needs to understand the impact of their choices and methods on this important technology goal.

Unfortunately, very little formal university training exists in the area of IC yield. This chapter is intended

to bring students, engineers, and scientists up to speed and enable them to function knowledgeably in

this area.

Section 24.2 deals with IC yield and critical area models. Section 24.3 is dedicated to a local extraction

approach for the extraction of IC critical areas. Finally, Section 24.4 presents an application of previously

mentioned models and extraction approach in yield forecast.
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24.2 Yield Models

This section is dedicated to IC yield analysis and modeling. Yield analysis includes the discussion of

methods, models, and parameters for detecting which technology and design attributes are really yield

relevant. Yield modeling mathematically expresses the dependence of yield on IC process defect

characteristics and design attributes. Thus, correct yield models are essential for meaningful yield and

cost projections. This section describes a macroscopic approach to yield analysis and corresponding

functional yield models and yield parameters.

24.2.1 Classical Yield Models

Functional yield is the probability of zero catastrophic (fatal) defects. Catastrophic defects are defects

that result in primitive electrical failures and, consequently, yield loss. Therefore, the yield is derived

from Poisson’s equation as follow [1]:

Y ¼ exp (�AD) (24:1)

where A is the area sensitive to defects (so-called critical area) [2–7] and D is the defect density.

However, the simple Poisson yield formula is too pessimistic for IC chips on a wafer, because defects

are often not randomly distributed, but rather are clustered in certain regions (Fig. 24.1). Defect

clustering can cause large areas of a wafer to have fewer defects than a random distribution, such as

the Poisson model, would predict, which in turn results in higher yields in those areas. Therefore, to

tackle this nonrandom defect distribution, instead of using a constant defect density, Murphy intro-

duced compound Poisson statistics [8]. The Poisson distribution is compounded with a function g(D),

which represents the normalized distribution of defect densities:

Y ¼
ð1

0

exp (�AD)g(D)dD (24:2)

FIGURE 24.1 Defect clustering on semiconductor wafer.
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The function g(D) is a weighting function that accounts for the nonrandom distribution of defects.

A number of distribution functions can be used to approximate the defect density distribution and

analyze IC yield. Five of these are given below (Fig. 24.2) and corresponding yield models are described.

24.2.1.1 Poisson Model

When defects are randomly and uniformly distributed over the wafer, the wafer defect statistics can be

characterized by a constant �D, which is the average defect density. Therefore, g(D) is a delta function

centered at D¼ �D, resulting in the simple Poisson distribution and the yield given by

Y ¼ exp (�A�D) (24:3)

24.2.1.2 Murphy’s Model

The most preferred distribution function was a Gaussian; however, a Gaussian distribution gets difficult

for integration most of the time. In order to carry out the integration in an easier way, Murphy

[8] proposed using a symmetrical triangle weighting function for an approximation to a Gaussian

distribution. Substituting this into formula (Eq. 24.2) gives

Y ¼ 1� exp (�A�D)

A�D

� �2
(24:4)

Murphy [8] also used a rectangle distribution function to represent the defect density distribution.

This distribution function is constant between zero and 2�D, and zero elsewhere. The meaning of this

function, physically, implies that chip defect densities are evenly distributed up to 2�D, but none have a

higher value. Using the rectangle distribution function in Murphy’s yield integral, we get

Y ¼ 1� exp (�2A�D)

2A�D
(24:5)

24.2.1.3 Price’s Model

Price [9] applied an exponential distribution function to approximate the defect density distribution.

The decaying form of the exponential function implies that higher defect densities are increasingly

unlikely. Physically, this means that high defect densities are restricted to small regions of a wafer.

0 D

1/2D

1/D

g(D)

2D D

FIGURE 24.2 Distribution functions for approximation of defect density distribution.
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The exponential distribution function can be used to represent severe clustering in small regions of a

wafer. The resulting yield formula for this distribution function is as follow:

Y ¼ 1

1þ A�D
(24:6)

24.2.1.4 Stapper’s Model

Stapper [10] used a Gamma distribution, which led to the following yield formula

Y ¼ 1þ As2

�D

� ���D2=s2

(24:7)

where s2 is the variance of Gamma distribution function. The parameter �D2=s2 can be used to account

for defect clustering. By varying this parameter, the model covers the entire range of yield predictions.

The larger variance means more clustering of defects. If the parameter is equal to 1, this yield model

reduces to the Price formula (exponential weighting). On the contrary, for s2¼ 0, it becomes the

Poisson formula (no clustering). The value of the clustering parameter must be experimentally deter-

mined. The smaller values reflect higher yield and occur with maturity of technology.

24.2.2 Yield Distribution Model

Much work has been done in the field of yield modeling [11–30] and many results can be applied in yield

analysis; however, there is too much indistinctness in a modeling approach and too many disputes about

the correct model [16,17,19,23,24]. It appears that the main stumbling block was identification of the

yield defined as a probability of failure-free IC chip (the chip yield) with the yield defined as a ratio

between the number of failure-free chips n and the total number of chips N on a wafer (the wafer yield).

There is a major difference between these two quantities: the chip yield is a probability and can be

expressed by a number between 0 and 1, while the wafer yield is a stochastic variable and should

be expressed by its distribution function.

The final goal of yield modeling must be to predict the wafer yield, so as to enable comparison with

the production yield data. The authors have proposed a yield model that does not require any defect

density distribution function but is completely based on the test chip yield measurement and can predict

the wafer yield as a distribution [31].

24.2.2.1 Chip Yield

Using corresponding in-line measurements of the test chip yields Yti , defined as a ratio between the

number of failure-free test chips and the total number of test chips in a given wafer area, the IC chip

yield, associated with the ith critical process step, can be directly predicted. A typical test chip containing

MOS capacitors, diodes, transistors, long conducting lines, and chains of contacts is shown in Fig. 24.3.

The IC chip yield will differ from the test chip yield due to the difference in the critical area. So, if a ratio

between the IC chip and test chip critical areas is given by Aci=Ati, and the wafer area can be divided into

m subareas with approximately uniform distribution of defects, the IC chip yield can be determined

by [14,31]

Ycil ¼ Y
Aci=Ati

til (24:8)

where l denotes the corresponding subarea. If a control wafer area has been divided into subareas in the

same way for each critical process step, the final IC chip yield is given by
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Ycl ¼
Yk

i¼1

Ycil for l ¼ 1,2, . . . ,m (24:9)

where k is the total number of critical process steps, i.e., the total number of yield loss mechanisms;

however, the chip yield is not enough for complete yield characterization, and the wafer yield Yi should

be predicted as well.

24.2.2.2 Wafer Yield

As far as only ith critical process step is considered, there is no need to explore the very yield distribution

function, but it is enough to determine its parameters: the mean and variance. The parameters of wafer

yield distribution function are given by [31]

Y i ¼
Xm

l¼1

CilYcil (24:10)

s2
Yi
¼ 1

N

Xm

l¼1

CilYcil(1� Ycil) (24:11)

where Cil is equal to lth subarea divided by the total wafer area. At the end, the final wafer yield should

be modeled as well. It is obvious that parameters of the final wafer yield distribution can be calculated

by [31]

Y ¼
Xm

l¼1

ClYcl (24:12)

s2
Y ¼ 1

N

Xm

l¼1

ClYcl(1� Ycl) (24:13)

In the most complex case, summations should be done for each IC chip from the wafer separately,

with Cil¼ 1=N; however, when there is a large number of chips on a wafer, this procedure is too

cumbersome and the following approximations can be used:

FIGURE 24.3 Test chip containing test structures.
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�Y ¼
Yk

i¼1

Y i (24:14)

s2
Y ¼

Yk

i¼1

(s2
Yi
þ Y

2

i )�
Yk

i¼1

Y i

 !2
(24:15)

The wafer yield distribution itself can be obtained by Monte Carlo simulation [12], with a simulation

cycle consisting of:

. Calculation of the final chip yield of each chip (Eq. 24.9)

. Decision of acceptance or rejection for each chip using a uniform pseudo-random number

. Adding up of the number of failure-free chips on a wafer

In some specific cases, the distribution of wafer yield can be approximated by known distribution

functions. For example, if the total number of chips on a wafer is large (N> 30), a Gaussian (normal)

distribution function can be used as an approximation:

f (Y ) ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p

p
sY

exp � (Y � Y )2

2s2
Y

� �
(24:16)

This distribution function cannot be used when the chip size increase is not accompanied by

corresponding increase of the wafer size, and the total number of chips on a wafer is small. Then we

can apply for approximation a binomial distribution function given by

f Y ¼ n

N

� �
¼ N

n

� �
Yn
c (1� Yc)

N�n (24:17)

where Yc is the value of final chip yield calculated by expression (Eq. 24.9). Because of the small number

of chips on a wafer, the clustering of defects cannot be recognized and the values of final chip yields Ycl
are very close to each other.

24.2.3 Critical Area Models

Yield models generally require the estimation of IC critical area associated with each type of catastrophic

defects, i.e., each type of primitive failures. Examples of the defects include point defects (pinholes in

insulator layers, dislocations, etc.) and lithographic defects (spots on IC chip). Some of these defects are

shown in Fig. 24.4.

24.2.3.1 Critical Area for Point Defects

Two most significant types of primitive failures in ICs related to their layer structure are a vertical short

of two horizontal conducting layers through oxide (caused by a pinhole) and a leakage current increase

(due to defects of silicon crystal lattice in the depletion region of p-n junction). The critical area for both

of them can be defined as an overlap area of layout patterns from different IC conducting layers (silicon,

polysilicon, or metal), i.e., IC mask layers [32]. Consider a domain shown in Fig. 24.5, where two layout

patterns from two different mask layers are overlapping. If (x1,y1) and (x2,y2) denote canonical

coordinates of overlap area, an overlap area A1 is given by

Al ¼ (x2 � x1)(y2 � y1) (24:18)

In the case of defects in the depletion region of p-n junction, it is needed to calculate a vertical part of

overlap area Av as well. The following expression is used for this calculation:
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Av ¼ 2z[(x2 � x1)þ (y2 � y1)] (24:19)

where z is the depth of p-n junction. The total critical area for point defects Ap is equal to a sum of the

lateral part Al and the vertical part Av.

24.2.3.2 Critical Area for Lithographic Defects

Lithographic defects are extra and missing material spots on IC caused by particles and mask defects.

The sizes of these defects are comparable to critical dimensions of IC layout patterns and, therefore, they

can result in short and open circuits. The critical area for both of them can be defined as an area in which

the center of a defect must fall to cause one of these failures. If the assumption of circular defects is valid,

the critical area is a function of the defect diameter x. Consider the examples shown in Fig. 24.6. An

example in Fig. 24.6a shows two geometrical objects of a circuit layout from the same mask layer and the

equivalent critical area for shortening them. Moreover, an example in Fig. 24.6b shows a geometrical

object of a circuit layout and the equivalent critical area for opening it. We have proposed the following

expression [33]:

A0
s (x) ¼

x � s

8

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 � s2

p
þ x2

4
arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � s

2x

r
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � s

2x

r
cos arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � s

2x

r� �
(24:20)
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P+-Si
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D6D5
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D4
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SiO2
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D7D0

D9

D1

D2

D5

FIGURE 24.4 Point and lithographic defects in IC chip.

(X1, Y1)2

(x1, y1)

(x2, y2)

(X2, Y2)1

(X2, Y2)2

overlapping
area

z

(X1,Y1)1

FIGURE 24.5 Definition of IC critical area for point defects.
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for the definition of the circular part of the critical area for shortening two geometrical objects, and the

expression [33]:

A0
o(x) ¼

x � w

8

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 � w2

p
þ x2

4
arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � w

2x

r
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � w

2x

r
cos arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � w

2x

r� �
(24:21)

for the definition of the circular part of the critical area for opening a geometrical object, where x is the

defect diameter, s is the spacing between objects, w is the width of an object, and x � s, w. The total

critical areas can be calculated by

As(x) ¼ L(x � s)þ x � s

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 � s2

p
þ x2 arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � s

2x

r
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � s

2x

r
cos arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � s

2x

r� �
(24:22)

Ao(x) ¼ L(x � w)þ x � w

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 � w2

p
þ x2 arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � w

2x

r
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � w

2x

r
cos arcsin

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x � w

2x

r� �
(24:23)

where L is the length of objects.

AB = x − s; GA = GC = sinα x/2; GE = cosα x/2

CD = CE = x/2; DF = s/2;  CF 2 = x2/4 − s2/4

 2GA  2 =  AC  2 = +
(x−s)2

4

x(x−s)

2
− =

x2

4

s2

4

AB = x − w; GA = GC = sinα x/2; GE = cosα x/2

CD = CE = x/2; DF = w/2;  CF  2 = x2/4 − w2/4

E

F
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C 

(a)

(b)

D

αC w

x/2

x/2

G
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B

F
E

D
s

x/2
x/2

 2GA  2 =  AC  2 = +
(x−w)2

4

x(x−w)

2
− =

x2

4

w2

4

a

FIGURE 24.6 Definition of IC critical area for lithographic defects.
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The estimation of the critical area associated with lithographic defects requires averaging with respect

to the defect size distribution as follows [3]:

A ¼
ð1

0

A(x)h(x)dx (24:24)

where A(x) (As(x) or Ao(x)) is the critical area associated with defects of a given size, and h(x) is the

defect size distribution. A Gamma distribution function (Fig. 24.7) is used to describe the defect size

distribution [34,35]:

h(x) ¼ xa�1 exp (� x=b)

G(a)ba (24:25)

Parameters a and b are the fitting parameters that can be determined from the measured data from

the following expressions:

M(X) ¼ ab ¼
Xk

j¼1

xj fj (24:26)

D(x) ¼ ab2 ¼
Xk

j¼1

x2j fj �
Xk

j¼1

xj fj

 !2

(24:27)

whereM(x) and D(x) are the mean and variance of the measured defect size distribution, xj is the middle

of jth interval, and fj is the normalized number of defects with the size fallen into jth interval.

24.3 Critical Area Extraction

To facilitate failure simulations and IC yield predictions, the layout information such as minimum

spacing and widths, and the critical areas for conducting layers must be extracted. An extractor to obtain

the above layout information automatically is needed. Typical layout extraction approaches [36,37]

extract the desired information for the entire circuit at once in a global way; however, due to the

methodology requirements of the local failure simulators [38–56] as well as a visual inspection of the

critical areas [45,47,55], it is convenient to have an extractor where performance is optimized for local

layout extraction. To achieve this goal, the described critical area models and internal data structures are

used for storing the geometrical objects (rectangles) of a circuit layout and these critical areas.

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0.0
0 2 4 6

x

h(x)

8 10 12

FIGURE 24.7 Empirical defect size distribution (histogram) and defect size distribution approximated by Gamma

distribution function (dashed line).
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In this section, a local critical area extraction approach is described. Moreover, an extraction

algorithm and implementation details for both the front-end and back-end of the extraction system

are presented.

24.3.1 Local Extraction Approach

The canonical coordinates of the critical area for point defects, i.e., overlap area of layout patterns from

two IC conducting layers A1 (Fig. 24.5) have already been defined. These coordinates can be simply

extracted from the canonical coordinates of overlapping layout patterns (rectangles) as follow:

x1 ¼ max (X11 ,X12 ) (24:28)

x2 ¼ min (X21 ,X22 ) (24:29)

y1 ¼ max (Y11 ,Y12 ) (24:30)

y2 ¼ min (Y21 ,Y22 ) (24:31)

Canonical coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) are defined for a geometrical representation of the equivalent

critical areas for lithographic defects by considering examples shown in Fig. 24.8. Consequently, canonical

coordinates of the equivalent critical area for shortening two geometrical objects, in the case of s¼max

(Y11, Y12)�min(Y21, Y22), can be obtained by making use of the following expressions [33]:

x1 ¼ max (X11 ,X12 )�
2As0 (x)

x � s
(24:32)

x2 ¼ min (X21 ,X22 )þ
2As0 (x)

x � s
(24:33)

y1 ¼ min (Y21 ,Y22 )� (x=2� s) (24:34)

y2 ¼ max (Y11 ,Y12 )þ (x=2� s) (24:35)

but, in the case of s¼max(X11
, X12

)�min(X21
,X22

), by making use of the expressions [33]:

x1 ¼ min (X21 ,X22 )� (x=2� s) (24:36)

(X1, Y1)2

(X2, Y2)2

x/2

(a)

(b)

(X2, Y2)1

(X2, Y2)

(X1, Y1)1

(X1, Y1)

(x1, y1)

(x1, y1)

(x2, y2)

(x2, y2)

s

w

x/2

FIGURE 24.8 Definition of canonical coordinates of the equivalent critical area for shorts (a) and opens (b).
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x2 ¼ max (X11 ,X12 )þ (x=2� s) (24:37)

y1 ¼ max (Y11 ,Y12 )�
2As0 (x)

x � s
(24:38)

y2 ¼ min (Y21 ,Y22 )þ
2As0 (x)

x � s
(24:39)

Canonical coordinates of the equivalent critical area for opening a geometrical object, in the case of

w¼Y2�Y1, are given by the expressions [33]:

x1 ¼ X1 � 2Ao0 (x)

x � w
(24:40)

x2 ¼ X2 þ 2Ao0 (x)

x � w
(24:41)

y1 ¼ Y1 � (x=2� w) (24:42)

y2 ¼ Y2 þ (x=2� w) (24:43)

and, in the case of w¼X2�X1, by the expressions [33]:

x1 ¼ X1 � (x=2� w) (24:44)

x2 ¼ X2 þ (x=2� w) (24:45)

y1 ¼ Y1 � 2Ao0 (x)

x � w
(24:46)

y2 ¼ Y2 þ 2Ao0 (x)

x � w
(24:47)

The simplest way to extract the critical area for shortening and opening geometrical objects is the

comparison of a geometrical object to all the other geometrical objects. This is computationally prohibi-

tive in the case of modern ICs that can contain millions of transistors due to itsO(n2) performance, where

n is the total number of objects. Therefore, algorithms that enable efficient processing of geometrical

objects and minimization of the number of comparisons between object pairs must be used. These

algorithms are more complex than O(n) and their complexity determines the CPU time and memory

consumption.

Two main types of methods are used to scan objects in an IC layout: raster-scan based algorithm [57]

and edge-based scan-line algorithm [58]. In raster-scan algorithms, the chip is examined in a raster-scan

order (left to right, top to bottom) looking through an I-shaped window containing three raster

elements. The main advantage is simplicity, but a lot of time is wasted scanning over grid squares

where no information is to be gained. It further requires that all geometry be aligned with the grid. Edge-

based scan-line algorithms divide the chip into a number of horizontal strips where the state within the

strip does not change in the vertical direction. Change in state occurs only at the interface between two

strips. At the interface, the algorithm steps through the list of objects touching the scan-line and makes

the necessary updates to state. One of the main advantages of these algorithms over the raster-scan

algorithms is that empty space and large device structures are extracted easily. Because scan-line

algorithms are superior to raster-scan algorithms, a typical scan-line algorithm is used with a list for

storing the incoming objects where the top edges coincide with the scan-line. Then every object in this

list is sorted and inserted into another list called active list [32]. In the meantime, layout extractions are

carried out by comparison of the object being inserted to other objects in the active list. An object then

exits the active list when the scan-line is at or below its bottom edge.
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24.3.2 Data Structures

The choice of a data structure for efficient geometrical object representation plays an important role. The

local extraction methodology is chosen, so a good candidate for the data structure requires a fast region

query operation and reasonable memory consumption. Many data structures are suggested for the local

extraction purposes. Among them, singly linked list, bin, k-d tree, and quad tree have been used most often

[59–61]. A singly linked list is the most memory efficient but has the slowest region query performance.

Conversely, a bin structure has the fast region query but consumes the most memory space. Both k-d tree

and quad tree reside in the middle and have a trade-off between speed and memory space. The layout

information can be obtained by manipulating any efficient local extraction algorithm on the geometrical

objects stored in internal data structure.

Two kinds of data structures are needed for the critical area extraction. The first one is used for

efficient object representation in the active list. To minimize the number of comparisons between

object pairs, a suitable structure should be developed so that extraction can be performed as locally as

possible. A singly linked list is chosen for the active list not only for its simplicity, but also for its

speed and memory efficiency [32,62]. The chosen singly linked list and corresponding data structure

are described in Fig. 24.9a. It contains fields X1, X2, Y1, and Y2, which represent the coordinates of the

left, right, bottom, and top edges of a rectangle, respectively, and three additional fields called layer,

rect, and mk used to indicate the layer number, the rectangle number, and the rectangles of the

same pattern. The comparisons between active rectangles stored in the active list can be carried out as

locally as possible by examining the sorted coordinates of rectangles. The second data structure is

used for a list of coordinates of the critical areas (Fig. 24.9b). It contains fields x1, x2, y1, and y2, which

represent the coordinates of the left, right, bottom, and top edges of the critical area, respectively, and

a field Ap, As, or Ao, which represents the value of critical area itself. This data structure also includes

four additional fields called layer 1, layer 2, rect 1 and rect 2 used to indicate the layer and rectangle

numbers.

next

next

layer 2

layer 1

rect 2

rect 1

layer

mk

rect

(a) (b)

X1

x1

x2

y1

y2

Ap, As, or Ao

X2

Y1

Y2

FIGURE 24.9 Data structure for a geometrical object representation in the active list (a) and data structure for

critical area representation (b).
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24.3.3 Extraction Algorithm

The main tasks of described approach are to find out all pairs of overlapping rectangles from two IC

mask layers, to determine canonical coordinates of their overlap areas (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), and to

compute the critical areas by making use of Eqs. 24.18 and 24.19 or, in the case of extraction of

the critical areas for lithographic defects, to find out all objects narrower than the largest defect with

the diameter xmax, all pairs of objects with a spacing between them shorter than the largest defect

diameter xmax, to determine canonical coordinates of the critical areas (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) for the largest

defect diameter xmax, and to compute the critical areas by making use of the expression (24.24).

Therefore, an algorithm has been developed for local critical area extraction based upon the scan-line

method for scanning the sorted geometrical objects and the singly linked list for representation of the

active list of geometrical objects. The main steps of the algorithm are as follows [32,62].

24.3.3.1 Algorithm

. Input : a singly linked list of rectilinearly oriented rectangles sorted according to the top edges

from top to bottom from two different IC mask layers (i.e., from the same IC mask layer in the

case of extraction of the critical areas for lithographic defects).

. Output : overlap areas between rectangles from two different IC mask layers (i.e., the critical areas

for opens and shorts between rectangles from the same IC mask layer).

1. Set the scan-line to the top of the first rectangle from input list.

2. WHILE (the scan-line � the top of the last rectangle from input list)

1. Update an active list called SOR;

2. Fetch rectangles from input list whose the top coincides with the scan-line and store them in a

singly linked list called TR;

3. Update the scan-line;

4. FOR each new rectangle in TR

1. Seek=Left sorts the new rectangle and inserts it into SOR, computes Al and Av (i.e., As0, As,

Ao0, and Ao) for the new rectangle and rectangles from SOR left to it, and computes and

stores the coordinates of overlap areas in a singly linked list (i.e., the coordinates of critical

areas for short and open circuits in two singly linked lists);

2. Seek=Right computes Al and Av (i.e., As0, As, Ao0, and A0) for the last inserted rectangle into

SOR and rectangles from SOR right to it, and computes and stores the coordinates of

overlap areas in a singly linked list (i.e., the coordinates of critical areas for short and open

circuits in two singly linked lists);

3. Write the critical areas into output files.

The scanning process starts with setting the scan-line to the top edge of the first rectangle from input list.

The second step is a loop for updating the active list and moving the scan-line. To update rectangles in

SOR, substep 2.1 of the above algorithm performs comparison between the current scan-line and the

bottom edges of rectangles in SOR. If the bottom edge of a rectangle is above the current scan-line for a

threshold value (in the case of critical areas for lithographic defects, the largest defect diameter xmax) or

more, a rectangle will be deleted from SOR. This guarantees that the critical areas for short circuit

between any two rectangles in the y-direction can be detected. Substep 2.2 makes a singly linked list TR

contained rectangles with the same y-coordinates of the top edges. This step enables to sort rectangles

according to the x-coordinate of the left edge. The y-coordinate of the next scan-line (substep 2.3) is

equal to the top edge of the next rectangle in input list. Substep 2.4 sorts and inserts each new rectangle

from TR into the SOR active list, and computes and stores the critical areas in output lists. The last step

of the algorithm writes the content of output lists, i.e., coordinates of the critical areas (x1, y1) and

(x2, y2), as well as values of the critical areas Ap, As or Ao in output files.

Procedure Seek=Left takes the new rectangle from TR and the SOR active list as inputs and reports

the critical areas as output. Rectangles are sorted by the comparison of their left edge coordinates X1s.
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The sorted rectangles are stored in the active list SOR. Procedure Seek=Right takes the last inserted

rectangle into SOR and SOR itself as input and reports the critical areas as output. In a loop of this

procedure, the place of the last inserted rectangle *SOR is checked first by the comparison of its right

edge coordinate X2 with the left edge coordinate X1 of the current SOR rectangle. It enables to end this

loop earlier.

Note that geometrical objects (rectangles) from two IC mask layers have to be stored in the active list

during extraction of the overlap areas. In the contrary, geometrical objects from only one IC mask layer

have to be stored in this list during extraction of the critical areas for lithographic defects. A simple

example illustrating the proposed algorithm is described in Fig. 24.10. The figure presents rectangles in

the active list with scan-lines shown in sequence. When the scan-line reaches the position S1, the newest

rectangle in SOR is the rectangle 6. In the meantime, the critical area for opening this rectangle and the

critical areas for shortening it with the rectangles 3 and 4 are computed. As the scan-line moves down, its

next stopping position is S2. Now the newest rectangle in the active list is the rectangle 7. In the same

time, the rectangle 4 exits the active list because the spacing between its bottom edge and the current

scan-line is greater than a threshold value (xmax). By making use of the described algorithm, the critical

areas related to point and lithographic defects for any IC can be extracted.

24.3.4 Implementation and Performance

The layout extraction starts from the layout description in CIF format and ends by reporting the critical

areas for point or lithographic defects. In our case, this procedure is done through software system,

which consists of three tools. The previous algorithm is only dedicated to the back-end of the entire

system and is implemented in a program called EXACCA (EXtrActor of Chip Critical Area). The

structure of this system is shown in Fig. 24.11.

24.3.4.1 Transformer of CIF (TRACIF)

The front-end of system is a technology-independent processor for transforming IC layout description

from the unrestricted to a restricted format TRACIF [63]. The unrestricted format can contain

overlapping rectangles, as well as rectangles making bigger rectangles from the same IC mask layer;

however, an internal restricted geometric representation should contain a set of nonoverlapping

R 3
L 4

R 4
L 4

R 7
L 4

S1

S1: (3,4) (4,4) (6,4)

S2: (3,4) (6,4) (7,4)

S2 L 4
R 6

threshold

FIGURE 24.10 Scan-lines with rectangles in the active list.

CIF file Sorted lists Crit. areas Visual pres.
GRAPHEXACCATRACIF

FIGURE 24.11 Software system for extraction of IC critical areas.
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rectangles that about only along horizontal edges. Two important properties are part of the restricted

format:

. Coverage—Each point in the x-y plane is contained in exactly one rectangle. In general, a plane

may contain many different types of rectangles.

. Strip—Patterns of the same IC mask layer are represented with horizontal rectangles (strips) that

are as wide as possible, then as tall as possible. The strip structure provides a canonical form for

the database and prevents it from fracturing into a large number of small rectangles.

TRACIF takes a CIF file as input and generates files containing geometrical objects (rectangles) defined

by the canonical coordinates of each IC cell and mask layer as outputs. Thus, the outputs of TRACIF are

lists of sorted rectangles according to the top edges from top to bottom. TRACIF can handle Manhattan

shaped objects and consists of about 800 lines of C code. Therefore, TRACIF is capable to perform the

layout description transformation hierarchically. Namely, TRACIF transforms a CIF file to the restricted

format in a hierarchical way and makes different files for different cells and layers. This feature is

desirable because most of the modern IC designs exploit the technique of design hierarchy. Within this

design methodology, the layout extraction is only required once for each layout cell. Here, the results of

transforming CIF file of IC chip that was designed using double metal CMOS process will be presented.

The total number of rectangles before and after processing, as well as the CPU time needed for

transforming this CIF file by TRACIF on Silicon Graphics Indy workstation are shown in Table 24.1.

TABLE 24.1 Processing Time and Number of Objects

before and after Transformation of CIF File by TRACIF

IC Cell

Rec. No. Before

Processing

Rec. No. After

Processing

CPU

Time (s)

buf.CO 394 394 1.164

buf.ME 58 37 0.014

buf.NP 203 14 0.033

buf.NW 102 2 0.014

buf.PO 44 41 0.017

buf.PP 200 14 0.031

buf.TO 414 40 0.130

buf.VI 11 11 0.006

chi.CO 2 2 0.006

chi.ME 199 108 0.108

chi.PO 4 4 0.006

chi.VI 67 67 0.021

exo.CO 63 63 0.027

exo.ME 3 3 0.006

exo.NP 35 2 0.006

exo.NW 21 1 0.006

exo.PO 45 21 0.009

exo.PP 35 2 0.006

exo.TO 73 18 0.012

exo.VI 2 2 0.006

ful.ME 30 9 0.007

ful.PO 4 4 0.006

ful.VI 6 6 0.006

hal.CO 2 2 0.006

hal.ME 88 58 0.025

hal.PO 5 4 0.006

hal.VI 27 27 0.008

hig.ME 7 3 0.006

hig.PA 1 1 0.006

hig.VI 1 1 0.006
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24.3.5 EXtrActor of Chip Critical Area (EXACCA)

EXACCA takes the sorted rectangles and starts the critical area extraction by using the proposed

algorithm. EXACCA can handle Manhattan-type objects and consists of about 2000 lines of C code.

The outputs of EXACCA are lists of the critical areas for point or lithographic defects. Software tool

GRAPH performs the visual presentation of the critical areas. Pictorial examples of the layouts and

snapshots of the corresponding critical areas are shown in Figs. 24.12. and 24.13. Precision of a visual

presentation of the critical areas is limited by the error made in approximation of the circular parts by

rectangular subareas.

To analyze the performance of the algorithm, an idealized model is used. If there are n uniformly

distributed rectangles in a region of interest, there will be around
p
n rectangles, on an average, in each

scan-line. Based upon this model, the time complexity of the algorithm is analyzed. Step 1 in the

algorithm is trivial and takes a constant time. Step 2 is a loop with, on an average,
p
n elements under

which four substeps are required. Substeps 2.1 and 2.2 take O(
p
n) expected time due to the

p
n length

of elements in SOR and TR. Substep 2.3 takes a constant time. Substep 4 has
p
n elements in a loop,

under which sub-substeps 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 takeO(
p
n). Hence, substep 4 takesO(n) time. As a result, step 2

takes O(n
p
n) time. Note that the critical areas As and Ao are calculated using Simpson’s method for

numerical integration with the x-resolution 0.1 mm. Finally, step 3 takes a constant time. From

the previous idealized analysis, the complexity of this algorithm is CO(n
p
n), where C is a constant.

FIGURE 24.12 Layout of two metal layers of operational amplifier and corresponding critical (overlap) areas.
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The approaches used in [41,42,44] promise O(n log n) performance, even though authors note that the

actual consumption of CPU time is a very intensive.

Because today’s VLSI circuits can contain up to 10 million transistors, the limitation of memory

resources places an important role on extraction efficiency. To avoid running out of memory, special-

coding techniques have to be employed. These techniques decrease the extraction efficiency, particularly

for very big circuits. In general, this memory limitation problem affects the algorithms regardless of

which data structure is used for the node representation of the active list. However, a singly linked list

suffers the least due to its memory efficiency. Thus, a list structure is preferred as far as memory space is

concerned. The memory consumption of EXACCA is proportional to
p
n.

Here, the simulated results of five examples, which were designed using double metal CMOS process,

will be presented. The number of rectangles, as well as the CPU time of EXACCA on Silicon Graphics

Indy workstation for these five IC layouts called chip, counter4, counter6, counter8, and counter10 are

shown in Table 24.2. The extraction speed is illustrated by the analysis of CPU times needed for the

computation of critical areas for short and open circuits for five values of the largest defect diameter

xmax. The extraction results show that a CPU time increases as the diameter of largest defect increases.

Namely, the increase of the largest defect diameter means a greater threshold for updating the active list

and, consequently, a greater number of rectangles in the active list. The increase of the number of

(a)

FIGURE 24.13 Layout of metal 1 of input pad and corresponding critical areas for shorts (a) and opens (b).

(continued )
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comparisons between rectangle pairs causes a corresponding increase of the critical area extraction time.

As can be seen from Table 24.2, one of the most important advantages of the proposed extraction

algorithm and corresponding data structures is the ability to process large layouts in a relatively short

CPU time.

24.3.5.1 Applications

EXACCA ensures the microscopic layout information needed for more detailed analysis. Thus, the

output of EXACCA may be used for any IC yield simulation system and design rule checking system.

(b)

FIGURE 24.13 (continued)

TABLE 24.2 Critical Area Extraction Time (in seconds) on Silicon

Graphics Indy Workstation for Five Values of xmax

Integrated

Circuit

Number of

Rectangles 10 mm 12 mm 14 mm 16 mm 18 mm

chip 4125 65.1 83.7 89.4 97.8 112.0

counter4 11637 342.4 379.5 406.7 459.9 503.1

counter6 19503 600.2 631.4 685.5 792.6 885.9

counter8 24677 897.6 954.2 1083.6 1217.8 1399.8

counter10 30198 1116.0 1338.1 1542.2 1689.5 1880.3
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Also, our software system is useful for the classical yield models that require knowing the critical area of

an IC chip. Caution should be taken in this case as the total critical area of a chip must be computed by

finding the union of (not by adding) the critical areas. Regardless of the fact that this section has focused

only on the extraction of critical areas, EXACCA can also be easily modified for the extraction of

parasitic effects. Although the critical areas are required for the simulation of functional failures, the

extraction of parasitic effects can be used for the simulation of performance failures.

This software system is capable to perform the critical area extraction hierarchically. Namely, TRACIF

is capable to transform a CIF file to sorted lists in a hierarchical way. This feature is desirable since most

of the modern IC designs exploit the technique of design hierarchy. Within this design methodology, the

critical area extraction is only required once for each layout cell. Therefore, CPU time can be reduced

significantly for extracting the critical areas of an IC with many duplicates of single cells. Following the

design hierarchy, it can be used to predict and characterize yields of future products in order to decide

about improvements in the corresponding layout cells that enable the desired yield.

24.4 Yield Forecast

By making use of the yield distribution model (see Section 24.2.2) and the software system TRACIF=

EXACCA=GRAPH (see Section 24.3.4), yields associated with each defect type can be calculated and a

sophisticated selection of IC types can be undertaken.

24.4.1 Yield Calculations

An example of the characterization of IC production process is given in Table 24.3 (for point defects)

and Table 24.4 (for lithographic defects). The critical processes listed in these tables were assumed to

be responsible for the yield loss in double metal CMOS

production process and were accompanied by in-line yield

measurements made on the corresponding test structures,

and the consequent yield analysis. The critical areas of test

structures are in mm2.

TRACIF=EXACCA=GRAPH system ensures, for the

yield model, the critical area of IC (for given defect type)

as a union of all local critical areas. Here, the simulated

results for the IC chip, which was designed using double

metal CMOS process, will be presented. The critical areas

for five cells of this IC called inpad, ota, buffer, selector, and

exor are shown in Tables 24.5 and 24.6. The numbers in

parentheses denote how many times the corresponding cell

appears in the circuit layout. As can be seen from Table

24.5, the critical areas for point defects (in mm2) are

defined as overlap areas of the corresponding mask layers.

The first three are for defects of silicon crystal lattice in the

depletion region of p-n junction and the second three are

for pinholes in thin and CVD oxides.

Also, the critical areas for lithographic defects in Table

24.6 (in mm2) can be divided into two groups. The first one

consists of the critical areas for shorts and the second one

contains the critical areas for opens.

The wafer yield predictions are shown in Table 24.7 (for

point defects) and Table 24.8 (for lithographic defects). The

total number of chips in a wafer was N¼ 870 and

Cil¼Cl¼ 1=2. The critical areas are calculated as a sum of

TABLE 24.3 Yield Measurements

for Point Defects

Critical Process Ati Yti1 Yti2

NWI .4265 .9754 .9861

PPI .0072 .9960 .9980

NPI .0072 .9980 .9980

TOX 1 .9613 .8547

CVD1 1 .9821 .9654

CVD2 1 .9574 .9203

TABLE 24.4 Yield Measurements

for Lithographic Defects

Critical Level Ati Yti1 Yti2

SPPI .0042 .8940 .9168

OPPI .0042 .8531 .9328

SNPI .0042 .9630 .9842

ONPI .0042 .9462 .9750

SCON .0021 .9351 .9184

OCON .0021 .9544 .9076

SPOL .0042 .8677 .8559

OPOL .0042 .9770 .9642

SME1 .0042 .8884 .8520

OME1 .0042 .9540 .9397

SME2 .0042 .7985 .8220

OME2 .0042 .8796 .9081
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TABLE 24.5 Critical Areas for Point Defects

Cell Critical

Area inp (7) ota (3) buff (3) selec (2) exor (1)

NWI .0060 .0097 .0168 — .0038

PPI=NWI .0007 .0025 .0019 — .0010

NPI .0005 .0038 .0021 — .0017

POL=TOX — .0142 .0013 — .0001

ME1=POL — .0225 .0002 0 .0002

ME2=ME1 .0126 .0118 .0002 0 0

TABLE 24.6 Critical Areas for Lithographic Defects

Cell Critical Area inp (7) ota (3) buff (3) selec (2) exor (1)

SPPI 31 0 14 — 0

OPPI 27 236 385 — 0

SNPI 0 59 16 — 0

ONPI 0 311 509 — 0

SCON 420 280 158 — 171

OCON 136 83 149 — 182

SPOL — 127 145 0 138

OPOL — 133 198 0 290

SME1 214 916 858 80 519

OME1 25 1194 880 17 531

SME2 0 56 72 0 0

OME2 176 321 387 0 28

TABLE 24.7 Yield Predictions for Point Defects

Critical Process Aci Y i @Yi

2

NWI .1253 .9943 6.51 3 10�6

PPI .0191 .9921 9.04 3 10�6

NPI .0229 .9936 7.25 3 10�6

TOX .0466 .9954 5.21 3 10�6

CVD1 .0683 .9982 2.08 3 10�6

CVD2 .1242 .9922 8.92 3 10�6

Total — .9663 3.75 3 10�5

TABLE 24.8 Yield Predictions for Lithographic

Defects

Critical Level Aci Y i @Yi

2

SPPI .000259 .9939 6.98 3 10�6

OPPI .002052 .9459 5.83 3 10�5

SNPI .000225 .9986 1.65 3 10�6

ONPI .002460 .9767 2.61 3 10�5

SCON .004425 .8520 1.45 3 10�4

OCON .001830 .9396 6.48 3 10�5

SPOL .000954 .9668 3.69 3 10�5

OPOL .001283 .9909 1.03 3 10�5

SME1 .007499 .7804 1.96 3 10�4

OME1 .006962 .9135 9.07 3 10�5

SME2 .000384 .9809 2.15 3 10�5

OME2 .003384 .9135 9.06 3 10�5

Total — .4490 2.84 3 10�4
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the corresponding critical areas of all cells. Calculations needed for getting the mean and variance of the

wafer yield related to each critical process step, as well as the mean and variance of the final wafer yield

are carried out by means of Eqs. 24.8–24.15. The values of these parameters can now be used to decide

about a possible corrective action.

24.4.2 IC Type Selection

A usual approach to the IC production control needs estimating the defect density and does not give the

opportunity for selection of IC types; however, the authors’ approach uses both yield parameters, the

mean and variance of the wafer yield distribution function, and enables sophisticated selection of IC types.

An example of the selection of CMOS IC types is given in Table 24.9 and Fig. 24.14. Six critical

processes were assumed to be responsible for the yield loss, and were accompanied by in-line yield

measurements and the consequent yield analysis. It can be seen from Table 24.9 that in this particular

example, the yield associated with pþ-diffusion was much smaller than the yields of the other process

steps and, therefore, was the main cause of the wafer yield loss. It is obvious that in this example an

investment in the process of pþ-diffusion would be extremely beneficial. An investment made to

improve the process of pþ-diffusion (enhancement of the process cleanliness, etc.) resulted in the

final wafer yield increase of over 10%. Such a yield improvement could not be achieved by any

investment in any other critical process step.

The usual approach to the IC production control is based on the defect or fault density measure-

ments, and does not take into account the dependence on the complexity of a given IC type. Therefore,

the lot of wafers may be stopped regardless of the IC type. Namely, a given defect density level can enable

a decent yield (and price) of simpler IC chips, but it may not be sufficient to achieve the desired yield

TABLE 24.9 Yield Prediction Results

Wafer Yield Yi

Critical Process Chip 1 Chip 2

1. p�-diffusion 0.952 0.884

2. pþ-diffusion 0.845=0.928* 0.671=0.792*

3. nþ-diffusion 0.966 0.897

4. Gate oxide formation 0.993 0.978

5. Photoprocess contacts 0.984 0.949

6. Photoprocess metal 0.958 0.867

Final wafer yield Y 0.727=0.799* 0.428=0.505*

*after investment in pþ-diffusion process.

Chip 1

A2 = 0.179 mm2

Chip 2

A2 = 0.566 mm2

Y2

0.35
0.85

2.15

0.92

0 01 1

s2
 (10−4)

y
2

Y2 s2
 (10−4)y
2

FIGURE 24.14 Example of IC type selection.
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and price of more complex IC chips. The approach considered in this paper does not suffer of described

disadvantage. Moreover, it can be used to forecast and characterize yields of future products in order to

decide about investments that enable the desired final IC production yield.

In the considered example of production of IC Chip1, it is estimated that the mean and variance of the

wafer yield associated with pþ-diffusion should be higher than 0.92 and lower than 3.53 10�5, respect-

ively, in order to ensure the acceptable value of the final wafer yield. It can be seen from Fig. 24.14 that the

currently established pþ-diffusion process fulfills the imposed requirements; however, in the case of

production of IC Chip2, the same defect density associated with the pþ-diffusion process has resulted

in the mean of the wafer yield 0.792 and its variance 2.233 10�4, both of them being out of estimated

limits presented in Fig. 24.14. Therefore, in order to achieve the competitive price with a possible

production of more complex IC Chip2, a further investment in pþ-diffusion process should be made.

24.5 Summary

Basic IC yield models (Murphy’s approach) and yield parameters (test structure yield, chip yield, and

wafer yield) are presented. Both defect density and defect size distributions are described. Using

corresponding in-line measurements of the test structure yields, the chip yield, associated with the ith

critical process step, is directly calculated; however, the chip yield is not sufficient for complete yield

characterization, and the wafer yield, defined as a ratio between the number of failure-free chips and the

total number of chips on a wafer, is predicted as well. We define the wafer yield as a distribution with two

statistical parameters: the mean and variance.

A local layout extraction approach for hierarchical extraction of the IC critical areas for point and

lithographic defects is described. The authors propose new expressions for definition of the circular

parts of critical areas for shorts and opens between IC patterns. Also, the Gamma distribution is

proposed as an approximation of the measured lithographic defect size distribution for estimating of

the average critical area. It is shown that the Gamma distribution provides good agreement with the

measured data, thus leading to a precise estimation of the critical area. Canonical coordinates (x1, y1)

and (x2, y2) have been defined for a geometrical representation of the equivalent critical areas for

shortening two geometrical objects and opening a geometrical object. Two kinds of data structures are

used for the critical area extraction. The first one is used for efficient object representation in the active

list. A singly linked list is chosen for the active list not only for its simplicity, but also for its speed and

memory efficiency. The second data structure is used for a list of coordinates of the critical areas. The

extraction of critical areas is carried out by an algorithm that solves this problem time proportional

to n
p
n, on average, where n is the total number of the analyzed geometrical objects (rectangles).

This algorithm is a typical scan-line algorithm with singly linked lists for storing and sorting the

incoming objects. The performance of the authors’ algorithm is illustrated on five layout examples by

the analysis of CPU time consumed for computing the critical areas applying a software tool system

TRACIF=EXACCA=GRAPH.

The chip and wafer yields associated with each critical process step (i.e., each defect type) are

determined by making use of the above-described approach. The final wafer yield predictions are

made as well. An example of such a characterization of IC production process is described. It is

shown that the proposed approach can be used for modeling yield loss mechanisms and forecasting

effects of investments that are required in order to ensure a competitive yield of ICs. Our approach uses

both wafer yield parameters, the mean and variance, and enables sophisticated selection of IC types.
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A

Ac-coupled active-pull-down ECL (AC-APD-ECL)

circuit, 3-1

delay vs. capacitive loading for, 3-9

pull-down current waveforms of, 3-2

ACK spoofing attack, in lightweight embedded

systems, 16-16

Adaptive body biasing (ABB)

effectiveness of, 14-14–14-15

impact on die-to-die and within-die variations,

14-13–14-14

impact on within-die Vt variation, 14-15–14-16

short-channel effects, 14-13–14-14

A=D–D=A converter, 2-70, 8-4

Adder leakage current reduction, by input vector

activation, 14-12

Adder, principle of addition, 11-21

Adiabatic charging, of CMOS energy-recovery

systems, 20-2–20-3

Algorithmic analog-to-quaternary (A=Q) data

converter, 8-20–8-23

Alpha 21264, floating-point datapath clocking of, 13-14

Amplifier-based voltage integrator, 7-29

Analog and mixed designs, scan testing of, 23-7

Analog circuits, 2-68

AND flash memory, 6-8–6-9

ANSI=IEEE 1149.1 standard, 23-3–23-5

Application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC), 17-4

categories of, 9-1

designs, 12-2

infinite impulse response for, 18-5–18-6

structure impact on low-power design, 18-4–18-6

Arithmetic unit speed, 11-1

Array multipliers, 11-10–11-11, 11-28

ASTRO from Synopsys, 12-18

ATPG, see Automatic test pattern generation

ATPG tools

fault categorization, untestable and testable, 22-7–22-9

pattern generation, random and deterministic,

22-6–22-7

sequential

clock cycle excitation and propagation, 22-5

fault masking problem in, 22-5–22-6

testability of, 22-9

ATPG untestable (AU) fault class, 22-9

Automated bias control (ABC) circuit, 3-5

Automatic test equipment (ATE), 6-14

Automatic test pattern generation, 21-2–21-3

for combinational logic circuits

fault location and fault model, circuit

node for, 22-3

multiple backward tracing procedure,

AND gate, 22-4

combinational test pattern generation

scheme, 22-4

Auto power optimization, CAD tools for,

12-16–12-18

B

Back-end scan insertion, 21-3

Binary decision diagrams (BDDs), 2-23, 2-42

advantages of, 2-28

canonicity of, 2-28

decomposed, 2-31–2-32

nodes and edges, 2-25–2-26

size of, 2-28–2-29

variable ordering of, 2-28–2-30

Binary SRT divider, 11-14–11-16

Binomial distribution function, 24-6

BIST, see Built-in-Self-Test

Bit line pre-charge circuit, 7-77

Blocked (BL) fault class, 22-7

Bond and etch-back SOI (BESOI) substrates, 2-59

Boolean functions, 10-8

Booth recoding algorithm, 11-30–11-33

Boundary-scan (BS) technique

ANSI=IEEE Std. 1149.1, 23-3–23-4

BS architecture, 23-5

Boundary scan description language

design compliance, 23-7

dot one standard implementation, 23-6

Bridging faults modeling, 21-5

Broadside testing, dynamic faults, 22-11

BSDL, see Boundary scan description language

Buffer stages, see Delay elements

Built-in-Self-Test, 23-6

Bus encoding, 12-7–12-8
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B-VHDL (behavioral VHDL) description technique

design portability, 23-8

scan register insertion, 23-9

C

Cache memory, 4-10

CAD tools, 9-7

for auto power optimization, 12-16–12-18

cell sizing, 12-17–12-18

clock gating, 12-17–12-18

low-power clock tree synthesis, 12-18

multiple channel length devices, 12-18

multiple threshold voltage, 12-18

power analysis at abstraction levels, 12-16–12-17

transistor sizing, 12-17–12-18

voltage island, 12-18

Capacitive coupling, with technology scaling,

12-12–12-13

Carry lookahead adder (CLA), 11-4–11-7, 11-24–11-27

Carry-merge gate, 10-10

Carry-propagate adder (CPA), 11-12, 11-28

Carry-save adder (CSA), 11-29

Carry select adder (CSLA), 11-6, 11-8, 11-27

Carry skip adder (CSKA), 11-25

Cellular phones, 15-1

Central Limit Theorem, 19-14

Channel doping, 1-19

Channel hot electron (CHE) injection, 5-15

Charge pumps, 7-4, 7-29

Circuit delay, voltage scaling effects on, 15-5

CircuitExplorer from Synopsys, 12-17–12-18

Circuit subthreshold leakage current

steady-state leakage model of transistor

stacks, 14-9–14-10

transient model of transistor stack

leakage, 14-10

transistor stack effect, 14-7–14-9

Clarke number, 1-15

Clock-delayed domino methodology, 14-12

Clock distribution management, in

CMOS circuit, 13-14

Clocked logic gates, see Dynamic logic circuits

Clock frequency, 1-9–1-10

Clock-gating

CAD tools for, 12-17–12-18

implementation details, 12-17

technique

gate level dynamic power optimization,

12-3–12-5

granularity, 12-4–12-5

mechanics of, 12-4

for RTL, 12-3–12-5

timing requirement, 12-4

Clock-powered CMOS

clock drivers, 20-4–20-5

clock-powered logic, 20-3–20-4

design, 20-18–20-23

AC-1 and MD1, 20-19–20-23

comparison study, 20-22–22-23

driver comparison, 20-13–20-18

EDP vs. driver operating voltage, 20-18

energy vs. delay, 20-16–20-17

experimental setup, 20-14–20-15

HSPICE waveforms, 20-15–20-16

simulation results, 20-15–20-18

for energy-efficient computing, 20-1–20-24

energy-recovery latch for, 20-3, 20-5–20-7

pass-transistor logic, 20-9

precharged logic, 20-8–20-9

static logic, 20-10–20-11

resonant clock driver, 20-4–20-5

stepwise clock driver, 20-4

Clock-powered microprocessor design, 20-18–20-23

AC-1 and MD1, 20-19–20-22

comparison study, 20-22–22-23

Clock-powered signals, with CMOS logic, 20-3,

20-7–20-13

clock-powered microsystems, 20-11–20-13

precharged and pass-transistor logic,

20-11–20-12

static logic, 20-11–20-13

pass-transistor logic, 20-8–20-9

precharged logic, 20-7–20-8

pulse-to-level converter designs, 20-9–20-11

static logic, 20-9–20-11

Clock skew

for max-timing of single-phase latch-based

design, 7-43–7-44

min-timing requirement, 7-45

time borrowing of single-phase, latch-based

design, 7-44–7-45

Clustered voltage scaling (CVS), 13-8–13-9

CMOS, 1-2–1-3, 4-4

1-bit full adder, 2-6

clock-powered

driver comparison, 20-13–20-18

energy-efficient computing, 20-1–20-24

energy-recovery latch, 20-3, 20-5–20-7

resonant clock driver, 20-4–20-5

stepwise clock driver, 20-4

compound gates, 2-6

current threshold comparator, 8-7

decoding logic gates, 8-10–8-11

energy-recovery systems, 20-2

gates, 12-8, 15-1

inverter, 2-4

NAND gate and switch-level equivalent

circuits, 2-4–2-5

and pass-transistor logic (PTL), comparison of,

2-21–2-22, 2-34–2-36

positive edge triggered D flip-flop, 2-9

power consumption vs. operating frequency of, 3-10

processes, 17-2

realization in, 2-49

SRAMs cell, 5-4–5-5
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with sense amplifier and data write circuitry, 5-7

6-transistor, 5-5

synthesis of, 2-49

CMOS circuits, 13-1–13-2; see also CMOS

clock distribution management, 13-14

conditional clocking in, 13-14

supply voltage management, 13-3

dynamic voltage scaling, 13-4–13-8

multiple supply voltages, 13-8

supply switch, 13-3–13-4

theories of, 13-2

threshold voltage management, 13-8–13-14

leakage reduction, substrate bias control for,

13-8–13-11

multiple threshold voltage, 13-13–13-14

suppressing device fluctuations, substrate bias

control for, 13-12–13-13

CMOS circuits, power consumption

due to internal nodes of logic gates, 19-5–19-6,

19-10–19-13, 19-15–19-17

dynamic power component, 19-3–19-5

probabilistic techniques, 19-6

activity calculation, 19-8–19-9

considering internal nodes, 19-10–19-13

experimental results, 19-17–19-21

partitioning algorithm, 19-9–19-10

signal probability calculation, 19-7

static power component, 19-3

statistical techniques

experimental results, 19-17–19-21

power estimation due to internal nodes,

19-15–19-17

random input generator, 19-13

stopping criteria, 19-14

total average power, 19-5

CMOS design, clock-powered, 20-18–20-23

AC-1 and MD1, 20-19–20-23

comparison study, 20-22–22-23

C2MOS flip-flop

delay analysis of, 7-68–7-69

D-to-Q latency of, 7-58

timing characteristics of, 7-63

CMOS logic

clock-powered microsystems, 20-11–20-13

clock-powered signals with, 20-3, 20-7–20-13

pass-transistor logic, 20-8–20-9, 20-11–20-12

precharged logic, 20-7–20-8, 20-11–20-12

pulse-to-level converter designs, 20-9–20-11

static logic, 20-9–20-11

CMOS pass-transistor logic, 2-41; see also Double

Pass-Transistor Logic (DPL); Dual value

logic (DVL)

synthesis of, 2-46

CMOS SRAM circuits, soft error rate in, 16-14–16-15

CMOS VLSI logic circuits

categories of

dynamic logic circuits (see Dynamic logic

circuits)

static logic circuits (see Static CMOS circuit)

combinational circuits, 2-3–2-6

leakage currents in, 2-18

power dissipation of, 2-4, 2-17

realization of, 2-3

sequential circuits, 2-8–2-10

structure of, 2-4

transistor as switch, 2-2–2-3

Column decoder, 5-22, 5-25–5-26; see also Tree-based

column decoder

Column selective wordline (CSW), SRAM scheme, 18-8

CompactFlash (CF) cards, 6-11

Complementary metal oxide semiconductor, see CMOS

Complementary pass-transistor logic (CPL), 2-24, 2-39

with balanced input loads, 2-44–2-46

3-input OR=NOR circuit in, 2-46

2-input XOR=XNOR circuit in, 2-45

Complex programmable logic devices (CPLDs),

9-1, 9-4

CAD tool design flow, 9-11

Computer system

applications of, 4-3–4-5

categories of, 4-2

components of, 4-15

and integrated circuit technology, 4-3

price-performance of, 4-2

Content address memories (CAMs), 5-3

Content protection for recordable media (CPRM), 6-10

Core delivery model, core testing, 21-4

Core integration and test complexity, 21-4–21-5

Core I=O serial access, 21-5

Core isolation, 21-6–21-7

Core test language, 21-8–21-9

CPU structure

infinite impulse response for, 18-5–18-6

level impact on low-power design, 18-2–18-4

Critical area extraction

data structures, 24-12

extraction algorithm, 24-13–24-14

extractor of chip critical area (EXACCA),

24-16–24-19

implementation and performance, 24-14–24-15

local extraction approach, 24-10–24-11

Cross-coupled differential amplifier, 5-19, 5-21–5-22

Cross talk immunity, 2-72–2-73

Cross talk suppression, 2-56

CTL, see Core test language

Cu damascene, 1-20–1-21

Current mirror charge pump, 7-29

Current-mode CMOS

algorithmic analog-to-quaternary converter,

8-20–8-23

binary-to-quaternary encoder, 8-8–8-9

latched quaternary logic full adder circuit,

8-17–8-20

multiple-valued latch, 8-15–8-16

multiple-valued logic circuits, 8-6–8-7

quaternary latch circuit, 8-15–8-16
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quaternary latch output waveforms, 8-17–8-18

quaternary threshold logic full adder (QFA),

8-12–8-15

quaternary-to-binary decoder, 8-8–8-10

Current mode logic (CML), 3-11, 8-12

D

Dadda fast multiplier, 11-11–11-12; see also Wallace

fast multiplier

Data gating, switching activity reduction and, 12-5

Data structures, 24-12

Dead-band, 7-28

Decoders, 5-26

column (see Column decoder)

function of, 5-21

row (see Row decoder)

Deep submicron transistors, leakage current

mechanisms of, 14-4

Delay elements

differential, bias generator for

bias current, 7-26

differential signal conversion, 7-27

supply and substrate voltage disturbance

tracking, 7-27

single-ended

buffer delay, 7-26

symmetric loads, 7-25

Delay-locked loops

components of, 7-3–7-4

delay range, 7-6

frequency response of

closed-loop response, first order,

7-5–7-6

continuous time approximation, 7-5

input and output delay, 7-5–7-6

layout, impact of, 7-31

locking waveforms of, 7-4

loop dynamics of, 7-6

open-loop simulation of, 7-32

output jitter, cause of

input jitter, 7-19

minimization of, 7-22–7-24

square-wave supply, 7-20

substrate noise response, 7-19, 7-23–7-24

supply noise response, 7-19, 7-22–7-23

rotating phase, 7-6–7-7

self-biasing techniques, 7-31

DeMorgan’s theorems, 2-5, 5-22

Demultiplexer, 3-13

block diagram and output eye diagram, 3-14

power-delay products of, 3-15

Design over varying voltage DVS, 15-14–15-18

dynamic logic, 15-16

SRAM, 15-17–15-18

tri-state buses, 15-17

Design over voltage DVS, 15-13–15-15

circuit delay variation, 15-13–15-14

circuit design constraints, 15-13

noise margin variation, 15-14–15-15

Detected (DT) fault class, 22-8

Deterministic clock-gating (DCG) methodology, 12-5

D-flip-flops (DFF) design methodology, 17-10–17-11

Die-to-die and within-die variations, ABB and,

14-13–14-14

Differential amplifier, 5-19

Differential cascode voltage switch with the pass-gate

(DCVSPG), 2-39

Differential loop filters, 7-30

Differential signal conversion, 7-27

Digital audio tape (DAT) cartridge, 4-15

Digital circuits, low-voltage trends in, 2-66–2-67

Digital linear tape (DLT) cartridge, 4-15

Digital signal processor (DSP), 17-4, 17-7

clock cycles for, 17-15

embedded in SoCs

chip, 17-15

datapath and address unit, 17-14–17-15

MACGIC DSP, 17-13–17-14

power consumption, 17-15–17-16

features of, 17-13

infinite impulse response for, 18-5–18-6

structure level impact on low-power design,

18-4–18-6

Digital systems, device technologies and, 9-2

Digit recurrent division, 11-14

DINOR flash memory, 6-9

Direct-tunnelling leakage current, 1-12

Disk drives

characteristics over time, 4-14

cost with time, 4-13

fixed and removable pack, 4-12

Disk-on-chip (DOC), 6-15

DLLs, see Delay-locked loops

Domino circuits

embedded dual-Vt design for, 14-12–14-13

with keeper and secondary precharge device,

12-9–12-10

Domino power contention race, 12-10

Domino splitting, 12-10–12-11

Double pass-transistor logic (DPL), 2-41

complementary logic function in, 2-46

dual logic function in, 2-46

2-input XOR=XNOR circuit in, 2-46

synthesis of, 2-46–2-47

Drain current, 1-13

Drain-induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect, 12-18,

13-10–13-11, 14-1, 14-3–14-5

DRAM circuits, 2-15–2-16, 5-9–5-11

structure change, 1-23–1-24

trend of, 1-24

Dual logic functions, 2-43

Dual-phase latch-based design

complementary, max-timing and min-timing

constraints, 7-48–7-49

nonoverlapping
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complementary latch insertion, 7-46

max-timing constraint, 7-46–7-47

min-timing constraints, 7-47–7-48

timing characteristics, 7-63

Dual port SRAM, 5-8–5-9

Dual-rail pass-transistor circuits, 2-24

Dual threshold voltage dominologic gate, 14-12–14-13

Dual value logic (DVL), 2-19, 2-41–2-42

realizations of, 2-49

synthesis of, 2-48

Dynamically varying voltage, 15-5–15-7

energy efficiency improvement, 15-5–15-6

voltage scaling effects on circuit delay, 15-5

Dynamic circuit design

considerations, 12-9–12-11

power-delay curve for, 12-11–12-12

switching power optimization in, 12-9–12-11

Dynamic faults testing

broadside testing, 22-11

circuit node switching, 22-10

input pattern and scan shift operation, 22-10–22-11

test patterns for, 22-10

Dynamic logic circuits, 2-2, 2-10–2-11

Dynamic power component

charging and discharging paths, 19-4

power consumption in CMOS circuits by, 19-3–19-5

switching current spikes, 19-4

Dynamic random access memory (DRAM), 1-4,

13-3–13-4

cells, 5-9–5-11

memory devices, 4-10

Dynamic thresholdMOS (DTMOS), 2-39–2-40

Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS), 15-5, 18-9

in CMOS circuit, 13-4–13-8

components for, 15-6–15-7

design over varying voltage, 15-14–15-18

dynamic logic, 15-16

SRAM, 15-17–15-18

tri-state buses, 15-17

design over voltage, 15-13–15-15

circuit delay variation, 15-13–15-14

circuit design constraints, 15-13

noise margin variation, 15-14–15-15

effects on circuit delay, 15-5

energy efficiency, 15-11–15-12

improvement, 15-5–15-6

EVT-CMOS circuit design, 13-7–13-8

forms of, 15-18–15-19

fundamental trade-off in, 15-7

improvement for UI process, 15-9

online algorithm for discrete voltages, 16-2–16-10

optimal static algorithm for, 16-3

phase-locked loop system, 13-4, 13-6

power consumption with, 13-6–13-7

power model, 16-3–16-4

processor system, 15-7–15-12

scalability with technology, 15-7

supply-voltage processing, 13-6–13-7

system architecture, 15-7–15-8

technique to decrease energy consumption, 15-1,

15-5, 15-18

voltage converter, 15-9–15-11

voltage scheduler, 15-8–15-9

E

Edge-based scan-line algorithm, 24-11

Edge-triggered flip-flops

max-timing constraint of, 7-49–7-51

min-timing requirements in, 7-51

Eldo from MentorGraphics, 12-17

Electrically erasable programmable read only memories

(EEPROMs), 2-12, 5-17, 6-3

ELTRAN substrates, 2-59

Embedded dual-Vt design, for domino circuits,

14-12–14-13

Embedded SRAM design

bit line pre-charge circuit, 7-77, 7-79

column select circuit, 7-77–7-78

memory cell column, 7-74

memory cell stability analysis, 7-76

noise margin analysis, 7-76

N-pass transistors, sizing of, 7-75

read and write operations, 7-74

sense amplifier, 7-78–7-80

testing problems in, 7-81

write circuit, 7-78

Embedded systems; see also Lightweight embedded

systems

architecture, 16-11

energy management, 16-14–16-15

reliability

aware scheduling, 16-12–16-14

effects of energy management on, 16-14–16-15

K-terminal reliability, 16-13

models, 16-11

network and task graph models, 16-13

resource mapping, 16-10–16-12

model formulation, 16-12

reliability models, 16-11

single event upset, 16-14–16-15

task allocation with

no redundancy, 16-13

software redundancy, 16-14

transient faults, 16-14–16-15

Emitter-coupled logic (ECL) circuits, 3-1–3-2

delay vs. capacitive loading for, 3-9

gate stacking in, 3-10

power consumption vs. operating frequency of, 3-10

power dissipation and slow pull-down transition of,

3-1

supply voltage of, 3-10

three-level series gating in, 3-11

Energy-recovery (ER) latch

clock-powered CMOS, 20-3, 20-5–20-7

pass-transistor logic, 20-9
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precharged logic, 20-8–20-9

static logic, 20-10–20-11

Energy Star program of EPA, 19-2

Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA), 19-2

Epitaxial channel MOSFETs, 1-8–1-9; see also Metal

oxide semiconductor field effect transistors

(MOSFETs)

Erasable nonvolatile memory devices, 6-2–6-4

Erasable programmable read only memories (EPROM),

2-12, 6-2; see also Floating-gate avalanche

metal-oxide semiconductor (FAMOS)

drawbacks of, 5-16

floating gate transistor as, 5-14

Error correction code (ECC), 6-7, 6-14

EVT-CMOS circuit design, 13-7–13-8

Exponential distribution function, 24-4

Extractor of chip critical area (EXACCA),

24-16–24-19

F

Fanout-of-4 (FO4) inverter delay, 10-1, 10-4, 10-8

FD-SOI device

features of, 2-64

in ISSCC, 2-66

subthreshold characteristics of, 2-64

Feedback circuits, 7-54

Field programmable gate array (FPGA), 9-1,

17-7–17-8

applications of, 9-3, 9-6

CAD tools for rapid prototyping, 9-1, 9-11

clock signals in, 9-5

device programming and hardware verification,

10-12

with hard cores, 9-13

infinite impulse response for, 18-5–18-6

intellectual property (IP) cores for, 9-11

I=O pin standard in, 9-6

logic element, 9-5, 10-12

logic simulation and test, 10-11

place and route tools, 10-12

structure impact on low-power design, 18-5

Field programmable logic devices (FPLDs), 9-2

Finite-state machine (FSM) assignment, 12-5–12-6

Fixed-point arithmetic algorithms

for addition, 11-2

for division, 11-4

for multiplication, 11-8

for subtraction, 11-8

Fixed-point number systems, 11-1–11-2

Flash card adapters, 6-9–6-13

Flash drives, components of, 6-13

Flash file system (FFS), see True flash file system

(TrueFFS)

Flash memory, 2-12, 5-17

advantages of, 5-17

cards, 6-9–6-13

concept of, 6-4

controllers, 6-14

AND and DINOR, 6-8–6-9

mirrorbit, 6-8

NAND and NOR, 6-5–6-7

OneNAND, 6-8

operating principles of, 6-4–6-5

ORNAND, 6-8

oxide thickness in, 6-5

patent issues in, 6-16

software issues in, 6-15

testing of, 6-14

types of, 5-18, 6-5–6-9

Flip-flop design

master-slave flip-flop, 7-57–7-58

sense-amplifier flip-flop, 7-58–7-59

TSPC flip-flop, 7-58

Flip-flops, 2-8–2-9

Floating-gate avalanche metal-oxide semiconductor

(FAMOS), 5-14–5-15, 6-3

Floating-gate MOSFET, 8-3

Floating gate transistor, 5-14–5-15

Floating gate tunneling oxide transistor (FLOTOX)

device, 5-16–5-17

Floating-point

arithmetic, 11-18

decoder latches, 10-4

multiplication, 11-19

number systems, 11-18–11-20

Fowler–Nordheim (F-N) tunneling, 5-15–5-16,

6-5, 14-6

Frequency dividers, 7-30–7-31

Frequency modulation (FM) radios, 17-4

Full adder, 11-3

eight gate, 11-5

nine gate realization of, 11-4

truth table, 11-3

Full scan design approach and SoC testing

design rules, violation of, 21-3

logic circuits in, 21-12–22-13

memory elements, 21-2

G

Gamma distribution, 24-4, 24-22

Gate capacitance, 10-7

Gated-clock scheme, 18-8

Gate electrode, 1-16–1-17

Gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL) effect,

13-10–13-11, 14-3

Gate insulator, 1-11–1-15

Gate leakage current, 1-8, 1-13

Gate length, 1-26

gate oxide thickness and, 1-11

Gate level dynamic power optimization and RTL,

12-3–12-8

bus encoding, 12-7–12-8

clock-gating technique, 12-3–12-5

FSM optimization, 12-5–12-7
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low-power logic synthesis, 12-5–12-7

switching activity reduction through data gating, 12-5

Gate oxide tunneling, 14-6

Gaussian distribution, 24-3

Glitches, 12-9

Glitch preventive booth (GPB) scheme, 18-7

Global word lines (GWL), 7-81

H

Half adders, 11-12, 11-23

Hardware description language (HDL), 2-22; see also

Verilog-hardware description language

for design entry and synthesis, 9-7

HD-subscriber identity module (SIM) cards, 6-8

HELLO floods attack, in lightweight embedded

systems, 16-16

High-frequency processor designs

fast wires and fast devices, 10-3

gate design, 10-8

carry merge delay vs. group size, 10-9

dual-rail output gate, 10-9

logic design implications, 10-14

macro load, 10-7

noise, robustness, and reliability, 10-11–10-14

performance, 10-2, 10-14

placement and routing, 10-3

variability and uncertainty, 10-14

High K materials, 1-10, 1-13–1-14, 1-23

High-performance microprocessor, 10-1–10-2

Hiscan (high-level scan), 23-9

HLFF, see Hybrid latch flip-flop

Hold time, 7-36–7-37

Hot carrier injection, 14-6–14-7

Hot electron injection, 6-4; see also Channel hot

electron (CHE) injection

HSIM from Synopsys, 12-17

HSPICE from Synopsys, 12-17

Hybrid latch flip-flop

circuit operation, 7-60

delay analysis of, 7-68–7-69

glitches, generation of, 7-61

timing characteristics of, 7-63

I

ICCompiler from Synopsys, 12-18

IC mask layers, 24-13

IC type selection, 24-21

IEEE Std. 754 single-precision numbers, 11-19

Infinite impulse response (IIR), for application-specific

integrated circuit, 18-5–18-6

InfoPad, University of California, Berkeley, 18-1

Input vector activation, standby leakage control by,

14-11–14-12

Integrated circuit (IC) manufacturing technology

critical area extraction for, 24-9–24-19

factors effecting, 24-1

yield analysis and modeling of, 24-2

yield forecast for, 24-19–24-22

Intellectual property (IP) cores, 9-11

Intel Pentium III microprocessor, 2-1

Interconnect delays, SoC concept, 21-5

Interconnects, 1-20–1-21, 10-2

low-k materials for, 1-22–1-23

Internal nodes of logic gates

power consumption in CMOS circuits, 19-5–19-6,

19-10–19-13, 19-15–19-17

probabilistic techniques

conducting paths to supply rails, 19-12

experimental results, 19-17–19-21

factorization of functional expression,

19-10–19-11

internal nodes activity computation,

19-12–19-13

normalized power measure, 19-13

position of internal nodes, 19-11–19-12

statistical techniques

charge-sharing among internal nodes,

19-16–19-17

experimental results, 19-17–19-21

graph generation, 19-15

updating conducting paths, 19-15–19-16

International Solid-State Circuits Conference (ISSCC),

2-52, 2-61, 6-4

FD-SOI activities in, 2-66

PD-SOI activities in, 2-62

ISCAS-85 benchmark circuits, 19-17, 19-18

J

JPEG Compressor, frequency and power consumption,

17-6

JTAG standard, see ANSI=IEEE Std. 1149.1

K

Karnaugh maps, 2-43–2-48, 2-50

of AND function, 2-45, 2-47

of 3-input AND function, 2-49

of XOR function, 2-45, 2-47

Killer app, computer program, 4-3

Kirchoff ’s current law (KCL), 14-9

L

Lanthanoid oxide, 1-15

Large scale integrated circuits (LSIs), 1-1

clock frequencies, 2-52

mixed-signal

analog–digital, 2-65–2-66, 2-69

low-power, 2-65

in 20th century, 1-2

Large scale integrated circuits (LSIs) industries,

technology drivers in, 1-27
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Latch-based sense amplifier, 5-21

Latch design

transparent-high latches, 7-53–7-54

TSPC latches, 7-54–7-57

Leakage control techniques, 14-10–14-16

adaptive body biasing, 14-13–14-16

embedded dual-Vt design for domino circuits,

14-12–14-13

standby leakage control by input vector activation,

14-11–14-12

Leakage current density, 1-26

Leakage current monitor (LCM), 13-10

Leakage current reduction transistor stacks, 14-8

Leakage power reduction

at architectural level, 17-20–17-21

in SRAM memories, 17-17–17-19

substrate bias control for, 13-8–13-11

techniques

circuit subthreshold leakage current, 14-7–14-10

leakage control techniques, 14-10–14-16

projected leakage power, 14-2

projected off currents, 14-1–14-2

transistor leakage current components,

14-3–14-7

LEAP pass-transistor library, 2-40, 2-42

Level-sensitive active pull-down ECL (LS-APDECL)

circuit, 3-3

and conventional ECL

inverter gate with, 3-8

power-delay characteristics for, 3-8–3-9

crossover current vs. ICS in, 3-10

delay vs. capacitive loading for, 3-9

inverter gates with, 3-8

output voltage in, 3-6

power consumption vs. operating frequency of, 3-10

pull-down action of, 3-3–3-4

pull-up action of, 3-3–3-4

transient response of, 3-7

voltage regulator circuit in, 3-5–3-6

Lightly doped drain (LDD) region, 1-17

Lightweight embedded systems

ACK spoofing attack, 16-16

defence against attacks, 16-16

HELLO floods attack, 16-16

limited resources, 16-1–16-2

malicious node attack, 16-16

online DVS for discrete voltages, 16-2–16-10

competitive ratio, 16-6–16-7

complexity analysis, 16-7

energy consumption on processor, 16-8–16-10

experimentation, 16-7–16-10

mapping of voltage to frequency settings, 16-7

online algorithm for, 16-4–16-5

power model, 16-4

regression analysis for continuous voltage

values, 16-8

reliability concerns, 16-1–16-2

security concern in, 16-15–16-16

sinkhole attack, 16-16

susceptibility to attacks, 16-15–16-16

Sybil attack, 16-16

wormhole attack, 16-16

Link layer encryption, 16-16

Lithographic defects, critical arears, 24-6–24-7, 24-10,

24-13–24-14

Logic topologies, power impacts of, 12-7

Look-up table (LUT), 9-4

Loop

bandwidth, 7-9, 7-12–7-13, 7-31

filters, 7-29–7-30

fusion technique, 17-4

tiling technique, 17-4

unrolling technique, 17-4–17-5

Low-k materials, 1-22–1-23

Low-power circuit technologies, 13-1–13-14

classification of, 13-1–13-2

Low-power clock tree synthesis, CAD tools for, 12-18

Low-power design

algorithm level impact, 18-2

architecture level impact, 18-2–18-6

ASIC structure, 18-4–18-6

CPU structure, 18-2–18-4

DSP structure, 18-4

FPGA structure, 18-5

special purpose DSP, 18-5–18-6

circuit level impact, 18-6–18-9

basement level, 18-8–18-9

CSW scheme, 18-8

frequency and voltage scaling, 18-9

gated-clock scheme, 18-8

GPB scheme, 18-7

module level, 18-7–18-8

process and device level impact, 18-9–18-10

system level impact, 18-1–18-2

Low-power DSP embedded in SoCs

MACGIC DSP, 17-13–17-14

chip, 17-15

datapath and address unit, 17-14–17-15

power consumption, 17-15–17-16

Low-power logic synthesis, 12-5–12-7

Low-power microcontroller cores, 17-8–17-12

CoolRISC microcontroller architecture, 17-8–17-9

gated clock ALU in, 17-9

Power consumption comparison of, 17-12

test chip, 17-9

DFF-based designs, 17-10–17-11

gated clock with latch-based designs, 17-11–17-12

IP soft cores, 17-10

latch-based designs, 17-10–17-12

gated clock with, 17-11–17-12

time borrowing in, 17-11

Synopsys CoolRISC core, 17-12

Low-power SRAM memories, 17-16–17-19

leakage reduction in, 17-17–17-19

with single read bitline, 17-16–17-17

Low-power standard cell libraries, 17-19–17-20
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Low-voltage ECL circuits, 3-10

4:1 MUX gate in, 3-12–3-13

three-level series gating in, 3-11

toggle flip-flop in, 3-12

M

MACGIC DSP, 17-13

chip, 17-15

datapath and address unit, 17-14–17-15

power consumption, 17-15–17-16

Magnetic core memory, 4-10

Malicious node attack, in lightweight embedded

systems, 16-16

Manchester carry chain (MCC), 11-6, 11-24

Mantissa multiplication, 11-34

Markov process, 19-13

Mask-programmed ROMs, 5-12

Mask read only memories (MROM), 6-2

Master-slave flip-flop

complementary clocks, 7-58

mode of operation, 7-57

timing characteristics of, 7-63

Max-timing problem

propagation delay, 7-39–7-40

timing diagram for, 7-39

Memory and storage devices, 4-7

cost and access times (speed) of, 4-10–4-11

functions of, 4-9

price-performance characteristics of, 4-10

Memory array

basic column of, 7-74

bit line pre-charge circuit, 7-77

column select circuit, 7-77–7-78

noise margin analysis of, 7-76

organization, 2-12, 5-4

partitioning of, 7-80

read and write operations, 7-74–7-75

sense amplifier, 7-78–7-80

stability analysis of, 7-75–7-76

Memory chip architecture, 5-3

Memory circuits, 2-11–2-13; see also Random access

memories (RAMs); Read only memories

(ROMs)

Memory contention, 5-8

Memory hierarchy, 4-7

primary memory, 4-10–4-12

secondary memory, 4-12–4-13

tertiary memory, 4-13

Memory stick cards, 6-10–6-11

Memory technology, 1-23–1-25

Metal gate electrodes, 1-17

Metal oxide gate insulators, 1-14

Metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors

(MOSFETs)

channel resistance of, 1-4

CPU and DRAM parameters, 1-5

downsizing of, 1-3

fabrication of, 1-7–1-8

gate electrode of, 1-16–1-17

gate insulator of, 1-13–1-14

gate length of, 1-1–1-2, 1-8

scaling limitation factor for, 1-8

scaling method, 1-5–1-7

short-channel effect of, 1-3–1-5

switching-off characteristics of, 1-5

TEM image of 1.5 nm gate oxide, 1-9

threshold voltage of, 1-6

Microcontrollers, 6-3

Microprocessors, 4-5

power consumption of, 2-52–2-53

Micro SD cards, 6-11

Microtimed, efficient, streaming, loss-tolerant

authentication (mTESLA) protocol, 16-16

Million floating-point operations per second

(MFLOPS), 4-1, 4-6

Million instructions per second (MIPS) machine, 4-6

Minimum set of topologically independent inputs

(MSTII), 19-10

Mini SD cards, 6-10

Min-timing constraints, latch-based design

minimum propagation delay, 7-40

timing diagrams for, 7-40–7-41

Mirrorbit flash memory, 6-8

Monolithic PTL, 2-30; see also Pass-transistor logic

(PTL)

Monte Carlo technique, 19-13, 19-15, 24-6

Moore’s law, 12-1

Moore type state machines, 9-7

MOS memories, 5-1

MOS reverse body effect, 2-55

MOS SRAM cell, generic, 5-5

MOS transistor, 2-39

MPEG encoder, motion estimation, 18-2

MTCMOS (multithreshold CMOS) circuits,

2-67–2-68

Multichip packages (MCPs), 6-8

Multilevel BDD construction method, 2-31

Multilevel pass-transistor logic, 2-30–2-32; see also

Pass-transistor logic (PTL)

MultiMedia cards (MMC), 6-12

mini and micro cards, 6-12

Multiple threshold-voltage CMOS (MT-CMOS)

scheme, 13-3–13-4, 14-12

balloon circuit, 13-5

latch circuit, 13-5

Multiple-valued EEPROM, 8-5

Multiple-valued logic (MVL)

application of, 8-2

flash memory, 8-5

theoretical advantages of, 8-1–8-2

Multiple-valued read only memory, 8-3

Multiplexer, 2-24, 3-13; see also Demultiplexer

block diagram and output eye diagram, 3-13

power-delay products of, 3-15

Murphy’s model, 24-3
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N

NAND-based ROM array, 5-14

NAND flash memory

applications of, 6-6–6-7

single-level cell (SLC) and multilevel cell (MLC), 6-7

structure of, 6-6–6-7

Nanosim from Synopsys, 12-17

Narrow width effect (I6), 14-5–14-6

National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors

(NTRS), 1-9

n-channel MOSFET, see NMOS transistor

n-channel transistor oxide, Fowler–Nordheim and

direct tunneling in, 14-6

NeoCircuit from Cadence, 12-18

Newton–Raphson divider, 11-16, 11-18

NiSi salicide, 1-9–1-10

NMOS LSI technology, 1-2–1-3

NMOS pass-transistor logic, 2-39

duality principle in, 2-44

synthesis of, 2-43

technology scaling of, 2-40

NMOS pull-down network, 2-3, 10-8–10-9

NMOS transistor, 2-21

circuit symbols of, 2-2

series and parallel switch networks, 2-3

switching actions of, 2-2

Nonerasable nonvolatile memory devices, 6-2

Nonvolatile memories, 5-2; see also Read only memories

(ROMs)

comparison of, 5-17

devices, 6-2

Nonvolatile multiple-valued memory circuits, 8-3; see

also Multiple-valued logic (MVL)

Nonvolatile read=write (NVRW) memory, 5-14

Nonvolatile silicon disks, 6-16

NOR-based ROM array, 5-13

NOR flash memory, 6-5

structure of, 6-6

Notebook computers, 15-1

N-pass transistors, 7-74–7-75

NP-complete problem, 23-6

O

One-bit full adder, 11-22–11-24

OneNAND flash memory, 6-8

One-time programmable (OTP) memories, 6-3

Online algorithm for discrete voltages

in lightweight embedded systems, 16-4–16-7

competitive ratio, 16-6–16-7

complexity analysis, 16-7

online algorithm, 16-4–16-5

power model, 16-4

Online DVS for discrete voltages, 16-2–16-10; see also

Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS)

Open NAND Flash Interface (ONFI) working group,

6-15

OptimizeGold from GoldenGate technology, 12-18

Orinoco from chipvision, 12-16

ORNAND flash memories, 6-8

OR=NOR function, circuit diagram of, 2-48

Output jitter

causes of, 7-19

measurement of, 7-18

minimization of

substrate noise sensitivity, 7-23–7-24

supply noise sensitivity, 7-22–7-23

using supply filters, 7-23

RMS=peak-to-peak jitter, 7-18

P

Parallel multiplier design, 11-34–11-36

Partial design approach and SoC testing, 21-2

Partial product bit generator, 11-32

Partial scan technique, 23-5–23-6

Pass-transistor and CMOS collaborated logic (PCCL),

2-34

cost parameters, 2-36–2-37

synthesis of, 2-35–2-36

Pass-transistor logic (PTL), 2-21, 2-32–2-33; see also

NMOS pass-transistor logic

and CMOS circuits, comparison of, 2-21–2-22,

2-34–2-36

configuration, 2-33

diffusion-area sharing, 2-33

parasitic capacitance in, 2-33

problems of, 2-22–2-23

selector and, 2-24

structure of, 2-33

synthesis methodologies

binary decision diagram (see Binary decision

diagrams (BDD))

Karnaugh maps, 2-43–2-48

synthesis of, 2-39

top-down design of, 2-23–2-28

Pass-transistor mapper (PTM), 2-43

p-channel MOSFET, see PMOS transistor

PD-SOI devices

floating body effect, 2-62–2-64

to high-performance MPU, 2-61

Pentium 4 processor, 4-6

Personal computer (PC), see Computer system

Personal digital assistants (PDAs), 6-1, 15-1, 15-18

Phase detectors, 7-4

input offset, 7-28

XOR or mixer, 7-28

Phase-frequency detector (PFD)

enable inputs, 7-29

SR latches=D flip-flops, 7-28

Phase-locked loop (PLL) system, 9-6, 13-4, 13-6

capacitor and periodic disturbance, 7-13

charge pump, 7-4, 7-29

components of, 7-3

device parameters for design of
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design stablization, 7-16

open-loop and close-loop analysis, 7-16–7-17

phase margin and unity gain bandwidth, 7-17

frequency divider and, 7-30

frequency overshooting, 7-7

frequency response of

closed-loop response, second-order, 7-8–7-13

damping factor and loop bandwidth, 7-9,

7-12–7-13

phase noise amplification, 7-11–7-12

time domain impulse, step, and ramp responses,

7-10–7-12

underdamped and overdamped nature, 7-9, 7-12

layout, impact of, 7-31

locking failure, 7-24

loop dynamics of, 7-14–7-17

loop filters, 7-30

loop parameters and control dynamics, 7-14–7-15

normalized loop gain magnitude and phase plots

for, 7-14

open-loop simulations, 7-32

output jitter, cause of

input jitter, 7-20

loop bandwidth, 7-21

minimization of, 7-22–7-24

substrate noise response, 7-20–7-21, 7-23–7-24

supply noise response, 7-20–7-23

overdamped behavior, 7-7–7-8

phase error, 7-7

phase-frequency detectors, 7-4

self-biasing techniques, 7-31

VCO frequency adjustment, 7-7

Phase shift oscillator

delay elements, 7-25

static supply noise sensitivity of, 7-27

Pipeline balancing (PLB) methodology, to clock-gate,

12-5

Pipeline overhead

of flip-flops, 7-50

latching style and clocking scheme, 7-34

reduction of, 7-51

of single-phase latch design, 7-40

Pipelining, sequential logical operations, 7-34

PMOS pull-up network, 2-3, 2-26

PMOS transistor, 2-21

circuit symbols of, 2-2

series and parallel switch networks, 2-3

switching actions of, 2-2

Point defects, critical area for, 24-6–24-7, 24-10

Poisson distribution, 24-3

Poisson model, 24-2

Poly Si gate, 1-16

Possibly detected (PT) fault class, 22-8

Power

CAD tools for analysis at abstraction levels,

12-16–12-17

consumption due to contention, 12-11

dissipation, 3-13

impacts of logic topologies, 12-7

trend with technology scaling, 12-1–12-2

PowerCompiler from Synopsys, 12-17–12-18

Power consumption; see also CMOS circuits

in CMOS circuits, 19-3–19-21

due to internal nodes of logic gates, 19-5–19-6,

19-10–19-13, 19-15–19-17

dynamic power component, 19-3–19-5

static power component, 19-3

concern in VLSI circuit, 19-1

probabilistic techniques, 19-2, 19-6–19-13,

19-17–19-21

simulation method, 19-2

statistical techniques, 19-2, 19-13–19-21

Power-delay curve, for dynamic circuit design,

12-11–12-12

Power–delay product (PDP), 12-11–12-12

Power optimizations in transistor level

for dynamic circuits, 12-9–12-11

power consumption due to contention, 12-11

power–delay product comparison, 12-11–12-12

for static and dynamic circuits, 12-8–12-12

for static circuits, 12-8–12-9

PowerPC processor floorplan, 1 GHz

with global signal, 10-5

with macro distribution path, 10-6

Power reduction

at high level

energy–flexibility gap, 17-7–17-8

instructions sets and random logic, 17-5–17-6

low-power memories, 17-7

low-power software, 17-4–17-5

processor-based implementation, 17-5

processor types, 17-6–17-7

radio frequency devices, 17-4

from high to low level

basic rules, 17-2–17-3

design techniques for low power, 17-1–17-3

power estimation, 17-3

interconnect techniques, 12-14–12-16

at physical implementation level, 12-12–12-16

techniques in floor plan, 12-13–12-14

Power saved pass-transistor logic (PSPL), 2-40

PowerTheater from Sequence, 12-16–12-17

Precharge=evaluation collisions, 10-12

Price’s model, 24-3–24-4

Probabilistic techniques

to estimate switching activity, 19-6–19-13

activity calculation, 19-8–19-9

experimental results, 19-17–19-21

partitioning algorithm, 19-9–19-10

power estimation considering internal nodes,

19-10–19-13

signal probability calculation, 19-7

for power consumption estimation, 19-2,

19-6–19-13

Processor operation, in DVS, 15-2

common design approaches
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clock frequency reduction, 15-3–15-4

compute ASAP, 15-3–15-4

supply voltage reduction, 15-4–15-5

compute-intensive and minimum-latency processes,

15-2–15-3

energy efficiency, 15-3

processor usage model, 15-2

Processors, 4-5

categories of, 4-5

performance of, 4-5

price-performance of, 4-8

speed, 4-15

voltage to frequency settings mapping for, 16-7

Product-term devices, 9-3–9-4

Programmable logic arrays (PLAs), 9-3

Programmable logic devices (PLDs), 9-3

Programmable ROMs (PROMs), 2-12, 6-2

2-to-4 pseudo NMOS decoder, 5-24–5-25

Pseudo-NMOS logic, 2-6–2-7

P1149.4 standard, 23-7

Pulsed latches, design of, 7-51–7-52

with embedded pulse generation

hybrid latch flip-flop (HLFF), 7-60–7-61

semi-dynamic flip-flop (SDFF), 7-61–7-62

using pulse generator and transparent latch,

7-59–7-60

Push-pull charge pump, 7-29

Q

Quaternary threshold logic full adder (QFA), 8-12–8-15

R

Radix-4 modified Booth multiplier, 11-9

Radix-4 SRT divider, 11-16–11-17

RAID technology, 4-13

Rambus in-line memory modules (RIMMs), 6-4

Random access architecture, 5-3

Random access memories (RAMs), 2-11

Raster-scan based algorithm, 24-11

Read only memories (ROMs), 2-11, 2-15–2-17, 5-11,

6-2

storage principles, 5-12

structure of, 5-12

types of, 5-13

Read=Write Memories (RWMs), see Random access

memories (RAMs)

Reduced BDD (RBDD), see Binary decision diagrams

(BDDs)

Reduced ordered BDD (ROBDD), see Binary decision

diagrams (BDDs)

Reduced size-MultiMedia cards (RS-MMC), 6-12

Redundant (RE) fault class, 22-8

Register clustering; see also Power reduction

design, 12-14–12-15

and net weighting, 12-14

Register transfer level, see RTL

Retrograde doping profile, 1-19

Ring oscillator, see Phase shift oscillator

Ripple carry adder, 11-4, 11-24, 11-28

RISC processors, 4-5

Row decoder

realization of, 5-22–5-24

truth table of, 5-23

RSTmultiplier, 11-35

RTL and gate level dynamic power optimization,

12-3–12-8

bus encoding, 12-7–12-8

clock-gating technique, 12-3–12-5

granularity, 12-4–12-5

mechanics of, 12-4

timing requirement, 12-4

low-power logic synthesis and FSM optimization,

12-5

FSM assignment, 12-6

power impacts of logic topologies, 12-7

technology mapping, 12-6–12-7

switching activity reduction through data gating,

12-5

RTL Compiler from Cadence, 12-17

S

Scan chain design, 7-64

dual-phase, latchbased design

latency, impact on, 7-65

min-timing problem minimization, 7-64

master-slave flip-flop, scannable version of, 7-66

scannable sense amplifier flip-flop, 7-67

scannable transmission gate latch, 7-65

and SDFF, 7-67

Scan DFTmethodology

automatic test pattern generation, 21-2–21-3

back-end scan insertion, 21-3

RT-level scan synthesis

diagnosability of, 21-3–21-4

hierarchical design flows, 21-3

scan and test logic insertion, 21-3

timing scheme in, 21-11

types of, 21-2

Scan testing

for analog and mixed designs, 23-7

BIST, 23-6

boundary-scan (BS) technique

ANSI=IEEE Std. 1149.1, 23-3–23-4

BS architecture, 23-5

B-VHDL (behavioral VHDL) description technique,

23-7–23-9

PCB (printed circuit board) testing, 23-2

scan-in and scan-out operations, 23-2

of sequential designs, 23-1

SDFF, see Semi-dynamic flip-flop

S4D MOSFETs, 1-10; see alsoMetal oxide semiconductor

field effect transistors (MOSFETs)
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Secure Digital Association (SDA), 6-10

Secure digital (SD) card, 6-9

Secure network encryption protocol (SNEP), 16-16

Security protocols for embedded systems (SPINS),

16-16

Self-biasing techniques, PLL and DLL designs, 7-31

Self-substrate bias (SSB) circuit, 13-10

Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), 1-9

Semiconductor memory, 5-1

arrays, 2-11

classification of, 2-12, 5-2–5-3

Semiconductor storage devices, in computing

applications, 6-1–6-2

Semiconductor test equipment, 6-14

Semi-dynamic flip-flop

circuit operations, 7-61

conditional shut-off, 7-62

delay analysis of, 7-68–7-69

timing characteristics of, 7-63

Sense amplifier(s), 5-19–5-21

differential sense amplifier, 7-79–7-80

flip-flop design, 7-58

circuit operation, 7-59

delay analysis of, 7-68–7-69

timing characteristics of, 7-63

mirror sense amplifier, 7-79

Sequential circuit test technology

ATPG process

clock cycles, excitation of, 22-5

fault masking problem in, 22-5–22-6

input pattern identification, 22-12

successive time frames, 22-5

test vector compression, 22-4

partial scan technique, 23-5–23-6

scan path technology

input patterns and combinational logic,

22-2–22-3

scan chain, 22-2

shortcomings of, 22-3

scan testing

BIST, 23-6

boundary-scan (BS) technique

ANSI=IEEE Std. 1149.1, 23-3–23-4

BS architecture, 23-5

PCB (printed circuit board) testing, 23-2

scan-in and scan-out operations, 23-2

of sequential designs, 23-1

Sequential-modified Booth multiplier, see Radix-4

modified Booth multiplier

SERF full adder, 2-20

Serial access memory (SAM), 5-3

Setup time, 7-36–7-37

Short-channel effects, 14-13–14-14

Short-channel leakage mechanisms, 14-3

Short-circuit power, 12-2

Signal-to-noise (S=N) ratio, 2-68
Silicides, physical properties, 1-19

Silicon LSIs, 1-1

Silicon on insulator (SOI) CMOS, 2-52

RF circuits, 2-70–2-71

structures, 2-53–2-56

features of, 2-53–2-56

TEM image of, 2-57

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) transistor, 18-10

Si MOSFET, see Metal oxide semiconductor field effect

transistors (MOSFETs)

SIMOX (separation by implanted oxygen) substrates,

2-58

Simple current mirror differential sense amplifier, 5-20

Simpson’s method, 24-16

Simultaneous buffer and wire sizing (SBWS) algorithm,

12-15

Simultaneous driver and wire sizing (SDWS) algorithm,

12-15

Single event upset (SEU), in embedded systems,

16-14–16-15

Single-phase, latch-based design

clock skew, 7-43–7-45

timing constraints

max-timing problem, 7-39–7-40

min-timing, 7-40–7-41

time borrowing, 7-41–7-42

Single-rail PTL, 2-25

Sinkhole attack, in lightweight embedded systems, 16-16

SiO2 gate insulator, 1-12

SmartMedia cards, 6-11

SOC (Silicon On Chip)

application, 1-24

chip embedded chip technology for, 1-27

Soft error rate (SER), in CMOS SRAM circuits,

16-14–16-15

SOI-A=D conversion circuit, 2-71

SOI devices, reduced junction capacitance of, 10-13

SOI MOSFETs, operating modes of, 2-60–2-61

SOI substrates

quality and cost for, 2-57

SIMOX (separation by implanted oxygen), 2-58

wafer bonding (WB) substrates, 2-58

SOI technologies, dynamic circuits in, 10-11

Solid-state floppy disk card (SSFDC), 6-11

SPECmark, 4-7

Speed-adaptive threshold-voltage CMOS (SA-VT

CMOS) scheme, 13-12–13-13

Split bitlines

logically vs. physically, 17-17

SRAM memories with, 17-16–17-17

SRAM cell, 14-1, 17-17–17-18

Stacks effect, 14-7–14-9; see also Transistor stacks

Standard Performance Evaluation Corporation, 4-7

Standby leakage control by input vector activation,

14-11–14-12

Static circuit design

considerations, 12-8–12-9

device sizing, 12-8–12-9

dynamic power in, 12-8–12-9

power–delay curve for, 12-11–12-12
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sequential sizing, 12-9

wide logic sizing, 12-8

Static CMOS circuit, 2-1

combinational circuits, 2-3–2-6

pass transistor, 2-7

pseudo-NMOS logic, 2-6–2-7

sequential circuits, 2-8–2-10

Static power component, power consumption in CMOS

circuits by, 19-3

Static RAM circuits (SRAM), 5-4–5-8, 2-13–2-15; see

also Dual port SRAM

configurations of, 2-13

design over varying voltage DVS, 15-17–15-18

memories, 17-16–17-19

CSW scheme, 18-8

leakage reduction in, 17-17–17-19

with single read bitline, 17-16–17-17

with read amplifier and data write circuitry, 2-14

read operation of, 5-6

with resistive loads (see 4-Transistor 2-resistor

(4T2R) cell)

write operation of, 5-7–5-8

Static voltage scaling, optimal algorithm for, 16-3

Statistical techniques

to estimate power consumption in CMOS circuits,

19-2, 19-13–19-17

experimental results, 19-17–19-21

power estimation due to internal nodes,

19-15–19-17

random input generator, 19-13

stopping criteria, 19-14

Strapper’s model, 24-4

StrataFlash memory, 6-8

Subthreshold leakage current, 1-7, 10-12

Supercomputers, 4-1

Supply noise filters, 7-23

Supply noise sensitivity minimization, 7-22–7-23

Supply switch, in CMOS circuit, 13-3–13-4

Supply voltage management, in CMOS circuit,

13-3–13-8

dynamic voltage scaling, 13-4–13-8

multiple supply voltages, 13-8

supply switch, 13-3–13-4

Suppressing device fluctuations, substrate bias control

for, 13-12–13-13

Swing-restored pass-transistor logic (SRPL), 2-24, 2-39

Switched substrate-impedance (SSI) scheme,

13-10–13-11

Switching activity

activity calculation, 19-8–19-9

Boolean difference, 19-8–19-9

using signal probability, 19-9

partitioning algorithm, 19-9–19-10

power estimation considering internal nodes,

19-10–19-13

probabilistic techniques to estimate, 19-6–19-13

reduction,data gating and, 12-5

signal probability calculation, 19-7

Switching power

and net length, 12-12–12-13

optimization in dynamic circuit design, 12-9–12-11

Sybil attack, in lightweight embedded systems, 16-16

Synchronous dynamic random access memory

(SDRAM), SPD feature of, 6-4

System-on-a-programmable-chip technology, 10-12

advantages of, 10-13

development tools, 10-13

processor cores, 10-13

System-on-chip (SoC), 11-28, 17-1

designs, 12-18

low-power DSP embedded in (see also MACGIC

DSP)

chip of, 17-15

datapath and address unit, 17-14–17-15

power consumption, 17-15–17-16

System-on-chip (SoC) testing

ATE-based external test approaches, scan DFT

methodology, 21-2

core delivery model, 21-4

core integration and test complexity, 21-4–21-5

core test access standards, 21-8

core test language

black-box approach, 21-9

core testing, 21-8

interconnect delays and defects, 21-5

test access mechanism, 21-8

test-ready cores, creation of

core isolation, 21-6–21-7

core test integration, 21-7–21-8

test reuse, 21-4

T

Tank current sourcing (TCS) technology, 2-71–2-72

Technology mapping, 12-5–12-7; see also RTL and gate

level dynamic power optimization

T-Flash, see Micro SD cards

Thin-film SOI substrate, 2-53

Threshold voltage management, in CMOS circuit,

13-8–13-14

multiple threshold voltage, 13-13–13-14

for short channel MOS ICs, 13-9

substrate bias control for

leakage reduction, 13-8–13-11

suppressing device fluctuations, 13-12–13-13

Tied (TI) fault class, 22-7

Time borrowing, latch-based design, 7-41–7-42

Time dependent dielectric breakdown (TDDB), 1-12

Timing constraints

complementary dual-phase latch-based design,

7-48–7-49

edge-triggered, flip-flop-based design, 7-49–7-51

nonoverlapping dual-phase, latch-based design,

7-5–7-48

pulsed latches, 7-51–7-52

single-phase, latch-based design, 7-38–7-45
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Transformer of CIF (TRACIF), 24-14–24-15

Transient faults, in embedded systems,

16-14–16-15

Transient model, of transistor stacks leakage, 14-10

14-Transistor full adder, 2-19

Transistor leakage current components, 14-3–14-7

DIBL, 14-3–14-5

gate oxide tunneling, 14-6

GIDL, 14-3, 14-5

hot carrier injection, 14-6–14-7

narrow width effect, 14-5–14-6

p-n junction reverse bias current, 14-3–14-4

punchthrough, 14-5

weak inversion, 14-3–14-4

4-Transistor 2-resistor (4T2R) cell, 5-8

Transistor sizing, CAD tools for, 12-17–12-18

Transistor stacks

for circuit subthreshold leakage current,

14-7–14-9

effect, 14-7–14-9

steady-state leakage model of, 14-9–14-10

transient model of, 14-10

Transmission-gate latches, see Transparent-

high latches

Transmission gate logic, 2-7–2-8

Transparent-high latches

delay analysis of, 7-68

pass gates and transmission gates, 7-53

tristate gates, 7-54

Tree-based column decoder, 5-27

Tristate gates, 7-54

True flash file system (TrueFFS), 6-15

True single-phase clock (TSPC) latches

complementary transparent-high and

transparent-low, 7-55–7-56

delay analysis of, 7-68–7-69

latch operations, 7-55

timing characteristics of, 7-63

TSPC flip-flops, design of, 7-58

Tunnel diodes, 1-7

Tunneling, 5-16; see also Fowler–Nordheim (F–N)

tunneling

currents, 10-13

Two’s complement subtracter, 11-9

Two-stage differential amplifier, 5-20–5-21

U

ULSI, materials for, 1-28

Undetectable (UD) fault class, 22-9

UNIBOND substrates, 2-59–2-60

Untestable (UT) fault classes

blocked and redundant, 22-7–22-8

unused and tied, 22-7

Unused (UU) fault class, 22-7

USB flash drives, 6-13; see also Flash drives

U3 smart drives, 6-14

V

Variable block adder (VBA), 11-24

Variable threshold-voltage CMOS (VTCMOS) scheme,

13-10–13-11

VCDL, see Voltage-controlled delay line

VCO, see Voltage-controlled oscillator

Verilog-hardware description language,

2-22, 9-7

software intellectual property core, 17-13

and Verilog ALU model, 9-10

and Verilog behavioral level models, 9-10

and Verilog state machine model, 9-9

Very large instruction word (VLIW) DSPs,

17-14

Very large scale integration (VLSI), 2-1

design parameters, 12-1–12-2

Virtual rail clamp (VRC) circuit, 13-4, 13-6

VisiCalc, 4-3

VLSI chip=circuits, 12-3, 24-17
Voltage-controlled delay line

control gain of, 7-25

delay generation, 7-4

level shifting, 7-30

negative feedback, 7-3

supply noise sensitivity minimization,

7-22–7-23

transient analysis, 7-32

Voltage-controlled oscillator

control gain of, 7-25

level shifting, 7-30

transient analysis, 7-32

types of, 7-24

Voltage converter in DVS, 15-9–15-11

limits to reducing CDD, 15-11

negative-feedback loop, 15-10

performance metrics of, 15-10–15-11

Voltage island, CAD tools for, 12-18

Voltage regulator circuit, 3-5–3-6

Voltage scaling, see Dynamic voltage scaling (DVS)

W

Wafer bonding (WB) substrates, 2-58

Wafer defect statistics, 24-3

Wafer yield distribution function, 24-5, 24-21

Wallace fast multiplier, 11-11, 11-13

Wallace tree, 11-29

Wave-pipelining, 7-38

Wearable communication devices, 2-65

Wire capacitance and spacing, 12-14–12-15

Wire delay, 18-9

Wire length analysis, 10-4

Wires

capacitance of, 10-7

classification of, 10-5

modeling classes, 10-7
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tapering, 12-15–12-16

T models, 10-5

Wormhole attack, in lightweight embedded

systems, 16-16

X

XD-picture cards, 6-12–6-13

Y

Yield calculations, 24-19–24-21

Yield loss mechanisms, 24-5

Yield models for IC

classical yield models

Murphy’s model, 24-3

Poisson model, 24-3

Price’s model, 24-3–24-4

Strapper’s model, 24-4

critical area models

for lithographic defects, 24-7–24-9

for point defects, 24-6–24-7

distribution models

chip yield, 24-4–24-5

wafer yield, 24-5–24-6

Z

Zero catastrophic (fatal) defects probability, 24-2
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